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INTRODUCTION 
The Service Notes and Data Sheets contained herein are 

for the radio receivers and phonograph combination instruments 

sold by the Radio Corporation of America, the Victor Talking 

Machine Company and the RCA Victor Company during the 

years 1929 and 1930. These booklets have been compiled for 

RCA Victor Distributors and Dealers for use by their personnel 

in conjunction with the servicing of the instruments listed. 

Proper operation of any radio instrument is dependent 

upon correct service methods and replacement of defective 

parts. We earnestly recommend that you follow the instructions 

given, use the equipment recommended and replace defective 

parts with Genuine RCA Victor Factory Tested Replacement 

Parts. Your Distributors will be glad to obtain for you any 

part or service equipment described in this book and give 

you any possible assistance in the performance of your work. 
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CONTENTS 
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SUCCESS IN RADIO SERVICE WORK 
The most valuable asset of any business is GOOD WILL. And 

Good Will is nothing more or less than public confidence in you 
and your business; confidence to the point that your customers 
are willing and glad to recommend you and your services to ac- 
quaintances and friends. 

That kind of Good Will does more to build business than all 

other forces combined. Three factors are involved in building Good 
Will for a radio service business, in gaining the confidence of your 
customers to the point that they will do a selling job for you. These 
three essentials of success are: 

Which one would you do business with? 

Technical Ability 

Business Methods 

Parts and Test Instruments 

Technical Ability. Your technical ability is reflected in the 

test instruments you employ, by the appearance of your shop and 

work bench, and by the "kit" that you carry into customers' homes. 

Like the successful members of any of the professions, the radio service 

engineer must continually study to keep up with the times. 

Business Methods. Insofar 

there are just two indices to your 

handle yourself on the job and the 
Instruments you use. 

as your customers are concerned 

business methods: The way you 

quality of the Parts and the Test 

Contrast the picture of the two Service Men shown on this page. 

Each is about to make a call. Each is a good service man, so far as 

ability goes. But there the likeness ends. One has business written 

all over him. One has built his success on the foundation of fair prices 

for good work and highest quality parts. The other wonders why his 

business is slow even though he offers "cut prices" as a result of the 

bargain replacement parts he uses. 
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Parts and 'L'est Instruments. The most 

tangible of the three factors essential to success in 

service work are the Parts and Test Instruments used. 

By these you are judged immediately and perma- 

nently, as the job holds up or fails to stand up. 

Parts and Test Instruments may be made in either 

one of two ways. They may be built up to a standard 

or down to a price. No single Part or Test Instrument 
can be built both ways. It must be done either one 

way or the other. 

And in the long run Parts and Test Instruments 
built down to a price cost you more than those built 
up to a standard-cost you more in disgruntled custom- 

ers, prestige and loss of GOOD WILL. 

Quality pays. Hundreds of leading radio service 

engineers attribute their success to their adherence to 
the following pledge: 

An output indicator that does not 
burn out, RCA Type TMV-121-A 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

The RCA Oscillator TMV-97-B, ideal for all service work 

In our service work 
we pledge 

To use the highest quality materials. 

To be thorough in all our work. 

To handle your property with care. 

To make reasonable promises and keep them. 

To charge a fair price for our services. 

BE ON THE SAFE SIDE USE GENUINE FACTORY - 
TESTED RCA PARTS AND TEST INSTRUMENTS 
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CHART OF FREQUENCY OR IMPEDANCE 
vS 

INDUCTANCE AND CAPACITY 
The Chart shown below provides a quick method of determining 

several unknown factors when one or more are known. The Chart covers 
a very wide range, namely, from 10 micro -henries to 100 henries induct- 
ance, 10 cycles to 50,000 kilocycles, 1 ohm to 10 megohms and 1 micro- 
microfarad to 10 microfarads. If, for example, one wishes to know the 
capacitance to use with a 10 henry inductor to have it resonate at 50 
cycles, it can be readily seen that it would be a 1 mfd. capacitor. This is 
determined by finding the intersection of the vertical line representing 
10 henries and the oblique line representing 50 cycles. The intersection 
occurs at the horizontal line representing 1 mfd. The other oblique line 
at this intersection represents the impedance at 'this frequency. This is 
approximately 3000 ohms. 
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RCA Full Range Test Oscillator 
Type TMV-97-B 

Front View Rear View of Chassis 

The RCA Full Range Type TMV-97-B Test Oscillator is a modulated R. F. oscillator which supersedes 
the Type TMV-97-A. New features are a wider frequency range, an improved calibrated tuning dial (reading 
in frequency) and a direct -reading range switch. All older features such as small compact size, light weight, 
self-contained batteries, etc., of the Type TMV-97-A are retained. 

The frequency range extends continuously from 90 K. C. to 25,000 K. C. (3300-12 meters) and is 
divided into eight bands. This covers all intermediate, broadcast, police and short-wave frequency line-up 
points of all makes of receivers. An eight -position range switch provides for the selection of any desired band. 
An attenuator (output control) gives a means of adjusting the output to any level. This is very important in 
modern receivers, due to the increasing practice of combining the automatic volume control with other tubes. 

Of special interest to amateurs and experimenters is the simplicity with which the modulation may be 
eliminated. This may be done by the use of a special adapter in the modulator socket. The oscillator then may 
be used as a heterodyne oscillator for short-wave superheterodyne receivers or for heterodyning the I. F. 
frequency of all -wave receivers to permit reception of pure CW signals. 

SPECIFICATIONS 
CIºcuir-A tuned -grid, plate -modulated circuit is used, 

which gives good stability over a wide range of voltage and 
climatic conditions. The output is modulated 50% at 400 
cycles. 

RADIOTRONs-Two Radiotrons RCA -30 are used, one as 
an R. F. oscillator and one as an A. F. modulator. 

BArrEºIEs REQUIRED-One 22% volt "B" battery and one 
4% volt "C" battery are used. The "C" battery provides 
filament power for the Radiotrons, the filaments of which are 
connected in series. 

SIZE-Height 8% inches (in- 
cluding raised handle), case alone 
6% inches, width 9% inches, depth 
4% inches. 

WEIGHT - 33. lbs., including 
batteries. 

SWITCH-A toggle -type operat- 
ing switch for turning the oscillator 
"on" and "off" is mounted on the 
front panel. 

FREQUENCY RANOE-90 K. C.-25,000 K. C. by eight bands. 
The Range Switch is located on the front panel and marked 
directly in frequency. 

OUTPUT-Two binding posts on the front panel, together 
with an attenuator, give an easy means of connecting and 
adjusting the output. 

DIAL-Variable vernier dial adjustable from 6:1 to 20:1 
speed reduction. The dial glass has been made thicker so that 
the indicator line is very close to the dial, thus avoiding a 
possible parallax. 

CALIBRATION-The dial is cali- 
brated directly in frequency to an 
accuracy of ±3%. Complete in- 
dividual calibration may be ob- 
tained at an additional cost of 
$5.00. 

CASE-The entire oscillator is 
enclosed in a black wrinkle -finished 
aluminum case provided with a 
leather handle. 

Net Pri ce $2950 
(WITH RADIOTRONS-LESS BATTERIES) 

Order Stock No. 9050 
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RCA Tools and Accessories 
The following tools and accessories are useful for servicing Radio Receivers, Combinations and Short -Wave 

Instruments of all types and manufacture. 

Alignment Tool 

Stock No. 4160 Net Price $0.60 

The Stock No. 4160 Alignment Tool is a bakelite shaft 
combination screwdriver and socket wrench. The matal screw- 
driver bit is so shaped that the increase in capacity caused by 
its touching a trimmer screw is offset by the reduction in 
inductance caused by its shape. This is very important when 
making adjustments on all -wave receivers where the screw- 
driver must be inserted through the end of the coil. The socket 
end fits the main tuning capacitor trimmer adjustment screws 
used on numerous RCA Victor Receivers. The hakelite shaft 
is 742" diameter, which gives entrance to j4" holes, used on 
older model Radiola receivers. 

Alignment Wrench 

Stock No. 7065 Net Price $0.50 

The Stock No. 7065 Alignment Wrench is a combination 
screwdriver and alligator jaw end wrench. The metal screw- 
driver bit is shaped so that it will have a minimum effect on 
the alignment of the set when it touches a trimmer screw. 
The end wrench is suitable for adjusting trimmer screws that 
are accessible only from the side. The shaft is of hakelite, 

" diameter and the overall length is 51/2". 

Riveting Punch 

Stock No. 10987 Net Price $0.50 

The Stock No. 10987 Riveting Punch is a special metal 
punch for use with a riveting anvil. The punch may be used 
with the rivets usually used on radio receivers and permits the 
service man to make a factory type repair, instead of using 
machine screws to replace rivets. The punch is h6" in diameter 
and 51 long. 

Riveting Anvil 

Stock No. 10988 Net Price $0.70 

The Stock No. 10988 Off -Set Riveting Anvil is a special 
anvil that permits riveting in places ordinarily inaccessible. It 

is to be used in conjunction with a riveting punch such as 
Stock No. 10987. The Anvil is 6" in diameter and 31/2" 
long. 

Tuning Wand 

Stock No. 6679 Net Price $1.10 

The Stock No. 6679 Tuning Wand is a special alignment 
tool which makes possible the checking of alignment in all - 
wave receivers without disturbing the adjustment of the 
trimmer capacitors. The tool consists of a bakelite rod having 
a brass cylinder at one end and a special finely divided iron 
core at the other end. Inserting the brass cylinder into a coil 
lowers its inductance, while inserting the iron increases the 
inductance. From this it is evident that before adjusting 
trimmers, the adjustment may be checked by inserting each end 
of the wand into the coil. Proper adjustment is evidenced by 
a reduction in output with either end of the wand inserted into 
the coil. 

Knurled Nut Wrench 

Stock No. 10982 Net Price 51.20 

The Stock No. 10982 Knurled Nut Wrench is a special 
wrench designed for tightening or removing the knurled nuts 
such as are used with toggle type switches. These nuts are 
ordinarily impossible to remove or tighten without marring. 
The wrench will hold a nut from 54" to %" diameter. The 
overall length is 8". 

Off -Set Screwdrivers 

-e 
Stock No. 3064 
Net Price $0.50 

Stock No. 2930 
Net Price $0.50 

D 

The Stock Nos. 3064 and 2930 Off -Set Screwdrivers arc 

useful for making adjustments to remote control units and 
ocher small screws that are inaccessible with an ordinary 
screwdriver. The No. 3064 screwdriver is 21/2" long while 
No. 2930 has an overall length of 43". 

Socket Wrench 

Stock No. 10983 Net Price $1.80 

The Stock No. 10983 Socket Wrench is a special flexible 
end socket wrench designed for adjusting the alignment 
screws of the 1929 and 1930 Victor Receivers, Models R-32, 
R-35, etc. The overall length is 8h". 
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Radiolas 21 and 22 
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RCA Radiola 21 
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[ Copyright October, 1929 
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PREFACE 

Service goes hand in hand with sales. The well-informed RCA Author- 
ized Dealer renders service at time of sale in affording information as to 
proper installation and upkeep. Subsequent service and repair may be re- 
quired by reason of wear and tear and mishandling, to the end that RCA 
Loudspeaker and Radiola owners may be entirely satisfied. 

Obviously, this service can best be rendered by properly equipped service 
organizations having a thoroughly trained personnel with a knowledge of 
the design and operation of RCA Loudspeakers and Radiolas. 

Such service organizations have been established by RCA Distributors, 
and RCA Authorized Dealers are advised to refer any major work or replace- 
ment to their selected Distributors. Minor replacements and mechanical and 
electrical adjustments may be undertaken by the RCA Dealer. 

To assist in promoting this phase of the Dealer and Distributor's business 
the RCA Service Department has prepared a series of Service Notes-of which 
this booklet is a part-containing technical information and practical helps in 
servicing RCA Loudspeakers and Radiolas. 

This information has been compiled from experience with RCA Dealers 
and Distributors' service problems and presents the best practice in dealing 
with them. A careful reading of these Service Notes will establish their value, 
and it is suggested they be preserved for ready reference. 

In addition to supplying the Service Notes, the RCA Service Department 
maintains a corps of engineers who are qualified to render valuable help in 
solving service problems. These engineers call upon the trade at frequent in- 
tervals to advise and assist RCA Distributors in the performance of service 
work. 

Property of the Radio -victor Corporation of America. Confidential and to be used 
only by its Authorized Distributors and Dealers in furnishing service in connection 

with its apparatus 

Copyright 1929-Radio-victor Corporation of America 
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RECEIVER 
ASSEMBLY 

ANTENNA 
AND 

GROUND 
LEADS 

REPRODUCER BATTERY 

UNIT CABLE 

Figure 1-Rear interior cabinet view of Radiola 22 
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RCA RADIOLAS 21 and 22 
SERVICE NOTES 

Prepared by RCA Service Department 

RADIOTRON SOCKETS 
FOR A.F. STAGES I STATIOND AEL ECTOR STAGE SHIELDS 

VOLUME CONTROL LOCAL -DISTANT SWITCH OPERATING SWITCH 

Figure 2-Top view of receiver chassis showing location of some parts 

ELECTRICAL AND PHYSICAL SPECIFICATIONS 
Type of Receiver-Screen Grid Tuned R.F. Battery. 
Recommended Antenna Length -25-60 feet. 
Type of Filament Power-Storage Battery or Eliminator. 
Type of Plate and Grid Power-"B" and "C" Batteries or 

Eliminator. 
Number and Type of Tubes-Two L X-222, 2 LX -112:\, 

1 UX-112A or UX-171A-Tbtal 5. 

Number of R.F. Stages-Two. 
Type of Detector-Grid condenser and leak. 
Number of A.F. Stages-Two. 
Type of Loudspeaker (R22 only)-Magnetic. 

Height 
R21 

10.5 inches 
R22 

40.5 inches 
Depth 10.0 " 22.0 " 
Width 20.5 " 21.5 " 
Weight. alone 27 lbs. 44 lbs. 
Weight. packed 41) 1hs. 105 lbs. 

5 
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INTRODUCTION 
RCA Radiolas 21 and 22 are battery operated screen grid radio receiving sets- 

Radiola 21 is a table model and Radiola 22 is a console model employing the same 
receiver chassis and the mechanism of RCA Loudspeaker 100B. RCA Screen Grid 
Radiotrons UX-222 are employed as radio frequency amplifiers, Radiotrons UX-112A 
as the detector and first audio and UX-112A or UX-171A as the power stage. The 
choice of the power tube is left to the customer, as different tubes may be desirable 
for different output requirements. The different battery requirements may also have 
a bearing on the choice, as the UX-171A requires more plate and bias batteries to obtain advantage of its greater output. 

The sensitivity and selectivity of these Radiolas is sufficient for excellent reception. 
The fidelity is very good. Figure 1 illustrates a rear interior cabinet view of Radiola 
22, Figure 2 top view of receiver chassis, Figure 3 sub -chassis view of receiver, and Figure 4 a view of the receiver with shields removed. 

DETECTOR PLATE 
SUPPLY RESISTOR 

FILAMENT 
RESISTORS 

BY-PASS CONDENSERS VOLUME CONTROL 

Figure 3-Sub-chassis view of receiver 

Circuit features, see Figure 6, of these Radiolas are 
(a) Screen grid battery receiver giving sensitivity and selectivity comparable to that obtained with A.C. type screen grid receivers. 
(b) Circuit consists of two tuned R.F. stages, tuned grid leak type detector, first 

audio stage and second audio stage employing a choice of power tubes. (c) Local -distant switch provides best reception on both loud and weak signals. At the local position a .00023 mfd. condenser is connected from the antenna connection to ground. This condenser or when the switch is at "distant," the antenna to ground capacity, causes the circuit to resonate in the broadcast band at about 700 K.C. and thereby brings up the sensitivity of the low fre- quency end. The result is that the receiver has about equal sensitivity throughout the tuning range. 
(d) The use of screen grid tubes together with proper shielding, eliminates the necessity of neutralizing or other methods of stabilizing. 
(e) The volume control varies the voltage on the screen grid of the two R.F. tubes. This provides a smooth means of control which, together with the local -distant switch, provides a positive cut-off even on loud local stations. 

G 
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(f) 

(g) 

The operating switch disconnects the filament battery and the "B" voltage to 
the volume control. This prevents unnecessary "B" battery consumption when 
the receiver is not in use. 
A fixed regenerative detector gives added sensitivity to that circuit with a 

resulting gain in over-all sensitivity. This does not require any adjustment 
during operation. 

PART I -INSTALLATION 
Information on the various points dealing with installation as listed below can be 

obtained by referring to the Service Notes or Instruction Books mentioned. This in- 
formation has been repeatedly published in past issues of Service Notes, and the ave- 
rage service man is probably so familiar with it, that further details are unnecessary. 

The Radiola 22 has two red wood screws to hold the reproducer unit during shipment. Be 

sure that these are removed as otherwise acoustic howling may result. 
Antenna (Indoor or outdoor).-See R-44 and 46 Service Notes. 

INTERSTAGE 
COUPLING UNIT 

RADIOTRON SOCKETS FOR 
1ST & 2ND R.F. AND DETECTOR 

1ST R. F. 2"2 R.F. 
TRANSFORMER TRANSFORMER. 

Figure 4-View of receiver 

3RD R. F. 

TRANSFORMER 

with shields removed 

Ground.-See R-44 and 46 Service Notes. 
Shields.-See R-44 and 46 Service Notes. 
Batteries and Connections.-See R-21 or 22 Instruction Book. 

PART II -SERVICE DATA 
Service data on the following subjects can be obtained from the Service Notes 
mentioned below : 

Antenna system failures.-See R-44 and 46 Service Notes. 
Radiotron sockets and prongs.-See R-44 and 46 Service Notes. 
Broken condenser drive cord.-See R-44 and 46 Service Notes. 
Adjusting R.F. line-up condensers.-See R-44 and 46 Service 'Notes. 
Service data on reproducer unit.-See R -100A or R -100B Service Notes. 

7 
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SERVICE DATA CHART 
The following service data chart indicates various troubles by their symptoms and 

gives the specific remedy necessary. 

Indication Cause Remedy 

No Reproduction 

Defective Radiotrons 

Defective Operating Switch 

Defective Volume Control 

Wrong battery connections 

Run-down batteries 

Defective local -distant switch 

Defective parts in receiver 

Defective loudspeaker 

Replace defective Radiotrons 

Replace defective operating switch 

Replace defective volume control 

Connect battery correctly. Complete in- 
structions are given in R-21 or 22 In- 
struction Book 

Replace "B" and "C" batteries if low. 
Charge storage battery if necessary. 

Replace defective local -distant switch. 

Check by means of continuity tests and 
make any replacement necessary 

Repair any defect in loudspeaker 

Low Volume 

Defective Radiotrons 

Poor antenna system 

Run-down batteries 

Line-up condensers out of adjust- 
ment 

Defective parts in receiver 

Defective loudspeaker 

Test and replace any defective Radio- 
trons 

Install antenna as suggested in Part I 

Check voltage of all batteries including 
any eliminator if used. Unless the volt- 
ages are within the limits given in 
Part III, Section 2, batteries should be 
replaced. If it is the storage battery 
it should be charged until gassing lasts 
for 1 hour. If a trickle charger is being 
used possibly the rate is not sufficiently 
high for the service the receiver is giv- 
ing. The remedy is to increase the 
charging rate 

Adjust line-up condensers as described 
in R-44 and 46 Service Notes 

Check by means of continuity test and 
make any replacement necessary 

Check by using another loudspeaker 
known to be in good operating condi- 
tion and make any replacement neces- 
sary 

Distorted 
Reproduction 

Defective Radiotrons 

Defective interstage A.F. trans- 
former, output choke, output con- 
denser or other parts 

Receiver oscillation 

Test and replace any defective Radio- 
tron 

Check parts by means of continuity test 
and make any replacement necessary 

Should the Radiolas oscillate, all signals 
will be weak, distorted and accom- 
panied by a whistle. See section on 
"Oscillation" for remedies 

8 
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SERVICE DATA CHART-Continued 

Indication Cause Remedy 

I )istorted 
Reproduction 

Defective batteries 

Defective loudspeaker 

Check battery voltages and discard any 
with readings not in the limits given 
in Part III, Section 2, Charge storage 
battery if necessary 

Check with a loudspeaker known to be 
in good operating condition. Make any 
repairs necessary 

\coustic Howl 

Radiotron selection 

Loudspeaker mounting 

Loudspeaker position 

Interchange Radiotrons, especially the 
detector 

Check mounting of loudspeaker of Radi - 
ola 22 and make sure it is properly 
supported 

Do not place loudspeaker too close to 
Radiola 21. Increase its distance to 
the receiver or change the relative 
angle between the loudspeaker and the 
receiver 

audio Howl 

An audio grunt or howl may be 
caused in Radiola 22 by reversed 
output leads to the loudspeaker 

Oscillation 

By-pass condenser 

Radiotrons 

Audio system 

Connect loudspeaker leads as shown in 
Figure 7 

Receiver oscillation will cause a whistle 
when the receiver is tuned through a 
broadcasting station carrier wave. See 
section on "Oscillation" for remedies 

An open in any of the by-pass condensers 
may cause an audio howl 

Vibrating elements in Radiotrons will 
cause a gradually developing howl. See 
section under "Acoustic Howl" 

A defective audio system may cause a 
howl 

Oscillation 

Shields not in place or not making 
good contact 

Local -distant switch not grounded 

Shield contact clips not clamping 
condenser shaft properly 

Open by-pass condenser 

Defective Radiotrons 

Place the tube shield over sockets 1 and 
2 and the stage shields over sockets 2 
and 3. If oscillation does not stop clean 
points of contact between base and all 
shields 

Ground local -distant switch properly 

Bend shield contact clips so that a good, 
firm contact is made to the condenser 
rotor shaft 

An open by-pass condenser or one im- 
properly connected may cause oscilla- 
tion. Check and replace if necessary 

A defective Radiotron UX-222 may cause 
oscillation. Interchanging with one 
known to be in good condition will 
remedy the trouble 

9 
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PART III -ELECTRICAL TESTS 

(1) TESTING CONDENSERS 

Most of the condensers in Radiolas 21 and 22 can be tested by the continuity tests 
given in Part III, Section 3. If further tests are desirable the large 1 mfd. condensers 
may be tested by charging them with the highest "B" voltage available and then 
shorting their terminals with a screw -driver. An O.K. condenser will give a good 
spark when such a short is made. A leaky condenser will give no spark and a shorted 
condenser will give a spark when an attempt is made to charge it. 

Small condensers may be click tested for shorts or conveniently replaced by new 
ones to check on their operating condition. 

(2) VOLTAGE READINGS 

The following voltages taken at the sockets 
are correct for batteries when new. A 25 per 
cent drop is permissible before renewal is neces- 
sary. Individual batteries may be tested by dis- 
connecting entirely and reading with a voltmeter. 
The "B" batteries should be discarded when their 
voltage is less than 34 volts per block. The "C" 
batteries should be renewed with the "B" bat- 
teries. A storage "A" battery requires charging 
when the voltage is below 5.4 for a battery or 1.8 
per cell under load. 

SOCKET VOLTAGES 
RADIOLA 21 OR 22 

Radiotron UX-171A used in last stage with 
136 volts plate supply. For other power tubes 
or plate voltage the change will be in last socket Figure 5-Internal connections of A.F. 
only, all other voltages remaining the same. 

YELLOW BLUE 

coupling unit 

VOLUME CONTROL AT MINIMUM 

Soeket No. Filament Filament to 
Control Grid 

Filament to 
Screen Grid Filament to Plate Current 

Volts Volts Volts Plate-Volts Milliamperes 

1 3.2 1.6 0 135 0 
2 3.2 1.6 0 135 0 
3 5.0 - - 45 3.5 
4 5.0 9 - 125 6.5 
5 5.0 27 - 130 15 

10 
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SIS TANT 

LOCAL 

.10023 
MFD. 

VOLUME CONTROL AT MAXIMUM 

Socket No. Filament Filament to 
Control Grid 

Filament to 
Screen Grid Filament te Plate Current 

Volts Volts Volts Plate-Volts Milliamperes 

1 3.2 1.6 67 135 5.0 
2 3.2 1.6 67 135 3.0 
3 5.0 - - 45 3.5 
4 5.0 9 - 125 6.5 
5 5.0 27 - 130 15 

GANG CONDENSERS 

UX-222 FILAMENT 
RESISTOR v 
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I!* R.F. 
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ALL GROUND CONNECTIONS ARE 
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R.F 
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OPERATING 
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UX-112-A .00016 UX-112-A 
DET. MFD; IETA.F. 

.0012 
MFD. 

I MFD .-Is 

DETECTOR 
PLATE 

RESISTOR 
30.000 IL 

(BLUE) 

VOLUME 
CONTROL 

WIt 
WWNrNW 
50.0001E 

UX-112-A OR 
UX-171-A 
PWR. A.F. 

FILAMENT - 
RESISTORS 

OUTPUT 
CONDENSER 

.SMD. 

OUTPUT 

OUTPUT 
CHOKE 

B+ PWR. 
® REO 

C- PWR. 
BLACK WITH 

GREEN TRACER 

C- 9 
BLACK AND 

GREEN 

Figure 6-Schematic circuit diagram of Radiolas 21 and 22 receivers 

A+ 

5+ 67 

A- 

OYELLOW 

*MAROON 

GREEN WITH 

8+ 135 
REO TRACER 

O MAROON 
AND RED 

(3) RADIOLA 21 OR 22 CONTINUITY TESTS 
The following tests will show complete continuity for the receiver assembly of 

Radiolas 21 and 22. Disconnect the antenna and ground leads, the cable connections 
to all batteries, and unscrew the pilot lamp. 

A pair of headphones with at least 41/2 volts in series or a voltmeter with sufficient 
battery to give a good deflection when connected across the battery terminals should 
be used in making these tests. 

The resistance of the various circuits are also shown in the column titled, "Correct 
Effect." Checking the resistance of the circuits adds an additional check on their cor- 
rect functioning. This may be done by means of a direct reading "Ohmmeter," a resist- 
ance bridge, or any of the methods shown in previous issues of RCA Service Notes. 

The Radiotron contacts and socket numbers, the cable connections and color scheme 
are shown in Figures 7 and 8, and should be referred to when making these tests. Fig- 
ure 5 illustrates the internal connections of the A.F. coupling unit. 
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Figure 7-Radiola 22 battery cable and external connections of receiver assembly and reproducer unit 
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CONTINUITY TEST CHART 

Unscrew Pilot Lamp Before Making Test 

Circuit Test Terminals Correct 
Effect 

Incorrect Effect 

Indication Caused by 

CG1 to Ground Closed 
(3 Ohms) 

Open 

Short 

Open secondary of 1st R.F. trans - 
former 

Shorted tuning or trimming con- 
denser 

SG1 or SG2 to 
B+67(Maroon) 
Vol. Cont. at 
minimum 

Closed 
(50,000 Ohms) 

Open Open volume control or connection 

Grid 

SG! or SG2 to 
B+67(Maroon) 
Vol. Cont. at 
maximum 

Closed 
(Short) 

Closed 
(3 Ohms) 

Open Open connection or volume control 
arm 

CG2 to Ground Open 

Short 

Open 

3 Ohms 
Short 

Open Secondary of 2nd R.F. trans - 
former 

Shorted tuning or trimming con- 
denser 

Open grid leak or secondary of 3rd 
R.F. transformer 

Shorted grid condenser 
Shorted grid condenser and tuning 

or trimming condenser 

G3 to Ground Closed 
(4 Megs) 

Stator tuning 
condenser No. 3 

to Ground 

Closed 
(3 Ohms) 

Open 

Short 

Open secondary of 3rd R.F. trans - 
former 

Shorted tuning or trimming con- 
denser 

G4 to C-9 
(B 1 a c k and 
Green) 

Closed 
(5,500 Ohms) 

Open Open secondary of 1st A.F. trans - 
former 

Open Open secondary of 2nd A.F. trans - 
former G5 to C-Pwr 

(B 1 a c k w i t h 
Green tracer) 

Closed 
(5,500 Ohms) 

Plate 

P1 to B+135 
(Maroon and 
Red) 

Closed 
(60 Ohms) 

Open Open primary of 2nd R.F. trans - 
former 

P2 to B+135 
(Maroon and 
Red) 

Closed 
(60 Ohms) 

Open Open primary of 3rd R.P. trans - 
former 

P3 to B+135 
(Maroon and 
Red) 

Closed 
(31,100 Ohms) 

Open 

1,100 Ohms 

Open regenerative coil, primary of 
1st A.F. transformer or 30,000 
ohm esistor 

Shorted 30,000 ohm resistor 

P4 to B+135 
(Maroon and 
Red) 

Closed 
(1,000 Ohms) 

Open Open primary of 2nd A.F. trans - 
former 

P5 to B+Pwr 
(Red) 

Closed 
(550 Ohms) 

Open Open output choke 

P5 to output jack 
with insulating 
bushing 

Open Closed Shorted .5 mfd. output condenser 
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CONTINUITY TEST CHART-Continued 
Unscrew Pilot Lamp Before Making Test 

Circuit Test Terminals Correct 
Effect 

Incorrect Effect 

Indication Caused By 

Filament 

-Fl to Ground Closed 
(6.5 Ohms) 

Open 

Short 

Open UX-222 filament resistor or 
connection 

Shorted .1 mfd. condenser 

-F2 to Ground Closed 
(6.5 Ohms) 

Open 

Short 

Open UX-222 filament resistor or 
connection 

Shorted .1 mfd. condenser 

-F3 to Ground 

-F4 to Ground 

-F5 to Ground 

Closed 
(Short) 

Open Open connection 

Closed 
(Short) 

Open Open connection 

Closed 
(Short) 

Open Open connection 

+F1 to +A 
(Yellow) 

Closed 
(1.55 Ohms) 

Open Open 1.55 ohm resistor or connec- 
tion 

+F2 to +A 
(Yellow) 

+F3 to +A 
(Yellow) 

Closed 
(1.55 Ohms) 

Open Open 1.55 ohm resistor or connec- 
tion 

Closed 
(1.95 Ohms) 

Ooen Open 1.95 ohm resistor or connec- 
tion 

+F4 to +A 
(Yellow) 

Closed 
(1.95 Ohms) 

Open Open 1.95 ohm resistor or connec- 
tion 

+F5 to +A 
(Yellow) 

Closed 
(1.55 Ohms) 

Open Open 1.55 ohm resistor or connec- 
tion 

Misc. 

Antenna to 
ground (Switch 
at "distant" 
position) 

Closed 
(30 Ohms) 

Open Open connection, antenna loading 
coil, or primary of first R.F. trans- 
former 

B+67 (Maroon) 
to A-(Black 

with Yellow 
tracer) (Close 
op. sw.). 

Closed 
(50,000 Ohms) 

Open Open volume control 

-Fl to B+135 
(Maroon and 
Red) 

Open Closed Shorted .1 mfd. condenser 

-F2 to B+ 135 
(Maroon and 
Red) 

Open Closed Shorted .1 mfd. condenser 

B+135 (Maroon 
and Red) to 
ground 

Open Closed Shorted 1 mfd. condenser 

P3 to -F3 Open Closed Shorted 1 mfd. condenser or .0012 
mfd. condenser 

G4 to -F4 Open Closed ,ported ,00016 mfd. condenser 

SGl to -FI 
SG2 to -F2 

Open 
Open 

Closed 
Closed 

Shorted 0.1 mfd. condenser 
Shorted 0.1 mfd. condenser 
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PART IV-MAKING REPLACEMENTS 

The various assemblies and parts of Radiolas 21 and 22 are readily accessible and 
replacements can be easily made. Figure 2 illustrates the receiver chassis and Figure 
1 the rear interior cabinet view of Radiola 22. The following procedure gives the cor- 
rect method for removing the various assemblies from their cabinets. 

(1) REMOVING CHASSIS FROM CABINET OF RADIOLA 21 

To remove the receiver chassis from the cabinet of the Radiola 21, proceed as 
follows : 

( al Release the local -distant switch a id the operating switch from their respective 
escutcheon plates. This is best done by removing the wood screws that hold 
the escutcheon and then releasing the switch from the escutcheon by twisting 
its mechanism with the hand. This eliminates the possibility of marring the 
collar of the switches with pliers or other tools. 
Remove the four machine screws at the bottom of the cabinet that holds 
the chassis in place. 
Remove the volume control and station selector knobs from their respective 
shafts by merely pulling them off. 

( d) The chassis may now be lifted clear of the cabinet and placed in a position 
convenient for work. 

(,b) 

(c) 

(2) REMOVING R-22 RECEIVER ASSEMBLY 
To remove the receiver assembly of Radiola 22 proceed as follows: 

(a) 

(b) 
(c) 

(d) 

Release the operating switch and local distant switch by removing their es- 
cutcheons and releasing the switch collar. Replace the escutcheons tempor- 
arily. 
Remove the station selector and volume control knobs. 
Release the antenna and ground leads and the battery cable. 
loudspeaker connections from the pin jacks on the receiver assembly. 
Remove the four machine screws that hold the chassis to the shelf. It may 
now be lifted clear and placed in a position convenient for work. After the 
completion of all repairing replace it in the reverse manner of that used to 
remove it. 

Remove the 

(3) REMOVING R-22 REPRODUCER UNIT 
To remove the R-22 reproducer unit proceed as follows : 

Ía) Release the two loudspeaker leads from the receiver chassis at the output pin 
jacks. 

(b) Remove the eight screws that hold the reproducer unit mounting felt to 
the baffle board. The unit together with its felt mounting may be lifted 
clear and placed in a position convenient for work. After all work is com- 
pleted it should be replaced in the reverse manner of that used to remove it. 

(4) REPLACING R.F. LINE-UP CONDENSERS 
The correct procedure for replacing the R.F. line-up condensers is given in the 

Radiola 44 and 46 Service Notes and should he followed when making a replacement 
of this kind. 
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Changes Necessary for Adapting Radiolas 21 or 22 
for use with Radiotrons RCA -230, 

RCA -231 and RCA -232 

1. Remove receiver assembly from cabinet; place in a position convenient for work and 
turn upside down. Make the following changes. Figure 1 shows the wiring after the 
changes have been made, the dotted heavy lines indicating the old connections. Figure 
2 shows the schematic diagram of the Radiola after changes have been made. 

2. Remove bus from -F4 to +F5. 

3. Shift bus bar connected to +F5 from +F5 to -F4. The other end of this bus connects 
to the .00023 mfd. condenser. 

4. Solder yellow cable lead formerly connected to 1.95 ohm resistor to +F5. 

5. Shift the two black leads connected from -Fl and -F2 to the 6.5 ohm resistor from 
the 6.5 ohm resistor to +F4. It will be necessary to splice and tape a wire to these 
leads in order to make this change. 

6. Clip the bus between the 1.95 and the 1.55 ohm resistor. 

7. Shift all connections to the 6.5 ohm resistor to one terminal. This should be the ter- 
minal closest to socket No. 1. 

8. Unsolder both connections to the pilot lamp. Clip these off at socket No. 3 and tape 
up the exposed ends. Solder two new thin leads to the pilot lamp connecting one to the 
terminal on the 6.5 ohm resistor to which no connections are present. Connect the 
other to +F'S. It is best to run these leads through the hole in the bottom of the chassis 
into the detector stage and thence out of the side of the casting to the pilot lamp. 

9. Remove the maroon and red cable lead from the center terminal of the third (closest 
to socket No. 1) by-pass condenser block. Also remove the green A. F. transformer 
lead from the same point. Unsolder the 30,000 ohm resistor from the center connection 
of the second by-pass condenser block, solder on about a three-inch length of wire, and 
then solder the other end of this wire to the maroon and red cable lead and the green 
transformer lead already exposed. Tape both joints carefully. 
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10. Connect about a three-inch length of wire to the center connection of the third by-pass 
condenser block. (Where the maroon and red cable lead was formerly connected.) 
The other end of this wire is connected to the splice between the red cable lead and the 
brown output choke lead. Tape carefully after soldering. 

11. Solder a 400 ohm, 1 watt resistor from -F5 to the ground side of the .00023 mfd. 
condenser. 

12. Substitute new cable tag supplied for old one. 

DISTANT 

LOCAL 

.00023 
ufa T 

GANG CONDENSERS- 

RCA -232 RCA -232 
19 R.F. 29R.F. 

ALL GROUND CONNECTIONS ARE 
TO GROUND LEAD AND TO FRAME 

DETECTOR 
PLATE RESISTO 
30,000íE CBLUE 

0 ROUTING 
WITCH 

RCA 230 .00016 RCA -230 
T. MFD.', IHY A. F. 

VOLUME CONTROL 
50.00011 

PILOT LAMP 

6.5.E 

RCA -231 
PW0.. A.F. 

OUTPUT 
CONDENSER 

511Fp. 

OUTPUT 

OUTPUT OUTPUT 
CHOKE 

B+ 13S 

eau, 
C- PWR.18 

BLACK WITH 
C GREU TRACER 

C-4. 
BLACK AND 

GREEN 

A+ 
G) YELLOW 

B+ 67 
*MA ROOM 

6- B- C+ 
BLACK WITH 
YELLOW TRACER 

-GREEN WITH 

B+90 RED TRACER 

IM MARO N 
AND RED 

Figure 2 

13. Paste new license notice over old one in cabinet. 

14. Remove instruction book and guarantee card in envelope and substitute new card 
furnished. Destroy guarantee card as guarantee is printed on license label. 

15. Place new Radiotrons in sockets as indicated on new instruction card, connect batteries 
in accordance with new battery tag and test Radiola. 

16. Return chassis to cabinet in reverse manner of that used to remove it and return to 
shipping carton. 
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PREFACE 
Service goes hand in hand with sales. The well-informed RCA Authorized 

Dealer renders service at time of sale in affording information as to proper 
installation and upkeep. Subsequent service and repair may be required by rea- 
son of wear and tear and mishandling, to the end that RCA Loudspeaker and 
Radiola owners may be entirely satisfied. 

Obviously, this service can best be rendered by properly equipped service 
organizations having a thoroughly trained personnel with a knowledge of the 
design and operation of RCA Loudspeakers and Radiolas. 

Such service organizations have been established by RCA Distributors, and 
RCA Authorized Dealers are advised to refer any major work or replacement to 
their selected Distributors. Minor replacements and mechanical and electrical 
adjustments may be undertaken by the RCA Dealer. 

To assist in promoting this phase of the Dealer and Distributor's business 
the RCA Service Division has prepared a series of Service Notes-of which 
this booklet is a part-containing technical information and practical helps in 
servicing RCA Loudspeakers and Radiolas. 

This -information has been compiled from experience with RCA Dealers 
and Distributors' service problems and presents the best practice in dealing with 
them. A careful reading of these Service Notes will establish their value, and it 
is suggested they be preserved for ready reference. 

In addition to supplying the Service Notes, the RCA Service Division main- 
tains a corps of engineers who are qualified to render valuable help in solving 
service problems. These engineers call upon the trade at frequent intervals to 
advise and assist RCA Distributors in the performance of service work. 

Property of Radio Corporation of America. Confidential and to be used only by its 
Authorized Distributors and Dealers in furnishing service in connection with its apparatus. 

Copyright 1929- -Radio Corporation of America 
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RCA RADIOLA 33 
(105-125 Volts, 50-60 Cycle A. C.) 

SERVICE NOTES 
Prepared by RCA Service Division 

INTRODUCTION 
RCA Radiola 33 is a socket powered six -tube, tuned radio frequency receiver utilizing RCA 

Radiotrons UX-226, UY -227, UX-171A and the full wave rectifier Radiotron UX-280 in 
the Socket Power Unit. It operates on 105-125 volts, 50 to 60 cycle A.C. lines. Radiola 33 
is also supplied in models designed for 105-125 volts, 25-40 cycle A.C. lines. The difference 
between this model and the 50-60 cycle is the power transformer. The service Notes apply 
to both models. Figure 1 illustrates a front view of the cabinet and Figures 2, 3, 4 and 5 a 
top and bottom view of the various units in the Receiver Assembly and the Socket Power Unit. 

The following principles are incorporated in the circuit design-See Figure 6. 

(a) A single control, three -gang condenser is employed to tune two of the radio fre- 
quency circuits and the detector circuit. 

(b) An aperiodic antenna or first R.F. circuit, eliminates the necessity for a separate an- 
tenna tuning control. 

(c) The volume control regulates the input grid voltage to the first R.F. amplifier stage. 
This is the most practical method of volume control for use with A.C. Radiotrons 
and gives a smooth control of volume without distortion. 

(d) Raw A.C. of the correct voltage is used for filament heating of all Radiotrons. 
(e) The three R.F. stages and the first audio stage receive a plate voltage of 135 volts 

in conjunction with a negative grid bias of 9 volts. The detector receives 30 volts 
plate supply. The last audio stage receives a plate voltage sufficient to provide ample 
loudspeaker output. The plate and grid voltages are supplied by means of a built-in 
"B" and "C" power supply unit using Radiotron UX-280 as the rectifying device. 

Figure 7 illustrates the sequence of the Radiotrons in the receiver, omitting Radiotron 
UX-280 in the socket power unit. From right to left, when facing the front of the Radiola, 
the Radiotron sequence is as follows: 

Radiotron No. 1 is an untuned stage of radio frequency amplification. It is coupled di- 
rectly to the antenna and ground. 

Radiotron No. 2 is a stage of tuned radio frequency amplification, and is tuned by the 
first of the gang condensers. 

Radiotron No. 3 is the second stage of tuned radio frequency amplification. It is tuned 
by the second of the gang condensers. 

Radiotron No. 4 is the detector and is tuned by the third of the gang condensers. 
Radiotrons Nos. 5 and 6 are respectively, the first and second stages of audio frequency 

amplification. The last stage, Radiotron No. 6, employs power amplifier Radiotron UX-171A. 
An ouput filter protects the loudspeaker windings from any D.C. 

The following notes are published for the guidance of those called upon to locate and 
remedy any trouble that may occur. The text is divided into four parts, Part I-Installation; 
Part II-Service Data; Part III-Electrical Tests, and Part IV-Making Replacements. 

PART I-INSTALLATION 
(1) ANTENNA (Outdoor Type) 

Due to the high sensitivity of Radiola 33 the antenna length need only be approximately 
25 to 50 feet. It should be erected as high as possible and be removed from all obstructions. 
The lead-in should be a continuation of the antenna itself, thus avoiding all splices which 
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might introduce additional resistance and in time corrode sufficiently to seriously affect re- 
ception. If it is absolutely necessary to splice the lead-in to the antenna, the joint must be 
carefully soldered to insure a good electrical contact. Clean off all excess flux and tape the 
connection to protect it from the oxidation effects of the atmosphere. 

High grade glass or porcelain insulator supports are required and at no point should the 
antenna or lead-in wire come in contact with any part of the building. Bring the lead-in wire 
through a porcelain tube insulator to the inside of the house for connection to the receiver. 

The antenna should not cross either over or under any electric light, traction or power line 
and should be at right angles to these lines and other antennas. An outdoor antenna should 
be protected by means of an approved lightning arrester, in accordance with the requirements 
of the National Fire Underwriters' Code. 

(2) ANTENNA (Indoor Type) 
Where the installation of an outdoor antenna is not practical, satisfactory results may gen- 

erally be obtained by using an indoor antenna of about 20 to 40 feet of insulated wire strung 
around the picture moulding or placed under a rug. In buildings where metal lathing is em- 
ployed, satisfactory results are not always possible with this type of antenna. Under such 
conditions various arrangements of the indoor antenna should be tried to secure satisfactory 
results. An indoor antenna is not as efficient as a properly installed outdoor antenna. 

(3) GROUND 
A good ground is quite as important as the antenna. No specific recommendations can be 

given in this matter as conditions vary in different locations. Water and steam pipes usually 
make good grounds. Gas pipes usually make poor grounds and, as a rule, are'to be avoided. 
If neither water nor steam pipes are available, a pipe or metal rod may be driven into the 
ground to a depth of several feet. The success of this type of ground depends upon the mois- 
ture present in the soil. The ground lead should be connected by means of an approved 
ground clamp to a section of pipe that has been scraped and thoroughly cleaned. The connec- 
tion should be inspected from time to time to make certain that a clean and tight electrical con- 
tact exists between the clamp and pipe. The service man should experiment with various 
grounds, and employ the one giving the best results. 

(4) RADIOTRONS 
Four Radiotrons UX-226, one UY -227, one UX-171A and one UX-280 are used. The lo- 

cations of these Radiotrons are plainly designated on each socket. Be careful not to insert a 

Radiotron UX-226 in the UX-171A socket, as immediate filament burn -out will result when 
the current is turned "ON." 

Connect the loudspeaker to the output pin terminals and insert the A.C. input plug into a 

socket outlet of correct voltage and frequency. Turn "ON" the operating switch. After about 
30 seconds the Radiotron UY -227 will glow dimly, indicating that the receiver is in operating 
condition. If no signals are heard when tuning to a station known to be broadcasting, examine 
the Radiotrons. Possibly one Radiotron has been damaged in transit. Interchanging with one 
or more known to be in operating condition will isolate the damaged one. 

If there is an excessive hum present during operation: 
(a) Reverse the A.C. input plug at the socket outlet. 
(b) Interchange the Radiotrons UX-226 in the R.F. stages with the one in the first A.F. 

stage, and use the combination that gives least hum. Then interchange the three in 

the R.F. stages for the best results while tuned to a broadcast station. 

(5) ADJUSTMENT FOR LOW LINE VOLTAGES 
A lead is provided on the side of the S.P.U. for use when Radiola 33 is connected to lines, 

the voltage of which never exceeds 115 volts. A good plan is to allow the lead to remain as 

connected in manufacture unless unsatisfactory operation is experienced. Should such adjust- 
ment be necessary, however, proceed as follows: 

(a) Remove top from metal cabinet. 
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(b) Connected to the operating switch will be found two taped connections, one of 
which has a transformer lead (black with red tracer) connected to a black switch 
lead. Untape and unsolder this connection and then tape up the black with red 
tracer lead so that it will not ground or short to other parts. 

(c) A black and red lead will be found taped up and not used. Untape this lead and 
clean the end for splicing. 

(d) Splice this lead just untaped to the black lead from the switch that has been released. 
Solder and tape securely. 

The 110 -volt tap of the transformer is now properly connected and the Radiola may be 
used on 105-115 volt lines with maximum efficiency. Figure 15 illustrates these changes to 
be made. 

(6) ATTACHING LEGS TO RADIOLA 33 
Four legs are provided with Radiola 33 that must be attached by the dealer or the pur- 

chaser of the Radiola. 

GRID AND PLATE 
SUPPLY RESISTOR 

CLAMP FOR HOLDING A.F. BY-PASS 
INPUT LEAD CONDENSER 

A. F. 

TRANSFORMERS 

CENTER TAPPED BY-PASS DETECTOR DETECTOR VOLUME 
RESISTORS CONDENSERS SERIES RESISTOR PLATE RESISTOR CONTROL 

Figures 4 and 5-Sub-chassis view of receiver and socket power unit showing location of parts 

The following step-by-step procedure may be used: 
(a) Place Radiola 33 upside down on a soft blanket or rug in a place convenient for work, 

Figure 8. 
(b) Mount a leg (all legs are alike and interchangeable) at one corner so that the designs 

on the cabinet and leg match and the leg is square against the wooden cabinet base. 
(c) Place one of the wood screws in the hole closest to the leg and screw it tightly in 

place, making sure while starting the screw that the leg is not displaced from its 
setting. 

(d) Place the two other screws in their holes and screw in tightly. 
(e) Repeat this procedure on all legs. After all of the legs are tightly in place, carefully 

lift the Radiola and place on its feet. 

(7) REFINISHING MARRED SURFACES 
Should the surfaec of the Radiola 33 cabinet become scratched or marred either when in- 

stalling or after use, it may be easily refinished in the same manner that wood is refinished. 
In other words, it may be stained, lacquered, varnished and polished. 
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(8) KNOBS 
Radiola 33 uses an improved type of push knob on the station selector similar to that 

used on the Radiola 60 and two pendant type push knobs on the operating switch and volume 
control. These knobs may be removed by simply pulling them from their shafts and replaced 
by pushing them on. Care should be taken when replacing the knobs to make sure the small 
dielecto spacing washers are placed over the shaft before the knob is put on so the knob will 
not bind against the cabinet. 

(9) RADIOLA 33 WAVE TRAP 
Due to wide variations in broadcast receiving conditions in different sections of the 

country, the performance of any radio receiver in any given location depends upon the local 
receiving conditions existing at that point. 

VOLUME CONTROL THREE -GANG TUNING CONDENSER-, 

/ 
,7 P. '4 .._ s.........,.........,......... ..ß 

COUPLING F IV TUNED R.F. 1 2e. TUNED E.F 

UX-226 r UX226 ÿ UX-226 
L 

E.F. 
COMPENSATING 

CONDENSER. 

o 

T d 

2 

T ar 

1{ 

DETECTOR .0012 MFO. IA? A.F. OWE. A.F 

UV -227 . UX-226 UX171-A". 

i 
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CONDENSER. 

4J 
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l00016 

MED. 
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S MFD. 

6 

OU Tt UT 
CHOKE 

1600 A 

PILOT 
LAMP 

+FILTER REACTORS. 

iMWEES - 
1MFD 1MFD. 

POWER 
TRANSFORMER 

UKK 280 ó 
Ó o 
á 

1900A a 
o 0 0 

1 
.1 MED. y T 

440n 

Figure 6-Schematic circuit diagram of receiver and socket power unit-all grounds are 
connected to frame and metal cabinet 

Receivers located in the vicinity of powerful broadcasting stations receive the signal 
from such stations with great intensity over a large number of scale divisions of the receiver. 
If it is desired to receive a relatively distant station whose frequency assignment is compara- 
tively close to that of the local station, it is impossible to do so without interference. 

To satisfy the Radiola 33 user located in districts where bad receiving conditions exist, 
the Radiola 33 Wave Trap has been designed and will be carried in stock by RCA as an 
accessory. 

The function of the wave trap is to absorb a large portion of the energy of the powerful 
local signal picked up by the Radiola 33 antenna, thereby reducing the effect of the powerful 
local signal to a value comparable with that of more distant stations. 

This wave trap is very efficient in design, is neat in appearance, and is simple to install 
and adjust. It may be adjusted to absorb a strong signal at any point on the Radiola 33 dial 
scale. After it has once been adjusted to absorb the strong local signal causing interference at 
a particular location, it needs no further adjustment or attention. 

It is intended that the Radiola 33 Wave Trap shall be located on the top of the chassis 
frame at the extreme left end viewing the set from the front. Installation can be made in 

five or ten minutes without removing the chassis from the cabinet. Complete installation and 
adjustment instructions accompany each unit. 
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PART II -SERVICE DATA 
(1) ANTENNA SYSTEM FAILURES 

A grating noise may be caused by a poor lead-in connection to the antenna or the antenna 
touching some metallic surface, such as the edge of a tin roof, drain pipe, etc. By disconnect- 
ing the antenna and ground leads the service man can soon determine whether the cause of 
complaint is within or external to the receiver and plan his service work accordingly. 

(2) RADIOTRON SOCKETS 
The sockets in Radiola 33 are the standard gang UX and UY type. Care must be exer- 

cised when inserting Radiotrons in their sockets. A socket contact may not be in its cor- 
rect position and forced insertion of a tube will bend or break it. If care is exercised and 
the Radiotron inserted gently, little trouble will be experienced with socket contacts. A bent 
one will be noticeable on inspection and may be corrected by inserting a narrow instrument in 
the socket hole and pushing the contact into its correct position. A badly bent or broken socket 
contact should be replaced. 

2ND 

A. F. 

1ST 

A.F. DETECTOR 
3RD 2 ND 

R.F. R.F. 

RADIO FREQUENCY 

TO LOUDSPEAKER AUDIO FREQUENCY 

TO ANTENNA 

Q 

lsT 
R.F. 

Figure 7-Radiotron sequence in RCA Radiola 33 

' The bakelite Radiotron guide shields used in Radiola 33 will prevent any possible shock 
from contact with high voltages in the socket when inserting the Radiotrons. 

The prongs of the tubes fit into this shield opening very snugly and require only a twist 
until the prongs find the correct holes into which they fit. 

(3) RADIOTRON PRONGS 
Dirty Radiotron prongs may cause noisy operation or change the resistance of the fila- 

ment circuit sufficiently to cause a hum in the loudspeaker. They should therefore be cleaned 
with fine sandpaper periodically to insure good contact. 

The use of emery cloth or steel wool is not recommended. Before reinserting Radiotrons 
in their sockets wipe the prongs and base carefully to make certain that all particles of sand 
are removed. 

Care should be exercised to see that the two large pins and two small pins of the Radio- 
trons match the socket holes. The UY -227 Radiotron has five prongs, all of the same size, 
and will fit in the socket only one way. If a Radiotron will not fit into a socket without con- 
siderable pressure, look for excessive solder on one or more of the prongs. Excessive solder on 
the prongs may be removed with a file or knife. 

(4) LOOSE VOLUME CONTROL AND LOW VOLUME 
A loose volume control contact arm may cause noisy or intermittent operation. It should 

be bent slightly so that it makes firm contact against the resistance strip. To do this it is 
necessary to remove the receiver assembly and S.P.U. from the cabinet as described in Part IV, 
Section 1. The volume control is then accessible. It can be released by removing the two 
screws that hold it to the metal frame. 
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Low volume even on local stations may be due to one of the following causes: 
(a) Defective antenna and ground system. A poor antenna and ground system or one in 

a shielded locality may cause weak signals. The suggestions given in Part I, Sections 
1, 2 and 3 should be followed if trouble of this kind is experienced. 

(b) R.F. compensating condenser out of adjustment. If this condenser is badly out of 
adjustment it will have the effect of making the Radiola very insensitive. To adjust 
correctly refer to Part II, Section 10. 

(c) Defective R.F. transformers. Should the R.F. transformers become damaged so that 
they do not properly match, weak signals may be the result. 

(d) Defective A.F. transformer. An open or short in the A.F. transformers may cause 
weak signals and distorted reproduction. 

Figure 8-Placing legs an cabinet 

(5) TUNING CONDENSERS OUT OF ALIGNMENT 
If the tuning condensers are out of alignment, line up as follows: 
(a) Procure or construct a tool as illustrated in Figure 9. 
(b) Remove the receiver assembly and S.P.U. from the cabinet as described in Part IV, 

Section 1, and place in operating condition. Tune in a signal, either broadcast or a 
modulated oscillator of about 1400 K.C. and adjust the volume control so that the 
signal is very weak. 

(c) With the condenser plate end of the tool touch the rotor of each of the three tuning 
condensers and note if an increase of signal is experienced. If the condensers are 
in alignment the signal should decrease. If the signal increases, that particular con- 
denser is slightly low in capacity, which can be corrected by bending the two end rotor 
plates toward their adjacent plates slightly until the test with the "paddle" gives a 
decrease rather than an increase in signal. 

(d) After checking the condenser for low capacity they may be checked for high capacity 
by taking the ring of the tool and inserting it successively in the center of the three 
R.F. coils. This should give a decrease of signal. If it increases then the end rotor 
plate of the condenser that tunes the coil should be bent away from its adjacent 
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rotor plate. This should be bent until inserting the ring in the coil will give a 
decrease of signal rather than an increase. The detector tuning condenser is pro- 
vided with a small trimming condenser for aligning this circuit. Instead of bend- 
ing the plate of the condenser adjustment should be first attempted at the trimming 
condenser. In most cases this will cover all aligning adjustments required in the 
detector stage. 

(e) After checking at 1400 K.C. a station or oscillator signal about 600 K.C. should be 
tuned in and the condensers completely checked at this frequency. Any additional 
necessary adjustments should be made. 

(f) After completion of all tests, return the receiver to its cabinet in the reverse manner 
of that used to remove it. 

(6) HUM 
Part I, Section 4 describes the method to eliminate ordinary hum in Radiola 33 when 

making an installation. If a pronounced hum develops during operation check the following: 
(a) Low emission Radiotron UX-280. A low emission rectifying tube will cause exces- 

sive hum and unsatisfactory operation. 
(h) Shorted filament condenser. There are two .1 mfd. condensers hooked in series 

across the UX-226 filaments with the center tap grounded. A short of either of these 
condensers will cause loud hum and imperfect operation of the Radiola. 

5' APPROX. 

BAKELITE= HEAVY WIRE RING' 

----- CONDENSER PLATE 

Figure 9-Tool for testing electrical 
alignment of gang tuning condensers 

(c) Defective center tapped resistance. A short or open in any of the center tapped 
resistances connected across the various filament supplies will cause a loud hum. 

(d) Any open of the several grounding connections in the Radiola or defective voltage 
supply resistances may cause a certain amount of hum. These defects will have a 
pronounced effect on the general operation of the Radiola which will be more notice- 
able than the additional hum. Check by means of the continuity test given in Part 
III, Section 3. 

A mechanical hum caused by vibration of loose laminations in the power transformer 
may be corrected by removing the power transformer from the S.P.U. as described in Part 
IV, Section 10, and heating it in a slow oven. The open end should be kept up and the com- 
pound heated sufficiently to allow it to adhere to the laminations of the transformer. After 
heating, the transformer should be allowed to cool for at least 24 hours and then returned to 
the S.P.U. 

(7) LOUDSPEAKER POLARITY 
The use of an output filter in Radiola 33 makes unnecessary any adjustment for polarity 

of the output current. Any type of loudspeaker (either horn, magnetic type cone or dynamic 
type cone) can be connected in the mannei that gives the most pleasing reproduction. 

(8) AUDIO HOWL 
Audio howl may be caused by: 
(a) Open A.F. condenser connections. An open connection to either of the A.F. con- 

densers, one connected from plate to cathode of the detector and the other from grid 
to filament of the first A.F. tube, may cause a howl. 
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(b) Open by-pass condensers. An open .5 mfd. by-pass condenser connected across the 
detector plate resistor connection may cause a howl. 

(c) Vibrating elements in receiver Radiotrons. A gradually developed howl is probably 
due to the loudspeaker causing the receiver Radiotron elements to vibrate. To over- 
come this condition, interchange the Radiotrons in the receiver or change the relative 
angle between the loudspeaker and the Radiola. In extreme cases it will be necessary 
to increase the distance between the Radiola and the loudspeaker. 

(9) UNCONTROLLED OSCILLATION 
Uncontrolled oscillations in any part of the tuning range may be caused by: 
(a) Poor ground. Install ground system as indicated in Part I, Section 3. 

Figure 10-Adjusting compensating 
condenser 

(b) An open connection in any of the several ground leads in the Radiola. 
(c) Poorly soldered or corroded joints. Any high resistance joint throughout the Radiola 

may cause oscillation. 
(d) A defect in the R.F. coil system. A short in any of the concentrated primary coils 

or the condenser shunted around them may cause the receiver to oscillate. 
(e) Incorrect adjustment of compensating condenser. The correct procedure for adjusting 

the compensating condenser is given in Part II, Section 10. 

(10) ADJUSTMENT OF R. F. COMPENSATING CONDENSER 
The R.F. compensating condenser in Radiola 33 is provided to allow adjustment of the 

receiver to compensate for variations of tube characteristics and thereby allow the receiver 
to function in its most sensitive condition. Before readjusting this condenser, the Radiotrons 
should be interchanged and satisfactory operation secured by this means if possible. The 
interchanging of tubes should be made with the idea of getting a tube in socket No. 2 that 
will not go into oscillation and gives the loudest signal on a weak station. If satisfactory 
sensitivity cannot be secured by this means an adjustment of the compensating condenser may be 

made as follows: 
12 
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(a) Put receiver in operation in usual manner and tune in a station preferably at the 
middle or upper wave lengths. 

(b) Locate the position of the compensating condenser adjusting screw at the rear of the 
receiver assembly. (See Figure 10.) 

(c) With the volume control at the position of maximum intensity, turn the screw to 
the right until the set goes into oscillation. Then turn the screw to the left until 
all oscillation and howl is eliminated with the volume control at maximum. In some 
cases interchanging the tubes in the R.F. stages will facilitate this adjustment. 

(d) Tune in stations with maximum volume and note if the receiver goes into oscilla- 
tion at any wavelength. If it does, turn the screw still further to the left. 

(e) When the adjusting screw has been turned to the right as far as possible without 
oscillation occurring at any wavelength, the correct adjustment has been found for 
best sensitivity. 

Figure 11-Internal connections of output con- 
denser and choke and filter condensers 

(11) DISTORTED REPRODUCTION 
Under normal conditions Radiola 33 will deliver a strong signal of good quality to the 

loudspeaker. The high sensitivity of Radiola 33 makes it undesirable to operate the set at full 
volume when receiving from a nearby broadcasting station. The volume control should be 
adjusted to secure best quality, with the desired volume. If the loudspeaker reproduction is 
poor, test the loudspeaker output from the receiver. A pair of phones or loudspeaker of known 
quality may be used for this purpose. If the loudspeaker is O. K. poor quality or distortion 
may be due to any of the following causes: 

(a) Defective Radiotrons. Though the Radiola may be in operating condition a defect. 
ive Radiotron in any stage will cause distortion. This is especially true of the de- 
tector, 1st and 2nd audio stages and the rectifier tube. 

(b) High er low plate and grid voltages from the Socket Power Unit. The cause may 
be a defective Radiotron UX-280 or resistance unit. Replace the Radiotron UX- 
280 with one of known quality and check the various resistances for a possible short 
or open. 

The cause of noisy operation and intermittent signals with .periods rr hum or no recep- 
tion may be traced in the following manner: 

(a) Disconnect the antenna and ground leads. If the Radiola becomes quiet and sig- 
nals from local stations, though weak, are received the trouble is in the antenna 
system, or is caused by nearby interfering electrical apparatus. In the first case 
repair the antenna system and in the second case place radio frequency chokes on 
any offending nearby apparatus. The location of interfering electrical machinery 
will require patience, skill and experimenting. 
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(b) If disconnecting the antenna and ground does not eliminate the noise, the trouble 
is in the Radiola. A defective tube, one having poorly welded elements will cause 
a disturbance of this kind, and this point should be checked by interchanging the 
Radiotrons in the Radiola with others of the same type. If it is definitely established 
that the Radiotrons are O. K. the Radiotron prongs and the socket contacts should 
be examined for dirt or poor contact. The volume control should be examined for 
poor contact between the contact arm and the resistor strip. 

(12) PILOT LAMP 
Radiola 33 is equipped with a small pilot lamp operating from the UX-171A filament 

winding. Its purpose is to illuminate the tuning dial and act as a current supply indicator. 
The latter use is quite important because the time required for Radiotron UY -227 to develop 
normal operation, which is approximately 30 seconds, can be checked. 

The pilot lamp is mounted on a small lever that can be pulled clear of the dial for 
inserting the lamp and then pushed in place to give proper illumination to the translucent 
dial. If the lamp is not in its proper place, insufficient illumination of the dial will be 
experienced. 

UX-171-A UX-226 

r- 

UY -227 u X-226 UX-226 U X-226 

UX-2e0 

POWER 
TRANSFORMER 

OUTPUT CONDENSER 
AND CHOKE 

AND 

FILTER CONDENSERS 

FILTER 
REACTORS 

Figure 12-Diagram showing location of Radiotron socket contacts 

(13) FILTER CONDENSER, AND OUTPUT CONDENSER AND 
CHOKE 

The output choke and condenser and the two filtering condensers are located in one con- 
tainer in the S.P.U. Figure 11 shows the internal connections. The procedure for testing 
this unit is to "click test" the choke for an open, and charge and discharge the condensers 
individually by shorting their terminals with a screwdriver. A condenser that will not retain 
its charge is defective. Approximately 200 volts D.C. should be used when making this test. 

An open output condenser or an open or shorted choke will cause weak and distorted repro- 
duction. A defective filter condenser is indicated by excessively hot plates, possibly showing 
color, in Radiotron UX-280. 

PART III -ELECTRICAL TESTS 

(1) VOLTAGE READINGS 
Voltage readings of Radiola 33 may best be checked at individual tube sockets with a 

Weston Model 537, Type 2, test set or others giving similar readings. The following read- 
ings taken at the sockets are correct for Radiola 33 when connected to a 120 -volt A.C. line. 
There is no voltage between the detector heater and cathode in Radiola 33. 
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Tube No. 
Filament to 
Grid Volts 

Filament or 
Cathode to Plate 

Volts 

Plate Current 
Milliamperes 

Filament 
Voltage 

1 9 130 4.5 1.5 
2 9 130 4.5 1.5 
3 9 130 4.5 1.5 

4 - 30 2.0 2.5 
5 9 130 4.5 1.5 
6 30 135 17.0 5.0 

FILTER 
REACTORS 

,, i 
1 MFD. 

OUTPUT 
CHOKE 

_'`y 
.5 MFD. 

OR 

OUTPUT 

T 

tA 227 

Figure 13-Schematic circuit diagram of voltage supply system 

(2) VOLTAGE SUPPLY SYSTEM 
It is well to understand the various voltage supply systems incorporated in Radiola 33 

as they differ somewhat from the systems normally used. Generally speaking, Radiola 33 uses 
what is known as the series resistance method of obtaining its various voltages. This series 
arrangement makes it possible to use small filter condensers. Figure 13 shows the schematic 
circuit. The grid bias voltages are obtained by using the drop across a resistance connected 
in the plate return lead. 

With this arrangement the correct grid or plate voltage is dependent on the Radiotrons being 
in good condition. A low emission tube will cause the voltage to rise on all tubes. It is im- 
portant to note that when interchanging Radiotrons all tubes should be in their respective 
sockets before turning "on" the current supply. 

(3) RADIOLA 33 CONTINUITY TESTS 
The following tests will show complete continuity for the receiver assembly (Figure 14) 

and the Socket Power Unit (Figure 15). Disconnect the antenna and ground leads and the 
A.C. supply cord at its outlet. 

A pair of headphones with at least 43 volts in series or a voltmeter with sufficient volt- 
age to give a full scale deflection when connected directly across the battery terminals should 
be used in making these tests. The receiver sockets, numbers and lugs used in these tests are 
shown in Figure 12. The S.P.U. terminals are shown in Figure 15. 
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RECEIVER ASSEMBLY AND S. P. U. CONTINUITY TESTS 
Remove All. Radiotrons and Disconnect A. C. Input Plug 

Circuit Terminals Correct 
Effect 

Incorrect Effect Caused by 

Grid 

Antenna to ground 
Antenna to G1 
G2 to Gnd. 

G3 to Gnd. 

Stator condenser No. 3 to 
Gnd. 

G4 to Gnd. 

G5 to Gnd. 

G6 to Gnd. 

Closed 
Closed 
Closed 

Closed 

Closed 

Closed 
(Very 

Weak) 
Closed 

Closed 

Open volume control 
Open volume control or contact arm 
Open secondary of 1st R.F. trans- 

former 
Open secondary of 2d R.F. trans- 

former 
Open secondary of 3d R.F. trans- 

former 
Open grid leak or if loud, shorted 

grid condenser 

Open secondary of 1st A.F. trans- 
former 

Open secondary of 2d A.F. trans- 
former 

Plate 

Pl to P6 

P2 to P6 

P3 to P6 

P4 to P6 

P4 to Ground 

P5 to P6 

P6 to either UX-280 fila- 
ment contact 

Closed 

Closed 

Closed 

Closed 

Closed 

Closed 

Closed 

Open primary of 1st R.F. trans- 
former, 1,600 ohm resistor or out- 
put choke 

Open primary of 2d R.F. trans- 
former; concentrated primary coil, 
1,600 ohm resistor or output 
choke 

Open primary of 3d R.F. concen- 
trated primary coil, 1,600 ohm 
resistor or output choke 

Open primary of 1st A.F. trans- 
former, 30,000 ohms resistor or 
output choke 

Open primary of ist A.F. trans- 
former or 15,000 ohm plate re- 
sistor 

Open primary of 2d A.F. trans- 
former, 1,600 ohm resistor or out- 
put choke 

Open output choke, filter reactor 
UX-280 filament winding 

Filament 

Across filament contacts of 
sockets Nos. 1, 2, 3 
and 5* 

Across heater contacts of 
socket No. 4* - 

Across filament contacts of 
socket No. 6* 

Closed 

Closed 

Closed 

Open UX-226 filament winding of 
power transformer and center 
tapped resistor or wiring 

Open UY -227 heater winding of 
power transformer and center 
tapped resistor or wiring 

Open UX-171A filament winding of 
power transformer and center 
tapped resistor or wiring 

* In making these tests if the filaments light, the center tapped resistances should be checked 
by releasing all connections to them. An open center tapped resistor is generally indicated by 
excessive hum. 
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BLACK 

AC,PWITYMED TRACER 

A.C. INPUT 
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TO PILOT LAMP 

..ERASEEN- 
GREEN 

-.11LACR 
1LACKWITNYEIIOWTRACt 

SLUE 

.1.GLUE 
I ASEE I ASEEN 

-BRED 
.1/.ILCK.WITNGREEN.TRCSR 
.....MAROONANDRED \0 RECEIVER 

ASSEMBLY 

BLACK. 

GROUND TO METAL CABINET 

ICES 

REVERSE THESE LEADS 
FOR 110 -VOLT OPERATION 

LACKANDRED 14gaimideD I10 -VOLT TAPED LEAD 

U'CZP 
pED TRACE 

,CKL 

SLACK WITH 
YELLOW 
TRACER 

GREEN 
GREEN 

SLUE 
,SLACK 

TO POWER TRANSFORMER.., 

CENTER 
TAPPED 

RESISTORS 

BLACK WITH 
GREEN TRACER. 

UX-280 SOCKET 

OPERATING SWITCH 

i 
TO FILTER 

REACTOR 

ób 

GRID AND PLATE o 

ó 
RESISTANCE UNIT\ W 

GROUND TO12 W 
FRAME 

OUTPUT 
PIN 

JACKS 

MAROON.ANDREO 

RUC 
WED 

OUTPUT CONDENSER AND CHOKE 
AND FILTER. CONDENSERS--'' 

Figure 15-Wiring diagram of socket power unit 

RECEIVER ASSEMBLY AND S.P.U. CONTINUITY TESTS-Cont'd 

Circuit Terminals Correct 
Effect Incorrect Effect Caused by 

Across UX-280 filament 
contacts 

Closed Open UX-280 filament winding 

Across A.C. input plug 
with operating switch 

Closed Open primary of power transformer 

"On" 

S.P.U. G. to P of UX-280 socket Closed Open high voltage winding of power 
transformer 

Either F5 to Ground Closed Open 440 -ohm bias resistance 

Either F6 to Ground Closed Open 1900 -ohm bias resistance 

P6 to one output pin ter- 
minal (next to rear of 
cabinet) 

Open Shorted .5 mfd. output condenser 
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PART IV -MAKING REPLACEMENTS 

The various assemblies and parts of Radiola 33 are easy of access and replacements can 
be made quickly. 

(1) REPLACING VOLUME CONTROL 
The following procedure should be used when replacing the volume control. 
(a) Remove the left front leg and remove the screw under it that holds the receiver 

assembly. Then replace the leg temporarily. 
(b) Remove the seven other screws that hold the receiver assembly and S.P.U. to the 

bottom of the cabinet. 
(c) Remove the metal lid and release the screw holding the ground lead to the back 

of the cabinet. 
(d) Remove the three control knobs. All the knobs are of the push type and can be 

removed by simply pulling off. 
(e) Remove the collar that holds the switch to the front of the cabinet. The switch 

should now be pulled clear of the cabinet. 

Figure 16 Removing receiver chassis and socket power unit from cabinet 
in one operation 

(f) Pull the input A.C. cord through the lagre hole in the bottom of the cabinet and 
let it hang over the cabinet side so that it will be clear when the receiver assembly 
and S.P.U. are removed. Pull the antenna and ground leads clear. 

(g) Grasping the receiver assembly by the tuning condenser assembly and the S.P.U. 
by the power transformer or filter reactor, lift the two assemblies clear of the cabi- 
net-See Figure 16. The S.P.U. can be lifted straight up, but the receiver assembly 
must first be pulled back slightly so the volume control and tuning control clear the 
front of the cabinet. Place the two assemblies on a suitable support for work. 

(h) Unsolder the leads to the volume control. 
(i) Remove the two screws that hold the volume control to the metal chassis. It may 

now be removed and the new one fastened in place. The connections should be 
soldered to the new volume control. These connections are shown in Figure 14. 

(j) The Radiola is now reassembled in the reverse manner of that already given. 
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(2) REPLACING RADIO FREQUENCY COILS 
The three radio frequency transformers together with small fixed condensers across the 

concentrated primary coils and R.F. compensating and detector trimming condensers are mounted 
on one strip and must be replaced as a unit. The following procedure is used: 

(a) Remove the chassis assembly from the cabinet as described in Part IV, Section 1. 
(b) Unsolder all connections to the three transformers. 
(c) Remove the three screws that hold the mounting strip to the metal chassis. The 

entire assembly can now be removed. The new assembly is placed in the position 
occupied by -the old one. 

(d) Replace the screws that hold the mounting strip to the metal chassis. 
(e) Replace and resolder all leads to the three transformers. These connections are 

shown in Figure 14. When making this replacement be careful not to disturb the 

Figure 17-Gang tuning condenser drive 
mechanism and cable 

two condensers connected across the concentrated coils. Placing these condensers closer 
to the coils than their normal position will affect the inductance of the coil with a resulting decrease of sensitivity. 

(1) Return chassis assembly to cabinet and replace all screws and knobs. Adjust the compensating condenser to the correct position as indicated in Part II, Section 10. Also adjust the detector trimming condenser as described in Part II, Section 5. 

(3) REPLACING RADIOTRON GANG SOCKETS 
The Radiotron sockets of Radiola 33 are of the gang variety, using one detector socket; two A.F. socket strips, and one three -gang socket strip for the radio frequency amplifying tubes. There is a small Bakelite shield placed over all sockets. This shield is supplied sep- arately and does not come with the socket. The sockets are riveted to the metal chassis. To replace them, drill out the old rivets and use screws, nuts and lock washers for securing the new 

sockets. A step by step procedure follows: 
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(a) Remove chassis assembly from cabinet as described in Part IV, Section 1. 
(b) Remove all leads to the terminals of the sockets. 
(c) Drill out the rivets holding the sockets to the metal chassis frame. In some cases 

it may be necessary to loosen the R.F. transformer assembly in order to slip the 
socket strips out. 

(d) The socket assembly is now removed and the new one placed in the position occupied 
by the old one. 

(e) Fasten new socket in place by using small round head machine screws, nuts and 
lock washers in place of the rivets previously removed. 

(f) Replace connections as indicated in Figure 14 for the correct socket connections. 
(g) Return chassis to cabinet. 

(4) REPLACING MAIN TUNING CONDENSERS AND DRIVE 
The main tuning condensers and the driving mechanism are replaced as one complete 

unit. The step by step procedure follows: 
(a) Remove chassis assembly from housing as described in Part IV, Section 1. 
(b) Unsolder four connections to condensers. 
(c) Remove three screws, nuts, lock washers and insulating strip on under side of chassis - 

that holds the assembly to the frame. 
(d) The assembly may now be removed and the new assembly placed in the position 

occupied by the old one. Be sure and connect the ground wire previously connected 
under the nut and washer to one screw. 

(e) Replace the three screws, nuts and lock washers and resolder the leads. 
(f) Replace chassis assembly in cabinet. 

(5) REPLACING BY-PASS CONDENSER 
This condenser, located on the under side of the chassis frame is held in place by four 

metal tabs that are a part of the condenser case and are bent over on the upper side of the 
metal chassis. A step by step procedure for making this replacement follows: 

(a) Remove chassis from cabinet as described in Part IV, Section 1. 
(b) Remove tuning condenser assembly from chassis as described in Part IV, Section 4. 
(c) Unsolder the leads and resistor connected to the defective condenser. 
(d) The four tabs holding the condenser to the chassis may now be bent up with a 

screw -driver and the old condenser replaced by the new one. Insert the tabs in the 
holes and bend them over on the upper side of the chassis assembly. Resolder the 
leads and resistors to their correct terminals. The connections are shown in Fig- 
ure 14. 

(e) Replace the tuning condenser assembly as described in Part IV, Section 4. 
(f) Return chassis assembly to cabinet in reverse order of that used to remove it. 

(6) REPLACING AUDIO FREQUENCY TRANSFORMERS 
The audio transformers of Radiola 33 are built together in one unit. In making a re- 

placement the following procedure should be used: 
(a) Remove chassis from cabinet as described in Part IV, Section 1. 
(b) Unsolder all leads to the audio transformers. 
(c) Use a screw -driver to turn up the tabs that hold the transformer assembly to the 

chassis frame and remove it. 
(d) Place the new transformer in the position occupied by the old one, bend over the 

tabs and resolder all connections. The correct connections are shown in Figure 14. 
(e) Replace chassis in cabinet in the reverse order of that used to remove it. 
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(7) REPLACING CONDENSER DRIVE CABLE 
The condenser drive cable of Radiola 33 is of rugged fishline and should give good service. 

If replacement becomes necessary proceed as follows: 
(a) Remove the chassis from the cabinet as described in Part IV, Section 1. Place 

chassis on table with controls to the front. 
(b) Remove the old cable from large drum and grooved drums completely. 
(c) By referring to Figure 17 the new cable may be placed in the position occupied by 

the old one. 
(d) Re -assemble the Radiola in the reverse manner of that used to disassemble it. 

(8) REPLACING TUNING DIAL 
After considerable use a tuning dial may become dirty or illegible and a new scale desired. 

A step by step procedure for making replacement follows: 
(a) Open lid of cabinet of Radiola. 
(b) Turn dial so that the small clamp that holds the dial in place is on top. 
(c) Remove the clamp and pull the dial clear. 
(d) Replace old dial with new one and clamp in place. 
(e) Close lid of cabinet. 

(9) REPLACING FILTER CONDENSER, OUTPUT CHOKE AND 
CONDENSER ASSEMBLY 

The filter condensers, together with the output choke and condenser, are all contained in 
one metal container and must be replaced as a unit. The replacement procedure follows: 

(a) Remove the receiver assembly and S.P.U. as described in Part IV, Section 1. 

(b) Unsolder the connections to the filter condenser unit. 

(c) Turn up the tabs that hold this unit to the S.P.U. base with a screw -driver. The 
entire assembly may now be removed and the new one placed in the position occu- 
pied by the old one. 

(d) Clamp the assembly in place by turning the tabs over on the under side of the base. 
Solder the connections as indicated in Figure 15. 

(e) Return the S.P.U. to the cabinet and re -assemble in the reverse order of that used to 
remove it. 

(10) REPLACING EITHER POWER TRANSFORMER OR FILTER 
REACTOR 

The power transformer and the filter reactor are each encased in a metal container. 
Either unit may be replaced in the following manner: 

(a) Remove receiver assembly and S.P.U. from cabinet as described in Part IV, Section 1. 

(b) Unsolder the leads of the unit being replaced. 
(c) Bend up the tabs holding the unit to the base. It may be necessary to remove the 

resistance unit in order to bend all the tabs. The particular assembly being re- 

placed may now be removed and the new assembly placed in the position occupied 
by the old one. 

(d) The tabs on the new assembly should be bent so as to properly fasten the unit to 
the S.P.U. base. 

(e) Connect all the leads from the assembly to the points of connection as in Figure 
15 which should be followed exactly when any S.P.U. parts are replaced. 

(f) Return to cabinet in the reverse order, and connect to receiver assembly. 
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SERVICE DATA CHART 
Before using the following Service Data Chart, when experiencing no signals, weak signals, poor qual- 

ity, noisy or intermittent reception, howling and fading, first look for defective tubes, or a poor antenna system. 
If imperfect operation is not due to these causes the "Service Data Chart" should be consulted for further 
detailed causes. Reference to Part No and Section No. in the "Service Notes" is also noted for further details. 

Indication 

No Signals 

Cause 

Defective operating switch 
Loose volume control arm 
Defective R.F. transformer 
Defective A.F. transformer 
Defective By-pass condenser 
Defective socket power unit 

Remedy 

Repair or replace switch 
Tighten volume control arm, P. II, S. 4 
Replace R.F. transformer assembly, P. IV, S. 2 
Replace A.F. transformer assembly, P. IV, S. 6 
Replace By-pass condenser, P. IV, S. 5 
Check socket power unit by means of continuity 

test and make any repairs or replacements neces- 
sary, P. III, S. 3 

Weak Signals 

Poor Quality 

Howling 

Excessive Hum 

Compensating condenser out of ad- 
justment 

Defective R.F. transformer 
Defective A.F. transformer 
Dirty prongs of Radiotrons 
Defective By-pass condenser 
Defective main tuning condensers 
Low voltages from socket power unit 

Defective socket power unit 

Defective A.F. transfomer 
Defective By-pass condenser 
Dirty prongs on Radiotrons 
Defective output condenser or choke 

Adjust compensating condenser correctly, P. II, 
S. 10 

Replace R.F. transformer assembly, P. IV, S. 2 
Replace A.F. transformer assembly, P. IV, S. 6 
Clean prongs with fine sandpaper, P. II, S. 3 
Replace defective By-pass condenser, P. IV, S. 5 
Replace defective tuning condensers, P. IV, S. 4 
Check socket power unit voltages with high re- 

sistance D.C. voltmeter and A.C. voltmeter, P. III, 
S. 1 

Check socket power unit by means of continuity 
test and make any repairs or replacements neces- 
sary, P. III, S. 3 

Replace A.F. transformer assembly, P. IV, S. 6 
Replace defective By-pass condenser, P. IV, S. 5 
Clean prongs with fine sandpaper, P. II, S. 3 
Replace output condenser and choke, P. IV, S. 8 

Compensating condenser out of ad- 
justment 

Defect in audio system 
Open grid circuit in any stage 
Receiver in oscillation 

Adjust compensating condenser correctly, P. II, 
S. 10 

Check and repair any defect, P. II, S. 3 
Check circuit and repair defect 
Correct cause of oscillation, P. II, S. 9 

Defective center tapped resistance 
unit 

Socket plug position 
Line voltage low 

Defective filter condenser 

Replace defective resistance unit 

Reverse socket plug, P. I, S. 4 
Reconnect transformer for low line voltage, P. I, 

S. 5 
Replace defective condenser 

Radiotrons Fail 
to Light 

Operating switch not "On" 
Defective operating switch 
Defective input A.C. cord 
Defective power transformer 
No A.C. line voltage 

Turn operating switch "On" 
Replace operating switch 
Repair or replace A.C. input cord 
Replace power transformer, P. IV, S. 10 
Turn A.C. line voltage "On" 
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PREFACE 
Service goes hand in hand with sales. The well-informed RCA Authorized 

Dealer renders service at time of sale in affording information as to proper 
installation and upkeep. Subsequent service and repair may be required by 
reason of wear and tear and mishandling, to the end that RCA Loudspeaker 
and Radiola owners may be entirely satisfied. 

Obviously, this service can best be rendered by properly equipped service 
organizations having a thoroughly trained personnel with a knowledge of the 
design and operation of RCA Loudspeakers and Radiolas. 

Such service organizations have been established by RCA Distributors, 
and RCA Authorized Dealers are advised to refer any major work or replace- 
ment to their selected Distributors. Minor replacements and mechanical 
and electrical adjustments may be undertaken by the RCA Dealer. 

To assist in promoting this phase of the Dealer and Distributor's business 
the RCA Service Division has prepared a series of Service Notes-of which 
this booklet is a part-containing technical information and practical helps in 
servicing RCA Loudspeakers and Radiolas. 

This information has been compiled from experience with RCA Dealers 
and Distributors' service problems and presents the best practice in dealing 
with them. A careful reading of these Service Notes will establish their 
value, and it is suggested they be preserved for ready reference. 

In addition to supplying the Service Notes, the RCA Service Division 
maintains a corps of engineers who are qualified to render valuable help in 
solving service problems. These engineers call upon the trade at frequent 
intervals to advise and assist RCA Distributors in the performance of 
service work. 

Property of Radso-victor Corporation of America. Confidential and to be 
used only by its Authorized Distributors and Dealers furnishing service 
in connection with its apparatus. 

Copyright 1929-Radilo-victor Corporation of America 
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RADIOLA 33 (D. C.) 
107.5-127.5 Volts Direct Current -40 Watts 

SERVICE NOTES 
Prepared by RCA Service Division 

INTRODUCTION 
RCA Radiola 33 is manufactured in a model designed for direct current lighting 

circuit operation. Figure 1 is a top view of the receiver chassis and socket power unit and 
Figure 2 is a sub -chassis view of both assemblies. While this model is similar to the A.C. 
model in appearance and performance, electrically it is considerably different. For this 
reason a special Service Note on this model is issued for the guidance of those called upon 
to locate and remedy any trouble that may develop. 

PART I-GENERAL SERVICE DATA 
[1] CIRCUIT CHARACTERISTICS 

The following characteristics are incorporated in the design of Radiola 33 (D.C.). 
(a) It is a seven -tube tuned radio frequency receiver utilizing five Radiotrons UX-112A 

and two Radiotrons UX-171A. 
(b) A single control, three -gang condenser is employed to tune two of the radio fre- 

quency amplifiers and the detector. 
(c) The volume control regulates the input grid voltage to the first R.F. amplifier 

stage. This is a simple and effective method for controlling volume in this type of 
receiver. 

(d) A series filament connection is used for all tubes. This is a simple and practical 
method for a direct current receiver as the input wattage is at a minimum. The 
current consumption of these Radiolas is no greater than the same type Radiolas 
designed for alternating current. 

(e) The D.C. house circuit in addition to supplying filament voltages for the Radio- 
trons used in Radiola 33 D.C. supplies all plate and grid voltages, except the grid 
voltages used on the two Radiotrons UX-171A in the push pull amplification stage. 
This latter voltage is obtained from an external "C" battery with taps to provide 
negative 12 and 18 volts. This battery must be supplied at the time of installation. 

Counting from right to left facing the front of the Radiola receiver chassis the Radio- 
tron sequence is as follows: 

Radiotron No. 1 is an untuned stage of radio frequency amplification. It is coupled 
directly to the antenna and ground. 

Radiotron No. 2 is a stage of tuned radio frequency amplification, and is tuned by the 
first of the gang condensers. 

Radiotron No. 3 is the second stage of tuned radio frequency amplification. It is tuned 
by the second of the gang condensers. 

Radiotron No. 4 is the detector, and is tuned by the third of the gang condensers. 
Radiotron No. 5 is the first stage of audio frequency 'mplification. 
Radiotrons Nos. 6 and 7, located in the Socket Power Unit, counting from left to right, 

are used in push pull connection for the second, or last stage of power audio frequency 
amplification. This provides for a large undistorted output at the necessarily lower plate 
voltages for the last audio stage. An output transformer prevents the D.C. plate current from 
flowing through the loudspeaker windings. 

The Radiotron sequence ïs shown schematically in Figure 3. 
The schematic wiring diagram of the receiver and socket power unit is shown in 

Figure 4. 

5 
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[2] ANTENNA (Outdoor and Indoor Types) 
Due to the high sensitivity of Radiola 33 (D.C.) the length of an outdoor antenna need 

only be approximately 50 feet long. It should be erected as high as possible and be removed 
from all obstructions. The lead-in should be a continuation of the antenna itself, thus 
avoiding all splices which might introduce additional resistance and in time corrode suffi- 
ciently to seriously affect reception. If it is absolutely necessary to splice the lead-in to the 
antenna the joint must be carefully soldered to insure a good electrical contact. Clean off 
all excess flux and tape the connection to protect it from the oxidation effects of the 
atmosphere. 

High-grade glass or porcelain insulator supports are required and at no point should 
the antenna or lead-in wire come in contact with any part of the building. Use a porcelain 
tube insulator where the lead-in wire enters the house. 

The antenna should not cross either over or under any electric light, traction or power 
line and should be at right angles to these lines and other antennas. An outdoor antenna 
should be protected by means of an approved lightning arrester, in accordance with the 
requirements of the National Fire Underwriters' Code. 

TO LOUDSPEAKER 

3 2 . - \T 
39.0 R.F. 2"_0R.F. 

Figure 3-Radiotron sequence 

FROM ANTENNA 

III 

IV R.F. 

Where the installation of an outdoor antenna is not practical, satisfactory results may 
generally be obtained by using an indoor antenna of about 20 to 40 feet of insulated wire 
strung around the picture moulding or placed under a rug. In buildings where metal lathing 
is employed satisfactory results are not always possible with this type of antenna. Under 
such conditions various arrangements of the indoor antenna should be tried to secure satis- 
factory results. An indoor antenna is not as efficient as a properly installed outdoor antenna. 

[3] RADIOTRONS 
Five Radiotrons UX-112A and two Radiotrons UX-171A are used. These should be 

placed in their correct sockets as indicated by the lettering at each socket before the current 
is turned "on." The current should never be turned "on" unless all Radiotrons are in place. 

After placing the Radiola in operation it is well to interchange the Radiotrons in the 
R.F. stages for best performance. The most critical of these stages is the second (Radio- 
tron No. 2, counting from right to left facing the front of the Radiola), and the Radiotron 
selected for this socket should be one giving the loudest signal on a weak station. It should 
not go into oscillation at any position of the volume control, or station selector. 

If no tube is found satisfactory for this socket, or the Radiola is insensitive, a readjust- 
ment of the R.F. compensating condenser may be necessary. The correct method for making this adjustment is described in Part I, Section 7. 

Radiotrons UX-171A should be chosen for best combination to give the most undistorted output. 

7 
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ANTENNA 

0.0017 1Et R.F. 
MFD. COUPLING 
G" i UX-112-A --+ 

GROUND 

THREE GANG TUNING CONDENSER--" 

0.00016 MFD. 

"C" 2!° R.F. 
(UX-I12-A 

GRID RES. 
(4.0 ME4) 
MAROON 

(c) (al 

0.1 0.1 
MFD. MFD. 

R.f. COMPENSATING 
CONDENSER 

GROUND TO 
CRAMS FRAME 

0.1 MFD. 

(a) 

P0.00016 NFD. 
R.F. "C. 

(UX-I12-A 

RESISTOR 
(4.0 MEG) 

MAROON 

Note-Italic reference letters (s) to (h) shown 
in parenthesis refer to circuit connections of con- 
densers shown in Fig. 10. 

[4] LINE SWITCH 

i¡ 0.00016 MFD 
"C' 

0.1 
MFD. 

(rl - 

GRID LEAK 
(4.0 MEG.)MAROON 

DETECTOR 0.00016 MFD. 1ET A.F. 
UX-112-A "C"`, 'UX-112-A 

DETECTOR PLATE 
0.5 MFD. 

SERIES RESISTOR 
(14.3001) RED AND 

DETECTOR SHUNT 
-"RESISTOR 00,0001) 

BLUE 

0.5 MFD. 

(n) 

PILOT LAMP 

MAROON Q 

f 
"C" BATTERY -12- 

z 
-IST 

Figure 4-Schematic circuit diagram of 

A four -position switch is provided on the S.P.U. for adjusting the Radiola to various 
line voltages over a range of 107.5 to 127.5. (See Figures 1 and 7.) The line voltage should 
be measured by an accurate D.C. voltmeter, and the switch placed at the correct position 
for this voltage. The different positions of the switch are as follows: 

Position For Line Voltages of 
112.5 

117.5 

122.5 

127.5 

The line switch is accessible by removing the switch cover. The operating switch should 
always be turned "off" when the switch cover is removed to adjust for line voltage. 

1 107.5 to 
2 112.5 to 

3 117.5 to 

4 122.5 to 
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-BLACK -WITH -RED -TRACER 

-BLUE 

-GREEN 

-BLACK 

-BLUE 

-BROWN 

YELLOW 

BLACK 

2M^ A.F 
2 UX-171-A 
IN PUSH PULL 

R.F. AND DETECTOR 
PLATE SUPPLY SERIES 
RESISTOR (45011).\ 

ì 

FILAMENT BY-PASS 
TAPPED RESISTOR 

INPUT TRANSFORMER 

P 

Mer 
S2 

118A 

166A 

Pg 
P2á 

GREEN AND YELLOW 

SERIES FILAMENT 
RESISTORS 

(TO REAR OF 
CABINET) 

-RED -AND -BLACK 

RED 

40 A 
TOTAL 

252m. 
TOTAL 

3.0 MFD. 

2.0 MED. - 
20011. 

ÓÏÍÓÓÓL- 

FILTER 
REACTORS 

lilalC!!X1 
21/1 

LINE VOLTAGE 

REGULATING 
;RESISTOR 

2 

,OUTPUT TRANSFORMER 

OUTPUT PIN JACKS 
TO 

LOUDSPEAKER 

LINE VOLTAGE 
REGULATING 
!SWITCH 

1 

4`t25V. ; 
120V. / 

115 V. 

R. F. LINE 
INDUCTOR (1.511) 

GROUND TO 

BLACK WITH -S.P.U. FRAME 

YELLOW TRACER 

BROWN 

receiver and socket power unit 

R. F. LINE 
INDUCTOR (1.511) 

%00000 

- 0.5 MFD. 

--0.5MFD. 
PLUG TO 

D.C. LINE 
(107.5 TO 127.5 

VOLTS) 

OPERATING SWITCH 

[5] "C" BATTERY 

An external "C" battery is used to bias the grids of the two Radiotrons UX-171A used 

in the push pull power audio stage of amplification. The use of this battery allows the use 

of the highest possible plate voltage on the Radiotrons UX-171A which gives a maximum 
undistorted output. The brown lead of the "C" battery leads should be connected to the 
negative terminal of a 22/ "B" battery tapped at +6 and +18. The black with yellow 

tracer should be connected to the +6 tap, and the red lead connected to the +18. If a 

"C" battery of 22/ volts is used with taps at -4/ and -161/2, the brown lead should be 

connected to -22/, black with yellow tracer to the -16/ tap and the red lead to the 

-472 tap. 
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1-61 RADIOLA 33 WAVE TRAP 
Due to wide variations in broadcast receiving conditions in different sections of the 

country, the performance of any radio receiver in any given location depends upon the local 
receiving conditions. 

Receivers located in the vicinity of powerful broadcasting stations receive the signal 
from such stations with great intensity over a large number of scale divisions of the receiver. 
If it is desired to receive a relatively distant station whose frequency assignment is compara- 
tively close to that of the local station, it is impossible to do so without interference. 

To satisfy the Radiola 33 (D.C.) user located in districts where bad receiving conditions 
exist, the Radiola 33 (D.C.) Wave Trap has been designed and will be carried in stock by 
RCA as an accessory. 

Figure 5-Adjusting R. F. 
compensating condenser 

The function of the wave trap is to absorb a large portion of the energy of the powerful 
local signal picked up by the antenna, thereby reducing the effect of the signal to a value 
comparable with that of more distant stations. 

This wave trap is very efficient in design, is neat in appearance, and is simple to install 
and adjust. It may be adjusted to absorb a strong signal at any point on the Radiola 33 
(D.C.) dial scale. After it has once been adjusted to absorb the strong local signal causing 
interference at a particular location, it needs no further adjustment or attention. 

Due to the location of the "C" battery in Radiola 33 D.C. it is not possible to locate the 
wave trap at the end of the gang condenser as in the Radiola 33 A.C. It must therefore be 
located outside of the cabinet in any convenient location. Using small brackets and attaching 
it to the bottom of the cabinet is quite convenient. 

10 
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[7] ADJUSTMENT OF R. F. COMPENSATING CONDENSER 
The R.F. compensating condenser in Radiola 33 (D.C.) is provided to allow adjustment 

of the receiver to compensate for variations of tube characteristics and thereby allow the 
receiver to function in its most sensitive condition. Before readjusting this condenser, the 
Radiotrons should be interchanged and satisfactory operation secured by this means if pos- 

sible. The interchanging of tubes should be made with the idea of getting a tube in socket 
No. 2 that will not go into oscillation and giving the loudest signal on a weak station. If 
satisfactory sensitivity cannot be secured by this means an adjustment of the compensating 
condenser may be made as follows: 

(a) Put receiver in operation in usual manner and tune in a station preferably at the 
middle or upper wave lengths. 

Locate the position of the compensating condenser adjusting screw at the rear of 
the receiver assembly. (See Figure 5.) 

(c) With the volume control at the position of maximum intensity, turn the screw to 
the right until the set goes into oscillation. Then turn the screw to the left until 
all oscillation and howl is eliminated with the volume control at maximum. In 
some cases interchanging the tubes in the R.F. stages will facilitate this adjustment. 
Tune in stations at maximum volume and minimum volume control positions and 
note if receiver goes into oscillation at any wave length. If it does, turn screw 

still further to the left. If this adjustment does not prevent oscillation refer to Part 
I Sec. 9. 

(d) When the adjusting screw has been turned to the right as far as possible without 
oscillation occurring at any wavelength, or any volume control position, the correct 
adjustment has been found for best sensitivity with necessary stability. 

(0) 

5" APPROX. 

BAKELITE" HEAVY WIRE RING' 

-----OLD CONDENSER PLATE 

Figure 6-Aligning tool 

[8] TUNING CONDENSERS OUT OF ALIGNMENT 
If the tuning condensers are out of alignment, line up as follows: 

(a) Procure or construct a tool as illustrated in Figure 6. 

(b) Remove the receiver assembly and S.P.U. from the cabinet (see Introduction Part 
III), and place in operating condition. Tune in a signal, either broadcast or a mod- 

ulated oscillator of about 1400 K.C. and adjust the volume control so that the signal 

is very weak. 
(c) With the condenser plate end of the tool touch the rotor of each of the three tuning 

condensers and note if an increase of signal is experienced. If the condensers are 

in alignment the signal should decrease. If the signal increases, that particula' 
condenser is slightly low in capacity, which can be corrected by bending the two 

end rotor plates toward their adjacent plates slightly until the test with the "paddle" 

gives a decrease rather than an increase in signal. 
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(d) After checking the condensers for low capacity they may be checked for high capacity by taking the ring of the tool and inserting it successively in the center of the three R.F. coils. This should give a decrease of signal. If it increases then the 
end rotor plate of the condenser that tunes the coil should be bent away from its adjacent plate. This should be bent until inserting the ring in the coil will give a decrease of signal rather than an increase. The detector tuning condenser is pro- 
vided with a gang condenser trimmer for aligning this circuit. (See Figure 1.) Instead of bending the plate of the condenser, adjustment should be first attempted 
at the gang condenser trimmer by careful bending. In most cases this will cover 
all aligning adjustments required in the detector stage. 

e) After checking at 1400 K.C. a station or oscillator signal about 600 K.C. should 
be tuned in and the condensers completely checked at this frequency. Any addi- 
tional necessary adjustments should be made. 

(f) After completion of all tests, return the receiver to its cabinet in the reverse man- 
ner of that used to remove it. 

[9] UNCONTROLLED OSCILLATION 
Uncontrolled oscillations in Radiola 33 (D.C.) may be caused by: 
(a) Incorrect adjustment of the R.F. compensating condenser. Adjust compensating 

condenser as described in Part II, Sec. 10. 
(b) An open of the several grounding leads in the receiver. Check all ground 

connections. 
(c) Defective R.F. coil system. A short or open in the condensers connected across 

the concentrated primary coils may cause the receiver to go into oscillation. Add- 
ing another condenser similar to the one already connected across the concentrated 
primary coil in the third R.F. stage (0.00016 mfd., RCA part No. 2010) will also 
help to prevent uncontrolled oscillation at the higher wave lengths. 

(d) A defect in the R.F. line filtering system may cause uncontrolled oscillation as well 
as excessive line noise pick-up. Check for shorted or grounded R.F. line induc- 
tors, and open or shorted 0.5 mfd. filter condensers. 

(e) Bending the first R.F. coil in the direction of its free end closer to the chassis 
should be tried in extreme cases. Also the ground lead which comes from the 
pigtail of the gang variable condenser should be changed from its normal position 
at the terminal of one of the R. F. coils to a point on the uninsulated ground bus 
bar approximately half way between the second and third R.F. coils. 

[ 10] HUM OR LINE NOISE 
Since the Radiola 33 (D.C.) is to be used only on D.C. lines of 107.5 to 127.5 volts, 

practically no hum should be experienced. However if any disturbing hum or line noise, as 
may come from generator brushes, is heard, check the following": 

(a) Open 2.0, 3.0 or 0.5 mfd. filter condensers. 
(b) Shorted or grounded filter reactors, or R.F. line inductors. 
(c) A 0.05 mfd. fixed condenser shunted across the tapped primary (P1 and P2) of the 

output transformer will help reduce line noise. To conveniently do this the con- 
denser may be connected across the plate contacts of Radiotron sockets Nos. 6 and 
7 after receiver chassis with socket power unit has been removed from the cabinet. 
Insulated leads and tape should be used to prevent a short circuiting to other parts. 

[11] DISTORTED REPRODUCTION 
Under normal conditions Radiola 33 (D.C.` will deliver a strong signal of good qual- 

ity to the loudspeaker. The high sensitivity of Radiola 33 (D.C.) makes it undesirable to 
operate the set at full volume when receiving from a nearby broadcasting station. The 
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volume control should be adjusted to secure best quality, with the desired volume. If the 
loudspeaker reproduction is poor, test the loudspeaker output from the receiver. A pair 
of phones or loudspeaker of known quality may be used for this purpose. If the loud- 
speaker is O.K. poor quality or distortion may be due to any of the following causes: 

(a) Defective Radiotrons. Though the Radiola may be in operating condition a defec- 
tive Radiotron in any stage will cause distortion. This is especially true of the 
detector, 1st or inter -stage of audio amplification and push pull stage of audio 
amplification. 

(b) High or low plate and grid voltages. The cause may be a defective resistance 
unit. Check the various resistances for a possible short, open or ground. A defec- 
tive "C" battery will cause distortion. 

The cause of noisy operation and intermittent signals with periods of hum or no recep- 
tion may be traced in the following manner: 

(a) Disconnect the antenna and ground leads. If the Radiola becomes quiet and signals 
from local stations, though weak, are received the trouble is in the antenna system, 
or is caused by nearby interfering electrical apparatus. In the first case repair the 
antenna system and in the second case place radio frequency chokes with associated 
filter condensers on any offending nearby apparatus. The location of interfering 
electrical machinery will require patience, skill and experimenting. 

(b) If disconnecting the antenna and ground does not eliminate the noise, the trouble 
is in the Radiola. A defective tube, one having poorly welded elements will cause 
a disturbance of this kind, and this point should be checked by interchanging the 
Radiotrons in the Radiola with others of the same type. If it is definitely estab- 
lished that the Radiotrons are O.K. the Radiotron prongs and the socket contacts 
should be examined for dirt or poor contact. Use only fine sand paper when clean- 
ing Radiotron prongs or socket contacts, cleaning excess sand off before inserting 
Radiotrons. The volume control should be examined for poor contact between the 
contact arm and the resistor strip. 

[12] AUDIO HOWL OR GROWL 
Either a low or high frequency howl originating in the receiver assembly may be caused 

by: 
(a) Open by-pass condenser. An open by-pass condenser may cause an audio howl. 
(b) Vibrating elements in the receiver Radiotrons. A gradually developed howl is 

probably due to the loudspeaker causing the receiver Radiotron elements to vibrate. 
To overcome this condition interchange the Radiotrons in the receiver, or change 
the relative angle between loudspeaker and Radiola. In extreme cases it will be 
necessary to increase the distance between the Radiola and the loudspeaker. 

(c) Open A.F. condenser connections. An open connection to either of the A.F. con- 
densers, one connected from plate to cathode of the detector, and the other from 
grid to filament of the first A.F. tube may cause a howl. 

(d) An audio growl may be experienced if the .05 mfd. condenser across the detector 
shunt resistor is open. 

(e) Interchanging Radiotrons UX-112A in the 1st A.F. and detector socket may help 
to stop audio growling. 

(f) A high pitched whistle on loud local stations is probably due to detector overload- 
ing. Reducing volume control will usually remedy this. Natural heterodyning of 
stations close in frequency, of course, cannot be prevented. 

[ 13] PILOT LAMP 
Radiola 33 (D.C.) is equipped with a small pilot lamp operating from the filament re- 

sistor. Its purpose is to illuminate the tuning dial and act as a current supply indicator. 
The pilot lamp is mounted on a small lever that can be pulled clear of the dial for in- 

serting the lamp and then pushed in place to give proper illumination to the translucent dial. 
If the lamp is not in its proper place, insufficient illumination of the dial will be experienced. 
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UX-112-A UX-112-A UX-112-A UX-112-A UX-I12-A 

[14] INPUT TRANSFORMER, OUTPUT TRANSFORMER AND 
FILTER CONDENSERS 

The input transformer, output transformer, and filter condensers are located in one 
container in the S.P.U. Figure 8 shows the connecting leads with internal connections of 
each unit. 

The input transformer winding resistances are as follows: P-1400 ohms; S-3500 
ohms; S2-4500 ohms. (See Figure 8.) 

The output transformer winding resistances are as follows: P1-154 ohms; P2-184 
ohms ; S-624 ohms. (See Figure 8.) 

The filter condenser capacities are shown in Figure 8. 

Methods for testing. condensers and measuring resistances are outlined in Part II, Sec- 
tions 4 and 5. 

'C' BATTERY SUPPORT 
e' BRACKETS 

A 
LINE VOLTAGE 

REGULATING SWITCH 
(COVER REMOVED) 

ILA 
é$ 

°FMENT 
RESISTORS 

OUTPUT egrAgr 
TERMINALS 

UX-geK 171-A UX-171-A 

INPUT TRANSFORMER, 
OUTPUT TRANSFORMER 

AND 
FILTER CONDENSERS 

FILTER 
REACTORS 

Figure 7--Radiotron socket layout showing filament, plate and grid terminals 

c 

PART II -ELECTRICAL TESTS 
[1] VOLTAGE READINGS 

Voltage readings of Radiola 33 (D.C.) may best be checked at individual tube sockets 
with a Weston Model 537, Type 2, test set or others giving similar readings. The following 
readings taken at the sockets are correct for Radiola 33 (D.C.) when connected to a 118 -volt 
D.C. line and with the proper "C" battery. Line voltage regulating switch at position No. 3. 

Tube No. 
Filament to 
Grid Volts 

Filament to Plate 
Volts 

Plate: Current 
Milliamperes 

Filament 
Voltage 

1 3.5 50 5.0 4.6 
2 3.5 58 5.5 4.8 
3 3.5 60 6.5 5.0 
4 3.5 25 1.5 5.1 
5 10. 75 7.0 5.25 
6 23. 95 11.0 4.5 
7 21. 95 11.0 4.75 

The above readings were taken with average Radiotrons. Conditions may arise where 
high filament voltages are experienced. In such cases the line voltage switch should be ad- 
justed to the tap that will give the above readings approximately. 
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[2] VOLTAGE SUPPLY SYSTEM 
Figure 9 shows the abridged schematic circuit of the voltage supply system. The fila- 

ments of the Radiotrons are all connected in series. A by-pass resistor is used across the 

``N\\\\\\D\\\\\O\\\ 

lAC 

RED 

YELLOW 

BL 

UE 
GREEN 

INPUT TRANSFORMER OUTPUT TRANSFORMER 
CONNECTING LEADS CONNECTING LEADS 

FILTER 
CONDENSER 

CONNECTING 
LEADS 

Figure 8-Internal connections of input transformer, output 
transformer and filter condenser 

UX-171A to by-pass the accumulated plate current from the UX-112A's as welt as supply a 
tapped connection to supply correct grid bias for the first, or interstage, A.F. Radiotron 
LTX-112A. Necessary plate and grid resistors are used as shown to supply the correct re - 

L'NE 
VOLTAGE 

REGULATING 
SWITCH 

TO D.C.LINE 

4 

LINE VOL AGE 
REGULATI G RESISTOR 

rFILTER 
REACTOR 

'JA 112-A 
R.F. 

COUPLING 

FILAMENT 
RESISTORS 

FILTER 
REACTOR 

ó 
óR.F AND DET. PLATE SUPPLY 

Ca ; SERIES RESISTOR 

DETECTOR PLATE 
SERIES RESISTOR 

U X-II1 A 

GRID' 
RESISTORS 

GRID 
LEAK 

DETECTOR 
SHUNT 

RESISTOR 
UX-111-A UX-17I-A 
INTER STAGE 

.A.F. 

UX-171-A 

A 
PUSH 
PUL 

6 

FILAMENT--- 
8E-PASS RESISTOR 

-12 

BAT. 

Figure 9-Schematic circuit diagram of voltage supply system 

spective plate and grid voltages to the remaining UX-112A's--Due to the limiting value of 
D.C. line voltage, the highest possible plate voltage is desired for the UX-171A, so to keep 
this in reasonable limits an external "C" battery is necessarily used as shown. 
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[3] RADIOLA 33 (D.C.) CONTINUITY TESTS 
The following tests will show complete continuity for the receiver assembly (Figure 10), 

and the Socket Power Unit (Figure 1 1 ) . 

A pair of headphones with at least 4/ volts in series or a voltmeter with sufficient volt- 
age to give a full scale deflection when. connected directly across the battery terminals should 
be used in making these tests. Flexible leads should be used with partially insulated test- 
ing tips. Keep hands free from frame to avoid false tests. The socket layout is shown in 
Figure 7. 

The winding lugs on the coils of the R.F. coil assembly are coded "P" for primary, "S" 
for secondary, and "T" for tertiary, or third winding (used as a feed back coil for the 1st 
R.F. coil). These should be checked to show closed windings in making continuity tests. 

Disconnect the antenna and ground leads. Disconnect "C" battery. Remove all Radiotrons and Pilot Lamp. Disconnect D. C. 

Input Plug. Resistances given are approximate in value. Reference letters in last column refer to Figure 10. 

Circuit 
Test Terminals 

Incorrect Effect 
Correet 
Eñeel Indication Caused by 

Antenna 
and 

Ground 

Ant. lead (Blue) to G1 (V. C. at 
max. position.) 

Ground lead (Bla-k with blue 
tracer to +F2.) 

Open 

Open 

Closed 

Closed 

Shorted antenna condenser. 

Shorted 0.1 mfd. (a) cond. 

Grid 

G1 to +Fl (V. C. at max. posi- 
Lion.) 

G2 to +F2. 

G2 to receiver . hassis frame 
(ground). 

G3 to +F3. 

G3 to receiver chassis frame 
(ground) 

G4 to -F4. 

G4 to receiver chassis frame 
(ground). 

G5 to +F6. 
G6 to brown "C" battery lead. 

G7 to black with yellow tracer "C' 
battery lead. 

P1 to P2. 

P1 toP2 

to tFl. Fl. 

PP P2 to 3. 

P3 to P4. 

P4 to +F4. 

P4 to -F4. 
P2 to receiver chassis frame 

(ground.) 
P3to P5. 

P6 to P7. 

Closed 
(2000 ohms) 

Closed 
(weak) 

4.0 meg. 
Open 

Closed 
(weak) 
Open 

Closed 
(weak) 

4.0 meg. 
Open 

Closed 
(5750 Ohms) 

Closed 
(3500 Ohms) 

Closed 
(5000 Ohms) 

Closed 
(27 Ohms) 

pen Open 

Closed 
(51 Ohms) 

Closed 
(15000 Ohms) 

Closed 
(31000 Ohms) 

Open 

Open 

Closed 
(1880 Ohms) 

Closed 
(338 Ohms) 

Open 

Open 

Closes 

Open 

Closed 

Open 

Closed 

Open 

Open 

Open 

Open 

(1.6 Ohms) 
Closed 
Closed 
Open 

(26.5 Ohms) 
Open 

(1100 Ohms) 
Open 

Closed 
(1070 Ohms) 

Closed) 

Open 

Open 

Open connection, or volume control arm, or 
resistance. 

Open grid resistor or connection. 

Shorted or grounded grid condenser. 

Open grid resistor or connection. 

Shorter or grounded grid condenser. 

Open grid leak or connection. 

Shorted or grounded grid condenser. 

Open filament by-pass resistor, lit A. F. transi. 
secondary, or connection. 

Open secondary winding (S,) of input trans - 
former, or connection. 

Open secondary winding (S,) of input trans - 
former, or connection. 

Open connections, or open Ist R. F. tranf. pri- 
mary, or 2nd R. F. tranf. primaries. 

Shorted cond. across 2nd R. F. tranf. primary. 
Shorted 0.1 mfd. (b) cond. 
Shorted 0.1 mid. (d) cond. 
Open connections, or open 2nd R. F. (tranf. pri- 

maries, or open 3rd R. F. tranf. primaries. 
Shorted cond. across 3rd R. F. tranf. primary. 
Open 3rd R. F. tranf. primaries det. plate resistor, 

or 1st A. F. tranf. primary. 
Shorted 0.5 mfd. (h) cond. 
Open det. shunt resistor, or open 1st A. F. tranf. 

primary. 
A. F. tranf. primary cond. Shorted A 

Shorted 0.5 mfd. (g) cond. 
Shorted R. F. comp. cond. 

Open input tranf. primary or open 3rd R. F. 
tranf. primaries, or Det. and R. F. plate supply 
resistor in SPU. 

Open output tranf. primary (P, or P,). 

Filament 

-Fl to maroon lead on pilot lamp 
socket. 
F1 to -F2. 

4-F1 to receiver chassis frame 
(ground). 

+F2 to receiver chassis frame 
(ground). 

+F2 to -F3. 
-}-F3 to -F4. -F4 to receiver chassis frame 

(ground). 
+F4 to -F5. 
-F5 to G5. 
+F5 to -F7. 
+F7 to -F6. -F7 to +F6. 

Closed 

Closed 
Open 

Open 

Closed 
Closed 
Open 

Closed 
Open 

Closed 
Closed 
Closed 

(284 Ohms) 

Open 

Open 
Closed 

Closed 

Open 
Open 

Closed 

Open 
Closed 
Open 
Open 
Open 

Open connection. 

Open connection. 
Shorted 0.1 mfd. (e) tond. 

Shorted 0.1 mfd. (c) cond. 

Open connections. 
Open connections. 
Shorted 0.1 mfd. (f) cond. 

Open connections. 
Shorted A. F. tranf. sec. cond. 
Open connections. 
Open connections. 
Open filament by-pass resistor. 
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Radiola 33 (D. C.) Continuity Tests - Continued 
PLACE LINE VOLTAGE SWITCH ON POSITION No. 4-REMOVE KNOB 

Circuit Test Terminals CorrectEffect 

Incorrect Effect 

Indication Caused by 

Switch shaft to + blade on line Closed Open Open R. F. line inductor. 
plug. (1.5 Ohms) D. C. line cond. or connection. 

Switch shaft to red "C" battery 
lead. 

Open Closed Shorted 2.0 mfd. or 3 mfd. filter cond. or both 
.5 mfd. condensers. 

(248 Ohms) Shorted 2.0 mfd. cond. 
(361 Ohms) Shorted 3.0 mfd. cond. 

Switch shaft to PS. Closed 
(1640 Ohms) 

Open Open input tranf. primary; open filter reactor, 
or open line voltage regulating resistor. 

Switch shaft to brown lead on Closed Open Open sections of filament resistor, open filter re. 
Miscellaneous pilot lamp socket. (321 Ohms) actor, or open line voltage regulating resistor. 

and 
S. P. U. 

(575 Ohms) One section only of filament resistor open. Re - 
actor and resistor O. R. -Fl to brown lead on pilot lamp 

socket. 
Closed 

(40 Ohms) 
Open Open sections of filament resistor, or connections. 

(80 Ohms) Only one section of filament resistor open. 
Red "C" battery lead to - blade Closed Open Defective operating switch or open R. F. line 

on line plug; operating switch (1.5 Ohms) inductor. 
"on." 

Receiver chassis frame (ground) 
to S. P. U. frame (ground). 

Closed Open Open connections. 

Ground lead (Black with blue 
tracer) to +. blade on line plug. 

Open Closed Shorted 0.5 mfd. cond. 

Ground lead (Black with blue 
tracer) to - blade on line plug. 

Open Closed Shorted 0.5 mfd. cond. 

One output terminal to oft er. Closed 
(625 Ohms) 

Open Open output tranf. secondary winding (S) or 
connections. 

[4] TESTING CONDENSERS AND TESTING FOR 
DEFECTIVELY GROUNDED PARTS 

The large by-pass condensers (from 0.1 mfd. up) and the filter condensers may be 
checked by charging them with a D.C. supply up to 150 volts, and then after a slight wait 
discharging them with a screw driver to note if a strong spark occurs. If a spark occurs 
(strength depending on condenser size), condenser is O.K. If no spark occurs the con- 
denser is probably leaky or open. With thesmaller condensers, simple trial replacement will 
prove helpful. 

In order to avoid false tests on condensers or parts in the chassis due to one side being 
normally grounded it is recommended that the three ground connections to the frame 
(shown by broken line in Figure 10) be removed temporarily and the rotor connection 
to the gang condensers be unsoldered. This isolates every part from normal ground. If a 
defective ground is causing trouble, a test from the suspected part to ground should un- 
cover the defect. 

[5] RESISTANCE TESTS 
The values of the various resistance units of Radiola 33 (D.C.) are shown in the 

schematic ...agram, Figure 4. When testing a receiver for defects the various values of re- 
sistance should be checked.. This may be done by a resistance bridge; the voltmeter -ammeter 
method shown in previous Service Notes; or by the following method, the results depending 
upon the care exercised in using the prescribed method. 

For resistances of low value, 5000 ohms or less, use a voltmeter not greater than 100 
ohms per volt. The rating of 100 ohms per volt means that a meter with 50 volts maxi- 
mum scale reading,has a total resistance of 50 times 100, or 5000 ohms, when the 50 -volt 
scale is used. For high values of resistance use a meter of 1000 ohms or more per volt. The 
Weston Meters, Type 301 and 280, each have a resistance of 62 ohms per volt and are satis- 
factory for low values. For very low resistances below 100 ohms, it is best to use a dry cell -1/ volt-with the 3 -volt scale of a Weston, Model 280. For higher resistances up to 5000 
and above use sufficient battery to give a good deflection on the meter, for example, a 45 -volt 
"B" for a 0-50 unit meter. Then take two readings, one of the battery alone, and one of the 
battery with the unknown resistance in series. Then apply the following formula: 
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Reading obtained 
of battery alone - ( Reading obtained with 

resistance in series 

Resistance of 
meter 

Unknown 
resistance 

Example-Using a Weston, Type 301, 30 -volt scale, 2272 -volt "B" battery, resistance 
of meter equals 30x62 or 1860 ohms. 

22.5 
1 1860 = 3091, or unknown resistance in ohms approx. ( 8.45 

The above method may be used in checking the resistance values of the correct closed 
circuits as shown in the Continuity Test Tables in Part II, Section 3. 

In addition to the resistances shown in Figure 4 the 1st, or inter -stage, audio frequency 
transformer primary resistance is 1070 ohms and secondary resistance is 5630 ohms. All 
resistances given are approximate in value. 

PART III-MAKING REPLACEMENTS 
Introduction 

Since the Radiola 33 (D.C.) receiver chassis is very similar to the Radiola 33 A.C. the 
replacement of its component parts will not be discussed, as this subject is covered suffi- 
ciently in the Radiola 33 A.C. Service Notes. However there is some difference in the 
construction and parts used in the Socket Power Unit. The replacement procedure of these 
parts follows : 

[1] REPLACING VOLTAGE REGULATING RESISTOR OR 
FILAMENT BY-PASS RESISTOR 

(a) Remove S.P.U. and receiver chassis from cabinet as outlined in Radiola 33 A.C. 
Service Notes. 

(b) Unsolder connections to resistor being replaced. 
(c) Unscrew nut from rod supporting the resistor. Pull rod clear, saving the insulating 

and lock washers. 
(d) Replace in the reverse order, making sure resistor is carefully tightened with 

insulating and lock washers in place, and resistor lugs are clear from the S.P.U. 
frame. Correct connections are shown in Figure 11. 

(e) Replace S.P.U. and receiver chassis in reverse manner making sure that the 
S.P.U. asbestos pad is in place under S.P.U. 

[2] REPLACING FILAMENT RESISTORS 
(a) Remove S.P.U. and receiver chassis as in Part III, Sec. 1. 
(b) In order to prevent damage to the R.F. Line Inductor it should be removed care- 

fully by unsoldering its leads and removing the supporting screw. (See also 
Part III, Sec. 3.1 

(c) Carefully unbend tabs holding the perforated cover for the filament resistors and 
remove cover. 

(d) Unsolder the connecting leads to the filament resistors, saving the bus bar connec- 
tions paralleling the resistors themselves. 

(e) Unscrew nuts holding the rods with insulating washers supporting the resistors. 
(f) Replace resistors in reverse manner, being sure to connect the two resistors in 

parallel by means of the bus -bar wires unsoldered when the defective resistors were 
removed. Be sure insulating washers are in place before the holding unit is care- 
fully tightened on the rod to avoid breakage. Replace the cover over the filament 
resistors after carefully straightening the tabs so they can fit into their respective 
slots and be bent over securely. 

(g) Replace S.P.U. and receiver chassis in the reverse manner, making sure that the 
the S.P.U. asbestos pad is in place under the S.P.U. 
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[3] REPLACING THE R. F. LINE INDUCTORS 
(a) Remove receiver chassis and socket power unit as outlined in Part III, Sec. 1. 

(b) Unsolder leads of R.F. line inductor to be replaced. 
(c) Remove machine screw or bolt holding defective unit to S.P.U. frame. 
(d) Replace in the reverse manner, being sure to cover soldered splice connections 

with rubber tape and friction tape, and keep the R.F. Line Inductor leads insulated 
with spaghetti tubing. 

(e) .Replace the S.P.U. and receiver chassis in the reverse manner making sure that 
the S.P.U. asbestos pad is in place under the S.P.U. 

[4] REPLACING UX-171A SOCKETS 
The two UX type sockets for the UX-171A Radiotrons may have to be replaced for 

bent or broken contacts, etc. 
(a) Unsolder the connections to the socket. Unsolder plate series resistor. 
(b) Carefully drill out the rivets holding the socket. 
(c) Replace socket and fasten to S.P.U. frame by suitable machine screws, lock 

washers and nuts to fit. 
(d) Solder connections as shown in Figure 11. 
(e) Replace S.P.U. and receiver chassis in the reverse manner making sure that the 

S.P.U. asbestos pad is in place under the S.P.U. 

[5] REPLACING THE VOLTAGE REGULATING SWITCH 
(a) Remove S.P.U. and receiver chassis as outlined in Part III, Sec. 1. 
(b) Remove knob on Voltage Regulating Switch by loosening its set screw. 
(c) Unsolder connections to switch contacts. 
(d) With proper wrench or pliers remove single nut holding the switch in place. Save 

insulating washers for replacing. 
(e) Replace in reverse order. Proper connections are shown in Figure 11. 
(f) Replace S.P.U. and receiver chassis in the reverse manner, making sure S.P.U. 

asbestos pad is in place under S.P.U. 

[6] REPLACING FILTER REACTORS, OR INPUT TRANS- 
FORMER, OUTPUT TRANSFORMER AND FILTER 
CONDENSERS 

(a) Remove receiver chassis and S.P.U. as outlined in Part III, Sec. 1. 
(b) Remove R.F. Line Inductor under filter reactor unit if filter reactors are to be 

replaced. Refer to Part III, Sec. 3. 
(c) Remove the perforated cover over the filament resistors as outlined in Part III. 

Sec. 2. This allows unsoldering of connections from the unit. 
(d) Remove the by-pass filament resistor and the voltage regulating resistor in order 

to insure minimum chance of breakage. This is outlined in Part III, Sec. 1. 
(e) Unsolder connections from unit being replaced. 
(f) Unbend tabs so unit may be pulled clear. 
(g) Replace new unit and bend tabs securely to hold. 
(h) Resolder all leads to their proper connections (See Figure 11). 
(i) Replace in reverse manner any of items mentioned in (b), (c) and (d) above. 
(j) Replace S.P.U. and receiver chassis in reverse manner making sure S.P.U. asbestos 

pad is in proper place under the S.P.U. 
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SERVICE DATA CHART 

Before using the following Service Data Chart, when experiencing no signals, weak signals, poor 
quality, noisy or intermittent reception, howling and fading, first look for defective tubes, or a poor 
antenna systems. If imperfect operation is not due to these causes, the "Service Data Chart" should be 
consulted for further detailed causes. Reference to Part No. and Section No. in the "Service Notes" 
is also noted for further details. 

Indication Cause Remedy 

No signals 

Socket plug in reversed position. 
Defective operating switch. 
Loose volume control arm. 
Defective power cable. 
Defective R.F. transformer. 
Defective A.F. transformer. 
Defective By-pass condenser. 
Defective input or output trans- 

former. 
Defective receiver chassis or socket 

power unit. 

Reverse socket plug. 
Repair or replace switch. 
Tighten volume control arm. 
Replace Power Cable. 
Replace R.F. transformer assembly. 
Replace A.F. transformer assembly. 
Replace By-pass condenser. 
Replace input or output transformer. 

Check by means of continuity tests and make any 
repairs or replacements necessary, PII,S3. 

Weak signals 

Compensating condenser out of ad- 
justment. 

Defective power cable. 
Defective R.F. transformer. 
Defective A.F. transformer. 
Defective By-pass condenser. 
Defective main tuning condensers. 
Low voltages from socket power unit. 

Defective receiver chassis or socket 
power unit. 

Defective input or output trans- 
former. 

Adjust compensating condenser correctly. PIS7. 

Repair 'or replace cable. 
Replace R.F. transformer assembly. 
Replace A.F. transformer assembly. 
Replace defective By-pass condenser. 
Replace or align defective tuning condensers. 
Check socket voltages with high resistance D.C. 

voltmeter PII,S3. 
Check by means of continuity test and make anv 

repairs or replacements necessary, PII,S3. 
Replace input or output transformer. 

Poor quality 
Defective A.F. transformer. 
Defective By-pass condenser. 
Defective input or output trans- 

former. 

Replace A.F. transformer assembly. 
Replace defective By-pass condenser. 
Replace input or output transformer. 

Howling 

Compensating condenser out of ad- 
justment. 

Defect in audio system. 
Open grid circuit in any stage. 
Receiver in oscillation. 

Adjust compensating condenser correctly, PI,S7. 

Check and repair any defect. 
Check circuit and repair defect. 
Check and repair, Pd,59. 

Radiotrons fail 
to light 

Operating switch not "ON." 
Defective operating switch. 
Defective input cord. 
No. D.C. line voltage. 
Defective resistor in SPU. 

Turn operating switch "ON." 
Replace operating switch. 
Repair or replace input cord. 
Turn D. C. line voltage "ON." 
Replace defective resistor. 

Play in station 
selector 

Loose knob. 
Slack cable caused by defective ten- 

sion spring. 

Tighten or replace knob. 
Replace defective tension spring. 
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PREFACE 

Service goes hand in hand with sales. The well-informed RCA -Victor 
Authorized Dealer renders service at time of sale in affording information 
as to proper installation and upkeep. Subsequent service and repair may be 
required by reason of wear and tear and mishandling, to the end that RCA - 
Victor Loudspeaker and Radiola owners may be entirely satisfied. 

Obviously, this service can best be rendered by properly equipped service 
organizations having a thoroughly trained personnel with a knowledge of 
the design and operation of RCA -Victor Loudspeakers and Radiolas. 

Such service organizations have been established by RCA -Victor Distrib- 
utors, and Authorized Dealers are advised to refer any major work or replace- 
ment to their selected Distributors. Minor replacements and mechanical 
and electrical adjustments may be undertaken by the RCA -Victor Dealer. 

To assist in promoting this phase of the Dealer and Distributor's business 
the RCA -Victor Service Department has prepared a series of Service Notes- 
of which this booklet is a part-containing technical information and practical 
helps in servicing Loudspeakers and Radiolas. 

This information has been compiled from experience with Dealers and 
Distributors' service problems and presents the best practice in dealing 
with them. A careful reading of these Service Notes will establish their 
value, and it is suggested they be preserved for ready reference. 

In addition to supplying the Service Notes, the RCA -Victor Service De- 
partment maintains a corps of engineers who are qualified to render valuable 
help in solving service problems. These engineers call upon the trade at frequent intervals to advise and assist Distributors in the performance of 
service work. 

Property of RCA -Victor Company, Inc. Confidential and to be used only by its Authorized Distributors and Dealers furnishing service in connection with its apparatus. 

Copyright 1930-RCA-Victor Company, Inc. 
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Figure 1-Top view of the receiver chassis and socket power unit 
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Figure 2-Sub-chassis view of receiver assembly and socket power unit 
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RADIOLA 33 (D. C.) 220 VOLTS 
SERVICE NOTES 

Prepared by RCA -Victor Service Department 

ELECTRICAL SPECIFICATIONS 
Direct Current Line Voltage 
Maximum Power Consumption 

200-240 volts 
72 watts 

PHYSICAL DIMENSIONS 
Height 31 inches 
Depth 8X inches 
Width . 27 inches 
Weight (Receiver ready f or operat ion) . . . 42 lbs. 
Weight (Packed for shipping without legs) . 50 lbs. 
Packing Case Dimensions . 13/" x 14/" x 36/" 

INTRODUCTION 
RCA -Victor Radiola 33 is designed for 220 -240 -volt direct current lighting circuit 

operation. Figure 1 is a top view of the receiver chassis and socket power unit and 
Figure 2 is a sub -chassis view of both assemblies. 

While this model is similar to the A.C. model in appearance and performance and 
circuit arrangement, it is considerably different in the manner of supplying the neces- 
sary electric power to the circuits: For this reason a special Service Note- on this 
model is issued for the guidance of those called upon to locate and remedy any trouble 
that may develop. 

PART I-GENERAL SERVICE DATA 

(1) CIRCUIT CHARACTERISTICS 
The following characteristics are incorporated in the design of the 220 -volt Radiola 

33 (D.C.). 
(a) It is a six -tube tuned radio frequency receiver utilizing five Radiotrons 

UX-112A and one Radiotron UX-171A. 
(b) A single control three -gang condenser is employed to tune the two radio 

frequency amplifiers and the detector. 
(c) The volume control regulates the R.F.. input grid voltage to the first R.F. 

amplifier stage. This is a simple and effective method for controlling volume 
in this type of receiver. 

(d) A series filament connection is used for all tubes, resulting in a minimum input 
wattage. 

(e) The D.C. house current in addition to supplying filament voltages for the 
Radiotrons, supplies all the plate and grid voltages. 

(f) Counting from right to left facing the front of the Radiola the Radiotron 
sequence is as follows : 

Radiotron No. 1 is an untuned stage of radio frequency amplißCation. 
It is coupled directly to antenna and ground. 

Radiotron No. 2 is a stage of tuned radio frequency amplificatiolit;and is 
tuned by the 1st of the gang condensers. 

Radiotron No. 3 is the second stage of tuned radio frequency amplifica- 
tion, and is tuned by the second of the gang condensers: 

5 
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Radiotron No. 4 is the detector, and is tuned by the third of the gang 
condensers. 

Radiotron No. 5 is the first stage audio frequency amplification. 
Radiotron No. 6, the second stage of audio amplification, is the UX-171A 

power Radiotron which is capable of delivering a large undistorted output to 
the speaker. An output transformer prevents the D.C. plate current from 
flowing through the loudspeaker windings. 

The Radiotron sequence is shown schematically in Figure 3. 

The schematic wiring diagram of the receiver and socket power unit is shown 
in Figure 4. 

(2) ANTENNA (Outdoor and Indoor Types) 
Due to the high sensitivity of the 220 -volt Radiola 33 (D.C.) the length of an 

outdoor antenna need only be approximately 50 feet. However, due to the design of the 
input stage the length of antenna will have no effect on the tuning of the set. The 
best length of antenna for a particular installation will depend upon local conditions. 
For localities near high powered broadcast stations a short antenna is advisable, and 
in general the more remote the installation is from powerful stations the longer the 

6 

2 ND 

A. F. 

5 

¡ST 

A. F. 

TO LOUDSPEAKER 

4 

DETECTOR 

3 

3ßD 

R.F. 

TO ANTENNA 

2 

ynD 
R. F. 

RADIO FREQUENCY 

AUDIO FREQUENCY 

fl. 

1ST 

R.F. 

Figure 3-Radiotron sequence in the 220 -volt (D.C.) Radiola 33 

antenna can be without encountering interference difficulties. However, there is no 
point in using an antenna length in excess of that necessary to obtain an objectionable 
noise level with the volume control set for maximum sensitivity. The antenna should 
be as high as possible and removed from all obstructions. The lead-in should be a con- 
tinuation of the antenna itself, thus avoiding all splices which might introduce addi- 
tional resistance and in time corrode sufficiently to seriously affect reception. If it is 
necessary to splice the lead-in to the antenna the joint must be carefully soldered to 
insure good electrical contact. Clean off all excess flux and tape the connection to pro- 
tect it from oxidation effects of the atmosphere. 

High grade glass or porcelain insulator supports are required, and at no point 
should the antenna or lead-in come in contact with any part of the building. Use a 
porcelain tube insulator where the lead-in enters the house. 

The antenna should not cross either over or under any electric light, traction or 
power line and should be at right angles to, and as far as possible from, such lines or 
other antennas. Care should be taken not to run the antenna or lead-in near any 
apparatus that is liable to cause disturbance. Where it is necessary to run an antenna 
or lead-in near disturbing apparatus or power lines it is often advisable to use a long 
antenna so that the major part of the antenna can be kept clear of the disturbance. A 
small fixed condenser (approx. .00025 to .0005 mfd.) should then be put in series with 
the antenna at the receiver to cut down the strength of the signal. A shielded lead-in 
will often be found advisable. The advisability of grounding the shield should he deter- 
mined by experiment. An outdoor antenna should be protected by means of an ap- 
proved lightning arrester. 
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Where the installation of an outdoor antenna is not practical, satisfactory results 
may generally be obtained by using an indoor. antenna of about 20 or 40 feet of in- 
sulated wire strung around the picture moulding or placed under a rug. In buildings 
where metal lathing is employed, satisfactory results are not always obtainable with 
this type of antenna. Under such conditions various arrangements of the indoor antenna 
should be tried to secure satisfactory results. 

(3) GROUND 
A good ground is as important as a good antenna. A short lead to the nearest cold 

water pipe will usually be satisfactory. In some cases where it is necessary to go some 
distance to a cold water pipe, a lead run to a steel rod or pipe driven several feet into 
the ground will be more convenient and satisfactory. A soft, damp loam or clay is the 
best type of soil for this kind of ground connection. Sandy, rocky or dry soil should 
be avoided whenever possible. 

(4) RADIOTRONS 
Five Radiotrons UX-112A and one Radi.otron UX-171A are used. These should be 

placed in their correct sockets, as indicated by the lettering at each socket, before the 
current is turned "On." The current should never be turned on unless all Radiotrons 
are in place. 

After placing the Radiola in operation it is well to interchange the Radiotrons for 
best performance. The second R.F. stage is the most critical and the Radiotron selected 
for No. 2 socket should be the one giving the loudest signal on a weak station. It 
should not go into oscillation at any position of the volume control or station selector. 

If no tube is found satisfactory for this socket, or the Radiola is insensitive, a 
readjustment of the R.F. compensating condenser may be necessary. The correct 
method for making this adjustment is described in Part I, Section 7. 

(5) VOLTAGE REGULATING SWITCH 
A four -position switch is provided on the S.P.U. for adjusting the Radiola to 

various line voltages over a range of 200 to 240 volts. The line voltage should be meas- 
ured with an accurate D.C. voltmeter, and the switch set at the correct position for the 
voltage. 

Position For Line Voltage of 

1 200-210 

2 210-220 

3 220-230 

4 230-240 

The voltage regulating switch is accessible by removing the switch cover-see Figure 1. 

(6) RADIOLA 33 WAVE TRAP 
Due to the wide variation in broadcast receiving conditions the performance of any 

radio receiver will vary with the locality and its performance in any particular location 
will depend upon the local receiving conditions. 

Receivers located in the vicinity of powerful broadcasting stations receive the signal from such stations with great intensity over several divisions of the tuning 
dial scale. If it is desired to receive a relatively distant station whose frequency assign- ment is comparatively close to that ,of the local station it is impossible to do so with- out interference. 
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1b satisfy the Radiola 33 (D.C.) user located in districts where bad receiving 
conditions exist, the "Radiola 33, Wave Trap" has been designed and is carried in 
stock by RCA as an accessory. 

The function of the wave trap is to absorb a large portion of the energy of the 
station it is tuned to, therefore it can be used to reduce the effect of the powerful local 
signal to a value comparable with that of more distant stations. 

This wave trap may be adjusted to absorb a strong signal at any point on the 
Radiola 33 (D.C.) dial scale. Aftef it has been adjusted to absorb a strong local signal 
causing interference it needs no further adjustment or attention. 
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Figure 4-Schematic circuit diagram of 

Due to the location of the output transformer on the 220 -volt Radiola 33 (D.C.) 
it is not possible to locate the wave trap at the end of the gang condenser as in the 
Radiola 33 (A.C.). It must, therefore, be located outside of the cabinet in any conven- 
ient location. Using small brackets and attaching it to the bottom of the cabinet is 

quite convenient. 

(7) ADJUSTMENT OF R. F. COMPENSATING CONDENSER 
The R.F. compensating condenser in Radiola 33 (D.C.) is provided to allow ad- 

justment of the receiver to compensate for variations in tube characteristics and 
thereby allow the receiver to function in its most sensitive condition. Before readjust- 
ing this condenser, the Radiotrons should be interchanged and satisfactory operation 
secured by this means if possible. The interchanging of tubes should be made with 
the idea of getting a tube in socket No. 2 that will not go into oscillation, and give the 
loudest signal on a weak station. The test should be made on a station near each end 
of the dial to insure that the sensitivity is satisfactory over the entire dial. If satis- 
factory sensitivity cannot be secured by this means an adjustment of the compensating 
condenser may be made as follows : 

(a) Put the receiver in operation in the usual manner using an antenna and 
ground and set the tuning condensers to a position corresponding to the 
lowest frequency obtainable. 
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(b) Locate the position of the compensating .condenser adjusting screw at the 
rear of the receiver assembly. (See Figure 5.) 

(c) With the volume control at the position of maximum intensity, turn the screw 
to the right until the set just goes into oscillation. Then turn thë station selec- 
tor to the high frequency end of the dial. The receiver should go into oscilla- 
tion at this end of the dial also. If it does not, try interchanging Radiotrgns, 
bearing in mind that the desirable condition is to have the receiver go into 
oscillation at both ends of the dial at a fixed compensating condenser setting. 
When this condition is obtained, back off the compensating condenser screw 
(turn to the left) just enough to prevent oscillation. 

(d) Try various settings of the volume control for both extreme settings of the 
station selector, and make sure the receiver does not oscillate under any con- 
dition. 
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(e) Should the receiver oscillate only when the volume control setting is de- 
creased or should it not be possible to select a tube for No. 2 socket that 
will satisfy the conditions of (c) it is probable that the tuning condensers 
are out of alignment. (See Part I, Section 8.) If the compensating con- 
denser is adjusted just below the point of oscillation for a low frequency 
dial setting the reproduction will sometimes be distorted. This should be 
checked by tuning the receiver to a broadcast station of low frequency and 
the compensating condenser adj usted to maximum sensitivity consistent 
with good quality. 

(8) ALIGNMENT OF TUNING CONDENSERS 
If the tuning condensers are out of alignment, line up as follows : 

(a) Procure or construct a tool as illustrated in Figure 6. 
(b) Remove the receiver assembly and S.P.U. from the cabinet (See Introduction 

Part III), and place in operating condition. Tune in a fairly weak signal, 
either broadcast or a modulated oscillator of about 1400 K.C. and adjust the 
volume control so that the signal is very weak, making sure that receiver is 

accurately tuned to the signal. 
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(c) With the condenser plate end of the tool touch the rotor of one of the gang 
condensers and gradually slide it along the rotor plates, bringing it closer 
to the stator plates. This increases the capacity of the condenser in question. 
If the signal increases that particular condenser is low in capacity. This car 
be corrected by bending the two end rotor plates toward their adjacent plates 
slightly until the test paddle gives a decrease rather than an increase in signal. 
The test should be continued until all three of the condensers show decrease 
in signal when their respective capacities are increased slightly. The gang 
condenser that tunes the detector circuit has a trimmer (See Figure 1). It 
may be used in adjusting that condenser by bending the bus toward the 

Figure 5-Adjusting R. F. 
compensating condenser 

Figure 5-Adjusting compensating condenser. 

frame to increase the capacity. But this trimmer should be used only when 
making the adjustment at a high frequency (1400 K.C., approximately). 

(d) After adjusting at 1400 K.C. the set should be checked at 600 K.C., ap- 
proximately. The same method of testing can be used as was used at 1400 
K.C., but it is advisable to use the other end of the aligning tool, with the 
shorted turn, because the circuit is more sensitive to changes in inductance 
at low frequencies. The shorted turn brought up parallel to the coil windings 
reduces the inductance. If the circuits were properly aligned, bringing the 
shorted turn up close to the coil will cause a decrease in signal. Should the 
signal increase as the shorted turn is brought up toward the coil it would in- 
dicate that there was too much capacity in the circuit. The end plates of the 
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rotor should then be bent away from their adjacent plates until the shorted 
turn causes a decrease in the signal when brought close to the coil. 

(e) After completion of all tests return the receiver to the cabinet in the reverse 
manner of that used to remove it. 

NOTE : The tuning condensers are not often out of alignment at low frequencies 
sufficiently to impair the performance and it is usually only necessary to adjust at 1400 
K. C. and, therefore, not necessary to remove the set from the cabinet. 

(9) PILOT LAMP 
Radiola 33 (D.C.), 220 -volt, is equipped with a small pilot lamp operating from 

the filament resistor. Its purpose is to illuminate the tuning dial and act as a current 
supply indicator. 

The pilot lamp is mounted on a small lever that can be pulled clear of the dial 
for inserting the lamp and then pushed in place to give proper illumination to the 
translucent dial. If the lamp is not in its proper place the dial will not be sufficiently 
illuminated. 

5" APPROX. 

%a -_- 

BAKELITE ' HEAVY WIRE RING" 

---OLD CONDENSER PLATE 

Figure 6-Aligning tool. 

(10) INTERSTAGE TRANSFORMER, OUTPUT TRANSFORMER 
AND FILTER CONDENSERS 

The two interstage transformers. are alike and they are both in one container 
mounted on the underside of the receiver chassis frame. Their internal connections are 
shown in Figure 9. Their primary resistances are approximately 1000 ohms and their 
secondary resistance is approximately 5000 ohms. The output transformer is mounted 
on the top of the chassis at the end of the gang condensers. The internal connections 
are shown in Figure 9. The primary resistance is approximately 580 ohms and the 
secondary resistance is approximately 770 ohms. Shorted turns in audio transformers 
can appreciably decrease their efficiency without changing the resistance of the wind- 
ing beyond limits allowed in O.K. transformers. Replacing the transformer of ques- 
tionable performance is a reliable means of testing for such a defect. An O.K. trans- 
former cau be connected in the circuit temporarily to check any transformer in ques- 
tion, without physically replacing the unit. 

The filter condensers are mounted in a single container mounted on the S.P.U. 
chassis. The diagram of internal connections is shown in the "Continuity Wiring 
Diagram of the S.P.U.," Figure 10. 

SERVICE DATA CHART 
When experiencing no signals, weak signals, poor quality, noisy or intermittent 

reception, howling and fading, first look for defective tubes, a poor antenna or ground 
system. If convenient it is advisable to check the socket voltages. Should any of the 
voltages be appreciably different from those given in Part II, Section 1, check the 
circuits by means of continuity and to ground. If imperfect operation is not due to 
any of these causes the "Service Data Chart" below should he consulted for further 
detailed causes. 
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SERVICE DATA CHART-Continued 

Indication Observation Cause Remedy 

No Signal 

Radiotrons fail to light Operating switch not 
"On" 

Defective operating 
switch 

Defective D.C. input 
cord 

No D.C. line voltage 
Defective part or con- 
nection 

Turn operating switch "On" 

Replace operating switch 

Replace or repair input cord 

Obtain proper D.C. line voltage 
Check by means, of continuity test 

and make any repairs necessary 
Radiotrons light Socket plug in reverse 

position 
Loose volume control 
arm 

Defective part or con- 
nection 

Reverse socket plug 

Tighten volume control arm 

Check by means of continuity test 
and make any repairs or replace- 
ments necessary 

Weak Signals 

Signals normal on local 
stations but weak on 
distant station 

Compensating con- 
denser out of adjust- 
ment 

Defective alignment of 
main tun i ng con- 
denser 

Defective R.F. trans- 
former 

Low line voltage 

Adjust compensating condenser cor - 
rectly Part I, Sec. 7 

Re -align main tuning condensers 
(See Part I, Sec. 8) 

Replace R.F. transformer assembly 

Adjust "Line Voltage Regulating 
Switch," (See Part I, Sec. 5) 

Signals weak on local 
stations, distant sta- 
tions received though 
weak 

Defective part or con, 
nection 

Defective audio trans.. 
former not shown by 
continuity test 

Check by means of continuity test 
and make any repairs or replace- 
ments necessary 

Replace audio transformer (See Part 
I, Sec. 10) 

Poor 
Quality 

Volume normal Compensating con- 
denser out of adjust- 
ment 

Adjust compensating condenser 
correctly (See Part I, Sec. 7) 

Volume below normal Defective part or con- 
nection 

Defective .audio trans- 
former or o u t p u t 
transformer 

Check by means of continuity test 
and make any repairs or replace- 
ments necessary 

Replace defective transformer (See 
Part I, Sec. 10) 

Howl i n g or high 
pitched squeal 

Compensating con- 
denser out of adjust- 
ment 

Open in any of the 
small fixed condensers 
connected between 
plate and filament, on 
grid and filament in 
the audio stages 

Open in 0.5 mfd. con- 
denser connected be- 
tween one side of 
30,000 -ohm resistor 
and filament of socket 
N. 4 

Adjust compensating condenser cor - 
rectly (See Part I, Sec. 7) 

Check and repair 

Check and repair 
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SERVICE DATA CHART-Continued 

Indication 

Noisy 
Operation 

Uncontrolled 
Oscillation 

Play in 
Station 
Selector 

Observation 

Noise eliminated when 
antenna is discon- 
nected 

Noise not eliminated 
when antenna is dis- 
connected 

Howling or squeal 
noticed only at high 
volume level 

Howling affected by 
volume control setting 

Oscillation controllable 
by use of compensat- 
ing condenser 

Oscillates too readily 
over the high fre- 
quency range of the tuning condensers, 
causing the receiver 
to be insensitive over 
low frequency range 

Oscillates too readily 
over the low fre- 
quency range of the tuning condensers, 
causing the receiver 
to be insensitive over 
high frequency range 

Oscillation not appre- 
ciably affected by 
changing the setting 
of the compensating 
condenser 

Knob tight on shaft 

Cause 

External disturbance 
picked up by antenna 

Noise due to commu- 
tator ripple of genera- 
tor or picked up by 
the power lines 

Defective filter con- 
densers or chokes 

Overloading the detec- 
tor Radiotron 

Receiver wiring not 
suited to particular 
D.C. line condition 

Remedy 

Locate disturbing apparatus and 
eliminate disturbance by use of 
line filters or use a long antenna 
with a .00025 to .0005 mfd. con- 
denser in series 

Relocate the antenna and lead-in 

Use alter in power supply. Use ad- 
ditional capacity across Radiotron 
filaments 

Check for open or shorted filter con- 
densers and shorted filter reactors 

Replace UY -227 Radiotron. Back 
off on volume control 

Change wiring to conform with 
standard production (See Figures 
4 and 9) 

Radiotrons not ar- 
ranged for best re- 
sults 

Improper setting of 
compensating con- 
denser 

Poor receiver ground 

Condenser connected 
across the primary 
R.F. coil too high in 
capacity 

Tuning condensers out 
of alignment over the 
high frequency range 
of the tuning con- 
densers 

Condenser connected 
across concentrated 

primary of R.F. coil 
too low in capacity 

Rearrange Radiotrons in R.F. stages 

Adjust compensating condenser (Sec 
Part I, Sec. 7) 

Use better means of grounding the 
receiver 

Replace condenser with one of lower 
capacity 

Align the tuning condensers (See 
Part I, Sec. 8) 

Replace condenser with one of 
higher capacity 

A defective ground or 
a defective by-pass 
condenser 

Slack caused by defec- 
tive tension spring 

Check for grounds and open or 
shorted by-pass condensers 

Replace defective spring 
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PART II -ELECTRICAL TESTS 

(1) VOLTAGE READINGS 

Voltage readings of the Radiola 33 (D.C.) 220 -volts may best be checked at the in- 
dividual tube sockets with a Weston Model 537, Type 2, Test Set, or others giving 
similar readings. The following readings taken at the sockets are correct when con- 
nected to a 240 -volt D.C. line with the line voltage regulating switch at Position 
No. 4. 

When using a standard set checker for testing see that the proper Kadiotron is in- 
serted in the instrument's socket before the set is turned "On," otherwise the filament 
voltmeter will probably burn out, as approximately full line voltage is impressed 
across the filament voltmeter under this condition. 

UX-171-A MX -112-A UX-t12-A MX -t12 -A UX-112-A UX-112-A 

-N 

OUTPUT 
TRANSFORMES 

LINK VOLTA!! 
REGULATING SWITCN 

COVER REMOVED) 

DUTF}}IIINAT 

TEEMLS 

FILAMENT 
RESISTORS 

R US -171-A 
BIASINGI 
RES._lSit 

Figure 7-Radiotron socket contacts 

INPUT TRANSFORMER, 
OUTPUT TRANSFORMER 

AND 
FILTER CONDENSERS 

FILTER 
REACTORS 

VOLTAGES AT RADIOTRON SOCKETS 

Tube No. Filament to Grid 
(Volts) 

Filament to Plate 
(Volts) 

Plate Current 
Milliamperes 

Filament 
Voltage 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

3.5 

*2.0 

*2.0 

*2.0 

8 

33 

63 

68 

73 

30 

78 

150 

4.0 

4.5 

4.0 

1.8 

5 

16 

4.9 

4.8 

4.7 

4.7 

5.1 

5.1 

*Will vary with type of Tester used. 

The above readings are for average Radiotrons. Conditions may arise where high 
filament voltages are experienced. In such cases the line voltage switch should be ad- 
justed to a tap that will give the above readings approximately. 
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(2) VOLTAGE SUPPLY SYSTEM 
Figure 8 shows the abridged schematic circuit of the voltage supply system. The 

filaments of the Radiotrons are all connected in series. A by-pass resistor is used across 
the last three Radiotrons to by-pass accumulated plate current from the UX-112A's 
as well as by a tapped connection to supply correct grid bias to the first interstage audio 
amplifier. The voltage drop in a resistor in series with the filaments, supplies the grid 
bias for the UX-171A tube. The grid bias for the R.F. amplifiers is supplied by con- 
necting the grid to the negative side of the filament. For the second and third Radio- 
tron this connection is made through a 2 to 4-megohm resistor. This resistor is in 
no sense a grid leak as employed, because the grid does not take current. The detector 
is of the grid leak and condenser type. The grid is connected to the positive side of 
the filament through a 2 to 4-megohm resistor. 

LINE VOLTAGE 
--R EGULATING RESISTOR 

V 

Er REACTORS i FILTEit",4 ór 
E LINE. 

VOLTAGE 
REGULATING 

SWITCH 

PILOT 
LAMP 

FILAMENT 
SERIES 

RESISTORS f= 
TO D.C.LINE 

UX-112-A 
R.F. 

COUPLING 

DETECTOR AND R.F. PLATE 
SUPPLY SERIES RESISTOR 

UX-112-A 
DETECTOR 

DETECTOR PLATE 
SERIES RESISTOR 

i 
DETECTOR 

SHUNT 
RESISTOR 

UX-112-A 
INTERSTAGE 

A.F 

1 '''' 0 
UX-1T1-A 
OUTPUT 

GRID I , GRID_' 
RESISTORS'' LEAK ` - 

FILAMENT -Jr 
US -171- A--- 

BY-PASS RESISTOR BIASING RESISTOR 

Figure 8-Schematic circuit diagram of voltage supply system 
(3) RADIOLA 33 (D. C.) 220 -VOLT CONTINUITY TESTS 

The following tests will show complete continuity for the receiver assembly (Fig- ure 9), and socket power unit (Figure 10). 
A pair of head phones with at least 4/ volts in series, or a voltmeter with sufficient voltage to give full scale deflection when connected directly across the bat- tery terminals can be used in making these tests. But a more complete test can be made if the actual resistances are measured. This can readily be done with any of the various resistance meters now on the market, or by employing a voltmeter in series with a battery as mentioned above and calculating the resistance. (See Part II, Sec- tion 5.) 
The following nomenclature is used in the continuity table. In the "Correct Effect" column "Open" is used to indicate that the circuit will not pass direct current. "Closed" is used where the resistance is greater than one ohm and may be as high as 4 meghoms, and the correct resistance is given beneath the word "Closed." These values as given are approximate, being subject to manufacturing tolerances. "Shorted" is used to indicate a resistance of less than one ohm. In the "Indication" column "Open" is used in the same sense as when used in the "Correct Effect" column, but a measured resistance appreciably greater than the correct value should be investigated. 
Where a value of resistance is given in this column the probable cause of the in- correct reading is given in the column headed "Caused by." Before proceeding with the continuity test disconnect the antenna and ground leads. Remove all Radiotrons and pilot lamp. Disconnect D.C. input plug. Reference letters in last column refer to Figure 9. 
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RADIOLA 33 (D. C.) 220 -VOLT CONTINUITY TEST CHART 

Circuit 

Antenna 

Receiver 
Ground 

Grid 

Plate 

Terminals 

Antenna lead to G1 

Ground lead to 
-F2 

Ground lead to + 
prong of line plug 
(line switch 
closed) 

G1 to -Fl with 
volume control in 
extreme c l o c k - 
wise position 

Correct 
Effect 

Open 

Open 

Open 

Closed 
2000 ohms 

G2 to receiver 
frame 

G2 to -F2 

G3 to receiver 
frame 

G3 to -F3 

G4 to receiver 
frame 

G4 to +F4 

Incorrect Effect 

Indication 

Closed 

Closed 

716 ohms 

Closed 

Open 

Shorted 

Open Closed 

Closed Open 
2-4 meg. 

Open Closed 

Closed Open 
2-4 meg. 

Open Closed 

Caused By 

Shorted antenna condenser 

Shorted 0.1 mfd. condenser (b) in 
receiver condenser pack 

Shorted 0.5 mfd. condenser in S. P. 
U. condenser pack 

Shorted 0.5 mfd. condenser in S. I. 
U. condenser pack 

Open volume control or open vol- 
ume control arm contact 

Shorted Volume control or reversed 
connection to volume control 

Shorted or grounded grid condenser 

Open grid resistor or connection 

Shorted or grounded grid condenser 

Open grid resistor or connection 

Shorted or grounded grid condenser 

Closed Open 
2-4 meg. 

G5 to -F6 Closed Open 
5000 ohms 

Open grid leak or connection 

Open secondary of 1st interstage 
A.F. transformer or open 37 ohm 
section of 600 ohm filament by- 
pass resistor, or open connection 

G5 to +F5 

G6 to +F6 

G6 to -F6 

Pl to + prong of 
line plug (Line 
switch closed) 
voltage regulator 
switch at position 
No. 4 

Open Closed 

Open Closed 

Closed Open 
5200 ohms 

Closed 
2600 ohms 

Open 

Shorted 160 mmfd. condenser be- 
tween G5 and + F5 

Shorted 160 mmfd. condenser be- 
tween G6 and + F6 

Open secondary of 2nd interstagu 
A.F. transformer or open 116 -ohm 
UX-171A biasing resistor or open 
connection 

Open primary of 1st R.F. trans- 
former, or open 2380 -ohm plate 
resistor, or open filter choke, or 
open voltage tap resistor or open 
R.F. line filter or open line switch 
or open connection to any of the 
above 

There should be a difference of 33 
ohms in the measured resistance 
between consecutive positions of 
the voltage regulator switch 
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CONTINUITY TEST CHART-Continued 

Circuit Terminals Correct 
Effect 

Incorrect Effect 

Indication Caused By 

Plate 

Pl to - prong of 
line plug 

Open Closed 

2500 ohms 

Shorted 0.5 mfd. condenser in S.P.U. 
condenser pack 

Shorted 1.5 mfd. condenser in S.P.U. 
condenser pack 

P1 to -Fl Open Closed Shorted 0.1 mfd. condenser (a) in 
receiver condenser pack 

P2 to Pl Closed 
28 ohms 

Open Open primary of 2nd R.F. trans - 
former 

P2 to -F2 Open Closed Shorted 0.1 mfd. condenser (d) in 
receiver condenser pack 

P2 to receiver 
frame 

Open Closed Shorted R.F. compensating con - 
denser 

P3 to P2 Closed 
52 ohms 

Open Open primary of 3rd R.F. trans - 
former or open connection 

P4 to P3 Closed 
15,500 ohms 

Open 

1200 ohms 

Open primary of 1st interstage AP 
transformer, or open 14300 -ohm 
carbon resistor or open connection 

Shorted 0.5 mfd. condenser (h) in 
receiver condenser pack 

P4 to +F4 Open Closed 

31,000 ohms 

Shorted 0.5 mfd. condenser (g) or 
shorted 1200 mfd. condenser from 
P4 to + F4 

Of slightly different production 
check by referring to test from P4 
to -F4 immediately following 

P4 to -F4 Closed 
31,000 ohms 

Open Open primary or 1st interstage A.F. 
transformer or open 30,000 -ohm 
carbon resistor or open connec- 
tion or of slightly different pro- 
duction. Check by referring to 
test from P4 to + F4 

P5 to P3 Closed 
920 ohms 

Open Open primary of 2nd interstage A. 
F. transformer, or open connec- 
tion 

P6 to + prong of 
line plug 

Closed 
840 ohms 

Open Open primary of output transform - 
er or open line switch, or open 
connection 

Filament 

+F1 to + prong 
of line plug, volt- 
age regulator 
switch at position 
No. 1 

Closed 
580 ohms 

Open 

850 ohms 

1680 ohms 

Open filament resistor or open filter 
choke or open line voltage tapped 
resistor or open connection to any 
of above 

Open in one section of filament re- 
sistors 

Open in two sections of filament 
resistor 

+F1 to -F6 Open Closed Shorted 3.0 mfd. condenser in S.P. 
U. condenser pack 

-F6 to - prong 
of line plug 

Closed 
120 ohms 

Open 

Shorted 

Open 116 -ohm UX-171 A biasing 
resistor 

Shorted 1.0 mfd. condenser across 
the 116 ohm resistor 

-Fl to receiver 
frame 

Open Closed Shorted 0.1 mfd. condenser (c) in 
receiver condenser pack 
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CONTINUITY TEST CHART-Continued 

Circuit Terminals Correct 
Effect 

Incorrect Effect 

Indication Caused By 

Filament 

-Fl to +F2 Closed 
Short 

Open Open connection 

-F2 to receiver 
frame 

Open Closed Shorted 0.1 mfd. condenser (e) in 
receiver condenser pack 

-F2 to +F3 Closed 
Short 

Open Open connection 

-F2 to - prong 
of line plug 

Closed 
740 ohms 

Open Open 600 -ohm filament by-pass re - 
sistor, or open 116 -ohm UX-171A 
biasing resistor or open R. F. 
line reactor or open connection to 
any of above parts 

+F3 to -F4 Closed 
Short 

Open Open connection 

+F4 to -F5 Closed 
Short 

Open Open connection 

+F4 to receiver 
frame 

Open Closed Shorted 0.1 mfd. condenser (f) in 
receiver condenser pack 

+F5 to -F6 Closed Open Open connection 

Receiver f r a m e 
S.P.U. frame 

Closed 
Short 

Open Open connection 

One audio output 
terminal to other 
output terminal 

Closed 
756 ohms 

Open Secondary of output transformer 
open 

Sec- 
ondaries 
of R.F. 
Trans- 
former 

Stator 1st gang 
condenser to re- 
ceiver frame 

Closed 

5 ohms 

Open 

Shorted 

Open secondary of 1st R. F. trans - 
former 

Shorted 1st gang condenser or 
grounded secondary of 1st R. F. 
transformer 

Stator 2nd gang 
condenser to re- 
ceiver frame 

Closed 

5 ohms 

Open 

Shorted 

Open secondary of 2nd R. F. trans - 
former 

Shorted 2nd gang condenser or 
grounded secondary of 2nd R. F. 
transformer 

Stator 3rd gang 
condenser to re- 
ceiver frame 

Closed 

5 ohms 

Open 

Shorted 

Open secondary of 3rd R. F. trans - 
former 

Shorted 3rd gang condenser or 
grounded secondary of 3rd R. F. 
transformer 
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(4) TESTING CONDENSERS AND TESTING FOR DEFECTIVELY 
GROUNDED PARTS 

The large by-pass condensers (from 0.1 mfd. up) and filter condensers may be 
checked by connecting them across the terminal of a high resistance D.C. voltmeter 
and suitable battery, connected in series. When contact is made with the terminals of 
the condenser the meter should give a slight kick upwards and then return to its zero 
position. Should the needle not "kick" as stated the indication is that the condenser 
is open. Should a continuous reading be shown the indication is a leaky or shorted con- 
denser. (Note : In testing condensers it is advisable to use a fairly high voltage, about 
150 volts, as a shorted condenser may show O. K. at a potential below operating 
voltage.) 

In order to avoid false tests on condensers or parts in the chassis assembly due 
to one side being normally grounded it is recommended that the three ground connec- 
tions to the frame shown in Figure 9 and Figure 10 be disconnected when testing for 
ground. This isolates all parts from ground. If a defective ground is causing trouble a 
test from the suspected part to ground should uncover the defect. 

Figure 11-Removing receiver chassis and socket power unit from cabinet 
in one operation. 

(5) RESISTANCE TESTS 
The values of the various resistance units of Radiola 33 (D.C.), 220 volts, are shown 

in the schematic diagram, Figure 4. When testing a receiver for defects the various 
values of resistance should be checked. This may be done by a resistance bridge ; the 
voltmeter -ammeter method shown in previous Service Notes; or by the following 
method, the results depending upon the care exercised in using the prescribed method. 

For resistances of low value 5000 ohms or less, use a voltmeter not greater than 100 
ohms per volt. The rating of 100 ohms per volt means that a meter with 50 volts maxi- 
mum scale reading, has a total resistance of 50 times 100, or 5000 ohms, when the 50 -volt 
scale is used. For high values of resistance use a meter of 1000 ohms or more per volt. 
The Weston Meters, Type 301 and 280, each have a resistance of 62 ohms per volt and 
are satisfactory for low values. For very low resistances below 100 ohms, it is best to 
use a dry cell -1% volt-with the 3 -volt scale of a Weston, Model 280. For higher 
resistances up to 5000 and above use sufficient battery to give a good deflection on the 
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( Reading obtained with 
resistance in series 

Example-Using a Weston, Type 301, 30 -volt scale, 22Y2 -volt "B" battery, resistance 
of meter equals 30x62 or 1860 ohms. 

meter, for example, a 45 -volt "B" for a 0-50 unit meter. Then take two readings, one of 
the battery alone, and one of the battery with the unknown resistance in series. Then 
apply the following formula: 

Reading obtained 
of battery alone Resistance of Unknown 

meter 

22.5 
1 

8.45 

resistance 

1860 = 3091, or unknown resistance in ohms approx. 

The above method may be used in checking the resistance values of the correct 
closed circuits as shown in the Continuity Test Tables in Part II, Section 3. 

In addition to the resistances shown in Figure 4 the 1st, or inter -stage, audio fre- 
quency transformer primary resistance is 1070 ohms and secondary resistance is 5630 
ohms. All resistances given are approximate in value. 

PART III -MAKING REPLACEMENTS 
'1 he replacement procedure, for many parts of Radiola 33 (D.C.), 220 volts, is self- 

evident and therefore will not be included in these instructions. The continuity wir- 
ing diagrams, Figures 9 and 10, show all connections and should be used in making 
connections to replacement parts. As it is necessary to remove the receiver and S.P.U. 
from the cabinet in making replacement of most parts, a detailed description of the 
procedure is given. 

(1) REMOVING THE RECEIVER AND S. P. U. CHASSIS FROM 
THE CABINET 

(a) Remove the left front leg and remove the screw under it that holds the re- 
ceiver assembly. Then replace the leg temporarily. 

(b) Remove the seven other screws that hold the receiver assembly and S.P.U. 
to the bottom of the cabinet. 

(c) Remove the screw holding the ground lead at the back of the cabinet (inside). 
(d) Remove the three control knobs. All the knobs are of the "push-pull" type 

and can be removed by simply pulling off. 
(e) Remove the collar that holds the switch to the front of the cabinet. The 

switch should now be pulled clear of the cabinet. 
(f) Pull the D.C. cord through the large hole in the bottom of the cabinet. 
(g) Grasping the receiver assembly by the tuning condenser assembly, and the 

S.P.U. by the filter reactor, lift the two assemblies clear of the cabinet. (See 
Figure 11.) 

(h) The units should be replaced in the reverse manner, making sure the asbestos 
pad is in place beneath the S.P.U. 

(2) REPLACING THE RADIO FREQUENCY COILS 
The three radio frequency transformers, together with the small fixed condensers 

across the concentrated primary coils and R.F. compensating condenser are mounted 
on one strip and must be replaced as a unit. 

(3) REPLACING RADIOTRON SOCKETS 
The Radiotron sockets are of the gang variety, using one detector socket two 

A.F. socket strips and one three -gang socket strip for the R.F. amplifying tubes. There 
is a small Micarta shield placed over all the sockets. This shield is supplied separately 
and does not come with the socket. The sockets are riveted to the metal chassis. To 
replace them drill out the old rivets and use screws, nuts and lock washers for secur- 
ing the new sockets. 
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(4) REPLACING MAIN TUNING CONDENSERS AND DRIVE 
The main tuning condensers and drive mechanism are replaced as one unit. Three 

screws hold the unit to the chassis frame. Be sure to reconnect the ground lead when 
making the replacement. 

(5) REPLACING CONDENSER DRIVE CABLE 
It is necessary to remove the chassis from the cabinet to make this replacement. 
By referring to Figure 12 a new cable can be placed in the position occupied by 

the old one. 

(6) REPLACING THE TUNING DIAL 
It is not necessary to remove the chassis from the cabinet. 
(a) Turn the dial so that the bronze clamp that holds the dial in place is 

accessible. 
(b) Remove the bronze clamp by prying its lower end out; this will release dial. 
(c) Place the new dial on the drum and clamp in place. 

Figure 12-Gang tuning condenser drive mechanism and cable 

(7) REPLACING FILAMENT OR UX-171A BIASING RESISTORS 
Before the perforated covers can be removed it will be necessary to remove a 

R.F. line inductor. 

(8) REPLACING THE VOLTAGE REGULATING SWITCH 
A single nut holds the switch in place. Save the insulating washers for replacing. 

(9) REPLACING THE OUTPUT TRANSFORMER 
The channel bracket is included with the output transformer and the bracket and 

transformer assembly should be replaced as a unit. 
(10) REPLACING THE RECEIVER BY-PASS CONDENSER PACK 

It will be necessary to release the tuning condenser assembly before the tabs hold- 
ing the condenser pack can be released. 
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RCA RADIOLA 42 
SERVICE NOTES 

RCA Radiola 42 is a four circuit, tuned radio frequency radio receiver utilizing the 
chassis and reproducer unit of Radiola 48 together with a tone control. The tone control is 
mounted on the side directly under the operating switch. 

All the information contained in the Radiola 48 Service Notes will therefore apply to the 
Radiola 42. The wiring diagram is shown in Figures 1 and 2 and the schematic diagram in 
Figure 3. 
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Figure 3-Schematic wiring diagram 

It will be noted that a new' volume control is used. The antenna section of this unit has 
a value of 25,000 ohms instead of 50,000 ohms as used in the Radiola 48. This volume con- 
trol is also being used as a replacement in Radiola 48. The screen grid voltage section has a 
value of 10,000 ohms and the 12,000 ohm shunt resistor is not used. The 0.005 mfd. con- 
denser across the plates of Radiotrons UX-245 has been omitted due to the connection of 
the tone control in the same position. When making replacements of the condenser and 
reactor unit it will be necessary to clip the two leads that are connected to the .005 mfd. 
condenser close to the container. The reason for this is that the replacement unit supplied 
is suitable for either the Radiola 42 or 48. 

The following list contains the parts used that are not in the Radiola 48 Replacement 
Parts List. 

STOCK NO. DESCRIPTION 

A360 Resistor-Variable tone control resistor -22,500 ohms-(Complete, less knob). 
A3028 Washer-For variable resistor unit-(Package of 10). 
A2742 Nut-For variable resistor unit-(Package of 5). 
A2305 Knob-For variable resistor unit. 
A259 Capacitor-Tone control capacitor-.01 mfd. 

105-125 VOLT 
50- 

\ 120V. 

PORER TRANSFORMER 
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PREFACE 

Service goes hand in hand with sales. The well-informed RCA Authorized 
Dealer renders service at time of sale in affording information as to proper 
installation and upkeep. Subsequent service and repair may be required by rea- 
son of wear and tear and mishandling, to the end that RCA Loudspeaker and 
Radiola owners may be entirely satisfied. 

Obviously, this service can best be rendered by properly equipped service 
organizations having a thoroughly trained personnel with a knowledge of the 
design and operation of RCA Loudspeakers and Radiolas. 

Such service organizations have been established by RCA Distributors, and 
RCA Authorized Dealers are advised to refer any major work or replacement to 
their selected Distributors. Minor replacements and mechanical and electrical 
adjustments may be undertaken by the RCA Dealer. 

To assist in promoting this phase of the Dealer and Distributor's business 
the RCA Service Division has prepared a series of Service Notes-of which 
this booklet is a part-containing technical information and practical helps in 

servicing RCA Loudspeakers and Radiolas. 

This information has been compiled from experience with RCA Dealers 
and Distributors' service problems and presents the best practice in dealing with 
them. A careful reading of these Service Notes will establish their value, and it 
is suggested they be preserved for ready reference. 

In addition to supplying the Service Notes, the RCA Service Division main- 
tains a corps of engineers who are qualified to render valuable help in solving 
service problems. These engineers call upon the trade at frequent intervals to 
advise and assist RCA Distributors in the performance of service work. 

Property of Radio -victor Corporation of America. Confidential and to be used only by its 
Authorized Distributors and Dealers furnishing service in connection with its apparatus. 

Copyright 1929-Radio-victor Corporation of America 
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RCA RADIOLAS 44 and 46 
SERVICE NOTES 

Prepared by RCA Service Division 

RATING 
105-125 Volts -50-60 Cycles -100 Watts 

Models are also available for 105-125 volt 25-40 cycle A.C. lines. The difference be- 

tween the 50-60 cycle models and the 25-40 cycle models is the power transformer and an 
additional condenser bank. 

INTRODUCTION 
RCA Radiolas 44 and 46 are radio receivers utilizing the new A.C. screen grid Radiotrons 

UY -224, the new power amplifier Radiotron UX-245, and the full wave rectifier Radiotron 
UX-280. The Radiola 44 is a table model receiver which may be used with either a magnetic 
or dynamic type loudspeaker, and has special provision for energizing the field of a dynamic 
speaker that uses 40 milliamperes at 300 volts. The Radiola 46 is a console model utilizing 
the same chassis and having incorporated therein an RCA dynamic type loudspeaker. Figure 
1 shows the rear interior view of Radiola 46 and Figure 2 the parts in the receiver assembly. 
Figure 3 shows the parts in the S.P.U. of Radiola 44. Figure 4 shows the construction of 
Radiotron UY -224. 

15' R.F. 2e0 R.F 3RO R.F 

TRANSFORMER TRANSFORMER TRANSFORMER 

GANG 
CONDENSER 

ANTENNA LEAD SHIELD LINE-UP CONDENSERS 

Figure 2-Top view of Radiola 46 receiver chassis 

R.F. FILTER. 
(UPPER) 

VOLUME 
CONTROL 

The sensitivity and selectivity of these Radiolas are sufficient for excellent reception and 
the fidelity is exceptionally good. The use of the power amplifier Radiotron UX-245 gives a 

large reserve of power that contributes to the quality of reproduction at low as well as high 
volume. 

The following principles are incorporated in the design of Radiolas 44 and 46. Figure 5 

shows the schematic circuit diagram of Radiola 44. Figure 6 is a scnematic circuit diagram 
of the socket power unit in Radiola 46, the receiver being the same as Radiola 44. 

(a) Three Radiotrons UY -224, one Radiotron UX-245 and one Radiotron UX-280 are 
used. Two Radiotrons UY -224 are tuned R.F. amplifiers and one Radiotron ÚY- 
224 is the power detector. The Radiotron UX-245 is the power amplifier and the 
UX-280 is the full wave rectifier for converting the A.C. to D.C. for 2./ se as plate 
and grid supply to all other Radiotrons, and field supply to a dynamic reproducer 
unit. 

6 
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(b) The circuit consists of two tuned radio frequency stages, a power detector and a 
power amplifier. The detector has sufficient output to drive the power amplifier 
without an intermediate audio stage. 
By using a high inductance antenna loading coil, variations in antenna constants 
have little effect on the tuning of the circuits. This eliminates the necessity for a 
coupling tube or different antenna length connections. In addition this circuit 
resonates in the broadcast band at about 700 K.C. The purpose of having such a 
characteristic is to bring up the sensitivity at the low frequency end of the band 
and thus give the receiver equal sensitivity at all wavelengths. 
A Local -Distant Switch is provided which disconnects the antenna at the local 
position and connects a condenser in its place from the antenna end of the loading 
coil to ground. The use of this switch gives the best possible operation from both 
local and distant stations. 

(c) 

(d) 

FILTER AND BY-PASS CONDENSERS POWER 
AND OUTPUT CONDENSER AND CHOKE TRANSFORMER 

FILTER 
REACTORS 

OPERATING 
SWITCH 

110 -VOLT 
LEAD 

UX-245 
SOCKET 

OUTPUT 
PIN JACKS 

UX-280 
SOCKET 

TERMINAL 
STRIP 

VOLUME CONTROL 
CONNECTIONS 

Figure 3-Top view of Radiola 44 socket power unit 

(e) The use of screen grid tubes together with proper shielding eliminates the necessity 
of neutralizing, or other methods of stabilizing. 

(f) A high voltage type detector gives improved quality and sufficient output to di- 
rectly drive the power amplifier. No audio transformer is used in Radiola 44 and 
46. The detector is coupled to the power amplifier by means of impedance coupling 
which eliminates any distortion that might occur if a transformer were used. 

(g) The volume control varies the voltage on the screen grid of the two R.F. ampli- 
fiers. This provides a smooth means of controlling volume without distortion and 
gives a positive cut-off even on loud local stations. 

Figure 5 shows the sequence of the Radiotrons. The first and second tuned radio fre- 
quency stages and the tuned detector, using Radiotrons UY -224, are in the receiver assembly. 
The power amplifier UX-245 and the full wave rectifier UX-280 are in the Socket Power 
Unit. 

6 
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THEORY OF OPERATION OF A. C. SCREEN GRID RADIOTRON 
Since the A.C. screen grid Radiotron UY -224 is a new type of tube a brief discussion 

of the theory on which it and the surrounding circuits operate will give the service man an 

understanding of the principles involved in the design of Radios 44 and 46. 

Radiotron UY -224 has five elements compared with the usual three in battery, or ampli- 

fier tubes, and four in the UY -227 indirectly heated cathode type. These elements are 

namely : a heater, a cathode-both similar with that used in Radiotron UY -227-a plate, a 

control grid and a screen grid placed on both the inside and outside of the plate. Figure 

4 shows the internal construction of Radiotron UY -224. 

The outstanding features of the screen grid tube are as follows: 

(a) The screen grid effectively shields the control grid from undesirable feed-back effects 

caused by plate voltage variations through inter -element capacity. 

CONTROL GRID 
CONNECTION 

PLATE 
(BETWEEN TWO 

SCREEN GRIDS) 

SCREEN GRIDS 
(ONE INSIDE AND 
ONE OUTSIDE OF 
PLATE -ELECTRICALLY 
CONNECTED TOGETHER) 

CATHODE 

(INSIDE OF 
CONTROL GRID) 

HEATER -NOT 
SHOWN- IS INSIDE 

OF CATHODE 

CONTROL GRID 
(BETWEEN SCREEN 
GRID AND CATHODE) 

Figure 4-Internal construction of Radiotron U Y-224 

(b) Placing the control grid close to the cathode and relatively far from the plate 

increases the amplification constant of the tube enormously which, together with 

the insertion of the screen grid, increases the A.C. plate resistance. The plate 

resistance is so high that it is difficult to design an output circuit to obtain full 

advantage of the amplification of the tube. However, while actual amplification is 

less than the amplification constant of the tube it is much greater than that obtained 

with other types of tubes. An example of this amplification in practice is presented 

in Radiola 44 which with two R.F. stages, has a sensitivity approximately the same 

as receivers using other tubes in four R.F. stages. This high plate resistance and 

high impedance output circuit also causes the grid circuits to have considerably 

less R.F. resistance which, together with decreased coupling between the primary and 

secondary of the R.F. transformer, gives the receiver good selectivity. 

The advantages of high plate resistance are obtained in this tube without sac- 

rificing the additional advantages of high mutual conductance. The positive poten- 

tial impressed on the screen grid accelerates the flow of plate current and since 

it is much closer to the cathode than is the plate, it produces a greater acceleration 

than does the higher voltage impressed upon the plate. The mechanical construe- 
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.00023 
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tion of the screen grid does not permit it to collect many of the electrons composing 
the plate current, hence, practically the entire plate current passes on through the 
screen grid to the plate. 
The positive potential on the screen grid in relation to the cathode is necessary. 
Variations of this voltage affect the mutual conductance of the tube in accordance 
with the above explanation, hence, affords an excellent means of controlling the 
volume without introducing distortion. The variation in screen grid voltage in 
the Radiola 44 and 46 is from zero volts at minimum volume to 70 volts positive at 
maximum volume. 
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Figure 5-Schematic circuit diagram of 

The advantage of the effect noted in (a) is that, provided all external circuits are 
shielded, there is no feed-back or regeneration, which might cause oscillation in any of the 
circuits. This eliminates the need for neutralizing condensers, grid resistors and other 
methods of preventing oscillation in the R.F. circuits. As most of these methods reduce the 
efficiency of the circuits, their absence means a distinct gain in the performance of the receiver. 

PART I -INSTALLATION 
[1] ANTENNA 

RCA Radiolas 44 and 46 are somewhat more critical to specific antenna requirements than 
the usual radio receiver. The antenna installation should therefore be erected with care and 
kept within specific requirements set for this receiver. The requirements of such an antenna 
are as follows: 

The antenna should be at least 30 feet and not greater than 60 feet long, the best results 
being obtained with one of approximately 50 feet in length, measured from far end to the 
ground connection. 

s 

4 
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A shorter antenna than that suggested will result in possible oscillation at the shorter 
wavelengths and low sensitivity at the higher wavelengths. 

A long antenna will result in low sensitivity in the middle of the scale and if sufficiently 
long, at the higher wavelengths. Also the long antenna may cause a secondary modulation 
effect on strong local stations. However should a long antenna be already in use it may be 
adapted to Radiolas 44 and 46 by inserting a small condenser in series with it and thereby 
reducing the effective capacity to the receiver. This condenser should be from .00025 mfd. 
to .0005 mfd. in capacity, the larger condenser being suitable for antennas of 100 feet in length 
and the small condenser for antennas of greater length. In locations where the pick-up of a 

1100.1 3600í1. 900.1 

Radiola 44 receiver and socket power unit 
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60 00 r00 J1 
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oi 0 , 
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120V. 
% 

OPERATING 
SWITCH 

short antenna is not sufficiently great, a long antenna and series condenser will probably give 
the desired results. 

The antenna should be erected as high as possible and be removed from all obstruc- 
tions. The lead-in should be a continuation of the antenna itself, thus avoiding all splices 
which may introduce additional resistance and in time corrode sufficiently to seriously affect 
reception. If it is absolutely necessary to splice the lead-in to the antenna, the joint must 
be soldered to insure a good electrical contact. Clean off all excess flux and tape the connec- 
tion to protect it from the oxidation effects of the atmosphere. 

High grade glass or porcelain insulator supports are required, and at no point should 
the antenna or lead-in come in contact with any part of the building. Bring the lead-in 
wire through a porcelain tube insulator to the inside of the house for connection to the 
receiver. The antenna should not cross either over or under electric light, traction or power 
lines, and should be at right angles to these lines and other antennas. An outdoor antenna 
should be protected by means of an approved lightning arrester in accordance with the re- 
quirements of the National Fire Underwriter's Code. 

9 
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[21 ANTENNA (Indoor Type) 

Where the installation of an outdoor antenna is not practical, satisfactory results may 

generally be obtained by using an indoor antenna of 30 to 60 feet of insulated wire strung 
around the picture moulding or placed under a rug. In buildings where metal lathing is 

employed satisfactory results are not always possible with this type of antenna. Under such 

conditions various arrangements of the indoor antenna should be tried to secure satisfactory 
results. An indoor antenna is not as efficient as a properly installed outdoor antenna. 
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Figure 6-Schematic circuit diagram of Radiola 46 socket power unit 

[3] GROUND 

A good ground is quite as important as the antenna. Lack of a ground connection will 
reduce the sensitivity at the low frequencies. No specific recommendations can be given in 
this matter as conditions vary in different locations. Water and steam pipes usually make 
good grounds. Gas pipes usually make poor grounds and as a rule, are to be avoided. If 
neither water nor steam pipes are available, a pipe or metal rod may be driven into the 
ground to a depth of several feet. The success of this type of ground depends upon the mois- 
ture present in the soil. The ground lead should be connected by means of an approved ground 
clamp to a section of pipe that has been scraped and thoroughly cleaned. The connection should 
be inspected from time to time to make certain that a clean and tight electrical contact exists 
between the clamp and pipe. The service man should experiment with various grounds, and 
employ the one giving the best r4ults. 
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[4] SPECIAL ANTENNA INSTALLATIONS FOR NOISY LOCATIONS 
In line with other receivers, when Radiola 44 or 46 is installed in some city locations, 

such as apartment houses, hotels and office buildings, it is possible that the level of noise com- 
pared with the signal strength of the desired station may be such that the station cannot be 
received without an objectionable noise background. This noise may be defined as inductive 
interference from electrical devices such as elevator motors, generators, violet ray machines, 
professional equipment etc. It may have no apparent radio frequency peak, or it may have 
a broad peak. 

A simple method that will usually increase the ratio of signal to noise and thereby 
obtain satisfactory reception is as follows : 

Erect as long and high an antenna as possible, and then couple it to the antenna lead 
of the receiver through a small coupling condenser. This condenser with a 200 -foot antenna 
should be about .0003 mfd. and smaller with larger antennas. The effect of the long 
antenna is to increase the pick-up to a point where it will be proportionately higher than the 
noise level. The series condenser then reduces the effective antenna capacity and limits the 
input energy to the receiver. It does not however change the noise to signal ratio and 
generally a setting of the volume control that will give room volume, will not be sufficiently 
advanced to give a noise tackground. If the foregoing suggestion does not remedy the trouble 
the problem may be analyzed as follows : 

Figure 7-Top view of receiver assembly with shields in place 

The effect of the noise may be divided into the following three general classes: 
(a) Where the noise level is zero with no antenna or ground, but is equally great on 

either an indoor or outdoor antenna. 
(b) Where the noise is equally great with the antenna and ground either connected or 

disconnected. 
(c) Where the noise level is greater when the outside antenna is connected than when 

an inside antenna is used; the inside antenna, however, not giving sufficient pick-up 
for satisfactory reception. 

In (a) where the noise level is zero with no antenna or ground connected, but equally 
great with either an indoor or outdoor antenna, it is at once apparent that the interference 
is not being brought into the receiver over the power supply lines. It has been found in 
such cases that an antenna five feet long inside the room picked up as much noise as when 
an entire outside antenna lead-in were used. This indicates that the noise is within the 
building and, in the case of the outside antenna, is being picked up on that portion of the 
lead-in that enters and goes through the building. In such cases the receiver should be 

11 
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located close to the point where the outside lead-in enters the building. If this is impracti- 
cal the Radiola can be placed in any location and a copper braid placed over the inside portion 
of the lead-in wire. This braid is not grounded. If the noise level is still appreciable a good 
receiver ground with a short lead must be obtained. A long lead is not desirable, as it may 
pick up noise. 

In (b) the noise is picked up with no antenna or ground connected to the receiver. This 
indicates the noise is entering the receiver through the power lines. In this case filters must 
be placed in the power supply at the source of the noise or at the receiver, depending on 
conditions. If the trouble is cleared up in this manner when the antenna and ground are 
disconnected, but again appears with the use of the antenna system, the remedies suggested 
in (a) must also be applied. 

DIAL 
SCREEN 

BRACKET-__ 

PERFORATED 
SCALE APERTURE 

I` 

PILOT 
LAMP 

Figure 8-Tuning scale and pilot lamp assembly 

In (c) the noise is greater when the outside antenna is connected than when an inside 
antenna is used. The use of the inside antenna, however, does not give sufficient pick-up for 
satisfactory reception. In this case the pick-up is probably occurring on the lead-in wire 
between the Radiola and the antenna. Copper braid should be placed over the entire lead-in 
from the receiver to the flat portion of the antenna. Also changing the direction of the 
antenna should be tried and the lead-in connected from the end of the antenna that gives 
the best results. The copper braid should not be grounded. The conditions existing in any 
locality must be analyzed and placed in its correct category. A little patience and experi- 
menting will usually result in a satisfactory installation. 

[5] RADIOTRONS 
The correct location of the tubes is plainly indicated in Figures 15 and 16. Remove the 

two copper shields by releasing their clamp and place the three UY -224 Radiotrons in the 
sockets of the receiver assembly. Replace the shields and tighten clamp sufficiently to make 
good contact between the shield and the main casting. Figure 7 shows the shields in their 
correct position in the receiver assembly. Care should be taken not to place the Radiotron 
UX-245 in the UX-280 socket as filament damage will result when the current is turned "On." 

12 
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Interchanging the three Radiotrons, UY -224, may have considerable effect on the sensitivity 
of the receiver. It is therefore recommended, when installing the Radiola, that these Radio- 
trons be interchanged until a combination is found that will give best results. 

If, when adjusting the station selector and volume control, no stations are heard examine 
the Radiotrons. Possibly a Radiotron has been damaged in transit. Interchanging with 
others of the same type known to be in good condition will isolate the damaged one. 

[6] ADJUSTMENT FOR LOW LINE VOLTAGES 
A lead is provided on the side of the S.P.U. for use when Radiolas 44 and 46 are con- 

nected to lines, the voltage of which never exceeds 115 volts. A good plan is to allow the 
lead to remain as connected in manufacture unless unsatisfactory operation is experienced. 
Should adjustment be necessary, however, proceed as follows : 

(a) Open the top of Radiola 44 or the rear panel of Radiola 46. 

Figure 9-Square knot used in repairing 
drive cord 

(b) Connected to the operating switch will be found two soldered connections, one of 
which has a transformer lead (black with red tracer) connected to the switch. 
Unsolder this connection and tape up the lead so that it will not ground or short to 
other parts. 

(c) A black and red lead will be found taped up and not used. Untape this lead and 
clean the end for soldering. 

(d) Solder this lead just untaped to the switch connection from which the black with 
red tracer lead has been removed. 

In the case of Radiola 46 the leads are not soldered directly on the switch but to two 
taped connections instead. 

The 110 -volt tap of the transformer is now properly connected and the Radiola may be 
used on 105-115 volt lines with maximum efficiency. Figures 20 and 21 illustrate the changes 
to be made. 

[7] JERKY ACTION OF STATION SELECTOR 

Should operation of the station selector be stiff or jerky a little oil dropped on each 

condenser bearing will effectively remedy this condition. When experiencing this trouble it 
is also well to check the cable tension spring to make sure that suitable tension is being 
applied to the condenser drive cable. 
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[8] USE OF LOCAL -DISTANT SWITCH 
A switch is provided on Radiolas 44 and 46 termed the Local -Distant Switch. This switch 

at the local position disconnects the anténna and connects a .00023 mfd. condenser across the 
antenna point of connection to ground. The purpose of this switch is to prevent the strong 
carrier of a local station from overloading the tubes, thereby causing distortion. Also under 
certain conditions a very powerful local station may impose its modulation frequency upon 
the carrier wave of a station to which the receiver is tuned. Both of these conditions happen 
only when the switch is improperly operated. Beep the switch as a general rule at the local 
position, unless sufficient pick-up is not obtained to receive the desired signal, when the 
switch may be thrown to the distant position. 

Figure 10-Drive cord arrangement 

[9] INSTALLATION OF PILOT LAMP 
A projection type of dial lighted by a small concentrated filament lamp is used in 

Radiolas 44 and 46. The lamp is mounted so that its rays pass through the pierced scale 
of the dial and then project the scale divisions on an amber window on the front of the cab- 
inet. It is therefore important to mount the lamp so that its rays will pass through the cor- 
rect openings to fully illuminate the scale readings on the window. Figure 8 shows the 
general arrangement of the pilot lamp and dial. 

To install the pilot lamp proceed as follows: 
Turn the station selector counter -clockwise to its extreme position so that the pilot 

lamp mounting will be accessible. Open the lid of Radiola 44 or remove rear panel of 
Radiola 46 and remove the socket clamp from its bracket and screw the lamp firmly into the 
socket. Replace the socket clamp on its bracket. 

Now turn the power "On" at the operating switch. With the station selector in the 
extreme counter clockwise position adjust the socket clamp on its bracket until the zero 
mark on the scale projected on the dial screen is about 1/4 inch below the index pointer. 

To replace a bulb pull the socket back from its position and remove the old bulb. Place 
the new one in the socket and screw in tightly. The socket is then pushed down until the 
front window is properly illuminated. There may be a slight variation in the centering of 
the filaments of various lamps which might tend to throw the light too much to one side of 
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the window. If this happens pull the socket out and bend the metal arm that holds the 

socket to one side until the rays of the lamp properly illuminate the scale window. Now tune 
in a station, the dial setting of which is known. If the dial setting for the station tuned in 

is different from that formerly obtained pull the lamp back or push it forward until the dial 
reads the same as that previously obtained for that station. Also in some cases it may be 

necessary to remove a little solder from the base of the bulb with a file or knife. 

[10] SHIELDS 
Two large shields are used to cover the second R.F. and detector stages. Also two tube 

shields are placed around the first and second R.F. tubes. The two tube shields fit snugly 

in place into the base casting. The two large shields over the second R.F. and detector 

stages have clamps on each side that make contact with the rotor shaft of the gang condenser. 

Also an external clamp is provided to hold the shields in place. 

110V. D.C. OR A.C. 

(IF D.C. CONNECT 
+ POLARITY AS SHOWN) t - 

Figure 11-Schematic circuit diagram of modulated oscillator 

The proper placing of the shields is very important, because unless the circuits are 
shielded as intended oscillation will occur. Therefore, whenever replacing tubes, or whenever 
the shields are removed for any reason, see that they are properly returned to their normal 
position. 

[11] CONNECTIONS FOR SUPPLYING FIELD CURRENT TO EX- 
TERNAL DYNAMIC LOUD SPEAKERS-RADIOLA 44 ONLY 

Provision is made in Radiola 44 for supplying the field current to a dynamic loud- 
speaker the field of which has a rating of 300 volts, 40 milliamperes. In order to make 
such a connection to the receiver proceed as follows: 

(a) Lift lid of cabinet and remove the cover of the S.P.U. terminal strip. 
(b) Close the link between terminals 7 and 8, counting from the terminal nearest the 

front of the Radiola. 

(e) Connect the loudspeaker field leads to terminals 7 or 8 (connected by link) and 
terminal No. 10. Be careful not to disturb the connection already connected to 
terminal No. 10. 
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The field is now properly connected and the terminal strip cover should be replaced 
and the lid closed. The output of the receiver is connected in the usual way to the loud- 
speaker by connecting the loudspeaker input leads to the output pin jacks on the S.P.U. of 
Radiola 44. 

PART II -SERVICE DATA 

[1] ANTENNA SYSTEM FAILURES 
A grating noise may be caused by a poor lead-in connection to the antenna, or the 

antenna touching some metallic surface, such as the edge of a tin roof, drain pipe, etc. By 
throwing the "local -distant" switch to the "local" position and noting whether the noise 
decreases or not, the service man can determine whether the cause of the noise is within 
or external to the receiver and plan his work accordingly. 

[2] RADIOTRON SOCKETS AND PRONGS 
The sockets used in Radiolas 44 and 46 are three single UY sockets in the receiver assembly 

and a two -gang UX socket used in the S.P.U. A socket contact may not be in its correct 

1 S? R F. 

LINE - UP 
CONDENSER 

2"-° R F LINE-UP DETECTOR 
CONDENSER LINE-UP CONDENSER 

Figure 12-Method of adjusting the lineup condensers 

position and the forced insertion of a tube will bend or break it. If care is exercised and 
the Radiotron inserted gently, little trouble will be experienced with socket contacts. A 
bent one will be noticed on inspection and may be corrected by inserting a narrow instru- 
ment in the socket hole and pushing the contact into its correct position. A badly bent or 
broken socket contact must be replaced either individually or by replacing the socket. 

In addition to the tube contacts there are provided small spring clips that connect to 
the control grid connection at the top of the Radiotrons UY -224. These must fit snugly 
and make good connection. Whenever a tube is replaced care should be taken to make sure 
that the spring clip is replaced on the tube and that it makes a good clean tight connection. 

Dirty Radiotron prongs or contacts may cause noisy or intermittent operation in the 
receiver. It is therefore advisable to periodically clean them with fine sandpaper to insure 
good contact. The use of emery cloth or steel wool is not recommended. Before re-insert- 
ing the Radiotrons in their sockets wipe the prongs carefully to make certain that all particles 
of sand are removed. 

If a Radiotron will not fit into a socket without considerable pressure, look for exces- 
sive solder on one or more of the prongs. Excessive solder on the prongs may be removed 
with a file or knife. 
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[3] IMPROPERLY OPERATING VOLUME CONTROL 
The volume control in Radiolas 44 and 46 is operated through a gear arrangement, half of 

which is the control knob. The shaft is broken with an insulating strip as the rotating 
arm is not at ground potential. 

Should the volume control slip and not follow the control knob first make sure the knob 
is tight against the cabinet and the station selector knob tight against the volume control 
knob. Then examine the insulating strip and make sure it is still in its correct position. 

Noise or grating noises occurring when the volume control is adjusted can generally be 
remedied by turning the control knob to each extreme position several times. If this does 
not clear up the trouble a little alcohol applied with a smoking pipe cleaner to the resist- 
ance strip will dissolve any dirt or rosin. 

Excessive pressure applied after the control has been moved to the stop position may 
bend the moving arm and subsequent use may wear and cut the wire. Users should there- 
fore be cautioned not to try to turn the knob beyond the stops at each extreme. 

OUTPUT 
CHOKE 

2 MFD. 

FILTER REACTORS 

OUTPUT COND. 
MFD. 

PWR. AMP. 
UX245 

á 
e- 

0 

R 1 
2MFD. 

R. F. 

AMPLIFIERS 
UY -224 

VOLUME 
CONTROL 

Í 

DETECTOR 
UY -224' 

Figure 13-Abridged schematic circuit diagram of voltage supply system 

[4] BROKEN CONDENSER DRIVE CORD 
The main tuning condensers are controlled by the station selector knob, the motion of 

which is transmitted by means of a rugged fish line to the drum on the end of the tuning 
condensers. Should this cord become broken, and a new one not be available, a temporary 
repair may be made by tying the two ends together by means of a square knot (see Figure 
9), and then replacing the cord in its correct position as shown in Figure 10. The shorten- 
ing caused by the knot can be compensated for by untying the knot at the tension spring 
end and using a part of the spare length. The tying of the knot at the ends of the cord 
should be the last operation, because the correct amount of tension can then be obtained 
at the tension spring. Figure 10 shows the arrangement of the drive cord over the drums. 
This should be followed when replacing the cord. 

[5] ADJUSTING LINE-UP CONDENSERS 
Three small adjustable condensers are provided on the receiver assembly for lining up 

the three tuning circuits. These condensers are in parallel to the main tuning condensers 
and compensate for small variations in the tuning circuits-which are made noticeable by 
the receiver becoming insensitive. The following procedure may be used to readjust them. 
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(a) Remove the receiver assembly and S.P.U. from the cabinet as described in Part 
IV, Sections 1 and 2 and place the units in operating condition. 

(b) Procure a modulated oscillator that will give a signal at 1500 K.C. and 600 K.C. 
or, if such an oscillator is not available, tune to a broadcast signal. The circuit 
diagram and electrical constants of a suitable oscillator are shown in Figure 11. The 
General Radio Test Oscillator Type 360 is suitable for this purpose. If the oscil- 
lator is available, place it in operation at 1500 K.C. or tune in a signal of approxi- 
mately this frequency. 

(c) After tuning in the signal adjust the volume control so the signal is of moderate 
strength. 

(d) Place Local -Distant Switch at "local" position and adjust the three condensers 
successively from the detector stage to the antenna stage (See Figure 12), for the 
position of the loudest signal. This may be done with any type of screwdriver, as 
the adjusting screws are at ground potential. 

(e) After adjusting at 1500 K.C. the various adjustments should be checked at 600 
K.C. Should an increase (turning condenser to the right) or a decrease of capacity 
be necessary at 600 K.C. leave the line-up condensers in the position previously 
found at 1500 K.C. The adjustment required should then be made by removing 
the second R.F. and detector stage shields, and bending the end plates of the tuning 
condensers. Bending the end plate toward the adjacent plate increases the capacity 
of the condenser and bending it in the opposite direction decreases its capacity. 

(f) After lining up at 600 K.C. by bending the condenser plates a re -check should be 
made at 1500 K.C. Any re -adjustments found necessary should be made. The use 
of a 1500 K.C. signal is very important because if the adjustment is made at a 

lower frequency the amount of capacity used at the line-up condensers may be such 
that the receiver will not tune as high as 1500 K.C. 

The two chassis units should now be returned to the cabinet in the reverse manner of 
that used to remove them. 

[6] EXCESSIVE HUM 
Should excessive hum develop during operation it may be caused by one of the fol- 

lowing conditions : 

(a) External pick up. Throw switch to local position and see if hum disappears. 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 

(e) 
(f) 
(g) 
(h) 

(i) 

(j) 

A.C. input plug reversed. Try reversing its pcaition. 
Open center tapped resistance unit in S.P.U. 
Shorted by-pass and filter condensers. This will generally be accompanied by inop- 
eration in addition to hum. 
Low emission Radiotron UX-280. 
Defective dynamic speaker, if used. 
Open resistance unit. This will generally be accompanied by inoperation. 
By-pass condenser improperly connected. If the .25 mfd. and .75 mfd. tapped 
connections of the receiver 1 mfd. by-pass condenser are reversed a loud hum may 
be present. Connect correctly. 
Loudspeaker hum. Hum may also be caused by the loudspeaker cone being out of 
center. Check on this condition by releasing the center screw so that the cone 
can find its own center, and then tighten the center screw. 

Hum present only when a loud signal is tuned in. Should a hum be obtained 
when a loud signal is being received from a nearby carrier it may be due to the gen- 
erator hum of the station being impressed on the carrier wave of the station. Due 
to the excellent low frequency response in Radiolas 44 and 46 the hum may be 
objectionable. In other cases the hum may be present in the receiver. In such 
cases connecting a 1 mf d. condenser from S.P.U. terminal No. 3 to ground will 
remedy this condition. 
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(k) 25 -cycle flutter and hum. In some 25 -cycle locations, a flutter or hum may be ex- 
perienced. This may be cured by connecting a 2 mfd. condenser from terminal 
No. 8 to ground and a 1 mfd. condenser from terminal No. 3 to ground. The RCA 
Service Division is prepared to furnish a unit containing these capacitors, having 
three 12 -inch leads for making suitable connections. This is known as RCA Part 
No. 6082. 

[7] ACOUSTIC HOWL 
Acoustic howl is caused by the sound waves generated by the loudspeaker vibrating the 

elements in the Radiotrons. This vibration is amplified electrically and reproduced in the reproducer unit. Conditions being favorable the howl may increase in intensity and drown 
out the broadcast signal. 

In Radiola 44 this can be remedied by changing the position of the loudspeaker or its relative angle in relation to the receiver. Also interchanging the Radiotrons in the receiver 
assembly will help. 

Figure 14-Internal connections of the 
condenser bank 

[8] LOW VOLUME 
Low volume may be caused by any of the following conditions: 
(a) Defective Radiotrons. Check and make any replacement necessary. 
(b) Poor antenna system. Install antenna as suggested in Part I, Section 1. 
(c) Defective receiver assembly. Check by means of continuity test and make any re- placement necessary. Also check adjustments of line-up condensers as described 

in Part II, Section 5. 
(d) Defective S.P.U. Check by means of Continuity Test, Part III, Section 4, and make any repairs necessary. 
(e) Defective loudspeaker. Check the loudspeaker by substituting one known to be in 

good condition. 
(f) Incorrect number of turns in twisted portion of leads under shield to local -distant 

switch. The loading coil and condenser leads (green and black) should make two complete turns inside of the shield with the antenna lead making one turn. 
19 
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[9] DISTORTED OR NOISY REPRODUCTION 
Poor quality or noisy reproduction may be caused by : 

(a) Defective Radiotrons. Though the Radiola may be in operating condition a defect- 
ive Radiotron in any stage will cause distortion. Excessive noise may be due to a 

defective Radiotron UX-245 or UX-280. 
(b) Defective coupling choke, output choke, output condenser, coupling condenser, UX- 

245 grid resistor or the resistor and condenser used to tune the coupling choke. 
These parts are all associated with the output tube and a defect in any of them 
will cause distortion. 

(c) Receiver Oscillation. Signals received while the receiver is oscillating will be dis- 
torted. Reduce the volume control or apply the remedies suggested in Part II, 
Section 11. 

(d) Defective loudspeaker. Make the necessary repairs. 
(e) Defective S.P.U. Check by means of continuity test as described in Part III- 

Section 4. 

[10] AUDIO HOWL 
Audio howl may be caused by any of the following conditions: 
(a) Receiver oscillation. Check as described in Part II, Section 11. 

(b) Open by-pass condensers. An open in any of the by-pass condensers may cause 
howl. 

(c) Vibrating elements in the receiver Radiotrons. A gradually developed howl may 
be due to the loudspeaker causing the receiver Radiotron elements to vibrate. Check 
as described in Part II, Section 7. 

[11] UNCONTROLLED OSCILLATIONS 
Should Radiola 44 or 46 oscillate throughout or in any part of the tuning range, it may 

be due to: 
(a) Shields not properly in place or not making contact with the base because of dirt. The 

correct placing of the shields both around the tubes and over the entire stage is 
important to prevent oscillation. Remove all dirt with fine sandpaper. 

(b) Shield over antenna lead to local distant switch not grounded or properly cover- 
ing the leads. 

(c) Defective R.F. filter in detector plate circuit. There are two filters, one of which is 

shunted by two condensers in the plate circuit of the detector. Should the filters 
become defective or the condensers open, oscillation will occur. 

(d) Contact clips between shield and condenser shaft broken or not making good 
contact. 

(e) Open by-pass condenser. Should any of the by-pass condensers in the receiver 
assembly be open, oscillation will occur. 

(f) Defective Radiotron UY -224. A defective Radiotron UY -224 may cause oscillation 
and should be replaced by a Radiotron known to be in good operating condition. 

(g) In some cases interchanging the three Radiotrons UY -224 will be necessary to stop 
oscillation at the maximum setting of the volume control. 

[12] VOLTAGE SUPPLY SYSTEM 
The voltage supply system used in Radiolas 44 and 46 is a combination parallel arrange- 

ment, with some circuits also using series resistors. Figure 13 is an abridged schematic cir- 
cuit that illustrates the method employed to obtain the correct potentials. 
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PART III --ELECTRICAL TESTS 

[1] TESTING FILTER CONDENSERS AND OUTPUT CONDENSER 
AND CHOKE 

The filter condensers and output condenser and choke are all in one metal container. 
The internal wiring diagram is shown in Figure 14. 

The choke can best be tested by clicking across the ends. The condensers are tested 
by charging them with approximately 200 volts D.C. and then noting their ability to hold 
the charge. After charging, short circuiting the condenser terminals with a screwdriver should 
produce a flash, the size of the flash depending on the capacity of the condenser and the voltage 
used for charging. A condenser that will not hold its charge, or a choke that clicks open is 
defective and requires replacement of the entire unit. 

UV -224 UY224 UY224 

VOLUME 
CONTROL 

POWER TRANSFORMER 

FILTER REACTORS 

FILTER ANO ETASS 
CONDENSERS ANO 

OUTPUT CONDENSER 
ANO CHOKE 

Figure 15-Layout showing location of the various Radiotron sockets, 
S.P.U. terminal numbers, and main parts of Radiola 44 

[2] CHECKING RESISTANCE VALUES 

The values of the various resistance units of Radiolas,44 and 46 are shown in the sche- 

matic diagram, Figures 5 and 6. When testing a receiver for defects the various values of 

resistance should be checked. This may be done by a resistance bridge; the voltmeter - 

ammeter method shown in previous Service Notes, or by the following method. 

For resistances of low value, 5000 ohms or less, use a voltmeter having a resistance not 

greater than 100 ohms per volt. For high values of resistance use a meter of 1000 ohms or 

more per volt. The Weston Meters, Type 301 or 280, each have a resistance of 62 ohms per 

volt and are satisfactory for the low values. Use sufficient battery to give a good deflection 

on the meter, for example, a 45 -volt "B" battery for a 0-50 volt meter. Take two read- 

ings, one of the battery alone, and one of the battery with the unknown resistance in series. 

Then apply the following formula. 

Reading obtained 
of battery alone 

Reading obtained with 
resistance in series 

1 
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[3] VOLTAGE READINGS 
The following readings are taken with a Weston Model 637, Type 2, or other test net giving 

similar readings. These voltages are not exactly correct, due to the oscillating condition of the 
circuits. However, they enable the service man to obtain an accurate check on the continuity of 
the circuits to the various sockets. The screen grid voltages are not readable, due to the reversal 
of the polarity at the contact points. 

When making tests remove only the shield and control grid connection of the tube whose 
voltage is under measurement. Do not tie the control grid connection to the control grid cap of 
the tube in the test set. It is not practical to test the control grid voltage directly at the sockets. 

SOCKET VOLTAGES-RADIOLAS 44 OR 46 

Volume Control at Minimum 

Socket No. 
Cathode to 

Heater 
Volts 

Fil. to control 
grid 
Volts 

Cathode or 
fil. to plate 

Volts 

Plate 
Current 

Millamperes 

Filament 
or Heater 

Volts 

1 
2 

2.1 
2.1 

190 
185 

o 
o 

2.36 
2.36 

3 18 120 3.0 2.36 
4 6.0 225 29.0 2.35 

Volume Control at Maximum 

Socket No. 
Cathode to 

Heater 
Volts 

Fil. to control 
grid 
Volts 

Cathode or 
fil. to plate 

Volts 

Plate 
Current 

! Millamperes 

Filament 
or Heater 

Volts 

1 2.1 165 3.6 2.35 
2 2.1 165 3.0 2.35 
3 16 115 2.0 2.35 
4 6.0 225 29.0 2.35 

TERMINAL STRIP VOLTAGES 

Radiola 44 
The following voltages taken at the S.P.U. terminal strip with the receiver operating and 

all tubes and shields in place are correct when the line voltage is within the limits for the trans- 
former tap being used. 

Terminals 
Volume Control at 

Voltage Measured 
Minimum Maximum 

1 to 2 2.6 A.C. 2.5 A.C. Heater voltage of Radiotrons UY -224 
3 to red V.C. 

lead 
185 D.C. 170 D.C. Plate voltage of Radiotrons Nos. 1 and 2 

4 to 6 70 D.C. 60 D.0 Screen grid voltage of Radiotron No. 3 

6 to 9 196 D.C. 180 D.C. Plate voltage of Radiotron No. 3 

6 to 10 5.0 D.C. 5 D.C. Control grid voltage of Radiotron No. 3 

8 to 10 330 D.C. 330 D.C. Total D.C. output from rectifier 
Red V.C. lead to 

10 
2.1 D.C. 2.1 D.C. Control grid voltage of Radiotrons Nos. 1 

and 2 

Arm of V.C. to 
red V.C. lead 

0 70 D.C. Screen grid voltage of Radiotrons Noe. 1 

and 2 

This voltage is 320 when link is closed and dynamic type loudspeaker is used. 
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Radiola 46 

Terminals 
Volume Control at 

Voltage Measured 

Heater voltage of Radiotrons UY -224 
Plate voltage of Radiotrons Nos. 1 and 2 

Minimum Maximum 

2.5 A.C. 
170 D.C. 

1 to 2 
3 to red V.C. 

lead 

2.6 A.C. 
185 D.C. 

4to6 70 D.C. 65 D.C. Screen grid voltage of Radiotron No. 3 

6 to 9 195 D.C. 180 D.C. Plate voltage of Radiotron No. 3 

6 to 11 6.0 D C. 5 D.C. Control grid voltage of Radiotron No. 3 

8 to 11 320 D.C. 320 D.C. Total D.C. output from rectifier 
Red V.C. lead to 

11 
2.1 D.C. 2.1 D.C. Control grid voltage of Radiotrons Nos. 1 

and 2 

Arm of V.C. to 
red V. C. lead 

0 70 D.C. Screen grid voltage of Radiotrons Nos. 1 

and 2 

ANTENNA AND 
GROUND LEADS CONDENSERS 

1311 -PASS COUPLING 
REACTOR 

LOCAL -DISTANT ANTENNA R.F FILTER VOLUME 

SWITCH CONDENSER COIL (LOWER) CONTROL 

Figure 18-Sub-chassis view of receiver assembly 

CABLE TO S.P.U. 

[4] RADIOLAS 44 AND 46 CONTINUITY TESTS 
The following tests will show complete continuity for the receiver assembly and socket 

power unit of Radiolas 44 and 46. Disconnect the antenna and ground leads; the cable con- 
nections at the terminal strip of the S.P.Ü.; the loudspeaker cord, and the A.C. supply cord 
at its outlet. 

A pair of headphones with at least 4% volts in series; or a voltmeter with sufficient 
battery to give a good deflection when connected across the battery terminals should be used 
in making these tests. 

The resistance of the various circuits are also shown in the column "Correct Effect." 
Checking the resistance of the circuits adds an additional check on their correct functioning. 
This may be done by means of direct reading "Ohmmeter," a resistance bridge, the volt- 
meter ammeter method or the method suggested in Part III, Section 2. 

The receiver and S.P.Ü. Radiotron sockets, numbers, lugs and terminals used in making 
these tests are shown in Figure 15 for Radiola 44 and Figure 16 for Radiola 46. The 
Radiola 44 S.P.Ü. wiring diagram is shown in Figure 20 and the receiver assembly wir- 
ing diagram in Figure 17. The Radiola 46 S.P.Ü. wiring diagram is shown in Figure 21 
and the receiver assembly in Figure 19. 
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CONTINUITY TESTS 
Radiola 44 or 46 Receiver Assemblies 

CSrcwtt 

Grid 

Test 
Terminals 

CG1 to Gnd. 

SG1 to Arm of 
Volume Control 

CG2 to Gnd. 

SG2 to Arm of 
Volume Control 

CG3 to Gnd. 

SG3 to Lug No. 4 

Across Volume 
Control 

Correct 
Effect 

Incorrect Effect 

Indication 

Closed 
(3 Ohms) 

Closed 
(Short) 

Closed 
(3 Ohms) 

Closed 
(Short) 

Closed 
(3 Ohms) 

Closed 
(Short) 

Closed 
(2900 Ohms - V.C. at 
mag . vol- 
ume) 

Open 

Short 

Open 

Open 

Short 

Open 

Open 

Open 

Open 

Short 

Caused by 

Open secondary 
transformer 

Shorted tuning 
condenser 

Open connection 

Open secondary 
transformer 

Shorted tuning 
condenser 

Open connection 

of 1st R.F. 

or trimming 

of 2nd R.F. 

or trimming 

Open secondary of 3rd R.F. 
transformer 

Open connection 

Open volume control 

Shorted 1 mfd. condenser 

Plate 

Pl to Lug No. 3 

P2 to Lug No. 3 

P3 to Lug No. 6 

P3 to Lug No. 9 

Heater 

Unscrew Pilot 
Lamp 

One heater con- 
tact of sockets 
1, 2 and 3 to 
Lugs 1 or 2 

Other heater con- 
tact of sockets 
1, 2 or 3 to 
Lugs 1 or 2 

Closed 
(60 Ohms) 
Closed 

(60 Ohms) 

Closed 
(400' Ohms) 

Closed 
(6000 Ohms) 

Closed 
(Short) 

Closed 
(Short) 

Open 

Open 

Open 

200 

Open 

6800 

Open primary of 1st R.F. 
transformer 

Open primary of 2nd R.F. 
transformer 

Open R.F. filter coils 

Both .00006 mfd. condensers 
shorted 

Open R.F. filter coils or coupling 
reactor 

Both .00005 mfd. condensers 
shorted 

Open 

Open 

Open connection 

Open connection 

Miscel- 
laneous 

Ant. to Gnd. 
(switch at "dis- 
tant" position) 

Cl 
Cl 
C2 
C2 
C3 
C3 
C3 

to Gnd, 
to Pl 
to Gnd. 
to P2 
to Gnd. 
to SG3 
to P3 

C3 to Lug No. 6 

Closed 
(30 Ohms) 

Open 
Open 
Open 
Open 
Open 
Open 
Open 

Closed 
(Short) 

Open 

Closed 
Closed 
Closed 
Closed 
Closed 
Closed 
Closed 

Open 

Open antenna loading coil or 
primary of 1st R.F. trans- 
former 

Shorted .1 mfd. condenser 
Shorted .1 mfd. condenser 
Shorted .1 mfd. condenser 
Shorted .1 mfd. condenser 
Shorted .75 mfd. condenser 
Shorted .25 mfd. condenser 
Either .00005 mfd. condenser in 

R. F. filter shorted 
Open connection 
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CONTINUITY TESTS 
Radiola 44 Socket Power Unit 

'l'est 
Terminals 

Correct 
Effect 

Incorrect Effect 

Indication Caused by 

1 to 2 Closed 
(Short) 

Open Open UY -224 heater winding and center 
tapped resistance unit 

50 Ohms Open UY -224 heater winding 
3 to 4 Closed Open Open 3600 or 1100 -ohm section of R-1 

(4700 Ohms) 
3 to 7 Closed 

(5400 Ohms) 
Open Open 2800 or 900 -ohm section of R-1 or 

filter reactor 
3 to 9 Closed 

(15,900 Ohms) 
Open Open 15,000 -ohm resistor or 900 -ohm 

section of R-1 
5 to G4 Open Closed Shorted .01 mfd. condenser 
5 to 10 Open Closed Shorted .006 mfd. condenser 

(weak) 
Short Grounded .006 mfd. condenser or con- 

nections 
6 to 10 Closed 

(5070 or 
5420 Ohms) 

Open Open 5000 -ohm resistor or 540 and 80- 
ohm section of R-2 (in some receivers 
the 5000 -ohm resistor is replaced by 
two, one being 2000 ohms and one 
3350 ohms connected in series) 

7 to 8 Closed Open Open 500 -ohm section of R-2 
(Link open) (500 Ohms) 
7 to P4 Closed Open Open filter reactor or output choke 

(1400 Ohms) 
10 to G4 Closed (weak) Open Open 1 meg. resistor 

(1 meg.) Short Shorted or grounded 1 meg. resistor or 
connection 

P5 to G5 Closed 
(250 Ohms) 

Open Open high voltage winding of power 
transformer 

Across fil. con- Closed Open Open UX-245 filament winding and 
tacts of socket (Short) center tapped resistor 
No. 4 50 Ohms Open UX-245 filament winding 

Across fil. con- 
tacts of socket 

Closed 
(Short) 

Open Open UX-280 filament winding 

No. 5 

One output jack 
to 10 

Closed 
(1460 Ohms) 

Open Open 1460 -ohm section of R-2 

Other output 
jack to P4 

Open Closed Shorted 1 mfd. output condenser 

Red. V.C. lead 
to 10 

Closed 
(70 Ohms) 

Open Open 80 and 540 -ohm sections of R-2 

Across A.C. in- Closed Open Open primary of power transformer or 
put plug (Op. (4 Ohms) defective operating switch 
Sw. "On') 
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CONTINUITY TESTS 

Radiola 46 S. P. U. 

Test Effect 
Incorrect Effect 

Terminals Correct 
Indication Caused by 

1 to 2 Closed 
(Short) 

Open Open UY -224 heater winding and center 
tapped resistance unit 

50 Ohms Open UY -224 heater winding 
3 to 4 Closed Open Open 3600 and 1100 -ohm section of R-1 

(4700 Ohms) 
3 to 8 Closed 

(5400 Ohms) 
Open Open 2800 or 900 -ohm section of R-1 

or filter reactor 
3 to 9 Closed 

(15,900 Ohms) 
Open Open 15,000 -ohm resistor or 900 -ohm 

section of R-1 
5 to G4 Open Closed Shorted .01 mfd. condenser 
5 to 11 Open Closed Shorted .006 mfd. condenser 

(weak) 

Short Grounded .006 mfd. condenser or con- 
nections 

6 to 11 Closed 
(5070 or 
5420 Ohms) 

Open Open 5000 -ohm resistor or 540 and 80- 
ohm section of 11-2 (in some receivers 
the 5000 -ohm resistor is replaced with 
two, one being 2000 ohms and one 
3350 ohms connected in series) 

7 to 11 Closed Open Open 1460 -ohm section of R-2 
(1460 Ohms) 

10 to P4 Open Closed Shorted 1 mfd. output condenser 
11 to Gnd. Closed Open Open connection 

(Short) 
G4 to 11 Closed (weak) Open Open 1 meg. resistor 

(1 meg.) Short Shorted or grounded 1 meg. resistor or 
connections 

P4 to 8 Closed Open Open filter reactor or output choke 
(1400 Ohms) 

P5 to G5 Closed 
(250 Ohms) 

Open Open high voltage winding of power 
transformer 

Red. V.C. lead 
to 11 

Closed 
(70 Ohms) 

Open Open 80 and 540 -ohm section of R-2 

Across fil. con- Closed Open Open UX-245 filament winding and 
tacts of socket (Short) center tapped resistor 
No. 4 50 Ohms Open UX-245 filament winding 
Across fil. con- 
tacts of socket 

Closed 
(Short) 

Open Open UX-280 filament winding 

No. 5 

Across A.C. in- Closed Open Open primary of power transformer or 
put plug (Op. (4 Ohms) defective operating switch 
Sw. "On" 
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PART IV -MAKING REPLACEMENTS 
The various assemblies and parts of Radiolas 44 and 46 are readily accessible and re- 

placements can be made easily. The following detailed procedure outlines the simplest 
methods to be used when making replacements. 

[1] REMOVING R-44 RECEIVER ASSEMBLY FROM CABINET 
When making any replacements in the receiver assembly it is first necessary to remove 

it from the cabinet. The following procedure should be used: 
(a) Remove the escutcheon that holds the Local -Distant Switch in place and then re- 

move the switch and shield from the escutcheon by removing the collar that holds 
the switch. 

Figure 22-Removing Radiola 44 
receiver assembly from cabinet 

(b) Remove the cable connections to the S.P.U. terminal strip. Also remove the two 
S.P.U. connections to the volume control. 

(c) Remove the two knobs from the station selector shaft. These are just pulled "off." 
(d) Remove the three machine screws and washers that hold the receiver assembly to 

the bottom of the cabinet. The chassis may now be lifted clear of the cabinet and 
placed in a position . convenient for work. (See Figure 22.) After the replace- 
ment has been made it should be returned to the cabinet in the reverse manner of 
that used to remove it. When replacing the tuning control and volume control 
knobs make certain that the gear teeth on the volume control knob meshes with 
the gear on the volume control shaft. 

(e) Just before tightening the screws that hold the receiver assembly to the cabinet 
place the Radiola in operation and note whether or not the dial screen is properly 
illuminated. Should the light be off to one side the chassis may be shifted slightly 
until the screen is properly illuminated. The screws are then tightened. 
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[2] REMOVING R-44 S. P. U. FROM CABINET 
To remove the S.P.U. from the cabinet proceed as follows: 
(a) Remove the operating switch from its escutcheon plate by removing the escutcheon 

and then twisting the switch mechanism until the collar and the switch will come 
clear of the escutcheon. 

(b) Remove all connections to the S.P.U. terminal strip and the two leads to the vol- 
ume control. 

(c) Remove the four machine screws that hold the S.P.U. to the bottom of the cabinet. 
The S.Y.U. may now be lifted clear of the cabinet (See Figure 23) and placed in 
a position convenient for work. It is replaced in the cabinet in the reverse manner 
of that used to remove it. 

[3] 

Figure 23-Removing Radiola 44 socket power unit from cabinet 

REMOVING R-46 RECEIVER ASSEMBLY FROM CABINET 
To remove the receiver assembly from Radiola 46 proceed as follows: 
(a) Remove the back from the cabinet by pulling at top and lifting clear. 
(b) Remove the shield and all receiver connections to the S.P.U. terminal strip. Also 

remove the two S.P.U. connections to the volume control. 
(c) Remove the volume control and station selector knob. These are merely pulled 

"off" the shaft. 
(d) Remove the escutcheon that holds the "Local Distant" switch in place and then re- 

move the switch and shield by removing the collar that holds the switch. It will 
also be necessary to remove the staples that hold the shield to the side of the cabinet. 

(e) Remove the three machine screws and washers that hold the receiver assembly to 
the bottom of the cabinet. The chassis may now be lifted clear of the cabinet, and 
placed in a position convenient for work (see Figure 24). After the replacement 
has been made it should be returned to the cabinet in the reverse manner of that 
used to remove it. When replacing the tuning control and volume control knobs 
make certain that the gear teeth on the volume control knob meshes with the gear 
on the volume control shaft. 

(f) Just before tightening the screws that hold the receiver assembly to the cabinet, 
place the Radiola in operation and note whether or not the dial screen is properly 
illuminated. Should the light be off to one side the chassis may be shifted slightly 
until the screen is properly illuminated. The screws are then tightened. 
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Figure 24-Removing receiver assembly from Radiola 46 Figure 25-Removing socket power unit from Radiola 46 

[4] REMOVING R-46 S. P. U. 

To remove the Radiola 46 S.P.U. proceed as follows: 

(a) Remove the back from the cabinet by pulling it at the top and lifting clear. 

(b) Remove the operating switch from its escutcheon plate by removing the escutcheon 
and then twisting the switch mechanism until the collar and switch will come clear 
of the escutcheon. 

(e) Remove all connections to the S.P.U. terminal strip and the two leads to the volume 
control. 

(d) Remove the four machine screws that hold the S.P.U. to the cabinet. The S.P.U. 
may now be lifted clear of the cabinet and placed in a convenient place for work 
(Figure 25). 

It is replaced in the cabinet in the reverse manner of that used to remove it. 

[5] REMOVING R-46 REPRODUCER ASSEMBLY 

To remove the Radiola 46 reproducer unit proceed as follows: 

(a) Remove back from cabinet by pulling at top and lifting clear. 

(b) Release the field coil leads at the S.P.U. terminal strip and the input leads of the 
terminals on the reproducer frame. 

(c) Remove the four screws that hold the reproducer assembly to the baffle board, being 
careful to hold the assembly to prevent falling. It may now be removed to a place 
convenient for work and any necessary repairs made (Figure 26). 

(d) After the necessary work has been completed the assembly may be replaced in the 
reverse manner of that used to remove it. 
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Figure 26-Removing reproducer unit from 
Radiola 46 

To center the cone of the reproducer 
unit proceed as follows : 

(a) Remove reproducer assembly as 
described above. 

Loosen center screw of cone, but 
do not remove it. 

Insert three cardboard strips 
about the thickness of a visiting 

(b) 

(c) 

U 

0 0 0 

@Rs1 ro -x§ 

o 

Figure 27-Screws to be removed in 
replacing trimming condenser 

card, 1/" x /" in size, through the center web of the cone into the space between 
the pole piece and the cone. This will give the same clearance on all sides of the 
pole piece. 

(d) Tighten the center screw holding the web of the cone and remove the three strips. 
The cone is now properly centered. 

(e) Replace the reproducer unit in the reverse order of that used to remove it. 

[6] REPLACING R. F. LINE-UP CONDENSERS 
Three line-up condensers are used to properly align the R.F. stages. These are small 

adjustable condensers, that are paralleled across the three tuning condensers. Should replace- 
ment be necessary proceed as follows: 

(a) Remove receiver assembly from cabinet as described in Part 4, Sections 1 and 3. 

(b) Remove the shield and eight machine screws and nuts as shown in Figure 27. This 
allows the bottom plate of the assembly to be dropped sufficiently to gain access to 
the tuning condenser. 

The trimming condenser is now released by removing the adjusting screw and the 
two screws that hold the trimming condenser and one end of the variable condenser 
to the small dilecto strip. The new condenser may now be inserted in place of the 
old one, making sure the mica piece is next to the side of the casting. Replace all 
screws, being careful not to disturb the alignment of the tuning condenser, one end 
of the stator of which has been released. 

(d) After reassembling, the receiver must be placed in operation and the tuning con- 
denser just replaced adjusted as described in Part II, Section 5. 

(e) All units may now be replaced and the Radiola returned to normal operation. 

(e) 
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SERVICE DATA CHART 
Before using the following Service Data Chart, when experiencing no signals, weak signals, 

poor quality, noisy or intermittent reception, howling and fading, first look for defective tubes 
or a poor antenna system. If imperfect operation is not due* to these causes the "Service Data 
Chart" should be consulted for further detailed causes. Reference to Part No. and Section No. 
in the "Service Notes" is also noted for further details. 

Indications Cause Remedy 

No Signals 

Defective operating switch 
Defective volume control 
Defective R.F. transformer 
Defective coupling reactor 
Defective by-pass condenser 
Defective S.P.U. 

Repair or replace switch 
Replace volume control 
Replace R.F. transformer 
Replace coupling reactor 
Replace by-pass condenser 
Check S.P.U. and replace any defective part. 

P. III, S. 3 

Weak Signals 

"Local Distant" switch not on "Dis- 
tant" position 

Line-up condensers not adjusted 
properly 

Defective main tuning condensers 

Defective parts in receiver assembly 
Defective parts in S.P.U. 
Low line voltage 

Throw switch to "Distant" position P. I, S. 8 

Adjust line-up condensers properly. P. II, S. 6 

Check main tuning condensers and make adjust- 
ments necessary. P. II, S. 5. 

Replace any defective parts in receiver assembly 
Replace any defective parts in S.P.U. 
Adjust transformer for low line voltage. P. I, 

S. 6 

Poor Quality 

Defective coupling reactor, con- 
denser or resistor in coupling cir- 
cuit 

Defective output condenser or choke 
"Local Distant" switch not prop- 

erly operated 

Replace any defective parts 

Replace output condenser and choke 
Operate "Local Distant" switch correctly. P. I, 

S. 8 

Audio Howl 
Receiver oscillating 
Defective audio system 
Open grid in any stage 

Correct cause of oscillation. P. II, S. 11 

Correct and repair any defect 
Check circuit and repair defect. P. III, S. 4 

Uncontrolled 
Oscillation 

Shields not in place or making good 
contact 

Tube shields not in place 
Defective R.F. filter 

Place shield correctly and secure good contact. 
P. I, S. 10 

Place tube shields correctly. P. I, S. 11 

Replace defective R.F. filter. P. II, S. 11 

Radiotrons fall 
to light 

No. A.C. line voltage 
Operating switch not "On" 
Defective A.C. input cord 
Defective power transformer 

Turn A.C. line voltage "On" 
Turn operating switch "On" 
Repair or replace defective cord 
Replace defective power transformer 
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PREFACE 

Service goes hand in hand with sales. The well-informed RCA Author- 
ized Dealer renders service at time of sale in affording information as to proper installation and upkeep. Subsequent service and repair may be re- 
quired by reason of wear and tear and mishandling, to the end that RCA 
Loudspeaker and Radiola owners may be entirely satisfied. 

Obviously, this service can best be rendered by properly equipped service organizations having a thoroughly trained personnel with a knowledge of 
the design and operation of RCA Loudspeakers and Radiolas. 

Such service organizations have been established by RCA Distributors. 
and RCA Authorized Dealers are advised to refer any major work or replace- 
ment to their selected Distributors. Minor replacements and mechanical and 
electrical adjustments may be undertaken by the RCA Dealer. 

To assist in promoting this phase of the Dealer and Distributor's business the RCA Service Department has prepared a series of Service Notes-of which 
this booklet is a part-containing technical information and practical helps in 
servicing RCA Loudspeakers and Radiolas. 

This information has been compiled from experience with RCA Dealers 
and Distributors' service problems and presents the best practice in dealing 
with them. A careful reading of these Service Notes will establish their value, 
and it is suggested they be preserved for ready reference. 

In addition to supplying the Service Notes, the RCA Service Department 
maintains a corps of engineers who are qualified to render valuable help in 
solving service problems. These engineers call upon the trade at frequent in- 
tervals to advise and assist RCA Distributors in the performance of service 
work. 

Property of the Radio-vic'or Corporation of America. Confidential and to be used only by its Authorized Distributors and Dealers in furnishing service in connection 
with its apparatus 

Copyright 1929-Radio-vi.rtnr Corporation of America 

R46 (DC) 
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REPRODUCER RECEIVER 
UNIT ASSEMBLY 

Figure 1-Rear interior cabinet view of Radiola 46 (D. C.) 

R46 (DC) 
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RCA RADIOLA 46 (D. C.) 
SERVICE NOTES 

Prepared by RCA Service Department 

I R.F. 
TRANSFORMER 

GANG 
CONDENSER 

ANTENNA AND 
GROUND LEADS 

ANTENNA 
LEAD SHIELD 

R. F. LINE UP 
CONDENSERS 

PILOT LAMP 
RESISTOR 

2 "-o R. F. 3ao R.F. 
TRANSFORMER TRANSFORMER TRANSFORMER. 

DETECTOR CENTER - 
TAPPED RESISTOR 

I i* A.F. 

VOLUME 
CONTROL 

CABLE TO S. P. U. 
AND +"C" BATTERY LEAD 

Figure 2-Top view of receiver chassis with shields removed. 

ELECTRICAL SPECIFICATIONS 
Vbltage Rating 
Pòwer Consumption 
Recommended Antenna Length 
Type of Circuit . 

Number and Type of Tubes 
Number of R. F. Stages . 

Type of Detector 
Number of A. F. Stages . 

Type of Loudspeaker . 

. 1071/2-1271/2 Volts D. C. 

. 55 Watts Maximum 
25-60 Feet 

Screen Grid Tuned R. F. 
Two UX-222, 2 UX-112A and 2 UX-171A 

2 
Grid Condenser and Leak 

. 2-Last Stage Push -Pull 
. Electro Dynamic (1071/2-1271/2 Volts D. C.) 

. (100-125 M. A. Field) 

PHYSICAL SPECIFICATIONS 
Height 
Width 
Depth 
Weight, Net . 

Weight, Packed in Standard Packing Case 
Size of Packing Case . 

5 

50/ Inches 
26A Inches 

16 Inches 
100 Pounds 
145 Pounds 

20"x303/2"x54" 

R46 (DC) 
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INTRODUCTION 
RCA Radiola 46 (D.C.) is a console model screen grid radio receiver operating on 

house lighting D.C., 107/-127/ volts. The electro dynamic speaker employed is of 
the RCA 106 type. RCA screen grid Radiotrons UX-222 are employed as radio fre- 
quency amplifiers, Radiotrons UX-112A as the detector and first audio stage and 
Radiotrons UX-171A as the push-pull second audio stage. An external "C" battery is 

used to make available as high a plate voltage as possible for the UX-171A's. Figure 
1 illustrates a rear interior cabinet view of Radiola 46 (D.C.). Figure2 is a top view 
of the receiver chassis with shields removed. Figure 3 is a sub -chassis view of the re- 
ceiver, and Figures 4 and 5 are top and bottom views of the socket power unit. 

BY-PASS IS* A.F. 
CONDENSERS TRANSFORMER 

ANTENNA 
CONDENSER 

R. F. FILAMENT AND 
CONTROL GRID BIAS RESISTOR 

CABLE 
TO S.P. U. 

VOLUME 
CONTROL 

Figure 3-Sub-chassis view of receiver 

Circuit features (See Figure 6) of this Radiola are: 
(a) Two tuned R.F. stages, tuned grid leak type detector, first audio stage and a 

second audio stage employing two UX-171A Radiotrons in push-pull connec- 
tion. 

(b) Local -distant switch provides be t reception on both loud and weak signals. 
At the local position a .00023 mfd. condenser is connected from the antenna 
connection to ground. This condenser, or when the switch is at "distant," 
antenna to ground capacity, causes the circuit to resonate in the broadcast 
band, about 700 K.C., and thereby brings up the sensitivity of the low 
frequency end. The result is that the receiver has about equal sensitivity 
throughout the tuning range. 

(c) The use of screen grid tubes together with proper shielding, eliminates the 
necessity of neutralizing or other methods of stabilizing. 

(d) The volume control varies the voltage on the screen grid of the two R.F. 
tubes. This provides a smooth means of control which, together with the local - 
distant switch, provides a positive cut-off even on loud local stations. 

R46 (DC) 6 
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PART I -INSTALLATION 
Information on the various points dealing with installation as listed below can be 

obtained by referring to the Service Notes or Instruction Books mentioned. 
Antenna (Indoor or Outdoor)-See R-44 and 46 Service Notes, pp. 8-12. 
Ground-See R-44 and 46 Service Notes, p. 10. 
Shields-See R-44 and 46 Service Notes, p. 15. 
"C" Battery and Connections-See R-46 (D.C.) Instruction Book, pp. 4 and 8. 
Line Voltage Adjustment-See R-46 (D.C.) Instruction Book, p. 7. 
Use of "Local -Distant" Switch-See R-44 and 46 Service Notes, p. 14. 

FILTER 
REACTORS 

TERMINAL 
STRI P 

PUSH PULL INTERSTAGE 
TRANSFORMER, OUTPUT TRANSFORMER 

AND FILTER CONDENSERS 

LINE VOLTAGE UX-H2-A 
REGULATING SWITCH SOCKET 

Figure 4-Top view 

SERIES 
FILAMENT 
RESISTORS 

UX-171-A 
SOCKETS 

of socket power unit 

"C" BATTERY 
LEADS 

LINE VOLTAGE 
REGULATING SWITCH SECONDARY CONDENSER 

Is* A. F. TRANSFORMER 

VOLUME LINE VOLTAGE FILAMENT PLATE 
CONTROL REGULATING BY-PASS SUPPLY R.F. LINE LEADS RESISTOR RESISTOR RESISTOR INDUCTORS 

Figure 5-Sub-chassis view of socket power unit 

PART II -SERVICE DATA 
Service data on the following subjects can be obtained from the Service Notes and Instruction Books mentioned below. 
Antenna System Failures-See R-44 and 46 Service Notes, p. 16. 
Radiotron Sockets and Prongs-See R-44 and 46 Service Notes, p. 16. 
Broken Condenser Drive Cord-See R-44 and 46 Service Notes, p. 17. Adjusting R. F. Line-up Condensers-See R-44 and 46 Service Notes, p. 17. Service Data on Reproducer Unit-See R-44 and 46 Service Notes, pp. 34 and 35. 

7 R46 (DC) 
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SERVICE DATA CHART 
The following service data chart indicates various troubles by their symptoms 

and gives the specific remedy necessary. 

Indication Cause Remedy 

No 
Reproduction 

' 

No line voltage Check line voltage with 0-150 v. D.C. 
voltmeter 

Input plug in wrong position Reverse input plug 

Defective Radiotrons Replace 

Defective operating switch Replace 

Defective volume control Replace 

Wrong "C" battery connections, or 
defective "C" battery 

Connect battery correctly, or replace 
(Complete instructions are given in 
R-46 (D.C.) Instruction Book, pp. 4 
and 8) 

Defective Local -Distant Switch Replace 

Defective parts in receiver Check by means of continuity tests and 
make any replacement necessary 

Defective reproducer unit Repair any defect in reproducer unit 

Low 
Volume 

Defective Radiotrons Replace 

Poor antenna system Install antenna as suggested in R-44 and 
46 Service Notes, pp. 8 to 12 

R.F. line-up condensers out of ad- 
justment 

Adjust line-up condensers as described 
in R44-46 Service Notes, p. 17 

Defective parts in receiver Check by means of continuity test and 
make any replacement necessary 

Defective reproducer unit Check by means of external speaker 
known to be in good operating condi- 
tion and make any replacement neces- 
sary 

Distorted 
Reproduction 

Defective Radiotrons Replace 

Defective interstage A. F. trans- 
former, push-pull transformer, 
output transformer, or other parts 

Check parts by means of continuity test 
and make any replacement necessary 

Receiver oscillation Should the Radiola oscillate, all signals 
will be weak, distorted, and accom- 
panied by a whistle. See section on 
"Oscillation" for remedies 

Wrong "C" battery connections or 
defective "C" battery 

Connect battery correctly or replace. 
Complete instructions are given in R46 
(D.C.) Instruction Book, pp. 4 and 8 

Defective reproducer unit Check by means of external speaker 
known to be in good operating con- 
dition and make any replacement 
necessary 

R46 (DC) 8 
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Indication Cause Remedy 

Acoustic Howl 

Radiotron selection Interchange Radiotrons, especially the 
detector 

Defective detector socket mounting Check detector socket mounting 

Reproducer unit mounting Check mounting of reproducer unit, and 
make sure it is properly supported 

Audio Howl 

Oscillation Receiver oscillation will cause a whistle 
when the receiver is tuned through a 
broadcasting station's carrier wave. 
See section on "Oscillation" for 
remedies 

Defective by-pass condenser An open in any of the by-pass conden- 
sers or connections may cause an 
audio howl 

Defective center tapped detector 
filament resistor 

A defective center tapped detector fila - 
ment resistor may cause audio howl 

Radiotrons Vibrating elements in Radiotrons will 
cause a gradually developed howl. See 
section, "Acoustic Howl." Try chang- 
ing the UX-171A's in the push-pull 
stage 

Defective audio system A defective audio system may cause a 
howl 

Excessive 
Line Noise 

Defective R.F. line inductors, filter 
condensers, or connections 

Check and replace parts where necessary 

Oscillation 

Shields not in place or not making 
good contact 

Place the tube shield over sockets 1 and 
2 and the stage shields over sockets 
2 and 3. If oscillation does not stop 
clean points of contact between base 
and all shields 

Antenna lead shields not grounded Ground antenna lead shield properly 

Shield contact clips not clamping 
condenser shaft properly 

Bend shield contact clips so that a good 
firm contact is made to the condenser 
rotor shaft 

Open by-pass condenser An open by-pass condenser or one im- 
properly connected may cause oscilla- 
tion. Check and replace if necessary 

Defective Radiotrons A defective Radiotron UX-222 may cause 
oscillation. Interchanging with one 
known to be in good condition will 
remedy the trouble 

Improper Scale 
Reflection 

Pilot lamp improperly set See R44-46 Service Notes. Try rotating 
pilot lamp in socket to improve image. 
Slight filing of the soldered tip will 
help to do this 
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PART III-ELECTRICAL TESTS 

(ait 
i 

FIELD COIL 
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BROWN- 5 

BLUE-G36 

BLACK 7 

GREEN 8 

RED 9 
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BROWN-.e11 

VOLUME 
CONTROL 
50.000n 

Figure 6-Schematic circuit 

(1) TESTING CONDENSERS 
Most of the condensers in the RCA Radiola 46 (D.C.) can be tested by the con- 

tinuity tests given in Part V. If further tests are desirable the 0.5 mfd. and 
larger condensers may be tested by charging with any D.C. voltage available, prefer- 
ably as high as 150 volts, and shorting their terminals with a screw driver. An O.K. 
condenser will give a good spark when such a short is made. A leaky condenser will 
give no spark and a shorted condenser will give a spark when an attempt is made to 
charge it. 

Small condensers may be click tested for shorts or conveniently replaced by new 
ones to check on their operating condition. 

(2) VOLTAGE READINGS 
The following readings are taken with a Weston Model 537, Type 2, or other test 

set giving similar readings. These voltages are not exactly correct, due to the oscillat- 
ing condition of the circuits. However, they enable the service man to obtain a check 
on the continuity of the circuits to the various sockets. The screen grid voltages are 
not readable, due to the reversal of the polarity at the contact points. 

When making tests remove only the shield and control grid connection of the tube 
whose voltage is under measurement. Do not tie the control grid connection to the 
control grid cap of the tube in the test set. It is not practical to test the control grid 
voltage directly at the sockets. 
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0.5 MFD. 
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0.5 MFD. 
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MFD. 

000 

`SERIES FILAMENT 
RESISTORS 

R. F. LINE 
INDUCTOR (1.5 n) 

Socket No. 
Control Grid 
to Filament 

Volts 
Plate to Filament 

Volts 
Plate Current 
Milliamperes 

Filament 
Volts 

1 - 85 0 3.2 
2 - 85 0 3.2 
3 0 25 1.5 4.9 
4 5.0 85 3.0 4.8 
5 16.5 100 15.0 4.8 
6 18.0 105 15.0 4.8 

Volume Control at Maximum Position -D. C. Line Volts, 120. 
Line Switch at No. 3 Position. 

Socket No. 
Control Grid 
to Filament 

Volts 

Plats to Filament Plate Current 
Milliamperes 

Filament 
Volts Volts 

1 - 80 3.0 32 
2 - 80 3.0 3.2 
3 0 25 1.5 4-9 
4 5.0 80 3.0 5.0 
5 16.5 100 12.0 4.9 
6 18.0 105 12.0 4.9 
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TERMINAL STRIP VOLTAGES 

The following voltages taken at the S.P.U. terminal strip with the receiver oper- 
ating and all tubes and shields in place are correct when the line voltage is within the 
limits for the awitch tap being used. 

FILTER 
CONDENSER 

CONNECTING 
LEADS 

INPUT TRANSFORMER OUTPUT TRANSFORMER 
CONNECTING LEADS CONNECTING LEADS 

Figure 7-Internal connections of the A. F. coupling unit and 
filter condensera 

VOLUME CONTROL AT MINIMUM OR MAXIMUM 

Line voltage at 120 volts-Switch Tap at No. 3 

Terminals Voltage Voltage Measured 

1 to 4 120 Reproducer field voltage and plate voltage (ap- 
proximately) of Radiotrons No. 5 and No. 6 

8 to green Volume Control lead 18 Filament and R.F. control grid bias voltage for 
Radiotrons No. 1, No. 2, filament voltage for 
Radiotron No. 3, and filament voltage for pilot 
lamp 

1 to 3 50 Plate voltage for Radiotron No. 3 

1 to 9 105 Plate voltage for Radiotrons Nos. 1, 2 and 4 

Across volume control 68 Screen grid voltage for Radiotrons Nos. 1 and 2 

R46 (DC) 12 
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PART IV-MAKING REPLACEMENTS 

The various assemblies and parts of Radiola 46 (D.C.) are readily accessible and 
replacements can be made easily. 

Since the D.C. model of Radiola 46 is very similar to the A.C. Model full informa- 
tion as to correct methods for removing assemblies in order to replace component 
parts if necessary, may be found in the Radiola 44-46 Service Notes as follows : 

Removing Receiver Assembly from Cabinet-See R-44-46 Service Notes, p. 33. 
Removing S.P.U. from Cabinet-See R-44-46 Service Notes, p. 34. 
Removing Reproducer Assembly-See R-44-46 Service Notes, p. 34. 
Replacing R.F. Line-up Condensers-See R-44-46 Service Notes, p. 35. 
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/!(R2) 

Figure 8-Schematic circuit diagram of the voltage system 

PART V-CONTINUITY TESTS 

RADIOLA 46 (D. C.) CONTINUITY TESTS 

The following tests will show complete continuity for the receiver assembly of 
Radiola 46 (D.C.) Disconnect the antenna and ground leads, the cable connections 
to the "C" battery and terminal strip and unscrew the pilot lamp. 

A pair of headphones with at least 4/ volts in series or a voltmeter with suf- 
ficient battery to give a good deflection when connected across the battery terminals 
should be used in making these tests. 

The approximate D.C. resistances of the various circuits are also shown in the 
column titled, "Correct Effect." Checking the resistance of the circuits adds an addi- 
tional check on their correct functioning. This may- be done by means of a direct read- 
ing "Ohmmeter," a resistance bridge, or any of the methods shown in previous issues 
of RCA Service Notes. 

The Radiotron contacts and socket numbers, the cable connections and color 
scheme are shown in Figure 9, and should be referred to when making these tests. 
Figure 7 illustrates the internal connections of the A.F. coupling unit and filter con- 
densers. Figures 10 and 11 illustrate the wiring diagram of the receiver assembly and 
socket power unit respectively. Figure 8 is a voltage schematic circuit diagram for the 
Radiola 46 (D.C.) 
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RECEIVER ASSEMBLY CONTINUITY TEST CHART 

Circuit Test Terminals Correct Effect Incorrect Effect 
Indication Caused by 

Con- 
denser 
Tests 

CG1 to Ground Open Closed Shorted or grounded 0.2 mfd. con- 
denser 

-Fl to Ground Open Closed Shorted or grounded 0.1 mfd. con- 
denser 

-Fl to SG1 
(Unsolder center 
connection to 
volume control) 

Open Closed Shorted 0.1 mfd. condenser 

-Fl to P1 Open Closed Shorted 0.1 mfd. condenser 

CG2 to Ground Open Closed Shorted or grounded 0.2 mfd. con- 
denser 

-F2 to Ground Open Closed Shorted or grounded 0.1 mid. con- 
denser 

-F2 to SG2 
(Unsolder center 
connection to 
volume control) 

Open Closed Shorted 0.1 mfd. condenser 

-F2 to P2 Open Closed Shorted 0.1 mfd. condenser 

F3 to Ground Open Closed Shorted or grounded 1.0 mfd. con- 
denser 

G3 to Ground Open Closed Shorted or grounded 0.00016 mfd. 
condenser 

-F3 to P3 Open Closed Shorted 0.0012 mfd. condenser 

Local -Distant Switch in "Distant" Position 

Antenna 
and 
Ground 

Antenna lead to 
ground lead 

Closed 
(24 ohms) 

Open Open primary 1st R.F. transformer, 
antenna loading coil, or connec- 
tion 

Ground lead to 
lug No. 10 (Yel- 
low) 

_ 

Closed Open Open connection 

Control 
Grid 

CG1 to -F2 Closed 
(17 ohms) 

Open Open secondary 1st R.F. trans - 
former or filament and bias re- 
sistor 

CG2 to +F1 Closed 
(59.5 ohms) 

Open Open secondary 2nd R.F. trans - 
former or filament and bias re - 
sistor 

G3 to +F3 Closed 
(2 -4 meg) 

Open Open grid leak, center tapped re - 
sistor, or connection 

15 R46 (DC) 
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Circuit Test Terminals Correct Effect 
Incorrect Effect 

Indication Caused by 

Screen 
Grid 

SG1 to center 
arm of volume 
control 

Closed Open Open connection 

SG2 to center 
arm of volume 
control 

Closed Open Open connection 

Plate 

P1 to Lug No. 9 
(Red) 

Closed 
(60 ohms) 

Open Open primary 1st R.F. transformer 
or connection 

P2 to Lug No. 9 
(Red) 

Closed 
(60 ohms) 

Open Open primary 2nd R.F. transformer 
or connection 

P3 to Lug No. 3 
(Maroon) 

Closed 
(1050 ohms) 

Open Open primary 1st A.F. transformer 
or connection 

Miscel- 
laneous 
and 
Filament 

Lug No. 6 (Blue) 
to Lug No. 7 
(Black) 

Closed 
(5700 ohms) 

Open Open secondary 1st A.F. trans - 
former or connection 

Stationary con- 
tact (closest to 
casting) of vol- 
ume control to 
-F2 

Closed 
(6.5 ohms) 

Open Open section of filament and bias 
resistor or connection 

-F1 to +F1 Closed 
(25 ohms) 

Open Open section of filament and bias 
resistor or connection 

+F2 to -F2 Closed 
(25 ohms) 

Open Open section of filament and bias 
resistor or connection 

-Fl to -F3 Closed Open Open connection 

-F3 to +F3 Closed 
(585 ohms) 

Open Open center tapped detector fila - 
ment resistor 

Remove Pilot Lamp 

+F3 to Lug 8 
(Green) 

Closed Open 
(40 ohms) 

Open pilot lamp resistor 

17 R46 (DC) 
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SOCKET POWER UNIT CONTINUITY TEST CHART 

Line voltage switch at No. 4-Operating Switch "On" 

Test Terminals Correct Effect 
Incorrect Effect 

Indication Caused by 

G4 to Lug No. 7 Closed Open Open connections 

P4 to Lug No. 9 Closed 
(1500 ohms) 

Open Open primary of push-pull inter - 
stage transformer 

P5 to P6 Closed 
(380 ohms) 

Open Open primary of output transformer 

P4 to P5 Closed 
(1880 ohms) 

Open Open primary of output trans - 
former, primary (P1) of push- 
pull transformer or choke 

Lug No. 2 to Lug No. 5 Closed 
(1 ohm approx.) 

Open Open secondary of output trans - 
former, or connections 

G5 to -12 v. "C" Battery 
Lug 

Closed 
(5450 ohms) 

Open Open secondary (S1) of push-pull 
transformer 

G6 to -18 v. "C" Battery 
Lug 

Closed 
(3650 ohms) 

Open Open secondary (S2) of push-pull 
transformer 

Green volume control lead 
to Lug No. 1 

Closed 
(470 ohms) 

Open Open section of R2, or connections 

Green volume control lead 
to Lug No. 9 

Closed 
(5365 ohms) 

Open Open section of R3, or connections 

Lug No. 8 to Lug No. 4 Closed 
(344 ohms) 

Open Open series filament resistors, open 
choke, open section of R1, or open 
connections 

Lug No. 1 to Lug No. 8 
(Disconnect R3 from 
R2) 

Open Closed 
(268 ohms) 

Shorted 3 mfd. condenser 

Lug No. 1 to Lug No. 9 
(Disconnect R3 from 
R2) 

Open Closed 
(Short) 

Shorted 2 mfd. condenser 

Lug No. 1 to Lug No. 10 Open Closed Shorted 0.5 mfd. condenser 

Lug No. 4 to Lug No. 10 Open Closed Shorted 0.5 mfd. condenser 

Lug No. 1 to -blade of 
D.C. plug, or disconnect 
switch 

Closed 
(1.5 ohms) 

Open Open R.F. line choke, switch, or 
connections 

Lug No. 4 to +blade of 
D.C. plug, or disconnect 
switch 

Closed 
(1.5 ohms) 

Open Open R.F. line choke, switch, or 
connections 

Lug No. 6 to Lug No. 7 Open Closed Shorted 1st A.F. secondary con- 
denser 

+F5 to -F5 Closed 
(165 ohms) 

Open Open filament resistor section of 
R2, or connections 

+F5 to -F6 Closed 
(275 ohms) 

Open Open tapped filament resistor sec - 
tion of R2, or connection 

-F5 to +F6 Closed Open Open connection 

-F4 to +F4 Closed 
(195 ohms) 

Open Open filament resistor section of 
R2, or connection 
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PREFACE 

Service goes hand in hand with sales. The well-informed RCA Author- 
ized Dealer renders service at time of sale in affording information as to 
proper installation and upkeep. Subsequent service and repair may be re- 
quired by reason of wear and tear and mishandling, to the end that RCA 
Loudspeaker and Radiola owners may be entirely satisfied. 

Obviously, this service can best be rendered by properly equipped service 
organizations having a thoroughly trained personnel with a knowledge of 
the design and operation of RCA Loudspeakers and Radiolas. 

Such service organizations have been established by RCA Distributors, 
and RCA Authoiized Dealers are advised to refer any major work or replace- 
ment to their selected Distributors. Minor replacements and mechanical and 
electrical adjustments may be undertaken by the RCA Dealer. 

To assist in promoting this phase of the Dealer and Distributor's business 
the RCA Service Department has prepared a series of Service Notes-of which 
this booklet is a part-containing technical information and practical helps in 
servicing RCA Loudspeakers and Radiolas. 

This information has been compiled from experience with RCA Dealers 
and Distributors' service problems and presents the best practice in dealing 
with them. A careful reading of these Service Notes will establish their value, 
and it is suggested they be preserved for ready reference. 

In addition to supplying the Service Notes, the RCA Service Department 
maintains a corps of engineers who are qualified to render valuable help in 
solving service problems. These engineers call upon the trade at frequent in- 
tervals to advise and assist RCA Distributors in the performance of service 
work. 

Property of the Radio -victor Corporation of America. Confidential and to be used 
only by its Authorized Distributors and Dealers in furnishing service in connection 

with its apparatus 

Copyright 1929-Radio-victor Corporation of America 
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PICK- UP RADIO - RECORD PHONOGRAPH RECORD 

TRANSFORMER SWITCH MOTOR WELL 

SOCKET POWER REPRODUCER RECEIVER 
UNIT UNIT ASSEMBLY 

Figure 1-Rear interior cabinet view showing main assemblies 

ADJUSTMENT OF LID MECHANISM 
A spring mechanism is provided on each lid stop that balances the lid at any opening position. 

(See Figure 1). Failure of proper operation is indicated by the lid either continuing to open or 

close after the hand is removed. If this condition is present adjust as follows : 

(a) Remove the rear panel of Radiola 47 to gain access to the adjusting screws for the bal- 
ancing springs. 

(b) If the lid continues to open after being released, too much tension is on the springs. Re- 
duce the tension by turning the adjusting screws counter -clockwise gradually until nor- 
mal operation is secured. 

(c) If the lid closes upon release of the hand insufficient tension exists at the springs. In- 
crease the tension gradually by turning the adjusting screws clockwise until normal op- 
eration is secured. 

If the springs have lost their tension they must be replaced. If a replacement spring is not 
available, try removing a turn from the old spring. 

R-47 
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RCA RADIOLA 47 
SERVICE NOTES 

Prepared by RCA Service Department 

ELECTRICAL SPECIFICATIONS 

Voltage Rating 105-125 Volts 
Frequency Rating 50-60 Cycles or 25-40 Cycles 

Power Consumption (Radio) 100 Watts 
Power Consumption (Phonograph) 135 Watts 
Recommended Antenna Length . 25-60 Feet 
Type of Circuit . . Screen Grid Tuned R.F. 

Number and Types of Tubes .3 UY -224, 1 UX-245 and 1 UX-280-Total 5 

Number of R. F. Stages . 2 

Type of Detector Bias Power 

Number of A. F. Stages (Radio) . 1 

Number of A. F. Stages (Phonograph) 2 

Type of Rectifier Full Wave-UX-280 
Type of Loudspeaker Dynamic 300-330 V, 40-45 M. A. Field 

Type of Pick-up Low Impedance Flexible Armature 

Type of Phonograph Motor Induction 

PHYSICAL SPECIFICATIONS 
Height (Lid Open) 57 inches 

Height (Lid Closed) 45 inches 

Width 29X inches 

Depth 18/ inches 

Weight, Net 125 lbs. 

Weight, Packed in Standard Packing Case 200 lbs. 

Packing Case Dimensions 22/x35x49 inches 

5 R-47 
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INTRODUCTION 
RCA Radiola 47 is a combination A.C. operated screen grid type radio receiver 

and an electrically operated phonograph. Excellent quality of output reproduction is 
secured from both the radio and phonograph due to correct design and use of Radiotron 
UX-245 power amplifier. All the mechanism is housed in a console cabinet of pleasing 
proportions. Figure 1 illustrates a rear interior cabinet view, Figure 2 a schematic cir- 
cuit of the receiver and Figure 3 a schematic circuit of the socket power unit. Figure 4 
illustrates a top view of the receiver assembly. 

The radio receiver consists of two tuned R.F. stages and a tuned power detector 
using Radiotrons UY -224, and an impedance coupled power amplifier using Radiotron 
UX-245. Radiotron UX-280 is used as a full wave rectifier for converting alternating 
current into pulsating direct current which, after suitable filtering, is used as the plate 
and grid supply to all other Radiotrons and field supply to the dynamic loudspeaker. 

The phonograph uses the RCA low impedance, flexible armature type pick-up and 
a two -stage power amplifier. The power amplifier of both the receiver and S. P. U. 
consists of a Radiotron UX-245. The output of both the radio receiver and the phono- 
graph is fed into a dynamic type loudspeaker similar to that used in Radiolas 46 and 66. 
The motor used to turn the phonograph turntable is of a special induction type that 
gives excellent service with a minimum amount of wear and tear. It is noiseless in 
operation. 

PART I -SERVICE DATA ON RADIO RECEIVER 
The receiver assembly and S. P. U. used in Radiola 47 are very similar in both 

mechanical and electrical characteristics to that used in Radiola 46. For service infor- 
mation on these units other than that contained herein, the reader is referred to the 
RCA Radiolas 44 and 46 Service Notes. This includes : 
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NOTE' 
RECEIVER ASSEMBLY 

CABLE 
(WIRES 1,2.5,6,9 A; H) 

RADIO -RECORD 
SWITCH CABLE 

(WIRES 3,4,6,7 EL IO) 
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GREEN \ TO VOLUME 
'CONTROL 

,.E> -REO 
1100I_ 36001. 90011 2e---,^"ww-J 

ÓÏf Ò- 
>' 

FILTER / 
REACTORS. 

OUTPUT 
CHOKE 

Effaigni» 

21.1F D. MFD. 2 MFD. 

POWER PHONOGRAPH 
TRANSFORMER MOTOR 

DX -280 a 

1460 IL 

120V. 

Figure 3-Schematic circuit diagram of socket power unit 

Theory of Operation of A.C. Screen Grid Radiotron. 
Antenna. 
Antenna (Indoor Type). 
Ground. 
Special antenna installation for noisy locations. 
Radiotrons. 
Adjustments for low line voltage. 
Jerky action of station selector. 
Use of local -distant switch. 
Installation of pilot lamp. 
Shields. 
Antenna system failures. 
Radiotron sockets and prongs. 
Improperly operating volume control. 
Broken condenser drive cord. 
Adjusting line-up condensers. 
Excessive hum. 
Acoustic howl. 
Low volume. 
Distorted or noisy reproduction. 
Audio howl. 
Uncontrolled oscillations. 
Voltage supply system. 
Testing filter condensers and output condenser and choke. 
Checking resistance values. 

. R.F. TRANSFORMERS 

GANG CONDENSER LOCAL -DISTANT 
ASSEMBLY SWITCH 

RECORD 
SWITCH 

105.125 

VOLTS 

SO.60 ti 

OPERATING 
SWITCH 

DIAL SCALE 

VOLUME 
CONTROL 

Figure 4-Top view of receiver assembly showing parts 

(1) VOLTAGE READINGS 
The following readings are taken with a Weston Model 537, Type 2, or other test 

set giving similar readings.. These voltages are approximate only, due to the oscillat- 
ing condition of the circuits. However, they enable the service man to obtain a satis - 
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factory check on the continuity of the circuits to the various sockets. The screen grid 
voltages are not readable, due to the reversal of the polarity at the contact points. 

When making tests remove only the shield and control and control grid connection 
of the tube whose voltage is under measurement. Do not tie the control grid connec- 
tion to the control grid cap of the tube in the test set. It is not practical to test the 
contrpl grid voltage directly at the sockets. 

SOCKET VOLTAGES-RADIOLA 47 
Volume Control at Minimum-Radio-Record Switch at "Radio" 

Socket No. 
Cathode to 

Heater 
Volts 

Fil. to Control 
grid 

Volts 

Cathode or 
fil. to plate 

Volts 

Plate 
Current 

Millamperes 

Filament 
or Heater 

Volts 

1 

2 
2.1 
2.1 

190 
185 

0 
o 

2.35 
2.35 

3 18 120 3.0 2.35 
4 6.0 225 29.0 2.35 

Volume Control at Maximum-Radio-Record Switch at "Radio" 

Cathode to Fil. to control Cathode or Plate Filament 
Socket No. Heater grid fil. to plate Current or Heater 

Volts Volts Volts Millamperes Volts 

1 2.1 - 165 3.5 2.35 

2 2.1 - 165 3.0 2.35 
3 16 - 115 2.0 2.35 
4 - 6.0 225 29.0 2.35 

TERMINAL STRIP VOLTAGES 
The following voltages taken at the S. 'P. U. terminal strip with the receiver op- 

erating and all tubes and shields in place are correct when the line voltage is within 
the limits for the transformer tap being used. 

Radiola 47 

Terminals 
Volume Control at 

Voltage Measured 
Minimum Maximum 

I to 2 2.5 A.C. 2.5 A.C. Heater voltage of Radiotrons UY -224 
3 to red V. C. 

lead 
185 D.C. 170 D.C. Plate voltage of Radiotrons Nos. 1 and 2 

4 to 6 70 D.C. 65 D.C. Scree grid voltage of Radiotron No. 3 

6 to 9 195 D.C. 180 D.C. Plate voltage of Radiotron No. 3 

6 to 11 5.0 D.C. 5 D.C.* Control grid voltage of Radiotron No. 3 

8 to 11 320 D.C. 320 D.C. Total D. C. output from rectifier 
Red V.C. lead to 2.1 D.C. 2.1 D.C. Control grid voltage of Radiotrons Nos. 

11 1 and 2 
Arm of V.C. to 

red V. C. lead 
0 70 D.C. Screen grid voltage of Radiotrons Nos. 

1 and 2 

*Be sure no signal is tuned in. 

(2) RCA RADIOLA 47 CONTINUITY TESTS 
The following tests will show complete continuity for the receiver assembly and 

socket power unit of Radiola 47. Disconnect the antenna and ground leads, the 'cable 
connections at the terminal strip of the S.P.U., and the A.C. supply cord at its outlet. 
Refer to Figures 5, 6 and 7. All resistance values noted are D.C. 
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CONTINUITY TEST CHART 
Receiver Assembly and Adjacent Circuits 

Circuit Test Terminals Correct 
Effect 

Incorrect Effect 

Indication \ Caused by 

Radio -Record Switch at Radio Position 

Grid 

and 

Plate 

Pl to Lug No. 3 
(G r e e n lead 
from Radio- 
Record Switch 
Cable) 

Closed 
(60 Ohms) 

Open Open primary of 1st R.F. trans - 
former, or defective Radio -Record 
Cable or switch 

P2 to Lug No. 3 
(G r e e n lead 
from Radio- 
Record Switch 
Cable) 

Closed 
(60 Ohms) 

Open Open primary of 2nd R.F. trans - 
former, or defective Radio -Record 
Cable or switch 

CG3 to Ground Closed 
(3 Ohms) 

Open 

Short 

Open secondary of 3rd R.F. trans- 
former, or connections 

Shorted tuning, or trimming con- 
denser 

Radio -Record Switch in Center Position 

Grid 

and 

Plate(1,200 

CG1 to Ground Closed 
(3 Ohms) 

Open 

Short 

Open secondary of 1st R.F. trans - 
former 

Shorted tuning or trimming con- 
denser 

SG1 to arm of 
volume control 

Closed 
(Short) 

Open Open connections 

CG2 to Grnnnrl Closed 
(3 Ohms) 

Open 

Short 

Open secondary of 2nd R.F. trans - 
former 

Shorted tuning or trimming con- 
denser 

SG2 to arm of 
volume control 

- 

Closed 
(Short) 

Open Open connections 

CG3 to Ground Closed 
Ohms) 

Open Open secondary of 3d R.F. trans- 
former, open secondary of pick-up 
transformer, or connections 

SG3 to Lug No. 
4 (Red lead 
from Radio - 
Record Switch 
cable) 

Closed 
(Short) 

Open Open connections, or defective 
Radio -Record Cable or switch 

Across volume 
control 

Closed 
(2,900 Ohms) 

Open Open volume contról 

P3 to Lug No. 9 
(Black lead from 

receiver cable) 

Closed 
(6,000 Ohms) 

Open Open R.F. filter coils, or coupling 
reactor 
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CONTINUITY TEST CHART-Continued 

Circuit Teat Terminals Correct 
Effect 

Incorrect Effect 
Indication Caused by 

Grid 
and 
Plate 

P3 to Lug No. 5 

(Brown lead 
from Receiver 
Cable) 

Closed 
(400 Ohms) 

Open 

Closed 
(200 Ohms) 

Open R.F. filter coils 

Both 0.00005 mfd. condensers shorted 

Heater 

Unscrew Pilot Lamp From Socket 

One heater con- 
tact of sockets 
Nos. 1, 2 and 3 
to Lugs, 1 or 2 

Closed 
(Short) 

Open Open connections 

Other heatercon- 
tact of sockets 
Nos. 1, 2 and 3 
to Lugs 1 or 2 

Closed Open Open connections 

Ant. to Ground 
(Switch at dis- 
tant position) 

Closed 
(30 Ohms) 

Open Open antenna loading coil or prim - 
ary of 1st R.F. transformer 

Miscel- 
laneous 

Cl to Ground Open Closed Shorted .1 mfd. condenser 

Cl to P.1 Open Closed Shorted .1 mfd. condenser 

C2 to Ground Open Closed Shorted .1 mfd. condenser 

C2 to P2 Open Closed Shorted .1 mfd. condenser 

C3 to Ground Open Closed Shorted .75 mfd. condenser 

C3 to SG3 Open Closed Shorted .25 mfd. condenser 

C3 to P3 Open Closed Either .00005 mfd. condenser in R.F. 
filter shorted 

C3 to Lug No. 6 
(Maroon lead 
from Receiver 
Cable) 

Closed 
(Short) 

Open Open connection 

Red Vol. Cont. 
lead from Radio- 
Record cable to 
Lug No. 6 (Yel- 
low lead from 
Radio -Record 
Switch Cable) 

Open Closed Defective Radio -Record Cable or 
switch 
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CONTINUITY TEST CHART-Continued 

Circuit Test Terminals Correct 
Effect ÍÏ 

Incorrect Effect 

Indication. I Caused by 

Insulate Movable Arm on Volume Control With Bit of Paper 

Miscel- 
laneous 

Cl to SG1 Open Closed Shorted .1 mfd. condenser 

C2 to SG2 Open Closed Shorted .1 mfd. condenser 

Radio -Record Switch at Record Position 

Miscel- 
laneous 

Pl to Lug No. 3 
(G re e n lead 
from Radio - 
Record Switch 
Cable) 

Open Closed Defective Radio - Record Cable, 
switch or connections 

P2 to Lug No. 3 
(G re e n lead 
from Radio - 
Record Switch 
Cable) 

Open Closed Defective Radio - Record Cable, 
switch or connections 

SG3 to Lug No. 
4 (Red lead from 
Radio -Record 
Switch Cable) 

Open Closed Defective Radio - Record Cable, 
switch or connections 

SG3 to Green 
Vol. Cont. lead 
from Radio - 
Record Switch 
Cable 

Closed 
(Short) 

Open Defective Radio - Record Cable, 
switch or connections 

Red Vol. Cont. 
lead from Radio- 
Record Switch 
Cable to Lug 
No. 6 (Yellow 
lead from Radio - 
Record Switch 
Cable) 

Closed 
(Short) 

Open Defective Radio - Record Cable 
or switch 
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CONTINUITY TESTS 

Radiola 47 S. P. U. 

Circuit Test Terminals Correct Incorrect Effect 

Effect Indication Caused by 

Miscel- 
laneous 

1 to 2 Closed 
(Short) 

Open 

50 Ohms 

Open UY -224 heater winding and 
center tapped resistance unit 

Open UY -224 heater winding 

3 to 4 Closed 
(4,700 Ohms) 

Open Open 3,600 and 1,100 -ohm section of 
R-1 

3 to 8 Closed 
(5,400 Ohms) 

Open Open 2,800 or 900 -ohm section of R-1 
or filtér reactor 

3 to 9 Closed 
(15,900 Ohms) 

Open Open 15,000 -ohm resistor or 900 -ohm 
section of R-1 

5 to G4 Open Closed Shorted .01 mfd. condenser 

5 to 11 Open Closed (weak) 
Short 

Shorted .006 mfd. condenser 
Grounded .006 mfd. condenser or 

connections 

6 to 11 Closed 
(5,070 or 
5,420 Ohms) 

Open Open 5,000 -ohm resistor or 540 and 
80 -ohm section of R-2 (in some 
receivers the 5,000 -ohm resistor i, 
replaced by two, one being 2,000 
ohms and one 3,35e ohms con- 
nected in series) 

7 to 11 Closed 
(1,460 Ohms) 

Open Open 1,460 -ohm section of R-2 

10 to P4 Open Closed Shorted 1 mfd. output condenser 

11 to Ground Closed 
(Short) 

Open Open connection 

G4 to 11 Closed (weak) 
(1 meg.) 

Open 
Short 

Open 1 meg. resistor 
Shorted or grounded 1 meg. resistor 

or connections 

P4 to 8 Closed 
(1,400 Ohms) 

Open Open filter reactor or output choke 

P5 to G5 Closed 
(250 Ohms) 

Open Open high voltage winding of power 
transformer 

Red. V.C. lead 
to 11 

Closed 
(70 Ohms) 

Open Open 8(1 and 540 -ohm section of R-2 

Across fil. con- 
tacts of socket 
No. 4 

Closed 
(Short) 

Open 

50 Ohms 

Open UX-245 filament winding and 
center tapped resistor 

Open UX-245 filament winding 

Across fil. con- 
tacts of socket 
No. 5 

Closed 
(Short) 

Open Open UX-280 filament winding 

Across A.C. in- 
put plug (Op. 
Sw. "On" 

Closed 
(4 Ohms) 

Open Open primary of power transformer 
or defective operating switch 

8 to 11 Open Closed One or more 2 mfd. filter condensers 
shorted, shorted .25 mfd. con- 
denser, or shorted .5 mfd. con- 
denser 
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PART II -ASSEMBLY REMOVALS 

(1) TO REMOVE MOTOR 
(a) Place the pick-up swivel arm clear of the turntable. Remove needle from the 

pick-up and remove turntable. 
(b) Release external connections to the motor. 
(c) Release speed adjusting arm from adjusting screw cam. 
(d) Remove cap screws with felt washers holding motor to the top panel and 

remove motor to a convenient place for further work. Be sure to properly replace 
felt washers when replacing the motor. 

(2) TO REMOVE RECEIVER ASSEMBLY 
(a) Remove station selector and volume control knobs. 
(b) Open back and remove the three machine screws holding the receiver to the 

shelf. 
(c) Remove all connections of the "Radio -Record" switch, and receiver cables 

from the S.P.U. terminal strip. Remove also the two brown leads from the 
"Radio -Record" switch cable to the loudspeaker input terminals. 

(d) Remove the record well by releasing the five screws holding the supporting 
strips to the cabinet. 

(e) Release "Local -Distant" escutcheon plate to enable easy removal of the 
"Local -Distant" switch and shield. 

(f) The receiver chassis may now be pulled free from the cabinet and placed at 
any location within radius of the "Radio -Record" switch cable for any further 
work. 

NOTE-Volume control replacements are furnished complete with the center 
terminal as a separate piece. It should be inserted at the electrical position indicated 
in Figure 2 when replacement is made, 

(3) TO REMOVE S. P. U. 
(a) Using a snort screw driver the four machine screws may be removed from 

the under side of the shelf. Releasing the shelf by removing the wood screws 
at each end will facilitate the removal of the S.P.U. 

(b) Remove all connections from the terminal strip and volume control. 
(c) Remove tape from S.P.U. connections to the A.C. supply line and unsolder 

to permit removal of S:P.U. 
(d) To replace make sure proper connections are made from S.P.U. to the A.C. 

supply line. The connections should be carefully resoldered, and first, wrapped 
with a covering of rubber tape. Then cover the rubber tape with friction tape 
to complete the joint. 

(4) TO REMOVE TONE ARM AND PICK-UP 
(a) Remove needle from the pick-up. 
(b) Remove three screws holding pivot of the tone arm to the top panel. 
(c) Release the two black leads that go to the phonograph volume control. 
(d) The tone arm and pick-up may now be easily removed. 

(5) TO REMOVE DYNAMIC LOUDSPEAKER UNIT 
In order to replace a cone, field coil, or make any cone adjustment it will be neces- 

sary to remove the loudspeaker unit as follows : 

(a) Remove S:P.U. as described above. 
(b) Remove all connections to loudspeaker unit. 
(c) Remove the four large machine 'screws holding the loudspeaker frame to the 

cabinet and lift clear from the cabinet. 
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PART III -SERVICE DATA ON MAGNETIC PICK-UP 
Service work on the magnetic pick-up may be divided into the following classes : 

1. Adjustment of the armature 
2. Replacing rubber pivot supports and clamping block 
3. Replacing coil 
4. Replacing, armature. 

E, 

ARMATURE SPACING 
TOOL IN POSITION 

POLE PIECE FACES 
;FLAT AGAINST MAGNET 

Figure 8-Phonograph pick-up showing various adjustments 

(1) ADJUSTMENT OF ARMATURE 
Adjustment of the armature consists essentially of having it in its electrical center. 

between the two pole pieces. Need for this adjustment is usually evidenced by distor- 
tion during phonograph reproduction with blasting, especially on the low notes. The 
following procedure should be adopted when making this adjustment. 

(a) Remove screws A, B and C (See Figure 8) from the pick-up, and remove the 
cover thereby released. 

(b) Remove the nut '`D" (See Figure 8) that holds the magnet bracket and fibre 
spacers. Mark the magnet poles and the pole pieces so that when they are 
replaced they will be in their original position. The magnet is now free to 
be released. Place a keeper such as a large nail across the magnet poles and 
remove it from the pole pieces. 

(c) With a small screw driver loosen screws E and' F. The small piece of metal 
that holds the clamping block may now he moved either way until the ar- 
mature is approximately between the two pole pieces. Judging the center 
by the eye is sufficiently accurate for this adjustment. 

(d) After the center has been located the two screws, E and F should be tight- 
ened. The magnet may now be replaced, the keeper removed and the pick-up 
re -assembled in the reverse manner of that used to remove it. While re- 
assembling be sure that all dirt is completely removed from any part of the 
magnet armature or other parts of the pick-up. 
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MAGNETIC PICK-UP SERVICE DATA CHART 

Indication Cause Remedy 

No Reproduction 

Poor volume control contact be- 
tween arm and resistance 

Clean volume control resistance with a 
pipe cleaner and any of the various 
cigarette lighter fluid 

Open pick-up coil or connections Repair any loose connections by resold- 
ering or replace an open coil as de- 
scribed in Part III, Section 3 

Weak or Distorted 
Reproduction 

Loose needle Tighten needle in socket with needle 
set screw 

Dirty. contact in volume control Clean volume control resistance and 
contact arm 

Armature out of adjustment Center armature as described in Part 
III, Section 1 

Defective rubber damping block or 
pivot supports 

Replace rubber damping block and pivot 
supports as described in Part III, 
Section 2 

Dirt in armature air gap Clean all dirt from air gap by means of 
a blower or disassemble pick-up and 
clean. Remove rust from armature if 
necessary. 

Weak magnet Remagnetize magnet by taking to mag- 
neto repair shop. Place keeper across 
pole faces until magnet is again in 
place in the pick-up. Making repairs 
without placing a keeper on the mag- 
net is the easiest way of having the 
magnet lose its magnetism. 

Needle holder rattle If the needle hole of the pick-up cover 
touches the set screw that holds the 
needle, a rattle will result. Relocate 
the cover by shifting the magnet 
clamp 
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(2) REPLACING RUBBER PIVOT SUPPORTS AND 
DAMPING BLOCK 
After considerable time, or due to climatic conditions, the rubber pivot supports 

and the rubber damping block may become hardened and require replacement. Such 
hardening is usually evidenced by the armature being set to one side and not moving 
easily. As with other rubber articles, these parts give best life when used frequently. 
Also the pick-up should not be supported by the needle resting against the record or 
turntable as such use will tend to set the armature to one side. The pick-up should 
hang free. 

Usually the rubber pivot supports and damping block will require replacement at - 
the same time and are therefore supplied in sets of three. When a replacement is 
necessary such a set should be procured. If such a set is not available and a répair is 
urgently needed the damping block may be cut from a piece of automobile inner tube. 
The pivot supports may be small strips cut from the thin portion of a baby's rubber 
nipple making sure it is the best quality obtainable. 

Use the following procedure when making these replacements :- 
(a) Procure an RCA magnetic pick-up feeler tool. This is RCA Part No. 2677, 

or it may be easily constructed by referring to Figure 9. 

.0175-..JL. +-,0175 

Figure 9-Magnetic pick -úp 
armature spacing tool 

(b) Remove the pick-up case and the magnet from the pole pieces as described 
in Part III, Section 1. 

(c) Unsolder the leads to the coil at the terminal strip inside of the pick-up case. 
Remove nuts G and H, Figure 8, and release the pole pieces from the back 
support. Now remove screws E and F and disassemble the pole pieces, 
armature and coil. The old rubber should be completely removed from all 
parts and the parts should be scraped clean with a knife. 

(d) Place the new rubber pivot supports in their proper place. This may be 
either tubing or strips. Re -assemble the pole pieces and coil and new rubber 
damping block in place with feeler gauge in place as shown in Figure 8. 
Hold together as tight as possible. Tighten screws E and F. Now re- 
move tool. Be sure the cambric cover is in place between the coil and pole 
pieces. 

(e) Place the assembled mechanism against the magnet, making sure the poles 
are against the proper pole pieces, and replace assembly on tone arm correct- 
ly. Put on the nuts G and H, but do not tighten. Place the magnet bracket 
and fibre spacers in place and tighten in their correct position. Now with 
2 -inch "C" clamp tighten the pole pieces as shown in Figure 8 until the faces 
of the pole pieces are flat against the magnet pole. Now tighten nuts G 
and H. The pick-up is now re -assembled and the cover may be replaced and 
the Radiola returned to normal operation. If the cover does not fit properly 
it may be necessary to relocate the position of the magnet clamp. 
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(3) REPLACING PICK-UP COIL 
The pick-up coil may be replaced in the same manner as the rubber supports and 

damping blocks, the difference being that the coil is replaced instead of the rubber 
pieces. The cambric cover between the coil and pole pieces should be removed from 
the old coil and placed around the new one. All adjustments are the same. 

(4) REPLACING PICK-UP ARMATURE 
The pick-up armature may be replaced in the same manner as the rubber supports 

or coil, the difference being that the armature is the part replaced. All adjustments 
are the same. In some cases replacement of the armature is made necessary due to 
rust. If a new armature is not available, the old one may be temporarily repaired by 
removing all rust with sandpaper. This is not a permanent repair due to the fact that 
the sandpapered surface will quickly rust, so therefore a new armature should be in- 
stalled as soon as available. 

SPINDLE CAP SPINDLE 

ARMATURE DISC 

COIL ASSEMBLY GOVERNOR 

CURRENT 
COIL 

ARMATURE DISC 

VOLTAGE COILS 

Figure 11-Phonograph motor coil connections 

1 

Figure 1O-Phonograph motor mechanism 

PART IV-SERVICE DATA ON PHONOGRAPH 
MOTOR AND AUTOMATIC STOP 

(1) THEORY OF OPERATION OF RCA PHONOGRAPH MOTOR 
This motor operates on the same motor principles as the induction type watt hour 

meter which may be practically stated as follows :- 
By referring to Figure 11 the essential elements of the motor can be seen. On 

the laminated core A is the current coil with few turns, and on the laminated core B 

are the voltage coils of many turns, or having much more inductance than the current 
coil. This causes the magnetic flux from core B to lag behind that of core A. With- 
out going into further technical description, this condition with the design and posi- 
tion of the cores and correct connections of the coils causes the total magnetic flux to 
"glide" laterally through the air gap in the direction of the armature disc's motion. 
This action is continuous as long as alternating current is flowing correctly through 
the coils of the motor. 

This "gliding" flux in cutting the armature disc sets up eddy currents in such a 
direction that the magnetic flux of the eddy currents reacting with the "gliding" flux 
from cores A and B causes a torque to be developed in the direction of the "gliding" 
flux. (This torque is due to attraction of unlike magnetic poles and repulsion of like 
magnetic poles). Since the motion of the "gliding" field is continuous and in one di- 
rection, continuous rotation of the disc and drive of the motor is produced. 
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(2) SPEED REGULATION 
In order to insure proper phonograph operation and reproduction the speed may be 

checked as follows : 

(a) Place a record on the turntable and insert a small piece of paper under the 
edge of the record to serve as an indicator. 

(b) Play the record in the normal manner and count the number of revolutions 
made by the turntable for one minute. The speed should be 78 revolutions 
per minute. 

(c) Turning the speed regulating screw (Figure 10) clock -wise allows the motor 
to run faster and vice versa. Adjust by trial until the speed is 78 revolutions 
per minute as determined from a full minute's count. 

NOTE :-The speed of the machine should be checked at least four or five times 
a year. Improper speed will cause distortion. 

Figure 12 -25 -cycle condenser con- 
nections. This condenser is an ad- 
ditional part in all 25 -cycle models. 

:; ;\\\\\ '; .. 

\s\FD. 

.5MFD. 2 MFD. 

r'igure 13-Internal connections of the 
condenser bank 

(3) GOVERNOR 
The governor will maintain a constant speed of the motor within a range of sud- 

den voltage changes of 20 volts, providing all the parts are correctly adjusted. Any 
adjustment made on the motor (including lubrication), will have a certain effect on the 
regulation of speed and the speed adjustment should be checked as described in Part 
IV, Section 2 before the unit is again placed in service. 

(4) LUBRICATION OF MOTOR 
The various bearings and gears of the motor should be kept clean and should be 

lubricated at least once every six months. RCA Motor Oil and RCA Electric Motor 
Grease should be used and applied to the points indicated in the Radiola 47 Instruc 
tion Book. Before lubricating it is desirable that the parts first he cleaned with car- 
bon tetra -chloride (Carbona) and all dirt and old grease removed. In addition to the 
regular lubrication all bright metallic parts except the motor disc should be covered 
with a light film of oil to prevent rusting. 

Should RCA Motor Oil and Grease not be available any high grade light engine 
oil may be substituted for the oil and vaseline for the grease. 

(5) SERVICE DATA ON PHONOGRAPH MOTOR 
The following Service Data Chart indicates the cause and remedy for any difficul- 

ties which may be encountered in the operation of the phonograph motor. These are 
listed according to -their indications :- 
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PHONOGRAPH MOTOR SERVICE DATA CHART 

Indication Cause Remedy 

Failure to run 

Operating switch or record switch 
"off" or defective 

Turn switches "On" or repair any de - 
fective switches 

No A. C. power at socket outlet Check with a 0-150-V. A. C. voltmeter 
Loose or open connection in the 

connector cord or plug 
Repair any defective connections 

Wrong or open connections of mo- 
tor coils 

Check wiring and make any repairs ne - 
cessary 

Jammed motor Rotate turntable by hand with power 
on. If jammed examine motor and 
replace or repair part causing jamming 

Shipping blocks not removed Remove paper blocks between disc and 
coils use to hold motor during ship- 
ment 

Motor fails to main- 
tain correct speed 

Low line voltage Check line voltage with a 0-150 Volt 
A. C. voltmeter while motor is run- 
ning and phonograph is in operation. 
The voltage must be between 105-125 
for proper operation. See Part IV, 
Sec. 3 

Improper lubrication Examine moving parts, bearings and 
gears. If oil and grease is gummy 
clean and lubricate as described in 
Part III. Section 4 

Motor improperly mounted or 
jarred in shipping 

Loosen the three motor mounting screws 
and tighten alternately while motor is 
running. Do not tighten any screw 
sufficiently to cause binding or slow- 
ing down of the motor. 

Worn motor spindle ball bearing Replace a worn ball bearing 
Weak motor coils After checking all the above causes and 

the motor still fails to maintain speed 
replace one or both of the motor coils 
as described in Part IV, Section 9. 
It is possible for them to test elec- 
trically O. K. but be weak in opera- 
tion. 

Noisy operation See Part IV, Section 6 for the cause and remedy of defects or improper 
adjustments that may cause noisy operation 

Hum 

Loose coils or coil laminations Tighten screws that hold coil cores to- 
gether. If this does not correct the 
hum place a small wooden wedge be - 
tween inside of coil and core. 

Cabinet hum Tighten motor mounting screws or re- 
place felt washers between motor and 
cabinet. 
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(6) NOISY OPERATION 

There are several causes of motor noise other than hum, which is discussed in the 
Phonograph Service Data Chart (p. 22). 

(a) Governor Springs.-A noise or rattle may sometimes be caused by loose 
or broken governor springs. Tighten all the governor spring screws. If this 
does not stop the noise, loosen the screws on the gear end of the governor 
springs and allow the motor to run for a minute or two to allow the springs 
to assume their correct position. Stop the motor and retighten the screws. 
If any of the springs are broken or badly out of balance, they should be 
replaced. 

(b) Governor Bearings.-The thrust bearing at the gear end of the governor, 
may cause noise while the motor is running. Hold one finger over the end 
of the bearing and loosen the set screw which holds the bearing in position. 
Adjust the bearing to the most quiet running position and re -tighten the set 
screw. 

If this procedure is not successful the position of the governor spiral relative 
to that of the governor drive gear should be shifted slightly until a condition 
of minimum spiral to gear noise is obtained. 

To do this the set screw holding the thrust bearing at the gear end of the governor 
spindle is loosened and the bearing shifted slightly and re -clamped (loosening the 
bearing on the opposite end of the shaft first if necessary). Now, with the bearing at the 
disc end of the spindle loosened and one finger against it to prevent it from slipping 
out, start the motor. While the motor is running, press lightly against this bearing 
and clamp the set screw to hold it in place. The center of the worm should be approxi- 
mately opposite the center of the worm gear. If this is not the case for the position of 
minimum noise a defective or poorly lubricated worm or worm gear is indicated. A 
bent governor spindle may also be the cause. 

(c) Governor spindle.-A bent governor spindle will cause binding in the gears 
and bearings as well as noise. The bent spindle should be replaced with a 
new one. Removal of -the governor can be accomplished by loosening the 
two governor bearing screws, one at each end of the governor shaft, and 
lifting the governor from the frame. 

(d) Governor driving gear.-Remove the motor spindle as described in Part IV, 
Section 11, and examine the gear for wear. If the wear on the teeth is un- 
even on opposite sides of the gear the turntable spindle is bent and both 
gear and spindle should be replaced. 

(e) Turntable spindle and disc. -A bent turntable spindle or a lient or improp- 
erly adjusted disc will cause noise. The bent spindle may cause the disc to 
rub against the iron core of one of the coils. A bent spindle can be detected 
by placing a pencil flat on the motor board with the point against the spin- 
dle if the pencil point touches the spindle on one side only while the motor 
is running, the spindle is bent and should be replaced. If the disc is bent 
and rubs against the cores of the motor coils the lower spindle bearing 
should be adjusted as described in Part IV, Section 12. or the disc should be 
replaced, depending upon the extent of the damage. 

(f) If the motor "bumps" (turntable jumps up and down), it may be due to a 
faulty or worn gear or worm ; insufficient grease or poor grease on the 
worms ; or not enough turns on one of the upper motor coils. 
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(7) HEATING 
Normal operation of the motor will produce more heat than can comfortably be 

tolerated while touching any of the coil units. This is mentioned in order that the ser- 
vice man will not misconstrue this heating as an indication of a defect. 

(8) CONTINUITY OF MOTOR CIRCUITS 
Due to the absence of motor terminal boards it is best to disconnect the motor 

and test for continuity of circuit directly at the motor coils. This may be done by any 
of the methods used for regular continuity tests. Associated circuits should be checked 
by referring to the diagram, Figure 5. Figure 14 shows a top cabinet -view of the 
phonograph compartment. 

MAKING PHONOGRAPH MOTOR REPLACEMENTS 

(9) REPLACING THE MOTOR COILS 
Should the necessity arise for replacing the coils of the induction disc phonograph 

motor proceed as follows :- 
(a) Remove the motor as outlined in Part II, Section 1. 
(b) Open the lugs holding the black power leads to the motor frame and re- 

move these leads to one side. 
(c) Release the round head machine screw and the two hexagon head machine 

screws holding the coil unit, which is to be replaced, to the motor frame. 
(See Figure 10). 

(d) Put the new coil unit in place and replace the coil unit' mounting screws, 
tightening them carefully. 

(e) Replace the black power leads under the lugs and reconnect the power leads 
to the proper points on the terminal board as shown in Figure 5. Lubri- 
cate motor if necessary. 

(f) Replace motor and turntable and test for operation and speed. 

(10) REPLACING THE MOTOR GOVERNOR PARTS 
If it becomes necessary to remove the governor, to replace the governor spindle 

or springs use the following procedure:- Part II, Section 1. 
(a) Remove the motor as outlined in to release the governor bearing that may 
(b) Unscrew governor bearing screwvernor in Figure 10. 

be seen just to the right of the go 
(c) Push the governor spindle against this bearing so as to start it out of its 

socket, and remove this bearing. 
(d) Remove the governor spindle with its associated parts. 
(e) All governor parts are now readily accessible and it may be disassembled. 

The governor spring holding collar is fastened to the governor spindle by 
means of a small set screw, and the. spindle is "spotted" to facilitate proper 
replacement 

(f) Replace the governor spindle and its assembled parts by placing the outer 
tip of the spindle in the outer thrust bearing socket first, and then inserting 
the inner tip into its bearing, atter which the outer bearing is replaced, and 
its set -screw tightened, being careful to leave a little play in the bearings. 

(g) It is usually a good plan to re -lubricate the unit whenever service work is 
done. 

(h) Replace motor and turntable and test for operation and speed. 
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(11) REPLACING THE MOTOR SPINDLE, DISC OR GOVERNOR 
DRIVING GEAR 

(a) Open the lugs holding the power leads to the motor frame and move these 
leads to one side. 

(b) Remove the three mounting screws from the coil unit on the opposite side 
of the motor from the governor, and remove this coil unit. 

(c) Press down on the speed regulating arm so as to release the pressure on the 
governor friction disc, and turn the motor disc so that the set screws in the 
hub of the motor disc and the governor driving gear are readily accessible. 

(d) Loosen both set screws far enough to back them out of the recesses provid- 
ed for them in the motor spindle, and draw out the spindle. 

(e) 

RECORD VOLUME CONTROL 

Figure 14 --Top cabinet view showing phonograph parts 

The motor should now be reassembled in the reverse of the above procedure, 
making any necessary replacements. 

NOTE :-Care should be taken to see that the ball bearing under the lower end 
of the motor spindle is not lost 

(f) After assembling the motor the lock nuts around the. spindle adjusting 
screw, Figure 10, should be loosened and the spindle adjusting screw should 
be adjusted until the motor disc turns freer in the center of the air gap of 
the coil units. 

(g) Tighten the spindle adjusting screw lock nut. 
(h) Replace the motor and turntable. 
(i) Lubricate the motor (Refer to Part 1V, Section 4). 

(j) Re -connect, following the wiring diagram, Figure i. and test operation and 
speed (Refer to Part IV, Section 2). 
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(12) REPLACING THE MOTOR SPINDLE BALL BEARING 

A worn motor spindle ball bearing will cause slow or varying speed and should 
be replaced as follows :- 

(a) Place the pick-up swivel arm çlear of turntable, remove any needle which 
may be in the pick-up and remove the turntable. 

(b) Loosen the spindle adjusting screw lock nut and remove the motor spindle 
adjusting screw. The ball bearing may now be removed. 

(c) Place the unit in its normal operating position. The motor disc will now 
rest on the pole faces of the lower or current coil. 

(d) Lay a card across the motor mounting top panel, against the motor spindle 
and mark the spindle lightly at the point of contact. 

LAICO TRIP` 

LATCH e 

PLATE\ 

OPERATING LEVER-, 

OFF 
POSITION 

HAND LEVER 

SWITCH____, 
CAM LEVER. 

`BRAKE LEVER 

BRAKE LEATHER SWITCH'' 

Figure 15-Automatic stop mechanism 

FRICTION LEVER 

ON 
POSITION 

-----EASE PLATE 

SWITCH 
CONTACTS 

B 

(e) Lift the spindle until the motor disc touches the pole faces of the upper or 
voltage coils and again mark the spindle. 

Put the new ball bearing in place and replace the motor spindle adjusting 
screw, adjusting it so that the card placed across the motor board will make 
contact against the spindle just 'half -way between the two marks previously 
made. This should place the motor disc in the center of the air gaps. If the 
disc is slightly warped an additional adjustment one way or the other may 
be necessary to prevent it from rubbing against the pole pieces in operation. 

Lubricate as described in Part IV, Section 4, replace turntable and test for 
operation and speed. (Refer to Part IV, Section 2). 

(f) 

(g) 

PART V -SERVICE DATA ON AUTOMATIC STOP 
The automatic stop is purely a mechanical device, ruggedly constructed, and will 

require very little service work. 
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AUTOMATIC STOP SERVICE DATA CHART 

Indication Cause Remedy 

Loose latch plate Tighten latch plate screws with plate 
in correct position. (See Fig. 15) 

Latch trip does not engage latch 
plate properly 

Increase tension on latch trip by cutting 
off one or more of tension spring 
coils 

Failure to trip 
Defective latch plate. If the fric- 

Lion lever swings with the 
eccentric record groove, but the 
operating lever fails to swing or 
swings slightly, the latch plate is 
probably caught in a burr on one 
of the teeth of the latch plate 

Remove all burrs from the latch plate 
with a piete of emery cloth or a fine 
file. Also make sure no burrs are on 
the edge of the latch trip 

If failure to trip is not due to the above causes, bend the lug "A," Figure 15. 
on the brake lever away from the brake lever pivot so that there will be 
a smaller bite between the hand lever and the latch at point "B." 

Worn surface Examine the contact surfaces between 
the hand lever and the latch (point 
"B," Figure 15). These two surfaces 
must be square. If they have become 
worn round, they should be squared 
with a fine file. 

Premature 
Tripping Insufficient tension If the latch does not strike the latch 

stop pin "C" (Figure 15), when the 
hand lever is pulled to the "On" po- 
sition, increase the tension of the 
latch spring or decrease the tension 
of the latch trip spring 

If the mechanism still trips prematurely after checking the springs and con- 
tact surfaces as suggested in the foregoing, bend the lug "A" toward 
the brake lever pivot so that there will be a larger bite of the hand lever 
at the point "B" (Figure 15). 

Brake fails to stop 
turntable 

Worn friction leather, sticky brake See Part V, Section 1 

Switch Failure Mal -adjustment of switch See Part V, Section 2 
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(1) BRAKE FAILURE 

If the brake does not stop the turntable soon enough : 

(a) Examine the friction leather to see that it is not worn down too far to make 
proper contact with the inside rim of the turntable. If necessary, bend open 
the lugs holding the leather in position and slip the leather farther out, so as 

to make a firmer contact against the turntable rim. 

It may become necessary, after a long period of use and several adjust- 
ments, to replace the brake leather. The old brake leather should be re- 
moved by bending open the lugs holding it and then should be replaced with 
a h in. length of / in. round leather belting such as is used on sewing ma- 
chines, etc. Use the softest grade of belting obtainable. 

(b) Place a drop of oil in the bearing surfaces between the brake lever and the 
base plate if the brake appears to stick. 

(c) Increase the tension of the brake and hand lever spring by cutting off one 

or more coils and replacing the end of the spring over the lug. 

(2) SWITCH FAILURE 
If the record lamp lights, but the motor fails to start when the hand lever ís in the 

"On" position the switch should be examined to see that it is operating properly. See 

Figure 15. 

The left hand screw holding the switch to the base plate passes through an over- 
size round hole in the switch body and the right hand screw passes through an elon- 

gated hole in the switch body. This permits of a considerable adjustment of the 
switch on the base plate. 

(a) Remove the single small screw holding the switch cover in place. 

(b) Set the hand lever to the "On" position and examine the switch contacts to 
see that they close. 

(c) If the switch does not close and the switch cam lever may be moved away 
from the switch contact, leaving a gap between the contacts, the movable 
contact spring should be bent so as to increase its tension. 

(d) If the switch cam lever does not have a sufficiently free movement to per- 
mit the contacts to close, both switch mounting screws should be loosened, 
and the switch should be adjusted on the base plate (with the hand lever in 

the "On" position), so that there is a space of 1/32 in. between the switch 
cam lever and the latch cam and about 1/16 in. between the switch cam lever 
and the spring anchor pin. When this adjustment has been made tighten 
the switch mounting screws. 

(e) Clean the switch contacts occasionally with 00 sandpaper to remove any cor- 
rosion that may be present. 

(f) Replace the switch cover plate. 

(g) Replace the turntable with the hand -lever in the "On" position so as to clear 

the brake lever arm of the inside rim of the turntable, and rotate the table 
by hand for several revolutions to permit the slot in the turntable hub to 
slip over the pin in the motor spindle. 
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RCA RADIOLA 48 
SERVICE NOTES 

ELECTRICAL SPECIFICATIONS 
Voltage Rating 105-125 Volts 
Frequency Rating 25-40 and 50-60 Cycles 
Power Consumption 115 Watts 
Recommended Antenna Length 25-75 Feet 
Type of Circuit A.C. Screen Grid T.R.F. 
Type and Number of Radiotrons 4 UY -224, 2 UX-245, 1 UX-280 
Number of R. F. Stages 3 
Type of Detector Power Grid Bias 
Number of Audio Stages 1 (Push -Pull) 
Type of Volume Control.... Compound type (Changes input R.F. voltage to first tube 

and screen grid voltage to R.F. amplifiers simultaneously) 
Type of Rectifier Full Wave, UX-280 
Type of Loudspeaker Electro -Dynamic 
Wattage Dissipation in L.S. Field 10 Watts (110 V. 85 M. A.) 
Undistorted Output 2 5 Watts 

PHYSICAL SPECIFICATIONS 
Height 35 Inches 
Depth 13 Inches 
Width 20/ Inches 
Weight (Packed for Snipment) 95 Lbs. 
Packing Case Dimensions 17/" x 26" x 40" 

INTRODUCTION 
RCA Radiola 48 is a seven -tube A.C. operated screen grid type tuned radio fre- 

quency receiver. Excellent and uniform selectivity, sensitivity and fidelity are secured 
throughout the broadcast band. Included in the same cabinet is an improved electro- 
dynamic type loudspeaker which, together with the receiver, gives a very excellent 
quality of reproduction. 

A feature of Radiola 48 is the calibrated kilocycle dial. This dial is very accurate 
and greatly facilitates the location of stations of known frequency, even though not 
previously received. Another unique feature is the compound type volume control. 
This performs the function of two types of volume control operating simultaneously 
and gives a positive control of volume without distortion on signals of any intensity. 

The receiver uses four Radiotrons UY -224, three as R.F. amplifiers and one as a 
detector; two Radiotrons UX-245 as a push-pull audio stage; and one Radiotron UX-280 
as a full wave rectifier for converting the alternating current into direct current which, 
after suitable filtering, is used as a plate and grid supply to all Radiotrons. 

Figure 1 shows a rear interior cabinet view and Figure 2 the schematic circuit 
diagram. 
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GROUND 
-/LEAD 

ELECTRICAL DESCRIPTION OF CIRCUIT 
A unit type of construction is used ; that is, the receiver and power parts are all built 

into a single unit, see Figures 3 and 4. Numerous advantages are present in this type 
of construction. The gang condenser is mounted on one side of a center plate in a 
vertical position. The coils and Radiotron sockets are directly opposite on the other 
side of the center plate. This makes the leads from the sockets to the coils and to the 
gang condenser very short. Individual shields are placed over each Radiotron and 
coil and individual compartments over each unit of the gang condenser so that a very 
complete system of shielding is present. The heater type tubes are mounted in a hori- 
zontal position and the filament type in a vertical position. Mounting the heater type 
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Figure 2-Schematic circuit diagram. 
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tubes in a horizontal position has no detrimental effect on their life, as the elements are 

rigid and held in place. However, it is important to mount the filament type tubes 
in a vertical position, as the elements may sag and short if mounted horizontally. 

Examining the circuits we find the following functions taking place. See Figure 2. 

The antenna and ground are connected to each side of a 50,000 -ohm potentiometer. 
The moving contact of the potentiometer is connected to one side of the primary of the 

first R.F. transformer, the other side being connected to ground. The action of this 

potentiometer constitutes one-half the action of the volume control, the other half 
being discussed later. The secondary of the R.F. transformer is connected to the grid 
circuit of the first R.F. Radiotron UY -224, which is tuned by the first unit of the gang 
condenser. The plate circuit of this tube contains a high impedance coil located 
inside the grid coil of the second R.F. transformer. This plate coil is of the correct 
impedance to match the UY -224 and is at right angles to the grid coil in which it is 

located. This is done so that the inductive coupling between these circuits is at a 

minimum. A single turn at one end of the grid coil is connected to the plate of the 

UY -224 and provides capacitive coupling between the circuits. 
6 
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The reason for using capacitive instead of inductive coupling is due to the fact that 
the primaries of the R.F. transformer resonate at about 350 K.C. with receiver capaci- 
tance and' tend to increase the sensitivity at the low end of the range. Capacitive 
coupling has less reactance to high frequencies than to low frequencies, thereby in- 
creasing the effective coupling at the high frequency end. A combination of the two 
gives about an equal gain throughout the tuning range. 

The following two R.F. circuits function in the same manner as the one already 
described. The screen grid voltage of these three Radiotrons is varied by means of 
the second section of the volume control. This action occurring simultaneously with 
the variation of input voltage to the first tube gives a positive control of volume with- 
out distortion. 

The detector circuit functions as a biased -grid, power detector operating at a 
high plate voltage so that an output sufficient to swing the two Radiotrons UX-245 to 
maximum output is obtained. The detector tube is operated at 250 volts plate poten- 
tial and 10 volts negative grid bias. 

CENTER TAPPED 
RESISTOR 

LINE-UP 
CONDENSERS 

GANG CONDENSER WIRING 
SHIELD CABLE 

GANG 
CONDENSER 

CLAMP FOR HOLDING 
GANG CONDENSER SHIELD 

REPRODUCER 
UNIT 

OUTPUT 
TRANSFORMER 

Figure 3-Front view of chassis and reproducer, showing parts. 

As the detector is a Radiotron UY -224 and must therefore work into a high imped- 
ance, a transformer would not be suitable for coupling it to the grid circuit of two 
Radiotrons UX-245. Impedance coupling is therefore used, one-half of a tapped reac- 
tor being in the plate circuit of the detector. This reactor is of quite high impedance 
and functions as an auto transformer. Two coupling condensers are used to pass the 
A.C. component of the detector output to the grid of the Radiotrons UX-245. Two 
high resistance units are used so that the proper grid bias may also be impressed on 
these tubes. 

The output of the Radiotrons UX-245 is coupled to the cone coil of the electro- 
dynamic speaker through a center -tapped primary, step-down transformer. 

A full wave rectifying circuit employing Radiotron UX-280 is used to provide the 
direct current voltages necessary for plate and grid supply to all Radiotrons and also 
for field current supply to the electro -dynamic loudspeaker. The filter circuit is of the 
type employed in the Super -Heterodyne models with the exception that a .1 mfd. con- 
denser is used to by-pass any high frequency ripple that may be present in the rectified 
output. An explanation of the action of this filter is contained in the Radiola 80 
Service Notes. 
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PART I-INSTALLATION 
(1) ANTENNA AND GROUND 

Instructions for erecting a good antenna and ground system, together with hints 
for special installations in noisy locations, are contained in the Radiola 80 Service 
Notes. The reader is therefore referred to Part I, Sections 1, 2, 3 and 4 of that booklet. 

(2) RADIOTRONS 
This receiver uses a total of seven Radiotrons, four Radiotrons UY -224, two Radio- 

trons UX-245 and one Radiotron UX-280. The Radiotrons should be placed in their 
correct sockets as indicated on the instruction card accompanying each set. The proper 

DETECTOR 
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POWER. 
TRANSFORMER 

OUTPUT 
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DIAL 
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VOLUME 
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F. STAGE 

2"0 R.F. STAGE 

IST R.F STAGE 

CAPACITOR 
AND COUPLING 
REACTOR UNIT 

REPRODUCER 
UNIT 

Figure 4-Rear interior cabinet view with shields removed. 

location for the Radiotrons UY -224 is shown on the top of the shields which covers 
them after being inserted in the sockets. These four tubes are mounted horizontally. 
The Radiotrons UX-280 and UX-245 are mounted vertically, the proper marking being 
placed adjacent to each socket. 

The detector Radiotron should be chosen from the other Radiotrons UY -224 for the 
tube that will give the greatest output with the volume control advanced to its maxi- 
mum undistorted position. Then interchange the remaining Radiotrons UY -224 until 
best results are obtained. 

(3) LOCATION 
This receiver should be tried in various locations in the room in which it is to be 

operated and the location giving the best acoustical results used. However, the eight - 
8 
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foot A.C. cord may prove a limiting factor if an A.C. outlet is not within its radius. An 
extension cord may be used in cases of this kind, as the better results usually justify its 
small cost. 

The antenna and ground leads should be separated as much as possible until they 
connect to the receiver, otherwise a reduction in signal strength will result, due to 
the capacity between leads. 

(4) JERKY ACTION OF STATION SELECTOR 
Should operation of the station selector be stiff or jerky, a little oil dropped on each 

condenser bearing will effectively remedy this condition. When experiencing this 
trouble it is also well to check the cable tension spring to make sure that suitable ten- 
sion is being applied to the condenser drive cable. 
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Figure 5-Connections for attaching a magnetic pick-up. 

(5) ADJUSTMENT FOR LOW LINE VOLTAGES 
An extra tap is connected to the primary of the power transformer for use when 

line voltages do not exceed 115 volts. Figure 13A shows the terminal board with its 
normal connections. The change in connection to be made for 110 -volt lines is indi- 
cated by a dotted line. 

(6) REMOVAL OF SHIPPING BLOCKS AND SCREWS 
Four metal clamps are placed between the chassis and its cabinet mounting strips 

to hold the chassis securely during shipment. After unpacking the set, remove the four 
red screws and withdraw the clamps. Do not replace the screws. 

(7) MAGNETIC PICK-UP CONNECTIONS 
Figure 5 shows the correct connections for attaching a magnetic pick-up. 
When connecting a magnetic pick-up to Radiola 48, if the distance from the set to 

the phonograph is more than several feet, certain precautions to prevent oscillation must 
be taken other than shielding the leads. These precautions are to mount the "Radio - 
Record" switch and the input transformer inside the cabinet. The volume control may 
or may not be located on the phonograph, any place being satisfactory. Two addi- 
tional contacts should be provided on the switch so that when the switch is in the 
"radio" position, both sides of the pick-up input line to the transformer will be open. 
Unless this is done serious oscillation will occur which will be very difficult to remedy. 
The leads from the switch and transformer should be shielded and the shield grounded. 

With certain input transformers, a slight hum may be obtained during record re- 
production. Shunting a 5,000 -ohm resistor across the secondary of the transformer will 
remedy this trouble. 
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PART II -SERVICE DATA 
(1) ANTENNA SYSTEM FAILURES 

A grating noise may be caused by a poor lead-in connection to the antenna, or the antenna touching some metallic surface such as the edge of a tin roof, drain pipe, etc. By disconnecting and shorting the antenna and ground leads the service man can soon determine whether the cause of complaint is within or external to the receiver and plan his service work accordingly. 

(2) RADIOTRON SOCKETS AND PRONGS 
The tube sockets used in this set are of an improved type having a large contact surface and should require a minimum of service work. In order to get best results, however, the tube prongs should be periodically cleaned, as dirty Radiotron prongs 

may cause noisy operation. Fine sandpaper may be used to clean them so as to insure 
a good contact surface. The use of emery cloth or steel wool is not recommended. 
Before re-inserting the Radiotrons in their sockets wipe the prongs and bases care- fully to make certain that all particles of sand are removed. 

Figure 6-Drive cord arrangement. 

(3) BROKEN CONDENSER DRIVE CORD 
The gang condenser is driven from the station selector knob by means of a cord 

arrangement that also functions as a vernier control. This cord is of rugged construc- 
tion and a spring is used to maintain an even tension at all times. Should the cord 
become disengaged from the drum or a new cord be required, follow the arrangement 
indicated in Figure 6 for the correct position of the cord on the drum, otherwise the 
cord length will be incorrect or the stops on the shaft will engage at the wrong time. 

(4) ADJUSTMENT OF R.F. LINE-UP CONDENSERS 
Four small adjustable condensers, connected in parallel to the main tuning con- 

densers, are provided to line-up the circuits at the high frequency end of the scale and 
also to allow a line-up that will cause the dial to read accurately. A need for readjust- 
ment of these condensers is indicated by insensitivity of the receiver not due to other 
causes. Also if the dial scale reads incorrectly and cannot be adjusted for correct read- 
ing by slipping it, an adjustment of these condensers is necessary. A step by step pro- 
cedure for making such adjustment follows : 

1. Procure the following material: 
An end wrench that will fit the hex heads of the line-up condensers. A special 
wrench listed in the Replacement Parts Catalog is designed for this purpose. 

10 
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A modulated R.F. oscillator giving a signal at 600 K.C. and 1400 K.C. It is 
important that these points be accurately known within 10 K.C., otherwise the 
dial of the receiver will not read accurately after the set is aligned. 
An output meter. This may be any of the usual devices such as a 0-5 milli - 
ammeter placed in the plate circuit of the detector, a thermo galvanometer substi- 
tuted for the cone coil or a disc rectifier meter used across the cone coil leads. 

2. Turn the dial scale to 600 K.C. and mark the position of the pin that holds the 
drive cord to the drum so that this position may be checked after the chassis is 
removed from the cabinet. See Figure 7. 

3. Remove the chassis and loudspeaker from the cabinet. This can be done by 
removing the four chassis mounting screws, the two reproducer mounting bolts, 
the staples holding the switch, antenna and ground leads, the operating switch 
and the control knobs. The chassis and reproducer unit may now be lifted clear 
of the cabinet and placed in a position convenient for work. 

PENCIL MARK ON FRAME 

Figure 7-View showing method of checking position 
of dal. 

4. Take a small piece of metal about 2/" long by r8" wide and point one end of 
it. Bend as indicated in Figure 8 and then slip it under the gang condenser 
shield clamp so that it will act as an indicator for the dial. With the pencil 
mark and the pin coinciding as before removal of the chassis from the cabinet, 
set the indicator so that it will read 600 K.C. on the scale. From now on be 
careful not to disturb the indicator and recheck its position if in doubt as to its 
accuracy. 

5. Set the scale so that an equal amount of adjustment will be possible in either 
direction.by loosening its clamping screws. 

6. Place the receiver in operation and couple the output of the oscillator to the 
antenna lead. Place the oscillator in operation at 1400 K.C. Connect the output 
meter in the circuit. 

7. Turn the station selector until the dial reads exactly 1400 K.C. Now adjust the 
detector, 3rd R.F., 2nd R.F. and 1st R.F., line-up condensers until a maximum 
deflection is obtained in the output meter. Adjust the volume control so that 
overloading does not occur and the output meter needle does not go beyond its 
scale. 

8. Set the oscillator at exactly 600 K.C. Tune in the signal on the receiver. It 
should read within one division of 600 K.C. If it does not read within one unit 
of 600 K.C. shift the scale to the opposite side of 600 K.C. / the difference be- 
tween the scale reading and 600 K.C. For example, if the scale reads 610 K.C. at 
maximum output, set the scale at 595 K.C. Or if the scale reads 590 K.C., set it 
at 605 K.C. 
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9. Shift the oscillator frequency to 1400 K.C. and set the selector at the point where 
the dial reads exactly 1400 K.C. Now adjust the four line-up condensers in the 
order given until maximum output is obtained. The receiver calibration should 
now read quite accurately at all frequencies through the broadcast range. 

10. Remove the temporary dial indicator and return the chassis to the cabinet in 
the reverse manner of that used to remove it. 

(5) LINE-UP ADJUSTMENT OF GANG CONDENSER 
The gang condenser is mounted in an inaccessible position when the chassis is 

mounted in the cabinet. Unless tampered with adjustments will not be needed. How- 
ever, if tampering has occurred, the following procedure may be used for realigning it. 

1. Procure the following material: 
Modulated R.F. Oscillator, the output of which is continuously variable 
throughout the broadcast band. 

INDICATOR BENT 
AND IN POSITION 

,`\hí/llllllllllllil11I111II1 
650 700 750 800 850 900 

Figure 8-Dial indicator. 

Output meter. This may be a thermo-galvanometer, or a disc type A.C. volt- 
meter having about a 0-5 volt range. 
A Small End Wrench for adjusting the condenser vane screws. A wrench listed 
in the Replacement Parts Catalog is especially designed for this purpose. 

2. Remove the receiver from the cabinet as described in Part II, Section 4. Place 
the receiver in operation and make the R.F. line-up condenser adjustments as 
described in Part II, Section 4. Then remove the gang condenser shield damp 
and shield. Shift the black with yellow tracer wire connected to the arm of the 
antenna potentiometer to the black antenna lead connected to one side of this 
potentiometer. Couple the oscillator output to the antenna (black) lead of the 
receiver. Adjust the selector knob until the first vanes of the gang condenser 
fully mesh with the stator plates and the next set is free. This is shown in 
Figure 9A. 

3. Adjust the oscillator until a deflection is obtained in the output meter. This 
will be at about 1120 K.C. Adjust the volume control so that oscillation will 
not occur. Now adjust the four vanes that are engaged with the stator until a 
maximum deflection is obtained. If the variation is not sufficiently great to 
permit this, make a slight readjustment of the line-up condenser in the circuit 
under test. After adjusting the first group of vanes, if the line-up condensers 
have been altered, return to them and readjust as described in Part II, Section 
4, making sure the shields are in place. 
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4. After adjusting the line-up condensers if necessary, shift the gang condenser so 
that the first and second sections of the end rotor plates are meshed with the 
stator plates. 
Shift the oscillator frequency and adjust the second group of vanes until a maxi- 
mum deflection is obtained and the adjustable vanes still make a satisfactory 
clearance of the stator plates. Due to slight inaccuracies of the coils it may 
not be possible to exactly peak each vane, as a sufficient capacity variation is 
not present. However, adjusting for a maximum output reading while still 
maintaining clearance will give as good, or better, an adjustment as was origin- 
ally present in the receiver. 

5. Follow the same procedure as that used with the second for each of the various 
groups of vanes. After all adjustments are made it is good practice to realign 
the line-up condensers, also checking the dial scale as given in Part II, Section 4. 

(6) REPLACING REPRODUCER CONE 
Should replacement of the reproducer cone be necessary, proceed as follows : 

1. Remove the reproducer assembly as described in Part II, Section 4. 

ADJUSTING SCREW 
FOR 1120 K.C. 

A 

ADJUSTING SCREW 
FOR 840 K C. 

B 

ADJUSTING SCREW 
FOR 700 KC. 

C 

ADJUSTING SCREW 
FOR 600 K.C. 

D 

Figure 9-Gang condenser adjustment positions. 

ADJUSTING SCREW 
FOR SSO K.C. 

E 

2. Remove the ten nuts, screws and lock washers that hold the metal ring and 
cone edge in place. Remove the cone centering screw. The cone coil is con- 
nected by means of two soldered terminals located adjacent to the cone bracket. 
Unsolder these leads. The cone may now be removed. 

3. Place the new cone in the position occupied by the old one, and replace cone ring, 
the ten screws, nuts and the lock washers. Do not tighten the screws. 

4. Place three pieces of cardboard the thickness of a visiting card and approxi- 
mately 172" x /" in size in the space between the inside of the cone coil and the 
pole piece. 

5. Now replace the cone centering screw and tighten. 
6. Tighten the ten screws that hold the cone edge and replace the felt ring. 
7. Remove the pieces of cardboard and solder the cone coil leads in place. 

(7) SERVICE DATA CHART 
The following Service Data Chart gives the cause and remedy of the most common 

indications of a defective receiver. If following the suggestions in this chart does not 
remedy any trouble that occurs, then the Voltage Reading Service Data Chart should 
be used to isolate the trouble. See Part III, Section 3. 

Before making any tests or repairs, check the condition of all the Radiotrons. A de- 
fective tube can be the cause of practically any indication that might be observed. 
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SERVICE DATA CHART 

Indication Cause Remedy 

No 
Reception 

No current at Outlet 
Defective Operating Switch 
Open cone or field coil in reproducer 

Defective parts in chassis 

Turn line current "On" 
Repair or replace operating switch 
Repair or replace defective part in reproducer 

unit 
Test by means of voltage readings or continuity 

tests and repair or replace any defective parts 

Low, 
Volume 

Poor antenna system 

Shorted field coil in reproducer unit 
R.F. stages not properly aligned 

Defective parts in chassis 

Install antenna system as suggested on instruc- 
tion card 

Repair any defect in reproducer 
Realign circuits as suggested in Part II, Sec- 

tions 4 and 5 

Test by means of voltage readings or continuity 
test and repair or replace any defective parts 

Poor 
Quality 

Receiver not properly tuned 
Receiver improperly aligned 

Defective coupling reactor 
Defective coupling condenser ' 

Defective output transformer 

Tune in station properly 
Align receiver properly as given in Part II, Sec - 

tions 4 and 5 
Replace coupling reactor unit 
Replace coupling condenser 
Repair or replace output transformer 

Audio 
Howl 

Shipping blocks not removed 
Defective cushion supports 

Oscillation 

By-pass condenser not properly 
mounted causing pool- connection 
to frame 

Open by-pass condenser 
Broadcasting station heterodyne 

- 
Remove shipping blocks 
Replace any defective support. The receiver 

assembly should not be rigidly mounted to the 
cabinet 

R.F. oscillation will cause a whistle of howl 
when a signal is tuned in. Remove the cause 
of oscillation 

Check all by-pass condensers and make sure 
they are mounted securely to chassis frame 

Repair or replace any open by-pass condenser 
This is caused by transmitting stations and is 

no fault of the receiver 

Oscillation 

(Screen 

Poor ground 
Shields not in place 

Shield clips broken or bent 

Open or shorted by-pass condenser 

Radiotron 

grid resistor 

Connect set to good ground 
Make sure all shields are tightly in their proper 

positions 
The gang condenser shield has a number of 

small clips for maintaining contact between 
the shield and the condenser shaft. Make 
sure they are all making good, clean contact 
to the shaft. Replace any that might be 
broken 

Replace any defective condenser or repair any 
poor connections 

A defective Radiotron UY -224 may cause oscil- 
lation and should he replaced by one known 
to be in good operating condition 

Make sure screen grid resistor is 16,000 ohms 

Hum 
Defective Radiotron UX-280 
Shorted field coil 
Grounded heater lead 
Loose laminations in filter reactor 
Shorted by-pass condenser from C4 

to ground. 

Replace defective Radiotron 
Repair or replace field coil 
Remove the cause of any grounds 
Tighten filter reactor clamping screw 
Replace defective condenser 

Noisy 
Volume 
Control 

Poor contact of arm Work contact arm back and forth several times 
If trouble does not clear up, replace volume 
control 

Dial 
Scale 
Reads 
Incorrectly 

Scale shifted 

Set not properly aligned 

Adjust scale by loosening clamping screws and 
setting correctly. Then tighten clamping 
screws 

Realign receiver as described ir. Part II, Sec - 
tion 4. 
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PART III -ELECTRICAL TESTS 
(1) VOLTAGE SUPPLY SYSTEM 

Figure 10 illustrates the schematic diagram of the voltage supply system together 
with the values of the various resistors. Figure 11 shows the wiring cable. 
+ -- vwww 

UY -224 3200íL UY -224 
POWER 15.7 R.F ., 2MDR.F. 

DETECTOR AND 39 R.F. UX-245 1 1 UX-245 

PUSH PULL. 
POWER AMP. 

5 

=1.5MFD. 

k -60n 
TOTAL 

17,000nß 

>r 

200,00011 

12,00011. 

1,243 

3200ft 

Ie.000ll 
4 WNW.' 

50,00011. 

83011 

CC 

,20f1 

pLLew wrte .w 
HID YID 4R444 

YCCe WITH YD T°ACL 

TERMINAL 
STRIP 

VOLUME 
CONTROL 

e.R' 490144 

RESISTOR. 
STRIP 

CAPACITOR 
ANO COUPLING 
REACTOR PACK 

BYPASS 
CONDENSERS 'o 

REPRODUCER `° . °.o 
UNIT 

Figure 14-Schematic circuit diagram of voltage supply system. 
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(2) VOLTAGE READINGS AT RADIOTRON SOCKETS 
The following voltages taken at each Radiotron socket with the receiver in oper- 

ating condition should prove of value when checking with test sets such as a Weston 
Model 547, Type 3, or others giving similar readings. The plate currents shown are 
not necessarily accurate for each tube, as the circuits will oscillate. Small variations 
of voltages will be caused by different tubes and line voltages. Therefore, the follow- 
ing values must be taken as approximately those that will be found under varying con- 

ditions. Figure 12 shows a simplified schematic circuit diagram. The numbers in 

Column 1 indicate the tube socket numbers shown in Figures 13A and 13B. 

.1 MFO.O 

d0n 40.11 

550n TOTAL 

inigM13.1 
000 000' 

Bon 430.000A 

.025 
WO. 

005 
YFO. 

Is,oOon TOTAL 

1.0i5 
T MOD. 

60n 
TOTAL 

7154 

Figure 12 -Simplified schematic circuit diagram. 

RADIOTRON SOCKET VOLTAGES -120 -VOLT LINE 

Tube 
No. 

Cathode to 
Heater 
Volts 
D.C. 

Cathode or 
Filament 
to Control 

Grid - 
Volts D.C.. 

Cathode to 
Screen Grid 
Volts D.C. 

Cathode or 
Filament 
to Plate 

Volts D.C. 

Plate 
Current 

M. A. 

Volume Control at Maximum 

1 

2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

-40 
-36 
-36 
-28 

-2.5 
-2.5 
-2.5 
-7.5 

*-1.0 
*-1.0 

+85 
+85 

75 
+55 

160 
155 
155 
225 
200 
200 

Screen Grid 
Current 
M. A. 

Heater or 
Filament 

Volts 

3.0 
3.5 
3.5 
0.5 

25.0 
25.0 

0.2 
0.15 
0.15 
0.1 

2.3 
2.3 
2.3 
2.3 
2.3 
2.3 

Volume Control at Minimum 

1 
2 

-40 -40 
-1.0 
-1.4 

+ 6 
+ 6 

200 
200 

0 
0 

0 
0 

2.3 
2.3 

3 -40 -0.8 + 6 200 0 0 2.3 

4 

5 
6 

-28 

- 
-8.4 

*-1.0 
*-1.0 

+75 

- 
230 
205 
205 

.6 
25.0 
25.0 

0 - - 
2.3 
2.3 
2.3 

*Not true reading due to resistor in circuit. 

(3) VOLTAGE READING SERVICE DATA CHART 
The service data chart on page 16 provides a means of diagnosing trouble from 

socket voltage readings taken with any of the usual set analyzers. 
17 
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(4) CONTINUITY TESTS 
The following tests will show complete continuity for the receiver assembly of this 

instrument. Disconnect the antenna and ground leads, and the A.C. supply cord at its 
outlet. 

A pair of headphones with at least 472 volts in series, or a voltmeter with sufficient 
battery to give a good deflection when connected across the battery terminals, should 
be used in making these tests. 

The resistance of the various circuits are shown in the column titled "Correct 
Effect." Checking the resistance of the circuits adds an additional check on their cor- 
rect functioning. This may be done by means of a direct reading "Ohmmeter," a re- 
sistance bridge, the voltmeter -ammeter method or the method suggested in the 
Radiola 80 Service Notes. 

Radiotron socket numbers used in making these tests are shown in Figures 13A and 
13B. The schematic diagram, Figure 2, gives the values of the parts of the various 
circuits. Figure 12, the simplified schematic circuit diagram, is useful when making 
these tests. 

Terminals 
Correct 
Effect 

Incorrect Effect 

Indication Caused By 

A lead 
rMin 

)lead 
(Vol. Cont. at " (50,000 ohms) 

Open Open section of volume control 

Ant. lead to Ground lead 
(Vol. Cont. at "Max") 

Closed 
(30 ohms)* 

Closed Open primary of 1st R.F. trans - 
(50,000 ohms) former 

Cl to Ground Closed 
(120 ohms) 

Open Open 120 -ohm section of voltage 
divider resistor 

Short Shorted 0.1 mfd. condenser from Cl 
to Ground 

Closed Shorted 0.1 mfd. condenser from C3 
(21 ohms) to Ground 

CG1 to Ground Closed Open 
(3 ohms) 

Open secondary of 1st R.F. trans- 
former 

Short Shorted 1st tuning or line-up con- 
denser 

SG1 to Cl, (Vol. Cont. at 
"M in") Closed 

(16,830 ohms) 
Open Open 16,000 -ohm resistor or 830 - 

ohm section of voltage divider re- 
sistor 

Shorted 0.1 mfd. condenser from 
Short SG1 to Cl 
Closed 
(50 ohms) 

Short 0.1 mfd. condenser from SG3 
to C3 

SG1 to SG2 Closed Open Open connection 

C1toC2 Closed Open Open connection 

* This may be higher on some sets due to the volume control arm not covering the full range 
of the resistance unit. 
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CONTINUITY TESTS-Continued 

Terminals 
Correct 
Effect 

Incorrect Effect 

Indication Caused By 

P1toP2 Closed 
(80 ohms) 

Open Open primary of 2d or 3d R.F. 
transformers or connections 

P1 to Ground Closed 
(14,000 ohms) 

Open Open primary of 2d R.F. trans- 
former R.F. choke, 3,200 -ohm re- 
sistor, 12,000 -ohm resistor and 
volume control, 830 -ohm or 120 - 
ohm section of voltage divider. 

Closed 
(160 ohms) 

Shorted 0.1 mfd. condenser from Cl 
to plate supply 

Closed 
(210 ohms) 

Shorted 0.1 mfd. condenser from C3 
to plate supply 

Closed 
(54,240 ohms) 

Open 12,000 -ohm resistor across 
volume control 

Closed Open volume control 
(16,240 ohms) 
Closed Shorted 1.0 mfd. condenser 
(90 ohms) 

C2 to Ground Closed Open Open 120 -ohm section of voltage 
(120 ohms) divider resistor 

Short Shorted 0.1 mfd. condenser from Cl 
to Ground 

Closed 
(21 ohms) 

Shorted 0.1 mfd. condenser from C3 
to Ground 

CG2 to Ground Closed 
(3 ohms) 

Open Open secondary of 2d R.F. trans- 
former 

Short Shorted 2d tuning or line-up Cond. 

SG2 to C2 (Vol. Cont. at Closed Open Open 16,000 -ohm resistor or 830 - 
"Min") (16,830 ohms) ohm section of voltage divider re- 

sistor 
Short Shorted 0.1 mfd. condenser from 

SG1 to Cl 
Closed Shorted 0.1 mfd. condenser from 
(50 ohms) SG3 to C3 

SG2 to SG3 Closed Open Open R.F. Choke 
(25 ohms) 

C2 to C3 Closed Open Open R.F. Choke 
(25 ohms) 

P2 to P3 Closed 
(105 ohms) 

Open Open primary of 3d or 4th R.F. 
transformer or R.F. Choke 
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CONTINUITY TESTS-Continued 

Terminals 
Correct 
Effect 

Incorrect Effect 

Indication Caused By 

P2 to Ground Closed 
(14,000 ohms) 

Open 

Closed 
(160 ohms) 
Closed 
(210 ohms) 
Closed 
(54,240 ohms) 
Closed 
(16,240 ohms) 
Closed 
(90 ohms) 

Open primary of 3d R.F. trans - 
former, R.F. Choke, 3,200 -ohm 
resistor, 12,000 -ohm resistor and 
volume control, 830 -ohm or 120 - 
ohm section of voltage divider 

Shorted 0.1 mfd. condenser from Cl 
to plate supply 

Shorted 0.1 mfd. condenser from C3 
to plate supply 

Open 12,000 -ohm resistor across 
volume control 

Open volume control 

Shorted 1.0 mfd. condenser 

C3 to Ground Closed 
(155 ohms) 

Open 

Short 

Closed 
(21 ohms) 

Open R.F. choke or 12D -ohm sec - 
tion of voltage divider 

Short 0.1 mfd. condenser from C3 
to ground 

Short 0.1 mfd. condenser from Cl 
to Ground 

CG3 to Ground Closed 
(3 ohms) 

Open 

Short 

Open secondary of 3d R.F. trans - 
former 

Shorted 3d tuning or line-up con- 
denser 

SG3 to C3 (Vol. Cont. at 
"Min") 

Closed 
(16,880 ohms) 

Open 

Short 

Closed 
(50 ohms) 

Open cathode or S.G. choke, 16,000 - 
ohm resistor or 830 -ohm section 
of voltage divider resistor 

Shorted 0.1 mfd. condenser from C3 
to SG3 

Shorted 0.1 mfd. condenser from Cl 
to SG1 

SG3 to Terminal No. 2 Closed 
(16,025 ohms) 

Open Open R.F. choke or 16,000 -ohm re - 
sistor 

P3 to Ground Closed 
(13,940 ohms) 

Open 

Closed 
(185 ohms) 

Closed 
(54,215 ohms) 
Closed 
(16,215 ohms) 
Closed 
(65 ohms) 

Open primary of 4th R.F. trans - 
former, R.F. choke, 3,200 -ohm re- 
sistor and volume control, 830 - 
ohm or 120 -ohm section of vol- 
tage divider 

Shorted 0.1 mfd. condenser from C3 
to plate supply or from Cl to 
plate supply 

Open 12,000 -ohm resistor across 
volume control 

Open volume control 

Shorted 1.0 mfd. condenser 
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CONTINUITY TESTS-Continued 

Terminals 
Correct 
Effect 

Incorrect Effect 

Indication Caused By 

C4 to Ground Closed 
(17,000 ohms) 

Open 
Short 

Open 17,000 -ohm resistor 
Shorted 0.75 mfd. condenser across 

17,000 -ohm resistor 

CG4 to Ground Closed 
(3 ohms) 

Open 

Short 

Open secondary of 4th R.P. trans- 
former or open link at terminal 
strip 

Shorted 4th tuning or line-up con- 
denser 

SG4 to Terminal 3 (Vol. 
Cont. at "Max") 

Closed 
(200,000 ohms) 

Open Open 200,000 -ohm resistor 

C4 to P4 Closed 
(41,707 ohms) 

Short Shorted 320 mmfd. condenser 

Terminal 3 to P4 (Vol. 
Cont. at "Max") 

Closed 
(14,080 ohms) 

Open Open R.F. choke, coupling reactor 
or either 3,200 -ohm resistor 

P4 to either F7 Closed 
(7,680 ohms) 

Open Open R.F. choke, or one-half of 
coupling reactor 

P4 to G5 Open Closed 
(180 ohms) 

Shorted .025 mfd. coupling con- 
denser 

P4 to G6 Open Closed 
(15,180 ohms) 

Shorted .025 mfd. condenser 

G5 to Ground Closed 
(430,000 ohms) 

Open Open 430,000 -ohm resistor 

G6 to Ground Closed 
(430,000 ohms) 

Open Open 430,000 -ohm resistor 

P5 to P6 Closed 
(330 ohms) 

Open 
Short 

Open primary of output transformer 
Shorted .005 mfd. condenser 

Across secondary of output 
transformer (cone coil 
disconnected) 

Closed 
(.2 ohms) 

Open Open secondary of output trans- 
former 

Across cone Coil (Output 
transformer disconnect- 
ed) 

Closed 
(2.5 ohms) 

Open Open cone coil 
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CONTINUITY TESTS-Continued 

Terminals 
Correct 
Effect 

Incorrect Effect 

Indication Caused By 

G7 to P7 Closed 
(530 ohms) 

Open Open high voltage winding of power 
transformer 

G7 or P7 to Ground Closed 
(1,895 ohms) 

Open Open high voltage winding of power 
transformer, filter reactor or re- 
producer field coil 

Across F7 contacts Closed 
(Short) 

Open Open UX-280 filament winding 

Either side of filament con- 
tacts of Sockets 1, 2, 3, 4, 
5 or 6 

Closed 
(745 ohms) 

Open 

Short 

Open 60 -ohm center tapped resistor 
or 715 -ohm bias resistor 

Shorted 0.1 mfd. condenser from 
heater to ground of Socket No. 4 

Across A.C. input plug Closed 
(4 ohms) 

Open Open primary of power transformer 

Either F7 to Ground Closed 
(17,350 ohms) 

Open 

Closed 
(57,350 ohms) 
Closed 
(19,350 ohms) 
Closed 
(3,200 ohms) 
Closed 
(1,345 ohms) 
Closed 
(1,630 ohms) 
Short 

Open either 3,200 -ohm resistor, 
12,000 -ohm resistor and volume 
control, 830 -or 120 -ohm section of 
voltage divider 

Open 12,000 -ohm resistor across vol- 
ume control 

Open volume control 

Shorted 1.0 mfd. condenser 

Shorted 2.0 mfd. condenser 

Shorted .1 mfd. condenser 

Shorted 1.5 mfd. filter condenser 

Terminal No. 2 to F7 
(Vol. Cont. in Max. Po- 
sition) 

Closed 
(6,400 ohms) 

Open Open 3,200 -ohm resistor 
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A WORD OR TWO ABOUT SERVICE 

Service goes hand in hand with sales. The well-informed RCA Authorized 
Dealer renders service at time of sale in affording information as to proper 
installation and upkeep. Subsequent service and repair may be required by rea- 
son of wear and tear and mishandling, to the end that RCA Loudspeaker and 
Radiola owners may be entirely satisfied. 

Obviously, this service can best be rendered by properly equipped service 
organizations having a thoroughly trained personnel with a knowledge of the 
design and operation of RCA Loudspeakers and Radiolas. 

Such service organizations have been established by the RCA Distributors, 
and the RCA Authorized Dealers are advised to refer any major work or replace- 
ment to their selected Distributor. 

Minor replacements and mechanical and electrical adjustments may be under- 
taken by the RCA Dealer. To assist in promoting this phase of the Dealer's 
business the Service Division of the RCA has prepared a series of Service Notes 
-of which this booklet is a part-containing technical information and practical 
helps in servicing RCA Loudspeakers and Radiolas. 

This information has been compiled from experience with RCA Dealers' 
service problems and presents the best practice in dealing with them. A careful 
reading of these Service Notes will establish their value, and it is suggested they 
be preserved for ready reference by the RCA Authorized Dealer. 

In addition to supplying the Service Notes, the RCA Service Division main- 
tains a corps of engineers who are qualified to render valuable help in solving 
service problems. These engineers call upon the trade at frequent intervals to 
advise and assist RCA Distributors in the performance of service work. 

Property of Radio Corporation of America. Confidential and to be used only by its 

Authorized Distributors and Dealers in furnishing service in connection with its apparatus. 

Copyright 1928-Radio Corporation of America 
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RCA RADIOLA 60 
(105-125 Volts. 50-60 Cycle A. C.) 

SERVICE NOTES 
Prepared by RCA Service Division 

INTRODUCTION 
RCA Radiola 60 is a socket powered radio receiver employing an eight -tube fundamental 

super -heterodyne circuit and a full -wave rectifying circuit. Figure 1 is a top view of the 
receiver chassis. Seven Radiotrons UY -227, one Radiotron UX.-1 1A, and one Radiotron 
UX-280 are used. Excellent sensitivity and tone quality are obtained. The socket power unit 
(Figure 2) provides all plate,, grid and filament voltages used in the receiver assembly. 

OUTPUT CONDENSER 
AND CHOKE 

AND 
FILTER CONDENSERS 

FILTER POWER 
REACTOR TRANSFORMER 

UX-280 LINE VOLTAGE 
SOCKET ADJUSTMENT SWITCH 

TERMINAL 
STRIP 

PILOT 
LAMP 

Figure 2-Top view of socket power unit 

Radiola 60 is designed to operate on alternating current of 105 to 125 volts, 50 to 60 

cycles, such as is used for house lighting. Connection to D.C. lines or to A.C. lines of differ- 

ent rating may damage the Radiola or the Radiotrons. 
Radiola 60 is also made up in models designed for 105-125 volt, 25-40 cycle A.C. operation, 

The difference between this and the 50-60 cycle instrument is the power transformer. Should 
it be desirable to change a 50-60 cycle Radiola 60 for operation on 25-40 cycles, or vice versa, 

a change of the power transformer is all that is necessary. These transformers may be obtained 
through the regular RCA channels as a replacement part. 

The following circuit characteristics are incorporated in the design of Radiola 60. See 

Figure 3. 
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(a) It has an eight -tube super -heterodyne circuit using seven Radiotrons UY -227 and 
one UX-171A in the receiver unit. Radiotron UX-280 is used as a full -wave rectifier 
in the socket power unit. 

(b) The circuit consists of one untuned coupling stage; one tuned R.F. stage; a tuned 
heterodyne detector circuit ; two intermediate R.F. stages; an oscillator ; a second 
detector ; and a power amplifier. (Figure 4.) 

(c) The second detector, operated at 160 volts plate potential with grid bias, changes 
the radio frequency current of the intermediate stages into audio frequency current. 

(d) 

UY -227 
INPUT 

fl 

ÚY227 
R. F. 

a000n 

UY -227 
ttT DET. 

ÚY227 OSC. 

UY -227 
1471.F 

.5 MFD. 

UY -227 

GROUND TO FRAME 

Figure 3-Schematic circuit diagram of 

This gives improved quality and sufficient output to operate the power tube directly 
from the second detector, thus eliminating any distortion that might be present if an 
intermediate audio stage were used. 
The volume control regulates the grid bias on all radio and intermediate frequency 
amplifying stages, giving a positive control of volume, even on nearby local stations, 
without distortion. 

(e) The use of the indirect heater type of Radiotron permits the connection of power 
amplifiers, such as Loudspeakers 104 and 105, to the detector without developing 
excessive hum. 

Figure 4 illustrates the sequence of the Radiotrons in the receiver, omitting Radiotron 
UX-280 in the socket power unit. From right to left, when facing the front of the Radiola, 
the Radiotron sequence is as follows : 

6 
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UY -227 
2".3 DET 

Radiotron No. 1 is an untuned stage of radio frequency amplification. It is coupled 
directly to the antenna and ground across a resistance and functions as a coupling tube to 
the antenna system. 

Radiotron No. 2 is a stage of tuned radio frequency amplification. It is tuned by means 
of the first of the gang condensers. 

Radiotron No. 3 is the tuned heterodyne detector. It is tuned by the center of the gang 
condensers. 

Radiotrons No. 4 and No. 5 are the first and second intermediate frequency stages. These 
stages are tuned to a frequency of 180 K.C., giving ample distance between the two peaks of 

a40.000 A 

400n 

350n 

350A 

UK171A 
PWR. A.F 

OUTPUT 
TO LOUDSPEAKER 

-TERMINAL STRIP 

OUTPUT CHOKE f FILTER REACTORS =min Bimini 

2.250.4 

000.1. ;TO 
14,300n 2 UFO. 

VWMhww 
2. LIFE). 

.5 MFD. 
UK -280 C=> 

SUED 

POWER. 
TRANSFORMER 

LINE VOLTAGE 
ADJUSTMENT 

SWITCH: 
120 

110 

OPERATING 
SWITCH 

INPUT PLUG 

receiver assembly and socket power unit 

the oscillator to eliminate any possibility of stations coming in at more than one point on the 
tuning dial. 

Radiotron No. 6 is the oscillator. It is tuned by the third of the gang condensers. Two 
trimming condensers are provided at the rear of the receiver assembly for adjusting the oscil- 
lator circuit to keep the resultant beat note at the correct frequency for the intermediate 
stages. 

Radiotron No. 7 is the second detector. It operates at a plate potential of 160 volts with 
the proper grid bias and does not use a grid leak or condenser. Its output is sufficient to drive 
the power amplifier. 

Radiotron No. 8 is the power amplifier stage. An output filter is provided for keeping 
the D.C. used with this tube out of the loudspeaker windings. 

These various principles incorporated in Radiola 60 provides a radio receiver of advanced 
design, excellent performance and good tone quality 
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PART I-INSTALLATION 
(1) ANTENNA (Outdoor Type) 

Due to the high sensitivity of Radiola 60 the antenna length need only be approximately 
25 feet. It should be erected as high as possible and be removed from all obstructions. The 
lead-in should be a continuation of the antenna itself, thus avoiding all splices which might 
introduce additional resistance and, in time, corrode sufficiently to seriously affect reception. 
If it is abolutely necessary to splice the lead-in to the antenna the joint must be carefully 
soldered to insure a good electrical contact. Clean off all excess flux and tape the connection, 
to protect it from the oxidation effects of the atmosphere. 

High-grade glass or porcelain insulator supports are required and at no point should the 
antenna or lead-in wire come in contact with any part of the building. Bring the lead-in wire 
from the outside through a porcelain tube insulator to the inside of the house for connection 
to the receiver. 

POWER 
A.F 

2_° DET. 

TO 
LOUDSPEAKER 

2N9I.F. 11:T I. F. TUNED IV ;TUNED 
DET. R.F 

RADIO FREQUENCY CURRENT --- OSCILLATOR CURRENT 

R.F. CURRENT IN INTERMEDIATE STAGES 

A.F. CURRENT 

Figure 4-Radiotron sequence 

ANT. COUPLING 
STAGE 

The antenna should not cross either over or under any electric light, traction, or power 
line and should be at right angles to these lines and other antennas. An outdoor antenna 
should be protected by means of an approved lightning arrester, in accordance with the re- 
quirements of the National Fire Underwriters' Code. 

{2) ANTENNA (Indoor Type) 
Where the installation of an outdoor antenna is not practical, satisfactory results may 

generally be obtained by using an indoor antenna of about 25 feet of insulated wire strung 
around the picture moulding or placed under a rug. In buildings where metal lathing is em- 
ployed satisfactory results are not always possible with this type of antenna. However, due 
to its sensitivity Radiola 60 will generally give entirely satisfactory reception with an indoor 
antenna. 

f3) GROUND 
A good ground is quite as important as a good antenna. No specific recommendations 

can be given in this matter as conditions vary in different locations. Water and steam pipes 
usually make good grounds. Gas pipes usually make poor grounds and, as a rule, are to be 
avoided. If neither water nor steam pipes are available, a pipe or metal rod may be driven 
into the ground to a depth of several feet. The success of this type of ground depends upon 
the moisture present in the soil. The ground lead should be connected by means of an 
approved ground clamp to a section of pipe that has been scraped and thoroughly cleaned. 
The connection should be inspected from time to time to make certain that a clean and tight 
electrical contact exists between the clamp and pipe. The service man should experiment with 
various grounds, and employ the one giving the best results. 
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[4) RADIOTRONS 
A guide shield is provided on all the receiver Radiotron sockets to facilitate the insertion 

of the Radiotrons. The seven Radiotrons UY -227 are inserted in the five -contact sockets. The 

Radiotron UX-171A is placed in the four -contact socket in the receiver assembly, and the 

Radiotron UX-280 is placed in the socket power unit. 
In placing Radiola 60 into operation, if no signals are heard when tuning to a station 

known to be broadcasting, examine the Radiotrons. Possibly one Radiotron has been dam- 

aged in transit. Interchanging with one or more of the same type known to be in operating 

condition will isolate the damaged one. 
Socket No. 2 (Figure 4), the tuned R.F. stage, is the most critical for selection of the 

Radiotrons. Place in this socket the tube which gives the loudest signal and does not go into 

oscillation throughout the tuning range. If no tube is found that will not oscillate, a slight 

re -adjustment of the R.F. compensating condenser may be necessary, as described in Part II, 

Section 13. 
Other stages somewhat critical are the oscillator and second detector, sockets No. 6 and 

No. 7, respectively. The remaining tubes should be interchanged until a tube is found for the 

oscillator that gives the loudest signal on a given station. The second detector Radiotron 

should be selected for its ability to handle large volume. Select the tube for this socket that 

will permit the volume control to be advanced and give the greatest output without overloading. 

[5) LINE SWITCH 
A two-way switch is provided in the S.P.U. for adjustment to line voltages. A shield 

over the terminal strip holds this switch in the 120 -volt position. Unless it is definitely known 

that the line is always below 115 volts the switch should be left in its original position. It is a 

good plan to leave this switch at the 120 -volt position on all lines unless unsatisfactory opera- 

tion is experienced. If the switch is set at the 110 -volt position on supply lines exceeding 115 

volts the Radiotrons in the receiver will be damaged. 

[6) KNOBS 
Radiola 60 uses an improved type of push knob on the station selector and volume con- 

trol. This knob is removed by simply pulling it off the shaft, and replaced by pushing it on. 

Very little trouble should be experienced, as no setscrews or other parts that might give trou- 

ble are used. 
When placing this knob on its shaft care must be exercised not to push it tight against 

the washer between the knob and cabinet, as then it will bind. Sometimes in new sets the 

knob will have become pushed against the washer in handling, and bind. The remedy is 

merely to pull the knob out until it does not bind. 

[7) RECEIVING LOUD LOCAL STATIONS 
If excess volume control adjustment is used on local stations the signal will apparently 

have two peaks on the tuning dial. A further advance of the volume control will decrease 

the volume rather than increase it. This is entirely normal, and is caused by tube overloading. 

The correct method of tuning Radiola 60 on local stations is to reduce the volume control to the 

position where the station will be received at only one position on the station selector dial, and 

then adjust the volume control for the desired volume. 
On some stations when tuned in with excessive volume a howl may be experienced. 

Should a condition of this kind occur the remedy is to reduce the volume control until the 

howl disappears. 
This tuning procedure should be explained to the Radiola owner when an installation 

is made. 

[8) DISTORTION DUE TO LOUD SIGNALS 

In some localities extremely close to powerful broadcasting stations, reproduction may 

be distorted when reducing volume to a point satisfactory to the listener. When installing 
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a set determine by a listening test whether this condition exists or not and apply the follow- ing remedy if the reproduction is distorted. 
Procure a single -pole single -throw switch (any type will do) and connect it in series with the antenna lead of the receiver. The switch may be located either inside or outside the cabinet in any convenient position. Opening the switch will disconnect the antenna and allow satisfactory reception on signals that would otherwise be distorted. The switch should be closed for reception from other stations. 

[93 PICK-UP FROM LONG WAVE HIGH POWER CODE STATIONS Should Radiola 60 be installed very close to long wave, powerful code stations, it is pos- sible that a certain amount of pick-up and interference from them will be experienced. Trouble of this kind may be eliminated in the following manner: 
(a) Procure the following equipment. 

Two Radiola 16 antenna coils (RCA Stock No. 5658.) 
One .0002 Mfd. fixed condenser. 

(b) Connect as shown in Figure 5. 

r 
ANTENNA 

RADIOLA 
60 

G GROUND 

RADIOLA 16 ANT. 
COUPLING COILS 

Figure 5-Long wave interference filter 

(c) This apparatus may be placed inside of the cabinet of the receiver or made up in a separate unit and placed in any convenient location. It acts as a filter, allow- ing frequencies of the broadcast band only to reach the receiver. 

[103 CONNECTING RADIOLA 60 TO EXTERNAL POWER AMPLI- 
FIERS AND POWER LOUDSPEAKERS 

Due to using Radiotron UY -227 with the resulting low value of hum, Radiola 60 may be used in conjunction with power loudspeakers, such as RCA Loudspeakers 104 and 105, and external power amplifiers generally, when it is desirable. 
For making such a connection it is necessary to disconnect the receiver audio transformer by removing the red lead from the voltage supply terminal (No. 2 on the S.P.U. terminal strip). Tape this lead and allow it to remain unused. Connect one lead of a Radiola 16 antenna coil (RCA Part No. 5658) to the plate connection of the second detector Radiotron UY -227. To the other lead of the Radiola 16 antenna coil connect one lead of the power am- plifier input transformer and to the S.P.U. terminal No. 2 connect the other power speaker input lead. See Figure 6. This connection places a choke coil and the primary of the input transformer of the power amplifier in series with the detector plate supply without also being in series with the audio transformer in the receiver assembly. 
Although the Radiotron UX-171A is not used when making such a connection, it must be left in the circuit to properly balance the load on the S.P.U. Without this tube in place an excessive rise in voltage will occur due to reduced load. 

TO GROUND 
AND 

GROUND LEAD OF 
RADIOLA 60 

TO ANTENNA 
LEAD ON 
RADIOLA 60 

TO ANTENNA 
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PART II -SERVICE DATA 

[1} ANTENNA SYSTEM FAILURES 
A grating noise may be caused by a poor lead-in connection to the antenna; or the 

antenna touching some metallic surface, such as the edge of a tin roof, drain pipe, etc. By 

disconnecting the antenna and ground leads the service man can soon determine whether the 

cause of complaint is within or external to the receiver and plan his service work accordingly. 

{2) RADIOTRON SOCKETS 
The sockets used in Radiola 60 are a six -gang UY socket assembly, a single UY socket, 

and two single UX sockets. One of the UX sockets is used in the socket power unit and is of 

a different design than those used in the receiver assembly. 

A.F. TRANSFORMER 
2e DET. ,l OF R-60 

1 T 
4o 

O TAPED UP.''" 
RADIOLA 16 / AND NOT USED 
ANTENNA COIL% 
R.C.A. STOCK Nº 5658 

INPUT TRANSFORMER / 
OF LOUDSPEAKER. 

«NB S. P. U./ 
TERMINAL 

STRIP 

Figure 6-Hook-up of external power amplifiers and RCA 
Loudspeakers 104 and 105 to Radiola 60 

The bakelite Radiotron guide shields used in the receiver assembly will prevent any pos- 

sible shock from contact with high voltages in the socket when inserting the Radiotrons. 

The prongs of the tubes fit into this shield opening very snugly and require only a twist until 

the prongs find the correct holes into which they fit. This is especially helpful when inserting 

the five -prong tubes into their sockets. 

[3) RADIOTRON PRONGS 
Dirty Radiotron prongs may cause noisy operation or change the resistance of the fila- 

ment circuits sufficiently to cause a hum in the loudspeaker. They should therefore be cleaned 

with fine sandpaper periodically to insure good contact. The use of emery cloth or steel 

wool is not recommended. Before re-inserting the Radiotrons in their sockets wipe the prongs 

and base carefully to make certain that all particles of sand are removed. 

If a Radiotron will not fit into a socket without considerable pressure, look for excessive 

solder on one or more of the prongs. Excessive solder on the prongs may be removed with 

a file or knife. 

[4) LOOSE VOLUME CONTROL 
A loose volume control arm may cause noisy or intermittent operation. It should be 

bent slightly so that it makes firm contact against the resistance strip. To do this it is 

necessary to remove the chassis from the cabinet as described in Part III, Section 1. The 

volume control is then accessible. It can be released by removing the two screws that hold 

it to the metal frame. 
11 
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[5] ADJUSTMENT FOR SLACK DRUM CONTROL 
The main tuning condensers are controlled by a cable and drum arrangement giving a 

smoothly acting vernier movement that has no back lash. 
After considerable wear or extreme changes of temperature the cable may become slack. To 

take up this slack open lid of cabinet and turn the cable adjusting screw with clamp until 
the cable is taut. This screw may become seated after several adjustments are made, thus allow- 
ing no further tightening of the cable. When this condition occurs it will be necessary to 
slip the cable a half turn on the grooved drum: To make this adjustment it is necessary 
to remove the chassis from the cabinet as described in Part III, Section 1. Remove the 
cable adjusting screw and clamp. The cable will then have approximately one inch slack. By 
removing the tapered pin holding the front grooved drum to its shaft and replacing it on 
the opposite side (180 degrees) the one inch slack in the cable can be taken up by using the 
new position of the pin for anchoring the cable. It will be noted that the tapered pin in the 
new position cannot be inserted as far as originally. However, it can be inserted far enough 
to lock the grooved drum to the control shaft and clear the metal housing. If the cable 

WOOD OR BAKELITE, 

X 
STEEL 

BLADE 

Figure 7-Non-metallic screw driver Figure 8-Radiotron socket adapter 

again is stretched to the maximum adjustment of the cable adjusting screw the tapered pin 
can be returned to its original position and an additional half turn slipped on the drum 
which will provide for taking up all slack. Sufficient grooves are provided on the drum for 
this purpose. 

[6] BROKEN CONDENSER DRIVE CABLE 
A broken condenser drive cable can be replaced in the manner described in Part III, 

Section 7. However, if a new cable is not immediately available a temporary repair can 
be made in the following manner, provided the break in the cable is not in that section that 
passes over the small grooved drums. 

Splice and solder the two ends together. Splicing consists of interweaving the strands, 
as with rope and not just twisting the cable ends together as in an electrical wiring splice. 
Splicing gives greater strength and forms a smaller body on the cable. When soldering use 
plenty of flux and a small amount of solder. Heat sufficiently so that the solder adheres to 
all the strands of the cable. Placing the splice in an alcohol or bunsen flame affords sufficient 
heat and allows excess solder to drip away. This is but a temporary repair to be used only 
until a new cable can be procured. 

[7] HUM 
If a pronounced hum develops during operation check the following: 
(a) Low emission Radiotron UX-280. A low emission rectifying tube will cause exces- 

sive hum and unsatisfactory operation. 
(b) Defective center tapped resistance. A short or open of either of these resistances 

will cause a loud hum and imperfect operation of the Radiola. 
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(c) Any open of the several grounding connections in the Radiola or voltage supply 
resistances may cause a certain amount of hum. These defects will have a pro- 
nounced effect on the general operation of the Radiola which will be more notice- 
able than the additional hum. Cheek by means of the continuity test given in Part 
II, Section 21. 

(d) Use of Radiotron UX-171 instead of Radiotron UX-171A may cause an increase of 
hum. It is recommended that only Radiotron UX-171A be used as a power amplifier 
in Radiola 60. 

A mechanical hum caused by vibration of loose laminations in the power transformer 
may be corrected by removing the power transformer from the S.P.U. as described in Part 
III, Section 13, and heating it in a slow oven. The open end should be kept up and the 
compound heated sufficiently to allow it to adhere to the laminations of the transformer. 
After heating, the transformer should be allowed to cool for at least 24 hours and then 
returned to the S.P.U. 

Figure 9-Adjusting oscillator trimming condensers 

[8] LOUDSPEAKER POLARITY 
The use of an output filter in Radiola 60 makes unnecessary any adjustment for polar- 

ity of the output current. Any type of loudspeaker (either horn or cone) can be connected 
in the manner that gives the most pleasing reproduction. 

[9] LOW VOLUME AND WEAK SIGNALS 
Low volume or weak signals may be caused by : 

(a) Defective antenna system. A poor antenna and ground or one in a shielded locality 
may cause weak signals. The suggestions given in Part I, Sections 1, 2 and 3, 
should be followed if trouble of this kind is experienced. 

(b) Defective Radiotrons. A defective Radiotron in any stage may cause weak signals. 
Before checking other causes it is a good plan to check all Radiotrons by inter- 
changing them with ones of a similar type known to be in good operating condition. 

13 
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(c) R.F. compensating condenser out of adjustment. If this condenser is badly out of 
adjustment it will have the effect of making the Radiola very insensitive. To adjust 
correctly refer to Part II, Section 13. 

(d) Oscillator trimming condensers out of adjustment. Should the oscillator trimming 
condensers be out of adjustment the Radiola may be sensitive at certain portions of 

the tuning scale and very insensitive at other sections. Should . these condensers be 
badly out of adjustment, only very loud local stations will be heard. The correct 
method for adjustment of these condensers is given in Part II, Section 12. 

(e) Intermediate transformers not correctly tuned or matched. Should the tuning con- 
densers connected across the secondaries of the intermediate transformers be out of 
adjustment, weak signals and poor tuning or, in some cases no signals will result. 
Refer to Part II, Section 14, for the correct method of adjusting the I.F. trans- 
formers. 

Figure 10-Adjusting the R.F. compensating condenser 

(f) Defective A.F. transformer or output condenser and choke. A defect in any of these 
parts will cause weak signals and ebnormal operation. Check by means of the con- 
tinuity test and make any replacement that is necessary. 

(g) Low voltage from S.P.U. Check S.P.U. voltages at terminal strip with readings 
given in Part II, Section 17. Low voltages may be caused by a low emission recti- 
fying tube or defective resistances in the S.P.U. or receiver. Check by means of 
continuity test. 

(h) Open or short of various connections in receiver. Check by means of continuity tests 
and make any repair or replacement that is necessary. 

[10] AUDIO HOWL 
Audio howl may be caused by : 

(a) Incorrect adjustment of R.F. compensating condenser. A compensating condenser 
adjusted to the verge of oscillation may cause a howl on nearby stations. Adjust as 
suggested in Part II, Section 13. 

(b) Open A.F. condenser connections. An open of the A.F. by-pass condenser may cause 
a howl. 
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(c) Open large by-pass condenser connections. An open of the connections to the large 
by-pass condensers may cause a howl. 

(cl) Defective volume control resistance. Should there be an open or short in the volume 
control or in its adjacent resistances an audio howl may develop. 

(e) Vibrating elements in receiver Radiotrons. A gradually developed howl may be due 
to the loudspeaker causing the receiver Radiotron elements to vibrate. To over- 
come this condition, interchange the Radiotrons in the receiver, especially the 
detector, or change the relative angle of the loudspeaker to the receiver. 

(f) Poor ground. Install ground system as suggested in Part I, Section 3. 

(g) Poorly soldered or corroded joints. Any high resistance joint throughout the Radi - 
ola may cause a howl. 

Figure 11-Test Oscillator (Driver) 

(h) Defective resistance in S.P.U. or the receiver assembly. An open resistance unit 
may cause howl. Under such conditions it is advisable to turn the set "off" until 
the trouble is found, otherwise excessive voltage rise may cause further damage. 

(i) Neutralizing condensers in intermediate transformers out of adjustment. These con- 
densers being out of adjustment might cause an I.F. stage to oscillate which will 
result in a howl when a station is tuned in, especially at loud volume. Adjust the 
neutralizing condensers as described in Part II, Section 14. 

(j) Open of any of the several ground leads in the Radiola. This may cause some of 
the circuits to go into oscillation and result in a howl when a station is tuned "in." 
Generally a loud hum will also be present. The several grounding leads in the 
Receiver Assembly and in the Socket Power Unit should be checked and any open 
or poorly soldered joint should be repaired. 

[1 1 ] DISTORTED REPRODUCTION 
Under normal conditions Radiola 60 will deliver a strong signal of excellent quality to 

the loudspeaker. The high sensitivity of Radiola 60 makes it undesirable to operate the set 
at full volume when receiving from nearby broadcasting stations. If the loudspeaker pro- 
duction is poor test the output from the receiver. A pair of phones may be used for this 
purpose: Poor quality or distortion may be due to any of the following causes: 

(a) Defective Radiotrons. Though the Radiola may be in operating condition a defective 
Radiotron in any stage will cause distortion. This is especially true of the detector, 
audio stage and the rectifier tube. 
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(b) High or low plate and grid voltages from the Socket Power Unit or a defective 
resistor in the Receiver Assembly. In the Socket Power Unit distortion may be 
caused by a defective Radiotron UX-280 or resistance unit. 

(c) Defective A.F. transformer. Check by means of continuity test and replace if 
necessary. 

(d) Trimming condensers out of adjustment. Should the oscillator trimming condensers 
be out of adjustment the beat signal may not be exactly the frequency to which the 
intermediates are tuned. This will cause weak signals and distortion of those 
received. This condition may or may not be present throughout the tuning range 
of the receiver. Adjust as described in Part II, Section 12. 

(e) Receiver oscillating. Should some circuit other than the oscillator be oscillating, 
distortion will be experienced when tuning in a station. This will be accompanied 

TRIMMING CONDENSERS COMPENSATING COND. i r 
A. F. DET, OS C. 2 "--° I.F. 

C 
3RD I F.- 

; TRANS.I 

TUNING COND. 

0 
I I 

-----TU 

r-1STI.F.-, 
TRANS. ; 

; TRANS. 

O4. ¡ ¡ 

NEUTRALIZING COND, 

OI I O 
'1(\ 

i 

I 

N NG CON_DESER 

153 DET. R.F. 

ANTENNA 
COUPLING 

STAGE 

(f) 

Figure 12-I.F. neutralizing and tuning condensers, oscillator 
trimming condensers, and R.F. compensating condenser 

by a whistle or squeal when the carrier wave of the station is tuned in. To remedy 
trouble of this kind consult Part II, Section 10. 

Intermediate transformers out of line or not properly matched. This will have the 
effect of giving distorted reproduction and reduce the sensitivity of the receiver to 
a marked degree. Line up the entir e I.F. transformer assembly as described in 
Part II, Section 14. 

[12] ADJUSTMENT OF OSCILLATOR TRIMMING CONDENSERS 
Two trimming condensers are provided for adjusting the oscillator circuit so that the 

beat note will always be 180 B.C. throughout the tuning range of the receiver. 
The most noticeable symptom of the oscillator trimming condensers being out of adjust- 

ment is insensitivity of the Radiola in some sections or throughout the tuning range. To 

check the adjustment of the trimming condensers as a possible cause of any noticeable insen- 

sitivity in the receiver proceed in the following manner : 

(a) Procure the following equipment: 
A modulated oscillator giving signals at 1,400 and 600 Kilocycles. Figure 6 

shows the constants and circuit diagram of an oscillator satisfactory for this pur- 
pose which may be operated entirely from the house lighting circuit. 
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A short non-metallic screwdriver. Such a screwdriver is shown in Figure 7 

with its maximum dimensions. 
An adapter (See Figure 8) suitable for connecting to the plate of the second 

detector Radiotron (No. 7.) This adapter will be found very useful around a repair 
shop for breaking into various circuits without unsoldering any wire. If no adapter 
is available connect the milliammeter in series with the connection at terminal No. 2 

in the Socket Power Unit. This will necessitate the removal of the terminal strip 
shield. 

A 0-10 milliammeter. 
(b) Place the adapter in Radiotron socket No. 7 and connect the milliammeter in series 

with thé plate by opening the link on the adapter and connecting the meter to each 
plate connection. 

Figure 13-Adjusting the I.F. transformers 

(c) With the Radiola in operation, place the oscillator in operation at 1,400 K.C. and 
tune the Radiola by adjusting the station selector until a deflection caused by the 
external oscillator is obtained in the milliammeter. Adjust volume control so that 
deflection is not beyond scale of meter. 

(d) Now adjust the oscillator trimming condenser on the left (Figure 9) with the small 
non-metallic screw -driver until a maximum deflection is obtained in the milliam- 
meter. 

(e) Adjust oscillator for 600 K.C. Tune in the Radiola with station selector and then 
adjust the trimming condenser to the right for maximum deflection of the milliam- 
meter. 

(f) Now readjust at 1,400 K.C. as indicated in (c) and (d). 
With this adjustment the trimmming condensers are correctly adjusted for 

maximum efficiency, that is, so adjusted that the beat signal will be 180 K.C. 

throughout the tuning range. 

[13] ADJUSTMENT OF R. F. COMPENSATING CONDENSER 

The radio frequency compensating condenser should not be touched unless it is definitely 
ascertained that no other failure exists as a possible cause of receiver insensitivity, which is 

the most noticeable indication of the need for adjusting the compensating condenser. 
An oscillating condition of the receiver may be caused by improper adjustment of this 

condenser. 
17 
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A step by step procedure for making proper adjustment follows : 

(a) Procure a small non-metallic screwdriver (See Figure 7.) 
(b) Place Radiola in operation in usual manner and tune in a station, preferably at the 

lower wavelengths. 
(c) Locate the position of the compensating condenser (See Figures 10 and 12.) 
(d) With the volume control at the position of maximum intensity --not maximum set- 

ting-adjust the screw of the condenser until the Radiola goes into oscillation. This 
will cause a whistle whenever a station is tuned "in." Then turn the screw in 
the opposite direction until the set just goes out of oscillation and no howl is experi- 
enced when receiving loud local stations. This is the correct adjustment for the 
radio frequency compensating condenser. 

Figure 14-Internal connections of filter- 
ing and by-pass condensers, and output 

condenser and choke 

-BLACK 

BLUE 

-BLUE 
-GREEN 
-GREEN 
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MAROON 

-MAROON-ANDRED 

RED 

-BROWN 

GROUND 
TO FRAME 
(HOLDS SHIELD) 

(HOLDS SHIELD) 

Figure 15-S.P.U. terminal 
strip with color scheme of 

connections 

[14] ADJUSTMENT OF I. F. TRANSFORMERS 
The three I.F. transformers used in Radiola 60 are of the air core, tuned primary and 

tuned secondary type. The primary condenser is of the fixed type, while the secondary is 
adjustable. Also in each assembly an adjustable condenser is provided for neutralizing the 
I.F. stage. 

Should a transformer burn out or its primary fixed condenser change in capacity it will 
be necessary to replace that particular transformer. The correct procedure for making such a 
replacement is contained in Part III, Section 10. 

A simple method of locating a shorted transformer is to use a resistance bridge or the resist- 
ance measuring method described in "Radiola 32 Service Notes." The approximate trans- 
former primary D.C. resistance is 20 ohms; secondary 100 ohms. Due to the circuit arrange- 
ment it will only be possible to get a reading of 50 ohms on the secondary as the end connec- 
tion goes to the neutralizing condenser and the reading must be made at the center tap con- 
nection. This test can be made from the underside of the chassis. (See circuit diagram Fig- 
ure 17.) 

After replacing a defective I.F. transformer or to make adjustments the following tuning 
and neutralizing procedure must be followed for correctly lining up the various circuits. This is 
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of utmost importance, as the entire performance of Radiola 60 is based on the correct function- 
ing of its intermediate stages. 

The following equipment is needed: 
1. A Test Oscillator (Driver). See Figure 11. 
2. A coupling lead for coupling the output of the Driver to the grid coil of the first 

detector. 
3. A non-metallic screw -driver. 
4. A "dummy" Radiotron UY -227-a normal tube with one heater prong removed. 
This Driver, together with all the above items, will be furnished to RCA Distributors by 

the RCA Service Division. 
Preliminary steps to be taken before adjusting the tuning, neutralizing and trimming 

condensers :-.- 
(a) Remove receiver assembly and S.P.U. from cabinet as described in Part III, Section 

1 and Section 10. 
(b) Remove main tuning condenser assembly as described in Part III, Section 4. 
(c) Replace screw holding ground lead on under side of receiver assembly and make cer- 

tain that ground lead makes good contact with the chassis frame. 
(d) Connect all leads to the S.P.U. terminal strip except No. 2 (red), which should be 

connected to the clip fróm the Driver. The other lead with the spade terminal from the 
Driver should be connected to terminal No. 2 on the S.P.U. terminal strip. These 
connections merely place the milliammeter in the Driver test set, in series with the 
plate supply to the second detector. 

(e) Now place the coupling coil from the Driver under the center coil of the R.F. and 
Oscillator assembly. This is the transformer between the tuned R.F. stage and the 
first detector. Replace all Radiotrons except the Oscillator and turn operating switch 
"ON." Also connect a loudspeaker to the output pin jacks of the S.P.U. 

(f) Place Driver in operation by switching "ON," and set switches and vernier con- 
denser at 180 I.C. The note from the Driver will then be heard in the loudspeaker. 

The I.F. transformer tuning condensers may now be adjusted as follows: 
(a) Adjust the tuning condensers successively on the third, second and first I.F. trans- 

formers (Figure 12) for maximum signal in the loudspeaker and maximum reading 
on the milliammeter. If pointer should go off milliammeter scale reduce the volume 
control. After making one adjustment on the transformers it is a good plan to 
repeat, as slight changes may have occurred in tuning the other circuits. No signal, 
or a loud howl indicates neutralizing condensers are at either extreme, and should be 
readjusted. 

A maximum reading by adjusting all three tuning condensers indicates correct tuning of 
the intermediate stages. 

It is now necessary to check the neutralization of the I.F. stages as follows : 

(a) Leave all adjustments and apparatus in position on completion of tuning, but substi- 
tute a pair of phones for the loudspeaker. Place dummy Radiotron in first I.F. 
socket. Now adjust the neutralizing condenser on the first I.F. transformer. (See 
Figure 12) for the position of minimum or no signal. This is easily identified and 
the adjustment is not critical. 

(b) Replace the first I.F. tube and place "dummy" tube in second I.F. stage. Repeat 
the same adjustment as in (a) only adjusting with the neutralizing condenser on 
the second I.F. transformer. It will be noted that the two condensers on the third 
transformer are connected in parallel for tuning. This stage does not require neu- 
tralizing. 

After the I.F. transformers are properly tuned and neutralized they should perform 
at their maximum efficiency. It is a good plan to check the adjustments of the two 
oscillator trimming condensers (See Figure 20) at this point. The correct method 
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for doing this is indicated in Part II, Section 12. The Driver illustrated in Figure 11 may 
be used for this adjustment. The procedure for adjusting the trimming condensers follows: 

(a) Replace main tuning condensers and solder all connections in place. Place coupling 
lead of the oscillator near the Radiola antenna lead. 

(b) Set Driver switches and vernier condenser for 1,400 X.C. 
(c) With all Radiotrons in place in the receiver tune for Driver signal with main tuning 

condensers. If reading goes off milliammeter scale reduce volume control. 
(d) Adjust trimming condenser on left (facing front of Radiola, Figure 12) for a maxi- 

mum reading. 
(e) Shift frequency of Driver to 600 X.C. and tune in with main tuning condensers. 

Adjust trimming condenser on right for maximum milliammeter reading. This is the 
condenser on the right of the other trimming condenser (See Figure 20) . 

(f) After adjusting at 600 K.C., check again at 1,400 K.C., and make any readjustment 
necessary. 

This check of the trimming condensers completes the adjustments to be made on Radiola 
60 with the Driver. The receiver assembly and S.P.U. should now be returned to the cabi- 
net and the Radiola returned to normal operation. 

Due to the increased sensitivity of the receiver it may be necessary to reduce the setting 
of the R.F. compensating condenser to prevent the tuned R.F. stage from oscillating. This can 
be ascertained by tuning in stations of different wavelengths and noting if the receiver oscil- 
lates at any point throughout its tuning range. (See Part II, Section 13.) 

[15] FILTER CONDENSERS AND OUTPUT CONDENSER AND 
CHOKE 

The output choke and condenser, and the filtering and by-pass condensers are located in 
one container in the S.P.U. Figure 14 shows the internal connections. The procedure for 
testing this unit is to "click test" the choke for an open, and charge and discharge the con- 
densers individually by shorting their terminals with a screw -driver. A condenser that will 
not retain its charge is defective. Approximately 200 volts D.C. should be used when making 
this test. 

An open output condenser or an open or shorted choke will cause weak and distorted repro- 
duction. A defective filter condenser is indicated by excessively hot plates, possibly showing 
color, in Radiotron UX-280. Shorted by-pass condensers will cause abnormal operation or 
inoperation. 

[16] VOLTAGE SUPPLY SYSTEM 
Figure 16 illustrates a schematic diagram of the cathode, grid and plate voltage supply 

system of the various tubes used in the receiver assembly. 
This receiver uses the series supply arrangement for securing different drops through 

various sections of a resistor placed in the pl ate return lead to secure proper bias for the 
grid circuits and proper potential for applyin g to the cathodes and heaters. Electrically the 
volume control is a section of this resistance and it functions by varying the grid bias on the 
R.F. and I.F. stages sufficiently to give a positive control of signal strength delivered to the 
second detector. 

A bleeder resistor of 20,000 ohms is provided across the supply circuit at the 135 -volt 
position. The use of this resistor prevents any excessive rise in voltage that would other- 
wise occur upon removal of all Radiotrons o r if some failure resulting in reduced load 
occurred in the receiver. 

[17] VOLTAGE READINGS 
When checking Radiola 60 for possible defects it is good practice to check the voltage 

of the various sources of current. To do this a service man will need both an A.C. and D.C. 
Voltmeter, the D.C. meter being 600 ohms per volt or higher in resistance. The following 
voltages at the terminal strip of the S.P.U. are correct with all tubes in place and the line 
adjustment switch in the correct position for that particular location. The tubes must be in 
good condition otherwise the D.C. voltages may be excessively high. 
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The shield over the terminal strip must be removed before any readings can be made. 
The terminal numbers are counted from front to rear of the Radiola, No. 1 being near the 
front and No. 11 near the rear. 

Terminals Correct Voltage 
1 to 7 

2 to 7 
3 to 7 
4 to 7 
8 to 9 

200 D.C. 
210 D.C. 
160 D.C. 
110 D.C. 

5 A.C. 
10 to 11 2.25 A.C. 

ALL 
R.F. AND I. F. 

AMPLIFIERS 

BLEEDER 
RESISTANCE 

OUTPUT 
CHOKE 

PWR. AMP. 
UX-17I-A 

05C. 
2ND DET. 

OUTPUT 
TO 

LOUDSPEAKER 

VOLUME CONTROL 

Figure 16-Schematic circuit diagram of the voltage supply system 

[ 18] CHECKING RESISTANCE VALUES 
When checking a Radiola 60 for possible trouble it is always a good plan to check the 

various resistance values of different strips used both in the receiver assembly or in the socket 
power unit. These values are shown in the schematic circuit diagram, Figure 3. A resist- 
ance bridge should be used for checking these values, or if this is not available, the method sug- 
gested in "RCA Radiola 32 Service Notes" (page 16) will give good results for the lower 
values of resistance. The high values, such as 14,300 and 20,000 ohms may be checked by 
measuring the voltage drop across them, after ascertaining that all other circuits are in correct 
operating condition. 

[19] RADIOLA 60 CONTINUITY TESTS 
The following tests will show complete continuity for the receiver assembly (Figure 17) 

and S.P.U. (Figure 18). Disconnect the antenna and ground leads; the cable connecting the 
S.P.U. to the receiver assembly; and the A.C. supply cord at its outlet. 

A pair of headphones with at least 4/ volts in series or a voltmeter with sufficient volt- 
age to give a full scale deflection when connected directly across the battery terminals should 
be used in making these tests. The receiver sockets, numbers and lugs used in these tests are 
shown in Figures 17 and 19. The S.P.U. terminal numbers are shown in Figures 15 and 18. 
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RECEIVER ASSEMBLY CONTINUITY TESTS 
Remove all Radiotrons and Disconnect Cable at Terminal Strip 

Circuit 

Grid 

Terminals Correct 
Effect Incorrect Effect Caused by 

Antenna lead to ground lea 
Antenna lead to G1 
G2 to ground 
G3 to Lug No. 5 

G4 to ground 
G5 to ground 
G7 to ground 

G8 to Lug No. 6 

Lug No. 5 to Lug No. 7 
Ground to Lug No. 7 

Closed 
Closed 
Closed 
Closed 

Closed 
Closed 
Closed 

Closed 

Closed 
Closed 

Open antenna resistor 
Open connection 
Open secondary of 1st R.F. transformer 
Open secondary of 2nd R.F. trans- 

former or resistance unit. 
Open secondary of 1st I.F. transformer 
Open secondary of 2nd I.F. transformer 
Open secondary of 3rd I.F. transformer 

or resistance unit 
Open secondary of audio transformer or 

resistance unit 
Open resistance unit or volume control 
Open volume control contact arm or 

poor connection 

Plate 

P1 to Lug No. 3 
P2 to Lug No. 3 
P3 to Lug No. 4 
P4 to Lug No. 3 
P5 to Lug No. 3 
P6 to Lug No. 4 
P7 to Lug No. 2 
P8 to Lug No. 1 

Closed 
Closed 
Closed 
Closed 
Closed 
Closed 
Closed 
Closed 

Open 
Open 
Open 
Open 
Open 
Open 
Open 
Open 

primary 1st. R.F. transformer 
primary 2nd R.F. transformer 
primary 1st I.F. transformer 
primary 2nd I.F. transformer 
primary 3rd I.F. transformer 
plate coil of oscillator coils 
primary of audio transformer 
connection 

Filament 

Cathodes No. 1, No. 2, No. 
and No. 5 to Lug No. 6 

Cathodes No. 3, No. 6 an 
No. 7 to Lug No. 5 

Lug No. 8 to one filamen 
contact Socket No. 8 

Lug No.9 to other closed fila 
ment contact Socket No. 

Lug No. 10 to one heater con 
tact of Sockets Nos. 1, 2, 
3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 

Lug No. 11 to other heate 
contact of Sockets Nos. 1, 
2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 

Closed 

Closed 

Closed 

Closed 

Closed 

Closed 

Open connection 

Open pick-up winding of oscillator or 
connection 

Open connection 

Open connection 

Open connections 

Open connections 

Miscel- 
laneous 

G2 to P2 
G4 to P4 
G5 to P5 
G6 to Cathode 6 

G8 to Lug No. 5 

G8 to Lug No. 7 

Open 
Open 
Open 
Closed 
(Weak) 
Closed 

Closed 

Shorted compensating condenser 
Shorted neutralizing condenser 
Shorted neutralizing condenser 
Open oscillator grid leak 

Open resistance unit or secondary of 
A.F. transformer 

Open secondary of A.F. transformer or 
open volume control 
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Figure 18-Wiring continuity and location of parts in socket power unit 

SOCKET POWER UNIT CONTINUITY TESTS 
Remove Radiotron UX-280 and Disconnect Cable at Terminal Strip 

Circuit Terminals 
Correct 
Effect Incorrect Effect Caused by 

G to P of UX-280 socket Closed Open high voltage winding of power 
transformer 

Across filament contacts of 
UX-280 socket 

Closed Open UX-280 filament winding of 
power transformer 

One filament contact of UX- Closed Open output choke or filter reactors 
280 socket to No. 1 

Terminal No. 1 to No. 3 Closed Open resistance unit or output choke 
Terminal No. 1 to No. 4 Closed Open resistance unit or output choke 

S.P.U. Terminal No. 3 to No. 6 Closed Open resistance unit 
Terminal No. 4 to No. 5 Open Shorted .5 mf d. condenser 
Terminal No. 5 to No. 6 Open Shorted .5 mf d. condenser 
Terminal No. 5 to No. 7 Open Shorted 2 mf d. condenser 
Terminal No. 8 to No. 9 Closed Open UX-171A filament winding and 

resistance unit 
Terminal No. 10 to No. 11 Closed Open UY -227 filament winding and re- 

sistance unit 
One loudspeaker jack to No. l Open Shorted output condenser 
Other jack to No. 5 Closed Open connection 
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REACTOR 
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Figure 19-Radiotron socket contacts and location of parts 

PART III -MAKING REPLACEMENTS 
The various assemblies and parts of Radiola 60 are readily accessible and replacements 

can be easily made. Figure 1 illustrates the various parts in a top view of the receiver assem- 
bly; Figure 2 shows the parts of the S.P.U., and Figure 20 illustrates the receiver sub -chassis 
parts. The following detailed procedure outlines the simplest method to be used in making 
replacements. 

[13 REPLACING THE VOLUME CONTROL 
(a) Remove the knobs on the volume control and station selector. These are of the 

push type, and they are removed by seizing them with the fingers and pulling away 
from the receiver. To replace, merely push them on the shaft, first matching the 
knob socket, with its removable flat spring, to the shaft. 

(b) Release the pilot lamp and socket by pulling it from the small angle bracket to 
which it is clipped in place. A slight pull, upward and backward, will release it. 

(c) Remove the shield from the terminal strip and then release all the lugs held in place 
by the screws at the top of each terminal. 

(d) Remove the four machine screws that hold the receiver ehassis assembly in place. 
These screws are located on the under side of the cabinet. When turning the cabinet 
on its side be careful not to place a heavy strain on the moulded feet of the cabinet, 
as they may be damaged. 

(e) The chassis may now be lifted clear of the cabinet. (See Figure 21.) 

(f) Place the receiver chassis in a convenient place to work on, and with the volume con- 
trol up so that the two screws and nuts that hold it to the receiver frame can be 
removed. The three soldered connections must also be removed. 

(g) Remove the old volume control and fasten the new one in position by means of the 
two machine screws and nuts, and replace the three soldered connections. The cor- 
rect connections of these leads are shown in Figure 17. 

(h) Replace receiver assembly in cabinet and fasten with machine screws. Return cable 
to its original position. 

(i) Test Radiola and, if O. K., return shield to its original position. 

[23 REPLACING R.F. TRANSFORMER AND OSCILLATOR 
ASSEMBLY 

The two radio frequency transformers and the oscillator coils are mounted on a metal 
strip, together with free small adjustable condensers and two fixed condensers. 
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This assembly must be replaced as a unit-the matching of the coils being an important point in the operation of the receiver. When making replacement adopt the following pro- cedure: 
(a) Remove receiver chassis from cabinet as described in Part III, Section 1. (b) Turn chassis on side and unsolder all leads to the assembly being replaced. 
(c) Remove the five machine screws and lock washers that hold the metal supporting 

strip to the receiver frame. 
(d) The assembly may now be removed and the new assembly fastened in position with 

the five machine screws and washers previously removed. 

MFD. 
BY- PASS 

CONDENSER 

VOLUME 

OSCILLATOR 
TRIMMING 
CONDENSERS 

I . F. 

TRANSFORMERS 

R.F. AND OSCILLATOR 
COIL ASSEMBLY 

CENTER TAPPED 
BY-PASS CONDENSER 

R.F. COMPENSATING 
CONDENSER 

ANTENNA 
RESISTOR 

Figure 20-Receiver sub -chassis assembly, showing location of various parts 

(e) Resolder all connections in their correct position on the assembly. This is shown in Figure 17. 

(f) The receiver assembly may now be returned to the cabinet in the reverse order of that used to remove it. 
(g) The two oscillator trimming condensers must now be adjusted as described in Part II, Section 12 and adjust the R.F. compensating condenser as described in Part II, Section 13. 

(h) Test the receiver and, if O. K., replace the terminal strip shield. 

{3) REPLACING RADIOTRON GANG SOCKETS 
One socket assembly on the receiver chassis is of the gang variety, the others being two single units. All are held in place, together with their shields, by means of rivets which clamp them on the metal chassis frame. Use the following procedure when replacing these sockets : 

(a) Remove the receiver assembly from the cabinet as described in Part III, Section 1. 
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(b) Unsolder all connections to the particular socket or assembly being removed. The 
R.F. transformer assembly should be removed as a unit to provide room for replac- 
ing the six -gang Radiotron' socket. 

(c) Drill out the rivets holding the Radiotron socket to be replaced. The socket and 
shield will be released together, in the case of the single UY socket. In the case of 
the single UX or the gang UY the shield will remain in place, due to overlapping 
both socket units, the socket or assembly not being removed serving to hold the shield 
in place. 

(d) Remove the old Radiotron socket and fasten the new one in position by means of 

screws, nuts and washers. Resolder all connections and replace the R.F. assembly if 

removed. The correct connections are shown in Figure 17. 

Figure 21-Removing receiver 
assembly front cabinet 

(e) Fasten receiver assembly in cabinet, connect cable and test. If O.K., replace shield 
over terminal strip and return Radiola to normal operation. 

[4) REPLACING MAIN TUNING CONDENSERS AND DRIVE 
The main tuning condensers and drive are replaced as one unit. A step-by-step procedure 

follows : 

(a) Remove receiver assembly from cabinet as described in Part III, Section 1. 

(b) Remove the three screws, nuts and lock washers that hold the condenser assembly to 
the metal frame. 

(c) Now pull the condensers as far forward as possible and unsolder the four leads con- 
nected at the rear. Releasing the condensers and pulling them forward provides 
ample space in which to do the unsoldering job and keeps solder material clear of 
the tube shield. Remove the entire assembly by tilting slightly and pulling clear. 
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(d) Place the new assembly in the position occupied by the old one and solder the four leads to their proper connections. 
(e) Fasten the three screws, nuts and lock washers in their proper position. Make sure that the screw that holds the ground connection on the under side of the chassis makes firm contact. 
(f) Return the receiver to the cabinet and replace all connections in the reverse order of that used to remove them. 

{5} REPLACING BY-PASS CONDENSERS 
Radiola 60 employs two by-pass condensers in the receiver assembly. They are both located on the under side of this assembly, and replacement is made in the following manner: 
(a) Remove receiver assembly as described in Part III, Section 1. 
(b) Unsolder the connections to the condenser it is desired to replace. 
(c) With a screw -driver bend up the metal tabs holding the condenser to the side of the receiver frame. These tabs bend easily, and when turned up makes possible the removal of the condenser. 
(d) The new condenser should now be fastened in place in the position formerly occu- pied by the old one. 
(e) Resolder the connections as shown in Figure 17. 
(f) Fasten the reciver assembly in the cabinet in the reverse order of that used to remove it. 

{61 REPLACING THE AUDIO TRANSFORMER 
Radiola 60 employs one audio transformer, located at the left side of the receiver assem- bly facing the front of the Radiola. Should a replacement become necessary use the follow- ing procedure: 

(a) Remove receiver assembly as described in Part III, Section 1. (b) Place the receiver chassis on its side and unsolder all connections to the audio trans- former. 
(c) Now turn up the four tabs that hold the transformer in place and remove it. The new one is then fastened in position. 
(d) Resolder the leads from the new transformer to their correct points of connection as indicated in Figure 17. 
(e) Fasten the receiver assembly in the cabinet in the reverse order of that used to re- move it. 

{7} REPLACING CONDENSER DRIVE CABLE 
(a) Remove receiver assembly from cabinet as described in Part III, Section 1. Place chassis on a table so that the cable on the grooved drums is accessible. 
(b) Release the cable adjusting screw and clamp, and remove old cable from drums com- pletely. 

(c) Starting from the rear grooved drum, place eye of new cable over pin, which should be in a horizontal position and next to side of the assembly that is closest to the Socket Power Unit when in the cabinet, and wind on three complete turns and then bring cable up to large drum. 
(d) Now pass cable over large drum. Turn the drum so the cable adjusting screw is on top. Pass cable over groove until point is reached where there is a slot in the drum for passing the cable to the track on the other side of the drum. 
(e) Follow on around other track in same direction until a point is reached where cable is directly above front grooved drum. 
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(f) Starting on the third groove back from the front of the drum, wind on two and a 
half turns and slip eye over pin. The cable is now in its correct position, although 
probably slack. 

(g) The cable adjusting screw and clamp that were previously removed to allow the cable 
to pass along the grooves are replaced. By slipping the clamp over the cable and 
gradually turning up on the cable adjusting screw, the cable may be tightened until 
there is no lost motion in any of its controls. Care should be taken not to take up 
too much, as the cable may be stretched or possibly broken. 

(h) Return receiver assembly to cabinet in the reverse order of that used to remove it. 

[8} REPLACING DIAL SCALES 

After considerable use a dial scale may become soiled or illegible and a new scale desired. 
A step-by-step procedure to make replacement follows: 

(a) Open lid of Radiola 60. 

(b) Turn dial so that the two screws that hold the dial in place are on top. 

(c) Loosen screws, washers and nuts that hold dial in place. 

(d) The old dial may now be pulled clear and the new one placed in the position occu- 
pied by the old one. Examine dial from the front of the Radiola to see that the 
numbers on the dial are in their correct position. 

(e) Tighten screws holding dial in place and close lid of cabinet. 

[9} REPLACING EITHER POWER CABLE 

Two laced cables are employed in Radiola 60 receiver assembly, one for filament supply 
and one for the plate and grid supplies. Should it be necessary to replace either of these 
cables, use the following procedure: 

(a) Remove receiver assembly from cabinet as described in Part III, Section 1. 

(b) Turn assembly bottom side up and unsolder all connections to the cable being replaced. 

(c) Remove old cable and connect up the new cable as indicated in Figure 17, soldering 
all connections. 

(d) Return assembly to cabinet in reverse order of that used to remove it. 

[10} REPLACING INTERMEDIATE TRANSFORMERS 
Should it be found necessary to replace or adjust the I.F. transformers, the Dealer should 

send the receiver chassis to his Distributor. See Part II, Section 14. This is of utmost im- 
portances as the entire performance of the Radiola 60 is based on the correct functioning of its 
intermediate stages. 

[ 11) REPLACING TAPPED RESISTANCE UNIT IN RECEWER 
ASSEMBLY 

A tapped resistance unit in the receiver assembly of Radiola 60 provides the various grid 
and cathode voltages. To replace this tapped resistance unit proceed as follows : 

(a) Remove receiver assembly as described in Part III, Section 1. 

(b) Unsolder all connections to the tapped resistance unit. 

(c) Remove the two screws, nuts and washers that hold the resistance unit in place. 
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This will release the unit and the new one can be fastened in place with the screws, 
nuts and washers previously removed. 

(d) Solder all the leads to their correct connections. (See Figure 17.) 

(e) Fasten receiver assembly to cabinet in the reverse order used to remove it. 

f12). REPLACING FILTER CONDENSERS AND OUTPUT CON- 
DENSER AND CHOKE 

The filter condensers, by-pass condensers, and output condensers and choke are all enclosed 
as a unit in a metal container. Should replacement be necessary use the following procedure: 

Figure 22-Removing socket 
power unit from cabinet 

(a) Remove the shield and all connections from the Socket Power Unit terminal strip. 

(b) Remove the four machine screws that hold the S.P.U. to the cabinet. 

(c) Remove the collar holding the operating switch to the escutcheon plate on the front 
panel. Removing the escutcheon and turning the switch from the rear makes removal 
of the collar much easier and prevents marring of the escutcheon. 

(d) The S.P.U. may now be lifted clear of the cabinet and placed in a convenient posi- 
tion to work upon. 

(e) Unsolder all connections to the unit being replaced, also release the two resistors 
attached to its connecting terminals. 
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(f) Bend up the tabs that hold the unit to the S.P.U. base. Remove the old unit and 
fasten the new one in position by bending the tabs down so that it is held tightly to 
the S.P.U. base. 

(g) Replace and solder all connections and resistance units removed. Their correct con- 
nections are shown in Figure 18. 

(h) Return the Socket Power Unit to the cabinet in the reverse order of that used to 
remove it. Replace all connections and test. If O.K., replace the shield over the ter- 
minal strip. 

(13) REPLACING POWER TRANSFORMER OR FILTER REACTOR 
The power transformer and filter reactor are both held in place by means of tabs which 

form a part of their case, being turned over on the under side of the S.P.U. base. A step- 
by-step replacement procedure follows : 

(a) Remove S.P.U. from cabinet as described in Part III, Section 12. 

(b) Unsolder all connections to unit being replaced. If the power transformer is being 
replaced release the two screws that hold the center tapped resistance units in place, 
so they may be pulled clear when bending the tabs on the power transformer. 

(c) Bend up the tabs that hold the unit to the S.P.U. base. 
(d) The old unit may now be removed and the new one placed in position. Bend over 

the tabs on the new one so that it is fastened tightly to the S.P.U. base. 
(e) Solder all connections as shown in Figure 18. 

(f) Fasten the S.P.U. in the cabinet in the reverse order of that used to remove it. 

{ 14) REPLACING TERMINAL STRIP 
Should the terminal strip on the S.P.U. require replacement use the following procedure: 
(a) Remove the S.P.U. from cabinet as described in Part III, Section 12. 
(b) Unsolder all leads to the terminal strip. 
(c) Release two screws holding strip to S.P.U. base. 
(d) The strip may now be removed and replaced by a new one. 
(e) Fasten new strip in position by means of two machine screws, lock washers and nuts 

previously removed. 
(f) Solder all leads to terminal strip. The color scheme and correct connections are 

shown in Figure 18. 

(g) Return S.P.U. to cabinet in the reverse order, and connect to receiver assembly. 

{15) REPLACING MISCELLANEOUS PARTS IN S. P. U. 
The center tapped resistors, plate supply resistors, line switch and UX-280 socket in 

Radiola 60 may require replacement. They are all attached to the base by means of machine 
screws and nuts, and replacement is very simple. The following general outline will apply 
to all these units: 

(a) Remove S.P.U. from cabinet as described in Part III, Section 12. 
(b) Unsolder leads from defective unit. 
(c) Remove defective unit from base and replace with new unit. 
(d) Solder leads to new unit as indicated in Figure 18. 
(e) Return S.P.U. to cabinet in reverse order of that used to remove it. 
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SERVICE DATA CHART 
Before using the following Service Data Chart, when experiencing no signals, weak signals, poor qual- 

ity, noisy or intermittent reception, howling and fading, first look for defective tubes, or a poor antenna 
system. If imperfect operation is not due to these causes the "Service Data Chart" should be consulted 
for further detailed causes. Reference to Part No. and Section No. in the "Service Notes" is also noted 
for further details. 

Indication Cause Remedy 

No Signals 

Defective operating switch 
Loose volume control arm 
Defective power cable 
Defective R.F. transformer 

Defective I.F. transformer 
Defective A.F. transformer 
Defective Oscillator coil 

Defective by-pass condenser 
Defective socket power unit 

Repair or replace switch 
Tighten volume control arm, P. II, S. 4 
Replace power cable, P. III, S. 9 
Replace R.F. and oscillator coil assembly, P. III, 

S. 2 
See P. III, S. 10 
Replace A.F. transformer, P. III, S. 6 
Replace R.F. and oscillator coil assembly, P. III, 

S. 2 
Replace by-pass condenser, P. III, S. 5 
Check socket power unit by means of continuity 

test, and make any repairs or replacements nec- 
essary, P. II, S. 19 

Weak Signals 

Compensating condenser out of adjust- 
ment 

Trimming condensers out of adjust- 
ment 

I.F. transformers not correctly aligned 
Defective power cable 
Defective R.F. transformer 

Defective I.F. transformer 
Defective A.F. transformer 
Dirty prongs of Radiotrons 
Defective by-pass condenser 
Defective main tuning condenser 
Low voltages from socket power unit 

Defective socket power unit 

Adjust compensating condenser correctly, P. II, 
S. 13 

Adjust trimming condensers, P. II, S. 12 

See P. II, S. 14 
Repair or replace cable, P. III, S. 9 
Replace R.F. and oscillator coil assembly, P. III, 

S. 2 
See P. III, S. 10 
Replace A.F. transformer, P. III, S. 6 
Clean prongs with fine sandpaper, P. I, S. 3 
Replace defective by-pass condensers, P. III, S. 5 
Replace defective tuning condensers, P. III, S. 4 
Check socket power unit voltages with high resist- 

ance D.C. voltmeter and A.C. voltmeter, P. II, 
S. 17 

Check socket power unit by means of continuity 
tests and make any repairs or replacements nec- 
essary, P. II, S. 19 

Poor Quality 

Defective A.F. transformer 
Defective by-pass condenser 
Dirty contact arm of volume control 
Dirty prongs on Radiotrons 
Volume control advanced too far 

Replace A.F. transformer, P. III, S. 6 
Replace defective by-pass condenser, P. III, S. 5 
Clean contact arm on volume control, P. II, S. 4 
Clean prongs with fine sandpaper, P. I, S. 3 
Reduce setting of volume control, P. I, S. 7 

Howling 
Compensating condenser out of adjust- 

ment 
Defect in audio system 
Open grid circuit in any stage 

Adjust compensating condenser correctly, P. II, 
S. 13 

Check and repair any defect, P. II, S. 10 
Check circuit and repair defect 

Excessive Hum 
Defective center tapped resistance unit 
Socket plug position 
Line voltage low 

Replace defective resistance unit, P. III, S. 15 
Reverse socket plug 
Set line switch for low line voltage, P. I, S. 5 

Radiotrons Fail 
to Light 

Operating switch not "On" 
Defective operating switch 
Defective input A.C. cord 
Defective power transformer 
No. A.C. line voltage 

Turn operating switch "On" 
Replace operating switch 
Repair or replace A.C. input cord 
Replace power transformer, P. III, S. 13 
Turn A.C. line voltage "On" 

Play in Station. 
Selector Slack cable Take up on cable adjusting screw, P. II, S. 5 
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A WORD OR TWO ABOUT SERVICE 

Service goes hand in hand with sales. The well-informed RCA Authorized 
Dealer renders service at time of sale in affording information as to proper 
installation and upkeep. Subsequent service and repair may be required by rea- 
son of wear and tear and mishandling, to the end that RCA Loudspeaker and 
Radiola owners may be entirely satisfied. 

Obviously, this service can best be rendered by properly equipped service 
organizations having a thoroughly trained personnel with a knowledge of the 
design and operation of RCA Loudspeakers and Radiolas. 

Such service organizations have been established by the RCA Distributors, 
and the RCA Authorized Dealers are advised to refer any major work pr replace- 
ment to their selected Distributors. Minor replacements and mechanical and 
electrical adjustments may be undertaken by the RCA Dealer. 

To assist in promoting this phase of the Dealer's business the Service Divi- 
sion of the RCA has prepared a series of Service Notes-of which this booklet 
is a part-containing technical information and practical helps in servicing 
RCA Loudspeakers and Radiolas. 

This information has been compiled from experience with RCA Dealer's 
service problems and presents the best practice in dealing with them. A 
careful reading of these Service Notes will establish their value, and it is sug- 
gested they be preserved for ready reference. 

In addition to supplying the Service Notes, the RCA Service Division main- tains a corps of engineers who are qualified to render valuable help in solving 
service problems. These engineers call upon the trade at frequent intervals to advise and assist in the performance of service work. 

Property of Radio Corporation of America. Confidential and to be used only by its Authorized Distributors and Dealers in furnishing service in connection with its apparatus. 

Copyright 1923-Radio Corporation of America 
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RCA RADIOLA 62 
(105-125 Volts. 50-60 Cycle A. C.) 

SERVICE NOTES 
Prepared by RCA Service Division 

INTRODUCTION 
RCA Radiola 62 is an eight -tube socket powered radio receiver employing seven UT -227 

Radiotrons and one Uri -171A Radiotron. One Radiotron UX-280 is used in a socket power 
unit for supplying all grid and plate voltages. A dry disc type rectifier furnishes direct 
current of the correct voltage to the field of the reproducer unit. Radiola 62 is fundamentally 
a console cabinet model of Radiola 60, utilizing a new type dynamic reproducer and having such 
circuit changes as are necessary for use with a speaker of this type. Figure 1 illustrates a 
rear view showing the principal parts. Figure 2 illustrates the socket power unit and Figure 
3 shows the field supply unit 

FILTER AND BY-PASS 
CONDENSERS 

UX-280 SOCKET 

LINE VOLTAGE 
ADJUSTMENT 

SWITCH 

FILTER POWER 
REACTORS TRANSFORMER 

TO FIELD 
SUPPLY UNIT 

TERMINAL 
STRIP 

INPUT PLUG 
TO SERIES 

TAPPED RECEPTACLE 

Figure 2-Socket power unit 
Radiola 62 is designed to operate on alternating current of 105 to 125 volts, 50 to 60 

cycles, such as is used for house lighting. Connection to D. C. lines or to A. C. lines of dif- 
ferent rating may damage the Radiola or the Radiotrons. 

Radiola 62 is also made in models designed for 105-125 volts, 25-40 cycles A. C. opera- 
tion. In this model the power transformer is different from that used in the 50-60 cycle mod- 
els and the condenser shunted across the output of the disc rectifier has a capacity of 6 mfd. 
instead of 4 mfd., as used in the 50-60 cycle sets. All other parts are identical in both models 
and the Service Notes apply to each equally well. 
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The following circuit characteristics are incorporated in Radiola 62. 

(a) As already stated, Radiola 62 uses seven Radiotrons UY -227 and one Radiotron 11X - 
171A connected up in an eight -tube super -heterodyne circuit with a UX-280 in the 
S. P. U. for grid and plate supply. 

(b) A new type dynamic reproducer unit is used, the field current for this unit being 
obtained from a dry disc type of rectifier, thus keeping the load on the Radiotron 
UX-280 at a minimum value. 

(c) The circuit consists of one untuned coupling stage, one tuned R.F. stage, a tuned 
heterodyne detector, two intermediate R.F. stages, an oscillator, a second detector and 
a power amplifier. 

COUPLING 
UNIS\ 

TERMINAL 
STRIP 

DISC RECTIFIER 

1 

CONDENSER BANK 

Figure 3-Field supply unit 

(d) The second detector, operated at 160 volts plate potential with grid bias, changes the 
radio frequency current of the intermediate stages into audio frequency current. This 
gives sufficient output to operate the power tube directly from the second detector, 
thus eliminating any distortion that might be present if an intermediate audio stage 
were used. 

(e) The volume control regulates the grid bias on all radio and intermediate frequency 
amplifying stages, giving a positive control of volume, even on nearby local stations, 
without distortion. 

Figure 4 illustrates the sequence of the Radiotrons in the receiver, omitting Radiotron 
UX-280 in the socket power unit. From right to left, when facing the front of the Radiola, 
the Radiotron sequence is as follows: 

Radiotron No. 1 is an untuned stage of radio frequency amplification. It is coupled di- 
rectly to the antenna and ground across a 2000 -ohm resistance and functions as a coupling 
tube to the antenna system. 

Radiotron No. 2 is a stage of tuned radio frequency amplification. It is tuned by means 
of the first of the gang condensers. 
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Itadiotron No. 3 is the tuned heterodyne detector. It is tuned by the center of the gang 
condensers. 

Radiotrons No. 4 and No. 5 are the first and second intermediate frequency stages. These 
stages are tuned to a frequency of 180 Ii.C., giving ample distance between the two peaks of the 
oscillator to eliminate any possibility of stations coming in at more than one point on the tuu-- 
ing dial. 

Radiotron No. G is the oscillator. It is tuned by the third of the gang condensers. Two 
trimming condensers are provided at the rear of the receiver assembly for adjusting the oscil- 
lator circuit to keep the beat note at the correct frequency for the intermediate stages. 

Radiotron No. 7 is the second detector. It operates at a plate potential of 160 volts with 
the proper grid bias and does not use a grid leak or condenser. Its output is sufficient to 
drive the power amplifier. 

Radiotron No. 8 is the power amplifier. A choke and condenser arrangement couples this 
tube to the step-down transformer that matches the impedance of this output circuit to that of 
the cone. coil of the reproducer unit. This arrangement gives a quality of reproduction not 
obtainable with the use of an output transformer alone. 

POWER 
A.F 

2"_° DET. 

TO 
LOUDSPEAKER 

5 

OSC. 2.P I F. 1ST I.F. TUNED 1sT 
DET. 

RADIO FREQUENCY CURRENT - OSCILLATOR CURRENT 
R.F. CURRENT IN INTERMEDIATE STAGES 

A. F. CURRENT 

Figure 4 Radiotron sequence 

ANT. COUPLING 
STAGE 

These various principles incorporated in Radiola 62 and illustrated in the schematic cir- 
cuit Figure 5, provides a radio receiver of advanced design, excellent performance and good 
tone quality. 

PART I-INSTALLATION 
[1] ANTENNA (Outdoor Type) 

Due to the high sensitivity of Radiola 62. the antenna length need only be approximately 
25 feet. It should be erected as high as possible and be removed from all obstructions. 'l'he 
lead-in should be a continuation of the antenna itself, thus avoiding all splices which might 
introduce additional resistance and, in time, corrode sufficiently to seriously affect reception. 
If it is absolutely necessary to splice the lead-in to the antenna the joint must be carefully 
soldered to insure a good electrical contact. Clean off all excess flux and tape the connection, 
to protect it from the oxidation effects of the atmosphere. 

High-grade glass or porcelain insulator supports are required, and at no point should the 
antenna or lead-in wire come in contact with any part of the building. Bring the lead-in wire 
from the outside through a porcelain tube insulator to the inside of the house for connection to 
the receiver. 

The antenna should not cross either over or under any electric light, traction, or power 
line and should be at right angles to these lines and other antennas. An outdoor antenna; 
should be protected by means of an approved lightning arrester, in accordance with the require- 
ments of the National Fire Underwriters' Code. 
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[2] ANTENNA ( Indoor Type) 
Where the installation of an outdoor antenna is not practical, satisfactory results may 

generally be obtained by using an indoor antenna of about 25 feet of insulated wire strung 
around the picture moulding or placed under a rug. In buildings where metal lathing is em- 
ployed, satisfactory results are not always possible with this type of antenna. However, due 
to its sensitivity, Radiola 62 will generally give entirely satisfactory reception with an indoor 
antenna. 

[3] GROUND 
A good ground is quite as important as a good antenna. No specific recommendations 

can be given in this matter as conditions vary in different locations. Water and steam pipes 
usually make good grounds. Gas pipes usually make poor grounds and, as a rule, are to be 
avoided. If neither water nor steam pipes are available, a pipe or metal rod may be driven 
into the ground to a depth of several feet. The success of this type of ground depends upon 
the moisture present in the soil. The ground lead should be connected by means of an 
approved ground clamp to a section of pipe that has been scraped and thoroughly cleaned. 
The connection should be inspected from time to time to make certain that a clean and tight 
electrical contact exists between the clamp and pipe. The service man should experiment with 
various grounds, and employ the one giving the best results. 

A spark will occur if the power supply is "on" when making the ground connection. 
This action is normal, being caused by the discharge of one of the .1 mfd. condensers con- 
nected across the power input to the disc rectifier. No current is consumed as no load is 

being drawn through the condenser. 

[4] RADIOTRONS 
A guide shield is provided on all the receiver Radiotron sockets to facilitate the insertion 

of the Radiotrons. The seven Radiotrons UY -227 are inserted in the five -contact sockets. The 
Radiotron UX-171A is placed in the four -contact socket in the receiver assembly, and the 
Radiotron UX-280 is placed in the socket power unit. 

In placing Radiola 62 into operation, if no signals are heard when tuning to a station 
known to be broadcasting, examine the Radiotrons. Possibly one Radiotron has been dam- 
aged in transit. Interchanging with one or more of the same type known to be in operating 
condition will isolate the damaged one. 

Socket No. 2 (Figure 4), the tuned R.F. stage, is the most critical for selection of the 
Radiotrons. Place in this socket the tube which gives the loudest signal and does not go into 
oscillation throughout the tuning range. If no tube is found that will not oscillate, a slight 
re -adjustment of the R.F. compensating condenser may be necessary, as described in Part II, 
Section 13. 

Other stages somewhat critical are the oscillator and second detector, sockets No. 6 and 
No. 7, respectively. The remaining tubes should be interchanged until a tube is found for the 
oscillator that gives the loudest signal on a given station. The second detector Radiotron 
should be selected for its ability to handle large volume. Select the tube for this socket that 
will permit the volume control to be advanced and give the greatest output without overloading. 

[5] LINE SWITCH 
A two-way switch is provided in the S.P.U. for adjustment to line voltages. A shield 

over the terminal strip holds this switch in the 120 -volt position. Unless it is definitely known 
that the line is always below 115 volts the switch should be left in its original position. It is a 

good plan to leave this switch at the 120 -volt position on all lines unless unsatisfactory opera- 
tion is experienced. If the switch is set at the 110 -volt position on supply lines exceeding 115 

volts the Radiotrons in the receiver will be damaged. 

[6] KNOBS 
Radiola 62 uses an improved type of push knob on the station selector and volume con- 

trol shafts. This knob is removed by simply pulling it off the shaft, and replaced by pushing it 
on. Very little trouble should be experienced, as no setscrews or other parts that might give 
trouble are used. 
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When placing this knob on its shaft care must be exercised not to push it tight against 
the washer between the knob and cabinet, as then it will bind. Sometimes in handling new 
sets the knob will have become pushed against the washer and bind. The remedy is merely 
to pull the knob out until it does not bind. 

[7] RECEIVING LOUD LOCAL STATIONS 
If excess volume control adjustment is used on local stations the signal will apparently 

have two peaks on the tuning dial. A further advance of the volume control will decrease 
the volume rather than increase it. This is entirely normal, and is caused by tube overloading. 
The correct method of tuning Radiola 62 on local stations is to reduce the volume control to the 
position where the station will be received at only one position on the station selector dial, and then adjust the volume control for the desired volume. 

On some stations when tuned in with excessive volume a howl may be experienced. 
The remedy is to reduce the volume control until the howl disappears. 

This tuning procedure should be explained to the Radiola owner when an installation 
is made. 

v 
.0002 MFD. 

p ANTENNA 

GROUND 

RADIOLA 16 ANT. 
COUPLING COILS 

TO GROUND 
AND GROUND 
BINDING POST 

i 

TO ANTENNA 
BINDING 

POST 

TO ANTENNA 

Figure 6 --Long wave interference filter 

[8] DISTORTION DUE TO LOUD SIGNALS 
In some localities extremely close to powerful broadcasting stations, reproduction may 

be distorted when reducing volume to a point satisfactory to the listener. When installing 
a set, determine by a listening test whether this condition exists or not and apply the follow- 
ing remedy if the reproduction is distorted. 

Procure a single -pole single -throw switch (any type will do) and connect it in series with 
the antenna lead of the receiver. The switch may be located either inside or outside the 
cabinet in any convenient position. Opening the switch will disconnect the antenna and 
allow satisfactory reception on signals that would otherwise be distorted. The switch should 
be closed for reception from other stations. 

[9] PICK-UP FROM LONG WAVE HIGH POWER CODE STATIONS 
Should Radiola 62 be installed very close to long wave, powerful code stations, it is pos- 

sible that a certain amount of pick-up and interference from them will be experienced. Trouble 
of this kind may be eliminated in the following manner: 

(a) Procure the following equipment: 
Two Radiola 16 antenna coils (RCA Stock No. 5658). 
One .0002 Mfd. fixed condenser. 

(b) Connect as shown in Figure 6. 
(c) This apparatus may be placed inside of the cabinet of the receiver or made up 

in a separate unit and placed in any convenient location. It acts as a filter, allow- 
ing frequencies of the broadcast band only to reach the receiver. 
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[10] LOCATION OF RADIOLA IN ROOM 
As with other musical instruments, the location of Radiola 62 in the room should be 

chosen with care. Various positions should be tried until the most desirable reproduction is 
obtained. If this position is outside the radius of the connection cord to the A.C. outlet, an 
extension cord can be used. 

[11] SHIPPING BRACKET FOR REPRODUCER UNIT 
Radiola 62 is shipped with a metal yoke and wooden support to hold the reproducer unit 

in place during shipment. This wooden block and the metal yoke holding it should be re- 
moved when placing Radiola 62 into operation as it may resonate at audible frequencies and 
affect the reproducing qualities of the Radiola. The front flange of the reproducer offers 
ample support for the reproducer unit on all occasions except when shipping. 

PART II-SERVICE DATA 

[ 1 ] ANTENNA SYSTEM FAILURES 
A grating noise may be caused by a poor lead-in connection to the antenna; or the 

antenna touching some metallic surface, such as the edge of a tin roof, drain pipe, etc. By 
disconnecting the antenna and ground leads the service man can soon determine whether the 
(ause of complaint is within or external to the receiver and plan his service work accordingly. 

[2] RADIOTRON SOCKETS 
The sockets used in Radiola 62 are a six -gang UY socket assembly, a single UY socket, 

and two single UX sockets. One of the UX sockets is used in the socket power unit and is of 
a different design than that used in the receiver assembly. 

The bakelite Radiotron guide shields used in the receiver assembly will prevent any pos- 
sible shock from contact with high voltages in the socket when inserting the Radiotrons. 
The prongs of the tubes fit into this shield opening very snugly and require only a twist until 
the prongs find the correct holes into which they fit. This is especially helpful when inserting 
the five -prong tubes into their sockets. 

[3] RADIOTRON PRONGS 
Dirty Radiotron prongs may cause noisy operation or change the resistance of the fila- 

ment circuits sufficiently to cause a hum in the loudspeaker. They should therefore be cleaned 
with fine sandpaper periodically to insure good contact. The use of emery cloth or steel 
wool is not recommended. Before re-inserting the Radiotrons in their sockets wipe the prongs 
and base carefully to make certain that all particles of sand are removed. 

If a Radiotron will not fit into a socket without considerable pressure, look for excessive 

solder on one or more of the prongs. Excessive solder on the prongs may be removed with 
a file or knife. 

[4] LOOSE VOLUME CONTROL 
A loose volume control arm may cause noisy or intermittent operation. It should be 

bent slightly so that it makes firm contact against the resistance strip. To do this it is 

necessary to remove the chassis from the cabinet as described in Part III, Section 1. The 

volume control is then accessible. It can be released by removing the two screws that hold 

it to the metal frame. 

[5] ADJUSTMENT FOR SLACK DRUM CONTROL 

The main tuning condensers are controlled by a cable and drum arrangement giving a 

smoothly acting vernier movement that has no back lash. 
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After considerable wear or extreme changes of temperature the cable may become slack. To take up this slack open lid of cabinet and turn the cable adjusting screw with clamp until the cable is taut. This screw may become seated after several adjustments are made, thus allow- ing no further tightening of the cable. When this condition occurs it will be necessary to slip the cable a half turn on the grooved drum. To make this adjustment it is necessary 
to remove the chassis from the cabinet as described in Part III, Section 1. Remove the 
cable adjusting screw and clamp. The cable will then have approximately one inch slack. By 
removing the tapered pin holding the front grooved drum to its shaft and replacing it on 
the opposite side (180 degrees) the one inch slack in the cable can be taken up by using the 
new position of the pin for anchoring the cable. It will be noted that the tapered pin in the 
new position cannot be inserted as far as originally. However, it can be inserted far enough 
to lock the grooved drum to the control shaft and clear the metal housing. If the cable 
again is stretched to the maximum adjustment of the cable adjusting screw the tapered pin 
can be returned to its original position and an additional half turn slipped on the drum 
which will provide for taking up all slack. A sufficient number of grooves are provided on 
the drum for this purpose. 

BAKELITE, 

,STEEL BLADE 

7 

U si 

Figure 7- Dimensions of the 
non-metallic screw drover 

[6] BROKEN CONDENSER DRIVE CABLE 
A broken condenser drive cable can be replaced in the manner described in Part III, Section 7. However, if a new cable is not immediately available a temporary repair can 

be made in the following manner, provided the break in the cable is not in that section that passes over the small grooved drums. 
Splice and solder the two ends together. Splicing consists of interweaving the strands, 

as with rope, and not just twisting the cable ends together as in an electrical wiring splice. Splicing gives greater strength and forms a smaller body on the cable. When soldering use plenty of flux and a small amount of solder. Heat sufficiently so that the solder adheres to all the strands of the cable. Placing the splice in an alcohol or bunsen flame affords sufficient heat and allows excess solder to drip away. This is but a temporary repair to be used only until a new cable can be procured. 

[7] HUM 
If a pronounced hum develops during operation check the following: 
(a) Low emission Radiotron UX-280. A low emission rectifying tube will cause exces- 

sive hum and unsatisfactory operation. 
(b) Defective center tapped resistance. A short or open of either of these resistances 

will cause a loud hum and imperfect operation of the Radiola. 
(c) Any open of the several grounding connections in the Radiola or voltage supply 

resistances may cause a certain amount of hum. These defects will have a pro- 
nounced effect on the general operation of the Radiola which will be more notice- 
able than the additional hum. Check by means of the continuity test given in Part II, Section 22. 

(d) Use of Radiotron UX-171 instead of Radiotron UX-171A may cause an increase of 
hum. It is recommended that only Radiotron UX-171A be used as a power amplifier 
in Radiola 62. 

(e) Defective disc rectifier or condenser across output of rectifier may cause excessive 
hum and faulty operation. A check of this condition can be made as described in Part II, Section 19. 
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(f) Antenna and ground leads reversed. Reversing these leads opens the condenser center 
ground connection in the field supply unit and causes hum. 

A mechanical hum caused by vibration of loose- laminations in the power transformer 
may be corrected by removing the power transformer from the S.P.U. as described in Part 
III, Section 14, and heating it in a slow oven. The open end should be kept up and the 
compound heated sufficiently to allow it to adhere to the laminations of the transformer. 
After heating, the transformer should be allowed to cool for at least 24 hours and then 
returned to the S.P.U. 

[8] DISTORTION IN REPRODUCER UNIT 
Distortion in the reproducer unit may be due to any of the following causes : 

(a) Cone out of alignment. Refet to Part II, Section 21. 
(b) Leads from cone coil broken away from side of cone. Make these leads fast with 

a little shellac. 
(c) Loose grille, escutcheons or baffle board. Any loose part in the cabinet will cause 

a rattle. Tighten all loose parts. 

[9] 

Figure 8-Method of adjusting trimming and compensating condensers 

LOW VOLUME AND WEAK SIGNALS 
Low volume or weak signals may be caused by : 

(a) Defective antenna system. A poor antenna and ground or one in a shielded locality 
may cause weak signals. The suggestions given in Part I, Sections 1, 2 and 3, 
should be followed if trouble of this kind is experienced. 

(b) Defective Radiotrons. A defective Radiotron in any stage may cause weak signals. 
Before checking other causes it is a good plan to check all Radiotrons by inter- 
changing them with ones of a similar type known to be in good operating condition. 

(c) R.F. compensating condenser out of adjustment. If this condenser is badly out of 
adjustment it will have the effect of making the Radiola very insensitive. To adjust 
correctly refer to Part II, Section 13. 

(d) Oscillator trimming condensers out of adjustment. Should the oscillator trimming 
condensers be out of adjustment the Radiola may be sensitive at certain portions of 
the tuning scale and very insensitive at other sections. Should these condensers be 
badly out of adjustment, only very loud local stations will be heard. The correct 
method for adjustment of these condensers is given in Part II, Section 12. 

(e) Intermediate transformers not correctly tuned or matched. Should the tuning con- 
densers connected across the secondaries of the intermediate transformers be out of 
adjustment, weak signals and poor tuning or, in some cases, no signals will result. 
Refer to Part II, Section 14, for the correct method of adjusting the I.F. trans- 
formers. 
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(f) Defective A.F. transformer or output condenser and choke. A defect in any of these 
parts will cause weak signals and abnormal operation. Check by means of the con- 
tinuity test and make any replacement that is necessary. 

(g) Low voltage from S.P.U. Check S.P.U. voltages at terminal strip with readings 
given in Part II, Section 17. Low voltages may be caused by a low emission recti- 
fying tube or defective resistances in the S.Y.U. or receiver. Check by means of 
continuity test. 

(h) Cren or short of various connections in receiver. Check by means of continuity tests 
and make any repair or replacement that is necessary. 

Figure 9-180 K.C. Test Oscillator 

[10] AUDIO HOWL 
Audio howl may be caused by: 
(a) Incorrect adjustment of Y.F. compensating condenser. A compensating condenser 

adjusted to the verge of oscillation may cause a howl on nearby stations. Adjust as 
suggested in Part II, Section 13. 

(b) Open A.F. condenser connections. An open of the A.F. by-pass condenser may cause 
a howl. 

(c) Open large by-pass condenser connections. An open of the connections to the large 
by-pass condensers may cause a howl. 

(d) Defective volume control resistance. Should there be an open or short in the volume 
control or in its adjacent resistances an audio howl may develop. 
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(e) Vibrating elements in receiver Radiotrons. A gradually developed howl may be due 
to the loudspeaker causing the receiver Radiotron elements to vibrate. To over- 
come this condition, interchange the Radiotrons in the receiver, especially the second 
detector. 

(f) Poor ground. Install ground system as suggested in Part I, Section 3. 

(g) Poorly soldered or corroded joints. Any high resistance joint throughout the Radi - 
ola may cause a howl. 

(h) Defective resistance in S.P.U. or the receiver assembly. An open resistance unit 
may cause howl. Under such conditions it is advisable to turn the set "off" until 
the trouble is found, otherwise excessive voltage rise may cause further damage. 

(i) Neutralizing condensers in intermediate transformers out of adjustment. These con- 
densers being out of adjustment might cause an I.F. stage to oscillate which will 
result in a howl when a station is tuned in, especially at loud volume. Adjust the 
neutralizing condensers as described in Part II, Section 14. 

Open of any of the several ground leads in the Radiola. This may cause some of 
the circuits to go into oscillation and result in a howl when a station is tuned "in." 
Generally a loud hum will also be present. The several grounding leads in the 
Receiver Assembly and in the Socket Power Unit should be checked and any open 
or poorly soldered joint should be repaired. 

(j) 

[11] DISTORTED REPRODUCTION 
Under normal conditions Radiola 62 will deliver a strong signal of excellent quality to 

the loudspeaker. The high sensitivity of Radiola 62 makes it undesirable to operate the set 
at full volume when receiving from nearby broadcasting stations. If the loudspeaker pro- 
duction is poor, test the output from the receiver. A pair of phones may be used for this 
purpose. Poor quality or distortion may be due to any of the following causes : 

(a) Defective Radiotrons. Though the Radiola may be in operating condition a defective 
Radiotron in any stage will cause distortion. This is especially true of the second 
detector, audio stage and the rectifier tube. 

(b) High or low plate and grid voltages from the Socket Power Unit or a defective 
resistor in the Receiver Assembly. In the Socket Power Unit distortion may be 
caused by a defective Radiotron UX-280 or resistance unit. 

(c) Defective A.F. transformer. Check by means of continuity test and replace if 
necessary. 

(d) Trimming condensers out of adjustment. Should the oscillator trimming condensers 
be out of adjustment the beat signal may not be exactly the frequency to which the 
intermediates are tuned. This will cause weak signals and distortion of those 
received. This condition may or may not be present throughout the tuning range 
of the receiver. Adjust as described in Part II, Section 12. 

(e) Receiver oscillating. Should some circuit other than the oscillator be oscillating, 
distortion will be experienced when tuning in a station. This will be accompanied 
by a whistle or squeal when the carrier wave of the station is tuned in. To remedy 
trouble of this kind see Part II, Section 10. 

(f) Intermediate transformers out of line or not properly matched. This will have the 
effect of giving distorted reproduction and reduce the sensitivity of the receiver to 
a marked degree. Line up the entire I.F. transformer assembly as described in 
Part II, Section 14. 

[12] ADJUSTMENT OF OSCILLATOR TRIMMING CONDENSERS 
Two trimming condensers are provided for adjusting the oscillator circuit so that the 

beat note will always be 180 I.C. throughout the tuning range of the receiver. 
The most noticeable symptom of the oscillator trimming condensers being out of adjust- 

ment is insensitivity of the Radiola in some sections or throughout the tuning range. To 
check the adjustment of the trimming condensers as a possible cause of any noticeable insen- 
sitivity in the receiver proceed in the following manner : 
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(a) Procure the following equipment: 
A modulated oscillator giving si gnals at 1,400 and 600 Kilocycles The test 

oscillator shown in Figure 9 is suitable for this purpose. 
A long, thin, non-metallic screwdriver. Such a screwdriver is shown in Figure 

7 with its dimensions. 
A 0-10 milliammeter. Connect the milliammeter in series with the red lead 

that turns to the receiver assembly as it enters the braided cable and connecting to 
lug No. 2 of the S.P.L. terminal strip. This places the meter in series with the plate 
supply of the second detector. 

(b) With the Radiola in operation, place the oscillator in operation at 1,400 K.C. close 
to the antenna lead and tune the Radiola by adjusting the station selector until a 
deflection caused by the external oscillator is obtained in the milliammeter. Ad- 
just volume control so that deflection is not beyond scale of meter. 

TRIMMING CONDENSERS C COMPENSATING COND. 

I ® 1-t-/ 
2"_° DET. OSC. 219 I.F. 157 1.E 157 DET. R.F. 

00 00 00 00 00 000 000 000 000 

3RD I.F. -2No I.F.-, r-13.7 I.F, 
TRANS. i TRANS. ¿ ; TRANS. 

O 
Ì 

I ' i 
I 

TUNING CON?. i NEUTRALI17ING COND. 

e I I '\ 1 

I 

I I I 

T NÌNG N ÇO E1 S L---- N_ ER 

ANTENNA 
COUPLING 

STAGE 

Figure 10-I.F. neutralizing and tuning condensers, oscillator 
trimming condensers, and R.F. compensating condenser 

(e) Now adjust the oscillator trimming condenser on the right, facing rear of Radiola (Figure 8) with the long, thin, non-metallic screwdriver until a maximum deflec- 
tion is obtained in the milliammeter. 

(d) Adjust oscillator for 600 K.C. Tune in the Radiola with station selector and then 
adjust the trimming condenser to the left for maximum deflection of the milliam- 
meter. 

(e) Now readjust at 1,400 K.C. as indicated in (b) and (c). 
With this adjustment the trimming condensers are correctly adjusted for 

maximum efficiency, that is, so adjusted that the beat signal will be 180 K.C. 
throughout the tuning range. 

[13] ADJUSTMENT OF R. F. COMPENSATING CONDENSER 
The radio frequency compensating condenser should not be touched unless it is definitely 

ascertained that no other failure exists as a possible cause of receiver insensitivity, which is 
the most noticeable indication of the need for adjusting the compensating condenser. 

An oscillating condition of the receiver may be caused by improper adjustment of this 
condenser. 

A step by step procedure for making proper adjustment follows: 
(a) Procure a long, thin, non-metallic screwdriver (See Figure 7). 
(b) Place Radiola in operation in usual manner and tune in a weak station, preferably 

at the middle or upper wavelengths. If only a loud signal is available, disconnect 
the antenna. 
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(c) Locate the position of the compensating condenser (See Figure 8). 
(d) With the volume control at the position of maximum setting adjust the screw of 

the condenser until the Radiola goes into oscillation. This will cause a whistle 
whenever a station is tuned "in." Then turn the screw in the opposite direction 
until the set just goes out of oscillation and no howl is experienced when receiving 
loud local stations. Now tune in stations throughout the range of the receiver and 
note whether oscillations occur. If they do, it will be necessary to reduce the setting 
slightly. This is the correct adjustment for the radio frequency compensating con- 

denser. 

[141 ADJUSTMENT OF I. F. TRANSFORMERS 
The three I.E. transformers used in Radiola 62 are of the air core, tuned primary and 

tuned secondary type. The primary condenser is of the fixed type, while the secondary is 

adjustable. Also in each assembly an adjustable condenser is provided for neutralizing the 
I.F. stage. 

Figure 11-.ldjusting tuning condensers in I.E. .stages 

Should a transformer burn out or its primary fixed condenser change in capacity it will 

be necessary to replace that particular transformer. The correct procedure for making such a 

replacement is contained in Part. III, Section 10. 
A simple method of locating a shorted transformer is to use a resistance bridge or the re- 

sistance measuring method described in "Radiola 32 Service Notes." The approximate trans- 
former primary D.C. resistance is 20 ohms; secondary 100 ohms. Due to the circuit arrange- 

ment it will only be possible to get a reading of 50 ohms on the secondary as the end connec- 

tion goes to the neutralizing condenser and the reading must be made at the center tap con- 

nection. This test can be made from the underside of the chassis. (See wiring continuity dia- 

gram, Figure 20.) 
After replacing a defective I.F. transformer or to make adjustments, the following tuning 

and neutralizing procedure must be followed for correctly lining up the various circuits. This is 

of utmost importance, as the entire performance of Radiola 62 is based on the correct function- 

ing of its intermediate stages. 
The following equipment is needed : 

1. A Test Oscillator (Driver). See Figure 9. 

2. A coupling lead for coupling the output of the Driver to the grid coil of the first 

detector. 
3. A non-metallic screwdriver. 
4. A "dummy" Radiotron UY -227-a normal tube with one heater prong removed. 

The RCA Service Division will advise RCA Distributors how to obtain this Driver and 

the above items. 
17 
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Preliminary steps to be taken before adjusting the tuning, neutralizing and trimming condensers :- 
(a) Remove receiver assembly as described in Part III, Section 1. 
(b) Remove main tuning condenser assembly as described in Part III, Section 4. 
(c) Replace screw holding ground lead on under side of receiver assembly and make cer- tain that ground lead makes good contact with the chassis frame. 
(d) Connect all lugs to the S.P.U. and field supply terminal strips. Unsolder the red 

lead-connected to lug No. 2-that turns to the receiver assembly as it enters the 
braided cable and connect it to the clip from the Driver. The other lead with the 
spade terminal from the Driver should also 'be connected to terminal No. 2 on the 
S.P.U. terminal strip. These connections merely place the milliammeter in the 
Driver test set, in series with the plate supply to the second detector. 

Figure 12 Internal con- 
nections of I.F. trans- 

formers. 

RECEIVER. 
CABLE` 

TO FIELD OF 
REPRODUCER UNIT 

/NOT USED 

I 
2 

BUCK 

R-GROUFIO TO FRAME 

S. P. U.; FIELD SUPPLY 
TERMINAL STRIP lf- - TERMINAL STRIP 

FROM INPUT A.C. SUPPLY 
'OF SOCKET POWER UNIT 

Figure 13-Receiver Cable con- 
nections to the S.P.U. and Field 

Supply terminal strips. 
(e) Now place the coupling coil from the Driver under the center coil of the R.F. and Oscillator assembly. This is the transformer between the tuned R.F. stage and the first detector. Replace all Radiotrons except the Oscillator and turn operating switch "ON." 
(f) Place Driver in operation by switching "ON," and set switches and vernier con- denser at 180 K.C. The note from the Driver will then be heard in the loudspeaker. The I.F. transformer tuning condensers may now be adjusted as follows : (a) Adjust the tuning condensers successively on the third, second and first I.F. trans- formers (Figures 10 and 11), for maximum signal in the loudspeaker and maxi- mum reading on the milliammeter. If pointer should go off milliammeter scale re- duce the volume control. After making one adjustment on the transformers it is a good plan to repeat, as slight changes may have occurred in tuning the other cir- cuits. No signal, or a loud howl indicates neutralizing condensers are out of adjust- ment and they should be readjusted. 

A maximum reading by adjusting all three tuning condensers indicates correct tuning of the intermediate stages. 
It is now necessary to check the neutralization of the I.F. stages as follows : 
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(a) Leave all adjustments and apparatus in position on completion of tuning, but substi- 
tute a pair of phones for the loudspeaker by disconnecting leads to terminals 3 and 
4 of the field supply unit and connect phone tips to these terminals. Place dummy 
Radiotron in first I.F. socket. Now adjust the neutralizing condenser on the first 
I.F. transformer for the position of minimum or no signal. This is easily identified 
and the adjustment is not critical. 

(b) Replace the first I.F. tube and place "dummy" tube in second I.F. stage and adjust 
the neutralizing condenser on the second I.F. transformer for position of minimum 
or no signal as described in the preceding paragraph (a). Figure 12 illustrates the 
internal connections of the I.F. transformers. It will be noted that the two con- 
densers on the third transformer are connected in parallel for tuning. This stage 
does not require neutralizing. 

After the I.F. transformers are properly tuned and neutralized they should perform 
at their maximum efficiency. It is a good plan to cheek the adjustments of the two 
oscillator trimming condensers (See Figure 20) at this point. The correct method 

ALL 
R.F. AND F. 

AMPLIFIERS 

CUTPUT 

0000--ICOND. 
OUTPUT 
CHOKE 

PWR. AMP. 

UK -171-A 

VO UME CONTROL 

OUTPUT 
TO 

LOUDSPEAKEF 

Figure 14-Schematic circuit diagram of the voltage supply system 

for doing this is indicated in Part II, Section 12. The Driver illustrated in Figure 9 may 
be used for this adjustment. The procedure for adjusting the trimming condensers follows: 

(a) Replace main tuning condensers and solder all connections in place. Place coupling 
lead of the oscillator near the Radiola antenna lead. 

(b) Set Driver switches and vernier condenser for 1,400 K.C. 
(e) With all Radiotrons in place in the receiver tune for Driver signal with main tuning 

condensers. If reading goes off milliammeter scale reduce volume control. 
(d) Adjust trimming condenser on right (facing rear of Radiola, Figure 8) for a maxi- 

mum reading. 
(e) Shift frequency of Driver to 600 K.C. and tune in with main tuning condensers. 

Adjust trimming condenser on left for maximum milliammeter reading. This is the 
condenser on the left of the other trimming condenser. 

(f) After adjusting at 600 K.C., check again at 1,400 K.C., and make any readjustment 
necessary. 

This check of the trimming condensers completes the adjustments to be made in Radiola 
62 with the Driver. The receiver assembly should now be returned to the cabi- 

net (Figure 13 shows the cable connections) and the Radiola returned to normal operation. 
Due to the increased sensitivity of the receiver it may be necessary to reduce the setting 

of the RF. compensating condenser to prevent the tuned R.F. stage from oscillating. This can 
be ascertained by tuning in stations of different wavelengths and noting if the receiver oscil- 
lates at any point 'throughout its tuning range. (See Part II, Section 13.) 
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1151 OUTPUT CONDENSER AND CHOKE, OUTPUT TRANSFORMER 
AND FILTER CONDENSERS 

The filter condensers are located in one container in the S.P.U. (See Figure 2) and their 
internal connections are shown in Figure 15. The output condenser and choke and output 
transformer comprising the coupling unit in the field supply, are located in another unit. 
The internal connections are shown in Figure 15A. The procedure for testing the choke or 
transformer windings is to "click test" for an open. To test the condensers they should be 
charged and then discharged by shorting their terminals with a screwdriver. A condenser 
that will not retain its charge is defective. Approximately 200 volts D.C. should be used 
when making this test. 

An open output condenser or an open or shorted choke will cause weak and distorted re- 
production. A defective filter condenser is indicated by excessively hot plates, possibly showing 
color, in Radiotron UX-280. Shorted by-pass condensers will cause abnormal operation or in - 
operation. 
[16] VOTLAGE SUPPLY SYSTEM 

Figure 14 illustrates a schematic diagram of the cathode, grid and plate voltage supply 
system of the various tubes used in the receiver assembly. 

This receiver uses the series supply arrangement for securing different drops through 
various sections of a resistor placed in the plate return lead to secure proper bias for the 
grid circuits and proper potential for applying to the cathodes and heaters. Electrically the 
volume control is a section of this resistance and it functions by varying the grid bias on the 
R.F. and I.F. stages sufficiently to give a positive control of signal strength delivered to the 
second detector. 

\\\\\Ó`\"```' 
\. \. ..,w , 

MFD` .\ , 
MFD. \ 

1 UM ktMFD.T. \ , \\ 
d MFD\. i \ 

%MFD. 

\ 
\ ( 

M \\\ M\\ \\ i 
Figure 15-Internal connec- Figure 15A-Internal con- 
tions of filter and by-pass nections of the coupling 

condensers unit 
A bleeder resistor of 20,000 ohms is provided across the 

position. The use of this resistor prevents any excessive rise 
wise occur upon removal of all Radiotrons or if some failure 
curred in the receiver. 

Figure 16-Internal connec- 
tions of condenser bank for 

field supply unit 
supply circuit at the 135 -volt 
in voltage that would other - 
resulting in reduced load oc - 

[17] VOLTAGE READINGS 
When checking Radiola 62 for possible defects it is good practice to check the voltage 

of the various sources of current. To do this a service man will need both an A.C. and D.C. 
Voltmeter, the D.C. meter being 600 ohms per volt or higher in resistance. The following 
voltages at the terminal strip of the S.P.U. are correct with all tubes in place, the line ad- 
justment switch in the correct position for that particular location and the set in operating 
condition. The tubes must be in good condition otherwise the D.C. voltages may be excessively 
high. 

The shield over the terminal strip must be removed before any readings can be made. 
The terminal numbers are counted from front to rear of the Radiola, No. 1 being near the 
front and No. 11 near the rear. 

Terminals Correct Voltage 
2 to 7 210 D.C. 
3 to 7 160 D.C. 
4 to 7 110 D.C. 
8 to 9 5 A.C. 

10 to 11 2.5 A.C. 
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[18] CHECKING RESISTANCE VALUES 
When checking a Radiola 62 for possible trouble it is always a good plan to check the various resistance values of different strips used both in the receiver assembly or in the socket power unit. These values are shown in the schematic circuit diagram, Figure 5. A resist- ance bridge should be used for checking these values, or if this is not available, the method sug- gested in "RCA Radiola 32 Service Notes" (page 16) will give good results for the lower values of resistance. The high values, such as 14,300 and 20,000 ohms may be checked by measuring the voltage drop across them, after ascertaining that all other circuits are in correct operating condition. 

[19] TESTING DISC RECTIFIER 
The disc rectifier may he checked by measuring the output voltage that is delivered to the field of the reproducer unit. This should be 100 volts with the field connected. With the field disconnected it should rise slightly to about 140 volts. 
Across the output of the rectifier is connected a 4 mfcl. condenser. (See Figure 16.) Should this côndenser become shorted, the fuses on the line will probably blow and the set 

Figure 17-Adjusting the position of the cone 

become inoperative. If the fuses do not blow immediately, the rectifier will be damaged. A shorted condenser can be located by means of a click test and it should be replaced as de- scribed in Part III, Section 18. 
Precaution-The operation of the disc rectifier depends on the pressure to which the discs are held. Do not loosen the bolts that hold them together as it is highly improbable they can be returned to normal operation without special instruments. Should replacement become necessary, remove the bracket and unit together. The replacement part is supplied with brackets so that replacement is comparatively easy. 

[201 REPRODUCER UNIT 
Radiola 62 uses a new type eight -inch dynamic reproducer which makes possible excel- lent quality of reproduction. The field coil assembly is the same as that used in Loudspeaker 105 with the exception that the mounting bracket is not used. The flange, however, is larger and is designed so that the entire unit may be supported by it from the baffle board. The cone is an eight -inch corrugated type, giving a smooth response to all frequencies and having a treatment to make it weatherproof and free from rattle. 
A check on the continuity of the cone coil or field can be made by disconnecting them from all other terminals and click testing for continuity. An open Of either coil will indi- cate a defect which must be remedied by replacing the entire cone or the field coil. 
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[21] CENTERING CONE OF REPRODUCER UNIT 
To properly center a new cone or one out of center use the following procedure: 
(a) Remove the grille by pulling the left side when facing the front of the Radiola. 
(b) Loosen center screw of cone, but do not remove it. 
(c) Insert three cardboard strips about the thickness of a visiting card, 11/2" x 1/4" in 

size, through the center web of the cone into the space between the pole piece and 
the cone (Figure 17) . This will give the cone coil the same clearance on all sides 
of the pole piece. 

(d) Tighten the center screw holding the web of the cone and remove the three strips. 
The cone is now properly centered. Replace the grille previously removed.. 

1221 RADIOLA 62 CONTINUITY TESTS 

The following tests will show complete continuity for the receiver assembly, socket power 
unit and field supply unit of Radiola 62. Disconnect the antenna and ground leads ; the cable 
connecting the power units to the receiver and loudspeaker and the A.C. supply cord at its 
outlet. 

A pair of headphones with at least 41/2 volts in series, or a voltmeter with sufficient volt- 
age to give a full scale deflection when connected across the battery terminals should be used 
in making these tests. The receiver Radiotron sockets, numbers and lugs used in these tests 
are shown in Figure 18. The receiver continuity wiring diagram is illustrated in Figure 20. 
The S.P.U. and field supply unit terminal numbers are shown in Figures 19 and 21. 
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Figure 19-Continuity wiring diagram of the socket power 
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SOCKET POWER UNIT CONTINUITY TESTS 
Remove Radiotron UX-280 and Disconnect Cable at Terminal Strip 

Terminals Correct 
Effect Incorrect Effect Caused by 

G to P of UX-280 socket 

Across filament contacts of U X-280 
socket 

One filament contact of UX-280 socket 
to No. 2 

Terminal. No. 2 to No. 
Terminal No. 2 to No. 4 
Terminal No. 2 to No. 5 

Terminal No. 2 to No. 
Terminal No. 3 to No. 6 
Terminal No. 4 to No. 5 

Terminal No. 5 to No. 6 
Terminal No. 5 to No. 7 
Terminal No. 8 to No. 9 

Terminal No. 10 to No. 11 

Closed 

Closed 

Closed 

Closed 
Closed 
Open 
Open 
Closed 
Open 
Open 
Open 
Closed 

Closed 

Open high voltage winding of power 
transformer 

Open UX-280 filament winding of power 
transformer 

Open filter reactors 

Open resistance unit 
Open resistance unit 
Shorted 1 mfd. condenser 
Shorted 31,/, mid. condenser 
Open resistance unit 
Shorted .5 mfd. condenser 
Shorted .5 mfd. condenser 
Shorted t mid. Condenser 
Open 1TX-171A filament winding and 

resistance unit 
Open UY -227 filament winding and re- 

sistance unit. 
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RECEIVER ASSEMBLY CONTINUITY TESTS 
Remove all Radiotrons and Disconnect Cable at Terminal Strips 

See Figure 18 for cable lugs, terminals, and Radiotron socket contacts 

Circuit Terminals Correct 
Effect Incorrect Effect Caused by 

Grid 

Antenna lead to ground lead 
Antenna lead to 01 
02 to ground 
03 to Lug No. 5 

04 to ground 
G5 to ground 
07 to ground 

08 to Lug No. 6 

Lug No. 5 to Lug No. 7 
Ground to Lug No. 7 

Closed 
Closed 
Closed 
Closed 

Closed 
Closed 
Closed 

Closed 

Closed 
Closed 

Open antenna resistor 
Open connection 
Open secondary of 1st R.F. transformer 
Open secondary of 2nd R.F. transformer 

or resistance unit 
Open secondary of 1st I.F. transformer 
Open secondary of 2nd I.F. transformer 
Open secondary of 3rd I.F. transformer 

or resistance unit 
Open secondary of audio transformer or 

resistance unit 
Open resistance unit or volume control 
Open volume control contact arm or poor 

connection 

Plate 

P1 to Lug No. 3 
P2 to Lug No. 3 
P3 to Lug No. 4 
l'4 to Lug No. 3 
P5 to Lug No. 3 
1'6 to Lug. No. 4 
P7 to Lug No. 2 
P8 to Lug No. 1 

Closed 
Closed 
Closed 
Closed 
Closed 
Closed 
Closed 
Closed 

Open primary 1st R.F. transformer 
Open primary 2nd R.F. transformer 
Open primary 1st I.F. transformer 
Open primary 2nd I.F. transformer 
Open primary 3rd I.F. transformer 
Open plate coil of oscillator coils 
Open primary of audio transformer 
Open connection 

Open connection 

Open pick-up winding of oscillator or 
connection 

Open connection 

Open connection 

Open connections 

Open connections 

Filament 

Cathodes No. 1, No. 2, No. 4 
and No. 5 to Lug No. 6 

Cathodes No. 3, No. 6 and 
No. 7 to Lug No. 5 

Lug No. 8 to one filament 
contact Socket No. 8 

LugNo. 9 to other closed fila- 
ent contact Socket No. 8 

Lug No. 10 to one heater con- 
tact of Sockets Nos. 1, 2, 
3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 

Lug No. 11 to other heater 
contact of Sockets Nos. 1, 
2,3,4,5,6and7 

Closed 

Closed 

Closed 

Closed 

Closed 

Closed 

Miscel- 
laneou, 

G2 to P2 
04 to P4 
05 to P5 
06 to Cathode 6 

08 to Lug No. 5 

08 to Lug No. 7 

Lug No. 12 to Lug No. 13 
Lug No. 14 to Lug No. 2 
Lug No. 15 to Lug No. 5 

Open 
Open 
Open 

Closed 
(Weak) 
Closed 

Closed 

Closed 
Closed 
Closed 

Shorted compensating condenser 
Shorted neutralizing condenser 
Shorted neutralizing condenser 
Open oscillator grid leak 

Open resistance unit or secondary of 
A.F. transformer 

Open secondary of A.F. transformer or 
open volume control 

Open cone coil of reproducer unit 
Open connection 
Open connection 
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TERMINAL STRIP 

Figure 21-Continuity wiring diagram of field supply unit 

FIELD SUPPLY UNIT CONTINUITY TESTS 
Remove all Cable Connections 

Terminals 
Correct 
Effect Incorrect Effect Caused by 

3 to 4 

5 to 6 

5 to 7 

Closed 

Closed 

Open 

Open secondary of output transformer 

Open output choke 

Shorted output condenser 

VOLTAGE READINGS AT FIELD SUPPLY UNIT 
Connect all Cables and turn power "On" 

Terminals Voltage 

1 to 2 

5 to 6 

5 to S.P.U. No. 7 

8 to 9 

100 D.C. 
10 D.C. 

200 D.C. 
120 A.C. 
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[23] VOLTAGE READINGS AT RADIOTRON SOCKETS 
The following voltages taken at each Radiotron Socket with the receiver in operating 

condition should prove of value when checking is done with test sets such as the Weston 
Model 537 Type 2 or others giving similar readings. The plate currents shown are not nec- 
essarily accurate for each tube, as the cable in the test set will cause some circuits to oscillate, 
due to its added capacity. Small variations of voltages will be caused by different tubes and 
line voltages. Therefore the following values must be taken as approximately those that will 
be found under varying conditions. These readings are equally applicable to Radiola 60. The 
numbers in column 1 indicate the tube socket numbers shown in Figure 18. 

VOLUME CONTROL AT ZERO 
110 -volt line. Switch at 110 -volt position. 

Tube 
Vo. 

Cathode to 
heater. 
Volts 

Cathode or filament to 
Grid. 
Volts 

Cathode or filament to 
Plate. 
Volts 

Plate 
Current 

Milliamps. 

Filament or 
heater. 
Voltage 

1 30 30 165 - 2.5 

2 30 30 165 - 2.5 

3 - 11 90 .75 2.5 

4 30 30 165 - 2.5 

5 30 30 165 - 2.5 

6 - - 75 7.0 2.5 

7 -- 20 175 1.0 2.5 

s - 37 160 18.0 5.0 

VOLUME CONTROL AT MAXIMUM 
110 -volt line. Switch at 110 -volt position. 

Tube 

0' 
Cathode to 

heater. 
Volts 

Cathode or filament to 
Grid. 
Volts 

Cathode or filament to 
Plate. 
Volts 

Plate 
Current 

Milliamps. 

Filament or 
heater. 
Voltage 

1 27 10 130 3.5 2.5 

2 27 10 130 3.5 2.5 

3 - 10 70 .5 2.5 

4 25 10 130 9.0 2.5 

5 25 10 130 9.0 2.5 

6 - - 65 7.5 2.5 

7 - 20 165 .75 2.5 

8 - 35 150 6.0 5.0 
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PART III-MAKING REPLACEMENTS 
The various assemblies and parts of Radiola 62 are readily accessible and replacements 

can be easily made. Figure 22 illustrates the parts in the receiver assembly, Figure 2 in the S.P.U. and Figure 3 in the field supply unit. The following detailed procedure outlines the 
simplest method to be used in making replacements. 

[1] REPLACING THE VOLUME CONTROL 
(a) Remove the knobs on the volume control and station selector. These are of the push 

type, and they are removed by simply pulling them off the shafts. Between each knob 
and the cabinet will be found a dilecto washer. These washers must also be re- 
moved. To replace, merely push the knob on to the shaft, first matching the knob 
socket with its flat spring to the shaft. 

BY-PASS 
CONDENSER 
I MFD. 

SHIELD 

VOLUME 1. F. CENTER TAPPED 
CONTROL TRANS- BY-PASS 

FORMERS CONDENSER 

/ 
OSCILLATOR R.F. COMPENSATING R.F. AND OSC. TRIMMING CONDENSERS CONDENSER COIL ASSEMBLY 

Figure 22-Receiver sub -Chassis showing principal parts 

(b) Open rear doors and release the pilot lamp and socket by pulling it from the small angle bracket to which it is clipped in place. A slight pull, upward and backward, will release it. 
(e) Remove the shield and insulating cover that are over the two terminal strips. Then remove all cable connections to each strip. 
(d) Release the two connections to the cone coil terminals from the cable. These are located on the loudspeaker flange. 
(e) Remove the clamps that hold the cable and antenna wire to the side of the cabinet. (f) Remove the antenna and ground wires from their binding posts. 
(g) Pull cable, antenna and ground leads through the hole in the shelf until all leads are clear. 
(h) Remove the four screws that hold the receiver assembly to the shelf. (i) The receiver assembly may now be lifted clear of the cabinet. (See Figure 23.) Place the volume control up and remove the two screws and nuts that hold it in place. The three soldered connections must also be removed. 

ANTENNA 
RESISTOR 
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(j) Remove the old volume control and fasten the new one in position by means of the 
two machine screws and nuts, and resolder the three connections. The correct con- 
nections of these leads are shown in Figure 20. 

(k) Return receiver assembly in cabinet and replace all cables and leads in the reverse 
manner of that used to remove them. 

(1) Test Radiola and if O. K. return shield to its original position. 

[2] REPLACING R. F. TRANSFORMER AND OSCILLATOR 
ASSEMBLY 

The two radio frequency transformers and the oscillator coils are mounted on a metal 
strip, together with three small adjustable condensers and two fixed condensers. 

This assembly must be replaced as a unit-the matching of the coils being an important 
point in the operation of the receiver. Use the following procedure: 

(a) Remove receiver chassis from cabinet as described in Part III, Section 1. 

(b) Turn chassis on side and unsolder all leads to the assembly being replaced. 

(c) Remove the five machine screws and lock washers that hold the metal supporting 
strip to the receiver frame. 

(d) The assembly may now be removed and the new assembly fastened in position with 
the five machine screws and washers previously removed. 

(e) Resolder all connections in their correct position on the assembly. This is shown 

in Figure 20. 
(f) The receiver assembly may now be returned to the cabinet in the reverse manner 

of that used to remove it. 

[3] REPLACING RADIOTRON GANG SOCKETS 
One socket assembly on the receiver chassis is of the gang variety, the others being two 

single units. All are held in place, together with their shields, by means of rivets which clamp 

them on the metal chassis frame. Use the following procedure when replacing these sockets: 

(a) Remove the receiver assembly from the cabinet as described in Part III, Section 1. 

(b) Unsolder all connections to the particular socket or assembly being removed. The 

R.F. transformer assembly should be removed as a unit to provide room for replac- 

ing the six -gang Radiotron socket. 

(c) Drill out the rivets holding the Radiotron socket to be replaced. The socket and 

shield will be released together, in the case of the single UY socket. In the case of 

the single UY or the gang UY the shield overlaps and will be held in place by the 

socket not removed. 
(d) Remove the old Radiotron socket and fasten the new one in position by means of 

screws, nuts and washers. Resolder all connections and replace the R.F. assembly if 

removed. The correct connections are shown in Figure 20. 

(e) Fasten receiver assembly in cabinet, connect cable and test. If O.K., replace shield 

over terminal strip and return Radiola to normal operation. 

[4] REPLACING MAIN TUNING CONDENSERS AND DRIVE 

The main tuning condensers and drive are replaced as one unit as follows : 

(a) Remove receiver assembly from cabinet as described in Part III, Section 1. 

(b) Remove the three screws, nuts and lock washers that hold the condenser assembly to 

the metal frame. 
(c) Now pull the condensers as far forward as possible and unsolder the four leads con- 

nected at the rear. Releasing the condensers and pulling them forward provides 

ample space in which to do the unsoldering job and keeps solder material clear of 

the tube shield. Remove the entire assembly by tilting slightly and pulling clear. 

(d) Place the new assembly in the position occupied by the old one and solder the four 

leads to their proper connections. 
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(e) Fasten the three screws, nuts and lock washers in their proper position. Make sure that the screw that holds the ground connection on the under side of the chassis makes 
firm contact. 

(f) Return the receiver to the cabinet and replace all connections in the reverse order of that used to remove them. 

[5] REPLACING BY-PASS CONDENSERS 
Radiola 62 employs two by-pass condensers in the receiver assembly. They are both located on the under side of this assembly, and replacement is made in the following manner : (a) Remove receiver assembly as described in Part III, Section 1. 
(b) Unsolder the connections to the condenser it is desired to replace. 
(c) With a screwdriver bend up the metal tabs holding the condenser to the side of the 

receiver frame. These tabs bend easily, and when turned up make possible the 
removal of the condenser. 

Figure 23-Removing receiver chassis from cabinet 

(d) The new condenser should now be fastened in place in the position formerly occu- 
pied by the old one. 

(e) Resolder the connections as shown in Figure 20. 
(f) Fasten the receiver assembly in the cabinet in the reverse order of that used to 

remove it. 

[6] REPLACING THE AUDIO TRANSFORMER 
Radiola 62 employs one audio transformer, located at the left side of the receiver assem- 

bly facing the front of the Radiola. Should a replacement become necessary use the following procedure: 
(a) Remove receiver assembly as described in Part III, Section 1. 
(b) Place the receiver chassis on its side and unsolder all connections to the audio trans- 

former. 
(c) Now turn up the four tabs that hold the transformer in place and remove it. The 

new one is then fastened in position. 
(d) Resolder the leads from the new transformer to their correct points of connection 

as indicated in Figure 20. 
(e) Fasten the receiver assembly in the cabinet in the reverse order, of that used to re- 

move it. 
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[7] REPLACING CONDENSER DRIVE CABLE 

(a) Remove receiver assembly from cabinet as described in Part III, Section 1. Place 
chassis on a table so that the cable on the grooved drums is accessible. 

(b) Release the cable adjusting screw and clamp, and remove old cable from drums com- 
pletely. 

Starting from the rear grooved drum, place eye of new cable over pin, which should 
be in a horizontal position and next to side of the assembly that is closest to the Socket 
Power Unit when in the cabinet, and wind on three complete turns and then bring 
cable up to large drum. 

(d) Now pass cable over large drum. Turn the drum so the cable adjusting screw is on 
top. Pass cable over groove until point is reached where there is a slot in the drum 
for passing the cable to the track on the other side of the drum. 

Follow on around other track in same direction until a point is reached where cable 
is directly above front grooved drum. 

Starting on the third groove back from the front of the drum, wind on two and a 
half turns and slip eye over pin. The cable is now in its correct position, although 
probably slack. 

The cable adjusting screw and clamp that were previously removed to allow the cable 
to pass along the grooves are replaced. By slipping the clamp over the cable and 
gradually turning up on the cable adjusting screw, the cable may be tightened until 
there is no lost motion in any of its controls. Care should be taken not to take up 
too much, as the cable may be stretched or possibly broken. 

(h) Return receiver assembly to cabinet in the reverse order of that used to remove it 

(c) 

(e) 

(f) 

(g) 

[8] REPLACING DIAL SCALES 

After considerable use a dial scale may become soiled or illegible and a new scale desired. 
A step-by-step procedure to make replacement follows : 

(a) Open rear door of Radiola 62. 

(b) Turn dial so that the two screws that hold the dial in place are toward the rear. 
(c) Loosen screws, washers and nuts that hold dial in place. 

(d) The old dial may now be pulled clear and the new one placed in the position occu- 
pied by the old one. Examine dial from the front of the Radiola to see that the 
numbers on the dial are in their correct position. 

(e) Tighten screws holding dial in place and close doors of cabinet. 

[9] REPLACING POWER CABLE 

A combination laced and braided cable is used in Radiola 62 for connecting the S.P.U. 
and field supply unit to the receiver assembly and the reproducer unit. Should it be neces- 
sary to replace this cable use the following procedure: 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

Remove receiver assembly from cabinet as described in Part III, Section 1. 

Turn assembly bottom side up and unsolder all connections to the cable. 

Remove old cable and connect up the new cable as indicated in Figure 20, solder- 
ing all connections. 

Return assembly to cabinet in reverse order of that used to remove it. 
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1 10] REPLACING INTERMEDIATE TRANSFORMERS 

Radiola 62 has three intermediate frequency transformers, all three being exactly the same 
mechanically, and interchangeable electrically after the correct adjustments have been made for 
their particular position in the circuit. A step-by-step replacement procedure follows : 

(a) Remove receiver assembly from cabinet as described in Part III, Section 1. 

(b) Remove tuning condenser assembly as described in Part III, Section 4. 

(e) Unsolder the connections of the transformer being replaced. Then turn up the metal 
tabs on the upper side of the receiver chassis. The old transformer may now be re- 
placed by the new one. Turn over the metal tabs to hold it in place and resolder all 
connections. These are shown in Figure 20. Be careful not to heat any connection 
more than necessary to make a good joint, as excessive heat may change the capacity 
of the primary fixed condenser, thus rendering the entire transformer assembly 
defective. 

(d) Before returning the main tuning condensers to the receiver chassis it will be nec- 
essary to tune and neutralize the transformer just connected in position. The correct 

procedure for doing this is contained in Part II, Section 14. 

(e) The procedure given in Part II, Section 14 may now be carried out. Then return 
the tuning condenser assembly in the reverse order of that used to remove it. The 
entire receiver may now be tested and a check made on the adjustment of the oscil- 
lator trimming condensers as described In Part II, Section 12. After all tests and 
adjustments are completed the receiver assembly should be returned to the cabinet 
in the reverse order of that used to remove it. 

[11] REPLACING TAPPED RESISTANCE UNIT IN RECEIVER 
ASSEMBLY 

A tapped resistance unit in the receiver assembly of Radiola 62 provides the various grid 
and cathode voltages. To replace this tapped resistance unit proceed as follows : 

(a) Remove receiver assembly as described in Part III, Section 1. 

(b) Unsolder all connections to the tapped resistance unit. 

(c) Remove the two screws, nuts and washers that hold the resistance unit in place. 
This will release the unit and the new one can be fastened in place with the screws, 
nuts and washers previously removed. 

(d) Solder all the leads to their correct connections. (See Figure 20.) 

(e) Return receiver assembly to cabinet in the reverse order used to remove it. 
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[12] REPLACING CONE OF REPRODUCER UNIT 

Should it be desirable to replace a cone, the entire reproducer unit must be removed from 
the cabinet. In order to do this use the following procedure : 

(a) Remove the cover over the terminal strip and remove the field supply leads from ter- 
minals 1 and 2 of the field supply unit. 

(b) Remove the two cone coil leads and the connections from the power cable that are 
connected to the terminals on the flange of the reproducer unit. 
Remove the four nuts that hold the reproducer to the baffle board, at the same time 
supporting the reproducer by hand to prevent it falling on the S.P.U. Place the 
unit in some position convenient for work. 

(d) Remove the nine nuts and machine screws that hold the cone ring in place. Re- 
move this ring. 

(e) Remove the screw and washer that centers the cone. The cone may now be removed 
and the new one placed in the position occupied by the old one. 
Return the centering screw; the ring and its nine screws and nuts to position, but 
do not tighten. The cone should now be centered as described in Part II, Section 
21 and all screws tightened. 
The unit should now be returned to the cabinet in the reverse manner of that 
used to remove it. 

(c) 

(f) 

(g) 

[13] REPLACING FILTER CONDENSERS AND BY-PASS 
CONDENSERS 

The filter condensers and by-pass condensers are enclosed as a unit in a metal container. 
Should replacement be necessary, use the following procedure : 

(a) Remove the shield and all connections from the Socket Power Unit terminal strip. 
(b) Remove the four machine screws that hold the S.P.U. to the cabinet. The S.P.U. 

may now be lifted clear of the cabinet. 
Unsolder all connections to the unit being replaced, also release the two resistors at- 
tached to its connecting terminal. 

(d) Bend up the tabs that hold the unit to the S.P.U. base. Remove the old unit and 
fasten the new one in position by bending the tabs down so that it is held tightly to 
the S.P.U. base. 

(e) Replace and solder all connections and the resistance units previously removed. Their 
correct connections are shown in Figure 19. 

Return the S.P.U. to the cabinet in the reverse order of that used to remove it. 
Replace all connections and test. If O.I., replace shield over terminal strip and 
return Radiola to normal operation. 

(c) 

(f) 

[14] REPLACING POWER TRANSFORMER OR FILTER REACTOR 

The power transformer and filter reactor are both held in place by means of tabs which 
form a part of their case, being turned over on the under side of the S.P.U. base. A step- 
by-step replacement procedure follows : 

(a) Remove S.P.U. from cabinet as described in Part III, Section 13. 

(b) Unsolder all connections to unit being replaced. If the power transformer is being 
replaced release the two screws that hold the center tapped resistance units in place, 
so they may be pulled clear when bending the tabs on the power transformer. 
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(e) Bend up the tabs that hold the unit to the S.P.U. base. 
(d) The old unit may now be removed and the new one placed in position. Bend over the 

tabs on the new one so thrt it is fastened tightly to the S.P.U. base. 
(e) Solder all connections as shown in Figure 19. 
(f) Fasten the S.P.U. in the cabinet in the reverse order of that used to remove it. 

[15] REPLACING TERMINAL STRIP 
Should the terminal strip on the S.P.U. require replacement use the following procedure: 
(a) Remove the S.P.U. from cabinet as described in Part III, Section 13. 
(b) Unsolder all leads to the terminal strip. 
(e) Release two screws holding strip to S.P.U. base. 
(d) The strip may_ now be removed and replaced by a new one. 

Figure 24-Removing the field supply unit from the cabinet 

(e) Fasten new strip in position by means of two machine screws, lock washers and nuts 
previously removed. 

(f) Solder all leads to terminal strip. The color scheme and correct connections are 
shown in Figure 19. 

(g) Return S.P.U. to cabinet in the reverse order, and connect to receiver assembly. 

[16] REPLACING MISCELLANEOUS PARTS IN S. P. U. 
The center tapped resistors, plate supply resistors, line switch and UX-280 socket in 

Radiola 62 may require replacement. They are all attached to the base by means of machine 
screws and nuts, and replacement is very simple. The following general outline will apply 
to all these units: 

(a) Remove S.P.U. from cabinet as described in Part III, Section 13. 

(b) Unsolder leads from defective unit. 
(c) Remove defective unit from base and replace with new unit. 
(d) Solder leads to new unit as indicated in Figure 19. 

(e) Return S.P.U. to cabinet in reverse order of that used to remove it. 
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[17] REPLACING COUPLING UNIT 

A choke and condenser together with a step-down transformer are used to coummle the out- 
put of the Radiotron UX-171A to the cone coil of the reproducer unit. Should replacement 
become necessary, proceed as follows: 

(a) Remove the shield and insulating strip over the field supply terminal strip. 

(b) Remove all connections to this strip and then remove the four machine screws used 
to hold the unit in place. 

(c) Remove the field supply unit to a place convenient for work. See Figure 24. 

(d) Unsolder all connections to the coupling unit being replaced. Turn up the tabs 
holding it in place and remove the defective unit from base. 

(e) The new unit should now be placed in the position occupied by the old one and 
fastened in place by bending its tabs. All connections should be soldered in place 
as shown in Figure 21. 

(f) The field supply unit is then returned to the cabinet in the reverse manner of that 
used to remove it and the Radiola returned to normal operation. 

[181 REPLACING CONDENSER BANK OF FIELD SUPPLY UNIT 

Across the output of the disc rectifier there is a 4 mfd. condenser. Also across the input 
.C. supply are two .1 mfd. condensers connected in series with the mid -point grounded. 
These condensers are contained in one unit and are replaced as follows: 

(a) Remove field supply unit from cabinet as described in Part III, Section 17. 

(b) Unsolder the connections to the condenser bank being replaced. Turn up the tabs 
that hold it in place and remove from field supply unit base. 

(e) Place the new unit in the place occupied by the old one and turn tabs to hold unit 
in place. 

(d) Resolder all connections in their correct positions. These are shown in Figure 21. 

(e) The unit is then returned to the cabinet in the reverse order of that used to remove 
it. 

[19] REPLACING RECTIFIER STACK 

The disc rectifier used in Radiola 62 is made in two units, either of which may be re- 
placed independently of the other. The replacement procedure follows: 

(a) Remove the field supply unit from the cabinet as described in Part III, Section 17. 

(b) Remove the protective screen over the rectifier unit by bending up the tabs that 
hold it in place. 

(c) Unsolder all connections to the defective unit. 

(d) Release the unit by removing the bolts and nuts that hold it in place. Place the 
new unit in the position occupied by the old one and fasten in place. 

(e) Resolder all connections removed. These are shown in Figure 21. 

(f) Return shield to its correct position and fasten in place by turning down its tabs. 

(g) Return field supply unit to cabinet in reverse manner of that used to remove it and 
return Radiola to normal operation. 
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SERVICE DATA CHART 
Before using the following Service Data Chart, when experiencing no signals, weak signals, poor qual- ity, noisy or intermittent reception, howling and fading, first look for defective tubes, or a poor antenna system. If imperfect operation is not due to these causes the "Service Data Chart" should he consulted for further detailed causes. Reference to Part No. and Section No. in the "Service Notes" is also noted for further details. 

Indication Cause Remedy 

No signals 

Defective operating switch 
Loose volume control arm 
Defective power cable 
Defective R.F. transformer 

Defective I.F. transformer 
Defective A.F. transformer 
Defective Oscillator coil 

Defective by-pass condenser 
Defective socket power unit 

Defective Field Supply Unit 

Open cone coil of reproducer unit 

Repair or replace switch 
Tighten volume control arm, P. II, S. 4 Replace power cable, P III, S. 9 
Replace R.F. and oscillator coil assembly, P. III, 

S. 2 
Replace I.F. transformer, P. III, S. 10 
Replace A.F. transformer, P. III, S. 6 
Replace R.F. and oscillator coil assembly, P. III, 

S. 2 
Replace by-pass condenser, P. III, S. 5 
Check socket power unit by means of continuity test, and make any repairs or replacements nec- essary, P. II, S. 22 
Check field supply unit and make any repairs or re- placements necessary 
Check cone coil and if open replace cone 

Weak Signals 

Compensating condenser out of adjust- 
ment 

Trimming condensers out of adjust- 
ment 

I.F. transformers not correctly aligned 
Defective power cable 
Defective R.F. transformer 

Defective I.F. transformer 
Defective A.F. transformer 
Dirty prongs of Radiotrons 
Defective by-pass condenser 
Defective main tuning condenser 
Low voltages from socket power unit 

Defective socket power unit 

Adjust compensating condenser correctly, P. II, 
S. 13 

Adjust trimming condensers, P. II, S. 12 

Align I.F. transformers correctly, P. II, S. 14 Repair or replace cable, P. IIÏ, S. 9 
Replace R.F. and oscillator coil assembly, P. III, 

S 2 
Replace I. F. transformer, P. III, S. 10 
Replace A. F. transformer, P. III, S. 6 
Clean prongs with fine sandpaper, P. II, S. 3 Replace defective by-pass condensers, P.' III, S. 5 Replace defective tuning condensers, P. III, S. 4 
Check socket power unit voltages with high resist- 

ance D.C. voltmeter and A.C. voltmeter, P. II, 
S. 17 

Check socket power unit by means of continuity tests and make any repairs or replacements nec- essary, P. II, S. 22 

Poor Quality 

Defective A.F. transformer 
Defective by-pass condenser 
Dirty contact arm of volume control 
Dirty prongs on Radiotrons 
Volume control advanced too far 

Replace A.F. transformer, P. III, S. 6 
Replace defective by-pass condenser, P. III, S. 5 
Clean contact arm on volume control, P. II, S. 4 
Clean prongs with fine sandpaper, P. II, S. 3 Reduce setting of volume control, P. 1, S. 7 

Howling 

Compensating condenser out of adjust- 
ment 

Defect in audio system 
Open grid circuit in any stage 
Microphonic Radiotrons 

Adjust compensating condenser correctly, P. 11, 
S. 13 

Check and repair any defect, P. II, S. 10 
Check circuit and repair defect 
Interchange Radiotrons 

Excessive Hum 

Radiotrons Fail 
to Light 

Defective center tapped resistance unit 
Socket plug position 
Line voltage low 
Antenna and ground leads reversed 

Replace defective resistance unit, P. III, S. 16 
Reverse socket plug 
Set line switch for low line voltage, P. I, S. 5 
Connect antenna and ground leads correctly 

Operating switch not "On" 
Defective operating switch 
Defective input A.C. cord 
Defective power transformer 
No. A.C. line voltage 

Turn operating switch "On" 
Replace operating switch 
Repair or replace A.C. input cord 
Replace power transformer, P. III, S. 14 
Turn A.C. line voltage "On" 
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A WORD OR TWO ABOUT SERVICE 

Service goes hand in hand with sales. The well-informed RCA Authorized 
Dealer renders service at time of sale in affording information as to proper 
installation and upkeep. Subsequent service and repair may be required by rea- 
son of wear and tear and mishandling, to the end that RCA Loudspeaker and 
Radiola owners may be entirely satisfied. 

Obviously, this service can best be rendered by properly equipped service 
organizations having a thoroughly trained personnel with a knowledge of the 
design and operation of RCA Loudspeakers and Radiolas. 

Such service organizations have been established by RCA Distributors, and 
RCA Authorized Dealers are advised to refer any major work or replacement to 
their selected Distributors. Minor replacements and mechanical and electrical 
adjustments may be undertaken by the RCA Dealer. 

To assist in promoting this phase of the Dealer and Distributor's busi- 
ness the RCA Service Division has prepared a series of Service Notes of which 
this booklet is a part-containing technical information and practical helps in 
servicing RCA Loudspeakers and Radiolas. 

This information has been compiled from experience with RCA Dealers 
and Distributors' service problems and presents the best practice in dealing with 
them. A careful reading of these Service Notes will establish their value, and it 
is suggested they be preserved for ready reference. 

In addition to supplying the Service Notes, the RCA Service Division main- 
tains a corps of engineers who are qualified to render valuable help in solving 
service problems. These engineers call upon the trade at frequent intervals to 
advise and assist RCA Distributors in the performance of service work. 

Property of Radio Corporation of America. Confidential and to be used only by its 
Authorized Distributors and Dealers in furnishing service in connection -with its apparatus. 

Copyright 1928-Radio Corporation of America 
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RCA RADIOLA 64 

Figure 2-Rear interior cabinet view showing reproducer in top section; 
receiver chassis in center section and socket power unit in lower section 
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RCA RADIOLA 64 
(105-125 Volts, 50-60 Cycle A. C. 

SERVICE NOTES 
Prepared by RCA Service Division 

INTRODUCTION 

RCA Radiola 64 is a walnut console cabinet model of the standard Radiola 60 Super- 
Hetérodyne receiver combined with features never before found in any radio receiver. A 

new dynamic reproducer driven by Radiotron ÚY-250 gives a quality of reproduction closely 
resembling the original rendition at the broadcasting studio. Features such as the automatic 
volume control tube for maintaining the level of sound at any predetermined value over a 
large range of signal variations, such as fading or when tuning from station to station, a visual 
tuning indicator for accurately tuning by sight rather than by sound, and a sensitivity con - 

SENSITIVITY 
CONTROL 

BY-PASS CONDENSERS 
TUBE SHIELD TUNING CONDENSERS 

I19,q 14úu 

fq g.` 

TUBE SOCKETS 

Figure 3-Top view of receiver chassis showing principal parts 

trol for regulating the input to the receiver and thus controlling the noise level 

are features that distinguish Radiola 64 from all other radio receivers. Excellent 

sensitivity and unparalleled selectivity and tone quality are inherent characteristics of RCA 

Radiola 64. Figure 2 is a rear cabinet view showing the main parts. Figures 3 and 4 

show the top and sub -chassis views of the receiver, and Figures 5 and 6 the socket power 

unit. 

Radiola 64 is made in models both for 105-125 volts, 50-60 cycle A.C. operation and 105- 

125 volts, 25-40 cycle A.C. operation. The difference in these models is the power transformer. 
Should it be desirable to change a 50-60 cycle Radiola 64 for operation on 25-40 cycles or 

vice versa, a change of the power transformer is all that is necessary. These transformers may 

be obtained through the regular RCA channels as a replacement part. 
5 
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CIRCUIT CHARACTERISTICS 
The following circuit characteristics are incorporated in the design of Radiola 64. 

(a) It is an eight -tube super -heterodyne circuit using seven Radiotrons UY -227 and 
one Radiotron TJX-250. In addition one Radiotron UY -227 is used as a volume 
control tube and two Radiotrons UX-281 are used in a full wave rectifying circuit 
to supply all grid, plate and cathode voltages and field current for the reproducer 
unit. 

(b) The circuit consists of one untuned coupling stage; one tuned R.F. stage; a tuned 
heterodyne detector circuit; two intermediate R.F. stages; an oscillator; a second 
detector and a power amplifier. 

(c) A grid bias second detector is used, making possible the use of a high plate voltage 
with consequent high output and giving a quality of reproduction only obtainable 

VC. RESISTANCE VO 
COLUME NTROL 

ASSEMBLY I J /T TRANSFORMERS 
/ 

JI 

V 

SHIELD OSCILLATOR 
R.F. CHOKE TRIMMING 

CONDENSERS 

CENTER TAPPED 
BY-PASS CONDENSER 

R.F COMPENSATING R.E. AND OSC. 
CONDENSER COIL ASSEMBLY 

Figure -I-Sub-chassis view of receiver showing principal parts 

with this type of detector. The output of this tube is used to drive the Radiotron 
UX-250 without an intermediate audio stage. This combination of a high output 
grid bias detector and absence of the usual intermediate audio stage results in a 
quality of reproduction not obtainable in other circuit arrangements. 

(d) A sensitivity control in the antenna input circuit regulates the amount of input 
voltage to the grid of the coupling tube. A volume control is also provided for 
controlling the overall amplification of the receiver by regulating the bias on the 
volume control tube. The sensitivity control is installed for the purpose of regulat- 
ing the input so that any existing background noise may be reduced to a level 
where it is not objectionable. See "Sensitivity and Volume Control," page 8, for 
operating method. 
A special tube is provided as an automatic volume control. This tube maintains 
any pre -determined level of volume over 'a large range, of variations of strength in 
signal pick-up. 

(e) 
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(f) 

(g) 

A milliammeter placed in the plate circuit of the R.F. and I.F. amplifiers is used 
as a tuning meter to provide for visual adjustment of the station selector. It has 
a reversed scale so that normal plate current will give a zero reading. An incoming 
signal will cause a change of bias on these tubes thereby reducing the plate cur- 
rent and causing a deflection in the meter. 
Use of Radiotron UX-250 as a power amplifier provides a reserve of power rarely 
needed, but contributing to the quality of reproduction at any volume. 

RADIOTRON SEQUENCE 
Figure 7 illustrates the sequence of the Radiotrons in the receiver, omitting Radio- 

tron UX-250 and two Radiotrons UX-281 in the S.P.U. From right to left when facing 
the front of the Radiola the Radiotron Sequence is as follows : 

Radiotron No. 1 is an untuned stage of radio frequency amplification. It is coupled 
directly to the antenna and ground across the sensitivity control, and functions as a coupl- 
ing tube to the antenna system. 

a i ,r 
,.... ' .. 

Figure 5-Top view of socket power unit showing principal parts 

Radiotron No. 2 is a stage of tuned radio frequency amplification. It is tuned by means 
of the first of the gang condensers. 

Radiotron No. 3 is the tuned heterodyne detector. It is tuned by the center of the gang 
condensers. 

Radiotrons No. 4 and No. 5 are the first and second intermediate stages. These stages 
are tuned to a frequency of 180 B.C. giving ample distance between the two peaks of the 
oscillator to eliminate any possibility of stations coming in at more than one point on the 
tuning dial. 

Radiotron No. 6 is the oscillator. It is tuned by the third of the gang condensers. Two 
trimming condensers are provided at the rear of the receiver assembly for adjusting the oscil- 
lator circuit so that a constant frequency difference from the tuned R.F. stage will be main- 
tained by the oscillator throughout its tuning range. 

Radiotron No. 8 is the automatic volume control tube. It functions to maintain a con- 
stant volume level regardless of variations of incoming signal intensity. 
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OPERATION AND PERFORMANCE 
Several features in Radiola 64 are different from other radio receivers and an explana- 

tion will give the reader an understanding of their action. 

SENSITIVITY AND VOLUME CONTROL 
The sensitivity control is provided to adjust the sensitivity of Radiola 64 according to 

varying local receiving conditions at times when atmospherics, power line disturbances, and 
the like, produce an undesirable background of noise. 

To adjust the sensitivity control turn volume control to position for maximum volume 
and set station selector to a position where no signals are heard and where background noise 
is loudest. Starting at maximum, slowly turn the sensitivity control counter -clockwise until 
the noise is satisfactorily subdued. This adjustment will probably not have to be changed 
during several hours of receiver operation. 

...- 
,rAn, 

i'.,,C! .. 
*., 1 

A 

{ 

' 

R2 
e 
._ . 
.:.. \: 
. trd 
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Figure 6--Sub-chassis view of socket power unit showing 
principal parts 

Distortion may occur when receiving from powerful local stations with the volume con- 
trol set for reproduction at room volume. Reducing the setting of the sensitivity control 
will increase the sensitivity of the R.F. amplifiers and clear up this distortion. 

The volume control should be set for the desired volume on a station of moderate or high 
power. The automatic volume control tube will tend to maintain this volume on different 
signals of wide variations in intensity. 

TUNING METER 
Until the current is turned "On" the tuning meter (Figure 8) should register at its maxi- 

mum position. On turning on the power and without any station tuned in it should read 
zero after the Radiotrons UY -227 have heated up. Tuning to a station should give a reading. 
Correct tuning is accomplished by adjusting the station selector for a maximum reading on 
the tuning meter. 

PERFORMANCE 
Radiola 64 being a very sensitive receiver and reproducing practically all audible fre- 

quencies at their true value must be properly operated if best results are to be obtained. The 
preceding notes on "Sensitivity and Volume Control" and "Tuning Meter" should be observed 
to obtain best results. Improper tuning will affect quality of reproduction, and failure to 
use the sensitivity control may result in considerable noise back ground at some locations. 
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PART I-INSTALLATION 
[1] ANTENNA ( Outdoor Type) 

Due to the high sensitvity of Radiola 64 the antenna length need only be approximately 
25 feet. It should be erected as high as possible and be removed from all obstructions. The 
lead-in should be a continuation of the antenna itself, thus avoiding all splices which might 
introduce additional resistance and, in time, corrode sufficiently to seriously affect reception. 
If it is absolutely necessary to splice the lead-in to the antenna the joint must he carefully 
soldered to insure a good electrical contact. Clean off all excess flux and tape the connection 
to protect it from the oxidation effects of the atmosphere. 

High-grade glass or porcelain insulator supports are required and at no point should the 
antenna or lead-in wire come in contact with any part of the building. Bring the lead-in wire 
from the outside through a porcelain tube insulator to the inside of the house for connection to 
the receiver. 

VOLUME 2MD 

CONTROL 

TO UX-250-r 
POWER AMP. 

OSC. 2wc 1.F ISTI.F 

--- RADIO FREQUENCY CURRENT --- OSCILLATOR CURRENT 

R. F. CURRENT IN INTERMEDIATE STAGES 

A. F. CURRENT 

R.F. CURRENT FOR CONTROLLING VOLUME 

TUNED 
1ST DET. 

Figure 7-Radiotron sequence 

i TUNED 
I R. F. 

FROM 
ANTENNA) 

ANT. COUPLING 
STAGE 

The antenna should not cross either over or under any electric light, traction, or power 
line and should be at right angles to these lines and other antennas. An outdoor antenna 
should be protected by means of an approved lightning arrester, in accordance with the require- 
ments of the National Fire Underwriters' Code. 

[2] ANTENNA ( Indoor Type) 
Where the installation of an outdoor antenna is not practical, satisfactory results may 

generally be obtained by using an indoor antenna of about 25 feet of insulated wire strung 
around the picture moulding or placed under a rug. In buildings where metal lathing is em- 
ployed satisfactory results are not always possible with this type of antenna. However, due 
to its sensitivity Radiola 64 will generally give entirely satisfactory reception with an indoor 
antenna. 

[3] GROUND 
A good ground is quite as important as a good antenna. No specific recommendations 

can be given in this matter as conditions vary in different locations. Water and steam pipes 
usually make good grounds. Gas pipes usually make poor grounds and, as a rule, are to be 
avoided. If neither water nor steam pipes are available, a pipe or metal rod may be driven 
into the ground to a depth of several feet. The success of this type of ground depends upon 
the moisture present in the soil. The ground lead should be connected by means of an 
approved ground clamp to a section of pipe that has been scraped and thoroughly cleaned. 
The connection should be inspected from time to time to make certain that a clean and tight 
electrical contact exists between the clamp and pipe. The service man should experiment with 
various grounds, and employ the one giving the best results. 
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[4] RADIOTRONS 
Place the eight Radiotrons UY -227 in the receiver assembly. A guide shield is pro- 

vided to facilitate the insertion of these tubes. Place the tube in the opening of the shield 
and then turn until the prongs slip in place. The Radiotrons UX-250 and UX-281 should 
be placed in the Socket Power Unit. Their correct places are shown by lettering on the 
base of the S.P.U. 

In placing Radiola 64 into operation, if no signals are heard when tuning to a station 
known to be operating, examine the Radiotrons. Possibly one Radiotron has been damaged 
in transit. Interchanging with one or more of the same type known to be in operating con- 
dition will isolate the damaged one. 

The Radiotron used as the volume control (Socket No. 8) is the most critical and should 
be selected first. Ìt should be chosen on the basis of complete cut-off of loudest local stations 
at a minimum setting of the volume control and the greatest volume at a maximum setting 
when tuned to a weak or distant station. 

Socket No. 2, the tuned R.F. stage, is also quite critical for the selection of Radiotrons. 
Select for this socket the tube that gives the loudest signal, without going into oscillation 
throughout the tuning range, with the volume control at maximum. If a non -oscillating tube 
is not found, a slight readjustment of the compensating condenser, as described in Part II, 
Section 17, may be necessary. 

SENSITIVITY CONTROL 

TUNING 
METER 

Figure 8-Tuning controls and tuning meter 

Other stages somewhat critical are the oscillator and second detector, sockets Nos. 6 and 
7 respectively. The remaining tubes should be interchanged until a tube is found for the oscillator that gives the loudest signal on a given station. The second detector should be selected for its ability to handle large volume. Select the tube for this socket that will cause the greatest volume to be delivered from the loudspeaker. 

While selecting these tubes the volume control should be at maximum and any adjust- ments necessary should be made at the sensitivity control. In some cases it may be advisable 
to remove the volume control tube while selecting those for other sockets. 

[5] LINE SWITCH 
A two-way switch is provided in the S.P.U. for adjustment to line voltages. This switch is set at the 120 -volt position in new sets. Unless it is definitely known that the line is always 

below 115 volts the switch should be left in its original position. It is a good plan to leave this switch at the 120 -volt position on all lines unless unsatisfactory operation is experi- 
enced. If the switch is set at the 110 -volt position on supply lines exceeding 115 volts the Radiotrons in the receiver will be damaged. 

[6] KNOBS 
Radiola 64 uses an improved type of push knob on the station selector and volume con- trols. This knob is removed by simply pulling it off the shaft, and replaced by pushing it on. Very little trouble should be experienced, as no setscrews or other parts that might give trouble are used. 
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When placing this knob on its shaft care must be exercised not to push it tight against 
the escutcheon, as then it will bind. Sometimes in new sets the knob will have become 
pushed against the escutcheon. The remedy is merely to pull the knob until it clears the 
escutcheon. 

[7] PICK-UP FROM LONG WAVE HIGH POWER CODE STATIONS 
Should Radiola 64 be installed very close to long wave, powerful code stations, it is pos- 

sible that a certain amount of pick-up and interference from them will be experienced. Trouble 
of this kind may be eliminated in the following manner : 

(á) Procure the following equipment. 
Two Radiola 16 antenna coils (RCA Stock No. 5658.) 
One .0002 Mfd. fixed condenser. 

(b) Connect as shown in Figure 9. 

(c) This apparatus may be placed inside the cabinet or made up in a separate unit and 
placed in any convenient location. It acts as a filter, allowing frequencies of the 
broadcast band only to reach the receiver. 

.0002 MFD. 

ANTENNA 

©GRDUND 

TO GROUND 

AND GROUND 

BINDING POST 

i 

RADIOLA 16 ANT. 

COUPLING COILS 
Figure 9-Long wave interference filter 

TO ANTENNA 
BINDING 

POST 

TO ANTENNA 

[ 8] ADJUSTMENT OF HUM SUPPRESSOR 
An adjusting screw on the S.P.U. is provided for adjustment to reduce Lum. Should 

it be desirable to make such an adjustment proceed as follows: 

(a) Place Radiola into normal operation, allowing sufficient time for all tubes to f unc- 

tion properly. Turn the station selector to a position where no stations are received. 

(b) With an insulated screw driver, adjust screw (See Figure 10), until the position 
is found where the least A.C. hum is heard in the reproducer unit. 

If this adjustment does not reduce the hum satisfactorily some defect exists in the set. 

For trouble of this kind see Part II, Section 7. 

PART II-SERVICE DATA 

[1] ANTENNA SYSTEM FAILURES 
A grating noise may be caused by a poor lead-in connection to the antenna; or the 

antenna touching some metallic surface, such as the edge of a tin roof, drain pipe, etc. By 

disconnecting the antenna and ground leads the service man can soon determine whether the 

cause of complaint is within or external to the receiver and plan his service work accordingly. 
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A grating noise may also be caused by dirty contacts in the sensitivity or volume con- 
trol. Turning each of these controls to their extreme positions several times will generally 
remedy such trouble. Noisy operation may be caused by rosin from the soldering terminals 
lodging on the resistance in these controls. The resistance should be scraped clean. 

[2] RADIOTRON SOCKETS 
The sockets used in Radiola 64 are a seven -gang UY socket assembly, a single UY socket, 

and three single UX sockets. The three UX sockets are used in the socket power unit and 
are of a different design than those used in the receiver assembly. 

The bakelite Radiotron guide shields used in the receiver assembly will prevent any pos- 
sible shock from contact with high voltages in the socket when inserting the Radiotrons. 
The prongs of the tubes fit into this shield opening very snugly and require only a twist until 
the prongs find the correct holes into which they fit. This is especially helpful when inserting 
the five -prong tubes into their sockets. 

[3] RADIOTRON PRONGS 
Dirty Radiotron prongs may cause noisy operation or change the resistance of the fila- 

ment circuits sufficiently to cause a hum in the loudspeaker. They should therefore be cleaned 
with fine sandpaper periodically to insure good contact. The use of emery cloth or steel 
wool is not recommended. Before re-inserting the Radiotrons in their sockets wipe the prongs 
and base carefully to make certain that all particles of sand are removed. Due to the rela- 
tively large filament current of Radiotron UY -?27 it is imperative that the socket contacts 
make firm contact with the tube prongs. 

If a Radiotron will not fit into a socket without considerable pressure, look for excessive 
solder on one or more of the prongs. Excessive solder on the prongs may be removed with 
a file or knife. 

[4] LOOSE VOLUME OR SENSITIVITY CONTROL 
A loose volume or sensitivity control arm may cause noisy or intermittent operation. It 

should be bent slightly so that it makes firm contact against the resistance strip. To do this it 
is necessary to remove the chassis from the cabinet as described in Part III, Section 1. The 
volume control is then accessible. It can be released by removing the two screws that hold 
it to the metal frame. 

[5] ADJUSTMENT FOR SLACK DRUM CONTROL 
The e main tuning condensers are controlled by a cable and drum arrangement giving a 

smoothly acting vernier movement that has no back lash. 
After considerable wear or extreme changes of temperature the cable may become slack. To 

take up this slack open rear doors of cabinet and turn the cable adjusting screw with clamp until 
the cable is taut. This screw may become seated after several adjustments are made, thus allow- 
ing no further tightening of the cable. When this condition occurs it will be necessary to 
slip the cable a half turn on the grooved drum. To make this adjustment it is necessary 
to remove the chassis from the cabinet as described in Part III, Section 1. Remove the 
cable adjusting screw and clamp. The cable will then have approximately one inch slack. By 
removing the tapered pin holding the front grooved drum to its shaft and replacing it on 
the opposite side (180 degrees) the one inch slack in the cable can be taken up by using the 
new position of the pin for anchoring the cable. It will be noted that the tapered pin in the 
new position cannot be inserted as far as originally. However, it can be inserted far enough 
to lock the grooved drum to the control shaft and clear the metal housing. If the cable 
again is stretched to the maximum adjustment of the cable adjusting screw the tapered pin 
can be returned to its original position and an additional half turn slipped on the drum 
which will provide for taking up all slack. Sufficient grooves are provided on the drum for 
this purpose. 
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[6] BROKEN CONDENSER DRIVE CABLE 
A broken condenser drive cable can be replaced in the manner described in Part III, 

Section 2. However, if a new cable is not immediately available a temporary repair can 
be made in the following manner, provided the break in the cable is not in that section that 
passes over the small grooved drums. 

Splice and solder the two ends together. Splicing consists of interweaving the strands, 
as with rope and not just twisting the cable ends together as in an electrical wiring splice. 
Splicing gives greater strength and forms a smaller body on the cable. When soldering use 
plenty of flux and a small amount of solder. Heat sufficiently so that the solder adheres to 
all the strands of the cable. Placing the splice in an alcohol or bunsen flame affords sufficient 
heat and allows excess solder to drip away. This is but a temporary repair to be used only 
until a new cable can be procured. 

Figure 10 --Adjusting the huna suppressor 

[7] HUM 
If a pronounced hum develops during 
(a) S.P.U. potentiometer not properly 

tion 8. 
Low emission Radiotrons Uri -281. 
sive hum and unsatisfactory opera 
Defective center tapped resistance. 

(b) 

(e) 

operation check the following: 
adjusted. Adjust as described in Part I, Sec - 

A low emission rectifying tube will cause exces- 
tion. 

A short or open of any of these resistances 
will cause a loud hum and imperfect operation of the Radiola. 

(d) Any open of the several grounding connections in the Radiola or voltage supply 
resistances may cause a certain amount of hum. These defects will have a pro- 
nounced effect on the general operation of the Radiola which will be more notice- 
able than the additional hum. Check by means of the continuity test given in Part 
II, Section 26. 

(e) Power line interference. This can be checked by removing the antenna and ground 
and the first R.F. Radiotron from the Radiola. If the hum disappears it is an indi- 
cation that the trouble is external to the Radiola. In this case locate the trouble 
and have it corrected according to local conditions. 
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(f) Shorted 4 mfd. condenser across UX-250 bias resistance. This causes distorted re- 
production and loud hum, as well as damage to Radiotron UX-250 if allowed to 
operate for any length of time. 

A mechanical hum caused by vibration of loose laminations in the power transformer 
may be corrected by removing the power transformer from the S.P.U. as described in Part 
III, Section 5, and heating it in a slow oven. The terminal end should be kept up and the 
compound heated sufficiently to allow it to adhere to the laminations of the transformer. 
After heating, the transformer should be allowed to cool for at least 24 hours and then 
returned to the S.P.U. 

[8] RADIOTRONS FAIL TO LIGHT WHEN OPERATING SWITCH 
IS "ON" 

Should all Radiotrons fail to light when the operating switch is "ON," look for : 

(a) House current switched off, or loose connection at convenience outlet. 
(b) A.C. input plug to S.P.U. not in position. 
(c) Operating switch not functioning properly. 
(d) Line switch not functioning properly. 
(e) Damaged power transformer in S.P.U. 
(f) Burned -out filaments in Radiotrons. 
The remedy for (a) (b) (c) and (d) is apparent. Any external cause (such as D.C. sup- 

ply etc.) of (e) and (f) should be located and eliminated before making any replace- 
ments. 

ACROSS RESISTANCE 
TO BE MEASURED 

0-5 

R= Ì OR 1000 
MILVOLTS LIAMPERES 

VO 0-7 

1101 
6 VOLTS 

Figure 12-Schematic diagram of resistance 
measurement method 

[9] PLATES OF RADIOTRONS EXCESSIVELY HOT 
Should the plates of Radiotrons UX-281 become excessively hot, check the following: 
(a) Shorted 4 mfd. filter condenser on high voltage side of field coil. 
(b) Internal short in power transformer. Test for grounds to shield or to core, or short 

from one winding to another. 
Should one Radiotron UX-281 become slightly overheated, but not show color and the 

other remain apparently normal, replace the one that appears normal. This tube is defec- 
tive causing the other one to heat from overload. 

[10] NO SIGNAL-RADIOTRONS O.K. 
If the Radiotrons appear to be functioning properly and no signale are heard from 

the loudspeaker with the volume control at maximum, check the following: 
(a) Inoperative Radiotrons. Defects other than filament failure are not apparent until 

the tubes are tested. Inoperative Radiotrons UX-281 may cause low voltages at 
the terminal strip. (See Part II, Section 25, for voltage readings.) 

(b) Loose connections at S.P.U. terminal strip. 
(c) Open movable coil on cone. 
(d) Defective S.P.U. Check by means of continuity test. 
(e) Open field coil in reproducer unit. 
(f) Defective Radiotron in socket No. 8. Try removing. If defective, signals will come 

in at maximum intensity. A tube that does not function satisfactorily in this socket 
may prove O.K. in other positions. 
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[11] DISTORTION IN REPRODUCER UNIT 
1 )istortion in the reproducer unit may be due to any of the following causes: 
(a) Damaged Radiotron UX-250. Try one known to be in good operating condition. 
(b) Cone out of alignment. Remove grille by pulling from left side and relocate cone 

coil by loosening center adjusting screw and shifting position of cone. The correct 
position is found as described in Part II, Section 20. 

(c) Leads from cone coil broken away from side of cone. Make these fa$t with a little 
shellac. 

(d) Defective S.P.U. Test by means of continuity test, Part II, Section 25. 
(e) Loose grille, escutcheons, name plate or baffle board. Any loose part in the cabinet 

will cause a rattle. Tighten all loose parts. 

[12] ACOUSTIC HOWL 
Acoustic howl is caused by vibration of the elements in the receiver Radiotrons. This 

is amplified in the reproducer unit. Conditions being favorable the howl may increase in 
intensity and drown out the broadcast signal. 

In Radiola 64 the receiver assembly shelf and the Socket Power Unit are both mounted 
on rubber bumpers to prevent any microphonic action. Should trouble of this kind be experi- 
enced, examine the rubber bumpers to make sure the receiver assembly shelf and the socket 
power unit is fully resting on rubber. If this is O.P. the Radiotrons in the receiver should 
be interchanged until the howl is eliminated. 

BAKELITE-, 

,STEEL BLADE 

'Sz 

G'igure 13-Dimensions of the 
insulated screwdriver 

[13] CHECKING RESISTANCE UNITS 
When checking Radiola 64 for possible trouble it is always a good plan to check the 

various resistance values of different resistance units. These values are shown in the schem- 
atic circuit diagram, Figure 11. A resistance bridge should be used for checking these values, 
or if this is not available, the following method may be used. 

A milliammeter with a scale of 0-5 and a voltmeter of 0-7 is used with an applied volt- 
age of approximately 6 volts. Figure 12 shows the hookup. The readings obtained are 
sufficiently accurate for checking purposes. 

The resistance is calculated by Ohms law. 

E (Where R equals ohms, E equals volts R- I and I equals amperes 

Volts 
or 1,000 

Milliamperes 
1 

Since the current reading is taken in milliamperes (or ampere) it is neces- 

sary to multiply by 1,000 to get the resistance value in ohms. 
This arrangement with a 0-5 milliammeter must be used for measuring the total re- 

sistance of the various units and not for the individual sections. In the latter case some 
of the readings would be beyond the range of the milliammeter. If it is desired to meas- 
ure the resistance of the sections between taps a 0-100 milliammeter must be used. 

[14] LOW VOLUME AND WEAK SIGNALS 
Low volume or weak signals may be caused by : 

(a) Defective antenna system. A poor antenna and ground or one in a shielded locality 
may cause weak signals. The suggestions given in Part I, Sections 1, 2 and 3, 

should be followed if trouble of this kind is experienced. 

1000 
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(b) Defective Radiotrons. A defective Radiotron in any stage may cause weak signals. 

Before checking other causes it is a good plan to check all Radiotrons by inter- 
changing them with ones of a similar type known to be in good operating condition. 

A defective Radiotron in the eighth or volume control socket may prevent full vol- 

ume. Test for this by removing the volume control tube from its socket while lis- 

tening to local stations, with the volume and sensitivity controls at maximum. An 

increase in volume with the tube removed indicates another tube should be tried in 

this socket. A Radiotron that does not function correctly in the volume control 

socket may prove satisfactory in some other socket. 

R.F. compensating condenser out of adjustment. If this condenser is badly out of 

adjustment it will have the effect of making the Radiola very insensitive. To ad- 

just correctly refer to Part II, Section 17. 

Oscillator trimming condensers out of adjustment. Should the oscillator trimming 

condensers be out of adjustment the Radiola may be sensitive at certain portions of 

the tuning scale and very insensitive at other sections. Also two tuning points may 

be found for the same station. Should these condensers be badly out of adjustment, 

only very loud local stations will be heard. The correct method for adjustment of 

these condensers is given in Part II, Section 18. 

(c) 

(d) 

(e) 

(f) 

(g) 

.00025 MFD.-i 

l/:=) 

25L TURN 

.0005 
MFD. 

50 TURNS 
#20 D.S.C. 
ON 2'h" DIA. 
TUBE 

--4 MEG. 

25 WATT 
LAMP "I[ 

UX-112-A 

110 v. D.C. OR A.C. 

(IF D.C. CONNECT 

o r, :. + POLARITY AS SHOWN)N- 

Figure 14-Socket powered modulated 1?. F. oscillator 

Intermediate transformers not correctly tuned or matched. Should the tuning con- 

densers connected across the secondaries of the intermediate transformers be out of 

adjustment, weak signals and poor tuning or, in some cases no signals will result. 

Refer to Part II, Section 19, for the correct method of adjusting the I.F. trans- 

formers. 
Defective A.F. transformer. Check by means of the continuity test and make any 

replacement that is necessary. 

Low voltage from S.P.U. Check S.P.U. voltages at terminal strip with readings 

given in Part II, Section 25. Low voltages may be caused by a low emission recti- 

fying tube or defective resistances in the S.P.U. or receiver. Check by means of 

continuity test. 

(h) Open or short of various connections in receiver. Check by means of continuity tests 

and make any repair or replacement that is necessary. 
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[15] AUDIO HOWL 
Audio howl may be caused by : 
(a) Incorrect adjustment of R.F. compensating condenser. A compensating condenser 

adjusted to the verge of oscillation may cause a howl on nearby stations. Adjust as 
suggested in Part lI, Section 17. Faint beat notes heard when listening to loud sta- 
tions on frequencies of 900, 720 and 540 K.C. are not due to incorrect adjustment, 
and may be avoided by slight detuning until the beat disappears. 

(b) Open A.F. condenser connections. An open of the A.F. by-pass condenser may cause 
a howl. 

(e) Open by-pass condenser connections. An open of the connections to the by-pass 
condensers may cause a howl. 

(d) Defective volume control resistance. Should there be an open or short in the volume control or in its adjacent resistances an audio howl may develop. 
(e) Vibrating elements in receiver Radiotrons. A gradually developed howl may be due to the loudspeaker causing the receiver Radiotron elements to vibrate. Check as described in Part II, Section 12. 

Figure 15-Adjusting the trimming condensers 

(f) Poorly soldered or corroded joints. Any high resistance joint throughout the Radi - ola may cause a howl. 
(g) Defective resistance in S.P.U. or the receiver assembly. An open resistance unit may cause howl. Under such conditions it is advisable to turn the set "off" until the trouble is found, otherwise excessive voltage rise may cause further damage; (h) Neutralizing condensers in intermediate transformers out of adjustment. These con- densers being out of adjustment might cause an I.F. stage to oscillate which will result in a howl when a station is tuned in, especially at loud volume. Adjust the neutralizing condensers as described in Part II, Section 19. 
(i) Open of any of the several ground leads in the Radiola. This may cause some of the circuits to go into oscillation and result in a howl when a station is tuned "in" Generally a loud hum will also be present. The several grounding leads in the Receiver Assembly and in the Socket Power Unit should be checked and any open or poorly soldered joint should be repaired. 

[16] DISTORTED OR NOISY REPRODUCTION 
Poor quality or distortion may be due to any of the following causes : 
(a) Defective Radiotrons. Though the Radiola may be in operating condition a defective Radiotron in any stage will cause distortion. This is especially true of the second 
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detector, audio stage and the rectifier tubes. A loud intermittent crackling noise, 
heard when the antenna and ground are disconnected, may be due to a defective Ra- 
diotron UX-250. 

(b) High or low plate and grid voltages from the Socket Power Unit or a defective 
resistor in the Receiver Assembly. In the Socket Power Unit distortion may be 
caused by a defective Radiotron UX-281 or resistance unit. 

(c) Defective A.F. transformer. Check by means of continuity test and replace if 
necessary. 

(d) Trimming condensers out of adjustment. Should the oscillator trimming condensers 
be out of adjustment the beat signal may not be exactly the frequency to which the 
intermediates are tuned. This will cause weak signals and distortion of those 
received. This condition may or may not be present throughout the tuning range 
of the receiver. Adjust as described in Part II, Section 18. 

Figure 16-180 K.C. Test Oscillator 

(e) Receiver oscillating. Should some circuit other than the oscillator be oscillating, 
distortion will be experienced when tuning in a station. This will be accompanied 
by a whistle or squeal when the carrier wave of the station is tuned in. To remedy 
trouble of this kind consult Part II, Section 15. 

(f) Intermediate transformers out of line or not properly matched. This will have the 
effect of giving distorted reproduction and reduce the sensitivity of the receiver to 
a marked degree. Line up the entire I.F. transformer assembly as described in 
Part II, Section 19. 

17] ADJUSTMENT OF R. F. COMPENSATING CONDENSER 
A cause of insensitivity may be a poor tube in the tuned R.F. stage or incorrect adjust- 

ment of the R.F. compensating condenser. Try changing tubes first to improve the sensi- 
tivity and if not successful adjust the compensating condenser. A step-by-step procedure for 
making proper adjustment follows : 
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(a) Procure a non-metallic screwdriver (See Figure 13) . 

(b) Connect a resistance of about 1.5 ohms across the cone coil leads. This will prevent 
damage to the cone spider should the Radiola go into oscillation. 

(c) Place Radiola in operation and tune in a station, preferably at about the center of 
the dial scale. 

(d) Locate the position of the compensating condenser. (See Figure 15). 
(e) With the volume control at its maximum position and the sensitivity control set 

near minimum, adjust the screw of the condenser until the Radiola goes into oscil- 
lation. This will cause a whistle whenever a signal is tuned in. Then turn the 
screw in the opposite direction until the set just goes out of oscillation and no howl 
is experienced when receiving stations at any part of the scale. The condenser is 
now in correct adjustment. 

(f) After the adjustment of the R.F. compensating condenser has been made the tube in 
the second socket should not be interchanged. 

[18] ADJUSTMENT OF OSCILLATOR TRIMMING CONDENSERS 
Two trimming condensers are provided for adjusting the oscillator circuit so that the 

beat note will always be 180 K.C. throughout the tuning range of the receiver. 

Figure 17-Internal con- 
nections of I.F. trans- 

formers 

The most noticeable symptom of the oscillator trimming condensers being out of adjust- 
ment is two tuning points for the same station and insensitivity of the Radiola in some sec- 
tions or throughout the tuning range. To check the adjustment of the trimming condensers 
as a possible cause of any noticeable insensitivity in the receiver proceed in the following 
manner : 

(a) Procure the following equipment: 
A modulated oscillator giving signals at 1,400 and 600 Kilocycles. Figure 14 

shows the constants and circuit diagram of an oscillator satisfactory for this pur- 
pose which may be operated entirely from the house lighting circuit. 

A non-metallic screwdriver. Such a screwdriver is shown in Figure 13. 
(b) Open the rear doors of the Radiola. Remove the two wood screws that hold the tun- 

ing meter in place and release the meter lead clamp so the meter can be dropped 
below the baffle board and pulled out to read the scale from the rear of the Radiola. 

(c) With the Radiola in operation, place the oscillator in operation at 1,400 K.C., about 
15 on Radiola dial scale, close to the antenna lead, and tune the Radiola by adjust- 
ing the station selector until a deflection caused by the external oscillator is obtained 
in the tuning meter. 

(d) Now adjust the oscillator trimming condenser on the right (Figure 15) with the 
non-metallic screw -driver until a maximum deflection is obtained in the tuning meter 
while tuning back and forth through the signal. 
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(e) Adjust oscillator for 600 K.C., about 80 on Radiola dial scale. Tune in the Radiola 
with station selector and then adjust the trimming condenser to the left for maxi- 
mum deflection of the tuning meter while tuning back and forth through the signal. 

(f) Now readjust at 1,400 I.C. as indicated in (c) and (d). 
With this adjustment the trimming condensers are correctly adjusted for 

maximum efficiency, that is, so adjusted that the beat signal will be 180 S.C. 
throughout the tuning range. 

(g) Remount tuning meter in its original position. 

[19} ADJUSTMENT OF I. F. TRANSFORMERS 
The three I.F. transformers used in Radiola 64 are of the air core, tuned primary and 

tuned secondary type. The primary condenser is of the fixed type, while the secondary is 
adjustable. Also in each assembly an adjustable condenser is provided for neutralizing the 
I.F. stage. Figure 17 illustrates the internal connections of all the I.F. transformers. 

Should a transformer burn out or its primary fixed condenser change in capacity it will 
be necessary to replace that particular transformer. The correct procedure for making such a 
replacement is contained in Part III, Section 4. 

Figure 18-Adjusting the intermediate frequency transformers 

A simple method of locating a shorted transformer is to use a resistance bridge or the resist- 
ance measuring method described in Part II, Section 13. The approximate transformer pri- 
mary D.C. resistance is 20 ohms; secondary 100 ohms. Due to the circuit arrangement (See 
Figure 17) it will only be possible to get a reading of 50 ohms on the secondary as the end 
connection goes to the neutralizing condenser and the reading must be made at the center 
tap connection. This test can be made from the underside of the chassis. (See wiring dia- 
gram Figure 26). 

After replacing a defective I.F. transformer or to make adjustments the following tuning 
and neutralizing procedure must be followed for correctly lining up the various circuits. This is 
of utmost importance, as the entire performance of Radiola 64 is based on the correct function- 
ing of its intermediate stages. 

The following equipment is needed: 
1. A Test Oscillator (Driver). See Figure 16. 
2. A coupling lead for coupling the output of the Driver to the grid coil of the first 

detector. 
3. A non-metallic screw -driver. 
4. A "dummy" Radiotron UY -227-A normal tube with one heater prong removed. 
The RCA Service Division will advise RCA Distributors how to obtain this Driver and 

the above equipment. 
Preliminary steps to be taken before adjusting the tuning, neutralizing and trimming 

condensers: 
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(a) Remove receiver assembly from cabinet as described in Part III, Section 1. Do not 
remove chassis from shelf and do not disconnect cable at S.P.U. terminals. 

(b) Remove main tuning condenser assembly as described in Part III, Section 3. 

(c) Replace screw holding ground lead on under side of receiver assembly and make 
certain that ground lead makes good contact with the chassis frame. 

(d) Remove the two wood screws that hold down the tuning meter in place and release 
meter lead clamp. Slip the meter down below the baffle board and out to a position 
convenient for reading. 

(e) Now place the coupling coil from the Driver under the center coil of the R.F. and 
Oscillator assembly. This is the transformer between the tuned R.F. stage and the 
first detector. Replace all Radiotrons except the Oscillator (No. 6) and turn oper- 
ating switch "ON." 
Place Driver in operation by turning switch "ON," and set switches and vernier 
condenser at 180 I.C. The note from the Driver will then be heard in the repro- 
ducer unit of the receiver. 

(f) 

TRIMMING CONDENSERS -- COMPENSATING CONDENSER. 

Feek,i 
V.0 2"-°DET 

BY- PASS 

CONDENSERS 

OSC. 2"--°i.F IS? 1.F 

00 
0 0 
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le DET. R. F. 

00 
0 0 

0 
0 
00 
0 

0 
00 

o 
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0 
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o 0 
0 

r-31to I. F. r2No I. F. r -I ºT I. F., 
1 TRANS.' i TRANS. i TRANS.: 

' ¡' ' I ' ' 1 i , ' ; ' 

TUNING COND. 1 NEUTRA1.1ZING CONDENSERS 

' 

i 
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i ' ® ¡ ; 
I RTUNING CONDENSERS - 

ANTENNA 
COUPLING 

STAGE 

Figure 19-I.F. neutralizing and tuning condensers, oscillator 
trimming condensers, and R.F. compensating condenser 

The I.F. transformer tuning condensers may now be adjusted (Figure 18) as follows: 
(a) Adjust the tuning condensers successively on the third, second and first I.F. trans- 

formers (Figure 19) for maximum signal in the loudspeaker and maximum reading 
on the tuning meter. After making one adjustment on the transformers it is a good 
plan to repeat, as slight changes may have occurred in tuning the other circuits. 
No signal, or a loud howl indicates neutralizing condensers are at either extreme, 
and should be readjusted. 

A maximum reading by adjusting all three tuning condensers indicates correct tuning 
of the intermediate stages. 

It is now necessary to check the neutralization of the I.F. stages as follows : 

(a) Leave all adjustments and apparatus in position on completion of tuning. Connect a 
pair of phones across the cone coil of the reproducer unit. Turn the power off 
while making this connection. Place dummy Radiotron in first I.F. socket. Now 
adjust the neutralizing condenser on the first I.F. transformer (Figure 19) for the 
position of minimum or no signal. This is easily identified and the adjustment is 
not critical. 
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(b) Replace the first I.F. tube and place '`dummy" tube in second I.F. stage. Repeat 
the same adjustment as in (a) only adjusting with the neutralizing condenser on 
the second I.F. transformer. It will be noted that the two condensers on the third 
transformer are connected in parallel for tuning. This stage does not require 
neutralizing. 

After the I.F. transformers are properly tuned and neutralized they should perform at 
their maximum efficiency. At this point it is a good plan to check the adjustment of the oscil- 
lator trimming condensers. Because the oscillator coil is close to the S.P.LT. in the cabinet 
installation of the receiver assembly it is best to return the gang condenser to its position and 
then, return the receiver assembly to the cabinet before adjusting the trimming condensers. 

Adjust the trimming condensers as described in Part II, Section 18. The 600 K.C. 
and 1,400 I.C. positions of the test oscillator may be used for the necessary signal. 

This check of the trimming condensers completes the adjustments to be made on Radiola 
64 with the Driver. 

Figure 20-Adjusting the position of the cone 

Due to the increased sensitivity of the receiver it may be necessary to reduce the setting 
of the R.F. compensating condenser to prevent the tuned R.F. stage from oscillating. This 
can be ascertained by tuning in stations of different wavelengths and noting if the receiver 
oscillates at any point throughout its tuning range. (See Part II, Section 

[20] CENTERING CONE OF REPRODUCER UNIT 
To properly center a cone when making a replacement 

follows: 
(a) 

(b) 
(e) 

(d) 

or one out of center proceed as 

Remove front grille of Radiola by pulling from the left side, facing the front of the 
Radiola. 
Loosen centering screw of cone. 
Place three small cardboard strips, about 11/_" x 1/4" and the thickness of a visiting 
card, through the center web of the cone into the space between the pole piece and 
cone. This will give the cone coil the same clearance on all sides of the pole piece. 
Figure 20 shows this operation. 
Tighten the center screw and the cone will be properly centered. 
pieces of cardboard and replace the grille in the cabinet. 
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[21] VOLTAGE SUPPLY SYSTEM 
Figure 21 illustrates a schematic circuit showing the voltage dividing arrangement used 

in Radiola 64. As will be noted this Radiola uses the parallel feed system and the plate cur- 
rent drop through resistances for the volume control and power amplifier grid voltages. Other 
grid and cathode voltages are secured from the main voltage dividing resistance units. This 
system is very stable and tends to keep voltage variations in one circuit from affecting those 
in others. It also is a necessary arrangement for use with the automatic volume control tube. 

[22] OPERATION OF AUTOMATIC VOLUME CONTROL 
As the automatic volume control is a new feature, an explanation of its action may help 

the service man in his work. The action of this tube also has a bearing on the action of the 
tuning indicator which is explained in Part II, Section 23. Figure 22 shows a section of the 
circuit surrounding this tube. Its action to maintain a constant volume level is as follows : 

1s] DET. 

VOLUME CONTROL 

II 

R.F.A1 F. 

AMP. 

VOLUME 

IjACONTROL 

J PWR. 
AMP. 

Figure 21-Schematic circuit diagram of voltage supply system 

An incoming signal will swing the second detector and volume control grids exactly 

the same, as both grids are connected together through the condenser A. Assume the 
grid voltage at such a value as to increase the plate current in each tube. Neglecting the 
detector tube and just examining the volume control tube we find an increase of plate 
current will cause a greater voltage drop across resistor B than would be obtained with 
a normal grid voltage, such as would exist when no signal was tuned in. Examining 
the connections to each side of resistor B, we find that the voltage drop across it consti- 
tutes the grid bias for the two R.F. and two I.F. amplifiers. Thus a loud signal will 

increase the voltage drop across resistor "B" and increase the bias on the four radio 
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frequency amplifiers. This in turn reduces the signal at the volume control grid. The 
volume control is merely a variable resistance for regulating the bias on the volume con- 

trol tube, this in turn regulating the amount of plate current in the tube which conse- 

quently regulates the effect of the incoming signal. A setting of the volume control 
that will give maximum current in the plate circuit will give a maximum bias on the 
four radio frequency amplifiers, and a consequent minimum amount of volume. A set- 

ting giving minimum plate current and minimum bias will, therefore, give the greatest 
volume. 

[23] OPERATION OF TUNING METER 
In the foregoing explanation it is evident that practically all incoming signals will cause 

an increased negative bias on the radio frequency amplifying tubes. This increased bias will 
naturally cause a decrease in the plate current of these tubes. Placing a milliammeter in the 
plate circuit of these four tubes and tuning in a signal will cause a decreased reading. In 
Radiola 64 the milliammeter is a reversed scale instrument with a maximum rating equal 
to the total plate current of these four tubes. By having a reversed reading scale, turning 
the current on and not tuning in a station the meter will 'read maximum current or zero 

scale reading. Tuning in a station and thus registering a smaller amount of plate current the 
meter will give an increased reading. The amount of this increased reading will depend on 

the accuracy of tuning and the setting of the volume control. 

ZNo 

DET. 

+B 

ALL R.F. AND I.F. 
AMPLIFIERS 

VOLUME CONTROL LSECTION OF VOLTAGE DIVIDER RESISTANCE 

Figure 22-Schematic of automatic volume control system 

[24] FILTER CONDENSER TESTS 
The filter and by-pass condensers in Radiola 64 can be checked by noting the voltage 

readings given in Part II, Section 25. A no -voltage reading at any position will indicate a 

shorted condenser or an open resistance unit. The resistance unit can be checked by the 
continuity tests given in Part II, Section 26. After determining that the resistance units 
are not at fault, the individual condensers should be tested by charging them and noting their 
ability to retain the charge. The three high voltage 4 Mfd. condensers should be charged 
with any voltage up to 500-the higher the better. The rest of the condensers should not be 

charged with over 200 volts. After charging the condensers should be discharged by short- 
ing their terminals with a screwdriver. The defective condenser will not hold its charge. If 
it is completely short-circuited a flash at the condenser terminals will occur when an attempt 
is made to charge it. 
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{25] VOLTAGE READINGS 
The following table gives the correct voltages at the S.P.U. terminal strip. These read- 

ings are correct for a line voltage of 110 with the line switch at the 110 -volt position and 
the volume and sensitivity control at zero. Variations in line voltage, tubes and individual 
Radiolas will make these readings only approximately correct when applied to different Ra- 
diolas. However, they are useful as a check and will indicate any defect that has a bearing 
on the voltage readings. In connecting the voltmeter to terminals 15, 16 and 17 it will be 
necessary to wind the lead from the meter around the cable plug before inserting plug in 
pin jack. 

Precaution: Some of these voltages are sufficiently high to cause injury should a person 
come in contact with them. It is therefore best to turn "Off" the current while changing 
connections and be sure to clear all leads and the meter before turning "On" the current 
again. 

Terminals 
1 to 2 
3 to 4 
5 to 6 
7 to 8 
9 to 15 

10 to 15 
11 to 15 
12 to 15 
15 to 16 
15 to 17 

Figure 23-Internal connections of 
filter condensers 

BLUE AND 
YELLOW-_ 
5,000 n 

Voltage 
2.5 A.C. 
2.5 A. C. 
2.5 A.C. 
5.0 A.C. (Pilot lamp "ON") 

150 D.C. 
300 D.C. 
315 D.C. 
320 D.C. 
400 D.C. 
500 D.C. 

RED AND BROWN - 1 MEGOHM \\\\\\\ \\\ \ 
\\ , 
Imo* 

, YU.\\ Y 

11111111M111111111.18111. 

ul[ ]M 

------ 
GREEN AND 
-- BLACK 
100,000A. 

Figure 24-Arrangement of rrcisfnrs nn terminal heard 

BROWN 
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BLACK 

1 MFD. 1 MFD 

1.5 "'i: 2 
MFD. MFD. 

T 1.5 MFD. f 1 MFD 
BLACK 

RED 

YELLOW 

GREEN 

RED 

Figure 24A-Internal connections of the 
receiver by-pass condensers 

[26] RADIOLA 64 CONTINUITY TESTS 
The following tests will show complete continuity for the receiver assembly, socket 

power unit and connecting cables of Radiola 64. Disconnect the antenna and ground leads, 
the cable connecting the socket power unit to the receiver and the A.C. supply cord at its outlet. 

A pair of headphones with at least 4/ volts in series, or a voltmeter with sufficient volt- 
age to give a full scale deflection when connected across the battery terminals should be used 
in making these tests. The receiver Radiotron sockets, numbers, lugs and S.P.U. terminals 
used in these tests are shown in Figure 25. The receiver wiring diagram is illustrated in Fig- 
ure 26 and the S.P.U. wiring diagram in Figure 27. 
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REPRODUCER 
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TERMINAL 
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RECEIVER.. 
CABLE "II' 

BROWN 

UY -22 
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--TUNING METER 

VOLUME 
CONTROL, 

RECEIVER ASSEMBLY 
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Figure 25-Reproducer, receiver and socket power units with connecting wires, terminal strip, 
lugs and Radiotron socket contacts 
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RECEIVER ASSEMBLY CONTINUITY TESTS 
Remove all Radiotrons and Disconnect Cable at S.P.U. Terminal Strip. 

See Figure 25 for cable lugs, terminals and Radiotron Socket Contacts. 

Circuit Terminals Correct 
Effect Incorrect Effect Caused by 

Gridconnection 

Antenna to ground binding posts 
Antenna binding post to G1 

G1 to P8 

G2 to P8 

G4 to P8 

G5 to P8 

G3 to Lug No. 11 

G6 to Lug No. 12 

G7 to Lug No. 10 

G8 to Lug No. 15 

G7 to G8 

Closed 
Closed 

Closed 

Closed 

Closed 

Closed 

Closed 
Closed 
(Weak) 
Closed 
Closed 

(Very weak) 
Open 

Open sensitivity control 
Open control arm of sensitivity control or con- 

nections 
Open contact arm of sensitivity control or con- 

nection 
Open secondary of 1st R.F. transformer or 

connection 
Open % secondary of 1st I.F. transformer or 

Open % secondary of 2nd I.F. transformer or 
connection 

Open secondary of 2nd R.F. transformer 
Open grid resistor of oscillator circuit 
Open 1/2 secondary of 3rd I.F. transformer 
Open volume control or grid resistor of volume 

control tube 
Shorted volume control coupling condenser 

Cathode 

Cathode 1 to frame or Lug No. 9 

Cathode 2 to frame 
Cathode 3 to Cathode 6 

Cathode 4 to ground 
Cathode 5 to ground 
Cathode 7 to Lug 12 
Cathode 7 to Plate 7 
Cathode 8 to Lug 15 

Closed 
Closed 
Closed 
Closed 
Closed 
Closed 
Open 

Closed 

Open connection 
Open connection 
Open oscillator coupling coil 
Open connection 
Open connection 
Open connection or resistance 
Shorted detector by pass condenser 
Open connection, voltage dividing resistance or 

volume control 

Heater 

Lug 1 to either heater contact 
socket 8 

Lug 2 to either heater contact 
socket 8 

Lug 1 to Lug 2 
Lug 3 to one heater contact of 

sockets 3, 6 and 7 
Lug 4 to other heater contact of 

sockets 3, 6 and 7 
Lug 5 to one heater contact of 

sockets 1, 2, 4 or 5 
Lug 6 to other heater contact of 

sockets 1, 2, 4 or 5 

Closed 

Closed 

Closed 
Closed 

Closed 

Closed 

Closed 

Open connection 

Open connection 

Open center tapped resistance unit 
Open connection 

Open connection 

Open connection 

Open connection 

Plate 

PI to Lug No. 10 
P2 to Lug No. 10 
P3 to Lug No. 16 
P4 to Lug No. 10 
P5 to Lug No. 10 
P6 to Lug No. 16 
P7 to Lug No. 17 

P8 to Lug No. 15 

Closed 
Closed 
Closed 
Closed 
Closed 
Closed 
Closed 
Closed 
(Weak) 

Open primary of 1st R.F. transformer 
Open primary of 2nd R.F. transformer 
Open primary of 1st I.F. transformer 
Open primary of 2nd I.F. transformer 
Open primary of 3rd I.F. transformer 
Open oscillator plate coil 
Open radio frequency choke 
Open volume control plate resistance or volt - 

age dividing resistance 

Miscel - 
lMiscelaneous 

Frame to Lug No. 15 
Lug No. 9 to Lug No. 10 
Lug No. 12 to Lug No. 16 
Lug No. 10 to Lug No. 12 
Lug No. 11 to frame 

Closed 
Open 
Open 
Open 
Open 

Open voltage dividing resistance 
Shorted 1 mfd. condenser 
Shorted 1 mfd. condenser 
Shorted 1 mfd. condenser 
Shorted .5 mfd. condenser 
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Figure 27-Wiring diagram of the socket power unit 
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transformer 
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[27] VOLTAGE READINGS AT RADIOTRON SOCKETS 

The following voltages taken at each Radiotron socket with the receiver in operating con- 
dition should prove of value when checking with test sets such as the Weston Model 537, 

Type 2, or others giving similar readings. The plate currents or grid voltages shown are not 
necessarily accurate for each tube, as the cable in the test set will cause some circuits to 
oscillate, due to its added capacity. Small variations of voltages will be caused by different 
tubes and line voltages. Therefore the following values must be taken as approximately 
those that will be found under varying conditions. The numbers in column 1 indicate the 
tube socket numbers shown in Figure 25. 

VOLUME AND SENSITIVITY CONTROLS AT ZERO 

Cathode to Cathode or Cathode or Plate Filament 
Tube No. Heater Filament to Filament to Current or Heater 

Volts Grid Volts Plate Volts Milliamps Voltage 

1 19 31 160 - 2.5 

2 19 29 160 - 2.5 

3 14 8 70 .75 2.5 

4 19 29 160 - 2.5 

5 19 30 160 - 2.5 

6 14 - 65 7.0 2.5 

7 14 18 160 .25 2.5 

8 - 1 65 .25 2.5 

11X-250 - 65 390 52.5 7.5 

VOLUME AND SENSITIVITY CONTROLS AT MAXIMUM 
NO STATION TUNED IN 

Cathode to Cathode or Cathode or Plate Filament 
Tube No. Heater Filament to Filament to Current or Heater 

Volts Grid Volts Plate Volts Milliamps Voltage 

1 15 120 3.5 2.5 

2 15 3 120 3.5 2.5 

3 15 9 75 .25 2.5 

4 17 14 140 6.0 2.5 

5 17 15 140 6.0 2.5 

6 15 - 70 7.0 2.5 

7 14 24 170 - 2.5 

8 - 2 75 - 2.5 

UX-250 - 64 390 52.5 7.5 
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[28] TESTING ELECTRICAL ALIGNMENT OF TUNING CONDENSERS 
Radiola 64 uses a three -gang tuning condenser, one condenser being used for the oscil- 

lator, one for the tuned radio frequency stage and one for the heterodyne detector. These 
condensers are accurately aligned electrically at the factory and it is important that they 
maintain this electrical alignment. Condensers not aligned will cause weak signals, broad 
tuning and generally unsatisfactory operation. The following procedure may be used for 
checking and aligning the condensers properly. 

(a) A small tool such as illustrated in Figure 28 is necessary. This may be easily 
constructed from an old condenser plate, a piece of wire and a bakelite rod. 

(b) Tune in a station at the upper wavelengths. Then with the condenser end of the 
tester, touch the rotor plates, see Figure 29, and note if an increase or decrease of 
signal is obtained in the loudspeaker. Should touching the rotor plates and bring- 
ing the plate closer to the stator plates increase the signal, then either that particu- 
lar condenser is low in capacity or the coil it tunes is low in inductance. Should the 
signal decrease in volume, then the condenser and coil is either normal or high in 
value. 

(c) After checking at the upper wavelengths, the procedure should be repeated at the 
lower wavelengths. 

Figure 28-Tool for 
testing electrical align- 
ment of gang tuning 

condensers 
Figure 29-Checking condenser alignment in 

the three -gang tuning condenser assembly 

To check against condensers or coils high in value the other end of the tester which has 
the wire ring should be placed inside of the coils or near the end of the coil. This reduces 
the inductance and should the coil be high in inductance or the condenser which tunes it 
high in capacity, the signal will increase in volume. 

By thus checking each condenser and the coil it tunes, a positive check on the electrical 
alignment of the condensers and coils can be made. Should a circuit be found that is high, 
the end rotor plate of the particular condenser should be bent farther from the stator plates. 
The correct amount can be determined by checking as previously described. If the oscillator 
circuit should be out, a check must first be made of the adjustment of the trimming con- 
densers. See Part II, Section 18. 

Should it not be possible to align the circuits by bending the plates then the R.F. and 
oscillator is not properly matched. In this case this assembly must be replaced as described 
in Part III, Section 5. 
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PART III-MAKING REPLACEMENTS 
The various assemblies and parts of Radiola 64 are readily accessible and replacements 

can be easily made. Figures 3 and 4 illustrate the parts in the receiver assembly and Figures 
5 and 6 the socket power unit. The following detailed procedure outlines the simplest meth- 
ods to be used when making replacements. 

[1] REPLACING VOLUME OR SENSITIVITY CONTROL 
Should it be necessary to replace the volume or sensitivity control, proceed as follows : 

(a) Open rear door of Radiola and remove the four cotter pins that are in the bolts 
holding the receiver assembly shelf to the cabinet. 

(b) Remove the four nuts and rubber washers attached to these bolts. After this re- 
move the bolts by pulling clear from the shelf. (See Figure 30.) 

4 

S.P.U. BASE. 

METAL 
CAP --N LARGE 

-.RUBBER 
BUMPER 

BOTTOM OF 
CABINET 

METAL PLATE 
ATTACHED TO 

----BOTTOM OF 
CABINET 

SMALL A ` ---WASHER 
RUBBER' 
BUMPER 

T 

LOCK WIRE' 

Mounting of socket 
power unit 

SMALL 
RUBBER --- 
BUMPER 

WOODEN 
SHELF 

LARGE 
--RUBBER 

BUMPER 

_MOULDING ON 
SIDE OF CABINET 

'-METAL PLATE 

WASHER 

--NUT 

CO -4:. ---COTTER PIN 

Figure 30 Mounting of receiver 
assembly shelf 

(c) Release the two wood screws that hold the tuning meter in place. Slip the meter 
clear of the baffle board. 

(d) Release the clamp that holds the leads of the tuning meter to the front of the 
Radiola. 

(e) Disconnect all terminal connections at S.P.U. terminal strip. 
(f) Remove the three knobs from the front of the Radiola. This is done by merely pull- 

ing them from their shafts. 

The shelf with the receiver assembly may now be lifted clear (Figure 31), and the sen- 
sitivity control removed by releasing the two screws, nuts and washers that hold it in place, 
and unsoldering its three connections. The new one should be placed in the position occupied 
by the old one and the receiver assembly reassembled and returned to the cabinet in the re- 
verse manner of that used to remove it. 

The volume control is not accessible from the top of the receiver assembly, therefore it 
is necessary to remove the four machine screws that hold it in place and remove the shelf 
from the receiver assembly. Otherwise the replacement procedure is the same as that used 
for the sensitivity control. 
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[2] REPLACING CONDENSER DRIVE CABLE 
(a) Remove the receiver assembly from the cabinet and from its shelf as described in 

Part III, Section 1. Place the receiver assembly on a table so that the cable on 
the grooved drums is accessible. 
Release the cable adjusting screw and clamp, and remove old cable from drums com- 
pletely. 
Starting from the rear grooved drum, place eye of new cable over pin, which should 
be in a horizontal position and next to side of the assembly that is closest to the cable. 
Now pass cable over large drum. Turn the drum so the cable adjusting screw is on 
top. Pass cable over groove until point is reached where there is a slot in the drum 
for passing the cable to the track on the other side of the drum. 
Follow on around other track in same direction until a point is reached where cable 
is directly above front grooved drum. 
Starting on the third groove back from the front of the drum, wind on two and a 
half turns and slip eye over pin. The cable is now in its correct position, although 
probably slack. 

(g) , The cable adjusting screw and clamp that were previously removed to allow the cable 
to pass along the grooves are replaced. By slipping the clamp over the cable and 
gradually turning up on the cable adjusting screw, the cable may be tightened until 
there is no lost motion in any of its controls. Care should be taken not to take up 
too much, as the cable may be stretched or possibly broken. 

(h) Return receiver assembly to cabinet in the reverse order of that used to remove it. 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

(e) 

(f) 

[3] REPLACING MAIN TUNING CONDENSERS AND DRIVE 
The main tuning condensers and drive are replaced as one unit as follows : 

(a) Remove receiver assembly from cabinet as described in Part III, Section 1. 
(b) Remove the three screws, nuts and lock washers that hold the condenser assembly to 

the metal frame. 
(c) Now pull the condensers as far forward as possible and unsolder the four leads con- 

nected at the rear. Releasing the condensers and pulling them forward provides 
ample space in which to do the unsoldering job and keeps solder material clear of 
the tube shield. Remove the entire assembly by tilting slightly and pulling clear. 

(d) Place the new assembly in the position occupied by the old one and solder the four 
leads to their proper connections. 

(e) Fasten the three screws, nuts and lock washers in their proper position. Make sure 
that the screw that holds the ground connection on the under side of the chassis makes 
firm contact. 

(f) Return the receiver to the cabinet in the reverse order of that used to remove them. 

[41 REPLACING INTERMEDIATE TRANSFORMERS 
Radiola 64 has three intermediate frequency transformers, all three being exactly the same 

mechanically, and interchangeable electrically after the correct adjustments have been made for 
their particular position in the circuit. A step-by-step replacement procedure follows: 

(a) Remove receiver assembly from cabinet as described in Part III, Section 1. 
(b) Remove tuning condenser assembly as described in Part III, Section 3. 
(c) Unsolder the connections of the transformer being replaced. Then turn up the metal 

tabs on the upper side of the receiver chassis. The old transformer may now be re- 
placed by the new one. Turn over the metal tabs to hold it in place and resolder all 
connections. These are shown in Figure 26. Be careful not to heat any connection 
more than necessary to make a good joint, as excessive heat may change the capacity 
of the primary fixed condenser, thr.s rendering the entire transformer assembly 
defective. 
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(d) Before returning the main tuning condensers to the receiver chassis it will be nec- 
essary to tune and neutralize the transformer just connected in position. The correct 
procedure for doing this is contained in Part II, Section 19. 

(e) Then return the tuning condenser assembly in the reverse order of that used to re- 
move it. The entire receiver may now be tested and a check made on the adjust- 
ment of the oscillator trimming condensers as described in Part II, Section 19. 

After all tests and adjustments are completed the receiver assembly should be re- 
turned to the cabinet in the reverse order of that used to remove it. 

[5] REPLACING R. F. TRANSFORMER AND OSCILLATOR 
ASSEMBLY 

The two radio frequency transformers and the oscillator coils are mounted on a metal 
strip, together with three small adjustable condensers and two fixed condensers. 

Figure 31-Removing receiver chassis and shelf 
from cabinet 

This assembly must be replaced as a unit-the matching of the coils being an important 
point in the operation of the receiver. Use the following procedure : 

(a) Remove receiver chassis from cabinet as described in Part III, Section 1. 

(b) Turn chassis on side and unsolder all leads to the assembly being replaced. 

(c) Remove the five machine screws and lock washers that hold the metal supporting 
strip to the íeceiver frame. 

(d) The assembly may now be removed and the new assembly fastened in position with 
the five machine screws and washers previously removed. 

(e) Resolder all connections in their correct position on the assembly. This is shown 
in Figure 26. 

(f) The receiver assembly may now be returned to the cabinet in the reverse manner 
of that used to remove it. 
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[6] REPLACING RADIOTRON GANG SOCKETS 
The receiver assembly of Radiola 64 uses one seven -gang UY socket and a single UY 

socket. These, together with their shields, are held in place by means of rivets which clamp 
them on the metal chassis frame. Should replacement be desirable, use the following pro- 
cedure: 

(a) Remove the receiver assembly from the cabinet as described in Part III, Section 1. 

(b) Unsolder all connections to the particular socket or assembly being removed. The 
R.F. transformer assembly should be removed as a unit to provide room for replac- 
ing the six -gang Radiotron socket. 

(e) Drill out the rivets holding the Radiotron socket to be replaced. The socket and 
shield will be released together. 

(d) Remove the old Radiotron socket and fasten tha new one in position by means of 
screws, nuts and washers. Resolder all connections and replace the R.F. assembly if 
removed. The correct connections are shown in Figure 00. 

(e) Fasten receiver assembly in cabinet, connect cable and test. If O.I., replace shield 
over terminal strip and return Radiola to normal operation. 

[7] REPLACING BY-PASS CONDENSER BANK IN RECEIVER 
ASSEMBLY 

At one end of the receiver assembly of Radiola 64 is located a condenser bank, these 
capacitors being used only in the receiver assembly circuits. Should it be desirable to re- 
place this condenser bank, use the following procedure : 

(a) Remove receiver assembly from cabinet as described in Part III, Section 1. 

(b) Turn chassis on side and unsolder all leads to the condenser bank being replaced. 
(c) Remove the volume control resistor assembly as described in Part III, Section 1. 

(d) Bend up the metal tabs that hold the condenser pack in place. It may now be re- 
moved and the new one placed in the position occupied by the old one. Turn down 
the tabs to secure it in place and replace the resistor assembly. 

(e) Solder all connections in place (Figure 26) and return the receiver assembly to 
the cabinet in the reverse manner of that used to remove it. 

[8] REPLACING CENTER -TAPPED BY-PASS CONDENSER 
Should it be necessary to replace the center -tapped by-pass condenser in the receiver 

assembly, proceed as follows: 
(a) Remove receiver assembly from the cabinet as described in Part III, Section 1. 

(b) Unsolder the connections to the condenser. 
(c) With a screwdriver bend up the metal tabs holding the condenser to the side of the 

receiver frame. These tabs bend easily, and when turned up make possible the 
removal of the condenser. 

(d) The new condenser should now be fastened in place in the position formerly occu- 
pied by the old one. 

(e) Resolder the connections as shown in Figure 26. 
(f) Return the receiver assembly to the cabinet in the reverse order of that used to 

remove it. 

[9] REPLACING RESISTORS USED IN VOLUME CONTROL 
RESISTANCE ASSEMBLY 

Mounted on a small dilecto board are three resistance units used in conjunction with 
the volume control tube. Should replacement become necessary, proceed as follows : 

(a) Remove receiver assembly from cabinet as described in Part III, Section 1. 

(b) Turn receiver assembly on the side and unsolder the connections and the leads to 
the resistor being replaced. 
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(c) Place the new resistor in the position occupied by the old one, solder its leads in 
place and fasten the mounting board to the side of the chassis. 

(d) Return receiver assembly to the cabinet in the reverse manner of that used to 
remove it. 

[10] REPLACING DIAL SCALES 
After considerable use a dial scale may become soiled or illegible and a new scale desired. 

A step-by-step procedure to make replacement follows : 

(a) Open rear door of Radiola 64. 

(b) Turn dial so that the two screws that hold the dial in place are toward the rear. 
(c) Loosen screws, washers and nuts that hold dial in place. 

Figure 32-Removing socket power unit from cabinet 

(d) The old dial may now be pulled clear and the new one placed in the position occu- 
pied by the old one. Examine dial from the front of the Radiola to see that the 
numbers on the dial are in their correct position. 

(e) Tighten screws holding dial in place and close doors of cabinet. 

[11] REPLACING POWER CABLE 
A combination laced and braided cable is used in Radiola 64 for connecting the S.P.U. 

to the receiver assembly. Should it be necessary to replace this cable, use the following 
procedure: 

(a) Remove receiver assembly from cabinet as described in Part III, Section 1. 
(b) Turn assembly bottom side up and unsolder all connections to the cable. 
(c) Remove old cable and connect up the new cable as indicated in Figure 26, solder- 

ing all connections. 
(d) Return assembly to cabinet in reverse order of that used to remove it. 
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[12] REPLACING CONE OF REPRODUCER UNIT 
Should it be desirable to replace a cone, the entire reproducer unit must be removed from 

the cabinet. In order to do this use the following procedure: 
(a) Remove the reproducer field leads by pulling the field plug from its receptacle. Re- 

lease these leads from the clamps that hold them to the sides of the cabinet. 
(b) Remove the two cone coil leads that are connected to the terminals on the flange 

of the reproducer unit. 
(c) Remove the four nuts that hold the reproducer to the baffle board, at the same time 

supporting the reproducer by hand to prevent it falling. Place the unit in some 
position convenient for work. 

(d) Remove the nine nuts and machine screws that hold the cone ring in place. Re- 
move this ring. 

(e) Remove the screw and washer that centers the cone. The cone may now be removed 
and the new one placed in the position occupied by the old one. 

(f) Return the centering screw; the ring and its nine screws and nuts to position, but 
do not tighten. The cone should now be centered as described in Part II, Section 
20 and all screws tightened. 

(g) The unit should now be returned to the cabinet in the reverse manner of that 
used to remove it. 

[13] REPLACING POWER TRANSFORMER 
Should it be desirable to replace the power transformer, use the following procedure : 

(a) Under the bottom of the cabinet is a wire going to the four bolts holding the S.P.U. 
to the cabinet. Release this wire and remove the four machine screws, rubber wash- 
ers and metal washers. (See Figure 30.) 

(b) Remove all connections from the S.P.U. terminal strip, the A.C. input plug and the 
field plug. Remove all Radiotrons. 

(c) The S.Y.U. may now be lifted clear of the cabinet (See Figure 32), and placed 
in a position convenient for work. 

(d) Turn up on end and unsolder all connections to the power transformer. 
(e) Remove the six machine screws, nuts and lock washers that hold the transformer in 

place. 
(f) The old transformer may now be removed, and the new one placed in the position 

occupied by the old one. The machine screws, nuts, washers and all connections 
should be replaced (See Figure 27) and the S.P.U. returned to the cabinet in the 
reverse manner of that used to remove it. 

[14] REPLACING S. P. U. FILTER AND BY-PASS CONDENSERS 
The filter and by-pass condensers used in the S.P.U. of Radiola 64 are assembled in one 

metal container. Should any condenser become defective, replacement of the entire as- 
sembly will be necessary. The procedure for making this replacement is as follows: 

(a) Remove the S.P.U. from the cabinet as described in Part III, Section 5. 
(b) Turn the S.P.U. on its side and unsolder all connections to the condenser assem- 

bly. 
(c) Remove the six machine screws, nuts and washers that hold the condenser assem- 

bly in place. Four of these also hold the two resistance units, however, their leads 
will hold them in place until the screws are returned. 

(d) The old assembly may now be replaced and the new one placed in the position oc- 
cupied by the old one. 

(e) Return the machine screws, nuts and washers to their positions, thus fastening 
the condenser assembly and resistance units in place. 

(f) Solder all connections in place. These are shown in Figure 27. 
(g) Return S.P.U. to cabinet in the reverse manner of that used to remove it. 
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[15] REPLACING FILTER REACTOR, INPUT TRANSFORMER OR 
OUTPUT TRANSFORMER 

Should replacement of the filter reactor, input transformer or output transformer be 
necessary, proceed as follows: 

(a) Remove S.P.U. from cabinet as described in Part III, Section 5. 
(b) Turn S.P.U. on its side and unsolder the connections to the unit being replaced. ln 

the case of the input transformer the resistance unit soldered across its primary 
terminals must also be released. 

(c) Remove the four machine screws, nuts and lock washers that hold the unit in place. 
Remove the unit and place the new one in the position occupied by the old one. 

(d) Resolder all connections previously removed. In the case of the input transformer 
solder the resistance unit in place. The correct connections are shown in Figure 27. 

(e) Return the S.P.U. to the cabinet in the reverse manner of that used to remove it. 

[16] REPLACING RESISTANCE UNITS 
Two large resistance units are used in the S.P.U. of Radiola 64, one having five terminals 

and one having six terminals. Should replacement become necessary, proceed as 
follows: 

(a) Remove S.P.U. as described in Part III, Section 5. 
(b) Turn S.P.U. on its side and unsolder all connections to the resistance unit be- ing replaced. 
(c) Release the two machine screws, nuts and washers that hold it in place. The re- 

sistance unit may now be removed from the S.P.U. base. The end brackets and 
washers should be removed by releasing the long bolt that holds them in place and 
mounted on the new resistor. The new resistor assembly should now be placed in 
the position occupied by the old one and the machine screws, washers and nuts 
used to hold it in place. 

(d) Solder all connections previously removed. These are shown in Figure 27. 
(e) Return the S.P.U. to the cabinet in the reverse manner of that used to remove it. 

[17] REPLACING S. P. U. WIRING CABLE 
A laced cable is used for wiring the S.P.U. of Radiola 64. Should replacement be neces- 

sary, proceed as follows: 
(a) Remove the S.P.U. from the cabinet as described in Part III, Section 5. 
(b) Turn S.P.U. on side and unsolder all connections to the laced cable. 
(c) Solder the new cable in the position occupied by the old one. The correct color 

scheme for making these connections is shown in Figure 27. 
(d) Return S.P.U. to the cabinet in the reverse manner of that used to remove it. 

[18] REPLACING TUNING METER 
A tuning meter is used in Radiola 64 for a visual indication of tuning accuracy. Should 

replacement of this meter become necessary, proceed as follows : 

(a) Open rear doors and remove the two wood screws that hold the meter to the front 
of the cabinet. 

(b) Pull the meter straight back to the baffle board and then pull straight down. There 
is just room to remove the meter without removing the baffle board. 

(c) The two leads may now be removed from the meter by removing the screws that 
hold them in place. The new meter should now be attached to the leads and bracket 
from the old meter and slipped in the position occupied by the old one. 

(d) Fasten new meter in place by returning the two wood screws to their correct posi- 
tion. 
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SERVICE DATA CHART 
Before using the following Service Data Chart, when experiencing no signals, weak signals, poor qual- 

ity, noisy or intermittent reception, howling and fading, first look for defective tubes, or a poor antenna 
system. If imperfect operation is not due to these causes the "Service Data Chart" should be consulted 
for further detailed causes. Reference to Part No. and Section No. in the "Service Notes" is also noted 
for further details. 

Indication 

No signals 

Weak Signals 

Poor Quality 

Howling 

Cause 

Defective operating switch 
Loose volume control arm 
Defective power cable 
Defective R.F. transformer 

Defective 
Defective 
Defective 

Defective 
Defective 

I.F. transformer 
Input or Output transformer 
Oscillator coil 

by-pass condenser 
socket power unit 

Open cone coil of reproducer unit 

Compensating condenser out of adjust- 
ment 

Trimming condensers out of adjust- 
ment 

I.F. transformers not correctly aligned 
Defective power cable 
Defective R.F. transformer 
Defective I.F. transformer 
Defective Input or Output transformer 
Dirty prongs of Radiotrons 
Defective by-pass condenser 
Defective main tuning condenser 
Low voltages from socket power unit 

Field plug not in socket 
Defective socket power unit 

Defective Input or Output transformer 
Defective by-pass condenser 

Dirty contact arm of volume control 
Dirty prongs on Radiotrons 

Remedy 

Repair or replace switch 
Tighten volume control arm, P. II, S. 4 
Replace power cable, P III, S. 11 
Resplaace R.F. and oscillator coil assembly, P. III, 

Replace I.F. transformer, P. III, S. 4 
Replace input or output transformer, P. III, S. 14 
Replace R.F. and oscillator coil assembly, P. III, 

S. 5 
Replace by-pass condenser, P. III, S. 7 or 8 
Check socket power unit by means of continuity 

test, and make any repairs or replacements nec- 
essary, P. II, S. 26 

Check cone coil and if open replace cone, P. III, 
S. 12 

Adjust compensating condenser correctly, P. II, 
S. 17 

Adjust trimming condensers, P. 11, S. 18 

Align I.F. transformers correctly, P. II, S. 19 
Repair or replace cable, P. III, S. 11 
Replace R.F. and oscillator coil assembly, P. III, S..5 
Replace I.F. transformer, P. III, S. 4 
Replace input or output transformer, P. III, S. 14 
Clean prongs with fine sandpaper, P. II, S. 3 
Replace defective; by-pass condensers, P. III, S. 7 or 8 
Replace defective tuning condensers, P. III, S. 3 
Check socket power unit voltages with high resist- 

ance D.C. voltmeter and A.C. voltmeter, P. II, 
S. 25 

Place field plug in socket 
Check socket power unit by means of continuity 

tests and make any repairs or replacements nec- 
essary, P. II, S. 26 

Replace input or output transformer, P. III, S. 14 
Replace defective by-pass condenser, P. III, S. 7 

or 8 
Clean contact arm on volume control, P. 11, S. 1 

Clean prongs with fine sandpaper, P. II, S. 3 

Compensating condenser out of adjust- 
ment 

Defect in audio system 
Open grid circuit in any stage 
Microphonic Radiotrons 

Excessive Hum 

Radiotrons Fail 
to Light 

Potentiometer not adjusted 
Open ground connection 
Defective center tapped resistance unit 
Socket plug position 

Operating switch not "On" 
Defective operating switch 
Defective input A.C. cord 
Defective power transformer 
No. A.C. line voltage 

Adjust compensating condenser correctly, P. 11, 
S. 17 

Check and repair any defect, P. Ii, S. 26 
Check circuit and repair defect 
Interchange Radiotrons 

Adjust potentiometer correctly 
Repair any defective connection, P. II, S. 7 

Replace defective resistance unit, 
Reverse socket plug 

Turn operating switch "On" 
Replace operating switch 
Repair or replace A.C. input cord 
Replace power transformer, P. III, S. 13 
Turn A.C. line voltage "On" 
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PREFACE 

Service goes hand in hand with sales. The well-informed RCA Authorized Dealer renders service at time of sale in affording information as to proper installation and upkeep. Subsequent service and repair may be required by rea- son of wear and tear and mishandling, to the end that RCA Loudspeaker and Radiola owners may be entirely satisfied. 

Obviously, this service can best be rendered by properly equipped service organizations having a thoroughly trained personnel with a knowledge of the design and operation of RCA Loudspeakers and Radiolas. 

Such service organizations have been established by the RCA Distributors, and the RCA Authorized Dealers are advised to refer any major work or replace- ment to their selected Distributors. Minor replacements and mechanical and electrical adjustments may be undertaken by the RCA Dealer. 

To assist in promoting this phase of the Dealer and Distributor's business the RCA Service Division has prepared a series of Service Notes-of which this book- let is a part-containing technical information and practical helps in servicing RCA Loudspeakers and Radiolas. 

This information has been compiled from experience with RCA Dealers and Distributor's service problems and presents the best practice in dealing with them. A careful reading of these Service Notes will establish their value, and it is sug- gested they be preserved for ready reference. 

In addition to supplying the Service Notes, the RCA Service Division main- tains a corps of engineers who are qualified to render valuable help in solving service problems. These engineers call upon the trade at frequent intervals to advise and assist RCA Distributors in the performance of service work. 

Property of Radio -victor Corporation of America. Confidential and to be used only by its Authorized Distributors and Dealers in furnishing service in connection with its apparatus. 

Copyright 1929--Radio-victor Corporation of America 
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RCA RADIOLA 66 
(105-125 Volts -50-60 Cycle A. C.-110 Watts) 

SERVICE NOTES 

Prepared by RCA Service Division 

INTRODUCTION 

RCA Radiola 66 is a seven -tube socket powered console cabinet model radio receiver 
utilizing the RCA Super -Heterodyne circuit in its highest development, and employing six 
U Y-227 Radiotrons and the newly developed power amplifier Radiotron, UX-245. The Radio- 
tron UX-280 is used in a socket power unit for supplying all plate, grid, and cathode voltages 
as well as supplying a high D.C. voltage for the newly developed high voltage, low current 
dynamic reproducer field used in the Radiola 66. Incorporated in this receiver are the latest 
developments in Super -Heterodyne engineering in addition to other perfected Radiola features 
such as one dial control, complete A.C. operation, power detection, single audio amplification 
stage, with overall balance in sensitivity, selectivity and tonal quality that can best be accom- 
plished in a Super -Heterodyne. Figure 1 illustrates a rear view showing the principal parts. 
Figure 2 illustrates the top view of the receiver chassis, and Figure 3 is a view of the socket 
power unit. 

PERFORATED CELLULOID PILOT GANG CONDENSER A. F. TRANSFORMER AND 

DIAL DIAL SCREEN LAMP ASSEMBLY BY - PASS CONDENSERS 

STATION 
SELECTOR DRIVE 

ANTENNA AND 
GROUND LEADS 

SERIAL R. F. COMPENSATING SERIES OSCILLATOR PARALLEL OSCILLATOR PHONOGRAPH PICK - UP 

NUMBER CONDENSER TRIMMING COND. (600 K. C.) TRIMMING COND. (1400 K. C) TERMINAL STRIP 

Figure 2-Top view of receiver chassis showing principal parts 

Radiola 66 is designed to operate on alternating current of 105 to 125 volts, 50 to 60 
cycles as used for house lighting. Connection to D.C. lines or to A.C. lines of different rating 
May damage this Radiola or the Radiotrons. 

Radiola 66 is also made in models designed for alternating current operation of 105 to 
125 volts, 25 to 40 cycles. In this model the power transformer is different from that used 
in the 50-60 cycle models. All other parts are identical in both models and the Service Notes 
apply to each equally well. 

The following circuit characteristics are incorporated in the Radiola 66: 
(a) The six UY -227 Radiotrons and one UX-245 Radiotron are connected in a seven - 

tube super -heterodyne circuit with a UX-280 Radiotron in the S.P.U. for plate, grid, 
and cathode voltage supply as well as high voltage, low current supply to the field 
of the new dynamic speaker. 
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The super -heterodyne circuit consists of one tuned R.F. stage; tuned first de- 
tector; two intermediate R.F. stages; an oscillator; a second, or power detector; and 
the single audio stage using the recently developed power amplifier Radiotron 
UX-245. The Radiotron sequence is shown in Figure 4. 

(b) A "Local -Distant" antenna switch (see front cover) is incorporated in this receiver 
which permits better control of volume with less distortion, due to the natural con- 
dition of overloading on extremely loud local signals together with better selectivity 
on local stations. This feature with the use of a high impedance semi -tuned primary 
inductance of the tuned R.F. stage permits the use of a varying length of antenna 
without materially affecting the tuning of the receiver. 

(c) The intermediate radio frequency which results from the mixing of the incoming 
modulated radio frequency current with that of the local oscillator is 175 K.C. The 
audio, or voice, modulation that is present in the radio frequency is carried on 
through the first detector and in the mixing is impressed on the I.F. After being 

(d) 

(e) 

POWER OUTPUT CHOKE, OUTPUT CONDENSER, 
TRANSFORMER AND FILTER CONDENSERS REACTORS 

A. C. POWER INPUT LINE 
(PLUG NOT SHOWN) 

LO(. 280 
SOCKET 

FILTER 

TERMINAL. 
STRIP 

OPERATING 
SWITCH 

Figure 3-Socket power unit showing 
principal parts 

amplified in two I.F. stages it is detected, or rectified, and further amplified in the 
audio amplifier stage using the new Radiotron UX-245. The use of 175 K.C. for 
the I.F. prevents serious harmonic disturbance around 550 R.C., which is a distinct 
asset. The super -heterodyne circuit owes its superior selectivity and sensitivity to 
tuned I.F. amplification, for no matter what the R.F. frequency may be to which 
the receiver may be tuned the most part of the over-all amplification is accomplished 
by the uniform amplification of the I.F. stages. These I.F. stages are also con- 
stantly neutralized for 175 K.C. Neutralization, or prevention of oscillation, is then 
independent of the broadcast frequency, which is practically the ideal condition for 
radio reception. The Radiola 66 I.F. transformers are sharply tuned to give improved 
over-all selectivity. The tonal quality is maintained by means of certain refinements 
in the circuit arrangement, especially at high frequencies. 
The second detector operates at 235 volts plate potential with proper grid bias. The 
high plate voltage used gives sufficient undistorted output to operate the single audio 
power stage using the UX-245 Radiotron directly from the second detector, thus 
eliminating any possible distortion that might be caused by an intermediate audio 
stage. 

Use of the UX-245 Radiotron with the new dynamic speaker permits an undistorted 
output which represents an over-all gain over previous receivers. It uses the same 
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(f) 

(g) 

voltage on its filament as the UY -227, and plate and grid voltages that fall within 
the supply limits of a UX-280. 

The volume control regulates the grid bias on the tuned R.F. stage and the first 
I.F. stage. When loud local signals are received the "Local -Distant" switch in the 
local position acts very effectively in allowing better control of volume near the 
maximum volume control setting without over -loading the receiver. The volume, when 
the over -loading point is reached, will, of course, distort and drop to a small value. 
This is entirely natural to the over -loading condition in a vacuum tube, as is also 
the two peaked tuning effect, which is obtained when the dial is detuned to either 
side of the normal peak setting with resultant 'less input and hence no over -loading. 
The use of a high voltage, low current field in the dynamic loudspeaker employing 
the 8 -inch cone makes a sensitive reproducer with a field that is supplied by the total 
D.C. voltage output of the UX-280 in the S.P.U., drawing only approximately 46 
milliamperes at about 300 volts. This load together with the receiver Radiotron load 
is much below the load limit of the UX-280. The voltages on the plates, as well as 
the grid voltages of the R.F. and I.F. Radiotrons, are purposely reduced to make no 
over-all difference in amplification, but permitting better S.P.U. regulation and 
stabler operation. Proper cathode voltages are supplied to all the UY -227 Radiotrons 
to secure quiet operation and insure average Radiotron life. For the most part, 

POWER 
A. F. 

2 D(WR.) 

TO 
LOUDSPEAKER 

FROM ANTENNA I 

1 

I 

I 

1! 

I. F. lU I. F. TUNED 1-^ TUNED 
DET. R. F. 

RADIO FREQUENCY CURRENT ----- OSCILLATOR CURRENT 

R. F. CURRENT IN INTERMEDIATE STAGES 

A.F CURRENT 

Figure 4-Radiotron sequence 

the series or parallel resistance method of supplying voltages is used. The line volt- 
age adjustment switch, common in most receivers, has been discarded to make neces- 
sary a more careful check of the supply line voltage before making any change. A tap has been provided in the power transformer primary, located under the S.P.U. 
for lower than 115 -volt power supply to which a soldered connection can be made. 
This will prevent frequent change -over in the power supply and thus will lessen the 
application of excessive filament voltages. 

Mechanical and electrical improvements in Radiola 66 not mentioned above are :- 
(a) Use of "Isolantite" for I.F. transformer adjustable condenser and coil mounting, 

and also the R.F. compensating and oscillator trimming condenser mounting. 
(b) Accessibility of I.F. adjustments. See Part II, Section 16. 
(c) Electrostatic shielding between R.F. condensers of the gang tuning condenser and 

also between socket power unit and receiver chassis. 
(d) Simplified construction of the S.P.U. 
(e) Projection type of dial scale with kilocycle designation is distinctly a new feature. (f) A terminal strip is provided for convenient use of a phonograph pick-up. 

RADIOTRON SEQUENCE 
Figure 4 illustrates the Radiotron sequence. Radiotron No. 1 is a stage of tuned radio frequency amplification. It is coupled to the antenna and ground by a high impedance primary inductive coil. It is tuned by the first of the gang condensers located at the right end facing the receiver from the front. 
Radiotron No. 2 is the tuned heterodyne detector. It is tuned by the center of the gang condensers. 
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Radiotrons No. 3 and N o. 4 are the first and second intermediate frequency stages re- 
spectively. These stages are tuned to a frequency of 175 K.C., giving ample distance between 
the two peaks of the oscillator to eliminate any possibility of stations coming in at more than 
one point on the tuning dial. 

Radiotron No. 5 is the oscillator. It is tuned by the third of the gang condensers. Two 
trimming condensers are provided at the rear of the receiver assembly for adjusting the oscil- 
lator circuit to keep the beat note at the correct frequency for the intermediate frequency 
stages. 

Radiotron No. 6 is the second detector. It operates at a plate potential of 235 volts with 
the proper grid bias and does not use a grid leak or condenser. Its output is sufficient to 
drive the power amplifier. 

Radiotron No. 7 is the power amplifier. A choke and condenser arrangement couples 
this tube to the step-down transformer that matches the impedance of the output circuit to 
that of the cone coil of the reproducer unit. This arrangement gives a quality of reproduc- 
tion not obtainable with the use of an output transformer alone, and prevents flow of the 
D.C. plate current of the UX-245 through the output transformer primary. 

These various principles incorporated in Radiola 66 are illustrated in the schematic cir- 
cuit Figure 6. 

PART I -INSTALLATION 
[1] ANTENNA (OUTDOOR TYPE) 

Due to the high sensitivity of Radiola 66 the antenna length need be only 25 to 3u 

feet. In remote districts this length may be extended to secure improved pick-up of distant 
broadcasting stations. However, a natural corresponding decrease in selectivity when receiving 
from local stations will be experienced with the longer antenna, provided the "Local -Distant" 
switch is not in the local position. 

It should be erected as high as possible and be removed from all obstructions. The 
lead-in should be a continuation of the antenna itself, thus avoiding all splices which might 
introduce additional resistance and, in time, corrode sufficiently to seriously affect reception. 
1f it is absolutely necessary to splice the lead-in to the antenna the joint must be carefully 
soldered to insure a good electrical contact. Clean off all excess flux and tape the connection. 
to protect it from the oxidation effects of the atmosphere. 

High-grade glass or porcelain insulator supports are required, and at no point should the 
antenna or lead-in wire come in contact with any part of the building. Bring the lead-in wiry 
from the outside through a porcelain tube insulator to the inside of the house for connection 
to the receiver. 

The antenna should not cross either over or under any electric light, traction, or power 
line and should be at right angles to these lines and other antennas. An outdoor antenna 
should be protected by means of an approved lightning arrester, in accordance with the require- 
ments of the National Fire Underwriters' Code. 

[2] ANTENNA (INDOOR TYPE) 
Where the installation of an outdoor antenna is not practical, satisfactory results nia\ 

generally be obtained by using an indoor antenna of 25 to 50 feet of insulated wire strung 
around the picture moulding or placed under a rug. In buildings with steel framework or 
where metal lathing is employed, satisfactory results are not always possible with this type 
of antenna. However, due to its sensitivity, Radiola 66 will generally give entirely satisfac- 
tory reception with an indoor antenna. 

[8] SPECIAL ANTENNA INSTALLATIONS FOR NOISY 
LOCATIONS 

In line with other receivers, when Radiola 66 is installed in some city locations, such 
as apartment houses, hotels and office buildings, it is possible that the level of noise com- 
pared with the signal strength of the desired station may be such that the station cannot be 
received without an objectionable noise background. This noise may be defined as inductive 
interference from electrical devices such as elevator motors, generators, violet ray machines. 
professional equipment, etc. It may have no apparent radio frequency peak, or it may have 
a broad peak. The effect of the noise may be divided into the following three general classes 
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Where the noise level is zero with no antenna or ground, but is equally great on 
either an indoor or outdoor antenna. 
Where the noise is equally great with the antenna and ground either connected or 
disconnected. 
Where the noise level is greater when the outside antenna is connected than when 
an inside antenna is used ; the inside antenna, however, not giving sufficient pick-up 
for satisfactory reception. 

In (a) where the noise level is zero with no antenna or ground connected, but equally 
great with either an indoor or outdoor antenna, it is at once apparent that the interference 
is not being brought into the receiver over the power supply lines. It has been found in 
such cases that an antenna five feet long inside the room picked up as much noise as when 
an entire outside antenna lead-in were used. This indicates that the noise is within the 
building and, in the case of the outside antenna, is being picked up on that portion of the 
lead-in that enters and goes through the building. In such cases the receiver should be 
located close to the point where the outside lead-in enters the building. If this is impracti- 
cal the Radiola can be placed in any location and a copper braid, such as that manufactured 
by Belden Mfg. Co. of Chicago, Ill., placed over the inside portion of the lead-in wire. This 
braid is not grounded. If the noise level is still appreciable a good receiver ground with a 
short lead must be obtained. A long lead is not desirable, as it may pick up noise. 

R. F. AND OSCILLATOR 
COIL ASSEMBLY 

GROUND CONNECTION 
TO FRAME 

ANTENNA 
LEAD 

GROUND 
LEAD 

OSCILLATOR OSCILLATOR SERIES R. F. BY PASS UX-245 GRID 

GRID CONDENSER FIXED CONDENSER CONDENSER BIAS RESISTOR 

OSCILLATOR OSCILLATOR 
GRID LEAK GRID RESISTOR 

BLEEDER VOLTAGE NR 1 AND No 2 355 I. F. PR'. 
RESISTOR DIVIDING RES. I. F. TRANSFORMERS RESISTOR 

FILAMENT CENTER - 
TAPPED RESISTOR 

A. F. TRANSF. 
PRI. RESISTOR 

A. F. TRANSF 
SECONDARY 
CONDENSER 

A. F. TRANSF 
SEC. SERIES 

RESISTOR 

VOLUME NR 3 I. F. 

CONTROL TRANSFORMER 

Figure 5-Sub-chassis view of receiver showing principal parts 

In (b) the noise is picked up with no antenna or ground connected to the receiver. This 
indicates the noise is entering the receiver through the power lines. In this case filters must 
be placed in the power supply at the source of the noise or at the receiver, depending on 
conditions. If the trouble is cleared up in this manner when the antenna and ground are 
disconnected, but again appears with the use of the antenna system, the remedies suggested 
in (a) must also be applied. 

In (c) the noise is greater when the outside antenna is connected than when an inside 
antenna is used. The use of the inside antenna, however, does not give sufficient pick-up for 
satisfactory reception. In this case the pick-up is probably occurring on the lead-in wire 
between the Radiola and the antenna. Copper braid should be placed over the entire lead-in 
from the receiver to the flat portion of the antenna. Also changing the direction of the 
antenna should be tried and the lead-in connected from the end of the antenna that gives 
the best results. The copper braid should not be grounded. The conditions existing in any 
locality must be analyzed and placed in its correct category. A little patience and experi- 
menting will usually result in a satisfactory installation. 

RCA type "A" line filters should be used where the interfering line apparatus draws up 
to 2.5 amperes at 110 volts A.C. or D.C. For larger apparatus drawing current from 2.5 
amperes to 5.0 amperes. RCA type "B" line filter should be used. 
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17 LOCALDISTANT / SWITCH 

UY 227 
TUNED R F 

R F 

COMPENSATING 
CONDENSER-. 

[4] GROUND 
A good ground is quite as important as a good antenna. No specific recommendations 

can be given in this matter as conditions vary in different locations. Water and steam pipes 
usually make good grounds. Gas pipes usually make poor grounds and, as a rule, are to he 
avoided. If neither water nor steam pipes are available, a pipe or metal rod may be driven 
into the ground to a depth of several feet. The success of this type of ground depends upon 
the moisture present in the soil. The ground lead should be as short as possible and con- 
nected by means of an approved ground clamp to a section of pipe that has been scraped and 
thoroughly cleaned. The connection should be inspected from time to time to make certain 
that a clean and tight electrical contact exists between the clamp and pipe. The service man 
should experiment with various grounds, and employ the one giving the best results. 

a 

05 
MFD - 

UY -227 
1" DET 

UY227 UY227 
L" I. F 22 I. F 

1I:=9 

T I 8 

GROUND LEAD AND 
ALL OTHER GROUND 
CONNECTIONS ARE 
CONNECTED TO FRAME 

PILOT 
LAMP 

II 

:3+ 

i. 

O 
O 

c 

0.5 
MFD. 

VOLUME 
CONTROL 

55011 

9011 

II 

0.5 MFD. 

37511 

6,000 11 ~ -LINK 

LINK AND CONNECTIONS 
FOR 

PHONOGRAPH PICKUP 
(LINK OPEN FOR PICK . UP 
USE, SEE PART I, SEC. 11) 

Figure 6-Schematic circuit diagram of Radiola 66 
[5] RADIOTRONS 

A guide shield is provided on all the receiver Radiotron sockets to facilitate the insertion 
of the Radiotrons. The six Radiotrons UY -227 are inserted in the five -contact sockets. The 
Radiotron UX-245 is placed in the four -contact socket in the receiver assembly, and the 
Radiotron UX-280 is placed in the socket power unit. 

In placing Radiola 66 into operation, if no signals are heard when tuning to a station 
known to be broadcasting, examine the Radiotrons. Possibly one Radiotron has been dam- 
aged in transit. Interchanging with one or more of the same type known to be in operating 
condition will isolate the damaged one. 

NOTE.-Socket No. 1 (Figure 4), the tuned R.F. stage, is the most critical for selection 
of the Radiotrons. Place in this socket the tube which gives the loudest signal and does not 
go into oscillation throughout the tuning range. If no tube is found that will not oscillate, 
a slight re -adjustment of the R.F. compensating condenser may be necessary, as described in 
Part II, Section 14. 
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UY 227 
2N° (PWR.) DET 

Other stages somewhat critical are the oscillator and second detector, sockets No. 5 and 
No. 6, respectively. The remaining tubes should be interchanged until a tube is found for the 
oscillator that gives the loudest signal on a given station. The second detector 13adiotron 
should be selected for its ability to handle large volume. Select the tube for this socket that 
will permit the volume control to be advanced and give the greatest undistorted output with- 
out overloading. 

The I.F. stages, Radiotrons No. 3 and No. 4, should have tubes chosen for best ampli- 
fication. When changing Radiotrons it is advisable to change one at a time, so that no un- 
necessary voltage unbalancing will result. Turn operating switch "Off" when changing 
UX-280. 
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TRANSFORMER 
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including receiver assembly, socket power unit, and reproducer assembly 

[6] RECEIVING LOUD LOCAL STATIONS 
If excess volume control adjustment is used on local stations the signal will apparently 

have two peaks on the tuning dial. A further advance of the volume control will decrease 
the volume abruptly rather than increase it. This is entirely normal, and is caused by tube 
overloading. The correct method of tuning Radiola 66 on local stations is to reduce the 
volume control to the position where the station will be received at only one position on the 
station selector dial, and then adjust the volume control for the desired volume. 

On some stations when tuned in with excessive volume distortion may be experienced. 
The remedy is to reduce the volume control until the distortion disappears. The "Local - 
Distant" switch serves a distinct purpose here also. See Part I, Section 8. 

If a steady whistle occurs with a powerful local (not a heterodyne between two stations 
which is a natural condition and impossible to eliminate), it can usually be eliminated or 
reduced by slightly detuning the station selector. Interference from long wave stations is 
eliminated in most cases by the new antenna semi -tuned inductance. 
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This tuning procedure should be explained to the Radiola owner when an installation is made. 

[7] ADJUSTMENT FOR LOW LINE VOLTAGES 
A lead is provided under the S.P.U. for use when Radiola 66 is connected to lines, the 

voltage of which never exceeds 115 volts. A good plan is to 0.1low the lead to remain as 

connected in manufacture unless unsatisfactory operation is experienced. Should it be deter- 
mined by measuring the line voltage at intervals with a good A.C. voltmeter (as incorporated 
in Weston Test Set No. 537) that the line voltage never exceeds 115 volts adjustment may 
be made as follows: 

(a) Remove S.P.U. as described in Part IV, Section 15. 
(b) Connected to the operating switch will be found two soldered connections, one of 

which has a transformer lead (black with red tracer), connected to the switch. 
Unsolder this connection and tape up the transformer lead so that it will not ground 
or short to other parts. 

(c) A black and red transformer lead will be found taped up and not used. Untape this 
lead. Clean the end for soldering and solder this lead to the switch connection from 
which the black with red tracer transformer lead has been removed. 

(d) Replace S.P.U. in reverse manner. 
The 110 -volt tap of the transformer is now properly connected and the Radiola may be 

used on 105-115 volt lines with maximum efficiency. Figure 25 illustrates the changes to 

be made. 
PERFORATED SCALE 

DIAL SCREEN 
AND SUPPORT , 

APERTURE' SUPPORT BRACKET MOUNTED 

ON GANG CONDENSER ASSEMBLY 
(ASSEMBLY NOT SHOWN) 

Figure 7-Dial screen, tuning scale and pilot lamp 

-.BRACKET 

[8] "LOCAL -DISTANT" SWITCH 
A switch is provided in Radiola 66 term ed the "Local -Distant" switch. This is an 

antenna switch, which disconnects the antenna from the receiver when in the local position. 
When closed it permits distant reception due to the proper normal antenna connection. The 
purpose of this switch is to prevent the strong carrier of a powerful local station from over- 
loading the tubes, thereby causing distortion and also permit better radio frequency selectivity 
for local stations close to each other in kilocycle assignment. Keep the switch, as a general 
rule, at the local position unless sufficient pick-up is not obtained, when the switch may be 
thrown to the distant position. The "Local -Distant" switch may be located by referring to 
the illustration on the front cover page. 
[9] JERKY ACTION OF STATION SELECTOR 

Should operation of the station selector b e stiff or jerky a little oil dropped on each 
condenser bearing will effectively remedy this condition. When experiencing this trouble it 
is also well to check the cable tension spring to make sure that suitable tension is being 
applied to the condenser drive cable. 
[i0] INSTALLATION OF PILOT LAMP 

A projection type of dial lighted by a s mall concentrated filament lamp is used in 
Radiola 66. The lamp is mounted so that its rays pass through the pierced scale of the dial 
and then project the scale divisions on an amber window on the front of the cabinet. It is 
therefore important to mount the lamp so that its rays will pass through the correct open- 
ings to fully illuminate the scale readings on the window. Figure 7 shows the general 
arrangement of the pilot lamp and dial. 
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To install the pilot lamp proceed as follows: 
'['urn the station selector counter -clockwise to its extreme position so that the pilot 

lamp mounting will be accessible. Remove the socket clamp from its bracket and screw the 
lamp firmly into the socket. Replace the socket clamp on its bracket. 

Now turn the power "On" at the operating switch. With the station selector in the 
extreme counter clockwise position adjust the socket clamp on its brackets until the zero. 
mark on the scale projected on the dial screen is about 1/4 inch below the index pointer. 

To replace a bulb, pull the socket back from its position and remove the old bulb. Place 
the new one in the socket and screw in tightly. The socket is then pushed down until the front 
window is properly illuminated. There may be a slight variation in the centering of the 
filaments of various lamps which might tend to throw the light too much to one side of the 
window. If this happens pull the socket out and bend the metal arm that holds the socket 
to one side until the rays of the lamp properly illuminate the scale window. Now tune in 
a station, the dial setting of which is known. If the dial setting for the station tuned in 
is different from that formerly obtained pull the lamp back or push it forward until the dial 
reads the same as that previously obtained for that station. The lamp itself may be out of 
focus due to excessive or too little solder on the base tip connection. This can be remedied 
by replacing the lamp with the spare provided, taking away a little solder with a hot soldering 
iron. 

LOW IMPEDANCE 
PHONOGRAPH 

PICKUP 

INPUT TRANSFORMER 
(1:60 RATIO APPROX.) 

TO RADIOLA 66 
2_" (PWR.) DET. 

. 

. `\ 
`I 

>Ì 

VOLUME CONTROL SINGLE POLE ,/ C 
POTENTIOMETER DOUBLE THROW "-NOMME-0 

6011 SWITCH 1 3 2,00011 

Figure 8-Schematic circuit diagram of phonograph pick-up connections 

[11] PHONOGRAPH PICK-UP 
Connecting lugs for a phonograph pick-up are provided and are shown specifically in 

the schematic diagram Figure 6. The proper arrangement of parts and connections for a 
low impedance type pick-up are schematically shown in Figure 8. If a high impedance type 
pick-up is used, as is most generally found in the open market, the 1 to 60 step-up input trans- 
former as shown in Figure 8 should be changed to a 1:3 input transformer (Audio trans- 
former RCA part number 5805), or that recommended by the individual manufacturer. 
The volume control potentiometer should also be changed to that recommended by the 
manufacturer. It is important to have the resistor connected as shown to the single -pole 
double -throw switch for changing over from the audio amplifying system for phonograph 
operation (close switch from contact 2 to contact 3), to that of radio reception (close switch 
from contact 2 to contact 1) . Contacts and switch arrangements, as well as the necessary 
2000 -ohm resistor, are shown in Figure 8. For phonograph operation the Radiola 66 volume 
control should be at extreme minimum setting as well as "Local -Distant" switch in "Local" 
position. If a high pitched audio frequency whistle occurs with some types of phonograph 
pick-ups it is advisable to ground the lower end of the primary of the input transformer 
(end closest to letter P of diagram shown above) and pick-up suspension arm. 

[12] LOCATION OF RADIOLA IN ROOM 
As with other musical instruments, the location of Radiola 66 in the room should be 

chosen with care. Various positions should be tried until the most desirable reproduction is 
obtained. If this position is outside the radius of the connection cord to the A.C. outlet, 
an extension cord can be used. 

[13] KNOBS 
Radiola 66 uses an improved type of push knob on the station selector and volume con- 

trol shafts. This knob is removed by simply pulling it off the shaft, and replaced by pushing 
it on. Very little trouble should be experienced, as no set screws or other parta that might 
give trouble are used. Spacers are provided on the shaft to keep the knobs at proper distance 
from the tapestry grill, and if removed, should be carefully replaced. 
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PART II -SERVICE DATA 
[i] ANTENNA SYSTEM FAILURES 

A grating noise may be caused by a poor lead-in connection to the antenna ; or the 
antenna touching some metallic surface, such as the edge of a tin roof, drain pipe, etc. By 
disconnecting the antenna and ground leads the service man can soon determine whether the 
cause of complaint is within or external to the receiver and plan his service work accordingly. 

[2] RADIOTRON SOCKETS 
The sockets used in Radiola 66 are a six -gang UY socket assembly and two single UX 

sockets. One of the UX sockets is used in the socket power unit and is of the same design 
as that used in the reeeiver assembly. 

The bakelite Radiotron guide shields used in the receiver assembly will prevent any pos- 
sible shock from contact with high voltages in the socket when inserting the Radiotrons. 

Figure 9-Drive cord assembly for gang tuning condensers 

'l'he prongs of the tubes fit into this shield opening very snugly and require only a twist until 
the prongs find the correct holes into which they fit. This is especially helpful when inserting 
the five -prong tubes into their sockets. 

[3] RADIOTRON PRONGS 
Dirty Radiotron prongs may cause noisy operation or change the resistance of the fila- 

ment circuits sufficiently to cause a hum in the loudspeaker. They should therefore be cleaned 
with fine sandpaper periodically to insure good contact. The use of emery cloth or steel 
wool is not recommended. Before re-inserting the Radiotrons in their sockets wipe the prongs 
and base carefully to make certain that all particles of sand are removed. 

If a Radiotron will not fit into a socket without considerable pressure, look for excessive 
solder on one or more of the prongs. Excessive solder on the prongs may be removed with 
a file or knife. 

[4] LOOSE VOLUME CONTROL 
A loose volume control arm may cause noisy or intermittent operation. It should be 

bent slightly sp that it makes firm contact against the resistance strip. To do this it is 

necessary to remove the chassis from the cabinet as described in Part IV, Section 1. The 
volume control is then accessible. It can be released by removing the two screws that hold 
it to the metal frame, after unsoldering connections to its three terminals. 

[5] BROKEN CONDENSER DRIVE CORD 
The main tuning condensers are controlled by the station selector knob, the motion of 

which is transmitted by means of a rugged fish line to the drum on the end of the tuning 
condensers. Should this cord become broken, and a new one not be available, a temporary 
repair may be made by tying the two ends together by means of a square knot and then re- 
placing the cord in its correct position as shown in Figure 9. The shortening caused by the 
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knot can be compensated for by untying the knot at the tension spring end and using a part 
of the spare length. The tying of the knot at the ends of the cord should be the last opera- 
tion, because the correct amount of tension can then be obtained at the tension spring. Fig- 
ure 9 shows the arrangement of the drive cord over the drums. This should be followed when 
replacing the cord. See Part IV, Section 5. 

[6] RADIOTRONS FAIL TO LIGHT WHEN OPERATING 
SWITCH IS "ON" 

Should all Radiotrons fail to light when the operating switch is "ON", look for: 
(a) House current switched off; loose connection at convenience outlet; or open A.C. 

input leads. 
(b) A.C. input plug to S.P.U. not in position. 
(c) Operating switch not functioning properly. 
(d) Line voltage tap not connected. 
(e) Damaged power transformer in S.P.U. 
(f) Burned -out filaments in Radiotrons not lighting. 
The remedy for (a), (b), (e), (d), and (f) is apparent. Any external cause, such as 

D.C. supply, etc., of (e) should be located and eliminated before making replacements. 

BAKELITE-, 

STEEL BLADE 

Figure 10-Dimensions of the 
non-metallic screw driver 

r \OSCILLATOR 
R.F. COMPENSATING 

s 
TRIMMING 

CONDENSER CONDENSERS 

Figure 11-Method of adjusting compensating and 
oscillator trimming condensers in cabinet 

[7] PLATES OF RADIOTRON UX-280 EXCESSIVELY HOT 
Should the plates of Radiotron UX-280 become excessively hot, check the following: 
(a) Shorted 2 mfd. filter condenser on high voltage side of filter reactor. 
(b) Internal short in power transformer. Test for grounds to shield or to core, or short 

from one winding to another. 

[8] NO SIGNAL-RADIOTRONS O. K. 
If the Radiotrons appear to be functioning properly and no signals are heard from the 

loudspeaker with the volume control at maximum, check the following: 
(a) Inoperative Radiotrons. Defects other than filament failure are not apparent until 

the tubes are tested. Inoperative Radiotron UX-280 may cause low voltages at the 
terminal strip, or at the Radiotron sockets. (See Part III, Sections 2 and 3, for 
voltage readings.) 

(b) Antenna grounded or shielded, or some defectively grounded part. 
(e) Open R.F. coils; I.F. transformers defective, etc. Check receiver wiring by in- 

spection for poorly soldered joints, or grounds due to excessive soldering. Then 
resort to continuity tests and ground tests as outlined in Part III, Sections 5 and 9, 
to determine defective wiring, or open connections. 

(d) Loose connections at S.P.U. terminal strip. 
(e) Open movable coil on cone or defective output transformer on reproducer frame. 

(See Part III, Section 7.) 
(f) Defective S.P.U. Check by means of continuity test. 
(g) Open field coil in reproducer unit. 
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[9] HUM 
If a pronounced hum develops during operation check the following: 
(a) Low emission Radiotron UX-280. A low emission rectifying tube will cause exces- 

sive hum and unsatisfactory operation. 
(b) Defective center tapped resistance. A short or open of this resistance will cause a 

loud hum and imperfect operation of the Radiola. 
(c) Any open of the several grounding connections in the Radiola or voltage supply 

resistances may cause a certain amount of hum. These defects will have a pro- 
nounced effect on the general operation of the Radiola which will be more notice- 
able than the additional hum. Check by means of the continuity test given in Part 
III, Sections 5 and 6. 

(d) An open filter condenser in the S.P.U. may cause a hum. Check by testing con- 
densers as outlined in Part III, Section 8. 

(e) Shorted filter reactor will cause excessive hum. Check by resistance test. Part III, 
Section 6. 

(f) A.C. induction may cause hum due to misplaced leads. 
(g) Open by-pass condensera may cause excessive hum. 
A mechanical hum caused by vibration of loose laminations in the power transformer 

may be corrected by removing the power transformer from the S.P.U. as described in Part 
IV, Section 16, and heating it in a slow oven. The open end should be kept up and the com- 
pound heated sufficiently to allow it to adhere to the laminations of the transformer. After 
heating, the transformer should be allowed to cool for at least 24 hours and then returned to 
the S.P.U. 

[ 10] LOW VOLUME 
Low volume may be caused by : 

(a) Defective antenna system or defective "Local -Distant" switch when in "Distant" 
position. A poor antenna and ground in a shielded locality may cause weak signals. 
The suggestions given in Part I, Sections 1, 2, 3 and 4, should be followed if trouble 
of this kind is experienced. 

(b) Defective Radiotrons. A defective Radiotron in any stage may cause weak signals. 
Before checking other causes it is a good plan to check all Radiotrons by interchang- 
ing them with ones of a similar type known to be in good operating condition. 

(c) R.F. compensating condenser out of adjustment. If this condenser is badly out 
of adjustment it will have the effect of making the Radiola very insensitive. To 
adjust correctly refer to Part II, Section 14. Open or shorted plate winding will 
prevent regeneration. Refer to continuity tests, Part III, Sections 4 and 5. 

(d) Oscillator trimming condensers out of adjustment. Should the oscillator trimming 
condensers be out of adjustment the Radiola may be sensitive at certain portions of 
th tuning scale and very insensitive at other sections. Also two tuning points may 
be found for the same station. Should these condensers be badly out of adjustment. 
only very loud local stations will be heard. The correct method for adjustment of 
these condensers is given in Part II, Section 17. 

(e) Intermediate transformers not correctly tuned or matched or in themselves defective. 
Should the tuning condensers connected across the secondaries of the intermediate 
transformers be out of adjustment, weak signals and poor tuning or, in some cases 
no signals will result. Refer to Part II, Section 16, for the correct method of ad- 
justing the I.F. transformers. 

(f) Defective A.F. transformer. Check by means of the continuity test (also Part II, 
Section 19) and make any replacement that is necessary. (See Part IV, Section 7.) 

(g) Low voltage from S.P.U. Check voltages at terminal strip or sockets with readings 
given in Part III, Sections 2 and 3. Low voltages may be caused by a low emission 
rectifying tube or defective resistances in the S.P.U. or receiver. Check by means 
of continuity test. 

(h) Open, short or ground of various connections in receiver. Check by means of con- 
tinuity tests or ground tests and make any repair or replacement that is necessary. 
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[11] AUDIO HOWL 
Audio howl may be caused by : 

(a) Incorrect adjustment of the R.F. compensating condenser. A compensating con- 
denser adjusted to the verge of oscillation may cause a howl on nearby stations. 
Adjust as suggested in Part II, Section 14. Faint beat notes heard when listenill, 
to loud stations on frequencies of 875 and 700 are not due to incorrect adjustment, 
and may be usually avoided by slight detuning until the beat disappears. 

1 b) A howl may be caused by natural heterodyning of two stations close in frequency. 
Distortion will also be produced. This, of course, is no fault of the receiver. 

(c) Open A.F. condenser connections. An open of the A.F. condenser may cause a 
howl. 

(d) Open by-pass condenser connections. An open of the connections to the by-pass 
condensers may cause a howl. 

(e) Defective volume control resistance. Should there be an open or short in the volume 
control or in its adjacent resistances an audio howl may develop. 

Figure 12-175 B.C. test oscillator 

(f) 

175 E.C. AND 180 E.C. TBST 
OSCILLATORS 

The General Radio Co. of Cambridge, 
Mass., can supply the new 176 E.O. Test 
Oscillator as illustrated. This oscillator, 
Type 360, has an output meter that may 
be connected directly to the output termi- 
nais in any of the Radiola 60 series. The 
broadcast band oscillator completely cov- 
ers the range of 550-1500 S.C. by means 
of a calibrated variable condenser. A pilot 
lamp is incorporated in the set and all 
necessary leads and tools are supplied 

The General Radio Co. will undertake 
to add the necessary parts to the 180 E.C. 
Test Oscillator, Type 320, that most dis- 
tributors have used for service on the 
Radiola 60 series, to provide for the 175 
S.O. drive which is necessary with Radi - 
ola 66. Type 320, 180 E.Q. Test Oscil- 
lator should be forwarded to the General 
Radio Co. to have these changes made at 
a nominal cost. 

Vibrating elements in receiver Radiotrons. A gradually developed howl may be 
due to the loudspeaker causing the receiver Radiotron elements to vibrate. Check 
as described in Part II, Section 12. 

(g) Poorly soldered or corroded joints. Any high resistance joint throughout the Radiola 
may cause a howl. 

(h) Defective resistance in S.P.U. or the receiver assembly. An open resistance unit 
may cause howl. Under such conditions it is advisable to turn the set "off" until 
the trouble is found, otherwise excessive voltage rise may cause further damage. 

(i) Neutralizing condensers in intermediate transformers out of adjustment. This may 
cause oscillation in the I.F. stages which can be conveniently determined by remov- 
ing Radiotron No. 1 and listening for the familiar oscillation sound when tuned to 
a loud local station with volume control at maximum setting. This I.F. oscillation 
will result in a howl when a station is tuned in, especially at loud volume. Adjust 
the neutralizing condensers as described in Part II, Section 16. 

(j) Open of any of the several ground leads in the Radiola. This may cause some of 
the circuits to go into oscillation and result in a howl when a station is tuned "in". 
Generally a loud hum will also be present. The several grounding leads in the 
Receiver Assembly and in the Socket Power Unit should be checked and any open 
or poorly soldered joint should be repaired. 

(k) Pilot lamp socket being grounded may cause a howl or excessive hum. 
[12] ACOUSTIC HOWL 

Acoustic howl is caused by vibration of the elements in the receiver Radiotrons. This is 
amplified in the reproducer unit. Conditions being favorable the howl may increase in in- 
tensity and drown out the broadcast signal. 
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In Radiola 66 the receiver assembly, after the shipping blocks are removed, is mounted 
on rubber cushions to prevent any microphonic action. Should trouble of this kind be ex- 
perienced, examine the rubber cushions in the cushion brackets to make sure the receiver 
assembly is fully resting on rubber. If this is O.K. the Radiotrons in the receiver should be 
interchanged until the howl is eliminated. 

[ 13] DISTORTION IN REPRODUCER UNIT ONLY 
Distortion in the reproducer unit may be due to any of the following causes: 
(a) Cone out of alignment. Refer to Part Il, Section 22. 
(b) Leads from cone coil broken away from side of cone. Make these leads fast with 

a little shellac. 
(c) Loose grill, grill cloth protector, or baffle board. Any loose part in the cabinet 

will cause a rattle. Tighten all loose parts. 
(d) Foreign material in core space. 
(e) Defective output transformer. Check continuity and resistance, Part II, Section 21. 

[14] ADJUSTMENT OF R. F. COMPENSATING CONDENSER 
The radio frequency compensating condenser should not be touched unless it is definitely 

ascertained that no other failure exists as a possible cause of receiver insensitivity, which is the 
'most ,noticeable indication of the need for adjusting, providing different tubes have been tried 
as pointed out in Part 1, Section 5. 

An oscillating condition of the receiver may be caused by improper adjustment of this 
condenser. 

A step by step procedure for making proper adjustment follows: 
(a) Procure a long, thin, non-metallic screwdriver (See Figure 10). 
(b) Place Radiola in operation in usual manner and tune in a weak station, preferably 

at the middle or upper wavelengths. If only a loud signal is available, place 
"Local -Distant" switch in "Local" position. 

(c) Locate the position of the compensating condenser (See Figure 11) . 

(d) With the volume control at the position of maximum setting adjust the screw of 
the condenser until the Radiola goes into oscillation. This will cause a whistle 
whenever a station is tuned "in." Then turn the screw in the opposite direction 
until the set just goes out of oscillation and no howl is experienced when receiving 
loud local stations. Now tune in stations throughout the range of the receiver and 
note whether oscillations occur. If they do, it will be necessary to reduce the setting 
slightly. This is the correct adjustment for the radio frequency compensating con- 
denser. 

[15] DISTORTED REPRODUCTION CAUSED BY OTHER 
THAN REPRODUCER UNIT 

Under normal conditions Radiola 66 will deliver a strong signal of excellent quality to 
the loudspeaker. The high sensitivity of Radiola 66 makes it undesirable to operate the set 
at full volume when receiving from nearby broadcasting stations. If the normal reproduc- 
tion is poor, test the output from the receiver. A pair of phones may be used for this pur- 
pose. Poor quality or distortion may be due to any of the following causes, other than natural 
over -loading as explained in Part I, Section 6: 

(a) Defective Radiotrons. Though the Radiola may be in operating condition a defective 
Radiotron in any stage will cause distortion. This is especially true of the second 
detector, audio stage and the rectifier tube. 

(b) High' or low plate and grid voltages from the Socket Power Unit or a defective 
resistor in the Receiver Assembly. In the Socket Power Unit distortion may be 
caused by a defective Radiotron UX-280 or resistance unit. 

(c) Defective A.F. transformer. See Part II, Section 19. Check by means of continuity 
test and replace if necessary. 

(d) Trimming condensers out of adjustment. Should the oscillator trimming condensers 
be out of adjustment the beat signal may not be exactly the frequency to which the 
intermediates are tuned. This will cause weak signals and distortion of those 
received. This condition may or may not be present throughout the tuning range 
of the receiver. Adjust as described in Part II, Section 17. 
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(e) 

(f) 

(g) 

(h) 

(i) 

Receiver oscillation. Should some circuit other than, the oscillator be oscillating, 
distortion will be experienced when tuning in a station. This will be accompanied 
by a whistle or squeal when the carrier wave of the station is tuned in. To remedy 
trouble of this kind see Part II, Section 11. 
Intermediate transformers out of line or not properly matched or in themselves de- 
fective. This will have the effect of giving distorted reproduction and reduce the 
sensitivity of the receiver to a marked degree. Line up the entire I.F. transformer 
assembly as described in Part II, Section 16. 
Natural heterodyne between stations caused by being close in frequency. This is, 

of course, no fault of the receiver. 
Open by-pass condensers may cause distortion. Check larger ones by method out- 
lined in Part III, Section 8. Smaller capacities should be replaced, if suspected, 
unless a capacity bridge is available. 
Defective connections. Check by continuity and ground tests as outlined in Part 
III, Sections 5, 6 and 9. 

Figure 13-Method of adjusting I.F. tuning condensers 
and neutralizing condensers 

While this and other adjustments may be made with the receiver chassis in 
the cabinet, better accessibility is obtained by removal from the cabinet. 

[16] ADJUSTMENT OF I.F. TRANSFORMERS 
The three I.F. transformers used in Radiola 66 are of the air core, tuned primary and 

tuned secondary type. The primary condenser is of the fixed type, while the secondary is 

adjustable. Also in I.F. transformers No. 1 and No. 2 an adjustable condenser is provided 
for neutralizing the I.F. stage. Figure 23 illustrates the internal connections of all the I.F. 
transformers. 

Should a transformer burn out or its primary fixed condenser change in capacity it will 

be necessary to replace that particular transformer. The correct procedure for making such a 

replacement is contained in Part IV, Section 10. 
A simple method of locating a shorted transformer is to use a resistance bridge or the re- 

sistance measuring method described in Part III, Section 7. The approximate transformer 
primary D.C. resistance is 20 ohms; secondary 100 ohms. Due to the circuit arrangement 
(See Figure 6) it will only be possible to get a reading of 50 ohms on the secondary as the 
end connection goes to the neutralizing condenser and the reading must be made at the cen- 

ter tap connection. This condition is trae only of I.F. transformers No. 1 and No. 2. I.F. 
transformer No. 3 has no center tap in its secondary, and therefore can be measured for 
the full secondary resistance of approximately 100 ohms. 

After replacing a defective I.F. transformer, or to make adjustments, the following tun- 
ing and neutralizing procedure must be followed for correctly lining up the various circuits. 
This is of utmost importance, as the entire performance of Radiola 66 is based on the correct 
functioning of its intermediate stages. 
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The following equipment is needed: 
1. A Test Oscillator (Driver). See Figure 12. 
2. A coupling lead for coupling the output of the Driver to the grid or stator of the first 

detector gang condenser (See Figure 13). 
3. A non-metallic screw -driver. 
4. A "dummy" Radiotron UY -227-A normal tube with one heater prong removed. 
Preliminary steps to be taken before adjusting the tuning, neutralizing and trimming 

condensers: 
(a) Remove receiver assembly as described in Part IV, Section 1, but leave all connect- 

ing lugs connected to the S.P.U. terminal strip (the terminal strip cover and insu- 
lator should be removed). Place the receiver in the position shown in Figure 13. 

(b) Disconnect red leads from output transformer to cone coil binding posts (See Fig- 
ure 22). To these should be clipped the meter terminal leads as shown in Figure 
13. If it is desired to tune to resonance by ear as well as by sight of the meter 
(the latter, of course, should be used at all times for accurate settings), do not 
disconnect the red leads, but clip the meter leads to the cone coil binding posts on 
the loudspeaker frame. The switch under the meter of the "Driver" should be thrown 
to the dynamic ("Dyn") position. If a General Radio 180 H.C. "Test Driver," 
altered for 175 B.C., is used, the brown lead from the receiver should be released 
from Terminal No. 6 and the 0-2 D.C. milliammeter of the "Test Driver" inserted 
in series with correct polarities. If a separate meter is used a 0-5 D.C. milliam- 
meter should be used, or a 0-2 D.C. milliammeter with 15,000 ohms in series. 

(c) Now clip the coupling lead from the "Driver" on the center stator of the R.F. and 
oscillator gang condenser assembly. This places the output of the "Driver" into the 
I.F. stages through the first detector (See Figure 13). This connection is recom- 
mended for neutralizing with phones, as will be explained later. For the tuning 
procedure if too much pick-up is obtained the lead with the coupling coil should 
be placed under the center coil of the R.F. and oscillator assembly. 

(d) Replace all Radiotrons except the oscillator, No. 5, and turn operating switch "On." 
(e) Place "Driver" in operation by switching "On," and set switches and vernier con- 

denser at 175 K.C. The note from the driver will then be heard in the loudspeaker 
if connected. 
The I.F. Transformer tuning condensers may now be adjusted as follows: 

(f) Adjust the tuning condensers successively on the first, second and third I.F. trans- 
formers (Figure 14), for maximum signal in the loudspeaker and maximum reading 
on the milliammeter. If pointer should go off milliammeter scale reduce the volume 
control. After making one adjustment on the transformers it is a good plan to 
repeat, as slight changes may have occurred in tuning the other circuits. No signal, 
or a loud howl, indicates neutralizing condensers are out of adjustment and they 
should be readjusted. If meter swings abruptly off scale it is usually a good indica- 
tion that the I.F. stages are in an oscillating condition. No further tuning should 
be attempted until the I.F. stages are correctly neutralized. A maximum reading, 
without the last mentioned condition, indicates correct tuning of the intermediate 
stages. 
It is now necessary to check the neutralization of the I.F. stages as follows: 

(g) Leave all adjustments and apparatus in position on completion of tuning, but sub- 
stitute a pair of phones for the loudspeaker by disconnecting the red leads (black 
meter leads of "Driver" also), and connect the phone tips to these terminals by a 
clip or handy fastener for a good temporary connection. If greater response is de- 
sired.in the phones, they may be connected to the green (See Figure 22), output 
transformer leads when removed from their binding posts. This connection is not 
generally satisfactory, as the A.C. hum for phones at this point is rather high to 
determine a good minimum neutralizing point. This connection may also be used 
for the meter of the "Driver" in the tuning procedure. with meter switch thrown 
to magnetic speaker position ("Mag") . Proceed then by placing the dummy Radio- 
tron in first I.F. socket. Now adjust the neutralizing condenser on the first I.F. 
transformer for the position of minimum or no signal. This is easily identified and 
the adjustment is not critical. 

(h) Replace the first I.F. tube and place "dinnmv" tube in second I.F. stage and adjust 
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the neutralizing condenser on the second I.F. transformer for position of minimum 
or no signal as described in the preceding paragraph (g). Figure 23 illustrates the 
internal connections of the I.F. transformers. The third transformer does not re- 
quire neutralizing. 

(i) It is good policy to re -check the tuning of the I.F. transformer stages after neu- 
tralization. See paragraph (f). 

After the I.F. transformers are properly tuned and neutralized they should perform 
at their maximum efficiency. It is a good plan to check the adjustments of the two 
oscillator trimming condensers (See Figure 11) at this point. The correct method for 
doing this is indicated in Part II, Section 17. 

Due to the increased sensitivity of the receiver it may be necessary to reduce the setting 
of the R.F. compensating condenser to prevent the tuned R.F. stage from oscillating. This can 
be ascertained by tuning in stations of different wavelengths and noting if the receiver oscil- 
lates at any point throughout its tuning range. (See Part II, Section 14.) 

[17] ADJUSTMENT OF OSCILLATOR TRIMMING 
CONDENSERS 

Two trimming condensers are provided for adjusting the oscillator circuit so that the 
beat note will always be 175 K.C. throughout the tuning range of the receiver. 

Nº 2 I.F. 
NEUTRALIZING CONDENSER 

Nº 1 I.F. 
NEUTRALIZING CONDENSER 

Nº3 I.F. Nº2 I. F. GANG CONDENSER Nº1 I.F. 
TUNING CONDENSER TUNING CONDENSER ADJUSTING BUS TUNING CONDENSER 

Figure 14-Condenser adjusting screws for I.F. transformers 

The most noticeable symptom of the oscillator trimming condensers being out of adjust- 
ment is insensitivity of the Radiola in some sections or throughout the tuning range. To 
check the adjustment of the trimming condensers as a possible cause of any noticeable insen- 
sitivity in the receiver proceed in the following manner, making sure the I.F. stages are in 
correct adjustment (See Part II, Section 16) . 

(a) Procure the following equipment. A modulated oscillator giving signals at 1,400 and 
600 Kilocycles. The Test Oscillator shown in Figure 12 is suitable for this pur- 
pose as it covers the broadcast band of frequencies 550-1,500 K.C. 

A long thin non-metallic screwdriver. Such a screwdriver is shown in Figure 
10 with its dimensions. 

With the test oscillator shown, the two red output leads of the receiver chassi,, 
that normally go from the secondary of the output transformer to the cone coil (See 
Figure 22) should be removed and connected to the output or meter terminals of the 
oscillator with the clips provided and meter switch thrown to dynamic ("Dyn") 
position. If the test oscillator is not used, a 0-5 D.C. milliammeter or a 0-2 D.C. 
milliammeter with 15.000 ohms in series should be connected in series with the 
brown lead that connects to lug No. 6 (See Figure 22) on the terminal strip. This 
places the meter in series with the plate supply of the second detector and serves as a 

very good resonance indicator, as does also the other mentioned method. The speaker 
cone coil may be connected at any or all the time if the connection assists in any way 
in tuning to the modulated output of the test oscillator. 
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(b) Place the Radiola in operation with receiver raised by blocks or the rubber cushion 
supporta provided, in order to simulate the conditions when mounted on the cabinet 
shelf. Then place the oscillator in operation at 1,400 K.C., and with the coupling 
lead twisted around the antenna lead, tune the Radiola by adjusting the station 
selector until a maximum deflection caused by the external oscillator is obtained in 
the meter, or resonance indicator. Always adjust the volume control so that the 
deflection is not beyond the scale of the meter. 

(e) Now adjust the oscillator trimming condenser on the right, facing rear of Radiola 
(Figure 15) with the long, thin, non-metallic screwdriver until a maximum deflec- 
tion is obtained in the milliammeter. The station selector should be moved slightly 
as adjustment is being made in order to keep correct tuning position, which is indi- 
cated by maximum deflection. 

(d) Adjust oscillator for 600 K.C. Tune in the Radiola again carefully, but now for 
600 S.C. with station selector and then adjust the trimming condenser to the left for 
maximum deflection of the milliammeter while tuning through signal. 

(e) Now readjust at 1,400 K.C. as indicated in (b) and (e). 
With this adjustment the trimming condensers are correctly adjusted for 

maximum efficiency, that is, so adjusted that the beat signal will be 175 K.C. 
throughout the tuning range. 

(f) If the above fails to line up the trimming condensers, bearing in mind that the 
right trimmer is more critical than the left trimmer for usual correct adjustment, 
look for defective oscillator series condenser, or defective oscillator coil assembly. A 
two -peak effect of meter reading may be due to tuning through a broadcast station 
frequency that is being picked up. If the speaker is connected this can readily be 
determined. 

Figure 15-Method of adjusting oscillator trimming condensers 

[18] TESTING ELECTRICAL ALIGNMENT OF TUNING 
CONDENSERS 

Radiola 66 uses a three -gang tuning condenser, one condenser being used for the oscil- 
lator, one for the tuned radio frequency stage and one for the heterodyne detector. These 
condensers are accurately aligned electrically at the factory and it is important that they 
maintain this electrical alignment. Condensers not aligned will cause weak signals, broad 
tuning and generally unsatisfactory operation. The following procedure may be used for 
checking and aligning the condensers properly. 

(a) A small tool such as illustrated in Figure 17 is necessary. This may be easily 
constructed from an old condenser plate, a piece of wire and a bakelite rod. 

(b) Tune in a weak station or loud local with minimum volume control setting at the 
upper wavelengths. Then with the condenser end of the tester, touch the rotor 
plates, see Figure 16, and note if an increase or decrease of signal is obtained in 
the loudspeaker. Should touching the rotor plates and bringing the plate closer to 
the stator plates increase the signal, then either that particular condenser is low in 
capacity or the coil it tunes is low in inductance. Should the signal decrease in 
volume, then the condenser and coil is either normal or high in value. 
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lc) If it is desired to use the Test Oscillator to provide a signal, and its meter used to 

show the response, instead of broadcast signal as outlined in (b), this may be 

readily accomplished by connecting and using the Test Oscillator shown in Figure 
12, and outlined in Part II, Sectidn 17. Decrease in signal strength by using the 

tool mentioned above will be shown by a decrease in meter reading, after signal of 

oscillator has been properly tuned in. 
(d) After checking at the upper wavelengths, the procedure should be repeated at the 

lower wavelengths. 
To check against condensers or coils high in value the other end of the tester which has 

the wire ring should be placed inside of the coils or near the end of the coil. This reduces 

the inductance and should the coil be high in inductance or the condenser which tunes it 

high in capacity, the signal will increase in volume. 
By thus checkingeach condenser and the coil it tunes, a positive check on the electrical 

alignment of the conensers and coils can be made. Should a circuit be found that is high, 
the end rotor plate of the particular condenser should be bent farther from the stator plates. 
The correct amount can be determined by checking as previously described. If the oscillator 
circuit should be out, a check must first be made of the adjustment of the trimming con- 

densers. See Part II, Section 17. 
Should it not be possible to align the circuits by bending the plates or the gang con- 

denser adjuster (See Figure 16), then the R.F. and oscillator coil assembly is not properly 
matched. In this case this assembly must be replaced as described in Part IV, Section 2. 

Figure 16-Aligning gang tuning condensers Figure 17-Aligning tool 

[19] AUDIO TRANSFORMER AND RECEIVER BY-PASS 
CONDENSERS 

Figure 20 shows the internal connection to external lugs of the single audio transformer 
and by-pass condensers as well as the correct color coding of the external leads with their 
correct internal connections. 

(a) The transformer windings may be checked by the methods described in Part III, 
Section 7. 

The primary resistance is about 1,000 ohms. 
The secondary resistance is about 5,200 ohms. 

(b) The by-pass condensers may be checked by the method outlined in Part III, Section 
8. Although this method does not give any knowledge as to the exact capacity, it is 
a valuable, though rough, service check. 

[20] OUTPUT CONDENSER, OUTPUT CHOKE, AND FILTER 
CONDENSERS 

Figure 21 shows the internal connections to external lugs of the output condenser, out- 
put choke, and filter condensers, together with their respective values. 

These should be checked by the methods outlined in Part III, Sections 7 and 8. 
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An open output condenser or au open or shorted choke will cause weak and distorted 
reproduction. A defective filter condenser is indicated by excessively hot plates, possibly 
showing color, in Radiotron UX-280. Shorted output condenser will cause distortion. 

[21] REPRODUCER UNIT 
Radiola 66 uses a new type eight -inch dynamic reproducer rendering excellent quality of 

reproduction. The field coil is a high -voltage, low -current type, being supplied from the 
(TX -280 in the S.P.U. This field is efficient in operation and marks a distinct advance in 
dynamic reproducer design. 

A check on the continuity of the cone coil or field can be made by disconnecting them 
from all other terminals and testing for continuity. An open of either coil will indicate a 
defect which must be remedied by replacing the entire cone or the field coil. 

The output transformer also can be tested for continuity by applying methods as outlined 
in Part III, Sections 4 and 7. The connections for the above parts of the reproducer assem- 
bly are clearly shown in Figure 22. 

Figure 18-Centering cone 

Testing the resistance of the cone coil should show approximately 10 ohms for normal 
condition. Similarly the output transformer primary resistance is 350 ohms, and secondary 
is 16 ohms. The field coil drain is about 46 milliamperes at 300 volts D.C. 

[22] CENTERING CONE OF REPRODUCER UNIT 
To properly center a new cone or one out of center use the following procedure : 

(a) Remove reproducer unit from cabinet as outlined in Part IV, Section 13. 
(b) Loosen center screw of cone, but do not remove it. 
(c) Insert three cardboard strips about the thickness of a visiting card, 11/2" x 1/4" in 

size, through the center web of the cone into the space between the pole pieces and 
the cone (Figure 18). This will give the cone coil the same clearance on all sides 
of the pole piece. 

(d) Tighten the center screw holding the web of the cone and remove the three strips. 
The cone is now properly centered. 

(e) Replace reproducer unit in reverse order. 
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PART III-ELECTRICAL TESTS 
[1] VOLTAGE SUPPLY SYSTEM 

Figure 19 shows the method of obtaining the plate, grid, cathode and heater voltages and 
the high voltage field current from the main source. However, in order to give the service 
man a complete continuity picture of the voltage circuits it is not abridged, but drawn actually 
as it is found in the Radiola 66, so that the tracing of voltages and currents are actually done, 
through the various component parts affected, as shown schematically in a straight line 
manner. 

By study of this schematic, the reason for no plate voltage on one I.F. socket with all 
others O.K. is readily apparent, namely, the primary coil of the I.F. in question must be open. 
A shorted primary condenser in an I.F. transformer means eliminating the resistance of the 
primary coil. These conditions as well as effects on voltages from shorted bias resistor con- 
densers, etc., can be determined with study of this voltage supply schematic. The correct 
values of resistors, condensers, etc., are shown in the ordinary schematic diagram Figure 6 

Figure 19-Schematic circuit diagram of the voltage supply system 

[2] VOLTAGE READINGS AT TERMINAL STRIP 
Use D.C. voltmeter with a 0-300 volt scale and at least 1,000 ohms per scale volt such 

as incorporated in Weston Model 537, Type 2, test set. Line volts -120 A.C.-Tap at 120 
volt connection. 

Terminals Volts Terminals Volts 
8to7 310 Sto5 275 
8to6 265 8to4 120 

Use a 0-5 volt A.C. voltmeter for the following reading: Terminal 2 to 3, 2.7 volts A.C. 

[3] VOLTAGE READINGS AT RADIOTRON SOCKETS 
The following voltages taken at each Radiotron socket with the receiver in operating condition 

should prove of value when checking with teat sets such as the Weston Model 537, Type 2, or others 
giving similar readings. The plate currents shown are not necessarily accurate for each tube, as the 
cable in the test set will cause some circuits to oscillate, due to its added capacity. Small variations 
of voltages will be caused by different tubes and line voltages. Therefore the following values must 
be taken as approximately those that will be found under varying conditions. The numbers in column 1 

indicate the tube socket numbers shown in Figure 22. 

VOLUME CONTROL AT ZERO 
120 -Volt Line. Tap at 120 -Volt Connection 

Tabs lo. 
Cathode to 

Seater 
(D.C.) Volts 

Cathode or Filament to 
Grid 

(D.ß.) Volts 

Oathode or Pilament tc 
Plate 

(D.O.) Volts 
Plate 
(D.C.) 

3fiillampe 

!!lament 
or Seater 
(A.0.) Volta 

1 -26 -20 +100 0 2.35 
2 -17 - 9 + 95 1.6 2.36 
3 -26 -20 +100 0 2.35 
4 -26 - 3 +100 7.3 2.36 
5 -16 0 + 90 8.7 2.35 
6 -17 -29 +235 0.7 2.36 
7 - -16 -4-225 311 2.40 
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VOLUME CONTROL AT MAXIMUM 
120 -Volt Line. Tap at 120 -Volt Connection 

Tube No. 
Cathode to 

Heater 
(D.C.) Volts 

Cathode or Filament to 
Grid 

(D.C.) Volts 
Cathode or Filament to 

Plate 
(D.C.) Volts 

Plate 
(D.C.) 

itillamps 
Filament 
or Heater 
(A.0.) Volts 

1 -24 -3.0 + 81 4.5 2.35 -17 -7.0 + 77 1.5 2.35 
3 -24 -3.0 + 80 5.0 2.35 4 -24 -3.0 + 81 4.9 2.35 6 -16 0 + 75 6.6 2.35 6 -16 -29 +228 0.7 2.35 
7 - -16 +226 30.5t 2.40 
The reading of 16 volts as herein found is correct. Actually this indicates a bias voltage of about 4 volts on the grid of the UX-245. The actual lower reading is due to the TTA megohm (250,000 ohms) resistor naturally affecting the scale of the voltmeter. 

rrhls reading is just off the scale of the 0-30 mllliammeter used 1n the Weston 537, Type 2. test set. The 0-150 M. A. scale should be used in case of readings in excess of 30. 

BLACK ITO GROUND) 
BLUE 

GREEN 

Figure 20-Internal connections of audio 
transformer and by-pass condensers 

[4] METHODS FOR CONTINUITY TESTS 
In making a continuity test whether it be for the complete receiver, S.P.U., or individ- 

ual parts, as the internal connections and windings of the A.F. transformer shown in Figure 
20, or checking the continuity of the I.F. transformers by referring to Figure 23 for 
schematic representation, the following procedure is recommended: 

Disconnect the antenna and ground leads; the cable connecting the socket power unit to 
the receiver and loudspeaker, and the A.C. supply cord at its outlet. 

A pair of headphones with at least 41/2 volts in series, or preferably a voltmeter with suf- 
ficient voltage to give a full scale deflection when connected across the battery terminals 
should be used in making these tests, for example, a 0-50 volt meter with a 45 volt "B" bat- 
tery. The receiver Radiotron socket contacts, numbers and lugs used in these tests are shown 
in Figure 22. The receiver continuity wiring diagram is illustrated in Figure 23. The 
S.P.U. terminal numbers are shown in Figures 6 and 24. The voltage supply schematic (Fig- 
ure 19) will also be a help in studying continuity. 

Test leads should be of the flexible insulated type with partially insulated testing tips, 
so that false readings will not be obtained through contact with the hands. Similarly the 
hands should not touch the chassis or component parts. 

The contacts of the test equipment should be placed across the terminals or leads indi- 
cated in the following test table under the column marked "Terminals." If the results are 
negative the cause of such negative effect will be found in the last column under the heading, 
"Incorrect Effect Caused By." The second column indicates the correct effect. The third 
column indicates the approximate correct resistance in ohms of most of the circuits tested. 

The R.F. and oscillator coil winding lugs are coded (P) representing primary, (S) sec- 
ondary, (S') secondary center -tapped, and (T) tertiary or oscillator plate coil. Refer to 
Figure 23. 

To test for grounded conditions refer to Part III, Section 9. 
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REPRODUCER 
UNIT 

TO FIELD COIL 

+ \ 

A. C. INPUT PLUG 

LOCAL - 
DISTANT 
SWITCH 

r 

ANTENNA GROUND 

STATION 
SELECTOR. 

BLACK 

BLACK 

C UTPUT CHOKE. 
Ot TPUT CONDENSE 

AND 
PATER CONDENSERS 

POWER 
TRANSFORMER. 

---OUTPUT TRANSFORMER 

TO CONE COIL 

FILTER 

Tr REACTORS 

SOCKET POWER UNIT 

MAIN GANG TUNING 
CONDENSER ASSEMBLY 

AND DRIVE`, 

VOLUME 
CONTROL 

-,--r l - a ̂ . 
, t111111111'"...., ,1?' A. F. 

i iA 
I 

II 

TRANSFORMER 

AND 
BY-PASS . :: -.! .,. CONDENSERS 

RECEIVER ASSEMBLY 

,Ll'- C 

C B A R, 

SPLICES 

OPERATING 
SWITCH 

CABLE, 

-'-CUSHION 
MOUNTING 

PHONOGRAPH PICK-UP 
TERMINAL STRIP 

Figure 22-Radiola 66 cable connections, socket contacts, reproducer unit, socket 
power unit and receiver assembly 
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[5] RECEIVER ASSEMBLY CONTINUITY TESTS Remove all Radiotrons and disconnect cable at terminal stria. Remove all ground connections. Remove pilot lamp. See Figure 22 for cable lugs, terminals, and Radiotron socket contacts. For convenience coloring of lugs as well as numbers are shown. Code-Maroon (M), Black (Bla), Blue (Blu), Red (R), Brown (Br), Yellow (Y), Green (G). ugs. Anytconnection removed or insulated as outpect 

all connections to observe 
lined d below should 

apparent faulty 
cben replaced before 

ection, rosin1 
the 

sodered 
extlnt succgessivee teor st. 

shorted 

Circuit Terminals Correct 
Effect 

Resistance is ohms (Approx.) Incorrect Effect Caused by 
Antenna Antenna post to' ground post switch 1n "Distant" position Closed 40 

Open antenna Inductance, or open "Local Distant" switch G1 to(M; ground or Lug No. 1 Closed 5 Open secondary of lst R. 1r. transformer, a open connection 
G2 to Cl 

(Insulate volume 
G2 

Closed 6 Open secondary of 2nd R. F. transformer. of open connection to ground `control arm. See 
P. III, S. 9. 

Open - Shorted 0.6 mfd. condenser 
03 to ground Closed 50 Open one-half secondary of 1st I. F. trans 

Grid G4 to Lug 8 (Y) 

G4 to C4 

Closed 800 Oformer Open one-half secondary of 2d I. F. trans. former or open volume control Closed 140 Open one-half secondary of 2d I. F. trans former, or 90 -ohm portion of voltage di 
G6 to C5 Closed viding resistor 

insulate volume (Weak) 40000 Open grid leak or connection 
G5 to ground {control arm. See 

P. III, S. 9. 
Open If 3000 Shorted oscillator grid condenser 

G6 to terminal A or Lug 8 (Y) (Link closed) 
G7 to Lug 8 (Y) 

Closed 100 Open secondary of 3rd I. F. transformer of open connection Closed 
(Weak) 

255,000 Open secondary of A. F. transformer, 
megohm resistor, or connection (Insulate volume 

PI to ground {control arm. See 
P. III, S. 9. Pl to Lug 4 (Bla) 

P2 to Lug 4 (Bla) 

Open 

Closed 

Closed 

- 
44 

20 

Shorted compensating condenser, or 
ed 1st detectorg ground 

nnection 
Open primary o 

primary,2nd 
F. 

or 
transformer or connection 

Open 1st I. F. transformer primary coil, or 
P3 to Lug 4 (Bla) Closed 20 Oconnections Open 2d I. F. transformer primary, or con- nections 

r 1050 Normal 
P6 to Lug 6 (Br) Closed 

1023 A. F. Primary condenser shorted 
Plate If 40000 A. F. primary condenser shorted and primary winding open 

P5 to Lug 4 (Bla) Open A. F. primary winding open Closed 1.5 Open plate coil (Tertiary) of oscillator or connections 
( 20 Normal 

P4 to Lug 4 (Bla) Closed If 
3000 Open primary coil of 3rd I. F. transformer 

0 
(Resistance O. K.) 

Shorted primary condenser Open Open primar' of 3rd I. F. transformer and resistor Cathodes 1, 3 and 4 to term!- 
nal "C" 

2, 6 and 6 to Termí- 

Closed 375 Open connection, or 375 -ohm section of the voltage, dividing resistor. If low resist- 
anceCathodes then 0.5 mfd. condenser is shorted. 

Cathode 
and 

Filament 
nal "C" 

One filament contact of Socket 
7 to Lug 8 (Y) 

Closed 

Closed 

- 
1500 

Open pick-up winding of oscillator coil, or connections 
Open one-half of center tapped resistor, or 

UX-245 bias resistor, or shorted con - denser (across biasing resistor) if re- sistance is low 
Other filament contact of 

Socket 7 to Lug 8 (Y) Closed 1500 
Open other half of center tapped resistor, 

or UX-245 bias resistor, or shorted con - denser (across biasing resistor) if re- sistance is low 
IIEEOLDER ONE END OF FILAMENT CENTER TAPPED RESISTOR Lug 2 (Blu) to one filament contact Socket 7 

Lug 3 (Blu) to other filament 
contact Socket 7, 

Lug 2 (Blu) to one heater con- tact of Sockets 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 
and 6 

Closed 

Closed 

Closed 

- - - 
Open connections 
Open connections 
Open connections 

Lug 3 (Blu) to other heater 
contact of Sockets 1, 2, 3, 4, 

Closed - Open connections 
5 and 6 

G3 to P3 (Disconnect bleeder resistor) Open - Shorted 1st I. F. neutralizing condenser 
G4 to P4 (Disconnect bleeder 

resistor) Open - Shorted 2nd I. F. neutralizing condenser 
G7 to output transformer (Closed) 257.000 Open resistors, or if closed strong, shorted Lug (G) (Weak) 0.5 mfd. condenser Terminal "C" to Lug 8 (Y) Open - Shorted 0.5 mfd. condenser (Open connection between vol- 

ume control and voltage di- 
viding resistor) 

P6 to C6 Open - Shorted 0.5 mfd. condenser .2 to C5 Closed - Open oscillator pick-up coil 
Lug No. 4 (Ella) to Termi- 

nal "C" Closed 6000 Open bleeder resistor 
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,POWER TRANSFORMER CONNECTIONS 

SPLICE-.. 

4 
UNDERWRITERS 

KNOT 

I yy 

PLATE SERIES 
RESISTOR. 

ED 

YELLOW 

OUTPUT CHOKE, 
OUTPUT CONDENSER 

AND 
FILTER CONDENSERS 

REFN 

REIN 

ELIO 

US -280 
SOCKET - 

CABLE. 

.,SPLICES 

FILTER REACTOR 
CONNECTIONS 

OPERATING SWITCH--- 

GROUND TO 

FRAME 

01 

BLAC 
L4C 

Figure 24-Continuity wiring diagram of socket power unit 

A. C. INPUT PLU6 

SLUE 

SLUE 

\i 

SPLICES 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

2 

8 

TERMINAL 
STRIP 

[6] SOCKET POWER UNIT CONTINUITY TESTS 
Remove Radiotron UX-280-Disconnect Cable at Terminal Strip 

Refer to Figure 24 

Terminals Correct 
Effect 

Resístanos 
Incorrect Effect Caused by in ohms 

(Approx.) 

G to P of UX-280 socket Closed 240 Open high voltage winding of power trans- 
former 

Across filament contacts of 
UX-280 socket 

Closed - Open UX-280 filament winding of power 
transformer 

Terminal 2 (Blu) to Closed - Open 2.5 volt filament winding 
Terminal 3 (Blu) 
Terminal 4 (M) to Closed 4800 Open resistor 
Terminal 6 (Y) 
Terminal 5 (R) to 
Terminal 7 (Br) 

Closed 735 Open output choke one filter reactor or con - 
nections 

Terminal 6 (R) to 
Terminal 6 (Y) 

Closed 1315 Open output choke, other filter reactor, or 
connections 

Terminal 1 to ground Closed - Open connection 
Terminal 7 (Br) to Open - Shorted one or more filter condensers 
Terminal 8 (G) 
Terminal 9 (Blu) te Open - Shorted output condenser 
Terminal 5 (R) 
Across A. C. input plug ter- 

minals (operating switch on) 
Closed - Open primary winding of power trans- 

former, defective switch, or connection 
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[7] CHECKING RESISTANCE VALUES 
The values of the various resistance units of RCA Radiola 66 are shown in the schematic 

diagram, Figure 6. When testing a receiver for defects the various values of resistance should 
be checked. This may be done by a resistance bridge; the voltmeter -ammeter method shown 
in previous Service Notes; or by the following method, the resulta depending upon the care 
exercised in using the prescribed method. 

For resistances of low value, 5000 ohms or less, use a voltmeter not greater than 100 ohms 
per volt. The rating of 100 ohms per volt means that a meter with 50 volts maximum scale 
reading, has a total resistance of 50 times 100, or 5000 ohms, when the 50 -volt scale is 
used. For high values of resistance use a meter of 1000 ohms or more per volt. The Weston 
Meters, Type 301 and 280, each have a resistance of 62 ohms per volt and are satisfactory for 
low values. For very low resistances below 100 ohms, it is best to use a dry cell -1% volt- 
with the 3 -volt scale of a Weston, Model 280. For higher resistances up to 5000 and above 
use sufficient battery to give a good deflection on the meter, for example, a 45 -volt "B" for 
a 0-50 unit meter. Then take two readings, one of the battery alone, and one of the battery 
with the unknown resistance in series. 

Then apply the following formula: 
Reading obtained Resistance Unknown of battery alone - 1 of meter = Resistance Reading obtained with in ohms in ohms resistance in series 

Example-Using a Weston, Type 301, 30 -volt scale, 22% -volt "B" battery. Resistance 
of meter equals 30x62 or 1860 ohms. 

22.5 
8.45 

1 t 1860 = 3091, or unknown resistance in ohms approx. 

The above method may be used in checking the resistance values of the correct closed 
circuits as shown in the Continuity Test Tables in Part III, Sections 5 and 6. 

[8] TESTING BY-PASS CONDENSERS 
Proper testing of the 2 mfd., 1 mfd., lit mfd., or 0.25 mfd. condensers is accomplished 

by charging them with a handy D.C. voltage, as from "B" batteries connected to give 90 to 
157% volts. If sparking occurs as the charge is applied the condenser is shorted. After 
a few seconds wait, a strong spark (the strength of the spark being greater, of course, for the 
2 mfd. than the .25 mfd.), should appear when the condenser is discharged by shorting the 
terminals with a screwdriver. If no spark appears the condenser is probably open. If a slight 
spark occurs the condenser is probably leaky. A condenser having one side normally grounded, 
as shown in the schematic Figure 6, and tested with the unit in the receiver, if the opposite 
terminal is defectively grounded, the test will show a false short. 

Smaller by-pass condensers as used in the Radiola 66, in the order of .05 or .0024 mfd. 
or less, cannot be successfully tested by the above method except for a shorted condition. For 
other suspected defects, if unable to measure the capacity, simple trial replacement is the best 
method. 

[9] TESTING FOR GROUNDED PARTS IN RECEIVER 
ASSEMBLY 

Grounded parts may cause various effects, as weak signals or no signals, wrong or no 
voltages at Radiotron sockets, etc. 

The correct and necessary ground leads in the receiver are shown in Figure 6. 
In testing for grounds that occur due to defective wiring or assembly, it is necessary to 

remove all the correct grounding connections in order to discover the wrong grounded part. 
This can readily be done by temporarily freeing the grounded leads to the frame as indicated 
by the broken line in the wiring diagram Figure 23, and insulating the rotating arm of the 
volume control by slipping a bit of paper between the arm contact and the resistance strip. 

Testing for a ground then may be accomplished by using the continuity testing methods- 
preferably the method using a D.C. voltmeter with a battery in series. A defective ground will 
be truly indicated by a cloned continuity teat between the frame (ground) and a terminal of 
the suspected unit. 
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PART IV-MAKING REPLACEMENTS 
The various assemblies and parts of Radiola 66 are readily accessible and replacements 

can be easily made. Figure 5 is a sub -chassis view of the receiver. The following detailed 
procedure outlines the simplest method to be used in making replacements: 

[1] REPLACING THE VOLUME CONTROL 
(a) Remove the knobs on the volume control and station selector. These are of the 

push type, and they are removed by simply pulling them off the shafts. Between 
each knob and the cabinet will be found a metal spacer. These spacers must also 
be removed. To replace, merely push the knob on to the shaft, first matching the 
knob socket with its flat spring to the shaft, after replacing spacers. 

OUTPUT 
TRANSFORMER 

OUTPUT TRANSFORMER 
PRI. CONNECTING POSTS 

RECFIYFR C1fASSÌF`cBLE 

OUTPUT TRANSFORMER 
SEC. CONNECTING POSTS 
TO CONE COIL LEADS 

BAFFLE BOARD 

Figure 25-Removing reproducer from cabinet 

Remove rear grill by removing the wing nuts holding it in place. 
Remove the shield and insulating cover that are over the terminal strip. Then re- 
move all cable connections to strip as woll as connection to output transformer. 
Carefully remove the clamps that hold the cable and antenna wire to the side of the 
cabinet. 
Remove the antenna and ground wires from their binding posts, and "Local -Distant" 
Switch. 
Pull cable, antenna and ground leads from the shelf until all leads are clear. 
Remove the rear two screws and loosen the front two screws that hold the receiver 
cushion supports to the shelf. 
The receiver assembly may now be lifted clear of the supports and removed from the 
cabinet. See Figure 26. 
Place the volume control up and remove the two screws and nuts that hold it in 
place. The soldered connections must also be removed from the three terminal lugs. 
Remove the old volume control and fasten the new one in position by means of the 
two machine screws and nuts, and resolder the connections. The correct connections 
of these leads are shown in Figure 23. 
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(k) Return receiver assembly to cabinet and replace all cables and leads in the reverse 
manner of that used to remove them and be sure receiver assembly rests on rubber 
supports properly. 

(1) Test Radiola and if O.K. return shield and insulator to their original position. 

[2] REPLACING R.F. TRANSFORMER AND OSCILLATOR 
ASSEMBLY 

The two radio frequency transformers and the oscillator coils are mounted on a metal 
strip, together with three small adjustable condensers and two fixed condensers. 

This assembly must be replaced as a unit-the matching of the coils being an important 
point in the operation of the receiver. Use the following procedure: 

(a) Remove receiver chassis from cabinet as described in Part IV, Section 1. 

(b) Turn chassis on side and unsolder all leads to the assembly being replaced. 
(c) Remove the three machine screws and lock washers that hold the supporting strip to 

the receiver frame. 
(d) The assembly may now be removed and the new assembly fastened in position with 

the three machine screws and washers previously removed. 
(e) Resolder all connections in their correct position on the assembly. This is shown 

in Figure 23. 
(f) The receiver assembly may now be returned to the cabinet in the reverse manner 

of that used to remove it. 

Figure 26-Removing receiver chassis from cabinet 

[3] REPLACING RADIOTRON GANG SOCKETS 
One socket assembly on the receiver chassis is of the gang variety, the other being a single 

unit. Both are held in place, together with their shields, by means of rivets which clamp them 
on the metal chassis frame. Use the following procedure when replacing these sockets: 

(a) Remove the receiver assembly from the cabinet as described in Part IV, Section 1. 

(b) Unsolder all connections to the particular socket or assembly being removed. The 
R.F. transformer assembly should be removed as a unit to provide room for replac- 
ing the six -gang Radiotron sockets. 

(c) Drill out the rivets holding the Radiotron sockets to be replaced. In the case of the 
single UX or the gang UY the shield overlaps and will be held in place by the socket 
not removed. 

(d) Remove the old Radiotron socket and fasten the new one in position by means of 
screws, nuts and washers. Resolder all connections and replace the R.F. assembly if 
removed. The correct connections are shown in Figure 23. 

(e) Fasten receiver assembly in cabinet, connect cable and test. If O.K., replace shield 
over terminal strip and return Radiola to normal operation. 
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[4] REPLACING MAIN TUNING CONDENSERS AND DRIVE 
The main tuning condensers and drive are replaced in one unit as follows: 
(a) Remove receiver assembly from cabinet as described in Part IV, Section 1. 
(b) Remove pilot lamp and lead wires from condenser assembly. Remove the three 

screws, nuts and lock washers that hold the condenser assembly to the metal frame. 
(c) Now pull the condensers as far forward as possible and unsolder the four leads con- 

nected at the rear. Remove the entire assembly by tilting slightly and pulling clear. 
(d) Place the new assembly in the position occupied by the old one and solder the four 

leads to their proper connections. 
(e) Fasten the three screws, nuts and lock washers in their proper position. Make sure 

that the screw that holds the ground connection on the under side of the chassis makes 
firm contact. Replace pilot lamp socket and lead wires. 

(f) Return the receiver to the cabinet and replace all connections in the reverse order of 
that used to remove them. 

[5] REPLACING CONDENSER DRIVE CORD 
Considerable use may wear and break the condenser drive cord. 
(a) To replace this cord it will be necessary to remove the gang condenser assembly and 

drive as explained in Part IV, Section 4. 
(b) By following the diagram in Figure 9 tie the two ends of the new cord together to 

form a square knot; the finished looped length should be 103/4 inches approximately. 
(c) Set the station selector so it will be at the minimum (all rotor plates out) position 

against the stop. This position should not be allowed to change or slip in the fol- 
lowing procedure: 

(d) Place cord with knot near the hole on the drum, holding the cord with the fingers 
of the left hand. 

(e) By following the drive cord arrangement shown in Figure 9 the cord may be replaced. 
The cord should be started in the first groove left of center on the drive cord worm 
as viewed in Figure 9. 

(f) When properly threaded, and with the drum still in its minimum position, the portion 
of the cord near the hole in the drum should be pulled through, and caught with the 
spring. This will hold the cord in its proper tension. 

(g) Rotate station selector to insure cord knot has been set to run clear. 
(h) Replace gang condenser and drive assembly in the reverse manner removed. 

[6] REPLACING R.F. COMPENSATING AND OSCILLATOR 
TRIMMING CONDENSERS 

The R F. compensating and oscillator trimming condensers may require replacement. 
The R.F. compensating condenser and the series oscillator trimming condenser are identical, 
electrically and mechanically, but the parallel oscillator trimming condenser, located at the 
right end when viewed from rear, is different electrically. 

To replace use the following procedure: 
(a) Unsolder connections from unit to be removed. 
(b) Remove the two small machine screws, fiber washers and nuts holding unit to R.F. 

and Oscillator Coil Assembly metal support. 
(c) Mount the new unit in reverse manner, soldering connections correctly as shown in 

Figure 23. 

NoTE.-Care should be used in tightening the bolts holding the "Isolantite" 
mounting, as uneven or excessive pressure may break the "Isolantite." "Isolantite" 
has very desirable electrical qualities and should be handled with care to prevent 
breakage. Be sure to replace the fibre washers removed in (b) above. 
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[7] REPLACING THE AUDIO TRANSFORMER AND BY-PASS 
CONDENSERS 

Radiola 66 employs one audio transformer and necessary by-pass condensers, located at 
the left side of the receiver assembly facing the front of the Radiola. Should a replacement 
become necessary use the following procedure: 

(a) Remove receiver assembly as described in Part Iti, Section 1. 

(b) Place the receiver chassis on its side and unsolder all connections to the audio trans- 
former and by-pass condenser leads and lugs. 

(c) Now turn up the six tabs that hold the transformer in place and remove it. The 
new one is then fastened in position. 

(d) Resolder the leads from the new transformer and by-pass condensers to their correct 
points of connection as indicated in Figure 23. 

(e) Fasten the receiver assembly in the cabinet in the reverse order of that used to re- 
move it. 

CUSHION MOUNTING 
FOR RECEIVER 

BAFFLE BOARD 
LOWER SUPPORT 

Figure 27-Removing grill panel from cabinet 

GRILL CLOTH 
PROTECTOR 

SCREEN 

GRILL PANEL 

[8] REPLACING PERFORATED DIAL SCALE 
A step-by-step procedure to make replacement follows: 
(a) Open rear grill of Radiola 66. 
(b) Turn dial so that the two screws that hold the dial in place are toward the rear. 
(c) Loosen screws, washers and nuts that hold dial in place. 
(d) The old dial may now be pulled clear and the new one placed in the position occu- 

pied by the old one. Examine dial screen with pilot lamp lighted from the front 
of the Radiola to see that the numbers on the dial are in their correct position. 

(e) Tighten screws holding dial in place after adjusting image correctly as outlined in 
Part I, Section 10. Replace rear grill. 

[9] REPLACING POWER CABLE 
A laced cable is used in Radiola 66 for connecting the S.P.U. to the receiver assembly and 

the reproducer unit. Should it be necessary to replace this cable use the following procedure: 
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(a) Remove receiver assembly from cabinet as described in Part 1V, Section 1. 
(b) Turn assembly bottom side up and unsolder all connections to the cable. 
(c) Remove old cable and connect up the new cable as indicated in Figure 23, soldering 

all connections. 
(d) Return assembly to cabinet in reverse order of that used to remove it. 

[ 10] REPLACING INTERMEDIATE TRANSFORMERS 
Radiola 66 has three intermediate frequency transformers. No. 1 and No. 2 are similar 

mechanically and electrically, but No. 3 is different. See Figure 23. These transformers arc 
mounted on "Isolantite" support board which has very desirable electrical qualities and there- 
fore should be protected against all damage as mentioned in Part IV, Section 6. 

A step-by-step replacement procedure follows: 
(a) Remove receiver assembly from cabinet as described in Part IV, Section 1. 
(b) Remove tuning condenser assembly as described in Part IV, Section 4. 
(c) Unsolder the connections of the transformer being replaced. Then turn up the metal 

tabs on the upper side of the receiver chassis. The old transformer may now be re- 
placed by the new one. Turn over the metal tabs to hold it in place and resolder all 
connections. These are shown in Figure 23. Be careful not to heat any connection 
more than necessary to make a good joint, as excessive heat may change the capacity 
of the primary fixed condenser, thus rendering the entire transformer assembly 
defective. 

(d) After returning the main tuning condensers to the receiver chassis in the reverse 
order used in removal, it will be necessary to tune and neutralize the transformer 
just connected in position. The correct procedure for doing this is contained in Part 
II, Section 16. 

(e) The entire receiver may then be tested and a check made on the adjustment of the 
oscillator trimming condensers as described in Part II, Section 17. After all' tests 
and adjustments are completed the receiver assembly should be returned to the cabi- 
net in the reverse order of that used to remove it. 

[11] REPLACING TAPPED RESISTANCE UNIT IN RECEIVER 
ASSEMBLY 

A tapped resistance unit in the receiver assembly of Radiola 66 provides the various grid 
and cathode voltages. To replace this tapped resistance unit proceed as follows: 

(a) Remove receiver assembly as described in Part IV, Section 1. 
(b) Unsolder all connections to the tapped resistance unit. 
(e) Remove the two screws, nuts and washers that hold the resistance unit in place. 

This will release the unit and the new one can be fastened in place with the screws, 
nuts and washers previously removed. 

(d) Solder all the leads to their correct connections. (See Figure 23.) 
(e) Return receiver assembly to cabinet in the reverse order used to remove it. 

[12] REPLACING MISCELLANEOUS PARTS IN RECEIVER 
ASSEMBLY 

The parts such as the UN -245 grid bias resistor, center tapped filament resistor, oscil- 
lator resistor, second detector plate to cathode by-pass condenser, etc., may be easily removed 
by unsoldering the connections of the parts themselves. 

By observing the wiring diagram in Figure 23 and the photograph in Figure 5, location 
and wiring of any particular part is readily ascertained for purposes of removal and replace- 
ment. 

[13] REPLACING CONE OF REPRODUCER UNIT 
To replace a cone, remove the entire reproducer unit from the cabinet. using the follow- 

ing procedure: 
(a) Remove S.P.TJ. from upper shelf as outlined in Part IV, Section 15. 
(b) Disconnect cable lead to output transformer primary. 
(e) Remove the four bolts that hold the reproducer to the baffle board, at the same time 

supporting the reproducer by hand to prevent it falling. Place the unit in position 
convenient for work. 
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(d) Remove the nine nuts and machine screws that hold the cone ring in place. Re- 
move this ring and washers. 

(e) Remove the screw and washer that centers the cone. The cone may now be removed 
and the new one placed in the position occupied by the old one. 

(f) Return the centering screw, the ring, washers and nine screws and nuts to position, 
but do not tighten. The cone should now be centered as described in Part II, Sec- 
tion 22, and all screws tightened. 

(g) The unit should now be returned to the cabinet in the reverse manner of that 
used to remove it. 

[14] REPLACING OUTPUT TRANSFORMER 
Should it be desirable to replace the output transformer, use the following procedure : 

(a) Remove complete reproducer unit as outlined in Part IV, Section 13. 
(b) Disconnect output transformer leads from their respective parts on the reproducer 

frame. 
(e) Unscrew the three small bolti and nuts holding the transformer to frame and the 

unit will be free from the reproducer. 
(d) Replace and connect in the reverse manner (See Figure 22). 

[15] REPLACING FILTER CONDENSERS. OUTPUT 
CONDENSER, AND OUTPUT CHOKE 

The filter condensers, output condenser and output choke are enclosed as a unit in a metal 
container. Should replacement be necessary, use the following procedure: 

(a) Remove the shield and all connections from the Socket Power Unit terminal strip. 
(b) Remove the four machine screws that hold the S.P.U. to the cabinet. The S.P.U. 

may now be lifted clear of the cabinet. 
(c) To prevent damaging the series plate resistor remove it as described in Part IV, 

Section 18. 
(d) Unsolder all connections to the unit being replaced. 
(e) Bend up the tabs that hold the unit to the S.P.U. base. Remove the old unit and 

fasten the new one in position by bending the tabs down so that it is held tightly to 
the S.P.U. base. 

(f) Replace and solder all connections. The correct connections are shown in Figure 24. 
(g) Return the S.P.U. to the cabinet in the reverse order of that used to remove it. 

Replace all connections and test. If O.I., replace shield over terminal strip and 
return Radiola to normal operation. 

[16] REPLACING POWER TRANSFORMER OR FILTER 
REACTOR 

The power transformer and filter reactors are both held in place by means of tabs which 
form a part of their case, being turned over on the under side of the S.P.U. base. A step- 
by-step replacement procedure follows: 

(a) Remove S.P.U. from cabinet as described in Part IV, Section 15. 
(b) To prevent damaging the series plate resistor remove it as described in Part IV, Sec- 

tion 18. 
(c) Unsolder all connections to unit being replaced. 
(d) Bend up the tabs that hold the unit to the S.P.U. base. 
(e) The old unit may now be removed and the new one placed in position. Bend over the 

tabs on the new one so that it is fastened tightly to the S.P.U. base. 
(f) Solder all connections as shown in Figure 24. 
(g) Fasten the S.P.U. in the cabinet in the reverse order of that used to remove it. 
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[17] REPLACING TERMINAL STRIP ON S.P.U. OR RECEIVER 
ASSEMBLY 

Should the terminal strip on the S.P.U. or phonograph pick-up terminal strip require 
replacement use the following procedure: 

(a) Remove the S.P.U. or receiver assembly from cabinet as described in Part 1V, Sec- 
tion 1 and Section 15. 

(b) Unsolder all leads to the terminal strip. 
(c) Release two screws holding strip to S.P.U. base, or receiver assembly. 
(d) The strip may now be removed and replaced by a new one. 
(e) Fasten new strip in position by means of two machine screws, lock washers and nuts 

previously removed. 

(f) Solder all leads to terminal strip. The color scheme and correct connections are 
shown in Figures 23 and 24. 

(g) Return S.P.U. or receiver assembly to cabinet in the reverse order, and connect cable 
properly (See Figure 22). 

[18] REPLACING MISCELLANEOUS PARTS IN S.P.U. 
The plate supply resistor and UX-280 socket in Radiola 66 may require replacement. 

The following general outline will apply to these units: 
(a) Remove S.P.U. from cabinet as described in Part IV, Section 15. 

(b) Unsolder leads from defective unit. 
(c) The series plate supply resistor may be easily removed by removing the nut and 

lock washer holding the resistor to the brackets (riveted to S.P.U. base) by a threaded 
rod. The UX-280 socket should be removed by drilling out the rivets and replaced 
as is explained in Part IV, Section 3. 

(d) Solder leads to new unit as indicated in Figure 24. 
(e) Return S.P.U. to cabinet in reverse order of that used to remove it. 

[19] REPLACING FRONT GRILL PANEL OR CLOTH 
Should it be necessary to replace the front grill panel or cloth the procedure below should 

be followed : 

(a) Remove S.P.U. as outlined in Part IV, Section 15. 
(b) Remove reproducer unit as outlined in Part IV, Section 13. 

(c) Remove receiver assembly as outlined in Part IV, Section 1. 

(d) Remove upper shelf by removing the wood screws holding shelf to cabinet. Save 
screws and keep separate, as different length screws are used in this procedure. 

(e) Remove reproducer baffle board by removing the wood screws holding it in place. 
(f) Remove lower baffle support (See Figure 27) by removing wood screws holding unit. 
(g) The front grill panel or board, which carries the grill cloth, grill cloth protector, 

and escutcheons, may now be removed after removing the wood screws holding it in 
place. 

(h) New cloth may be replaced by using clamps or tacks to hold it in place temporarily 
while glue is applied to frame and the cloth lined up square and smoothed out to 
make a permanent job. 

(i) Replace front grill panel in reverse manner. 
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SERVICE DATA CHART 
Before letting the following Service Data Chart, when experiencing Ito reception, low volume, poor 

quality, noisy or intermittent reception, howling and fading, first look for defective tunes, or a poor 
antenna systmn. If Imperfect operation is not due to these causes the "Service Data Chart" should be 
consulted for further detailed causes. Reference to Part No. and Section No. in the "Service Notes" 
is also noted for further details. 

Indication Cause Remedy 

No Reception 

Defective operating switch 
Loose volume control arm 
Defective power cable 
Defective R.F. transformer 

Defective I.F. transformer 
Defective A.F. transformer 
Defective Oscillator coil 

Defective by-pass condensers 
Defective socket power unit 

Defective output transformer 
Open cone coil of reproducer unit 

Repair or replace switch 
Tighten volume control arm, P. II, S. 4 
Replace power cable, P. IV, S. 9 
Replace R.F. and oscillator coil assembly, P. 1 V, 

S. 2 
Replace I.F. transformer, P. IV, S. 10 
Replace A.F. transformer, P. IV, S. 7 
Replace R.F. and oscillator coil assembly, P. I1', 

S. 2 
Replace by-pass condensers, P. IV. S. 7 
Check socket power unit by means of continuity 

test, and make any repairs or replacements 
necessary, P. III, S. 6 

Replace output transformer, P. IV, S. 14 
Check cone coil and if open replace cone, P. IV, 

S. 13 

Low Volume 

Compensating condenser out of ad 
justment 

Trimming condensers out of adjust 
ment 

I.F. transformers not correctly aligned 
Defective power cable 
Defective R.F. transformer 

Defective I.F. transformer 
Defective A.F. transformer 
Dirty prongs of Radiotrons 
Defective by-pass condensers 
Defective main tuning condenser 
Low voltages from socket power unit 

Defective socket power unit 

Adjust compensating condenser correctly, P. II, 
S. 14 

Adjust trimming condensers, P. II, S. 17 

Align I.F. transformers correctly, P. II, S. 16 
Repair or replace cable, P. IV, S. 9 
Replace R.F. and oscillator coil assembly, P. IV, 

S. 2 
Replace I.F. transformer, P. IV, S. 10 
Replace A.F. transformer, P. IV, S. 7 
Clean prongs with fine sandpaper, P. II, S. 3 
Replace defective by-pass condensers, P. IV, S. 7 
Replace defective tuning condensers, P. IV, S. 4 
Check socket power unit voltages with high re- 

sistance D.C. voltmeter and A.C. voltmeter, 
P. III, S. 2 

Check socket power unit by means of continuity 
tests and make any repairs or replacements 
necessary, P. III, S. 6 

Poor Quality 
or 

Noisy Reception 

Defective A.F. transformer 
Defective by-pass condenser 
Dirty contact arm of volume control 
Dirty prongs on Radiotrons 
Volume control advanced too far 

Replace A.F. transformer, P. IV, S. 7 
Replace defective by-pass condenser, P. IV, S. 7 
Clean contact arm on volume control, P. II, S. 4 
Clean prongs with fine sandpaper, P. II, S. 3 
Reduce setting of volume control, P. I, S. 6 

Howling 

Compensating condenser out of ad 
justment 

I.F. Neutralizing condenser out of 
adjustment 

Defect in audio system 
Open grid circuit in- any stage 
Microphonic Radiotrons 

Adjust compensating condenser correctly, P. II, 
S. 14 

Align and adjust I.F. transformers correctly. 
P. II, S. 16 

Check and repair any defect, P. II, S. 11 
Check circuit and repair defect, P. III, S. 5 
Interchange Radiotrons 

Excessive Hun) 

Defective center tapped resistance unit 
plug position 

Line voltage low Line 
Defective S.P.U. 

Replace defective resistance unit, P. IV, S. 12 
Reverse socket plug 
Solder line tap for low line voltage, P. I, S. 7 
Check S.P.U. by continuity tests, P. III, S. 6 

Radiotrons Fail 
to Light 

Operating switch not "On" 
Defective operating switch 
Defective input A.C. cord 
Defective power transformer 
No. A.C. line voltage 

Turn operating switch "On" 
Replace operating switch 
Repair or replace A.C. input cord 
Replace power transformer, P. IV, S. 16 
Turn A.C. line voltage "On" 
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PREFACE 

Service goes hand in hand with sales. The well-informed RCA Authorized 
Dealer renders service at time of sale in affording information as to proper 
installation and upkeep. Subsequent service and repair may be required by 
reason of wear and tear and mishandling, to the end that RCA Loudspeaker 
and Radiola owners may be entirely satisfied. 

Obviously, this service can best be rendered by properly equipped service 
organizations having a thoroughly trained personnel with a knowledge of the 
design and operation of RCA Loudspeakers and Radiolas. 

Such service organizations have been established by RCA Distributors, 
and RCA Authorized Dealers are advised to refer any major work or replace- 
ment to their selected Distributors. Minor replacements and mechanical and 
electrical adjustments may be undertaken by the RCA Dealer. 

To assist in promoting this phase of the Dealer and Distributor's business 
the RCA Service Department has prepared a series of Service Notes-of 
which this booklet is a part-containing technical information and practical 
helps in servicing RCA Loudspeakers and Radiolas. 

This information has been compiled from experience with RCA Dealers 
and Distributors' service problems and presents the best practice in dealing 
with them. A careful reading of these Service Notes will establish their 
value, and it is suggested they be preserved for ready reference. 

In addition to supplying the Service Notes, the RCA Service Department 
maintains a corps of engineers who are qualified to render valuable help in 
solving service problems. These engineers call upon the trade at frequent 
intervals to advise and assist RCA Distributors in the performance of service 
work. 

Property of the Radio -victor Corporation of America. Confidential and 
to be used only by those Authorized by RCA to furniºh 

service in connection with its apparatuR 

Copyright 1929-Radio-victor Corporation of Anierirn 
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RCA RADIOLA 67 
Service Notes 

Prepared by RCA Service Department 

ELECTRICAL SPECIFICATIONS 
Rating 
Rating (Also Available) 
Rating (Also Available) 
Power Consumption 

Voltage, 105 to 
Voltage, 200 to 
Voltage, 10.E to 

125 volts-Frequency 50 to 60 cycles 
250 volts-Frequency 50 to 60 cycles 
125 volts-Frequency 25 to 40 cycles 

335 watts (total) 
35 watts 

Lamp 15 watts 
30 to 60 feet 

Superheterodyne with Automatic Volume Control 
UY -227-7 
UX-250-1 
UX-281-2 

Number of Radio Frequency Stages 1 
Type of First Detector Tuned Input (Grid Bias) 

Power Consumption of Phonograph Motor 
Power Consumption of Phonograph Compartment 
Recommended Antenna Length 
Type of Circuit 
Types and Number of Radiotrons 

Type of Rectifier 

Number of Intermediate Frequency 
Type of Second Detector Power (Grid Bias) 
Number of Audio Stages-Radio 1 

-Phonograph 2 

Stages 2 

Type of Loudspeaker 
Type of Loudspeaker Field 
Type of Phonograph Pick-up Flexible-Low Impedance-Needle Diameter 

.035 to .070 inches 
Type of Phonograph Motor Induction Disc 

Full Wave 
Dynamic 

Series 100 -volt, 100 M.A. 

PHYSICAL SPECIFICATIONS 
Height 56 inches 
Depth 21 inches 
Width 40 % inches 
Weight (Receiver complete with phonograph ready for operation) 225 pounds 
Weight (Packed for Shipping) 375 pounds 
Packing case dimènsions 24 in. x 46/ in. x 60% in. 

INTRODUCTION 
The Radiola 67 is a combination electric phonograph and sensitive superhetero- 

dyne receiver designed to be energized from an AC house lighting supply. It is 
housed in a walnut console cabinet embellished with burl maple panels and rosewood 
trimmings. The instrument is entirely self-contained except for the power supply 
cord, ground and antenna, which should be a single -wire indoor or outdoor type from 
30 to 60 feet in length. 

The radio receiver, although fundamentally similar to the Radiola 64, has several 
new features and improvements. The automatic volume control and resonance indi- 
cator are retained, but visual tuning is facilitated by the addition of a "silent tuning 
switch" which is actuated by pressing inward on the station selector knob. The inter- 
mediate frequency transformers (shown in Figure 9) have been improved electrically 
by incorporating shunt resistors in the primary circuits which makes it possible to 
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preserve the advantage of critical coupling under all conditions and thus eliminate the 
possibility of "double -peak" tuning. The increased plate voltage at the second de- 
tector provides-even with signals having low percentage modulation-sufficient audio 
excitation to load the UX-250 power Radiotron. The plate voltage now applied to the 
UX-250 although increased only 12 per cent as compared with the Radiola 64, aug- 
ments the maximum undistorted power output of this stage by 40 per cent making 
available a sound volume well in excess of normal requirements. 

No specific mention above has been made of the following electrical and mechani- 
cal improvements which were first incorporated in the Radiola 66 and which have been 
retained in this model: 

(a) Local -distant switch 
(h) Use of '`Isolantite" mounting in I. F. transformers, R. F. compensating con- 

denser, and oscillator trimming condensers 
(c) Improved accessibility of I. F. adjustments 
(d) Electrostatic shield between R. F. gang tuning condensers 
(e) Projection type of dial scale with kilocycle marking 
(f) Use of 175 K. C. for mid -band I. F. frequency. 

Br -PASS PHONOGRAPH INPUT 
CONDENSERS TRANSFORMER. 

I. F. NEUTRALIZING SILENT TUNING 

CONDENSERS SWITCH 

Figure 3-Top view of receiver chassis 

The tone quality control-the knob of which is indicated in the cover illustration 
-provides for tone balance of both the radio and phonograph output and permits the 
operator who has a preference for low tones to accentuate the bass register by rotat- 
ing the control knob in a counter -clockwise direction. In the extreme clockwise po- 
sition the tone quality control circuit is open and normal reproduction with natural 
high-pitched tones and overtones is achieved. 

A simple and easily operated means of transition from broadcast to phonograph 
reproduction is provided by the "Radio -Record" switch which is of the double -throw, 
telephone key -type, arranged to lock in either position. For phonograph reproduction 
the switch is thrown to the "Record" position which connects the pick-up impedance 
matching transformer to the grid of the second detector, simultaneously reducing the 
bias so that this tube acts as an audio amplifier. At the same time, the bias of the vol- 
ume control tube is reduced which results in cutting off the plate current flow in the 
radio and intermediate frequency amplifier Radiotrons rendering the receiver inoper- 
ative. In the "Radio" position, the phonograph transformer secondary is short-cir- 
cuited and the proper bias voltages are provided for receiver operation. 

The phonograph is driven by an induction -disc motor controlled by a fly -ball gov- 
ernor. The rugged mechanical construction of the phonograph motor and the simplici- 
ty of the motor circuit reduce the service requirements of this unit to a minimum. 
The motor switch may be operated manually, but provision is also made to open the 
motor supply circuit automatically and apply a friction brake to the turntable at the 
finish of the record-if eccentrically grooved (Victor) records are used. 
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The phonograph pick-up represents the latest advance in the art. The low im- 
pedance coil design with the balanced type armature results in substantially uniform 
reproduction of all frequencies. The flexible mounting reduces needle pressure and 
decreases record wear. 

An added convenience is provided in the phonograph compartment lamp which is 
automatically switched on when the doors of this compartment are opened. 

Frequent reference will be made to Service Notes covering Radiola 64 and Radi - 
ola 66, as many of the adjustments necessary in servicing the Radiola 67 have been 
covered in detail therein. Also, a thorough description of the mechanical details of the 
phonograph will be found in the Radiola 47 Service Notes. 

The Radiola 67 Service Notes can be applied in their entirety to the 200 to 250 - 
volt (60 cycle) model of this set, inasmuch as this model differs from standard only 
in the primary of the power transformer. 

The 25 to 40 cycle (105 to 125 -volt) set has certain changes in the socket power 
unit which are explained in detail on page 11. With the additional information there 
noted this book will apply fully to the "25 cycle" Model 67. 

COMPENSATING 
CONDENSER. 

R F AND OSCÌLLATOR OSCILLATOR. 
COIL ASSEMBLY 

CENTER TAPPED I. F. 

TRANSFORMERS CAPACITOR 

TRIMMERS 

v C- RESISTANCE 
ASSEMBLY 

BIAS RESISTOR 
STRIP 

Figure 4-Sub-chassis view of receiver 

PART I-INSTALLATION 
Information covering the unpacking and setting up of the Radiola 67 is given in 

the Instruction Book which accompanies the set. 
Particular emphasis, however, should be laid on the following : 

(a) Care should be used in removing the set from the packing case and in mov- 
ing it about on the floor. It should be lifted bodily rather than slid along the 
floor where the legs might catch in crevices or obstructions. Although the 
legs will support the weight of the set with a reasonable factor of safety, 
they must not be carelessly subjected to bending stresses. 

(b) In addition to removing the wooden cradle, reproducer "U" clamp and block, 
and receiver chassis blocks, the paper wedges must be removed from the pho- 
nograph motor. 

(1) KNOBS 
The Station Selector Knob is secured to the shaft by means of a set- 

screw. This must be loosened or removed before attempting to pull off the knob. 
Failure to observe this precaution may result in damage to the flexible drive me- 
chanism. 

The remaining three wooden knobs are of the "push-pull" type and can be pulled 
off readily. 
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(2) ANTENNA (Indoor or Outdoor) 
Refer to R-66 Service Notes, pp. s-!) 
Note. Under certain conditions of noise pick-up, it has been recommended tliat 

copper braid be placed over the lead-in. Lead-in wire covered with metallic braid is 
now available in the market (see July "Town Crier," vol. VII, No. 10, p. 15). 

(3) GROUND 
Refer to R-66 Service Notes p. 10. 

(4) RADIOTRONS 
Figure .5 shows diagrammatically the Radiotron sequence in the Radiola 67. In- 

formation concerning the selection of Radiotrons for the various sockets is given in the 
R-66 Service Notes pp. 10-11. It should be noted further that a low emission UX-250 
Radiotron will produce weak signals and distortion. Occasionally a low emission or 
very gassy UX-250 tube, will cause a "popping" sound in the reproducer which in ex- 
treme cases may damage the cone. 

7 

CD. 
VOLUME 

CONTROL 

j5 44 3 2. o®.w'u, 
TO UR -250 

eTO 
ANTENNA 

OSC. 2Q I. F. I!* I. F. 14 DET. R. F. 

DET. (TUNED) (TUNED) 
(CRR) 

RADIO FREQUENCY CURRENT - OSCILLATOR CURRENT 
INTERMEDIATE FREQUENCY CURRENT 
AUDIO FREQUENCY CURRENT 
I. F. CURRENT FOR CONTROLLING VOLUME 

Figure 5-Radiotron sequence 

(5) RECEIVING STRONG LOCAL STATIONS 
Refer to R-66 Service Notes p. 11. 

(6) "LOCAL -DISTANT" SWITCH 
Refer to R-66 Service Notes p. 12. 

(7) LOW LINE VOLTAGE ADJUSTMENT 
Refer to R-64 Service Notes p. 10. 

(8) JERKY ACTION OF SELECTOR 
Refer to R-66 Service Notes p. 12. 

(9) PILOT LAMP INSTALLATION 
Refer to R-66 Service Notes pp. 12-1:;. 

(10) PHONOGRAPH 
Refer to R-4; Service Notes. 
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PART II-SERVICE DATA 

(1) ANTENNA SYSTEM FAILURES 
Refer to Radiola 66 Service Notes, p. 14. 

(2) RADIOTRON SOCKETS AND PRONGS 
Refer to Radiola 66 Service Notes, p. 14. 

(3) BROKEN CONDENSER DRIVE CORD 
Refer to Radiola 66 Service Notes, pp. 14-15. 

(4) NO SIGNAL, OR LOW VOLUME 
The trouble may be due to a poor contact in the "Radio -Record" switch or in the 

"Silent Tuning Switch" (See Par. 6 below). These switches should be operated a few 
times in an effort to restore the electrical contact ; this failing, the switches should be 
inspected for mechanical defects or broken connections. 

For routine tests and data, refer to Radiola 66 Service Notes pp. 15-16. 

D.C. RESISTANCE D.C. RESISTANCE 
1911. APPROX',, 5000.a APPROX. 

2 MFD., 

, L1 
41.1FD. 

11° I I 
2MF1 I M FD. ID1 Q5 

fMFDT 
6 ; EXTERNAL 

rìCONNECTION :1-" 
2MFD 

Figure 6-Internal connec- Figure 7-Internal connec- 
tions of phonograph input dons of SPU filter 

transformer condensers 
Figure 8-Connections of volume con- 

trol resistors 

(5) HUM OR HOWL (Audio or Acoustic) 
Refer to Radiola 66 Service Notes, pp. 16-17-18. 
It should be noted also that the filter reactor (indicated in Figure 15) has a defi- 

nite polarity which depends on the direction of winding in the audio transformers. 
This reactor is properly connected at the factory, but should either an audio trans- 
former or reactor become defective, there is a possibility that the replacement unit 
may be wound in the reverse direction. If hum is noted, it is only necessary to reverse 
the leads (black and green), at the reactor. It is recommended that the receiver be 
placed in operation and a listening test made before the S. P. U. is secured to the 
cabinet. 

(6) `SILENT TUNING" SWITCH 
This switch is operated-as noted in the Introduction-by pressing inward on the 

Station Selector Knob. Its purpose is to prevent an increase in noise level during tun- 
ing intervals between stations-the noise would otherwise be increased due to the ac- 
tion of the automatic volume control. It also provides a means of reducing the sound 
volume to a whisper and thus direct the attention of the operator to the use of the res- 
onance indicator in tuning. Because of the action of the Automatic Volume Control. 
aural tuning of the Radiola 67 is not recommended as it is virtually impossible to se- 
cure the optimum adjustment by ear. 
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At first sight, it May appear from an inspection of the schematic circuit diagram. which reveals that this switch operates electrically by short-circuiting the voice coil of the reproducer, that its use would result in zero sound output. This is not the case, however, since the switch points and current path-lead and chassis ground return- have a resistance which-though loves-is still appreciable in comparison to that of the voice coil. 
The mechanical construction of the switch is such that the Station Selector Knob will return outward to its normal position when released, allowing the switch contacts 

to open. Friction developing in the switch mechanism due to foreign matter or other causes may prevent the contacts from opening, resulting in signals of low volume. 

(7) ADJUSTMENT OF R. F. COMPENSATING CONDENSER, 
OSCILLATING TRIMMING CONDENSERS, and I. F. TUNING 
and NEUTRALIZING CONDENSERS. 

Refer to Radiola 66 Service Notes, pp, 18-19-20-21-22. 

40,00011. 
RESISTOR 

No.1 + No 2 1 No. 3 

Figure 9-Internal connections of I. F. transformers 

It should be noted that the automatic volume control will operate to defeat accu- 
aate adjustments unless the volume control potentiometer is in the maximum or ex- 
treme clock -wise position. In making adjustments of the oscillator trimming condens- 
ers or I. F. transformer tuning condensers, it is recommended that the "Local -Distant" 
switch be put in the "Distant" position and the Antenna -Ground binding posts be short 
circuited with a short piece of wire. The coupling lead or coil from the test oscillator 
should be brought just close enough to give a good readable deflection of the test -set 
resonance indicating meter. In tuning the intermediate transformers, the volume 
control tube should NOT be removed as its effective grid -to -cathode capacity-which 
is by no means negligible in comparison with the total capacity in the third I. F. trans- 
former secondary circuit-affects the adjustment of this stage. 

(8) DISTORTED REPRODUCTION 
Refer to Radiola 66 Service Notes, p. 18. 
This effect may also be caused by a defective output coupling device (see Figure 

20). The continuity of the reactor (Terminals 1 and 2), and of the output winding of 
the transformer (Terminals 4 and 5) should be checked. If these are O. K. the 2 
mfd. condenser should be tested by connecting a D.C. voltmeter (0-150 volt scale) 
in series with a 90 -volt "B" battery to Terminals 2 and 3. The voltmeter should read 
zero after giving a slight kick ; a steady reading indicates a shorted condenser. 

If radio signals have a pronounced "flutter," the condensers in the receiver chassis 
condenser pack (See Figure 12) should be tested by the method described in Part III, 
Section 4. 

If the reproduction is faulty only when the phonograph is in operation, an inspec- 
tion of the phonograph volume control resistor should be made to determine whether 
the movable arm is making proper contact-the location of this unit is indicated in 
Figure 1. The contacts of the "Radio -Record" Switch should also be examined. A 
continuity test of the phonograph input transformer (See Fig. 3 for location) should 
he made. 
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Internal connections and approximate D.C. resistance values are indicated in 

Figure 6. 
If none of the above units are faulty, the pick-up should be examined or an O. K. 

pick-up substituted for the one under suspicion. Methods for testing and adjusting 
the pick-up are covered fully in the Radiola 47 Service Notes. 

A soft iron keeper should be placed across the poles of the pick-up 
permanent magnet before its removal. Failure to observe this precaution, will result 
in a loss of magneto -motive force which will impair the sensitivity of the unit. 

(9) 25-40 CYCLE RADIOLA 67 

This model differs from the 50 -60 -cycle set in four details: 
(a) A 25-40 cycle power transformer is used. The voltages and position of the 

terminals are standard, however. 
(h) A 25-40 cycle motor is used in the phonograph. Information pertaining to 

the service of the 50-60 cycle motor (See Radiola 47 Service Notes) applies 
without modification to this unit. 

2400n 

560 A 

240 IT 

11S A. 

215A 

Ioo n 

2200 A 

310A 

! DET 

60 n 

40.000A 

2 oSC. 2- DET 

11 CORD R60 i0 

60 A 

11101 
RMPLIFiERS 

3-4 

6 

Ik 
PNON04000T 

PICK. UP 
COUPLING 

TRRNSFORMEK 

310A 

U. 250 100.000 A 

VOLUME 
3650A CONTROL 

3400A son 60, 

310 A 
RECORD 

1134 

I MEG 1250A 
Molo 

Figure 10-Schematic circuit diagram of voltage supply system 

(c) A 1 mfd. condenser-contained in can affixed to vertical cabinet partition-is 
connected in parallel to the first (2 mfd.) filter condenser. 

(d) A 3 mfd. condenser-contained in can referred to in Paragraph (c)- is con- 
nected from the mid -point (arm) of the UX-250 filament potentiometer to 
the high side of the reproducer field coil. 

In servicing the SPU of a 25-40 cycle Model Radiola 67, it is recommended that 
the two additional condensers just described be disconnected at the SPU capacitor 
pack and tested. Radiola 67 (50-60 cycle) Service Notes and wiring diagrams will 
then apply in their entirety. 

In reconnecting, it should be noted that the green and black leads from the ex- 

ternal 1 mfd. condenser (See Paragraph (c) Section 9) should be connected to Termi- 
nals 1 and 3, respectively, of the SPU capacitor pack (See Figure 23). Also the black 
and yellow leads from the external 3 mfd. condenser (See Paragraph (d), Section 9) 

should be connected to Terminals 3 and 6, respectively of the SPU capacitor pack. 
There is only one black lead to the two external condensers and it is common to both. 
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SERVICE DATA CHART 
Referring to Radio Reception 

Indication Cause Remedy 

No Reproduction 

Defective Radiotrons Replace with O.K. tubes 
No supply voltage Examine fuses and power supply cord 
Defective operating switch Replace 

Radio -record switch Clean contacts. Replace if necessary 
Silent tuning switch (stuck or defec- 

tie) 
Free by pulling forward on selector 

knob. Replace if defective 
Shorted condenser (plate to cathode 

No. 2 detector) 
Replace 

Shorted condenser in output coup- 
ling device 

Replace. (See page 23) Sec. 8 

Defective vol. control or No. 7 
Radiotron 

Test by removing tube No. 7. Replace 
defective unit 

Loose connections at SPU terminal 
strip 

Tighten 

Defective parts in SPU, receiver or 
reproducer 

Check by continuity tests and replace 
the defective part. 

Low Volume 

Defective or inadequate antenna See R-66 Service Notes, p. 14 

Defective "local -distant" switch Replace. See R-66 Service Notes, p. 12 

Defective Radiotrons Replace 

R. F. compensating condenser out 
of adjustment 

Adjust. See R-66 Service Notes, p. 18 

I. F. tuning condensers out of ad- 
justment 

Retune and re -neutralize. See Part II. 
Sec. 7 

Low voltages at sockets or terminal 
strip 

Check using tables, p. 18. Locate de - 
fective part by continuit,» test and re- 
place 

Shorted 0.002 mfd. condenser in 
tone control 

Check by rotating y. megohm variable 
resistor to extreme clockwise po- 
sition which opens circuit. Replace 
defective condenser (located across 
terminals of A.F. input transformer). 

Bathtub condensers out of line Align. See R-66 Service Notes. pp. 22 
and 23 

Silent tuning switch stuck Check by pulling forward on Station Se- 
lector Knob. Replace mechanism, if 
defective 
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SERVICE DATA CHART-Continued 
Referring to Radio Reception 

Indication Cause Remedy 

I.ow Vol. 
Oscillator trimming condensers out 

of adjustment 
Adjust. See Part II, Sec. 7 

Open or shorted parts Check by continuity tests, pp. 25-34, and 
repair or replace 

Distorted 
Reproduction 

Defective Radiotrons Replace 

Improper voltages at Radiotron 
sockets 

Check voltages (See tables, p. 19) 
Isolate trouble by continuity tests 

Oscillator trimming condensers out 
of adjustment 

Adjust. See Part II, Sec. 7 

Oscillation in R.F. or I.F. stages See Part II, Sec. 7 

I.F. transformers out of alignment See Part II, Sec. 7 

Defective audio input transformer See text, p. 22. Replace, if defective 

Defective output coupling device See text, p. 23. Replace, if defective 

Shorted cone coil Check DC resistance (approx. 11 ohms) 
Replace cone if defective 

Cone out of center Adjust. See R-66 Service Notes, p. 24 

Open or leaky condensers in capa- 
citor packs 

Test (See text, p. 20). Replace if defec- 
tive 

Defective connections or parts Check by continuity tests 

Heterodyne due to interfering sig- 
rial 

Try local position of Local -Distant 
Switch 

Hum 

Defective Radiotrons Replace 

Open or shorted center -tapped fixed 
resistors 

Repair or replace 

Hum suppressor out of adjustment Adjust. See R-64 Service Notes, p. 11 

Low -emission UX-281 Replace 

Open by-pass or filter condensers Test and replace. See text, p. 20 

Shorted filter reactor (or reversed 
polarity) 

Test and replace. See text, p. 22. 
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SERVICE DATA CHART-Continued 
Referring to Radio Reception 

Indication Cause Remedy 

Hum 

Open chassjs grounds Check from diagrams pp. 26, 28, 32 

Interference from external arcing 
ground 

Try local position of Local -Distant 
Switch 

Grounded pilot lamp socket Clear ground 

Loose laminations in power trans- 
former 

See R-66 Service Notes, page 16 

Acoustic 
Howl 

Failure to remove shipping blocks Remove and check rubber mounting in 
receiver assembly 

Microphonic Radiotrons Interchange tubes 

Audio 
Howl 

Poorly soldered or corroded joints Clean and re -solder 

Open by-pass condenser or ground 
connection 

Check connections 

R.F. or I.F. oscillation See Part II, Sec. 7 

Heterodyne from interfering radio 
signal 

Try local position of Local pistant 
Switch 

If the radio receiver and associated audio system operate normally, but throw- 
ing the Radio -Record Switch to the "Record" position results in unsatis- 
factory phonograph reproduction, the following charts will be found helpful 
in diagnosing the trouble. 

Referring to Phonograph Reproduction 

No 
Reproduction 

Poor contact or broken connections 
in Radio -Record Switch 

Check connections and clean contact 
points 

Open connection of volume control Repair 

Defective winding in phonograph 
input audio transformer 

Check resistance of windings. See Figure 
6, p. 9. 
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MAGNETIC PICK-UP SERVICE DATA CHART 

Indication Cause Remedy 

No Reproduction 

Poor volume control contact be- 
tween arm and resistance 

Clean volume control resistance with a 
pipe cleaner and any of the various 
cigarette lighter fluids 

Open or shorted pick-up coil or 
connections 

Repair any loose connections by resold - 
ering or replace an open coil as de- 
scribed in Part III, Section 3, R-47 
S. Notes 

Weak or Distorted 
Reproduction 

Loose needle Tighten needle in socket with needle 
set screw 

Dirty contact in volume control Clean volume control resistance and 
contact arm 

Armature out of adjustment Center armature as described in Part 
III, Section 1, R-47 S. Notes 

Defective rubber damping block or 
pivot supports 

Replace rubber damping block and pivot 
supports as described in Part III, Sec - 
tion 2, R-47 S. Notes 

Dirt in armature air gap Clean all dirt from air gap by means of 
a blower or disassemble pick-up and 
clean: Remove rust from armature if 
necessary. 

Weak magnet Remagnetize magnet by taking to mag- 
neto repair shop. Place keeper across 
pole faces until magnet is again in 
place in the pick-up. Making repairs 
without placing a keeper on the mag- 
net is the easiest way of having the 
magnet lose its magnetism. 

Needle holder rattle If the needle hole of the pick-up cover 
touches the set screw that holds the 
needle, a rattle will result. Relocate 
the cover by shifting the magnet 
clamp 
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PHONOGRAPH MOTOR SERVICE DATA CHART 

Indication Cause Remedy 

Failure to run 

Operating switch or record switch 
"off" or defective 

Turn switches "On" or repair any de - 
fective switches 

No A. C. power at socket outlet Check with a 0-150-V. A. C. voltmeter 

Loose or open connection in the 
connector cord or plug 

Repair any defective connections 

Wrong or open connections of mo- 
tor coils 

Check wiring and make any repairs ne - 
cessary 

Jammed motor Rotate turntable by hand with power 
on. If jammed examine motor and 
replace or repair part causing jamming 

Shipping blocks not removed Remove paper blocks between disc and 
coils use to hold motor during ship- 
ment 

Motor fails to main- 
tain correct speed 

Low line voltage Check line voltage with a 0-150 Volt 
A. C. voltmeter while motor is run- 
ning and phonograph is in operation. 
The voltage must be between 105-125 
for proper operation. See Part IV, 
Sec. 3, R-47 S. Notes 

Improper lubrication Examine moving parts, bearings and 
gears. If oil and grease is gummy 
clean and lubricate as described in 
Part III, Section 4, R-47 S. Notes 

Motor improper 1 y mounted or 
jarred in shipping 

Loosen the three motor mounting screws 
and tighten alternately while motor is 
running. Do not tighten any screw 
sufficiently to cause binding or slow- 
ing down of the motor. 

Worn motor spindle ball bearing Replace a worn ball bearing 
Weak motor coils After checking all the above causes and 

the motor still fails to maintain speed 
replace one or both of the motor coils 
as described in Part IV, Section 9, 
R-47 S. Notes. It is possible for them 
to test electrically O. K. but be weak 

in operation 

Noisy operation See R-47 S. Notes, Part IV, Section 6, for the cause and remedy of defects 
or improper adjustments that may cause noisy operation 

Hum 

Loose coils or coil laminations Tighten screws that hold coil cores to- 
gether. If this does not correct the 
hum place a small wooden wedge be - 
tween inside of coil and core. 

Cabinet hum Tighten motor mounting screws or re- 
place felt washers between motor and 
cabinet. 
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AUTOMATIC STOP SERVICE DATA CHART 

Indication Cause Remedy 

Failure to trip 

Loose latch plate Tighten latch plate screws with plate 
in correct position (See Fig. 15, R-47 
S. Notes) 

Latch trip does not engage latch 
plate properly 

Increase tension on latch trip by cutting 
off one or more of tension spring 
coils 

Defective latch plate. If the fric- 
tion lever swings with the 
eccentric record groove but the 
operating lever fails to swing or 
swings slightly, the latch plate is 
probably caught in a lever on one 
of the teeth of the latch plate 

Remove all burrs from the latch plate 
with a piece of emery cloth or a fine 
tile. Also make sure no burrs are on 
the edge of the latch trip 

If failure to trip is not due to the above causes, bend the lug "A," Figure 15, 
R-47 S. Notes, on the brake lever away from the brake lever pivot so that 
there will be a smaller bite between the hand lever and the latch at point 
I, B 

Premature 
Tripping 

\Vorn surface Examine the contact surfaces between 
the hand lever and the latch (point 
"B," Figure 15, R-47 S. Notes). These 
two surfaces must be square, they 
should be squared with a fine file 

Insufficient tension If the latch does not strike the latch 
stop pin "C" (Figure 15, R-47 S. 
Notes), when the hand lever is pulled 
to the "On" position, increase the ten- 
sion of the latch spring or decrease the 
tension of the latch trip spring 

If the mechanism still trips prematurely after checking the springs and con- 
tact surfaces as suggested in the foregoing, bend the lug "A" toward 
the brake lever pivot so that there will be a larger bite of the hand lever 
at the point "B" (Figure 15, R-47 S. Notes). 

Brake fails to stop 
turntable \Vorn friction leather, sticky brake See Part V, Section 1, R-47 S. Notes 

Switch Failure Mal -adjustment of switch See Part V, Section 2, R-47 S. Notes 
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PART III-ELECTRICAL TESTS 
(1) VOLTAGE SUPPLY SYSTEM 

Figure 10 illustrates schematically the 'resistance network which supplies the 
proper plate, grid -bias, and cathode -bias voltages to the Radiotrons. The resistances 
associated with the automatic volume control are also shown (See also Figure 8). 
(For further detail concerning the operation of the automatic volume control see Radiola 
64 Service Notes, p. 24). 

(2) VOLTAGE READINGS AT TERMINAL STRIP (SPU) 
Contact with the maximum open-circuit-cable off-high voltage available across 

Terminals 3 and 11 at the terminal strip should be avoided. Also power should NOT 
be applied to the S.Y.U. with reproducer field disconnected. 

The column entitled "Cable Connected and Tubes Lighted" in the appended table 
gives the terminal voltages under actual operating conditions. 

The column entitled "Cable Off" gives the open circuit voltages. If these check 
reasonably well, it is a good indication that the S.P.U. is O.K., except possibly for ex- 
cessive hum or high resistance joints caused by corrosion or poor soldering. 

If the "Cable Off" voltages are normal, but some of the readings are low with the 
cable connected, a short-circuit or ground in the cable or receiver assembly is indicated. 

Should the "Cable On" voltages check with the table, but no voltage be available 
at some of the Radiotron socket points, an open circuit is indicated in the cable or 
receiver assembly. 

Having determined whether the fault is in the receiver assembly or SPU the proper 
continuity test (See pp. 24 to 34) may be applied which will indicate the location of the 
defect. 

SOCKET POWER UNIT TERMINAL STRIP VOLTAGES 
Volume Control at Maximum 

Terminal Nos. 
Cable Connected and 

Tubes Lighted 

Volts 

Cable Off 

Volts 

12 to 13 (Heater Tubes 2-5-6) 2.55 2.60 A.C. (rms) 
14 to 15 (Heater Tubes 1-3-4) 2.58 2.70 A.C. 

16 to 17 (Heater Tube 7) 2.55 2.60 A.C. 

9 to 3 358. 376. D.C. 

9 to 4 235. 218. D.C. 

9 to 5 174. 157. D.C. 

9 to 6 167. 150. D.C. 

9 to 7 153. 138. D.C. 

9 to 8 147. 133. D.C. 

9 to 11 134. 184. D.C. 

Measurements should be made with line voltage within the range for which the 
110 -120 -volt switch is set. It is assumed in Column 2 that O.K. tubes are placed in the 
sockets. Voltages given are approximate only and will vary somewhat under different 
operating conditions. 
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(3) VOLTAGE READINGS AT RADIOTRON SOCKETS 
Socket voltage readings (which may be taken with a Weston Model 537 Set Ana- 

lyzer or similar instrument) such as are given in the tables below are frequently helpful 
in locating trouble. It should be borne in mind, however, that it will be impossible in 
practice to duplicate these readings exactly due to manufacturing tolerances, varia- 
tions in line voltages, the use of leads and meters of different resistances, and the fact 
that long leads may cause oscillation when attached to the R.F. or I.F. sockets. 

The following measurements were made at a line voltage corresponding to the set- 
ting of the voltage adjustment 110 -120 -volt switch. 

D. C. RESISTANCE 
300ÁL APPROX. 

Figure 11 -Internal connections 
of filter reactor 

GE {LEENIMFD -a 

4°,..e° YELLOW /'_"/ 
BROWN --I 

DLA[K 
MFD. 

ó 
T 

BLAC 

Figure 12 -Internal connections 
of receiver by-pass condensers 

VOLTAGE READINGS AT RADIOTRON SOCKETS 
"Radio -Record" Switch in Radio Position -Volume Control at Minimum 

Socket No. 

Cathode 
to Heater 

Volts 

Cathode 
to Grid 

Volts 

Cathode 
to Plate 

Volts 

Plate 
Current 

Milamps. 

Filament or 
Heater 

Volts (rms.) 

I (R.F.) 19. -35. 160. 0.0 2.40 
2 (No. 1 Det.) 14. -8. 68. 1.2 2.35 
3 (No. 1 I.F.) 19. -35. 160. 0.0 2.40 
4 (No. 2 I.F.) 19. -35. 160. 0.0 2.40 
5 (Osc.) 14. 0.0 68. 6.2 2.35 
6 (No. 2 Det.) 14. -28. 215. 0.7 2.35 
7 (V.C.) 0. -1.5* 25.* 0.7 2.35 
UX-250 - -65. 435. 49. 7.2 

Volume Control at Maximum 

1 16. -8. 120. 4.5 2.40 
2 14. -8. 73. 1.5 2.35 
3 16. -8. 120. 4.5 2.40 
4 16. -8. 120. 4.5 2.40 
5 14. 0.0 73. 5.8 2.35 
6 14. -29. 235. 0.6 2.35 
7 0. -2.5* 78.* 0.0 2.35 
UX-250 - -80. 440. 55. 7.2 

Switch in "Record" Position 

6 14. -20. 200. 1.8 2.35 
7 0. -1.5* 25.* 0.7 2.35 

*Readings will vary considerably depending on resistance of voltmeter used. 
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(4) GENERAL TESTING METHODS 
Most radio receiver failures are due to one or more of the following electrical 

defects : short-circuits, partial short-circuits, open -circuits, and grounds (a special case 
of short circuit). 

Coils and resistors are normally closed-or continuous-circuits and may be tested 
by means of a D.C. voltmeter in series with a battery having an E.M.F. approximately 
equal to the full-scale reading of the voltmeter. The resistance of the circuit can be 
calculated from the formula: 

Reading obtained 
of battery alone 

Reading obtained with 
resistor or coil 

in series 

1 

Resistance Unknown 
of meter = Resistance 
in ohms in ohms 

For high values of resistance a voltmeter having an internal resistance of 1,000 
ohms per volt should be used. 

Condensers, on the other hand, should pass no current when subjected to a pure 
D.C. voltage and are, consequently, under this condition, open -circuit devices. They 
may be tested by the D.C. voltmeter method described above. The needle of the meter 
may "kick" up -scale when the voltage is applied-due to the charging current-but it 
should return immediately to zero. If the meter continues to read, the condenser is 
leaky or short-circuited and should be discarded as defective. 
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Open circuits in condensers of more than 1,000 micro -micro -farads capacity )0.U01 mid.) may be tested for as follows: procure a Neon glow lamp-such as the Cooper - Hewitt 115 -volt 3.5 milliamperes glow lamp-and connect it in series with 
a 115 -volt supply of 60 -cycle alternating current and in series with the con- denser under test. The lamp will glow if the condenser is not open (the terminals of the condenser should be short-circuited momentarily to make certain that the lamp is OK). Condensers of less than 0.001 mid. capacity cannot be tested by this method due to their high reactance at 60 cycles. In this case, a capacity bridge should be used. For 
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Figure 14-Schematic circuit diagram of socket power unit, phonograph motor and adjacent circuits 
a rough test, a pair of 'phones can be connected in series with the condenser and an 
audio frequency voltage. 

The possibility of a short-circuit in the condenser should be eliminated by the 
D.C. test before applying the open -circuit test. 
(5) TONE QUALITY CONTROL CIRCUIT 

An inspection of the schematic circuit diagram (Figure 13) will reveal that this circuit consists of a 0.002 mfd. condenser in series with a variable resistor. This com- bination is connected across the secondary of the audio input transformer (See Par. this section.) 
The resistance of the variable resistor increases from about 2,000 ohms to 500,000 

ohms as the control knob is turned clockwise. In the extreme clockwise position, the resistance is infinite (nearly) and the tone control circuit is open. 
From the above it will be evident that a short -circuited 0.002 mfd. condenser will greatly reduce the strength of the audio signal as the control knob is rotated counter- clockwise with no increase in the relative strength of the low -frequency tones. With normal output if no increase in bass tones is noted when the control knob is rotated 

1 

J 
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FILTER 
REACTOR 

FILTER AND BYPASS 

counter -clockwise, an open in the tone control circuit is indicated. Also a short- 
circuited variable resistor will be manifested by a preponderance of low -frequency 
tunes and no variation in tone quality as the knob is rotated. Check by disconnecting 
the resistor. 

(6) CAPACITOR PACKS 
The location of the S.P.G. capacitor pack is shown in Figure 15, and the internal 

connections together with the capacity values are illustrated in Figure 7. Short-cir- 
cuited condensers will result in low terminal voltages and, in general, in excessive 
heating of the filter reactor (See Figure 15) and possibly of the plates of the UX-281 
rectifier Radiotrons. An open -circuit in the pack or at its terminals will usually cause 
a hum in the signal output. The testing methods described in Section 4 can be used to 
isolate the defect. 

Output 
Coupling 
Device CONDENSERS TRANSFORMER 

1 

POWER 

TERMINAL STRIP A INPUT 
COVER. PLUG 

INPUT I HUM L S FIELD LINE VOLTAGE 

TRAVS'ORMER ADJUSTING SCREW SUPPLY ADJUSTMENT SWITCH 

Figure 15-Top view of socket power unit Figure 16-Sub-chassis view of socket power unit 

The receiver assembly capacitor pack is shown in Figure 3 and the internal con- 
nections and capacitances are given in Figure 12. (N. B.-This diagram shows eight 
leads. Later productions of this pack will have seven leads ; the short red lead will 
he connected to the brown lead internally and only the latter brought out). A short 
circuit in any of the capacitors will result in low voltages at some of the socket points. 
Open circuits in or at the terminals of the capacitor pack will probably result in vary- 
ing signals or flutter. 

(7) AUDIO INPUT TRANSFORMER 
The location of this device is shown in Figure 15. The internal connections and 

the D.C. resistances of the windings are shown in Figure 19. It will be noted that there 
are five terminals on the base, of which, four are connected internally to the trans- 
former windings. The fifth terminal serves as a support and connection for the 0.002 
mfd. tone quality control condenser. Open or short circuits can he tested for by meas- 
uring the resistance of the windings by the method in Section 4. 
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(8) OUTPUT COUPLING DEVICE 
The location of this device is indicated in Figure 1.; and the internal connections 

of the plate reactor, coupling condenser, and output transformer are shown in Figure 
20. The D.C. resistances of the windings are shown in Figure 20. 

If the output coupling device is suspected of being defective, the resistance of the 
reactor-Terminals 1 to 2-and that of the output winding-Terminals 4 to shonld 
be checked. 

The 2 mfd. condenser can be tested by the D.C. test and the "glow lamp" test i Sec 
Section 4) across Terminals 2 to 3. If the glow lamp lights, it indicates that the A.C. 
circuit through the condenser and transformer primary is continuous. If the above 
tests have disclosed no defect, it is likely that the output transformer primary is totally 
or partially short-circuited. There is no simple method of making a direct test for this 
defect. The "elimination method" just described must be employed. 

TUNGSTONE NEEDLE CUP CASE 

SPEED CONTROL ADJUSTMENT NEEDLE CUP 

TONE ARM MOUNTING 

PICK-UP UNIT 

MOTOR UNITS 

PICK-UP LEADS 

CLIPS FOR. 
NEEDLE CASES 

SPEED CONTROL 

Figure 17-Top view of phonograph compartment with Figure 18-Sub-shelf view of phonograph cont- 
turntable removed partment 

(9) PHONOGRAPH MOTOR AND SWITCH (Illustrated in Figs. 17-18) 
Electrical tests and mechancial adjustments covering these units are given fully 

in the Radiola 47 Service Notes, pp. 20-28. In addition, to the information contained 
therein, it should be noted that the reversal of the potential coil leads with respect to 
its associated current coil of either motor unit will result in zero torque and conse- 
quently the turntable shaft will not rotate. If the connections of the potential coils of 
both motor units are reversed with respect to their associated current coils, the motor 
will run with counter -clockwise rotation (backwards). 

(10) PHONOGRAPH AUDIO SYSTEM 
As will be noted in the Schematic Circuit Diagram, Figure 13, the phonograph 

audio system consists of a low -impedance, flexible pick-up, volume control, impedance 
matching input transformer (Location shown in Figure 3), and "Radio -Record" 
s witch. 

In the "Radio" position, the operation of the receiver and its audio system is 
normal and the secondary of the phonograph input transformer is short-circuited. 

In the "Record" position, the bias of the "second detector" is decreased so that 
this tube acts as an audio amplifier receiving its audio excitation from the phonograph 
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input transformer. Simultaneously the bias of the automatic volume control tube is 
decreased which-due to its increased, plate current-increases the negative bias on 
the R.F. and I.F. amplifier Radiotrons to a point where these tubes no longer draw 
plate current, rendering the radio section of the Radiola 67 inoperative. 

Due to the simplicity of the phonograph audio system, it is expected that little 
trouble will be experienced. Service data are given in the Service Data Chart, pp. 14-17. 
Details concerning the adjustments of the pick-up, phonograph motor, and automatic 
switch are given fully in the Radiola 47 Service Notes. 

_1 defective phonograph input transformer (See Figure 6) can be checked by 
measuring the resistance of the windings. Also the pick-up coil can be checked in the 
same manner-the correct resistance is app-oximately 11 ohms. Should the coil be O.K., 
but the pick-up insensitive, it will be necessary to remove the permanent magnet. 
after affixing a soft -iron keeper thereto, and have it remagnetized. 

PRIMARY SECONDARY 
D.C. RESISTANCE 180011 TO 2300n APPROX. 

BLACK 

GREEN 

GREEN 

N.. BLUE 

RED 

RED 

D.C.RESISTANCE 800011 TO 13,00011 APPROX. 

PLATE REACTOR 

D.C. RESISTANCE 
SIOIL APPROX.`. 

SECONDARY 
OUTPUT TRANSFORMER i D.C. RESISTANCE 

1.111 APPROX. 

GREEN BROWN 

BLUE L BLACK 

Figure 19-Internal connections of input Figure 20-Output coupling device 
transformer 

(11) RECEIVER ASSEMBLY CONTINUITY TEST 

Remove all Radiotrons, disconnect cable from terminal strip, and remove pilot 
lamp. See Figure 22 for cable lugs, terminals and Radiotron socket contacts. For 
convenience coloring of cable leads as well as numbers is shown. Code: Maroon (M), 
Black (Bla), Blue (Blu), Red (R), Brown (Br), Yellow (Y), Green (G). All resistance 
values noted in the following continuity test charts are D.C. 

When testing from Lug 8 (R -M) the current taken by the measuring instrument 
should not exceed 15 milliamperes, as a higher current might injure the tuning meter. 
If necessary, the tuning meter can be short-circuited during test, but the resistance 
readings when thus measured with Lug 8 as one terminal should be approximately 
800 ohms less than when the meter is not shorted. 
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RECEIVER CONTINUITY TEST CHART 

Circuit Test Termfnala 
Correct 
Effect 

Incorrect Effect 

Indication Caused by 

Grid 

G1 to Ground 
Lead 

Closed 
(5.6 ohms) 

Open Open secondary of 1st R.F. trans - 
former 

G1 to Frame Closed 
(100.000 ohms) 

Open 

Shorted 

Open 100,000 -ohm carbon resistor or 
open 310 -ohm section of resistor 

Shorted .5 mfd.mid-tapped condenser 
or shorted 1.5 mfd. condenser in 
condenser pack or shorted 1st 
R.F. tuning condenser, or ground 
on any of the following; antenna 
inductance, secondary of 1st R.F. 
transformer, 1st or 2nd R.F. trans- 
formers 

G1 to P7 Closed Open Open lead or connection 

G1 to P1 Open Shorted 

100,000 ohms 

Shorted R. F. compensating con- 
denser 

Grounded primary of 2nd R.F. trans- 
former or tuning meter 

G2 to Lug 6 
(Bla) 

Closed 
(5.6 ohms) 

Open Open secondary of 2nd R.F. trans. 
former 

G2 to Frame Open Shorted Shorted or grounded .5 mfd. mid - 
tapped condenser, or shorted or 
grounded 2nd R.F. tuning con- 
denser, or grounded secondary of 
2nd R.F. transformer, or grounded 
stator of 2nd R.F. tuning con- 
denser 

G2 to C2 Open Shorted Shorted 2 mfd. condenser in con- 
denser pack 

G3 to Ground 
Lead 

Closed 
(50 ohms) 

Open 

100,000 ohms 
Shorted 

Open secondary of 1st I.F. trans - 
former 

Open connection to ground lead 
Shorted 1st I.F. secondary tuning 

condenser 

G3 to P3 Open Shorted Shorted 1st I.F. neutralizing con- 
denser 

G4 to Ground 
Lead 

Closed 
(50 ohms) 

Open 

100,000 ohms 
Shorted 

Open secondary of 2nd I.F. trans - 
former 

Open com,ectiton to ground lead 
Shorted 2nd I.F. tuning condenser 

G4 to P4 Open Shorted Shorted 2nd I.F. neutralizing con- 
denser 

G5 to C5 Closed 
(40,000 ohms) 

Open 
Shorted 

Open oscillator grid leak 
Shorted 40,000 -ohm oscillator grid 

leak 

G5 to Frame Open Closed 
(3,000 ohms) 

Shorted 750-mmfd. oscillator con - 
piing condenser or ground on 
oscillator coil and condenser sys- 
tem 

G6 to Lug 8 
(R-M)(Switchin 
neutral or Radio 
position. See 
Sec. 11) 

Closed 
100 ohms 

Open Open secondary of 3rd I.F. trans- 
former. Open switch contacts 
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RECEIVER CONTINUITY TEST CHART-Continued 

Circuit Test Terminals 
Correct 
Effect 

Incorrect Effect 

Indication Caused by 

Grid 

G6 to Lug 8 
(R-M)(Switch in 
Record position. 

See Sec. 11) 

Closed 
(5,000 ohms) 

100 ohms Radio position contacts of "Radio- 
Record" switch do not open 

G6 to G7 Open Shorted Shorted .0008 mfd. condenser be- 
tween G6 and G7 

G7 to Lug 11 

(Bla-GTr) 
(Switch in neu- 
tral or Radio 
position) 

Closed 
(1 meg) 

Open Open 1 meg. resistor 
Or open switch contact; 
Or open volume control potent'- 

ometer; 
Or open in mid -tap connection to 

volume control potentiometer 

G7 to Lug 11 

(Bla - G. Tr.) 
(Switch in Rec- 
ord position) 

Closed 
(1 meg) 

Open Open 1 meg. resistor or open switch 
contact 

Or open volume control potenti- 
ometer 

Plate 

Pl to Lug 8 
(R - M) (S e e 
Sec. 11) 

Closed 
(840 ohms) 
(45 ohms with 
tuning meter 
shorted out) 

Open Open primary of 2nd R.F. trans - 
former or open tuning meter 

P2 to Lug 4 (M) Closed 
(20 ohms) 

Open 

Shorted 

Open primary of 1st I.F. trans - 
former 

Shorted 1st I.F. tuning condenser 

P2 to C2 Open Shorted Shorted 1 mfd. condenser in con- 
denser pack 

P3 to Lug 8 
(R - M) (S e e 
Sec. 11) 

Closed 
(810 ohms) 
(19 ohms with 
tuning meter 
shorted out) 

Open 

40,000 ohms 

Shorted 

Open primary winding of 2nd I.F. 
transformer and open 40,000 -ohm 
resistor 

Open primary winding of 2nd I.F. 
transformer 

Shorted primary tuning condenser 
2nd I.F. transformer 

P4 to Lug 8 
(R - M) (S e e 
Sec. 11) 

Closed 
(810 ohms) 
(19 ohms with 
tuning meter 
shorted out) 

Open 

40,000 ohms 

Shorted 

Open primary winding of 3rd I.F. 
transformer and 40,000 -ohm re - 
sistor 

Open primary winding of 3rd I.F. 
transformer 

Shorted primary tuning condenser of 
3rd I.F. transformer 

P4 to Ground 
Lead 

Open Shorted Shorted 2nd I.F. neutralizing con - 
denser 

P4 to C4 Open Shorted Shorted 1 mfd. condenser in con- 
denser pack 

P4 to C6 OQe Shorted Shorted 1 mfd. condenser in con- 
denser pack 
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RECEIVER CONTINUITY TEST CHART-Continued 

Circuit Test Terminals Correct 
Effect 

Incorrect Effect 
Indication Caused by 

Plate 

P5 to Lug 4 (M) Closed 
(1.8 ohms) 

Open Open primary winding in oscillator 
circuit 

Pe to Lug 3 (Br) Closed Open Open in lead to terminal strip 

P6 to C6 Open Shorted Shorted .0025 mfd. condenser 

Cathode 

Heater 

Cl to Frame Closed Open Open connection or lead 
C2 to Lug 5 

(Bla-R.Tr.) 
Closed 
(1 ohm) 

Open Open coupling coil in oscillator cir- 
cuit 

C3 to Frame Closed Open Open connection or lead 
C4 to Frame Closed Open Open connection or lead 
C5 to Lug 5 

(Bla-R.Tr.) 
Closed Open Open connection or lead 

C7 to Frame Closed 
(4,160 ohms) 

Open 
Shorted 

Open 3,850 -ohm section of resistor 
Shorted or grounded 1.5 mfd. con- 

denser in condenser pack or 
grounded resistor unit 

C7 to Lug 11 
(Bla-G.Tr.) 

Closed 
(1.560 ohms) 

Open Open in 310 -ohm section of resistor 
connected to volume control 

Lug 15 (Bla- 
Y Tr.) to one 

heater contact 
of Sockets 1-3-4 

Closed Open Open connections 

Lug 14 (Bla- 
Y Tr.) to other 
heater contact 
of Sockets 1-3-4 

Closed Open Open connections 

Lug 13 (Blu) to 
one heater con- 
tact of Sockets 
2-5-6 

Closed Open Open connections 

Lug 12 (Blu) to 
other heater con- 
tact of Sockets 
2-5-6 

Closed 
- 

Open Open connections 

One heater con- 
tact of Socket 
7 to other heater 
contact of Socket 
7 

Closed 
(60 ohms) 

Open Open connections or open 60 -ohm 
mid -tapped resistor 

Lug 17 (G) to 
Lug 16 (G) 

Closed 
(60 ohms) 

Open Open connection or open 60 -ohm 
mid -tapped resistor 

Heater contact of 
Socket 7 to C7 

Closed 
(30 ohms) 

Open Open connection, cathode to mid - 
tapped resistor 

Miscel- 
laneous 

Antenna binding 
post to ground 
binding post- 
Switch in "Dis- 
tant" position 

Closed 
(45 ohms) 

Open Open antenna inductance or "Local - 
Distant" Switch 
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RECEIVER CONTINUITY TEST CHART-Continued 

Circuit Test Terminals Correct 
Effect 

! Incorrect Effect 

Indication Caused by 

laneous 

Lug 10 ( Y) to 
Lug 11 (Bla-G. 
Tr.) 

In extreme clock- 
wise position of 
tone control, cir- 
cuit should test 
open. At a posi- 
tion back a little 
from extreme 
clock -wise posi- 
tion circuit should 
test approximately 
.5 meg. In ex- 
treme counter 
clock -wise position 
it should test from 
1000-3000 ohms. 

Open Open tone control resistor or leads 

FrameTr.) 

Lug 8 (R -M) to' 
Frame (See 
Sec. 11) 

Open Shorted Ground on any of the following: 
Primary of 2nd R. F. transformer; 
Primary of 2nd or 3rd I.F. trans- 
former. Tuning meter and "Radio - 
Record" Switch 

Lug 3 (Br.) to 
Frame 

Open Shorted .0025 mfd. condenser grounded 

Lug 4 (R) to 
Frame 

Open Shorted Primary coil of oscillator or primary 
of 1st I.F. transformer grounded 

Lug 5 (Bla-R. 
to Frame 

Open Shorted Coupling coil of oscillator, or .0025 
mfd. condenser grounded 

Lug 7 (Bla-Blue 
Tr.) to Frame. 
(Switch in Rec- 
ord position) 

Open Shorted Ground on any of following; "Radio - 
Record" Switch, Secondary of 
pick-up transformer, Secondary of 
3rd I.F. transformer, or .0008 mfd. 
condenser, connecting G6 to G7 

Lugs 12 (Btu) 
and 13 (Blu) to 
Frame 

Open Shorted Ground on leads to, or on heater 
contacts of Sockets 2, 5 and 6 

Lugs 14 (Bla-Y 
Tr.) and 15 
(Bla-Y Tr.) to 
Frame 

Open Shorted Ground on lead. to, or on heater 
contacts of Socket, 1-3-4 
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(12) S. P. U. ASSEMBLY CONTINUITY TESTS 
Remove All Radiotrons and Disconnect Cable at Terminal Strip. 

SOCKET POWER UNIT CONTINUITY TEST CHART 

Terminals 
Correct 
E$ect 

Incorrect E$ect 

Indication Caused by 

P of one UX-281 socket to 
P of other UX-281 socket 

Closed 
(260 ohms) 

Open Open high voltage winding of power 
transformer 

Across filament contacts of 
one UX-281 

Closed Open Open UX-281 filament winding of 
power transformer or open con- 
nection 

Across filament contacts of 
other UX-281 

Closed Open Open UX-281 filament winding of 
power transformer or open con- 
nection 

Terminal 1 to Terminal 2 Closed 
(1.1 ohm) 

Open Open low voltage winding of output 
transformer 

Terminal 3 to Terminal 4 Closed 
(4000-4700 

ohms) 

42,000-48,000 
ohms 

Open 

Open primary of input transformer or 
open 2400 -ohm section of resistor 

Both primary of input transformer 
and 40,000 -ohm resistor open 

Terminal 4 to Terminal 5 Closed 
(1200 ohms) 

800 ohms 

Open 

Shorted 1 mfd. condenser in con - 
denser pack 

Open in either or both of 960 -ohm 
and 240 -ohm section of resistor 

Terminal 5 to Terminal 6 Closed 
(115 ohms) 

Open Open 115 -ohm section of resistor 

Terminal 5 to Terminal 9 Closed 
(2930 ohms) 

Shorted Shorted 2 mfd. condenser in con - 
denser pack 

Terminal 5 to Terminal 11 Closed 
(6330 ohms) 

Shorted Shorted 2 mfd. condenser in con - 
denser pack 

Terminal 6 to Terminal 7 Closed 
(215 ohms) 

Open Open 215 -ohm section of resistor 

Terminal 7 to Terminal 8 Closed 
(100 ohms) 

Open Open 100 -ohm section of resistor 

Terminal 8 to Terminal 9 Closed 
(2500 ohms) 

Open Open in either or both 2200 -ohm or 
300 -ohm section of resistor 

Terminal 9 to Terminal 11 Closed 
(3400 ohms) 

Open 
1000-1300 
ohms 

Open 3400 -ohm section of resistor 
Grounded filter reactor 

Terminal 10 to Terminal 11 Open Shorted Shorted .002 mfd. condenser 
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SOCKET POWER UNIT CONTINUITY TEST CHART-Continued 

Terminals 
Correct 
Effect 

Incorrect Effect 

Indication Caused by 

Terminal 11 to Terminal 4 Closed 
(7530 ohms) 

1800 ohms Shorted filter condenser in con - 
denser pack 

Terminal 12 to Terminal 13 Closed 60 ohms 

Open 

Open 2.5 -volt winding in power 
transformer 

Open 2.5 -volt winding in power 
transformer and mid -tapped re- 
sistor. Or open connection 

Terminal 14 to Terminal 15 Closed 60 ohms 

Open 

Open 2.5 -volt winding in power 
transformer 

Open 2.5 -volt winding in power 
transformer and mid -tapped re- 
sistor. Or open connection 

Terminal 16 to Terminal 17 Closed Open Open 2.5 -volt winding in power 
transformer. Or open connection 

Terminal 11 to plate of 
either UX-281 socket 

Closed 
(1450 ohms) 

Open Open filter choke or loudspeaker 
field 

Terminal 4 to plate con- 
tact of UX-250 socket 

Closed 
(2910 ohms) 

Open Open UX-250 plate reactor 

Terminal 11 to plate con- 
tact of UX-250 socket 

Closed 
(10,440 ohms) 

1600 ohms 

380 

Shorted 2 mfd. condenser in output 
unit 

Shorted 2mfd. condenser in output 
unit, and shorted 2mfd. condenser 
across 1435 -ohm section of resistor 

Across filament contacts of 
UX-250 socket 

Closed 60 ohms Open in UX-250 filament winding of 
power transformer 

Filament contact of UX-250 
socket to Terminal 11 

Closed 
(1465 ohms) 

Open Open 1435 -ohm section of resistor 

Grid contact of UX-250 
socket to Terminal 11 

Closed 
(8000-1200) 
ohms 

Open Open primary of input transformer 

Across prongs of line plug 
with 110 -120 -volt switch 
in 110 -volt position 

Closed Open Open primary of power transformer 

Across prongs of line plug 
with 110 -120 -volt switch 
in the 120 -volt position 

Closed Open Open primary of power transformer 

Terminal 9 to prong of line 
plug 

Open Shorted Grounded primary of power trans - 
former 
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SOCKET POWER UNIT CONTINUITY TEST CHART-Continued 

Terminale 
Correct 
Effect 

Incorrect Effect 

Indication Caused by 

Terminal 9 to Terminal 12 Closed 
(3200 ohms) 

Shorted Grounded 2.5 volt filament winding 
of power transformer 

Terminal 9 to Terminal 14 Closed 
(330 ohms) 

Shorted Grounded 2.5 volt filament winding 
of power transformer 

Terminal 9 to Terminal 16 Open Shorted Grounded 2.5 volt winding of power 
transformer 

Terminal 9 to filament con- 
tact of UX-250 socket 

Closed 
(4865 ohms) 

Shorted Grounded UX-250 filament winding 
of power transformer 

Terminal 9 to filament con- 
tact of UX-281 socket 

Closed 
(6530 ohms) 

Shorted Grounded UX-281 filament winding 
of power transformer 

Terminal 9 to plate con- 
tact of UX-281 socket 

Closed 
(4700 ohms) 

Shorted Grounded high voltage winding of 
power transformer 

Terminal 9 to plate con- 
tact of UX-250 socket 

Closed 
(7000 ohms) 

0-510 ohms Grounded UX-250 plate reactor 
winding 

Terminal 9 to Terminal 3 Closed 
(8300 -8800 
ohms) 

0-2300 ohms Grounded primary of input trans - 
former 

Grid contact of UX-250 
socket to Terminal 11 
with Terminal 11 con- 
nected to Terminal 9 

Closed 
(Same resist- 
ance as be- 
tween grid of 
UX-250 socket 
and Terminal 
11 alone) 

Lower 
resistance 

Grounded secondary winding of in - 
put transformer 
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PART IV-MAKING REPLACEMENTS 
The methods fur replacing various defective component parts are described in 

Service Notes covering Radiolas 66, 64 and 4i. Details \\ ill therefore 'be omitted 
here and only the procedure to be used in removing the major units and assemblies 
will be discussed. 

(1) REMOVAL OF RECEIVER ASSEMBLY 

(a) Remove set -screw from Station Selector Knob and pull off three remaining 
knobs. 

(b) Remove "Local -Distant" Switch clamping ring. 
(c) Remove rear covers from Reproducer compartment and Receiver- S. P. U. 

compartment. 
(d) Make certain that power supply is off and remove S. 1'. U. terminal strip 

cover. 

(k) 
(1) 

C 

Figure 24-Details of the phonograph pick-up 

Remove cable connections from S. P. U. terminal strip. 
Remove two wood screws from antenna ground strip. 
Disconnect black and brown leads at phonograph volume control. 
Free tuning meter and radio volume control by removing two wood screws 
from each. 
Free Centralab tone control resistor by removing two hexagonal nuts from 
shaft (front of panel.) 
Free "Radio -Record" Switch by unscrewing switch knob, removing two wood 
screws holding- escutcheon plate, and removing four machine screws which 
hold switch to metal mounting plate. 
Remove cleats holding receiver assembly wires and cables to cabinet. 
Remove four chassis machine screws from bottom of cabinet. Receiver 
assembly may then be lifted out to rear. 

It should be replaced in the reverse order making certain that the two wooden 
spacing blocks and rubber supporting blocks are in place. 

(2) REMOVAL OF S. P. U. 
(a) Remove rear cover of Receiver -S. P. U. compartment. 
(b) Lift off A.C. power input plug. 
(c) Remove terminal strip cover and disconnect cable and cone leads. 
(d) Pry open safety rosette cup, washer and remove screws holding field supply 

terminal. 
(e) Disconnect leads to reproducer field. 

(Note: S. P. U. Continuity Tests or S. P. U. voltage readings should be 
made with these leads connected. Beware of high voltage at this point.) 

(f) Remove four machine screws from bottom of cabinet. 
(g) S. P. U. may be lifted out to rear. 
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(3) REMOVAL OF PHONOGRAPH ASSEMBLY 

(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
(e) 
(f) 

Remove phonograph compartment rear cover. 
Pull out motor power plug. 
Lift off turntable-holding pick-up and arm out of the way 
Disconnect pick-up leads (black) from phonograph volume control. 
Remove six wood screws from wooden phonograph compartment shelf. 
Entire unit may be lifted out to rear by elevating the rear edge to about 45 
degrees. 

(4) REMOVAL OF PHONOGRAPH PICK-UP 

(a) 
(b) 

(c) 
(d) 
(e) 

(f) 

(g) 

(h) 
(i) 

Remove phonograph compartment rear cover. 
Disconnect pick-up leads (black) from phonograph volume control, and 
receiver cleats holding wires to cabinet. 
Remove three wood screws from pick-up arm mounting ring. 
Remove pick-up and arm assembly. 
Remove needle holder screw C, Figure 24, and two machine screws A, B, 
holding pick-up cover. Remove cover. 
Remove nut D, Figure 24, that holds the magnet bracket and fibre spacers. 
Mark the magnet poles and pole pieces so that the magnet may be replaced 
with correct polarity. 
Place a soft -iron "keeper" (such as a large nail) across the poles of the magnet 
and remove the magnet. 
Unsolder external leads from terminals. 

Remove machine screw holding pick-up to pick-up arm. In assembling the 
unit, the above order is reversed. 

(5) REMOVAL OF REPRODUCER UNIT 

(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 

(e) 
(f) 
(g) 

Remove rear covers of Reproducer and Receiver -S. P. U. compartments. 
Make certain power is "off" and remove S. P. U. terminal strip cover. 
Remove voice coil leads (Brown and Black) from Terminals 1 and 2. 
Open safety rosette washers. Remove two machine screws holding cover. Take off cover and disconnect two (black) field supply leads. 
Remove cleat holding voice coil cable and field supply leads to cabinet. 
Remove four hexagonal nuts-holding reproducer in place by hand. 
Reproducer unit may then be removed. 

(6) REMOVAL OF FRONT GRILLE PANEL 

(a) Remove reproducer unit-(See Part IV, Section 5 
(b) Remove 12 wood screws from baffle board. Note 

four of them are somewhat shorter. 
(c) Remove baffle board by swinging right edge to 

edge to the rear. 
(d) Remove eight wood screws from grille panel and 

the front of grille panel. 
(e) Grille may then be removed. 
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RECEIVER ASSEMBLY 

Figure 1-Rear interior cabinet view showing receiver assembly and 
S.P. U. -Reproducer assembly of Radiola 80. 
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RCA RADIOLAS 80 and 82 
SERVICE NOTES 

ELECTRICAL SPECIFICATIONS 
Voltáge Rating 105-125 Volts 
Frequency Rating 50-60 Cycles, or 25-40 Cycles 
Power Consumption 60 Cycles -120 Watts; 25 Cycles -120 Watts 
Recommended Antenna Length 25-75 Feet 
Type of Circuit A.C. Screen Grid Super -Heterodyne 
Type and Number of Radiotrons 4UY-224, 2 UY -227, 2UX-245, 1 UX-280-Total, 9 
Number of Radio Frequency Stages 1 

Type of First Detector Tuned Input Grid Bias 
Number of Intermediate Stages 2 

Type of Second Detector Power Grid Bias 
Number of Audio Stages 1 (Push -Pull) 
Type of Rectifier Full Wave, UX-280 
Type of Loudspeaker Dynamic 
Wattage Dissipation in L.S. Field 10 (110 V. 85 M. A.) 
Undistorted Output 3 0 Watts 

PHYSICAL SPECIFICATIONS (RCA RADIOLA 80) 
Height 43 Inches 
Depth 14 Inches 
Width 27/ Inches 
Weight (Packed for Shipment) 150 Lbs. 
Packing Case Dimensions 18" x 32" s 47" 

INTRODUCTION 
This instrument is a nine -tube A.C. operated screen grid super -heterodyne radio receiver. 

Included in the same cabinet is an improved dynamic type reproducer unit which, together 
with the receiver, gives a quality of reproduction closely approaching the original. A feature 
of this set is the calibrated kilocycle dial. This dial is accurate as to the divisions on the scale 
and a station will always be received at its correct kilocycle marking on the dial. This greatly 
facilitates the location of stations of known frequency even though they have not been pre- 
viously received. 

A local -distant switch is provided which, in addition to prov;ding two different degrees of 
sensitivity, changes the selectivity of the receiver. At the local position the receiver is less 
sensitive and less selective, but has a better high frequency response. At the "distant" po- 
sition of the switch the selectivity is increased with a slight loss in tone quality. This se- 
lectivity allows distant stations to be seceived easily and gives ten -kilocycle separation on 
most stations at any frequency in the broadcast.spectrum. 

The set uses four Radiotrons UY -224, two Radiotrons UY -227, two Radiotrons UX-245 
and one Radiotron UX-280. Excellent sensitivity, selectivity, and tone quality are secured 
through the use of these tubes together with a large power output. The output is about 
3 watts. Figure 1 shows the rear interior cabinet view. 
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DESCRIPTION OF CIRCUIT 
Receiver Assembly 

The Receiver Assembly schematic diagram is shown in Figure 2. Starting from the antenna 
circuit and following through each stage we find the following action taking place. 

The antenna is coupled to a tuned link circuit by means of a high inductance concen- 

trated coil connected from antenna to ground. The inductance is of a sufficient value that 
variations in the antenna system have but little effect on the tuning circuit. 

The tuned circuit consists of a coil and condenser which tunes exactly with the tuned R.F. 
and first detector. The purpose of this circuit is to eliminate any cross modulation from 

stations to which the set is not tuned, or heterodyne whistles as far as possible, and to im- 

prove the selectivity of the receiver. There is no amplification gain in this circuit, it being 

merely a selection circuit. 

A tuned Radio Frequency stage follows which uses a Radiotron UY -224. This stage gives 

about the same amplification as that obtained from two R.F. stages of an average good re- 

ceiver. The output of this stage is coupled capacitively to the grid circuit of the first detector 
or mixing tube by means of a small condenser. The plate circuit of the R.F. stage has a high 

inductance coil which provides a high impedance, into which it is necessary to have the tube 
work in order to get good amplification. 

At this point the oscillator should be considered, as its output is coupled also to the grid 

coil of the first detector. Its output, however, is inductively instead of capacitively coupled 

to this circuit. This is a tuned grid circuit oscillator using a Radiotron UY -227, and having 

a closely coupled plate coil that gives sufficient feed-back to provide stable operation. The 
grid circuit is so designed that by means of a correct combination of capacity and inductance 
a constant frequency difference between the oscillator and the tuned R.F. circuits throughout 
the range of the Radiola is obtained. 

The next circuit to examine is the first detector. The circuit is tuned by means of one of 

the gang condensers to the frequency of the incoming signal. In the grid circuit there is present 
the incoming signal and the oscillator signal, the latter being at a 175 K.C. difference from the 
former. The first detector is biased so as to operate as a plate rectification detector and it s 

purpose is to extract the difference or beat frequency, produced by combining the signal and 

oscillator frequencies. The beat frequency -175 K.C.-appears in the plate circuit of the 

first detector which is accurately tuned to 175 K.C. The tube used as a first detector is Radio- 

tron UY -224. 

The next two circuits are the first and second intermediate stages which give a very high 

degree of amplification. The grid and plate circuit of both stages as well as the plate circuit 

of the first detector and the grid circuit of the second detector, are tuned to 175 K.C. 

Two resistances are arranged for connecting to the first I.F. transformer, the connection 

or disconnection of which constitutes the action of the "local -distant" switch. At the "local" 

position a 40,000 -ohm resistor is connected across the primary of this transformer and a 500 - 

ohm resistor in series with the secondary and one side of the tuning condenser. The effect of 

these resistors is to decrease the sensitivity, broaden the selectivity and thus improve the 

fidelity of the set. At the "distant" position the resistance is out of both circuits and the 

original sensitivity and selectivity is obtained. After the high amplification in the inter- 

mediate stages, the signal appears in the grid circuit of the second detector. 

The second detector is a high -plate voltage, grid -biased type detector which gives sufficient 

output to drive two Radiotrons UX-245 connected in push-pull without an intermediate 

audio stage. The purpose of the second detector is to extract the audio frequency component 

of the R.F. signal which represents the voice or musical modulations produced in the studio 
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of the broadcasting station. The audio component is extracted and used to drive the power 
tubes while the R.F. current is by-passed and not used any further. 

Figure 3 is a top view of the receiver assembly and shows the parts located thereon. Figure 
4 is a bottom view of the receiver assembly and shows such parts as are located there. 

Socket Power Unit 
The socket power unit (Figure 5) contains all the parts used in the rectifier and power 

amplifier circuit together with the reproducer unit. This makes for unit construction and 
easy assembly, together with efficient operation. 

The power stage comprises two Radiotrons UX=245 connected in push-pull. These tubes 
give a large undistorted output which is delivered to the cone coil of the dynamic type loud- 
speaker by means of a center -tapped primary step-down transformer connected in the plate 
circuit of the Radiotrons UX-245. The primary impedance is of a value to match the plate 
impedance of the two tubes, and the secondary of a value that matches the cone coil of the 
reproducer unit. Thus the full output of the two Radiotrons UX-245 is efficiently applied 
to the loudspeaker. 

In the grid circuit of the input transformer, a 60,000 -ohm resistor is connected in series 
with the center tap of the interstage transformer. The purpose of this resistor is to eliminate 
audio oscillations. 

The rectifier is a Radiotron UX-280 which provides a full wave rectifying device of ample 
capacity for providing all plate and grid voltages used in the receiver and power amplifier, as 
well as power for the field of the reproducer unit. A specially designed filter system removes 
all ripple from the D.C. output of the rectifier. This results in a receiver having no A.C. hum 
or extraneous noise other than that picked up in the antenna system. 

The reproducer field is used as a reactor in the filtering system, thus receiving its energy 
and acting as a unit in the filtering system at the same time. Figure 6 is a view of the bottom 
of the S.P.U. 

As the filtering system in this receiver is somewhat different from the usual arrangement 
a word of explanation may help the service man to properly understand its action. 

Figure 2 shows the first stage of the filter having two condensers and a tapped reactor. 
The condensers function in the usual manner, acting as reservoirs to hold the current from one 
impulse to the next. The tapped reactor functions somewhat different from the usual manner, 
however. The D.C. current flows through one section of it, the other section being connected 
to a condenser. However, an A.C. voltage is pi esent across the other section due to its trans- 
former action, similar to an auto -transformer. This voltage is 180 degrees out of phase with 
the ripple voltage across the second condenser and therefore to a large extent cancels out all 
ripple flowing from the tap to succeeding circuits. This results in the output of this section 
of the filter being substantially free from ripple. The field of the reproducer unit is connected 
in series with this output and further removes the slight ripple voltage remaining. The con- 
densers are of ample capacity, being one 2 mfd. and two 3 mfd. in capacity respectively. 

A single filament winding on the power transformer provides all filament and heater 
voltages use, with the exception of the UX-280 which has 'a separate winding. It also supplies 
current to the dial lamp. 

In addition to the 50 -60 -cycle models, 25 -40 -cycle models are also available. The dif- 
ference between the 50 -60 -cycle and the 25 -40 -cycle receive rs is the power transformer and 
an addition filter capacitor. This is shown in Figure 2. 
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PART I-INSTALLATION 

(1) ANTENNA (Outdoor Type) 

Due to the high sensitivity of this receiver the antenna length need be only 25 to 75 feet. 
In remote districts this length may be extended to secure improved pick-up of distant broad- 
casting stations. 

The antenna should be erected as high as possible and be removed from all obstructions. 
The lead-in should be a continuation of the antenna itself, thus avoiding all splices which 
might introduce additional resistance and, in time, corrode sufficiently to seriously affect 
reception. If it is absolutely necessary to splice the lead-in to the antenna the joint must 
be carefully soldered to insure a good electrical contact. Clean off all excess flux and tape 
the connection, to protect it from the oxidation effects of the atmosphere. 

GANG CONDENSER 
ASSEMBLY 

ANTENNA 
COIL 

LINK CIRCUIT 
COIL 

LINE-UP 
CONDENSERS 

ANTENNA AND GROUND 
BINDING POSTS 

SELECTOR 
DIAL 

1ST R.F 
COIL 

I F TUNING 
CONDENSERS 

OSCILLATOR 
TRIMMING CONDENSERS 

Figure 3-Top view of receiver assembly 

High-grade glass or porcelain insulator supports are required, and at no point should the 
antenna or lead-in wire come in contact with any part of the building. Bring the lead-in wire 
from the outside through a porcelain tube or other approved insulator to the inside of the 
houst for connection to the receiver. 

The antenna should not cross either over or under any electric light, traction, or power 
line and should be at right angles to these lines and other antennas. An outdoor antenna 
should be protected by means of an approved lightning arrester, in accordance with the re- 
quirements of the National Fire Underwriters' Code. 

(2) ANTENNA (Indoor Type) 

Where the installation of an outdoor antenna is not practical, satisfactory results may 
generally be obtained by using an indoor antenna of 25 to 50 feet of insulated wire strung 
around the picture moulding or placed under a rug. In buildings with steel framework or 
where metal lathing is employed, satisfactory results are not always possible with this type 
of antenna. However, due to its sensitivity, this instrument will generally give entirely 
satisfactory reception with an indoor antenna. 
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(3) SPECIAL ANTENNA INSTALLATIONS FOR NOISY 
LOCATIONS 

In line with other receivers, when this set is installed in some city locations, such as apart- 
ment houses, hotels and office buildings, i:: is possible that the level of noise compared with the 
signal strength of the desired station may be such that the station cannot be received without 
an objectionable noise background. This noise may be defined as inductive interference from 
electrical devices such as elevator motors, generators, violet ray machines, professional equip- 
ment, etc. It may have no apparent radio frequency peak, or it may have a broad peak. 
The effect of the noise may be divided into the following three general classes: 

(a) Where the noise level is zero with no antenna or ground, but is equally great on either 
an indoor or outdoor antenna. 

(b) Where the noise is equally great with the antenna and ground either connected or 
disconnected. 

(c) Where the noise level is greater when the outside antenna is connected than when an 
inside antenna is used; the inside antenna, however, not giving sufficient pick-up for 
satisfactory reception. 

In (a) where the noise level is zero with no antenna or ground connected, but equally great 
with either an indoor or outdoor antenna, it is at once apparent that the interference is not 
being brought into the receiver over the power supply lines. It has been found in such cases 
that an antenna five feet long inside the room picked up as much noise as when an entire out- 
side antenna lead-in were used. This indicates that the noise is within the building and, in 
the case of the outside antenna, is being picked up on that portion of the lead-in that enters 
and goes through the building. In such cases the receiver should be located close to the point 
where the outside lead-in enters the building. If this is impractical the receiver can be placed 
in any location and a copper braid placed over the inside portion of the lead-in wire. This 
braid is not grounded. If the noise level is still appreciable a good receiver ground with a 
short lead may be obtained. A long lead is not desirable, as it may pick up noise. Placing 
a shield over the ground wire but not grounding the shield may help. 

In (b) the noise is picked up with no antenna or ground connected to the receiver. This 
indicates the noise is entering the receiver through the power lines. In this case filters must 
be placed in the power supply at the source of the noise or at the receiver, depending on con- 
ditions. If the trouble is cleared up in this manner when the antenna and ground are dis- 
connected, but again appears with the use of the antenna system, the remedies suggested in 
(a) must also be applied. 

In (c) the noise is greater when the outside antenna is connected than when an inside 
antenna is used. The use of the inside antenna, however, does not give sufficient pick-up for 
satisfactory reception. In this case the pick-up is probably occurring on the lead-in wire 
between the receiver and the antenna. Copper braid should be placed over the entire lead-in 
from the receiver to the flat portion of the antenna. Also changing the direction of the an- 
tenna should be tried and the lead-in connected from the end of the antenna that gives the 
best results. The copper braid may or may not be grounded-best results being determined 
by experiment. The conditions existing in any locality must be analyzed and placed in its 
correct category. A little patience and experimenting will usually result in a satisfactory 
installation. 

RCA type "A" line filters should be used where the interfering line apparatus draws up 
to 2.5 amperes at 110 volts A.C. or D.C. For larger apparatus drawing current from 2.5 
amperes to 5.0 amperes, RCA type "B" line filter should be used. 
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TRANSFORMER 

R.F 
CHOKE 

(5) RADIOTRONS 

(4) GROUND 

A good ground is quite as important as a good antenna. No specific recommendations 
can be given in this matter as conditions vary in different locations. Water and steam pipes 
usually make good grounds. Gas pipes usually make poor grounds and, as a rule, are to be 
avoided. If neither water nor steam pipes are available, a pipe or metal rod may be driven 
into the ground to a depth of several feet. The success of this type of ground depends upon 
the moisture present in the soil. The ground lead should be as short as possible and connected 
by means of an approved ground clamp to a section of pipe that has been scraped and thorough- 
ly cleaned. The connection should be inspected from time to time to make certain that a 

clean and tight electrical contact exists between the clamp and pipe. The service man should 
experiment with various grounds, and employ the one giving the best results. 

3"° I. F BY-PASS 15? I. F VOLUME 1S? DETECTOR OSCILLATOR 

CONDENSER TRANSFORMER CONTROL COIL TRIMMING CONDENSER 

29 I. F RESISTOR 1k' R. F OSCILLATOR BY-PASS 
TRANSFORMER ASSEMBLY PLATE COIL COILS CONDENSERS 

Figure 4-Sub-chassis view of receiver assembly 

This set uses nine Radiotrons, four Radiotrons UY -224, two Radiotrons UY -227, two 
Radiotrons UX-245 and one Radiotron UX-280. 

The Radiotrons should be placed in their correct sockets as shown in Figure 7. After 
placing the receiver in operation it is best to try interchanging the Radiotrons in the following 
manner so as to get the best results from a given set of tubes. Always turn the operating 
switch "off" before removing a tube. 

1. Interchange the two UY -227 Radiotrons and leave the one in the oscillator socket that 
gives the loudest signal at a given position of the volume control. If another Radio- 
tron UY -227 is available try interchanging it with the one in the detector socket and 
turn the volume up to its maximum output. Use the tube that gives the greatest 
undistorted output. 

2. Radiotrons UY -224 should be tried in the first detector and first R.F. stage until those 
giving the loudest signal on a given station with the same setting of the volume control 
are found. The remaining tubes should be placed in the two intermediate stages. 
The two Radiotrons UX-245 are placed in the push-pull stage, and the UX-280 in the 
rectifier socket. 
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(6) LOCATION 
This receiver should be tried in various locations in the room in which it is to be operated 

and the location giving the best acoustical results used. However, the eight -foot A.C. cord 
may prove a limiting factor if an A.C. outlet is not within its radius. An extension cord may 
be used in cases of this kind as the better results usually justify its small cost. 

The antenna and ground leads should be separated as much as possible until they connect 
to the receiver, otherwise a reduction in signal strength will result due to the capacity between 
leads. 

(7) ADJUSTMENT FOR LOW LINE VOLTAGES 
A fuse is provided in the primary circuit of the power transformer which, in addition to 

acting as a protective device, allows proper adjustment to be made for lines having different 
voltages. 

The fuse is so placed at the factory that the set will give normal results on A.C. lines of 
115 to 125 volts. If the line is always less than 115, the set may be adapted to it for best 
results in the following manner: 

(a) Remove the cover over the fuse by loosening its retaining screw and lifting clear. 
Underneath the cover will be seen three fuse clips with a small cartridge fuse inserted 
between two of them. (See Figure 7). One outside clip is marked 110 and the other 
120. In its original position the fuse is placed between the center one and the one 
marked 120. 

(b) Lift the fuse from its original position and insert it between the clip marked 110 and 
the center clip. 

So connected tho set will give best results on lines not exceeding 115 volts. 
To replace a fuse, remove the cover and old fuse and place the new fuse in the same location. 

Then replace the cover. 

(8) BLOWN FUSE 
A blown fuse may be caused by the following: 
(a) Connecting the set to a D.C. line. 
(b) Plate to plate short of Radiotron UX-280. 
(c) Shorted condenser in capacitor pack. 
(d) Shorted filament or heater contacts or dial lamp socket. 
(e) Defective power transformer. 
Any of the above causes must be cleared up before a nzw fuse is installed otherwise the 

new fuse will blow as soon as the old one is replaced and the power turned "On." 

(9) JERKY ACTION OF STATION SELECTOR 
Should operation of the station selector be stiff or jerky a little oil dropped on each con- 

denser bearing will effectively remedy this condition. When experiencing this trouble it is 
also well to check the cable tension spring to make sure that suitable tension is being applied 
to the condenser drive cable. 

(10) USE OF "LOCAL DISTANT" SWITCH 
The "local -distant" switch in this receiver performs a somewhat different function from 

the usual local -distant switch used in other receivers. At the local position the receiver is 
still very sensitive, but its selectivity is impaired slightly in order to get better tone quality. 
The set should normally be operated with this switch in the "local" position. In the "distant" 
position better sensitivity and selectivity is obtained, and throwing the switch to this position 
will give better volume on extremely weak signals and on all signals the frequency of which is 
but slightly different from powerful local stations. The difference in tone quality of the two 
positions of the switch while noticeably better at the local position is still very good at either 
position. At times when noise level is high, throwing the switch to the "distant" position, 
even when receiving a local station, may give better results. 
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(11) PRECAUTIONS FOR EXCESSIVELY LOUD SIGNALS 
In some locations, very close to extremely powerful stations, it may be advisable to place 

a switch in series with the antenna and disconnect the antenna when receiving such stations. 
If the volume control does not give proper cut-off from such stations remove the 6000 -ohm 
resistor shunted across it. This may be done without removing the receiver from the cabinet 
by using a small pair of side cutting pliers. 

In some cases under such conditions, it may be necessary to interchange the R.F. and 1st 
I.F. Radiotrons. 

(12) REMOVAL OF SHIPPING BLOCKS AND SCREWS 
Two small wooden blocks are placed between the receiver chassis and the mounting brack- 

ets at each side to prevent its movement in the rubber supports during shipment. These 
blocks must be removed when an installation is made, as otherwise the set will howl when the 
volume control is advanced. These blocks are fastened by means of two machine screws 
which when removed allows them to be pulled from under the mounting bracket. If the blocks 
are held tightly, a little downward pressure on the chassis will allow them to be easily removed. 

POWER 

TRANSFORMER 

FILTER 
REACTOR 

REPRODUCER CAPACITOR A F. 

UNIT \ n PACK TRANSFORMERS 

OPERATING LINE VOLTAGE 
SWITCH ADJUSTMENT FUSE 

A C INPUT TERMINAL 
CORD STRIP 

Figure 5-Top view of S.P. U.-Reproducer assembly 

PART II -SERVICE DATA 

(1) ANTENNA SYSTEM FAILURES 
A grating noise may be caused by a poor lead-in connection to the antenna, or the antenna 

touching some metallic surface such as the edge of a tin roof, drain pipe, etc. By disconnecting 
the antenna and ground leads the service man can soon determine whether the cause of com- 
plaint is within or external to the receiver and plan his service work accordingly. 

(2) RADIOTRON SOCKETS AND PRONGS 
The tube sockets used in this set are of an improved type having a large contact surface 

and should require a minimum of service work. In order to get best results however, the tube 
prongs should be periodically cleaned, as dirty Radiotron prongs may cause noisy operation. 
Fine sandpaper may be used to clean them so as to insure a good contact surface. The use 
of emery cloth or steel wool is not recommended. Before re-inserting the Radiotrons in their 
sockets wipe the prongs and base carefully to make certain that all particles of sand are removed. 
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(3) NOISY VOLUME CONTROL 
Noisy operation of the volume control is usually caused by dirt between the resistance 

element and the contact arm. Turning the volume control back and forth several times will 
usually clear the trouble. If it does not however, the use of a pipe cleaner and one of the various 
cigarette lighter fluids, using the pipe cleaner to apply the fluid to the resistance element will 
usually clear up the trouble. If neither of these remedies clears the trouble, the volume con- 
trol must be replaced. 

(4) BROKEN CONDENSER DRIVE CORD 
The gang condenser is driven from the station selector knob by means of a cord arrange- 

ment that also functions as a vernier control. This cord is of rugged construction and a spring 
is used to maintain an even tension at all times. Should the cord become disengaged from the. 
drum or a new cord be required follow the arrangement indicated in Figure 8 for the correct 
position of the cord on the drum, otherwise the cord length will be incorrect or the stops on 
the shaft will engage at the wrong time. 

(5) EXCESSIVE HUM 
Excessive hum may be caused by: 
(a) 
(b) 

(c) will cause a hum to 

(d) 

(e) 

(f) 

(g) 

Defective Radiotron UX-280. Replace with one in known good condition. 
Defective filter reactor. A filter reactor with shorted turns, or one in which the center 
tap has become open will cause hum in the loudspeaker. 
Open filter condenser. An open of anyof the filter condensers 
develop. 
Defective field coil in reproducer unit. As the field coil of the reproducer is 
the rectifier filter, shorted turns or a grounded coil may cause hum. Any 
part must be repaired or replaced. 
Grounded or shorted by-pass condensers. 
denser found defective. 
Defective center tapped resistance. A short of one section or an open in this resistance 
will cause a loud hum. 
Grounded filament lead. This may occur at the S.P.U. terminal strip due to the 
screw that holds the cover in place touching one filament lead. 

a part of 
defective 

Test all condensers and replace any con - 

(6) ACOUSTIC HOWL 
Acoustic howl may be caused by: 
(a) Failure to remove shipping blocks. See Part I, Section 9 of this book. 
(b) Defective rubber cushions. If the cushions on which the receiver chassis is supported 

have become aged or hardened, they should be replaced. 
(c) Any defect in the support of the chassis that prevents it from being entirely supported 

by rubber may cause acoustic howl. 
(d) Microphonic detector tube. A microphonic tube, while rare, in the detector socket 

may cause a howl. The remedy is to replace the tube or use it in another socket. 

(7) LOW VOLUME 
Low Volume may be caused by: 
(a) Defective Radiotrons. Try interchanging all Radiotrons with others of similar type 

known to be in good condition. 
(b) Poor antenna system. Install antenna as suggested in Part I, Section 1. 
(c) Receiver not properly aligned. First-Replace the oscillator tube. Second-Adjust 

oscillator trimming condensers, I.F. tuning condensers, and gang condenser vanes as 
described in Part II, Sections 11, 12 and 13. 
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(d) Defective A.F. transformer. The A.F. transformers, the internal connections of 
which are shown in Figure 16, are in a metal container. All coils should be tested for 
continuity and if other defects are considered likely, the coils should be measured for 
D.C. resistance. Shorted turns may be disclosed by substituting an entirely new unit 
for the one in use. 

(e) Low Voltages from S.P.U. Measure all voltages and if low, replace tube (Radiotron 
tron UX-280), or any defective parts that are causing low voltages in S.P.U. Refer 
to Part III, Section 2. 

(f) Open, shorts, or grounds in receiver assembly. Test with continuity tests and make 
any repair or replacement necessary. 

(g) Shorted field coil in reproducer unit. Any defect that reduces the strength of the 
magnetic field of the reproducer unit will reduce the output of the receiver. Check 
the current (85 M.A.) in the field and the voltage drop (110 volts) across it. An open 
field coil will cause the receiver to be inoperative. 

A F TRANSFORMER CAPACITOR PACK 60,000 OHM 
CONNECTIONS CONNECTIONS 

40 0 OHM 
RESISTOR 

CENTER -TAPPED 
RESISTOR 

GRID RESISTOR 
POWER TRANSFORMER 

CONNECTIONS 

UX-245 GRID 
BIAS RESISTOR 

FILTER REACTOR 
CONNECTIONS 

Figure 6-Sub-chassis view of the S.P. U. -Reproducer assembly 

(8) DISTORTED REPRODUCTION 
(Not due to failure in reproducer unit) 

Distorted reproduction may be caused by any of the following: 
(a) Radiotrons. A defective Radiotron will cause distortion and can be defective even 

though it lights. Defects other than heater or filament failures are checked only by 
substitution with a tube of known quality or by testing the tube. 

(b) Defective A.F. transformers. An open in the secondary of the input transformer or 
shorted turns in any winding may cause distortion. Test by means of continuity or 
resistance measurement tests and make replacement if necessary. 

(c) Oscillation in receiver assembly. Oscillation in the receiver assembly other than that 
of the oscillator will cause distortion to be experienced when tuning in a station. This 
distortion will be accompanied by a whistle when the station is tuned in. To remedy 
trouble of this character, refer to Part II, Section 10. 

(d) Receiver improperly aligned. Improper alignment of the receiver in addition to 
affecting its sensitivity and selectivity, will cause distortion of any signal received. 
Realign the receiver as described in Part II, Section 11. 

(e) Incorrect tuning. If the receiver is not accurately tuned to the station being received, 
distortion will result. Follow the instructions given on the instruction card accom- 
panying each set when tuning. 

(f) Heterodyne between stations too close in frequency. This is no defect in the receiver 
and, therefore. cannot be remedied except by shifting the frequencies of the trans- 
mitters. 
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(g) Strong local station. Set "Local -Distant" switch in "Local" position. Shift R.F. 
tubes and first I.F. tubes. Shorten antenna.. Place a switch in antenna lead. 

(h) Open by-pass condensers or connections. Any failure that will cause a by-pass con- 
denser not to function will result in distortion. Repair or replace any such defect. 

(i) Defect in Receiver Assembly or S.P.U. Check by means of continuity tests and make 
any replacement necessary. 

(9) AUDIO HOWL 

Audio howl may be caused by: 
(a) Stations too close in frequency. This is a fault of the broadcasting transmitting 

stations and no fault of the receiver. Such a howl will be picked up on any type of 
receiver. 

(b) Open by-pass condensers. An open of any of the by-pass condensers may cause an 
audio howl. 

Figure 8-Condenser drive cord arrangement 

(c) Receiver Oscillation. An oscillating receiver will give a whistle when a station is 

tuned in. Apply the remedies suggested in Part II, Section 10. 
(d) Defective Radiotrons in push-pull or detector stage. A defective Radiotron in the 

push-pull or detector stage may cause the receiver to develop a howl. Replace any 
defective Radiotron. 

(e) Vibrating elements in the receiver Radiotrons. A gradually developed howl may be 
due to the loudspeaker, causing the receiver Radiotron elements to vibrate. Apply 
the remedies given in Part II, Section 6. 

(10) OSCILLATION 
Oscillation in the R.F. or I.F. stages may be due to: 

(a) Failure of shielding of Radiotrons UY -224, or their control grid leads not in place. 
Make sure all shielding and leads are as originally intended. Any failure should be 
repaired. 

(b) Open by-pass condensers in receiver assembly. Test and make any repair or replace- 
ment necessary. 
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(c) Lead from by-pass condenser not properly connected. A separate lead is brought out 
of the by-pass condenser case for the ground connection to the condenser that is con- 
nected to R.F. and I.F. plate voltage supply leads. While the condenser is still 
electrically in the circuit, if this lead is not connected, oscillation in the intermediate 
stages will result. 

(d) Defective Radiotron UY -224. A defective Radiotron UY -224 may cause oscillation 
and should be replaced by a Radiotron known to be in good operating condition. 

(11) ADJUSTMENT OF R.F. LINE UP AND OSCILLATOR 
TRIMMING CONDENSERS 

(If dial does not read correctly, see Sec. 14, page 23.) 
Five adjustable condensers are provided for lining up the R.F. circuits and shifting the 

oscillator frequency so that it will be at a 175 K.C. difference from the incoming R.F. signal 
throughout the tuning range of the set. Poor quality, insensitivity and possible inoperation 
of the receiver may be caused by these condensers being out of adjustment. 
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Figure 9-Poltage supply circuit (model without tone control) 

If other adjustments have not been tampered with-the intermediate tuning and gang - 
condenser line-up condensers-the following procedure may be used for adjusting these con- 
densers. 

(a) Procure an R.F. oscillator giving a modulated signal at exactly 1400 K. C.and 600 
K.C. The General Radio Co., type 320 or 360 after calibration by G. R. Co., will be 
suitable or one may be constructed by assembling and wiring the apparatus indicated 
in Figure 11. A non-metallic screw driver W/ in diameter is also necessary. 

(b) An output indicator is necessary. This may be a current squared galvanometer con- 
nected to the secondary of the output transformer instead of the cone coil of the re- 
producer unit, a 0-5 miliammeter connected in series with the plate supply to the second 
detector (lead No. 1) or the output devices included in the General Radio Oscillators. 
In the type 320 the meter leads should be connected in the second detector plate cir- 
cuit and in the type 360 across the cone coil connections of the loudspeaker. The 
cone coil may remain in place or be disconnected, satisfactory results being obtained 
in either case. 

(c) Locate the 600 K.C. trimming condenser (Figure 10), and turn the adjusting screw 
until it is about / of the way in. Set the "Local -Distant" switch at LSDistant.f7 
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(d) Set oscillator in operation at exactly 1400 K.C. Place the set in operation and tune in 
the signal. Make sure the receiver is properly grounded and has an average antenna. 
Adjust the volume control until a reading is obtained in the output meter. While 
making adjustments regulate the volume control so that an excessive reading is not 
obtained. Then adjust the selector knob until the scale reads 1400 K.C. Now adjust 
the oscillator, 1st detector, R.F. and link circuit trimming condensers (See Figure 
10) in the order given until maximum output is obtained. 

(e) Set the oscillator at exactly 600 K.C. Tune in the signal on the set and adjust the 
600 K.C. oscillator trimming condenser, Figure 10, for maximum output while rocking 
the gang condenser back and forth. The dial scale should read exactly 600 K.C. If 
it does not read 600 K.C. loosen the screws that hold the scale and slip it until it reads 
I2 the error from 600 K.C. on the opposite side of 600 K.C. For example, if the scale 
reads 620 K.C. at maximum output set the scale at 590 K.C. Another example would 
be if the scale read 580 K.C. to set it at 610 K.C. 

(f) 

(g) 

SHIFT GREEN LEAD FROM Itl DET. 
TUNING CONDENSER STATOR TO 

OSCILLATOR TUNING CONDENSER STATOR 

(oCif®o) 600 K.C. OSCIL ATOR 
TRIMMING CONDENSER 

\2 , 

,\-1400 K.C. TRIMMING CONDENSERS'.' 

UNSOLDER SUS AND CONNECT AS 
INDICATED BY DOTTED LINE 

tSY I.F. 2et.F. 3V 1.F. 
TRANS. TRANS. TRANS. 

P S P S P S 

/9 DET. tV I. F. 2K t. F. 2V PET. e o cp 
S 4 5 6 

Figure 10-Top view of receiver assembly showing condenser adjustments 

Shift the oscillator frequency to 1400 K.C. and set the selector scale at exactly 1400 
K.C. Now adjust the four trimming condensers in the order given under (d) until 
maximum output is obtained. 
Place the oscillator again in operation at 600 K.C. and tune in the signal with the re- 
ceiver. If adjustments have been properly made, the signal will be received at maxi- 
mum output when the scale reads exactly 600 K.C. If not, then the operations given 
under (e) and (f) must be again repeated. 

With this adjustment so that the scale is exactly at 600 and 1400 all other dial readings 
will be correct within very close limits. 

(12) ADJUSTMENT OF I.F. TUNING CONDENSERS 
Two screen -grid intermediate frequency amplifier stages are used in this set. Three 

transformers are necessary for coupling these two stages. Both the primary and secondary of 
each transformer is accurately tuned to 175 K.C. and the correct functioning of the receiver 
is dependent on the proper alignment of the I.F. stages. 

The first I.F. transformer-the one in the copper container-has its two windings very 
loosely coupled, this condition being further accentuated by having a copper shield placed 
between each winding, which makes possible very sharp tuning of this first I.F. stage unless 
the "Local -Distant" switch is in the local position and resistance is artificially added to the 
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circuits. The other two transformers have their winding closely coupled-overcoupled-so 
that a flat top effect is obtained in the tuning curve. The reason for discussing the I.F. 
curve is that this type of coupling has a bearing on the method to be used for lining up the 
I.F. transformers. The second and third transformers being over -coupled, their tuning con- 
densers are adjusted until a plus or minus equal frequency shift of the I.F. oscillator frequency 
will give the same output and a flat top effect is obtained on the tuning curve. This is not the 
adjustment of the condensers that will give a maximum output and is a different procedure 
from that used in previous super -heterodyne receivers. The first transformer being closely 
coupled the tuning condensers are adjusted for maximum output. 

A detailed procedure for making these adjustments follows: 

A modulated R.F. oscillator giving a signal at 175 K.C. and having a vernier condenser 
for shifting this frequency from 171 K.C. to 179 K.C. is necessary for aligning the I.F. stages 
of this set. The General Radio Co.'s type 360 oscillator gives this frequency variation, but 
calibration of these secondary points must be made on instruments purchased prior to Junel, 

24 MEG. 

110V. D.C. OR A.C. 

+ ÓÓLAAITY AS suIF 
D.C. 

mo 

Figure 11-Modulated Oscillator 

1930. On these earlier models and on the older General Radio Type 320 oscillators to which 
the 175 K.C. frequency has been added, the General Radio Co. will add such calibrations, 
together with a 600 K.C. and 1400 K.C. calibration, at a nominal cost. 

A non-metallic screw driver / inch in diameter is also necessary for making these adjust- 
ments. With the necessary equipment at hand, proceed as follows: 

(a) Place the set in such a position that access to all mechanism is obtained. Place the 
receiver in normal operation with the volume control at minimum and then remove 
the oscillator tube. (Socket No. 2). Make sure a good ground connection has been 
made. 

(b) Connect output meter in c;rcuit. The meter leads of the Type 320 oscillator should 
he connected in series with lead No. 1 of the S.P.U. terminal strip. The output meter 
used on the Type 360 oscillator should be substituted for the cone coil of the repro- 
ducer unit and the switch on the oscillator set at "Dynamic." 

(c) Place the oscillator in operation at 175 K.C. and connect the coupling lead to the con- 
trol grid connection of the first detector Radiotron-(Socket No. 3). If excessive out- 
put is obtained disconnect the coupling lead from the oscillator and place it a short 
distance away, but in such a position that will cause an indication in the output meter 
without causing the needle to go beyond the scale. 

(d) Now adjust the secondary and primary tuning condensers of the third, second and 
first I.F. transformers until maximum output is obtained. 
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(e) Shift the coupling lead to the control grid connection of the second I. F. Radiotron 
(SocketNo. 5). Adjust the volume control until a suitable reading is obtained in the 

output meter. Then adjust the secondary and the primary (See Figure 10) of the 
third I.F. transformer until a maximum reading is obtained in the output meter. 

After obtaining maximum output we know the two windings are closely adjusted to 

the same frequency. Now they must be readjusted until a flat top effect is obtained 
in the tuning curve. The flat portion should be at least 5 K.C. wide and generally 

will not exceed 7 K.C. in width. The method of doing this is to shift the oscillator 

frequency back and forth from 171 K.C. to 179 K.C. and noting, when the condensers 

are adjusted, that no appreciable change in output reading is obtained from 172.5 

K.C. to 177.5 K.C. Also the drop in output should be the same at 171 K.C. and 179 K.C. 

This indicates that the flat top is centered at 175 K.C. The usual method to obtain this 

characteristic is, after adjusting to maximum output, to adjust the capacity of the 

secondary condenser until the flat top effect is obtained. It will probably not be cen- 

tered at 175 K.C. It is, however, easy to shift its center point by increasing each 

condenser slightly to shift it to a lower frequency or decreasing both condensers 

slightly to increase its frequency. To make this adjustment the first time will be some- 

what difficult, but after a little experience it is equally as easy as other super -hetero- 

dyne adjustments. 

(f) After adjusting the third I.F. transformer, shift the coupling lead to the control grid 

connection of the 1st I.F. Radiotron and place it at a greater distance from the oscilla- 

tor. Then advance the volume control to maximum. If necessary, reduce this coup- 

ling to an even greater extent so that too great an indication is not obtained in the 

output meter. 

(g) Now adjust the secondary and primary condensers until maximum output is obtained. 
Then readjust in the same manner as with the third transformer until a flat top effect 

is obtained. This may not be quite as broad as the third transformer. 

(h) If the "Local -Distant" switch is not already so adjusted, place it in the "Distant" 
position. Then shift the coupling lead to the control grid connection of the first 
detector (Socket No. 3). Now adjust the volume control until the meter reading is 

not excessive and then adjust the secondary and primary of the 1st I.F. transformer 
condensers until maximum output is obtained. This transformer tunes very sharply 

and no further adjustments are necessary. 

This completes the I.F. tuning adjustments and when so made, the set will perform at 
maximum efficiency. However, it is best at this point to check the oscillator trimming and 

R.F. line-up condenser adjustments. The correct method of making this adjustment is given 

in Part II, Section 11. 

(13) LINE-UP ADJUSTMENTS OF GANG CONDENSER 

The four -gang condenser used is a new type having features not found in similar condensers. 

The outstanding of these features äre the steel construction and the adjusting screws provided 
for lining up each condenser in exact electrical alignment with all the other condensers. Five 

such screws are provided on each unit which allows five adjustments to be made, each of which 

is independent of the other adjustments. These adjustments are made at the factory and un- 

less tampered with, will not require any readjustments. If, however, adjustment is necessary 

a step by step procedure for making such adjustment follows: 
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(a) Remove the receiver assembly from the cabinet as described in Part IV, Section 1. Procure a small socket wrench as listed in the Parts Catalog, and also a modulated oscillator (See Figure 11) covering the broadcast range. A 0-2 milliammeter is nec- essary to place in the first detector plate circuit. This may be done with an adapter that breaks the plate circuit of this tube, or by unsoldering the wire that is connected 
to the plate socket contact and connecting the meter to this lead and the socket con- tact. Remove the oscillator tube and connect a 20,000 -ohm resistor from the oscillator 
socket plate connection to the cathode connection. Make a good ground connection 
to the receiver. 

(h) Place the receiver in operation and couple the oscillator to the antenna lead of the 
set. Turn the station selector knob until the first vanes of the gang condenser fully 
mesh with the stator plates and the next set is free. This is shown in Figure 12A. 
Now turn the screws. on all the parallel trimming condensers until they are at their 
minimum capacity position. 

ADJUSTIN6 SCRIW 
FOR 1120 K.C. 

A 

ADJUSTING KREIN 
FOR 840 K.C. 

H 

ADJUSTING SCREW 
FOR 700 K.C. 

C 

ADJUSTING SCREW 
FOR 600 K.C. 

D 

ADJUSTING SCREW 
FOR 660 K.C. 

E 

Figure 12-Gang condenser adjustment positions 

(c) Adjust the oscillator until a deflection is obtained in the milliammeter. This will be 
at about 1120 K.C. If the condensers are accurately aligned, adjusting any of the 
screws that hold the first group of vanes in either direction, of the link circuit, R.F. 
circuit and first detector condenser will cause a decreased reading in the meter. If 
any, however, should cause an increased reading due to being pulled away from its 
adjacent plate-capacity reduced-then it should be adjusted for maximum output. 
If an increased amount of capacity is required at any vane to increase the output, i. e. 
the vanes brought closer to the adjacent plate, then the oscillator should be increased 
in frequency slightly and the other two vanes readjusted. This would be a reduction 
in their capacity. The reason for this shift of frequency is to make sure that the 
condensers are aligned with the minimum capacity possible, as otherwise the dial 
scale may read inaccurately. 
Due to slight inaccuracies of the coils it may not be possible to exactly peak each vane, 
as a sufficient capacity variation is not present. However, adjusting for a maximum 
output reading while still maintaining clearance will give as good, or better, an ad- 
justment as was originally present in the receiver. 

(d) After aligning the link, R.F. and first detector circuit, the bus bar indicated in Figure 
10 should be shifted to the position indicated by the dotted line and the black lead re- 
leaseil from the oscillator tuning condenser stator. Allow this lead to remain free. 
Now shift the green lead from the stator of the first detector tuning condenser to the 
stator -of the oscillator tuning condenser. This can best be done by using a clip and 
clamping on to a stator mounting screw of the oscillator tuning condenser. The vanes 
on the oscillator condenser may now be shifted for maximum output. 

(e) Now shift the gang condenser so that the first and second section are fully meshed 
with the stator plates. Shift the oscillator frequency until a deflection is obtained in 
the output meter and adjust the second group of vanes in the same manner as the first 
were adjusted. Shift the bus bar and adjust the first detector condenser also. 

(f) Follow this same procedure through until all the vanes have been adjusted. After 
their correct alignment the set must be realigned as described in Part II, Section 11. 
If the I.F. condensers require adjustment, they should be checked after the gang 
condenser adjustment has been made as just described and before the scale and os- 
cillator condensers are adjusted. 
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(14) DIAL SCALE NOT READING CORRECTLY 

Should the dial scale give a large error in the indicated scale reading it may be due to any 
of the following: 

(a) Dial screen not in position. Sometimes the dial screen may slip slightly out of its 

position. Readjust at the low frequency end of the scale. It is readily accessible 
from the rear. Also check any possible bending of the dial lamp bracket. 

(li) Set not properly aligned. Realign set as described in Part II, Section 11. 

(c) Oscillator used for aligning not properly calibrated. Calibrate as described in Part III, 
Section 8. 

Figuré 13-Continuity schematic diagram. (Local -Distant Switch in "Distant" position) 
(Model without tone control) 

PART III-ELECTRICAL TESTS 

(1) VOLTAGE SUPPLY SYSTEM 
Figure 9 illustrates the schematic diagram showing the voltage supply system and the 

values of current flowing in the different circuits together with the values of the various re- 
sistors. It will be noted that the series method of voltage supply is used except in the volume 
control circuit. This keeps the current drain on the rectifier tube at a minimum value. 

(2) VOLTAGE READINGS AT TERMINAL STRIP 
The following voltages are taken at the S.P.U. terminal strip with a D.C. and A.C. volt- 

meter. The D.C. meter should have a resistance of at least 1000 ohms per vont. Line voltage 
120, fuse at 120 -volt position, volume control at maximum. 

Terminals Volts 

2 to 3 

4 to 5 

2.5 A.C. 

250 D.C. 

(3) VOLTAGE READING SERVICE DATA CHART 

The following service data chart provides a means of diagnosing trouble from socket voltage 
readings taken at Radiotron sockets with any of the usual set analyzers. These readings are 
average, and are not obtained with any particular test set. They are therefore slightly different 
from those given in Part III; Section 4. 
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(4) VOLTAGE READINGS AT RADIOTRON SOCKETS 
The following voltages taken at each Radiotron socket with the receiver in operating 

condition should prove of value when checking with test sets such as the Weston Model 547, 
Type 3, or others giving similar readings. The plate currents shown are not necessarily 
accurate for each tube, as the cable in the test set will cause some circuits to oscillate, due to 
its added capacity. Small variations of voltages will be caused by different tubes and line 
voltages. Therefore, the following values must be taken as approximately those that will be 
found under varying conditions. The numbers in column 1 indicate the tube socket numbers 
shown in Figure 7. 

VOLTAGE READINGS AT RADIOTRON SOCKETS 

Tube 
No. 

Cathode to 
Heater 
Volts 
D. C. 

Cathode or 
Filament 

to Cdntrol 
Grid 

Volts, D. C. 

Cathode to 
Screen Grid 
Volts, D. C. 

Cathode or 
Filament 
to Plate 

Volts, D. C. 

Plate 
Current 

M. A. 

Heater or 
Filament 

Volts 

Screen Grid 
Current 

M. A. 

Volume Control at Minimum 
1 -34 - 2.2 80 240 3.2 2.2 i .5 
2 -22 - - 60 6.5 2.2 - 
3 -25 - 9.5 72 230 0.25 2.2 .1 
4 -34 - 2,2 78 240 4.0 2.2 .5 
5 -31.5 - 4.2 78 240 1.6 2.2 .5 
6 -12 -22 - 212 0.25 2.2 - 
7 - -19+ - 200 25.0 2.2 - 
8 - -19 - 200 25.0 2.2 - 

Volume Control at Maximum 
1 -25 -10 75 230 0 2.2 0 
2 -22 - - 65 7.5 2.2 
3 -25 -10 82 240 0 2.2 .1 
4 -25 -10 75 230 0 2.2 0 
5 -32 - 6 90 250 2.2 2.2 1.0 
6 -12 -23 - 220 0.25 2.2 - 
7 - -20 - 210 28.0 2.2 - 
8 - -20* - 210 28.0 2.2 - 

of true reading due to resistor in circuit. 

(5) CONTINUITY TEST 
The following tests will show complete continuity for the receiver assembly and socket 

power unit of this instrument. Disconnect the antenna and ground leads; the cable con- 
nections at the terminal strip of the S.P.U., and the A.C. supply cord at its outlet. 

A pair of headphones with at least 4r2 volts in series; or a voltmeter with sufficient battery 
to give a good deflection when connected across the battery terminals should be used in making 
these tests. 

The resistance of the various circuits are shown in the column titled "Correct Effect." 
Checking the resistance of the circuits adds an additional check on their correct functioning. 
This may be done by means of a direct reading "Ohmmeter," a resistance bridge, the volt- 
meter ammeter method or the method suggested in Part III, Section 6. 

The receiver and S.P.U. Radiotron sockets, numbers, lugs and terminals used in making 
these tests are shown in Figure 7. The receiver wiring diagram is shown in Figure 15 and 
the S.P.U. wiring diagram in Figure 16. 
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RECEIVER ASSEMBLY CONTINUITY TESTS 

Terminals Correct 
Effect 

Incorrect Effect 

Indication Caused By 

Ant. to Ground Closed 
(40 ohms) 

Open Open antenna coupling coil 

Stator tuning condenser No. 
1 (See Figure 7) to Ground 

Closed 
(5 ohms) 

Open 
Short 

Open link circuit coil 
Shorted link circuit tuning or trim- 

ming condenser 

CI and C4 to Ground Closed (V.C. at 
Min.) 

4170 ohms 

Open 

Short 

Open 170 ohm resistor or volume 
control 

Shorted .1 mfd. condenser 

CG1 to Ground Closed 
(5 ohms) 

Open 
Short 

Open R.F. grid coil 
Shorted R.F. tuning or trimming 

condenser 

SG1, 3, 4, and 5 to Ground Closed (V.C. at 
Min.) 

(22,170 ohms) 

Open 

18,000 ohms 
Short 

Open 18,000 ohms, 170 ohm resistor 
or volume control 

Shorted .1 mfd. condenser 
Shorted .5 mfd. condenser 

P1 to Lug No. 5 Closed 
(42 ohms) 

Oren Open R.F. plate coil 

G2 to Ground Closed 
(42,000 ohms) 

Closed 
(6000 ohms) 
40,000 ohms 
Open 
Short 

Shorted 720 mmfd. oscillator grid 
condenser 

Shorted .1 mfd condenser 
Open 40,000 or 2000 ohm resistor 
Grounded 6000 or 40,000 ohm resistor 

P2 to SG1 Closed 
(1 ohm) 

Open Open oscillator plate coil 

C2 and C3 to Ground Closed 
(2000 ohms) 

Open 
Short 

Open 2000 ohm resistor 
Shorted .1 mfd. condenser 

P3 to Lug No. 5 Closed 
(39 ohms) 

Open 
Short 

Open primary of 1st I.F. transformer 
Shorted 1st I. F. primary tuning con- 

denser 

CG4 to Ground Closed 
(41 ohms) 

Open 

Short 
(Local -Distant 
at "distant") 

Open secondary of 1st I.F. trans - 
former 

Shorted 1st I.F. secondary tuning 
condenser 

P4 to Lug No. S Closed 
(39 ohms) 

Open 
Short 

Open primary of 2nd I.F. transformer 
Shorted 2nd I.F. transformer tuning 

condenser 

CG5 to Ground Closed 
(41 ohms) 

Open 
Short 

Open secondary of 2nd I.F. transformer 
Shorted 2nd I.F. transformer tuning 

condenser 

C5 to Ground Closed 
(2000 ohms) 

Open 
Short 

Open 2000 ohm resistor 
Shorted .1 mfd. condenser 

P5 to Lug No. 5 Closed 
(39 ohms) 

Open 
Short 

Open primary of 3rd I.F. transformer 
Shorted 3rd I.F. transformer primary 

tuning condenser 

SGS to Lug No. i Closed 
(14,300 ohms) 

Open Open 14,300 ohm resistor 
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RECEIVER ASSEMBLY CONTINUITY TESTS-Continued 

Terminals Correct 
Effect 

Incorrect Effect 

Indication Caused By 

C6 to Ground Closed 
(10,000 ohms) 

Open Open 10,000 ohm resistor 

G6 to Ground Closed 
(41 ohms) 

Open Open secondary of 3rd I.F. transformer 

C6 to P6 Open Closed Shorted .0024 mfd. condenser 

P6 to Lug No. 1 Closed 
(80 ohms) 

Open Open R.F. choke coil 

Lug No. 2 to one heater con- 
tact of all sockets. Remove 

dial lamp) 

Closed Open Open heater connection 

Lug No. 3 to other heater 
contact of all sockets. 
(Remove dial lamp) 

Closed Open Open heater connection 

S.P.U. REPRODUCER CONTINUITY TESTS 

Terminals Correct 
Effect 

Incorrect Effect 

Indication Caused By 

Across filament contacts of 
sockets 7 or 8 

Closed Open 

55 ohms 

Open filament winding and center 
tapped resistor 

Open filament winding 

Either filament contact of 
sockets 7 or 8 to Ground 

Closed 
(715 ohms) 

Open 
Short 

Open UX-245 grid bias resistor 
Shorted .05 mfd. condenser 

G7 to G8 Closed 
(13,000 ohms) 

Open Open secondary of push-pull input 
transformer 

G7 or G8 to Ground Closed 
(66,500 ohms) 

Open Open secondary of push-pull input 
transformer or 60,000 -ohm resistor 

Terminal 1 to Terminal 5 Closed 

(1,900 ohms) 

Open 

40,000 ohms 

Open primary of push-pull input 
transformer 40,000 -ohm resistor 

Open primary of push-pull input 
transformer 

P7 to P8 Closed 
(350 ohms) 

Open Open primary of output transformer 

P7 or P8 to Terminal No. 5 Closed 
(175 ohms) 

Open Open primary of output transformer 
or center tap connection 

Across cone coil (unsolder 
leads) 

Closed 
(10 ohms) 

Open Open cone coil 

Across output leads to ter- 
minal strip(cone coil dis- 
connecte 

Closed 
(.8 ohms) 

Open Open secondary of output transformer 

Across UX-280 filament con- 
tacts 

Closed Open Open UX-280 filament winding 

P to P of UX-280 socket Closed 
(350 ohms) 

Open Open high voltage winding of power 
transformer 

Either P of UX-280 socket 
to Ground 

Closed 
(1890 ohms) 

Open Open high voltage winding of power 
transformer, filter reactor or field 
of reproducer unit 

Across A.C. input plug Closed 
(3.5 ohms) 
(Operating 
switch "on") 

Open Open primary of power transformer 
or fuse 
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(6) TESTING FILTER AND BY-PASS CONDENSERS 
The filter and by-pass condensers are in metal containers. The internal wiring diagram is 

shown in Figures 15 and 16. 
The condensers can best be tested by charging them with approximately 200 volts D.C. 

and then noting their ability to hold the charge. After charging, short circuiting the con- 
denser terminals with a screwdriver should produce a flash, the size of the flash depending on 
the capacity of the condenser and the voltage used for charging. A condenser that will not 
hold its charge, or a choke that clicks open is defective and requires replacement of the entire 
unit. 

(7) CHECKING RESISTANCE VALUES 
The values of the various resistance units in this receiver are shown in the schematic 

diagrams Figures 2 and 9. When testing a receiver for defects the various values of resistance 
should be checked. This may be done by a resistance bridge; the voltmeter -ammeter method, 
or by the following method. 

For resistances of low value, 5000 ohms or less, use a voltmeter having a resistance not 
greater than 100 ohms per volt. For high values of resistance use a meter of 1000 ohms or 
more per volt. The Weston Meters, Type 301 or 280, each have a resistance of 62 ohms per 
volt and are satisfactory for the low values. Use sufficient battery to give a good deflection 
on the meter, for example, a 45 -volt "B" battery for a 0-50 volt meter. Take two readings, 
one of the battery alone, and one of the battery with the unknown resistance in series. Then 
apply the following formula. 

Reading obtained 
of battery alone 

Reading obtained with 
resistance in series 1) 

Resistance Unknown 
of meter - Resistance 

(8) CALIBRATION OF R. F. AND I. F. OSCILLATORS 
In servicing this receiver it is essential that the frequency of the I.F. and R.F. oscillator 

used for making adjustments be accurately known. Even with the best of material and con- 
struction oscillators will shift their frequency and a periodic check is both desirable and nec- 
essary. 

I.F. OSCILLATORS 
An easy way to check the frequency of the I.F. oscillator is to check its fourth harmonic 

against a station operating at that harmonic frequency. In the case of the 175 K.C. oscillator 
used for this receiver the broadcasting station operating at this fourth harmonic frequency 
would be WLW, operating at 700 K.C. The check is best made by tuning in the station 
accurately on a radio receiver and then setting the oscillator in operation coupled to the receiver 
antenna sufficiently so that it will be heard. Then adjust the I.F. oscillator until the beat note 
between the fourth harmonic and WLW will approach zero frequency (zero beat). At this 
point both the transmitting station and the harmonic of the oscillator are at the same frequency. 
The fundamental must therefore be at one-fourth of the frequency, or 175 K.C. 

An interesting point in connection with this check is that the eighth harmonic of 175 K.C. 
is 1400 K.C. This check on the I.F. frequency will therefore serve as an additional check on 
the 1400 K.C. position by tuning in this harmonic on a receiver. 

R.F. OSCILLATORS 
The R.F. oscillator may be calibrated in the same manner as the I.F. oscillator with the 

exception that its fundamental frequency should beat against numerous broadcasting stations 
and a curve plotted so that all frequencies will be known. Such a curve is shown in Figure 16. 
As the dial of the receiver is adjusted at both 1400 K.C. and 600 K.C. it is very important 
that these two places on an oscillator used for that work be accurately known. A step by step 
procedure for making such a calibration follows: 

1. Tune in a station with the receiver at the high frequency end of the scale. 
2. Place the oscillator to be calibrated in operation and couple it to the antenna system 

of the receiver. 
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3. Adjust the dial of the oscillator until its signal is heard at maximum intensity in, the 
receiver or zero beat is obtained with the broadcasting station. Note the reading of 
this position on the oscillator dial and plot this position on the chart shown in Figure 17. 
The vertical division represents frequency and the horizontal divisions, the oscillator 
scale readings. 

ä 
g 1200 

1300 

0 E0 :0 00 40 30 AO 70 00 00 eoo 

COMOEMSEN SCALE READING 

Figure 16-R.F. Oscillator calibration curve 

4. Now repeat this procedure at a station slightly lower in frequency and plot this point 
on the chart. 

5. As many stations as possible, tuned in at various positions throughout the dial scale, 
should be checked by this method, and after all points have been located on the chart, 
the points should be connected by means of a line. This line will represent the cali- 
bration of the oscillator. Figure 16 shows a typical calibration curve. 

500 
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NJ 
> 900 
o 
Y 

z 
1000 
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1400 

1500 

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 

CONDENSER SCALE READING 
80 90 100 

Figure 17-Chart for plotting R.F. Oscillator calibration curve 
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PART IV -MAKING REPLACEMENTS 
(1) TO REMOVE RECEIVER ASSEMBLY 

To remove the receiver assembly proceed as follows: 
1. Remove two screws that hold the wooden back plate to the sides of the cabinet and 

remove this plate. 
2. Loosen the screw that holds the terminal strip cover and release the cable attached to 

the terminals located under this cover. 
3. Remove the four screws and nuts that hold the receiver assembly to the cabinet. 
4. Remove all control knobs and release the local -distant switch. 

The receiver assembly may now be lifted clear of the cabinet and placed in a position 
convenient for work. To replace, proceed in the reverse manner of that used to remove it. 

(2) TO REMOVE S.P.U.-REPRODUCER ASSEMBLY 
The parts comprising the socket power unit and the reproducer assembly are all mounted 

and wired on one base. To remove this unit for repairs proceed as follows: 
1. Release receiver assembly cable and wooden back plate as described in Part IV, Section 1. 
2. Release operating switch by removing collar on outside of cabinet and removing staple 

on inside and then pulling the mechanism toward the inside of cabinet. Remove the 
four screws, nuts and washers that hold the S.P.U.-Reproducer assembly to the bottom 
of the cabinet. The S.P.U. may now be lifted clear and placed in a position convenient 
for work. 

Figure 18-View showing loudspeaker adjusting strips 

(3) REPLACING REPRODUCER CONE 
Should replacement of the reproducer cone be necessary, proceed as follows: 
1. Remove the S.P.U.-Reproducer assembly as described in Part IV, Section 2. 
2. Remove the felt ring glued to the front of the reproducer unit. 
3. Remove the nine nuts, screws and lock washers that hold the metal ring and cone edge 

in place. Remove the cone centering screw. The cone coil is connected by means of 
two soldered terminals located adjacent to the cone bracket. Unsolder these leads. 
The cone may now be removed. 

4. Place the new cone in the position occupied by the old one, and replace cone ring, the 
nine screws, nuts and the lock washers. Do not tighten these screws. 

5. Place three pieces of cardboard the thickness of a visiting card and approximately 
1 I X34 in. in size in the space between the inside of the cone coil and the pole piece. 
This is shown in Figure 18. 

6. Now replace the cone centering screws and screw in place tightly. 
7. Tighten the nine screws that hold the cone edge and replace the felt ring. 
8. Solder the cone coil leads in place. 
9. Replace the S.P.U.-Reproducer assembly in the reverse manner of that used to re- 

move it. 
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PART V -RCA RADIOLA 82 AND LATE MODELS OF 
RCA RADIOLA 80 

INTRODUCTION 
RCA Radiola 82 is a console model radio receiver employing the same circuit and chassis 

as the Radiola 80 with the exception that it includes a tone control. Late models of Radiola 
80 also include the tone control and the diagrams will therefore apply to those models. The 
cabinet of Radiola 82 is of a high -boy type and includes doors. 

PHYSICAL SPECIFICATIONS (RCA RADIOLA 82) 
Height 48 Inches 
Depth 16 Inches 
Width 271 z Inches 
Weight Alone 120 Lbs. 
Weight Packed for Shipment 175 Lbs. 

RADIO 

50001t 

O 
RECORD 

DOUBLE POLE, DOUBLE THROW 
SWITCH USED AS 

RADIO -RECORD' SWITCH 

A. F. TRANSFORMER OF 
PROPER RATIO FOR 

,PICK-UP BEING USED 

/ VOLUME MAGNETIC 
CONTROL PICK-UP, 

Figure 19-Connections for attaching a magnetic pick-up to RCA Rad.'cla 80 
with tone c,ntrcl and to RCA Rad,(1a 82. 

The tone control is, however, a new feature and therefore a description of its action is 
desirable. The tone control of Radiola 82 consists of a 40,000 -ohm potentiometer in series 
with a .025 mfd. fixed condenser. This arrangement is shunted around a choke placed in the 
second detector plate circuit. With the resistor arm at the extreme "high" position, the 
reactor is shorted and the full amount of the resistance is placed in series with the condenser, 
thus giving the normal fidelity of the receiver. As the potentiometer arm is moved toward 
the extremes "low" position, the choke and condenser both become effective, and thus reduce 
the high frequency output of the receiver. The amount of this reduction is dependent on the 
position of the potentiometer arm, operated by the tone control knob. 

(1) PHONOGRAPH PICK-UP CONNECTIONS 
Figure 19 shows the correct connections for attaching a magnetic pick-up. 

(2) ELECTRICAL TESTS 
The electrical tests given on RCA Radiola 80 are all applicable to Radiola 82. There is 

one slight difference to remember, however, and that is the additional 1300 -ohm choke and 
.000745 mfd. condenser in the plate circuit of the 2nd detector that is not present in the Radiola 
80. 

Figure 20 shows the assembly wiring diagram. Figure 21 shows the schematic circuit 
diagram. Figures 22 and 23 show the wiring diagrams of the receiver assembly and S.P.U., 
respectively. 
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STATION TONE LOCAL -DISTANT VOLUME 
SELECTOR- CONTROL SWITCH CONTROL 

RED, 
lIACK. 

YELLOW 

YELLOW WITH GREEN /RACER \\\ \ v\\J\\\\\ \\\\\\\. 
. . 99[72p7,1111 P, ` eRaRr\ \ , utr 

LA 

\\. 

`]\R DSOCKETA \ 
1 

\\ ..__.1: .:.,t 0 

eM 
NrhnMNlM/seeffliANIIIII9I1.wI 

LINK' 
CIRCUIT COIL 

\.a. F. 

COIL 

\\ \\\\\ \\`I ; POWER 
TRANSFORMEI:e :LINE \\\ VOLTAE.0. 

\. \ ̀ Fús! \\\` \' 

RECEIVER ASSEMBLY 

FILTER 
REACTOR 

S. P. U. - REPRODUCER 
ASSEMBLY 

OPERATING SWITCH A.C. INPUT PLUG 

'\\ 
\ .\ : 

T ANSFORN 

Figure 20-Assembly wiring of RCA Radiola 80 with tone control and RCA Radiola 82. (Note:-Radiola 80 with 
tone control uses the same S.P.U. as models without tone control. See Figure 7.) 
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SERVICE DATA CHART 
Before using the following Service Data Chart, when experiencing no reception, low volume, 

poor quality, noisy or intermittent reception, howling and fading, first look for defective tubes, 
or a poor antenn t system. If imperfect operation is not due to these causes the "Service Data 
Chart" should be consulted for further detailed causes. Reference to the text should be made 
for further details. 

Indication Cause Remedy 

No Reception 

No current at outlet 
Defective operating switch 
Blown fuse 
Defective parts in S.P.U. 
Defective parts in receiver assembly 
Open field coil of reproducer 
Open cone coil of reproducer 

Turn line current "On" 
Repair or replace operating switch 
Repair cause of blown fuse and replace 
Test and repair any defective parts 
Test and repair any defective parts 
Repair or replace open field coil 
Replace defective cone 

Low Volume 

Low voltage from S.P.U. 
Defective socket power unit 
Defective receiver assembly 
Poor antenna system 

I.F. transformers not properly 
aligned 

R.F. trimmers not properly aligned 
Shorted field coil of reproducer unit 

Repair any cause of low voltage 
Repair or replace any defective part in S.P.U. 
Repair or replace any defect in receiver assembly 
Install antenna system as suggested on instruction 

card 
Align I.F. transformers correctly 

Align R.F. trimming condensers correctly 
Repair any defect in reproducer 

Poor Quality 

Receiver not properly tuned 
Local -Distant switch not operated 

properly 
Defective A.F. transformer 
Defective tone control parts 
Receiver improperly aligned 
Defective or grounded 60,000 -ohm 

resistor in S.P.U. 

Tune receiver correctly when receiving stations 
Be sure to use "Local" when receiving nearby strong 

stations 
Replace defective transformer 
Replace defective tone control parts 
Align receiver correctly 
Replace defective resistor or repair ground 

Howling 

Shipping blocks not removed 
Defective rubber cushions 
Radiotrons 

Remove shipping blocks from receiver assembly 
Replace any aged or hardened rubber cushions 
Check Radiotrons used in detector and push-pull 

sockets 

Hum 

Defective Radiotron UX-280 
Defective part in S.P.U. 
Grounded heater lead 
Defective field coil 

Replace defective Radiotron 
Replace defective part 
Repair any ground in heater leads 
Repair or replace field coil 

Dial reads incorrectlycorrectly 
Dial screen not in position 
Dial lamp bracket bent 
Set not properly aligned 
Oscillator used for aligning not 

calibrated correctly 

Readjust dial screen at low frequency end of scale 
Bend dial lamp bracket back to normal 
Align set 
Calibrate oscillator accurately 
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RCA RADIOLA 86 
SERVICE NOTES 

Electrical Specifications 
Voltage Rating 105-125 Volts 
Frequency Rating 50-60 Cycles, or 25-30 Cycles 
'Power Consumption (Radio Alone) 60 Cycles -120 \Vatts; 25 Cycles -125 Watts 
Power Consumption (Phonograph) 60 Cycles 155 Watts ; 25 Cycles -200 Watts 
Type of Circuit A. C. Screen Grid Super -Heterodyne 
Type and Number of Radiotrons...4 UY -224, 2 UY -22;, 2 CX-245, lUX-280-Total, 9 

Number of Radio Frequency Stages 1 

Type of First Detector Tuned Input Grid Bias 
Number of Intermediate Stages 2 

Type of Second Detector Power Grid Bias 
Type of Tone Control-Variable resistance in series with condenser across output of 

2nd detector 
Number of Audio Stages (Radio) 1 (Push -Pull) 
Number of Audio Stages (Phonograph or Recording) 2 

Type of Magnetic Pick-up Low Impedance 
Type of Tone Arm Inertia 
Diameter of Turntable 12 Inches 
Type of Rectifier Full Wave, UX-280 
Type of Loudspeaker Electro -Dynamic 
Wattage Dissipation in L. S. Field 10 (110 V., 85 M. A.) 
Undistorted Output 3 0 Watts 

Physical Specifications 
Height 48 Inches 
Depth 27 Inches 
Width 18 Inches 
Weight Alone 150 Lbs. 
Weight Packed for Shipment 210 Lbs. 

ELECTRICAL DESCRIPTION OF CIRCUITS 
This instrument is a combination radio receiver, similar to Radiola 82, an electric 

phonograph employing an improved type of magnetic pick-up and tone arm and a 
home recording mechanism by which either a radio program or sound production in 
the home may be recorded on the Victor home recording record blanks. The frontis- 
piece shows a rear interior cabinet view. 

Radiola 86 incorporates the tone contrcl of Radiola 82 and when the rotary switch 
is in the "Radio" position, it is electrically the same as Radiola 82. The schematic 
circuit is shown in Figure 1. Its operation in the other positions follows: 

Phonograph-When the rotary selector switch is in the "Phonograph" position, the 
radio portion of the receiver is made inoperative and the second detector is used as 
an audio stage together with the power amplifier. The magnetic pick-up is suspended 
by the new "inertia" type tone arm. This name originates from the method of weight- 
ing and then counter -balancing so as to have sufficient weight and mass present for 
best reproduction. This weight prevents the tone arm and pick-up from vibrating with 
the record variations and provides true reproduction, due to the needle following 
exactly the record variations. The phonograph parts are shown in Figure 4. 
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The output of the pick-up is fed into an auto -transformer which in turn applies 
this voltage to the grid of the second detector. The grid bias of this tube has been 
changed in order to have it operate as an audio amplifier. The output of this tube 
is then applied to the two UX-245's, acting as a power amplifier, the output of which 
is in turn delivered to the reproducer unit. The volume of output is controlled by a 

60 -ohm potentiometer connected across the magnetic pick-up. 

Radio Recording-Any radio program may be recorded on a Victor Home record- 
ing blank with this instrument. The additional material required is a record blank and 
a special home recording needle. 

The electrical functions of recording a radio program are the same as that of re- 

ceiving such a program with the exception that the pick-up is substituted for the cone 
coil of the reproducer unit. The cone coil is then connected across the output with 
a 150 -ohm series resistor in the circuit and the reproducer is used as a monitor. When 
acting as a cutter greater pressure is required on the record than when reproduction 
is in progress. Therefore a small weight is provided for placing on the pick-up head 
while recording. 

After making a record, it may be played either on the present instrument or any 
other phonograph in the usual manner with the exception that the special needle used 
for recording must also be used for reproducing. If the present instrument is used, it 
is important that the weight on the pick-up head be removed, otherwise the record 
will be damaged. 

aacesur e=2;11 

Hwr..arU 

..[Oa. .a.a 
IIaM. 

Figure 2-Circuit changes for 26 -cycle and 
40 -cycle operation 

Home Recording-A small hand microphone is provided for recording the voice 
or other programs originating in the home. This microphone is connnected in series 
with the bias resistor of the first detector and across a tap on the pick-up input trans- 
former. About 10 milliamperes then flows through the microphone. The circuits then 
function as in "Phonograph Reproduction" except that the output of the UX-245 is fed 

into the pick-up instead of the reproducer unit. The weight must be used on the 
pick-up as in radio recording. 

The operation of the audio circuits with selector in its various positions is shown 
in Figure 3. 

Models are also available for 25 -30 -cycle operation and these may be adapted to 
40 -cycle operation by means of a special motor condenser. The differences between the 
25 -cycle and the 60 -cycle models are : the power transformer ; the additional filter 
capacitor ; the rotary switch : and the motor condenser. These parts are shown in 
Figures 1 and 2. 
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SCHEMATIC AUDIO CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS 
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PART I --INSTALLATION 
The reader is referred to the Radiola 80 Service Notes for the following data on 

installation. 
Antenna (Outdoor type ). Location. 
Antenna (Indoor type). Adjustment for line voltages. 
Special antenna installations for noisy Jerky action of station selector. 

locations. Use of local -distant switch. 
Ground. Precautions for excessively loud signals. 
Radiotrons. Removal of shipping blocks and screws. 

HOME RECORDING 

RECORD 
COMPARTMENT 

USED NEEDLE 
MICROPHONE CUP CASE CLIPS 

NEEDLE NEW NEEDLE 
CUP 

MICROPHONE INPUT TERMINALS PICK-UP WEIGHT (USED FOR RECORDING) 

Figure 4-View of phonograph parts 

TONE ARM 

SELECTOR 
SWITCH 

SPEED 
ADJUSTMENT 

SCREW 

PHONOGRAPH 
VOLUME 

CONTROL 

(1) BLOWN FUSE 
A blown fuse may be caused by the following: 
(a) Connecting the set to a D.C. line. 
(b) Plate to plate short of Radiotron UX-280. 
(c) Shorted condenser in capacitor pack. 
(d) Shorted filament or heater contacts or dial lamp socket. 
(e) Defective power transformer. 
Any of the above causes must be cleared up before a new fuse is installed other- 

wise the new fuse will blow as soon as the old one is replaced and the power turned 
"On." 
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(2) ADJUSTMENT OF LID MECHANISM 
A spring mechanism is provided that balances the lid at any opening position. (See 

frontispiece.) Failure of proper operation is indicated by the lid either continuing to 
open or close after the hand is removed. If this condition is present adjust as follows : 

(a) If the lid continues to open after being released, too much tension is present 
on the spring. Reduce the tension by turning the adjusting screw counter- 
clockwise gradually until normal operation is secured. 

(b) If the lid closes upon release of the hand insufficient tension exists at the 
spring. Increase the tension gradually by turning the adjusting screw clock- 
wise until normal operation is secured. 

If the spring has lost its tension it must be replaced. If a replacement spring is not 
available try removing a turn from the old spring. 

PART II -SERVICE DATA ON RADIO RECEIVER 
The receiver assembly and S. P. U. of this receiver is very similar in both mechanical 

and electrical characteristics to that used in Radiola 80. For service information on 
these units other than that contained herein the reader is referred to the Service Notes 
on Radiola 80. This includes : 

Antenna system failures. 
Radiotron sockets and prongs. 
Noisy volume control. 
Broken condenser drive cord. 
Excessive hum. 
Acoustic howl. 
Low volume. 
Distorted .reproduction. 
Audio howl. 
Oscillation. 
Adjustment of R. F. line-up and oscilla or trimming condensers. 
Adjustment of I.F. tuning condensers. 
Line-up adjustments of gang condenser. 
Dial scale reading incorrectly. 

PART III -ELECTRICAL TESTS 
The electrical tests given in RCA Radiola 80 Service Notes are all applicable to 

the present instrument when the rotary switch is in the "radio reproduction" position. 
There is one slight difference to remember, however, and that is the 1300 -ohm choke 
and .000745 mfd. condenser in the plate circuit of the 2nd detector in the present in- 
strument that is not in the Radiola 80. 

In addition to the tests already mentioned, special tests may be necessary on the 
parts special to Radiola 86. These tests are included in the Service Data Sections (see 
page 11, etc.) on these parts. 

The receiver assembly and S. P. U. of Radiola 86 are exactly the same as those 
used in the Radiola 82. The Radiola 82 Service Notes should be referred to when- 
ever wiring diagrams are necessary for Radiola 86. Some models of Radiola 82 and 
all models of Radiola 86 have a slight change in wiring from that shown in the dia- 
gram of Radiola 82 receiver assembly, namely, the .025 mfd. condenser of the tone con- 
trol connects to the positive plate supply instead of to ground. This change is made by 
replacing the bus bar from the .025 mfd. condenser to ground as shown in the diagram 
by a red lead from the condenser to the terminal strip to which five red leads are al- 
ready attached. This is located on the under side of the chassis between the center 
1. F. transformer and the chassis front. 
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PART IV -MAKING REPLACEMENTS IN RECEIVER 
ASSEMBLY OR S. P. U. 

Making replacements of parts in the receiver assembly and S. P. U. of Radiola 
86 is very similar to that of Radiola 80. The reader is therefore referred to Radiola 
80 Service Notes for information on the following: 

To remove receiver assembly. 
To remove S. P. U. Reproducer Assembly. 
Replacing reproducer cone. 

PART V -SERVICE DATA ON MAGNETIC PICK-UP 
Service work on the magnetic pick-up may be divided into the following classes: 
1. Adjustment of the armature. 
2. Replacing rubber pivot supports and damping block. 
3. Replacing coil. 
4. Replacing armature. 

Figure 5-Disassembling the magnetic pick-up 

ai' 

T 
1 

I 

.2 .0175".-L14-.0i73'IF-.0175' 

Figure 6-Magnetic pick-up 
armature spacing tool 

(1) ADJUSTMENT OF ARMATURE 
Adjustment of the armature consists essentially of having it in its electrical center 

between the two pole pieces. Need for this adjustment is usually evidenced by dis- 
tortion during phonograph reproduction with blasting, especially on the low notes. 
The following procedure should be adopted when making this adjustment: 

(a) Remove screws A and B (See Figure 5) from the pick-up, and remove the cover 
thereby released. 

(b) Mark the magnet poles and the pole pieces so that when they are replaced they 
will be in their original position. The magnet may now be released. Place a 
keeper such as a large nail across the magnet poles and remove the magnet 
from the pole pieces. Another way is to slide the magnet over the pole pieces, 
until it is on the opposite side of the armature adjusting screws. (See Figure 5.) 

If the magnet is released from the pole pieces or keeper even for an instant the effici- 
ency of the pick-up as a record cutter is seriously impaired. Be careful not to let this 
happen and if it does, remagnetize the magnet before and after reassembling. 

(c) With a small screw driver loosen screws C and D. The small piece of metal 
that holds the damping block may now be moved either way until the arma- 
ture is approximately between the two pole pieces. Judging the center by the 
eye is sufficiently accurate for this adjustment. 
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(d) After the center has been located the two screws, C and D should be tight- 
ened. The magnet may now be replaced, the keeper removed and the pick-up 
re -assembled in the reverse manner of that used to remove it. While re -assem- 
bling be sure that all dirt is completely removed from any part of the magnet, 
armature or other parts of the pick-up. 

(2) REPLACING RUBBER PIVOT SUPPORTS AND DAMPING 
BLOCK 

After considerable time, or due to climatic conditions, the rubber pivot supports 
and the rubber damping block may become hardened and require replacement. Such 
hardening is usually evidenced by the armature being set to one side and not moving 
easily. As with other rubber articles, these parts give best life when used frequently. 

ARMATURE SPACING TOOL F 

\ 

TIGHTEN VICE AND z THEN TIGHTEN NUTS E&F 

Figure 7-Magnetic pick-up in vise 

The pick-up should not be supported, when not in use, by the needle resting on 
the record or turntable as such use will tend to set the armature to one side. The pick-up 
should hang free. 

Usually the rubber pivot supports and damping block will require replacement at 
the same time, and are therefore supplied in sets of three. When a replacement is 
necessary such a set should be procured. If such a set is not available and a repair is 
urgently needed, the damping block may be cut from a piece of automobile inner tube. 
The rubber strips for the pivot support may be cut from the thin portion of a baby's 
rubber nipple. 

Use the following procedure when making replacements : 

(a) Procure magnetic pick-up armature spacing tool. This is listed in the spare 
parts catalog, or it may be easily constructed by referring to Figure 6. 

(b) Remove the pick-up case and the magnet from the pole pieces as described in 
Part V, Section 1. 

(c) Unsolder the leads to the coil at the terminal strip inside of the pick-up case. 
Remove nuts E and F, Figure 5, and release the pole pieces from the back 
support. Now remove screws C and D and disassemble the pole pieces. arma- 
ture and coil. The old rubber should be completely removed from all parts, and 
the parts should be scraped clean with a knife. 

(d) Place the new rubber pivot supports in their proper place. This may be either 
tubing or strips. Reassemble the pole pieces and coil, and new rubber damping 
block in place with armature spacing tool in place as shown in Figure 7. Now 
place in a small vise and clamp the pole pieces together, as shown in Figure 
7, with the spacing tool in place. Tighten nuts E and F, remove pick-up 
from vise and remove spacing tool. 

(e) Reassemble the magnet and cover as described in Part V, Section 1. making 
sure the small magnet clamp is in place at the top of the magnet. 
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(3) REPLACING PICK-UP COIL 
The pick-up coil may be replaced in the same manner as the rubber supports and 

damping blocks, the difference being that the coil is replaced instead of the rubber 
pieces. 

(4) REPLACING PICK-UP ARMATURE 
The pick-up armature may be replaced in the same manner as the rubber supports 

or coil, the difference being that the armature is the part replaced. All adjustments 
are the same. In some cases replacement of the armature is made necessary due to 
rust. If a new armature is not available, the old one may be temporarily repaired by 
removing all rust with sandpaper. This is not a permanent repair due to the fact that 
the sandpapered surface will quickly rust, so therefore a new armature should be in- 
stalled as soon as available. 

RESISTOR AND 
REACTOR CONTAINER 

SELECTOR 
SWITCH 

PHONOGRAPH 
VOLUME 

CONTROL 

MOTOR 4.5 MFD. 
CONDENSER. 

Figure 8-Bottom view of the phonograph motor mounting 
board, showing various parts. 

(5) TESTING MAGNETIC PICK-UP AND TONE ARM 
After a magnetic pick-up has been repaired it is good practice to test it on actual 

records. The following Victor records are very desirable for test purposes. 
For testing the ability of the pick-up and tone arm to track the record groove use :- 

FUNERAL MARCH OF A MARIONETTE-No. 6639 

ZAMPA-No. 35985. 
For a voice as well as low frequency test at the saine time :- 

A GAY CABALLERO-No. 21735 
For dance music which has an evidence of high frequency as ,yell as low frequency 

response use:- 
BULL FIDDLE BLUES-No. 2155. 

For checking low frequencies mainly use :- 
ALOHA 0E-No. 21121. 

which at the very end has about 50 cycles recorded on it, also 
ANDANTINO-No. 35843. 

For testing rattle of pick-ups use :- 
MY CAROLINA SUNSHINE GIRL. No. 10094. 
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MAGNETIC PICK-UP SERVICE DATA CHART 

Indication Cause Remedy 

No reproduction 

Poor volume control contact between 
arm and resistance 

Clean volume control resistance with a 
pipe cleaner and any of the various 
cigarette lighter fluids 

Open pick-up coil or connections Repair any loose connections by resold- 
ering or replace an open coil as de- 
scribed in Part V, Section 3 

Weak or distorted 
reproduction 

Loose needle Tighten needle in socket with needle 
set screw 

Dirty contact in volume control Clean volume control resistance and con- 
tact arm 

Armature out of adjustment Center armature as described In Part V, 
Section 1 

Defective rubber damping block or 
pivot supports 

Replace rubber damping block and pivot 
supports as described in Part V, Sec- 
tion 2 

Dirt in armature air gap Clean all dirt from air gap by means of 
a blower or disassemble pick-up and 
clean. Remove rust from armature if 
necessary 

Weak magnet Remagnetize magnet by taking to mag- 
neto repair shop. Place keeper across 
pole faces until magnet is again in 
place in the pick-up. Making repairs 
without placing a keeper on the mag- 
net is the easiest way of having the 
magnet lose its magnetism. 

Needle holder rattle If the needle hole of the pick-up cover 
touches the set screw that holds the 
needle, a rattle will result. 
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PART VI -PHONOGRAPH MOTOR SERVICE DATA 
The phonograph motor used is of the induction disc type and is unusually rugged 

in construction. (See Figure 8). The following text covers the details of any service 
that may become necessary. 

(1) LUBRICATION OF MOTOR 
The various bearings and gears of the motor should be kept clean and should be 

lubricated at least once every six months. Phonograph motor oil and motor grease 
should be used and applied to the points indicated in Figure 9. Should phonograph 
motor oil and grease not be available, any high grade light engine oil may be substi- 
tuted for the oil and vaseline for the grease. Before lubricating it is desirable that the 
parts. first be cleaned with carbon tetra -chloride (Carbona), and all dirt and old 

grease removed. In addition to the regular lubrication all bright metallic parts, except 
the motor disc, should be covered with a light film of oil to prevent rusting. 

OIL UPPER SPINDLE BEARING 
AND GOVERNOR SHAFT BEARING 

WITH MOTOR OIL 

LUBRICATE SPIRAL OF SHAFT 
AND GEAR WITH MOTOR GREASE 

OIL GOVERNOR SHAFT BEARING, 
GOVERNOR SLIDING SLEEVE AND 

LOWER SPINDLE WITH MOTOR OIL. 

Figure 9-Lubrication points of the phonograph motor 

(2) SPEED REGULATION 
A stroboscope disc is included with each instrument which makes speed adjust- 

ments very easy. The instructions for its use are printed on each disc and will not be 

repeated here. If a stroboscope disc is not available the following method may be 

used for correct speed adjustments. 
(a) Place a record on the turntable and insert a small piece of paper under the 

edge of the record to serve as an indicator. 
(b) Play the record in the normal manner and count the number of revolutions 

made by the turntable for one minute. The speed should be 78 revolutions per 
minute. 

(c) Turning the speed regulating screw (Figure 4) clockwise allows the motor to 

run faster, and counter -clockwise, slower. Adjust by trial until the speed is 

78 revolutions per minute as determined from a full minute's count. 

NOTE-The speed of the machine should be checked at least four or five times a 

year. Improper speed will cause distortion. 

(3) GOVERNOR 
The governor will maintain a constant speed of the motor within a range of sudden 

voltage changes of 20 volts, providing all the parts are correctly adjusted. Any ad- 

justment made on the motor (including lubrication), will have a certain effect on the 

regulation of speed and the speed adjustment should be checked as described in Part 
VI. Section 2, before the unit is again placed in service. 
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Figure 10-Assembly wiring diagram of the radio -phonograph combination instrument 
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(4) PHONOGRAPH MOTOR SERVICE DATA CHART 
The following Service Data Chart indicates the cause and remedy for any difficulties 

which may be encountered in the operation of the phonograph motor. These are listed 
according to their indications : 

Indication Cause Remedy 

Failure to run 

Operating switch or record switch 
"off" or defective 

Turn switches "On" or repair any de - 
fective switches 

No A.C. power at socket outlet Check with a 0-150-V. A.C. voltmeter 

Loose or open connection in the con- 
nector cord or plug 

Repair any defective connections 

Wrong or open connections of motor 
coils 

Check wiring and make any repairs nec - 
essary 

Jammed motor Rotate turntable by hand with power 
on. If jammed examine motor and re- 
place or repair part causing jamming 

Shipping wedges not removed Remove paper wedges if used between 
disc and coils to hold motor during 
shipment 

Motor fails to main- 
tain correct speed 

Low line voltage Check line voltage with a 0-150 Volt 
A.C. voltmeter while motor is run- 
ning and phonograph is in operation. 
The voltage must be between 105-125 
for proper operation. 

Improper lubrication Examine moving parts, bearings and 
gears. If oil and grease is gummy 
clean and lubricate as described in 
Part VI, Section 1. 

Motor improperly mounted or jarred,Loosen 
in shipping 

the three motor mounting screws 
and tighten alternately while motor is 
running. Do not tighten any screw 
sufficiently to cause binding or slow- 
ing down of the motor 

Worn motor spindle ball bearing Replace a worn ball bearing 

Weak motor coils After checking all the above causes and 
the motor still fails to maintain speed 
replace one or both of the motor coils 
as described in Part VI, Section 9. 
It is possible for them to test elec- 
trically O. K. but be weak in opera- 
tion 

Noisy operation See Part VI. Section 5 for the cause and remedy of defects or improper ad- 
justments that may cause noisy operation 

Hum 

Loose coils or coil laminations Tighten screws that hold coil cores to- 
gether. If this does not correct the 
hum place a small wooden wedge be - 
tween inside of coil and core 

Cabinet hum Tighten motor mounting screws or re- 
place the rubber between motor and 
cabinet 
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(5) NOISY OPERATION 
There are several causes of motor noise other than hum, which is discussed in the 

Phonograph Service Data Chart. 
(a) Governor Springs.-A noise or rattle may sometimes be caused by loose or 

broken governor springs. Tighten all the governor spring screws. If this 
does not stop the noise, loosen the screws on the gear end of the governor 
springs and allow the motor to run for a minute or two to allow the springs 
to assume their correct position. Stop the motor and retighten. the screws. 
If any of the springs are broken or badly out of balance, they should be 
replaced. 

Figure 11-View of motor board with turntable removed 

(b) Governor Bearings.-The thrust bearing at the gear end of the governor may 
cause noise while the motor is running. Hold one finger over the end of the 
bearing and loosen the set screw which holds the bearing in position. Adjust 
the bearing to the most quiet running position and retighten the set screw. 
If this procedure is not successful the position of the governor spiral relative 
to that of the governor drive gear should be shifted slightly until a condition 
of minimum spiral to gear noise is obtained. 

To do this the set screw holding the thrust bearing at the gear end of the governor 
spindle is loosened and the bearing shifted slightly and re -clamped (loosening the 
bearing on the opposite end of the shaft first if necessary). Now, with the bearing at the 
disc end of the spindle loosened and one finger against it to prevent it from slipping 
out, start the motor. While the motor is running, press lightly against this bearing 
and clamp the set screw to hold it in place. The center of the worm should be approxi- 
mately opposite the center of the worm gear. If this is not the case for the position of 
minimum noise a defective or poorly lubricated worm or worm gear is indicated. A 
bent governor spindle may also he the cause. 

(c) Governor Spindle.-A bent governor spindle will cause binding in the gears 
and bearings as well as noise. The bent spindle should be replaced with a 
new one. Removal of the governor can be accomplished by loosening the 
two governor bearing screws, one at each end of the governor shaft, and lifting 
the governor from the frame. 

(d) Governor Driving Gear.-Remove the motor spindle as described in Part VI, 
Section 10, and examine the gear for wear. If the wear on the teeth is uneven 
on opposite sides of the gear the turntable spindle is bent and both gear and 
spindle should be replaced. 
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(e) Turntable Spindle and Disc.-A bent turntable spindle, or a bent or improp- 
erly adjusted disc will cause noise. The bent spindle may cause the disc to 
rub against the iron core of òne of the coils. A bent spindle can be detected 
by placing a pencil flat on the motor board with the point against the spin- 
dle ; if the pencil point touches the spindle on one side only while the motor 
is running, the spindle is bent and should be replaced. If the disc is bent 
and rubs against the cores of the motor coils the lower spindle bearing should 
he adjusted as described in Part VI, Section 11, or the disc should be replaced, 
depending upon the extent of the damage. 

(f) If the motor "bumps" (turntable jumps up and down), it may be due to a faulty 
or worn gear or worm ; insufficient grease or poor grease on the worms ; or not 
enough turns on one of the upper motor coils. 

(6) HEATING 
Normal operation of the motor will produce more heat than can comfortably be 

tolerated while touching any of the coil units. This is mentioned in order that the 
service man will not misconstrue this heating as an indication of a defect. 

(7) CONTINUITY OF MOTOR CIRCUITS 
Due to the absence of a motor terminal board it is best to disconnect the motor and 

test for continuity of circuit directly at the motor coils. This may be done by any 
of the methods used for regular continuity tests. Associated circuits should be checked 
by referring to the diagram, Figure 10. 

(8) TO REMOVE MOTOR 
If it is necessary to remove the phonograph motor, it may be done in the following 

manner : 

(a) Place the pick-up and tone arm to the side, clear of the turntable. Remove 
needle from pick-up and remove turntable. 

(b) Gain access to the rear and remove all wiring to the motor. 
(c) Remove the three nuts, washers and rubber pieces from the motor supporting 

bolts, being sure to hold the motor so that it will not drop. It may now be 
moved to a place convenient for work. 

When replacing the motor, care should be exercised to see that the motor speed 
adjustment arm lines up properly with the speed adjustment screw. 

(9) REPLACING THE MOTOR COILS 
Should the necessity arise for replacing the coils of the induction disc phonograph 

motor proceed as follows : 

(a) Remove the motor as outlined in Part VI, Section 8. 
(b) Open the lugs holding the black power leads to the motor frame and remove 

these leads to one side. 
(c) Release the round head machine screws holding the coil unit, which is to be 

replaced, to the motor frame. 
(d) Put the new coil unit in place and replace the coil unit mounting screws, tight- 

ening them carefully. 
(e) Replace the black power leads under the lugs and reconnect the power leads 

to the proper points on the terminal board as shown in Figure 10. Lubricate 
motor if necessary. 

(f) Replace motor and turntable and test for operation and speed. 
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(10) REPLACING THE MOTOR GOVERNOR PARTS 
If it becomes necessary to remove the governor, to replace the governor spindle or 

springs use the following procedure : 

(a) Remove the motor as outlined in Part VI, Section 8. 
(b) Unscrew governor bearing screw. 
(c) Push the governor spindle against this hearing so as to start it out of its 

socket, and remove this bearing. 
(d) Remove the governor spindle with its associated parts. 
(e) All governor parts are now readily accessible and it may be disassembled. The 

governor spring holding collar is fastened to the governor spindle by means 
of a small set screw, and the spindle is "spotted" to facilitate proper replacement. 

(f) Replace the governor spindle and its assembled parts by placing the outer tip 
of the spindle in the outer thrust bearing socket first, and then inserting the 
inner tip into its bearing, after which the outer bearing is replaced, and its set 
screw tightened, being careful to leave a little play in the bearings. 

(g) It is usually a good plan to lubricate the unit whenever service work is done. 
(h) Replace motor and turntable, and test for operation and speed. 

(11) REPLACING THE MOTOR SPINDLE, DISC OR GOVERNOR 
DRIVING GEAR 

(a) Remove motor from cabinet as described in Part VI, Section 8. 
(b) Open the lugs holding the power leads to the motor frame and move these 

leads to one side. 
(c) Remove the three mounting screws from the coil unit on the opposite side 

of the motor from the governor, and remove this coil unit. 
(d) Press down on the speed regulating arm so as to release the pressure on the 

governor friction disc, and turn the motor disc so that the set screws in the 
hub of the motor disc and the governor driving gear are readily accessible. 

(e) Loosen both set screws far enough to back them out of the recesses provided 
for them in the motor spindle and draw out the spindle. 

(f) The motor should now be reassembled in the reverse of the above procedure, 
making any necessary replacements. 

NOTE-Care should be taken to see that the ball bearing under the lower end 
of the motor spindle is not lost. 
After assembling the motor the lock nuts around the spindle adjusting screw 
should be loosened and the spindle adjusting screw should be adjusted until 
the motor disc turns freely in the center of the air gap of the coil units. 
Tighten the spindle adjusting screw lock nut. 
Replace the motor and turntable. 
Lubricate the motor (Refer to Part VI, Section 1). 
Reconnect, following the wiring diagram, Figure 10, and test operation and 
speed (Refer to Part VI, Section 2). 

(g) 

(h) 
(i) 
(j) 

(k) 

(12) REPLACING THE MOTOR SPINDLE BALL BEARING 
A worn motor spindle ball bearing will cause slow or varying speed and should be 

rep:aced as follows : 

(a) Place the pick-up and tone arm clear of turntable, remove any needle which 
may be in the pick-up and remove the turntable. 

(b) Loosen the spindle adjusting screw lock nut and remove the motor spindle ad- 
justing screw. The ball bearing may now be removed. 
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(c) Place the unit in its normal operating position. The motor disc will now rest 
on the pole faces of the lower or current coil. 

(d) Lay a card across the motor móunting panel, against the motor spindle, and 
mark the spindle lightly at the point of contact. 

(e) Lift the spindle until the motor disc touches the pole faces of the upper or volt- 
age coils and again mark the spindle. 

(f) Put the new ball bearing in place and replace the motor spindle adjusting 
screw, adjusting it so that the card placed across the motor board will make 
contact against the spindle just half -way between the two marks previously 
made. This should place the motor disc in the center of the air gaps. If the 
disc is slightly warped an additional adjustment one way or the other may be 

necessary to prevent it from rubbing against the pole pieces in operation. 
(g) Lubricate as described in Part VI, Section 1; replace turntable and test for 

operation and speed. 
MICROPHONE SHELL 

AND HANDLE 

MICROPHONE 
UNIT -- 

CARBON PRESSURE 
ADJUSTMENT. 

DO NOT DISTURB 
ORIGINAL ADJUSTMENT. 

CONNECTOR SIX DIAPHRAGM 
CORD ADJUSTMENT SCREWS 

DO NOT DISTURB 
ORIGINAL ADJUSTMENT 

Figure 12-Details of the microphone 

PART VII -SERVICE DATA ON MICROPHONE 
The small hand microphone used for home recording is of rugged construction and 

will give good service. 
If any difficulties be encountered, however, repairs other than replacement of the 

cord, the handle and shell, or the mechanism should not be attempted. The adjust- 
ment of the diaphragm and carbon pressure is made at the factory and is practically 
impossible to duplicate in the field. Figure 12 shows the essential elements of the 
microphone which may be replaced. 

PART VIII -SERVICE DATA ON AUTOMATIC SWITCH 
MECHANISM 

A special mechanism is provided which at the end of a Victor eccentric groove 
record, opens the power to the motor and short circuits the magnetic pick-up. The 
absence of a brake eliminates any mechanical noise that might be present while the 
turntable is being stopped and the shorting of the pick-up prevents any needle scratch 
from being reproduced. The effect is that at the end of a record a slight click is heard 
and then silence until the next record is played. 
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(1) PICK-UP SWITCH FAILURE 

Should the motor stop at the end of a record, but the pick-up switch fail to work, 
resulting in a record scratch while the turntable is stopping, it may be due to any of 
the following causes : 

(a) Poor connections at pick-up switch. Check and repair connections if necessary. 
(b) Contact arm bent or its tension lost so that contacts do not close. Repair or 

replace if necessary. 
(c) Adjustment of contact in relation to arm not properly made. Loosen the 

screws that hold the switch to the base plate and shift entire switch until the 
latch arm properly engages the switch contact. 

FRICTION LEVER 

LATCH TRIP 

LATCH PLATE 

MAGNETIC 
PICK-UP 
SWITCH 

SWITCH CAM 
LEVER 

ftATCH 

MOTOR SWITCH 
SWITCH CONTACTS BASE PLATE 

TONE ARM 
PIN 

OPERATING 
LEVER 

STARTING POSITION 

Figure 13-Automatic switch mechanism 

(2) MOTOR SWITCH FAILURE 

If the motor fails to start when the tone arm is pulled to the right, the switch 
should be examined to see that it is operating properly. See Figure 13. 

The left-hand screw holding the switch to the base plate passes through an over- 
sized round hole in the switch body and the right-hand screw passes through an elon- 
gated hole in the switch body. This permits of a considerable adjustment of the switch 
on the base plate. 

(a) Remove the single small screw holding the switch cover in place. 
(b) Set the tone arm to the "On" position and examine the switch contacts to see 

that they close. 
(c) If the switch does not close and the switch cam lever may be moved away 

from the switch contact, leaving a gap between the contacts, the movable 
contact spring should be bent so as to increase its tension and cause the con- 
tacts to close. 
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(d) If the switch cam lever does not have a sufficiently free movement to permit 
the contacts to close, both switch mounting screws should be loosened, and 
the switch should be adjusted on the base plate (with the tone arm in the "On" 
position), so that there is a space of 1/32 in. between the switch cam lever 
and the latch cam, and about 1/16 in. between the switch cam lever and the 
spring anchor pin. When this adjustment has been made tighten the switch 
mounting screws. 

(e) Clean the switch contacts with 00 sandpaper to remove any corrosion that may 
be present. 

(f) Replace the switch cover plate. 
(g) Replace the turntable with the tone arm in the "On" position so as to clear 

the brake lever arm of the inside rim of the turntable, and rotate the table by 
hand to permit the slot in the turntable hub to slip over the pin in the motor 
spindle. 

AUTOMATIC SWITCH MECHANISM SERVICE DATA CHART 

Indication Cause Remedy 

Failure to trip 

Loose latch plate Tighten latch plate screws with plate 
in correct position. (See Fig. 13) 

Latch trip does not engage latch 
plate properly 

Increase tension on latch trip 

Defective latch plate. If the friction 
lever swings with the eccentric rec- 
ord groove, but the operating lever 
fails to swing or swings slightly, 
the latch trip is probably caught in 
a burr on one of the teeth of the 
latch plate 

Remove all burrs from the latch plate 
with a piece of emery cloth or a fine 
file. Also make sure no burrs are on 
the edge of the latch trip 

Premature tripping 

Worn surface Examine the contact surfaces between 
the brake lever and the latch (point 
"A," Figure 13). These two surfaces 
must be square. If they have become 
worn round they should be squared 

with a fine file 

Insufficient tension If the latch does not strike the latch 
stop pin "B" (Figure 13), when the 
brake lever is pulled to the "On" 
position, increase the tension of the 
latch spring 

Switch failure Mal -adjustment of switch See Part VIII, Sections 1 and 2 
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RCA RADIOLAS 82 and 86 
(With Remote Control) 

SERVICE NOTES 

INTRODUCTION 

RCA Radiolas 82 and 86 are supplied in models fitted with remote control attachments 
when desired. These receivers are identical with the standard models except for small wiring 
changes necessary to accommodate the remote control feature. Figure 1 shows a rear interior 
view of the Radiola 82. Figure 2 shows a top view of the receiver assembly. 

MOTOR 

1-2ANÇcC,YE;.00N^ENSER 
-ND REACTOR LNiT 

MOTOR CONTACTORS 

SELECTOR 
BUTTONS 

VOLUME CONTROL 

SETTING 
BUTTONS 

Figure 2-Top view of receiver assembly 

The receiver assembly and S. P. U. of each of these models are exactly the same. The 
material in this booklet, therefore, refers equally well to either model. In the case of the 
phonograph combination instrument, the phonograph parts are connected exactly in the 
same manner as in the standard instrument. For service information other than on the remote 
control unit, the reader should refer to the Service Notes on the standard models of the 
receivers. 

The remote control feature is unique in that it not only allows control of the receiver 
from a distant point but also pre -selects the desired station accurately. Manual tuning, 
other than necessary for the original setting of the selector buttons, is therefore eliminated. 
Selection of any one of six stations, adjustment of the volume control, or turning the receiver 
"on" or "off" may be accomplished at one or more remote points from the receiver. Operation 
of the tone control or local -distant switch must be done at the receiver. 

One control box and twenty-five feet of flat cable are supplied. If desired, any number 
of additional units may be installed or the cable lengthened to seventy-five feet. 

S 
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ELECTRICAL DESCRIPTION OF UNIT 
The remote control feature consists of a standard chassis with a special gang condenser; 

a capacitor motor coupled to the gang condenser through a series of gears; a series of drums 
and contactors by which the motor is started in the right direction for a given station and 
stopped at the right point; a special volume control geared to the motor; a relay to turn 
the set "on" or "off" and a remote control box by which these operations are controlled. 

The motor is provided with a tapped reactor and condenser for changing the phase 
angle of the applied current so that operation in either direction may be secured. The motor 
operates at 23 volts for the station selector and 18 volts for the volume control. 

Referring to Figure 3 we see the normal position of the motor armature. It will be noted 
that a spring holds the armature so that the gear at one end is meshed with the volume con- 
trol gears. At 18 volts, the voltage used for volume control operation, the gears remain in 

.VOLUME CONTROL GEAR 

MOTOR 

STATION SELECTOR GEAR -- 
Figure 3-Motor with armature in volume 

control position 

this position and operation of the volume control is secured. When the speed of the motor is 
increased by operating it at 23 volts, this voltage being used when the selector buttons are 
pressed, the end thrust of the armature causes it to move laterally, thereby disengaging the 
gear at the volume control end and engaging the gear at the station selector end. See Figure 
4. The spring at the end of the armature causes it to always return to the volume control 
position when the current is "off" at the motor. As this action takes place with the motor 
operating in either direction, controlling the voltage at which the motor is operated deter- 
mines its function. A sixty ohm resistor is placed in each motor circuit controlling the 
volume to reduce the voltage from 23 to 18 volts. 

The proper direction of operation and stopping of the motor for selection of a desired 
station is controlled by a series of drums and contactors. Figure 5 shows a schematic circuit 
of the motor and its adjacent circuits. The drums hold the contactors in the proper position 
so that when a particular selector button is depressed, the motor will turn in the right direc- 
tion. When the contactor is at the point on the drum where it is half way between each con- 
tact, the motor stops. This is 180° from the hole that is used to set the drum for a particular 
station. 
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The setting of the drums is made by the pins on the front panel. These are known as 
the "setting buttons." The selector button is pressed and the drum is moved by the motor 
until the corresponding contactor is midway between the contacts. The pin will now fall 
in the hole in the drum if pushed in by the finger. See Figure 7. Holding the pin firmly 
in the hole, the desired station is then accurately tuned in by means of the manual station 
selector knob. After tuning the pin is then released. As the point on the opposite side of the 

ic-VOLUME CONTROL GEAR 

STATION SELECTOR GEAR 
Figure 4-Motor with armature in station 

selector position 

drum is where the diameter of the drum changes, the contactor is half way between the con- 
tacts. Pressing the selector buttons will therefore cause no movement of the motor. If another 
button is pressed and the drum moved, pressing the original button will always bring the 
drum back to the position for which it was set. 

Referring to Figure 6, the schematic diagram, it will be noted that a common lead is 
used for the pilot lamp and the selector buttons in the remote control box. By doing this, 
when a selector button on the box is pressed, the current through the common lead is increased, 

TAPPED REACTORS,. 

(ó '00000Ì, b MOTOR -' ß 
.00000 

SELECTOR BUTTONS 

6 I 

5 

4 

3 - 
2 

4 

4 

Figure 5-Schematic diagram of motor circuits 

likewise the voltage drop in the lead is increased. The result is that while the motor is running 
the pilot lamp becomes very dim. As soon as the motor stops, the lamp flashes bright, thus 
indicating that the motor has stopped and the station is tuned in. If the station is not then 
heard, it is necessary to press the + volume control button a little at a time until the desired 
output level is obtained. 
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PART I-INSTALLATION 
All the information contained in the regular Service Notes applies equally well to the 

remote control models. Reference to these booklets should be made when such information 
is required. 

SELECTOR BUTTON 

SETTING BUTTON 

CONTACTS- ---'\ 
CONTACTOR 

Figure 7 -End view of drum and contactor 

(1) INCREASING LENGTH OF REMOTE CONTROL BOX CABLE 
The cable to the remote control box supplied with the remote control models is twenty- 

five (25) feet in length. This is ample for most rooms as it is very rare that a person wishes 
to listen to a program at a greater distance from the loudspeaker. 

If, however, it is desired to place the remote control box at a greater distance from the 
set, any twelve conductor cable, the wires of which are No. 14 or larger in size, may be used 
to splice onto the regular cable and increase the total length up to seventy-five (75) feet. 
Figure 8 shows the method recommended for adding this additional cable. 

REMOTE CONTROL CABLE -' TERMINAL STRIP 

2 

3 

4 

5 

ADDITIONAL CABLE COMPOSED 
OF 12 No.14 COLOR CODED WIRES 
NOT OVER 50 FEET LONG 

12 

REMOTE CONTROL BOXI 

e. 

., ,.,.. 

0.a .. 
oo: oa 

VOLUME 

REGULAR CABLE 

6 BLACK WITH RED TRACER 

Figure 8-Wiring diagram of method for connecting additional cable 
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(2) INCREASING NUMBER OF REMOTE CONTROL BOXES 
One remote control box is supplied as standard equipment. Any number of additional 

boxes may be installed if desired although only one box can be used at a time for controlling 
the receiver. The boxes should be connected in parallel at the terminal strip on the rear of 
the Radiola. Figure 9 shows such a connection. 

PART II -SERVICE DATA 

(1) ADJUSTMENT OF MOTOR CONTACTORS 
The six motor contactors located at the rear of the motor may require adjustment due 

to changes in the amount of friction in the entire drive assembly. Need for adjustment is 

evidenced by the motor failing to stop at the exact point for a particular station. 

In order to make these adjustments two tools are necessary. They may be constructed, 
see Figure 11, or obtained as a spare part, the replacement parts catalogue listing them. The 

REMOTE CONTROL 
CABLE TERMINAL 

STRIP 

BLACK WITft.. 
RED TRACER 

ADDITIONAL CABLE REGULAR CABLE 

Figure 9-Connections for adding additional boxes 

chart on page 10 gives the procedure to be followed for making adjustments. This procedure 
must be repeated on each contactor that is out of adjustment. 

If all contactors are out of adjustment in a similar manner, then the friction screw, see 
Figure 12, requires adjustment. This should be either tightened or loosened, the exact adjust- 
ment to be determined by trial. The adjustment that is correct for one contactor will be 
correct for all, assuming the friction screw to be at fault. 

(2) REPLACING OR ADJUSTING CONTACTORS 
Six contactors are used for connecting the motor so that it rotates in the proper direction. 

To make this adjustment or replacement, a special offset screw driver will be required unless 
the unit is to be removed from the base. This is shown in Figure 11 and is also listed in the 
replacement parts catalogue. 

11 
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Referring to Figure 7 we see that when the setting button is in the hole in the drum, the 
contactor for that particular drum is exactly half way between the contacts. The holes that 
hold the contactors are elongated so that they may be raised or lowered until they rest exactly 

2% 

3A6 OPENING 
FOR #2 HEX NUTS 9 X18 DRILL ROD 

'1 

4" 

'/8 DRILL ROD/ 
e 

Figure 11-Constructional details of special tools used with remote control models 

half way between the contacts when the setting button is inserted in the drum hole. This 
is the only adjustment required of these contactors, and with the special screw driver is quite 
easy to make. 

(3) MAKING REPLACEMENTS 
The operating relay, the resistors, the motor, the gears and other small parts may be 

replaced. The transformers when replaced must have the primaries so connected that the 
pilot light on the remote control box lights properly. If, the transformers are improperly 
phased, the lamp will brighten instead of dim when a selector button is pressed. The 
drum assembly is specially fitted and assembled and any individual replacements can not be 
made. If trouble is experienced in this assembly, a complete replacement of the unit will 

be required. The parts replaceable are listed in the replacement parts catalogue. 

Figure 12-location of friction adjustment 

PART III-ELECTRICAL TESTS 
The schematic circuit diagram is shown in Figure 6. The receiver assembly and S. P. U. 

wiring diagrams together with the complete layout diagram are shown in Figures 13, 14, and 
10 respectively. These diagrams should be used for making any electrical tests necessary. 
All voltage readings, continuity tests and service information may be obtained from the 
service notes on the regular models of these receivers. 

13 
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RCA Radiola 
Short Wave Adaptor 

SERVICE NOTES 
ELECTRICAL SPECIFICATIONS 

Voltage Rating 105-125 Volts (200-250 Volts 60 Cycle A. C. Only) 
Frequency Rating 25-40 Cycles and 50-60 Cycles 
Power Consumption 15 Watts 
Plate Voltage Supply 110-140 Volts D. C. 
Recommended Antenna Single Wire, 25-75 Feet Long 
Recommended Ground To Receiver Ground 
Type of Circuit Super -Heterodyne 
Wavelength Range 16.5-110 Meters 
Number of Plug-in Coils 8 (2 Per Set) 
Recommended Output Frequency 1000 K. C. 
Number of Tuning Controls 2 

Number and Type of Radiotrons 1 UY -224 and 2 UY -227 

PHYSICAL SPECIFICATIONS 
Length 17 Inches 
Width. 1014 Inches 
Height 83/4 Inches 
Weight Complete with Radiotrons and Coils 20 Lbs. 
Shipping Weight with Coils 30 Lbs. 
Shipping Carton Dimensions 1212 x 1314 x 20 Inches 
Power Cord Length 8 Feet 
Cabinet Material Steel 
Cabinet Finish .. Crystalline Lacquer 

INTRODUCTION 
The RCA Radiola Short Wave Adaptor is designed for use in conjunction with an ordinary 

broadcast receiver to make possible the reception of signals from short wave transmitting 
stations. The construction of the instrument embodies compactness, simplicity and fine 

appearance. Its dimensions are ideal for convenient location atop, or in the vicinity of console 
cabinets, the dull crystalline finish blending with the usual cabinet colors. Unsightly wiring 
connections may be easily concealed in order to create an orderly installation that is capable 
of producing good results on weak signals. Figure 1 shows a view of the chassis removed 
from the cabinet. 

All types of modern radio receivers can, if operating properly, be adapted to extend their 
usefulness to short wave channels. Adaptation requires little effort, since no changes are 
necessary in the receiver wiring. The small amount of power for the Radiotron heaters is 

secured from an alternating current line, while the higher voltage direct current for plate 
supply is taken from the radio receiver used. 

The circuit is based upon the Super -Heterodyne principle and the device performs efficiently 
throughout an extensive wavelength range. A high degree of selectivity and good sensitivity 
are obtained. 

Operation is consistent with the ability of an operator to carefully adjust the tuning con- 
trols and to recognize good signal quality. As with all short wave receiving equipment, 
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practice is required in tuning before stations can be received without difficulty. Under average conditions, great distances may be spanned, but such performance can not be continuously 
realized because of the changing character of the medium through which the waves must travel. Different phenomena from that encountered in the present broadcast band exists in the short wave bands, hence discontinuities such as rapid fading, skip distance, and occasional 
heavy static are to be considered normal. Response is limited to modulated waves only, thus excluding unmodulated powerful radio -telegraph interference. These coded continuous waves may be detected, if desired, by attaching the Adaptor to a receiver having an autodyne detector. 

ELECTRICAL DESCRIPTION OF CIRCUIT 
When used with the RCA Radiola Short Wave Adaptor, the receiver functions as the I. F. amplifier and second detector of the usual Super -Heterodyne circuit. The function of the Adaptor is therefore to convert high frequency signals to lower frequency signals, without altering the audio modulation components. This renders the signal suitable for the amplify- ing and detecting properties of a broadcast type receiver. Such a frequency reduction is effected by use of a circuit combination of the Super -Heterodyne type. A local signal is pro- duced and mixed with the desired distant signal, causing its intensity to wax and wane periodically, the frequency of variation being equal to the frequency difference of the two signals. 

V 
UT -224 

ANTENNA 
COUPLING 

STAGE 272711 C 

TO 18.200K C 

UT -227 
OSCILLAI RSTAGE 

2727 TO 112901LC. 
LESS 1000 K.C. 

UY -727 100011C. 
DETECTOR 

STAGE 

Figure 2-Path of various R. F. currents 

Detection selects this difference and supplies it to the receiver where further operations transform the signal into sound energy. 
In the diagram, Figure 2, each Adaptor stage is represented as a block. The evolution of signal frequency as it passes from the antenna into the system, to successive stages, and finally to the receiver is shown by the values marked at the transformation points. High frequency signals absorbed by the antenna enter the antenna coupling stage where unselective amplification increases the amplitude of any that range from 2727 K. C. to 18,200 K. C. (110-16.5 meters). The desired signal is picked out by an interstage tuning circuit and trans- mitted to the detector input. The locally generated signal is superimposed upon the same input, beating with the original signal to give the difference or beat frequency which is de- tected and impressed on the receiver input. The following mathematical example shows what happens to a signal having a carrier frequency of 10,000 K. C. when the receiver is tuned for an Adaptor output of 1,000 K. C. After reaching the detector the 10,000 K. C. signal is modulated with a frequency from the local oscillator which is tuned to 9,000 K. C. or 11,000 K. C., the resulting difference is 1,000 K. C. This 1,000 K. C. signal, as isolated from the others by the detector action, contains the original modulation. It is amplified in the same manner as qther signals when introduced to the broadcast receiver. 

Tracing the signal through the actual circuits it is seen from the schematic diagram, Figure 3, that it is intercepted by the antenna and applied across a portion of the resistance between the control grid and cathode of the untuned, screen grid, antenna coupling stage. The grid bias voltage is obtained by the voltage drop across the 1,000 ohm resistor in the cathode circuit. A by-pass condenser keeps this cathode at ground potential insofar as radio frequency is concerned. The coupling stage limits antenna effects upon the tuned circuit constants, amplifies the signal and prevents by its one way action any radiation of the local oscillator through the antenna. From the first stage, the signal voltage is applied between the terminals of a parallel tuned circuit and then onto the Radiotron UY 227 detector input. The grid leak condenser method of detection is used. Local oscillations from a Radiotron 
6 
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UY -227 are coupled in series, with the detector input. They react with the signal, giving a 

new frequency which travels to the output terminals. 
The local oscillator stage has plate coil feedback, controllable by a variable resistor in the 

plate circuit. All heaters of the Radiotrons are supplied by A. C. from a small transformer. 

They are in parallel and are center tapped to ground by means of a resistor. The D. C. supply 

leads are well filtered by R. F. chokes and condensers, precluding reaction between the stages 

and excluding noises. Voltage for screen grid, oscillator plate and detector plate is supplied 

through a high series resistance to cause the required reduction. The coupling stage plate 

gets its voltage direct and separately from a higher potential junction. 
Variable condenser rotors are grounded to minimize capacity effects from an operator's 

hand while the Adaptor is being tuned. Plug-in coils for both tuning circuits change the wave 

length ranges. The ranges overlap sufficiently to insure continuous capability from the lower 

to upper limits of response. 

I300011 

ANTENNA COUPLING 
UY -224 

0.5 MFD.- 
.` 

\11 

1000 ft --- 

4511 

y 

55nl 

'PTO ALL 
HEATERS 

DETECTOR 
UY -227 

0.0001 MFD. / 

F 

ALL GROUNDS 
TO FRAME 

OSCILLATOR 
,UY -227 

0.001 UFO. 

0.5 MFD. 

25,00011 
0.5 MFO. 

-R.F.CHOKES- 
34011 

%I 

Figure 3-Schematic diagram of Short Wave Adaptor 

1 

GROUND 

OUTPUT 
TO 

RECEIVER 

0.005 MFD 

Il ANTENNA 
POST OF 

BROADCAST RECEIVER 

+135 VOLTS 
FROM R. F. 

TUBE SOCKET 
R F CHOKE 
340f1?, +135 VOLTS 

1 -4. -CIRCUIT TAP 
FROM 

MECHANICAL DESCRIPTION 
The chassis supporting the electrical system is a removable unit, consisting of all necessary 

parts and apparatus mounted on a steel frame. The various stages are arranged to eliminate 
long connections as well as to avoid congestion of wires and parts. Each part is fastened 

rigidly to the chassis frame by rivets to prevent loosening by vibration. Variable condensers 

are substantially constructed and firmly mounted. Figure 4 shows a sub -chassis view of the 
Adaptor. Shafts of -the controls project through the cabinet front, knobs being mounted on 

their ends. Uniformity is gained by incorporating UY sockets, wired to receive the plug-in 

coils. Markings stamped on the chassis indicate the position of the various coils and Radio- 

trons. The windings of the plug-in coils consist of silk covered copper wire, cemented to an 

Isolantite form. The cabinet bottom is wood, having four cushioned feet. Holes are provided 
in this base opposite the various connecting points of the chassis to insure a direct and short 
ex't for the leads. The base can be taken out of place quickly when access to the sub chassis 

is desired. The chassis top can be reached by merely lifting the lid from the cabinet. A large 

ratio of movement between the dial drum and the threaded pulley as transferred by a cord 

drive gives exact tuning. Material used in the cabinet is sheet steel, except for the wood 

base board of the bottom. This sturdy construction offsets danger of damage from careless 
handling. A crystalline -lacquer finish covers the entire surface of the metal. 
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PART I-INSTALLATION 

(1) ANTENNA (Outdoor Type) 
Satisfactory operation can be expected from the RCA Radiola Short Wave Adaptor where it is joined to the antenna that was in use on the broadcast receiver being adapted for short waves. A few constructional hints will probably aid in arranging an ideal antenna, and explain some sources of poor reception. A single wire 25 to 75 feet long located as high as possible above and away from surrounding objects, is recommended. Continuation of the antenna is the best lead-in possible. Keep the antenna short and run it in a direct line to the receiver. Swaying of the wires will give rise to fading, hence the antenna and lead-in should be taut. In cases where stray noises are present they may be reduced by using a shield on the lead-in, the shield being grounded or not as determined for best results by experiment. 

OPERATING R.F. CHOKE 
SWITCH (L4) 

BLOCKING 
CONDENSER(C5) 

Br -PASS 
CONDENSERS 

R F CHOKES 

GRID BIAS 
RESISTOR. 

ANTENNA 
RESISTOR. CENTER -TAPPED 

RESISTOR 

ANTENNA 
COUPLING SOCKET 

PLATE SUPPLY BY-PASS HEATER. OSCILLATOR 
SERIES CONDENSERS TRANSFORMER INTENSITY 

RESISTOR. CONTROL 

COUPLING 
CONDENSER 

(C8) 
ANTENNA 

COIL SOCKET 

R F 

CHOKE (Li) 

GRID CONDENSER. 
(C6) 

OSCILLATOR 
COIL SOCKET 

DETECTOR 
GRID LEAK 

OSCILLATOR 
GRID LEAK 

DETECTOR 
SOCKET 

OSCILLATOR 
GRID 

CONDENSER 
(C9) 

OSCILLATOR. 
SOCKET 

Figure 4-Sub-chassis view of Adaptor 

High-grade glass or porcelain insulator supports are required, and at no point should the antenna or lead-in wire come in contact with any part of the building. Bring the lead-in wire from the outside through a porcelain tube or other approved insulator to the inside of the house for connection to the Adaptor. 
The antenna should not cross either over or under any electric light, traction, or power line and should be a right angles to these lines and other antennas. An outdoor antenna should be protected by means of an approved lightning arrester, in accordance with the requirements of the National Fire Underwriters' Code. 

(2) ANTENNA (Indoor Type) 
Where the installation of an outdoor antenna is not practical, satisfactory results may generally be obtained by using an indoor antenna of insulated wire strung around the picture moulding or placed under a rug. In buildings with steel framework or where metal lathing is employed, satisfactory results are not always possible with this type of antenna. In large buildings where the interference level is high, erection of an outdoor antenna may be necessary for satisfactory results. 
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(3) GROUND 
No extra ground connection is needed for the Adaptor, other than the ground of the re- 

ceiver with which it is used. 
Water and steam pipes usually make good grounds. Gas pipes usually make poor grounds 

and, as a rule, are to be avoided. If neither water nor steam pipes are available, a pipe or 
metal rod may be driven into the ground to a depth of several feet. The success of this type 
of ground depends upon the moisture present in the soil. The ground lead should be as short 
as possible and connected by means of an approved ground clamp to a 'section of pipe that 
has been scraped and thoroughly cleaned. The connection should be inspected from time 
to time to make certain that a clean and tight electrical contact exists between the clamp 
and pipe. The service man should experiment with various grounds and employ the one giving 
the best results. 

TO RECEIVER 
ANTENNA TERMINAL 

0.+135 VOLTS 

TO RECEIVER 
GROUND TERMINAL 

Figure 5-Connections for Method No. 1 

(4) LOCATION 
The primary consideration in locating the instrument is the length of the connections 

between the receiver and Adaptor. The length of the connecting leads should not be greater 
than six feet. Short direct leads give improved results over carelessly arranged ones. The 
receiver volume control must be within the operator's reach so that it can be regulated when 
tuning the Adaptor. The top of the receiver cabinet is a convenient location due to conditions 
mentioned. Howling is occasionally experienced due to acoustic feedback. This can be 
remedied by using a different support for the Adaptor. 

(5) CONNECTING ADAPTOR TO THE RECEIVER 
Two methods of connecting the Adaptor to the broadcast receiver are provided. In one, 

the D. C. voltage is taken from the voltage supply of the receiver at a point of zero R. F. 
potential, or as near to the filter system terminals as it can be attached. The alternative 
scheme utilizes the first R. F. stage plate contact as a source of D. C., as well as to eouple the 
R. F. output of the Adaptor to the receiver circuit. 

METHOD No. 1-110-140 VOLTS AVAILABLE AT RECEIVER 
The following procedure should be followed when a connection can be made to a point in 

the receiver power system having a potential to ground of 110 to 140 volts. Figure 5 shows 
the connections. 
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1. Remove the antenna lead from the receiver and let the ground lead remain as originally 
connected. Connect the antenna lead to Binding Post No. 1, the same binding post 
that holds the control grid lead. 

2. Connect Binding Post No. 2 to the antenna terminal on the receiver. Special care 
must be taken to keep this lead away from all others. 

3. Connect binding post No. 4 to the 110-140 Volt tap on the receiver. Voltages above 
140 must be lowered by including a resistor of correct value in this lead. Approximately 
7 M. A. will flow when the terminal is maintained at plus 135 volts. The series resistance 
necessary to bring the voltage to the normal value required can be computed by Ohm's 
law (Resistance equals 143 times Voltage Drop). A slight deviation in this calculated 
value from the actual measured value will be noticed due to voltage regulation in the 
power unit. It may be disregarded if the voltage at binding post No. 4 is within the 
limits stated above. Compensation for regulation error can be made by using a slightly 
lower resistance than the calculated one. 

4. Connect Binding Post No. 5 to the receiver ground post. This should be connected 
to a good ground as described in Part I, Section 3. 

5. Pass the A. C. power cord through the large hole in the Adaptor base. All other con- 
nections have outlet holes in the base board. 

Changing from short wave reception with the Adaptor to long wave reception with the 
receiver can be simplified to a quick process with a double pole, double throw switch connected 
as shown in Figure 6. 

When the switch is in the position to the right, the receiver will function in its usual fa shion, 
picking up long wave stations only. Shifting the switch to the left side makes the connections 
required for the Short Wave Adaptor. This same shifting arrangement can not be used for 
Method No. 2 connection, where the output and voltage supply travel through the same inter- 
connecting wire. Changing the wires and replacement of the first stage Radiotron restores 
the receiver to its original form in this case. 

An example of Method No. 1 is illustrated by Figure 6, in which an RCA Radiola 80 is the 
receiving unit. The voltage available at the S. P. U. terminal strip lug No. 5 is about 220 
volts. A 11,000 ohm resistor in the high voltage lead to the Adaptor reduces the voltage to 
135 volts. 

METHOD No. 2-OBTAINING PLATE SUPPLY FROM RECEIVER 
RADIOTRON SOCKET 

Method No. 2 presumes that the plate voltage on the receiver's first R. F. tube is within 
the 110-140 volt limit. 
The following procedure should be used for making connections. Refer to Figure 7. 

a. Remove antenna lead from the receiver and let the ground lead remain as originally 
connected. 

b. Connect the antenna lead to Binding Post No. 1. Connect a lead from Binding 
Post No. 5 to the receiver ground connection. 

c. Insert the Adaptor plug into the first R. F. or antenna coupling Radiotron socket 
of the receiver and connect free end to binding post No. 3. 

Binding Post No. 2 and No. 4 will have no connections. 
If the plate voltage does not fall within the 110-140 volt limit a resistor of the value cal- 

culated by the method given in Method No. 1 should be connected in the following manner. 
First-Connect resistor between binding posts Nos: 2 and 3. 
Second-Connect free end of Adaptor plug lead to binding post No. 2 instead of No. 3 

Then make other connections in the manner indicated under a, b and c. 

(6) RADIOTRONS AND PLUG-IN COILS 
Markings adjacent to each socket denote the Radiotron or coil to be inserted therein. 

Before inserting, make certain the prongs are clean and will form good connections to the 
socket contacts. Soldering flux or similar conductive material on the prongs can be removed 
by scraping with a knife or rubbing with sand paper. Remove all sand particles with a 

cloth. The lettering on the coil identifies it as ANT. or OSC. and it should go into the socket 
similarly labelled. Always choose the pair that have the same wavelength rating. If the 
signal lies within the overlap limits of two groups of coils, use the group having the highest 
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wavelength rating. This discrimination facilitates tuning because less tuning capacitance 
spreads the overlap over a larger dial range. Interchanging the Radiotrons UY -227 may 
improve signals, but critical selection of Radiotrons is not essential. Remove coils and Radio- 
trons gently, so that they will not be damaged by striking the upper rear edge of the metal 
cabinet. Replace the cabinet lid before operating the Adaptor. 

(7) A. C. POWER SUPPLY 
After all connections are correctly made, and the Adaptor ready for operation, the power 

plug is inserted into an A. C. outlet. Radiola Short Wave Adaptor is available for three 
types of A. C. supply, namely; 105-125 volts, 50-60 cycles; 105-125 volts, 25-40 cycles; 
and 200-250 volts, 50-60 cycles. A rating tag on the base gives the power requirements. 
The difference in these various models is the heater transformer. 

PLUG INTO ANTENNA COUPLING 
OR 1ST R F STAGE OF RECEIVER 

TO RECEIVER 
GROUND 

Figure 7-Connections for Method No. 2 

PART II --SERVICE DATA 
(1) FAILURE TO OPERATE 

Failure to operate may be due to any of the following causes: 
a. Not properly installed. Inspect all connections and make sure they are correct 

and make tight contact. 
b. Radiotrons. Check the condition of each Radiotron by interchanging with others 

of similar type and known condition. 
c. Inoperative receiver. The receiver with which the chassis is used must be in proper 

operating condition before any operation of the Adaptor may be expected. 
d. Defective Adaptor. Check by means of socket voltage readings and continuity 

tests and make any repairs or replacements necessary. 

(2) NOISY OPERATION 
Noisy operation may be due to any of the following causes: 

a. Poor joints. Repair any poor joints or connections. 
b. Dirty Radiotron or Plug -In coil prongs. Clean any dirty prongs. 
c. Loose or poorly made antenna and ground connections. Check and make any 

repairs necessary. 
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d. Noisy location. Disconnecting the antenna will indicate whether noise is coming in 

through the antenna. If noise still exists it may be coming over the supply lines 
or may be due to a faulty Adaptor. If Adaptor is found O. K. it may be necessary 
to use some form of line filter in the Adaptor A. C. supply. The fact that little 
or no interference is noted in broadcast reception is no proof that power supply 
noises do not exist when using the Adaptor. 

e. Radiotrons. Check the condition of all Radiotrons both in the Adaptor and in 

the receiver. 

(3) WEAK SIGNALS 
High or low voltages on the Radiotrons will tend to decrease sensitivity of the Adaptor. 

When :eception is limited to the strong signals, an investigation is sometimes necessary. 
See that the antenna is not in a shielded space, nor too near an object that will deflect or 
absorb the energy coming to the antenna. Rearrange the leads going to the receiver to assure 
a minimum of capacitance between them. When they are close together this capacitance 
lowers the signal intensity. 

(4) DISTORTED SIGNALS 
Distortion noticed at the loudspeaker may be due to one or more of the following causes: 

a. Radiotrons overloading in Adaptor or receiver. In receivers where no input vari- 
ation is included, the first stage will suffer from excessive signal on high powered 
local stations. A 50,000 ohm potentiometer placed across the Adaptor output 
will remedy the condition. 

b. Defective Radiotrons. Check all Radiotrons carefully for loose elements and gas 
content. 

c. Defective grid condenser or leak in either detector or oscillator stage. Check their 
values and replace them if they are not correct. 

d. Detector stage oscillating. Check relation of grid and plate circuits to see that no 

coupling exists between them. 

(5) ACOUSTIC HOWLING 
Vibrations feeding back from the loudspeaker to tube elements will cause a howl that 

builds up in intensity. To overcome this objection, change the Radiotron causing it or use a 

different support for the Adaptor. Very strong continuous wave stations cause such acoustic 
interference in some cases. Also harmonics from a Super -Heterodyne receiver oscillator tube 
give a noise similar to an acoustic howl. This is due to the harmonics falling in the band being 
received. If the harmonics fall on the same frequency as the signal being received, a whistle 
will result. Slightly detuning the broadcast receiver will remedy this condition. 

(6) LOOSE OR DIRTY INTENSITY CONTROL 
A grating noise only when the oscillator intensity control is moved may be due to the 

movable contact being corroded or dirty. Rotate the control quickly throughout its range 
several times to wear away the foreign material. If this does not remedy the trouble the 
unit must be replaced. 

(7) CROSS MODULATION OF STATIONS 
A very strong local signal may be detected in the antenna coupling stage and will modulate 

the signal frequency being received. The effect is two audio signals in the loudspeaker, one 
of which is subdued. It is noticeable only when a station is tuned in. The remedy lies in 

changing the Adaptor response to the local interfering station, by use of a sharply tuned wave 
trap or some equivalent method of selective tuning ahead of the coupling stage. 

A strong local station in the broadcast band is sometimes heard superimposed on the short 
wave channel, if the receiver is set near to such a station. The remedy is to change the 
setting of broadcast receiver (intermediate frequency) slightly. 

(8) MAKING REPLACEMENTS 
Due to the accessibility of parts, making replacements is quite simple. The following 

outline gives the suggested procedure for doing this work. 
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Remove the Radiotrons and Plug -In Coils. Unfasten all leads, pulling them free from the cabinet. With the lid removed, turn the Adaptor upon its top and take out the base board by unscrewing the four screws centered in the cushioned feet, thus exposing the entire sub - chassis assembly. If preferable, the chassis can be completely withdrawn from the cabinet by removing the four screws holding it, the screw heads of which are accessible from the top of the chassis. Slip the chassis out cautiously to prevent damaging the small choke coils and marring the tuning dials. 
Substitution of a new part is essentially a question of maintaining the original relationship of the unit and its associated connections in the general assembly. Departure from the in- tended arrangement subtracts from the instrument's efficiency and may possibly lead to un- satisfactory operation. Workmanship is always a worthwhile consideration, since good electrical performance depends to a certain degree upon construction and mounting of the various parts. Perfect continuity in connections is obviously of equal importance. Every joint, after being cleaned thoroughly should be attached in an approved mechanical manner. Solder all joints and avoid leaving surplus solder or residue of resin on a connection. Note that choke coils should always be replaced with narrow coil section toward the same con- nection as originally connected. 

PART III-ELECTRICAL TESTS 
(1) VOLTAGE READINGS AT RADIOTRON SOCKETS 

The following voltages taken at each Radiotron socket with the receiver in operating condition should prove of value when checking with test sets such as the Weston Model 547, Type 3, or others giving similar readings. The plate currents shown are not necessarily accurate for each tube, as the cable in the test set will cause some circuits to oscillate, due to its added capacity. Small variations of voltages will be caused by different tubes and line voltages. Therefore, the following values must be taken as approximately those that will be found under varying conditions. The numbers in column 1 indicate the tube socket numbers shown in Figure 3. 

OSCILLATOR INTENSITY CONTROL AT MAXIMUM 
Cathode Cathode Cathode Cathode Heater Plate Screen Socket to Heater to Control to Screen to Plate Volts Current Grid No. Volts Grid Volts Grid Volts Volts A. C. M.A. D.C. Current D. C. D. C. D. C. D. C. M.A. D.C. 

1 

2 

-1 
0 

-1 
-1.3* 

43 - 125 
50 

2.45 
2.45 

1.10 
2.0 

0.25 

3 0 --0.4` - 45 2.45 2.8 - 
OSCILLATOR INTENSITY CONTROL AT MINIMUM 

Socket 
No. 

Cathode 
to Heater 

Volts 
D. C. 

Cathode 
to Control 
Grid Volts 

D. C. 

Cathode 
to Screen 
Grid Volts 

D. C. 

Cathode 
to Plate 

Volts 
D. C. 

Heater 
Volts 
A. C. 

Plate 
Current 

M.A. D.C. 

Screen 
Grid 

Current 
M.A. D.C. 

1 

2 

3 

-1.2 
0 
0 

-1.2 
0 

-0.3' 
54 - - 

127 
56 
23 

2.45 
2.45 
2.45 

1.25 
3.0 
1.7 

0.28 

- 
easured on 50 vo t range. Is inaccurate because of voltmeter resistance in shunt with grid circuit resistance. Actual grid voltage is slightly higher than the readings. 

During observation of voltages, be alert for erratic readings which suggest the cause of failure. No voltage on plate or screen grid indicates an open circuit in an R. F. choke or the 15,000 ohm series resistor. Control grid bias on Radiotrons will be wrong or absent when the grid to cathode circuits are of improper resistance or open, respectively. The oscillator will be generating a signal if a decrease occurs in the detector plate current when the intensity control is turned clockwise. 
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(2) PLUG-IN COIL CONTINUITY 
The winding arrangement of the plug-in coils is given in Figure 8. Breaks in the windings 

can be detected by a continuity check between the base prongs. The windings are all wound 
in the same direction on the form. 

`-ANTENNA COI/ 

PICK-UP 
COIL 

PICK-UP 
COIL 

OPIO 
COIL 

PLAIE 
COIL 

Figure 8-Internal connections of Plug-in Coils 

(3) CONTINUITY TESTS 
The table of possible faults is given here to assist in finding sources of trouble in the Adaptor. 

A direct reading "Ohmmeter," a Resistance Bridge or the voltmeter -ammeter method can be 
used to check resistance values. Also the use of a Weston 301 or 280, 0-50 voltmeter which 
has 62 ohms per volt in series with a 45 volt "B" battery gives good indications. Two readings 
must be made, first by connecting the voltmeter across the battery, and second, by connecting 
the unknown resistance in series with the other two units. The following formula represents 
.the desired resistance value. 

\ 
Reading obtained of battery alone 

Reading obtained with resistance in series 
Total resistance of meter = Unknown Resistance 

The voltmeter should have higher internal resistance for measurement of higher resistances. 
Before beginning the continuity test, remove all external connections from the Adaptor 

and remove the Radiotrons, antenna and oscillator coils. Turn the oscillator intensity con- 
trol to maximum; unless noted otherwise. 

U U 

Figure 9-Test points of Short Wave Adaptor 

Readings obtained on the meter used will in each case indicate whether that part of the 
circuit under test is normally intact or is failing. Indications for open circuit may be due to 
broken connecting wires. Also variations from the specified cause of shorts may come from 
wires being shorted to ground or to other conductors. The simplicity of wiring layout permits 
a ready discovery of breaks or shorts upon a visual inspection of the subchassis array. Refer 
to Figure -9 to see the designation of terminals. Figure 10 shows the wiring diagram of the 
Adaptor. 
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RCA RADIOLA SHORT WAVE ADAPTOR 
CONTINUITY TESTS 

Terminals 
Correct 
Effect 

Incorrect Effect 

Indication Cause 

Gnd. to No. 1 Closed 
(3000 ohms) 

Open 
Short 

Open antenna resistor 
Shorted antenna resistor 

Gnd. to Cl Closed 
(1000 ohms) 

Open 
Short 

Open bias resistor 
Shorted 0.5 mfd. condenser Cl or re- 

sistor 

Gnd. to SG1 
Open 1000 ohms 

680 ohms 
16680 ohms 
15680 ohms 

Shorted 0.5 mfd. condenser C2 
Shorted 0.5 mfd. condenser C7 
Shorted 0.5 mfd. condenser C3 
Shorted 0.1 mfd. condenser C5 

Gnd. to Pl Open Short Shorted antenna tuning condenser 

Gnd. to H1 Closed 
(14 ohms) 

Short 
28 ohms 

Shorted center -tap resistor 
Center -tap resistor open in one section 

or open secondary of heater trans- 
former 

Gnd. to G-Ant. Open Short 
1000 ohms 

Shorted 0.1 mfd. condenser CS 
Shorted 0.5 mfd. condenser C3 

Gnd. to G2 Open Short Grounded 6 meg. grid leak 

Gnd. to C2 Open Short Grounded 6 meg. grid leak 

Gnd. to G-Ose. Open Short 
15000 ohms 

Shorted oscillator tuning condenser 
Shorted 0.001 mfd. condenser C9 

Gnd. to G3 Closed 
(15000 ohms) 

Open 
Short 

Open oscillator grid leak 
Shorted oscillator grid leak 

God. to H1-Ose. Open Short Shorted 0. 5 mfd. condenser C7 

No. 3 to No. 4 Closed 
(340 ohms) 

Open 
Short ' 

Open R. F. choke LI 
Shorted R. F. choke L2 
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RCA RADIOLA SHORT WAVE ADAPTOR 

CONTINUITY TESTS (Continued) 

Terminals 
Correct 
Effect 

Incorrect Effect 

Indication Cause 

No. 3 to No. 2 Open Closed Shorted 0.005 mfd. condenser C8 

No. 3 to P2 Closed 
(15340 ohms) 

340 ohms 
Open 
Short 

Shorted series plate supply resistor 
Open series plate supply resistor 
Shorted 0.5 mfd. condenser C4 

No. 3 to G-Ant. Closed 
(340 ohms) 

Open 
Short 

Open R. F. choke L4 
Shorted R. F. choke L4 

SG1 to P2 Closed 
(680 ohms) 

Open 
(340 ohms) 

Open R. F. chokes L5 or L3 
Shorted R. F. chokes L5 or L3 

P2 to H1-Osc. Closed 
(680 ohms) 

Open Open R. F. chokes L3 or L2 

OSCILLATOR INTENSITY CONTROL AT MINIMUM 
(EXTREME COUNTER -CLOCKWISE POSITION) 

P2 to H1-Ose. Closed 
(25680 ohms) 

680 ohms Shorted oscillator intensity control 

P1 to G2 Open Short Shorted 0.0001 mfd. condenser C6 

Tip to Tip of Power Plug Closed 

45 ohms 

Open 

Short 

Open heater transformer primary or 
power switch not making contact. 
Shorted primary winding 

G3 to G-Osc. Open Short Shorted 0.001 mfd. condenser C9 

G2 to C2 OPen Short Shorted 6 meg. grid leak 

S. 0. 7461 
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SERVICE DATA CHART 
Before using the following Service Data Chart, when experiencing no reception, low volume, poor 

quality, noisy or intermittent reception, howling and fading, first look for defective tubes, or a poor 
antenna system. If imperfect operation is not due to these causes the "Service Data Chart" should 
be consulted for further detailed causes. Reference to the text of this Service Note should be made 
for further details. 

Indication Possible Cause Remedy 

No Signals Wrong or poor connections 
Inoperative receiver 
Defective Radiotrons 
Defective antenna or lead 
Radiotrons or Plug -In coils in wrong 
sockets 
No control grid connection 
Defective circuit 

Check and correct 
Check and repair 
Check and replace 
Check and repair 
Check positions and correct 

Place cap tightly on grid terminal 
Check socket voltages and continuity 

Weak Signals Low emission Radiotrons 
High or Low Voltages 
Poor Coupling of Stages 
Receiver subnormal 
Faulty antenna 
Defective Plug -In Coils 
Leads too long 
Defective choke 
Loose intensity control arm 

Check and replace 
Measure and readjust 
Check condensers C4, C6, and C8 
Check and repair 
Check and correct 
Check and replace 
Decrease length 
Check L3 and replace 
Replace intensity control 

Distorted Signals Defective Radiotrons 
Incorrect voltages 
Poor connections 
Oscillator too strong 
Grid condenser or leak defective 

Receiver improperly tuned 

Check and replace 
Measure and readjust 
Check all splices and terminals; correct defect 
Change voltages on oscillator Radiotron 
Check detector and oscillator grid condensers and 

leaks; replace 
Change setting away from broadcast station 

Noisy or 
Intermittent 
Reception 

Antenna or lead-in defective 

Dirty prongs 

Radiotron elements loose 

Loose intensity control arm or dirty 
contact 

Loose connection in Adaptor 

Check all splices and connections; make good tight 
joints 

Check condition of Plug -In Coil and Radiotron bases; 
clean prongs thoroughly 

Check and replace any noisy Radiotron in Adaptor or 
receiver 

Check by varying and listening; replace defective 
control 

Check for poor connection and resolder 

Howling Microphonic Radiotron 
Speaker too near Adaptor 

Receiver improperly tuned 

Locate and replace Radiotron giving trouble 
Move Adaptor to a cushioned support away from 

speaker 
Change selector setting slightly 

Radiotrons 
Fail to Light 

Heaters open 
Power switch defective 
Heater transformer defective 

Check each Radiotron and replace all defects 
Check, repair or replace if necessary 
Check continuity of both windings and measure voltage 

values. 
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PREFACE 

The RCA Theremin is an electrical musical instrument played by the 
free movement of the hands in space. The actual production of sound is 
accomplished by means of a loudspeaker which must be connected to the 
RCA Theremin. The loudspeaker may be located close to the Theremin or 
at any convenient distance as required. 

The electrical circuits incorporated in the instrument are designed to 
operate from the house lighting circuit controlled by a power switch mounted 
on the cabinet. Provision is also made for adjusting pitch and volume by 
suitable panel controls. A "play-off" switch provides for turning "On or 
Off" the Theremin with switching off the power supply. 

A knowledge of the design and operation of the instrument is desirable 
if any service work becomes necessary. The present RCA Service Notes have 
been prepared to provide service personnel with practical helps and technical 
information in the performance of this service work. This information «has 
been compiled from experience with the problems encountered and presents 
the best practice in dealing with them. A careful reading of, these Service 
Notes will establish their value and it is suggested they be preserved for 
ready reference. 

In addition to supplying the Service Notes RCA maintains a corps of 
engineers who visit the trade at frequent intervals to advise and assist in the 
performance of Service Work. 

Property of the Radio -victor Corporation of America. Confidential and to be used 
only by.thoae authorized by RCA to furnish service in connection with its apparatus. 

Copyright 1929-Radie-victor Corporation of America 
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RCA THEREMIN 
SERVICE NOTES 

Prepared by RCA Service Department 

ELECTRICAL SPECIFICATIONS 
Voltage Rating . 

Frequency Rating 
Power Consumption 
Type of Circuit . 

Number and Types of Tubes 

Number of Oscillators . 

Type of Detector 
Number of A. F. Stages . 

Recommended Loudspeaker 
Musical Range -3/ Octaves 

. 105-125 Volts 

. 50-60 Cycles 
90 Watts 

Special beat frequency oscillator 
with audio stages 

Three UY -227, 1 UY -224, 
1 UX-120, 2 UX-171A, 
and 1 UX-280--Total 8 

3 
Two -grid detector modulator 

2 

. RCA Loudspeaker 106 
Lowest note of loudspeaker to 
1400 cycles approximately 

PHYSICAL SPECIFICATIONS 
Height to top of Pitch Control Rod 
Height of Cabinet 
Width, including Volume Control Loop . 

Width of Cabinet 
Depth 
Dimensions of P acking C ase 
Weight, Net . 

Weight, Shipping 

. 64 in. 
46/ in. 
31/ in. 
. 19 in. 
. 12 in. 

. 14/ in. x 24 in. x 51 in. 
67/ lbs. 

99 lbs. 

INTRODUCTION 
The RCA Theremin is a musical instrument operating entirely on electrical prin- 

ciples and played by the movement of the hands in space. Having no limitations such 
as key boards, stops, etc., exceptional individuality of expression may be obtained. 
The instrument covers approximately three and one half octaves, the highest note be- 
ing about 1400 cycles. Figure 1 illustrates a rear interior cabinet view and Figures 2 

and 3 a top and bottom chassis view of the main assembly. The operation of this 
instrument is covered in the instruction book accompanying each RCA Theremin. 

The principle of operation of the RCA Theremin is that of the beat frequency os- 
cillator. The frequency of one oscillator may be varied by the capacity change caused 
in an associated circuit by the movement of the hand to or from a pitch control rod. 
Also an additional oscillator provides radio frequency current for heating the filament 
of a UX-120 arranged so as to control the volume of output, this control being due to 
the movement of the hand in relation to the volume control loop. A detailed descrip- 
tion of the functioning of the various circuits follows: 

ELECTRICAL DESCRIPTION OF CIRCUITS 
As stated in the foregoing, the musical note of the RCA Theremin is produced by 

two oscillators of slightly different frequency beating together. This beat note is then 
amplified by two audio stages. The change of note caused by the movement of the 
hand is due to the change of capacity across what is known as the pitch coil, this 
slight change having sufficient effect on an adjacent oscillator circuit to change the 
frequency and thus the beat note, the amount of change depending on the position of 
the hand in relation to the pitch control rod. 
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Referring to the schematic circuit Figures 4 and 5 and starting from the pitch control 
rod we find the circuits functioning as follows 

The pitch control rod is connected to a coil having a very high inductance. Con- 
nected to this coil is a small condenser and a small concentrated coil. This entire 
circuit is tuned by the distributed capacity of its coils and resonates at approximately 
172 K.C. Not having any fixed capacitor connected across it for tuning, the ratio of 
inductance to capacitance is very high. Thus the small increase of capacity caused by 
the hand close to the pitch rod will cause the circuit to change its natural period con- 
siderably, a great deal more than if a large capacity and small inductance were used. 

This pitch control circuit is connected to the grid side of the variable pitch con- 
trol oscillator the frequency of which is slightly greater than that of the pitch control 
circuit. Bringing the hand close to the pitch rod will increase the parallel capacity in 
that circuit and thus reduce its frequency. As this capacity is reflected in the oscilla- 
tor circuit a similar decrease in frequency will result in that circuit, the amount of 
decrease depending on the closeness of the frequency of the two circuits. Thus a greater decrease in frequency of the oscillator circuit is obtained when the pitch con- 
trol circuit is close to the oscillator circuit in frequency than when it is at a greater 
frequency difference. 

PITCH CONTROL VOLUME CONTROL 
RESONANT COIL RESONANT COIL 

VARIABLE PITCH OSCILLATOR 
TRIMMING CONDENSER. 

UY -224 CONTROL 
GRID CONNECTION 

A. F 

TRANSFORMER. 

FIXED PITCH OSCILLATOR VOLUME CONTROL OSCILLATOR 
TRIMMING CONDENSER. TRIMMING CONDENSER 

Figure 2-Top chassis view of the main assembly 

The next circuit to examine is the fixed pitch oscillator. This circuit oscillates at 
a frequency, when correctly adjusted, at a maximum of 1400 cycles greater than the 
variable pitch oscillator. The amount of this difference is dependent on the frequency 
of the variable pitch oscillator the frequency of which is determined by the position 
of the hand in relation to the pitch control rod. The frequency of the fixed pitch os- 
cillator does not change while playing. 

An example of the functioning of these three circuits follows :- 
The hand approaches the pitch control rod and increases the capacity across the 

pitch control circuit. This capacity is reflected across the variable pitch control oscil- 
lator and thus reduces its frequency. This causes an audible frequency difference be- 
tween this oscillator and the fixed pitch oscillator, the frequency of this note depend- 
ing on the position of the hand. Bringing the hand close to the rod will increase the 
capacity in the pitch control circuit, reduce the frequency of the variable pitch oscil- 
lator and increase the difference between the frequency of this oscillator and the fixed 
pitch oscillator. Thus an audible note is obtained, the note increasing in frequency as 
the hand approaches the pitch control rod. 

Examining the circuit diagram we find that each oscillator grid is connected to 
the control and screen grid respectively of a Radiotron UY -224. As the screen grid 
has the largest area, a 10,000 -ohm resistance is connected in series with it to balance 
the input to this tube and have each oscillator have the same effect on the detector 
action. This tube is a detector or combining tube that functions much in the same 
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manner as the first detector in a super -heterodyne circuit. The output of the detector 
is then amplified by a two -stage audio frequency amplifier, the output of which goes 
to the loudspeaker. 

The remaining two tubes, Radiotron UX-120 and UX-171A together with the first 
audio frequency amplifier constitute the volume control system. Examining the UX- 
171A we find that it is in an oscillating circuit that oscillates at about 420 K.C. Connected 
to the grid side of the oscillator is the volume control loop circuit. This circuit reson- 
ates at a frequency below the oscillator frequency when the hand is entirely removed 
from the volume control loop. This is done for two reasons. If the two circuits were 
in exact resonance, the load on the oscillator would be too great and operation would 
be unstable. Also the pick-up current would be high and might damage the tube. 
The ratio of inductance to capacity in this circuit is also quite high. A small pick-up 
coil is wound around the inductance coil of the volume control loop circuit and when 
both circuits are nearly in resonance (hand entirely removed) sufficient radio frequency 
current flows in this pick-up coil to light the filament of the Radiotron UX-120 to which 
it is connected. If the plate supply circuit to the Radiotron UY -227, that is the first 
audio frequency amplifier, is examined we see that the current for this tube is fed 
through the UX-120. Thus if the UX-120 were at maximum brilliancy, maximum 

VARIABLE PITCH 

OSCILLATOR COILS 

BY PASS 
CONDENSERS 

FIXED PITCH 
OSCILLATOR COILS 

VOLTAGE DIVIDING 
RESISTANCE UNIT 

VOLUME CONTROL 
OSCILLATOR COILS 

PILOT LAMP 
SOCKET 

BY PASS 
CONDENSERS 

PLAY-OFF 
SWI TCH 

Apure 3-Sub-chassis view of the main assembly 

volume would be obtained. Likewise. if it were not lighted no signal output would 
be obtained due to no plate current flowing. 

A condenser and resistor are placed in the plate voltage supply to the first audio 
tube which regulates the time constant of the volume control. They are adjusted to 
prevent any undue lag in operation of the volume control, while preventing quick ac- 
cidental variations in volume due to a slight unsteadiness of the hand. The condens- 
er also increases the efficiency of the audio amplifier by preventing a loss of A.C. vol- 
tage across the Radiotron UX-120. The low side of the resistance instead of being 
connected to ground is connected to a tap on the grid leak of the volume control oscil- 
lator. This supplies a small negative potential to the plate of the first audio tube and 
insures that zero volume is secured when the UX-120 emission is zero or nearly so. 

Now getting back to the oscillator circuit that lights the filament of the UX-120 
we see that if the load current is reduced, the brilliancy of the UX-120 will be de- 
creased and likewise the volume. Thus when the hand approaches the volume control 
loop, the natural period of the circuit is decreased in frequency, the circuit is out of 
resonance with the oscillator by an amount depending on the position of the hand and 
less current is flowing in the pick-up coil with a consequent reduction in volume. 

Thus we see from the foregoing explanation, a movement of one hand in relation 
to the pitch control rod will cause a variation in pitch and thus allow the playing of 
music. A movement of the other hand in relation to the volume control loop will cause 
an increase or decrease in volume. The combination of these two movements consti- 
tute& the technique of playing the RCA Theremin. 
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PITCH 

OSCILLATOR 
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14* A.F. 
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Figure 4-Schematic circuit diagram of the main assembly 

PART I -SERVICE DATA 
(1) INSTALLATION 

The necessary instructions for installing the RCA Theremin are contained in the 
instruction book that accompanies each instrument. The notes on location with re- 
gard to metal objects and all other points should be carefully checked, as satisfactory 
operation depends on correct installation. 

(2) NORMAL OPERATION 
Normal operation of the RCA Theremin may be checked in the following manner 

(a) Place the Theremin in operation by turning "On" the operating switch, turn- 
ing the "Play -Off" switch to "Play" and making sure the rear doors are 
closed. 

(b) Stand erect directly in front of the Theremin so that the body is at a distance 
from the cabinet determined by placing the right arm straight out from the 
shoulder with the hand closed. In this position the hand should just reach 
the pitch control rod. 

(c) Now pull the right arm back to the shoulder. The Theremin should just ap- 
proach zero beat in this position when the pitch adjustment condenser is at its 
mid -position. If zero beat is not obtained adjust the pitch adjustment until it 
is obtained with the hand in this position. Now extend the hand until it is 
one inch from the pitch antenna. At this point a note of from 1100 to 1400 
cycle's should be obtained. This may be checked with a piano. C sharp, two 
octaves above middle C is 1096 cycles and F sharp, two octaves above middle 
C is 1463 cycles. If these conditions are not fulfilled or the pitch adjustment 
condenser is not in the center, adjust as described in Part I, Section 4. 

The volume control may be checked as follows :- 
(a) With the Theremin in operation and an audible note obtained, a good loud 

signal should be obtained with the hand entirely removed from the volume 
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OUTPUT 

02 MEO 

--FILTER REACTORS --.. i + 'y 

2250 n 
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Figure 5-Schematic circuit diagram of the socket power unit 
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control loop and the volume control adjustment at maximum (To the right). 
Placing the hand close to the volume control loop should reduce the volume 
and give complete cut-off when the hand is three inches above the loop 
and the volume control adjustment is at maximum. If cut-off is not obtained 
until the hand is closer or at a greater distance, an adjustment such as des- 
cribed in Part I, Section 3, must be made. 

(3) VOLUME CONTROL ADJUSTMENTS 
Should normal operation of the volume control not be obtained proceed as fol- 

lows 
(a) Volume control cuts off when the hand is at a greater distance than three 

inches from the loop, the volume adjustment condenser being to the extreme 
right or maximum position. Also full volume is not obtained when the hand 
is completely removed. The remedy in this case is to increase the capacity 
of the volume control oscillator trimming condenser. This condenser is the 
extreme right one when looking at the Theremin from the rear with the doors 
open. 

(b) Volume control cuts off when the hand is less than three inches from the loop, 
the volume adjustment condenser being at maximum. The remedy in this 
case is to reduce the capacity at the volume control trimming condenser on 
the rear of the chassis antil a normal condition is obtained. 

(c) Volume control has reversed action or goes from low volume to high and then 
low while the hand approaches the loop. This is due to being on the wrong 
side of the resonance curve or in the latter condition going from one side of 
resonance through resonance and then to the other side. The remedy in both 
cases is to reduce the capacity at the volume control oscillator trimming con- 
denser until normal operation is secured. 

(d) A more accurate method of adjusting the volume control is by the use of a 
milliammeter. An adapter is necessary, which may be either a UY or UX 
type and having means for breaking the plate circuit. This adapter may be 
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placed either in the UX-120 socket in the case of the four -prong UX type or 
in the first audio U Y-227 socket. A 0-5 milliammeter is placed in series with 
the plate of either tube through the connections provided in the adapter. 
The volume adjustment on the front of the Theremin is then set at maximum. 
The right rear door is now opened, the safety switch held down with one hand 
and the volume control oscillator trimming condenser adjusted until the milli - 
ammeter indicates 2 M.A. is flowing with door closed. The pitch should be 
around zero beat when making this adjustment. This is the correct adjust- 
ment provided the effect noted in (c) is not obtained, in which case the 
capacity should be reduced until another reading of 2 M.A. is obtained. Thus 
the correct adjustment is found when the milliammeter reads 2 with the least 
capacity at which such a reading may be obtained. 

(4) PITCH ADJUSTMENT CONDENSER NOT AT CENTER 
If the conditions indicated in Part I, Section 2 are fulfilled but with the pitch ad- justment condenser off center, it may be corrected as follows :- 

(a) If the pitch adjustment is too far to the right, indicating too much capacity, 
the remedy is to increase the capacity of the fixed pitch oscillator trimming 
condenser located on the rear of the chassis. This is the center of the trim- ming condensers. 

(b) If the pitch adjustment is too far to the left, indicating too little capacity, re- 
duce the capacity of the fixed pitch oscillator trimming condenser. 

Both of these adjustments must be made by changing the trimming condenser a little at a time, closing the rear doors and checking from the front for normal opera- 
tion. 
(5) RANGE BELOW 1100 CYCLES 

This indicates the fixed pitch oscillator and variable pitch oscillator are at too great a frequency difference from the pitch control circuit. The remedy is to increase 
both the fixed pitch oscillator and the variable pitch oscillator trimming condensers un- til the necessary high note is obtained. These are the left and center trimming con densers respectively at the rear of the Theremin. Care should be taken not to adjust the oscillators so that the note will be higher than 1400 cycles, as unstable operation may result. 1100 cycles is about C sharp, two octaves above middle C, and 1400 cy- cles about F sharp, two octaves above middle C on a piano. A tuning fork or piano -if available-can be used for a pitch standard. A reversal of connections to the con- centrated coil located inside of the large tone coil will also reduce the range of the Theremin. 
(6) REVERSED ACTION OF PITCH CONTROL 

This condition is caused by the fixed pitch oscillator being at a lesser frequency than the variable pitch oscillator. Such action is caused by the fixed pitch oscillator trim- ming condenser having too much capacity, the variable pitch oscillator having too lit- tle capacity or both. The remedy is to decrease and increase the capacity of the re- spective trimming condensers until normal operation is secured. 
(7) HIGH PITCHED NOTE 

Should the Theremin give a high pitched squeal when no one is close to it the fixed pitch oscillator trimming condenser is adjusted to too great a capacity. Also too small an amount of capacity at the variable pitch oscillator, or both maladjust- ments, will cause the condition represented by the effects noted in Section 6-only to a lesser degree. Also this condition may be caused by the two pitch oscillators being too close to the frequency of the tone coil. This is caused by too much capacity at each of the two pitch oscillator trimming condensers. An open tone coil will cause a constant high frequency note with little variation caused by various positions of the hand in relation to the pitch control rod. 
(8) SKIP EFFECT IN PITCH CONTROL 

A pitch control abruptly changing from one frequency to another, instead of giv- ing a smooth variation of tone indicates a poor Radiotron UY -227 in one of the pitch control oscillators. Usually in the three Radiotrons UY -227 used with each There - min, there will be found two that will function satisfactorily in the pitch oscillator sockets. An erratic UY -227 in the oscillator socket will probably function normally as an audio amplifier. Too much capacity at each of the trimming condensers on the pitch oscillators may cause a skip effect in the range in addition to a greater than normal range. The effect noted in (7) may also be noted. 
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(9) SERVICE DATA CHART 

Indication Cause Remedy 

Radiotrons Fail to 
Light 

No supply voltage Test with A. C. voltmeter at loud- 
speaker auxiliary power recepta- 
cle (operating and safety switches 
should be closed) 

Defective safety switch Test as above. Repair or replace 

Defective operating switch Test as above. Replace 

Defective Power Transformer Check by continuity tests (Section 
13). Replace 

Defective Radiotrons Replace 

UX-120 (only) fails to light Low emission UX-280 or 171A (No. 6) 
tube not oscillating. (A Neon glow 
lamp-such as the Cooper Hewitt type 
G10, 115-V-is a convenient test for os- 
cillation. The brass base of the lamp 
should be held in the hand and the 
glass bulb near the pitch control rod or 
volume control loop). Circuits out of ad- 
justment 

Defective wiring Check by means of continuity tests, 
Sections 12-13 

Tubes light-- 
Theremin fails 
to play 

Defective "Play -Off" switch Replace 

Loudspeaker defective or discon- 
nected 

Connect O. K. speaker 

Tube Nos. 1, 3, or 6 not oscillating Test tubes and continuity of cir- 
cuits, Section 12 

Defective audio input transformer Check with continuity test 

Grcunds or opens Check continuity Sections 12-13 

Control grid connection open at 
UY -224 

Attach contact cap 

Distorted 
Reproduction 

Low emission or defective Radio- 
trons 

Replace 

Poor wave form of A. C. supply 
current 

Try resistances of from 500 ohms 
to 2000 ohms in series with con- 
trol grid of UY -224 

Open 550 -ohm resistor Replace 

Defective audio transformer Replace 

Open or imperfect chassis ground Repair 

Improper voltages at audio sockets Check with tables Sections 10-11, 
Isolate trouble by continuity test 
Section 12 

Defective Loudspeaker Replace 

Hum 

Defective Radiotrons Replace 

Open or shorted center tapped fixed 
condensers 

Repair or replace 

Open by-pass or filter condensers Test and replace 

Shorted filter reactor Check by resistance measurement. 
Replace 

Open chassis grounds Check from diagrams Figures 7-8 
Loose laminations in power trans- 

former 
Repair or replace 
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Figure 6-Complete layout and cable connections to the various assemblies 
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(10) S.P.U. TERMINAL STRIP VOLTAGES 
Line 120 volts-Adjustment switch in 120 -volt position 

Use D.C. voltmeter with a 0-300 volt scale and at least 1,000 ohms per scale volt 
such as incorporated in Weston Model 537, Type 2, test set, for the D.C. voltage. The 
A.C. voltage may be measured with an A.C. voltmeter of suitable range. Refer to 
Figure 6. 

Terminals 
Nos. 

Cable on 
Tubes Lighted 

Volts 

Cable 
Off 

Volts 

1 to 6 (D.C.) 190 260 

2 to 6* 190 260 

3 to 6 140 230 

5 to 6 29.0 0 

8 to 9 (A.C.) rms 2.5 2.8 

10 to 11 (A.C.) rms 4.7 5.0 

* With Model 106 Loudspeaker connected to audio output pin jacks. 

(These jacks may be shorted together for the purpose of taking a reading with negligible error 
in the result). 

(11) THEREMIN RADIOTRON SOCKET VOLTAGES 
Line 120 volts-Adjustment switch in 120 -volt position 

The following voltages taken at each Radiqtron socket with the Theremin in oper- 
ating condition should prove of value when checking with test sets such as the Weston 
Model 537, Type 2, or others giving similar readings. The plate currents shown are not 
necessarily accurate for each tube, as the cable in the test set will cause some circuits 
to oscillate, due to its added capacity. Small variations of voltages will be caused by 
different tubes and line voltages. Therefore the following values must be taken as 
approximately those that will be found under varying conditions. Refer to Figure 6. 

Tube 
No. 

Cathode to 
Grid 
Volts 

Cathode to 
Screen Grid 

Volts 

Cathode to 
Plate 
Volts 

Plate 
Milamps 

Filament or 
Heater 
Volts 

1 UY -227 11.5 - 60. 7.1 1.95 

2 UY -224 11.5 10.2 135. 0 1.95 

3 UY -227 11.0 -- 60. 5.5 1.95 

4* UY -227 0 - -2 to 40 Zero to 3.5 1.95 

5* UX-120 0 - 110 to 64 0.5 to 4.1 unreadable 

6* UX-171A 26 to 31 - 95. 12 to 17 4.6 

7* UX171A 25 to 30 - 140 to 145 26 to 30 4.6 

* The range of variation of the readings taken on Radiotrons Nos. 4, 5, 6 and 7 is caused by a 
change in the resonance point of the volume control loop circuit. Any object (such as the measur- 
ing instrument cable, body of the operator, etc.) coming in proximity to this circuit will give the 
variations noted above. 
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(12) METHODS FOR CONTINUITY TESTS 
In making a continuity test whether it be for the Thererin assembly or the S. 'P. U., 

the following procedure is recommended : 

Disconnect the cable connecting the socket power unit to the Theremin assembly, 
the loudspeaker, and the A.C. supply cord at its outlet. 

A pair of headphones with at least 472 volts in series, or preferably a voltmeter with 
sufficient voltage to give a full scale deflection when connected across the battery ter- 
minals should be used in making these tests, for example, a 0-50 volt meter with a 45- 
volt "B" battery. The Radiotron socket contacts, numbers and lugs used in these tests 
are shown in Figure 6. The Theremin continuity wiring diagram is illustrated in Fig- 
ure 8. The S. P. U. terminal numbers are shown in Figure 7. 

Test leads should be of the flexible insulated type with partially insulated testing 
tips, so that false readings will not be obtained through contact with the hands. 
Similarly the hands should not touch the chassis or component parts. 

The contacts of the test equipment should be placed across the terminals or leads 
indicated in the following test table under the column marked "Terminals." If the re- 
sults are negative the cause of such negative effect will be found in the last column 
under the heading, "Incorrect Effect Caused By." The second column indicates the 
approximate correct resistance in ohms of most of the circuits tested. 

(13) S.P.U. CONTINUITY TESTS 
Remove UX-280 Radiotron and Disconnect Cable -Refer to Figure 8 

Teat Terminals Correct 
Effect 

Incorrect Effect 

Indication Caused by 

Terminal No. 1 to filament 
of rectifier socket 

1000 ohms Open Open reactor 

No. 1 to No. 7 22,000 ohms Shorted Shorted filter condenser 

No. 2 to one loudspeaker 
pin jack 

Closed Open Open lead 

No. 2 to other pin jack Open Closed Shorted 0.02 condenser 

No. 3 to No. 4 Shorted Open Open connection 

No. 3 to No. 1 2500 ohms 14,000 ohms 
2250 ohms 

Open 2250 -ohm resistor 
Open 14,300 -ohm resistor 

No. 3 to No. 6 20,000 ohms Open 
Shorted 

Open 20,000 -ohm resistor 
Shorted 0.5 mfd. condenser 

No. 5 to No. 8 or 9 13 ohms 25 to 30 ohms Open power transformer winding 

No. 6 to No. 10 or 11 13 ohms 25 to 30 ohms Open power transformer winding 

No. 7 to either plate con- 
tact of rectifier socket 

190 ohms Open Open connection or open winding 
in power transformer 

No. 8 to No. 9 Shorted 60 ohms Open 5 -volt filament winding 

No. 10 to No. 11 Shorted 60 ohms Open 2.5 -volt filament winding 

Across contacts of auxili- 
ary power receptacle 

3 to 6 ohms Open Open primary of power transformer 
or open 110 -120 -volt switch 

Across blades of AC input 
plug with auxiliary re- 
ceptacle shorted 

Closed Open Open operating switch, open safety 
switch, open lead or connection 

From either contact of 
auxiliary receptacle to 
frame 

Open Closed Grounded primary in power trans - 
former 

15 Theremin 
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(14) MAIN ASSEMBLY CONTINUITY TESTS 
Remove Radiotrons and disconnect cable-Refer to Figure 8-A D.C. voltage is 

used in making the tests and the resistance values given are D.C. 

Circuit 

Grid 

Plate 

Test Terminals 

Gl to frame 

Control grid No. 2 
or G3 to frame 

Correct 
Effect 

5000 ohms 

5000 ohms 

Cathode 
or 

Filament 

Heater 

Miscel- 
laneous 

G4 to frame 

G5 to filament 5 

G5 to frame 

G6 to frame 

G6 to P6 

G7 to frame 
(Play -Off switch 
open) 

Pl to frame 
Pl to P2 

5000 ohms 

Shorted 
100000 ohms 

1100 ohms 

Open 

5000 ohms 

Open 
11000 ohms 

Pl to P3 

Pl to Lug 1 (Green) 

5 ohms 

10000 ohms 

P2 to Lug 1 (Green) 1000 ohms 

P4 to frame 

P5 to Lug 3 (Black) 
P5 to frame 
P6 to Lug 3 (Black) 

105,000 ohms 

1000 ohms 
Open 
1000 ohms 

Incorrect Effect 

Indication 
Open 

3 ohms 

P6 to frame 

P7 to Lug 2 (Blue) 
P7 to frame 
Cl, C2, C3, or C4 

to frame 
F5 to frame 

Open 

Shorted 
Open 
Closed 

100,000 ohms 

Open 

Shorted 
Open 

Shorted 

F6 or F7 to frame 
H1, 2, 3, and 4 to 

frame 
Pitch control rod to 

G1 
Volume control loop 

to G6 

Open 
Open 

Open 
Shorted 

Open 

Shorted 

Caused By 

Open No. 1 oscillator coil or 
5000 -ohm resistor or both 

Shorted 0.5 mfd. condenser 
Open No. 2 oscillator coil or 

5000 -ohm resistor or both 
Shorted 0.5 mfd. condenser 
Open secondary audio trans- 

former No. 1, or open 
ground connection 

Shorted or grounded trans- 
former secondary 

Open connection 
Shorted 0.5 mfd. condenser or 

grounded lead 
Open grid oscillator coil or 

625 -ohm resistor or 420 -ohm 
resistor 

Shorted fixed or trimmer con- 
denser 

Open 

Shorted 

Shorted 

% meg-ohm 

Shorted 
Open 

Open 

Open 

Open 

Open 

1000 ohms 
Open 
Shorted 
Open 

Shorted 
1000 ohms 
Open 
Shorted 
Open 

Open 

Shorted 
Shorted 

550 ohms 

Shorted fixed or trimmer con- 
denser 

Closed or defective "Play -Off" 
switch grounded or shorted 
secondary No. 2 audio trans- 
former 

Open audio transformer sec- 
ondary 

Shorted 2 mfd. condenser 
Open 10,000 -ohm resistor or 

No. 1 audio transformer 
primary 

Open plate coil of fixed or 
variable pitch oscillator 

Open plate coil variable pitch 
oscillator or open 10,000 - 
ohm resistor 

Open p r i m a r y first audio 
transformer 

Open primary second audio 
transformer or open 100,000 - 

ohm or 420 -ohm resistor 
Shorted 0.5 mfd. condenser 
Open 1000 -ohm resistor 
Shorted 2 mfd. condenser 
Open plate coil of volume 

control oscillator 
Shorted 2 mfd. condenser 
Shorted 1 mfd. condenser 
Open connection 
Grounded lead 
Open connection or lead 

Open connection or 100,000 - 
ohm resistor or 420 -ohm re- 
sistor 

Grounded lead 
Grounded lead or connection 

Shorted pitch coil circuit fixed 
condenser 

Shorted oscillator resonant 
coil fixed condenser Open 150 ohms 

17 
Theremin 
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PART II -MAKING REPLACEMENTS 

The various assemblies of the RCA Theremin are readily accessible and replace- 
ments are easily made. However, there are some operations that require careful pro- 
cedure as noted in the following paragraphs. 

(1) REPLACING PARTS IN THE THEREMIN ASSEMBLY 

All parts in the Theremin assembly are readily replaceable with tools ordinarily 
used in servicing radio receiving sets. However, the fixed condensers used across the 
variable, and pitch oscillator coils are somewhat more critical in values than other parts 
and may require some experimental work before a satisfactory replacement is made. 
These condensers are roughly adjusted to the pitch coil and after a replacement is made, 
the Theremin should be adjusted for correct operation by means of the trimming 
condensers. If this is not possible then a substitution for the condenser just replaced 
should be tried and one found that will allow a correct adjustment to be made by the 
trimming condensers. A condenser that does not function satisfactorily in one There - 
min instrument may prove O.K. in another. 

Figure 9-Internal connections of filter and 
by-pass condensers, and filter reactor 

When replacing a pitch control coil, sometimes a similar condition will result. If 
after replacing a pitch coil it is found that the maximum range is not obtained by 
adjustment of the trimming condensers one of the following procedures must be used. 

(a) Try several pitch coils. One may be found of the correct inductance for use in 
place of the defective one. 

(b) If the range is low, that is less than 1100 cycles, try removing a few turns 
from the coil and readjusting the trimming condensers. 

(c) Replace both the fixed condensers across the fixed and variable pitch oscilla- 
tors with ones of a greater capacity. Replacing one without the other will not 
remedy the situation. Both must be replaced simultaneously. 

(2) REMOVAL OF PARTS AND LOCATION OF CABLE 

The cable that is used to connect the Theremin chassis and the S. P. U. is clamped 
securely in a definite place on the inside of the cabinet. Whenever any assembly is 
removed, and this cable is shifted from its position, it is very important that it be re- 
turned to its original position when the Theremin is returned to normal operation. 
Failure to have this cable in its normal position may result in inability to adjust the 
Theremin for normal operation. 

Theremin 18 
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PREFACE 

Service goes hand in hand with sales. The well-informed RCA Authorized 
Dealer renders service at time of sale in affording information as to proper 
installation and upkeep. Subsequent service and repair may be required by rea- 
son of wear and tear and mishandling, to the end that RCA Loudspeaker and 
Radiola owners may be entirely satisfied. 

Obviously, this service can best be rendered by properly equipped service 
organizations having a thoroughly trained personnel with a knowledge of the 
design and operation of RCA Loudspeakers and Radiolas. 

Such service organizations have been established by RCA Distributors, and 
RCA Authorized Dealers are advised to refer any major work or replacement to 
their selected Distributors. Minor replacements and mechanical and electrical 
adjustments may be undertaken by the RCA Dealer. 

To assist in promoting this phase of the Dealer and Distributor's busi- 
ness the RCA Service Division has prepared a series of Service Notes-of which 
this booklet is a part-containing technical information and practical helps in 
servicing RCA Loudspeakers and Radiolas. 

This information has been compiled from experience with RCA Dealers 
and Distributors' service problems and presents the best practice in dealing 
with them. A careful reading of these Service Notes will establish their value, 
and it is suggested they be preserved for ready reference. 

In addition to supplying the Service Notes, the RCA Service Division 
maintains a corps of engineers who are qualified to render valuable help in solv- 
ing service problems. These engineers call upon the trade at frequent intervals 
to advise and assist RCA Distributors in the performance of service work. 

Property of the Radio Corporation of America. Confidential and to be used only by its 

Authorized Distributors and Dealers in furnishing service in connection with its apparatus. 

Copyright 1929-Radio Corporation of America 
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RCA LOUDSPEAKER 100B 
SERVICE NOTES 

Prepared by RCA Service Division 

INTRODUCTION 
RCA Loudspeaker 100B is a simplified design of the famous model 100A. It is housed 

in a newly>designed cabinet that fits in appropriately with home furniture and harmonizes 
in particular with Radiola 33. 

Figure 3-RCA Output tran.vformcr 

Acoustically Loudspeaker 100B gives an excellent response to all frequencies employed 
in the broadcasting of both music and speech. Electrically it is of the electromagnetic type 
and is provided with a filter for eliminating high frequencies that are not in the acoustical 
range, which would be reproduced as noise and distortion if the filter were not used. Figure 2 
shows a rear view with the various parts exposed. 

PLATE 

30 HENRIES OR MORE. 
NOT OVER 10001E D.C. ó 

RESISTANCE 
-8 

PLATE 

Figure 4-Schematic circuit diagrams of output devices 

Some method of coupling the output of the receiver to the loudspeaker should be em- 
ployed when Loudspeaker 100B is used in conjunction with receivers using output tubes. 
passing current in excess of 10 milliamperes through the loudspeaker windings. Such 
output devices are usually incorporated in modern receivers. However, if no coupling is 
incorporated in the receiver the RCA output transformer (Figure 3) may be used. It is 

5 
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especially designed for this purpose. A choke and condenser arrangement will also give satisfactory results for this purpose when properly connected. Figure 4 shows the correct 
values and connections of either a transformer, or choke and condenser to the loudspeaker. 

PART I -SERVICE DATA 
The service problems of loudspeakers deal with conditions evidenced by weak reproduc- 

tion, no reproduction, distortion, noise and rattle. These conditions and their attending 
causes, while not common to Loudspeaker 100B, are explained in these notes and corrections 
noted so that service men may be provided with helpful information in any service work that may be required on Loudspeaker 100B. 

[1] RECEIVER OUTPUT 
Before inspecting the loudspeaker for imperfect reproduction check the receiver output with headphones or another loudspeaker known to be in good operating condition. Any 

1 
Figure 5-Removing the housing assembly extension bolts 

distortion in the receiver will be faithfully reproduced in the loudspeaker. If a signal of 
good quality and volume is being delivered by the receiver, the loudspeaker must be examined 
for the cause of any imperfect reproduction that may occur. 

[2] GAINING ACCESS TO MOTOR MECHANISM 
To examine the motor mechanism it is first necessary to disassemble the housing so 

that the mechanism will be accessible. Proceed as follows: 
(a) Turn the loudspeaker so that the rear is accessible. 
(b) With a screw -driver remove the four screws that hold the housing together. (See 

Figure 5). The back, top and sides can then be lifted clear leaving the mechanism 
accessible for any adjustment or repair that is necessary. (See Figure 6). 

[3] FOREIGN MATERIAL INTERFERING WITH ARMATURE 
ACTION 

An inspection of the armature will generally disclose any foreign matter interfering with 
the armature action, resulting in poor reproduction. A small piece of heavy paper or a piece 
of copper or brass not over .010" thick may be used between the armature and pole pieces 
to remove dirt, dust or other interfering substances. The spacer tool, described in Section 4 
may also be used for this purpose. 

6 
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[4] ARMATURE STRIKING POLE PIECES 
Distortion and rattle may be caused by the armature striking either or both of the pole 

pieces. This is generally determined by inspection, though in some cases the contact may be 
so slight it may be necessary to adjust the armature to check on this condition. In any case 
an adjustment of the armature is necessary. 

To adjust the armature use a set of spacer tools. Figure 7 illustrates the general appear- 
ance and correct dimensions of these tools. They may be purchased from the RCA Service 
Division (Stock No. 2321). The material-obtainable on the open market should be phos- 
phor bronze strip .010" thick and .25" wide. It is bent as illustrated and soldered to hold 
the ends fairly rigid. The two ends are tapered as illustrated to a .15" width at their 
extremities. 

TOP AND SIDES 

EXTENSION BOLTS 

MECHANISM ASSEMBLY 

CONNECTING CORD 

Figure 6-Housing dismantled 

BACK 

Two of these tools are necessary when adjusting the armature. Place one tool in the 
space between the armature and pole pieces of the motor mechanism at the end next to the 
filter unit. This is shown in Figure 8. The other tool is placed at the other end of the arma- 
ture a little to one side in order to clear the drive pin located at this end of the armature. By 
loosening the two screws A and B, Figure 9, any tension in either direction, that may be on 
the armature is released, and the spacer tools will provide the correct clearance or spacing. 
Now while the spacer tools are in place apply a hot soldering iron to the drive pin thrust lever 
connection point C, Figure 10, and heat the solder sufficiently to allow the drive pin to find 
its normal position with regard to the thrust lever. The iron is then removed, screws A and 
B are tightened and the spacer tools removed. This adjustment correctly aligns and balanoes 
the armature so that no abnormal strain is imposed upon it in any direction. 

[5] CONE IMPROPERLY SEATED 
In order to inspect the cone it is necessary to remove the mechanism assembly from the 

front of the housing in the following manner: 

(a) Remove the back, sides and top as described in Part I, Section 2. 

(b) Remove the three screws that hold the mechanism to the front of the housing. 
(See Figure 11.) Be careful to support the assembly so that it will not fall and be- 
come damaged. 

7 
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(c) Remove the mechanism assembly to a place convenient for work and repair. 

A cone may be off center or improperly seated. This is most likely to occur when 
replacing a cone. Poor reproduction is the result and inspection of the armature drive -pin 
may indicate a slight torque or twist during operation. 

The new cone should be carefully seated by placing the cone over the driving rod and 
adjusting the cone seating nut located on the driving rod next to the thrust lever. (See Figure 
12.) Then attach the cone lock nut and washer lightly on the inside of the cone before 
fastening the edge of the cone. The holes on the edge of the cone can now be lined up with 
those of the metal frame and the three screws, washers and nuts placed in position, but not 

2 

Figure 7-Dimensions of armature 
spacing tools 

ARMATURE 
SPACING TOOLS 

Figure 8-Armature spacing tools in place 
for adjustment of armature 

tightened. (See Figure 13.) The cone lock nut is then tightened and sealed in place with 
ordinary sealing wax so that the vibration of the cone will not cause it to loosen. This nut 
can best be tightened by means of a small socket wrench made to fit a Vie" hex nut. (Stevens 
"Spintite" No. 3 can be used.) The assembly should then be attached to the housing and 
the three mounting screws drawn tight. They also help clamp the cone in place. It is 
important to see that no foreign material lodges between the cone edge and the front of the 
housing to which it is clamped because an imperfect clamping of the cone may cause rattle. 

[6] LOOSE THRUST LEVER, NUTS AND SCREWS 

Rattle and noisy reception are sometimes caused by a loose thrust lever. To correct 
this condition tighten the thrust lever mounting screw by means of screw D, Figure 14. 
Sometimes when this is done a readjustment of the armature as described in Part I, Section 
4, may be necessary. Any loose screw or nut in the motor mechanism may cause an audible 
rattle when the speaker is in operation. If any trouble is experienced along this line all the 
screws and nuts in the motor mechanism should be gone over and the loose ones tightened. 

8 
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[7] FILTER UNIT AND MAGNET COI,. TESTS 
A defective filter unit, or a filter unit not properly connected in the circuit will cause dis- 

tortion. Open magnet coils will cause no reproduction. The circuit diagram and correct 
connections are shown in Figure 15. The reference letters in the circuit diagram refer to the 
filter terminals shown in the small halftone illustration in Figure 15. These should corre- 
spond electrically, otherwise distorted or no reproduction will occur. A click test will indi- 
cate whether or not the unit is electrically O. K. The following continuity tests will indicate 
an electrical defect either in the coils or in the filter unit. 

A pair of headphones and a 4% -volt battery connected together in series or a voltmeter 
and sufficient battery to give a full scale deflection should be used. 

Figure 9-Loosening screws A and B to relieve 
tension on armature 

FILTER UNIT CONTINUITY TESTS 
Unsolder all connections and refer to Figure 15. 

Test Correct Effect Incorrect Effect Caused By 

G to H 
F to H 

Open 
Closed 

Shorted Condenser 
Open Coil 

A shorted condenser across the coil can be determined by checking the resistance of the 
coil with a resistance bridge. The correct resistance of the coil is approximately 230 ohms. 
If a resistance bridge is not available the following method may be used. 

Use a voltmeter having a resistance of not greater than 100 ohms per volt. The Weston 
Meters, Type 301 or 280 both have a resistance of 62 ohms per volt and are satisfactory for 
this purpose. Use sufficient battery to give a good deflection of the meter, for example a 

9 
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45 -volt "B" battery with a 0-50 volt meter. Then take two readings, one of the battery 
alone and one of the battery with the unknown resistance in series, that is, the coil in the 
filter unit. Then apply the following formula. 

Reading obtained 
of battery alone 

Reading obtained with 
resistance in series 

1 ) 
Resistance Unknown 

of meter - resistance 

The magnet coils may be checked for an open by testing from one lead to the other. 
An open indicates a defective coil which must be replaced. The coils should measure 1000 
ohms D.C. resistance. 

8] LOUDSPEAKER CORD AND CONNECTIONS 
A defective connection, either in the loudspeaker cord or coil connections may cause dis- 

orted, noisy or no reproduction. As there is not much wear and tear on the coil connections, 

Figure 10-Resoldering drive pin thrust lever connection point C 

the most likely place to find trouble of this nature is in the connecting cord. The point 
where the cord enters the loudspeaker housing and the ends on which the pin terminals are 
located may become frayed and worn, causing a possible short or open circuit. If these points 
prove O. K. and there are no indications of any defects external to the speaker housing, the 
cover should be removed and the lu of the cord soldered to the filter unit examined. If 
there is no apparent defect the cord should be disconnected and tested by means of a battery 
and pair of phones. It should be click tested for the continuity of the leads and also for a 
short between the leads. Shake the cord while conducting the continuity test to disclose 
any breaks which will be indicated by interrupted clicks. 

[9] REMAGNETIZING LOUDSPEAKER MAGNETS 
At times there may be occasion to remagnetize the large permanent magnet used in 

Loudspeaker 100B. In order to do this a powerful electro -magnet is necessary. The con- 
struction of such a magnet is quite difficult and requires direct current of considerable am- 
perage. It is suggested that this work be turned over to automobile or ignition shops 
specializing in the repair of magnets. Distributors maintaining contact with shops of this 
character are in a position to obtain immediate service on remagnetizing jobs. 

10 
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[10] CHECKING OUTPUT OF REPAIRED LOUDSPEAKERS 
After a repair job has been completed it is always desirable to have a definite means of 

checking the output of the speaker against a speaker known to be in good condition. Two 
general methods can be used to accomplish this-one by alternately connecting each speaker 
to a radio receiver tuned to a nearby broadcasting station, the other by alternately con- 
necting each speaker to the output of a power amplifier being driven from a phonograph 
pick-up. The latter method is preferable as a standard record may be used that has a much 
wider frequency range than would be obtained by random tuning with a broadcast receiver. 
Whén checking a speaker under these conditions a volume control should be used and the 
speaker checked at both the soft and loud positions. At the minimum position the speaker 
under test can be compared with the standard for sensitivity and at the loud position a 
check can be made on its ability to handle volume without distortion or rattle. These 

Figure 11-Remoning mechanism from front of housing 

checks should be made at both high and low frequencies. The sections of the record contain- 
ing these frequencies can be indicated to run such a test. 

A test of this kind is quite conclusive for quality and volume of reproduction and will 
indicate if further repair work or adjustments are necessary. 

PART II-MAKING REPLACEMENTS 
Due to the simple design of Loudspeaker 100B, replacement of any particular part is 

easily and quickly accomplished. The following detailed procedure should be used when 
performing work of this kind. 

[1] REPLACING MAGNET COILS 
If the magnet coils require replacement, proceed as follows: 
(a) Remove back and sides of housing as described in Part I, Section 2. 

11 
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(b) Remove the three screws that hold the mechanism assembly to the front of the 
housing and then remove the three screws, nuts and washers that hold the cone to 
the cone support. Then remove the center nut and washer that hold the cone to 
the driving rod. 

(c) The motor mechanism may now be removed from the magnet by releasing nuts 
I, J and K, Figure 16. The magnet coil leads must be unsoldered from the 'filter 
unit before the motor can be cleared of the frame. Place a large nail or soft iron 
bar across the poles of the permanent magnet to act as a keeper. (See Figure 14.) 

(d) Remove the thrust lever supporting screw D, Figure 14, and apply a hot soldering 
iron to the thrust lever armature drive pin connection point C, Figure 10. The 
thrust lever and driving rod may now be removed. 

MAGNET COILS - 

SOFT SOLDER,' 
(MAKE ADJUSTMENTS 
WITH SOLDERING IRON) 

ARMATURE 

----SILVER SOLDER 

-DRIVE PIN 

DRIVING 
;ROD 

CONE 
SEATING 

NUT 

Figure 12-Constructional details and operating principle of the 
motor mechanism- Note cone seating nut 

(e) Disassemble the motor mechanism by removing screw L, Figure 14, and the corre- 
sponding screw on the other side of the mechanism. Also remove screws A and B, 
Figure 14. The magnet coils may now be removed by slipping one off the armature 
and the other off the armature and drive pin. 

To reassemble reverse the preceding operation. 

(a) Place the new coils over the armature in the same:position occupied by the old ones. 

(b) Reassemble the motor mechanism and replace the thrust lever. Do not solder the 
thrust lever to the drive pin at this time. 

Remove keeper and replace motor mechanism on magnet with supporting screws 
and bushings. Mount the reassembled unit in its correct position on the frame. 

(d) Replace cone and center carefully. Replace, but do not seat the three screws, 
nuts and washers around the edge. Tighten the cone lock nut and seal with sealing 
wax. Seat screws around edge. 

(c) 

12 
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(e) Place spacer tools in position to adjust the armature and tighten screws A and B, 
Figure 9. 

(f) Resolder drive pin to thrust lever and allow it to find its normal position. Remove 
spacer tools. 

(g) 

Figure 13-Tightening cone clamping screws 

Solder coil leads to filter unit as indicated in Figure 15. At this point it is good 
practice to test the mechanism on a receiver of good quality and make any further 
adjustments that may be necessary. 

(h) Fasten mechanism to front of housing and reassemble the housing in the reverse 
manner of that used to disassemble it. 

Figure 14-Motor mechanism partly dismantled 

[2] REPLACING ARMATURE AND DRIVE PIN 
The procedure for replacing the armature and drive pin is identical with that of replac- 

ing the magnet coils with the exception of the new part substituted. The new armature 
should be clean and free from any dust or dirt. 

13 
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[3] REPLACING THE THRUST LEVER AND DRIVING ROD 
Ordinarily the driving rod and thrust lever are not likely to become damaged or require 

replacement. However, should it be necessary, disassemble the housing and mechanism as 
described in Part II, Section 1, until the thrust lever and driving rod are removed. The new 
one should be placed in the position occupied by the old one and the mechanism reassembled 
in the reverse order of that used to disassemble it. The armature should be checked for 
adjustment as described in Part I, Section 4. The housing should then be assembled and 
the speaker returned to normal operation. 

11111 11111 
RLO.LIDSDEAKER COILS} 

Figure 15-Schematic circuit of Loudspeaker 100E 
coils and filter and photo of filter unit 

[4] REPLACING THE MOTOR ASSEMBLY COMPLETE 
When replacement of the complete motor mechanism is necessary disassemble the hous- 

ing as described in Part I, Section 2. Then remove the cone, the motor and magnet and 
install the new motor. 

The reassembly will be a reversal of the foregoing procedure. 

[5] REPLACING CONE 
When replacing a cone remove the old one as described in Part II, Section 1. The instal- 

lation of the new cone is a reversal of the removal procedure. 

(a) Place cone over driving rod in center. 

(b) Adjust the cone seating, nut so as to properly seat the cone and provide clearance 
for the thrust lever from the pole piece. 

(c) Tighten cone lock nut and then replace the three screws, washers and nuts that hold 
the cone to the cone support. 

(d) Fasten mechanism to housing and reassemble housing in the reverse manner of that 
used to disassemble it. 

14 
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[6] REPLACING FILTER UNIT 

The following procedure should be used when replacing the filter unit. 

(a) Remove back and sides from housing as described in Part I, Section 2. 

(b) Unsolder all leads to the filter terminals. 

(c) Remove the filter unit mounting nut and washer and the nut and washer on the 
opposite end of the filter unit. (See Figure 11.) The unit may now be removed 
and replaced by a new one. 

(d) Replace the mounting nuts and washers previously removed. Then resolder the 
leads that were removed from the filter terminals. 

(e) Reassemble the housing in the reverse manner of that used to disassemble it. 

Figure lt; Cone support and cone 

[7] REPLACING GRILLE CLOTH 

Loudspeaker 100B has an ornamental grille cloth on both the front and rear. Should 
replacement be necessary proceed as follows: 

(a) To replace the back grille, remove the back from the housing as described in Part I, 
Section 2. To replace the front grille remove the mechanism from the housing as 
described in Part II, Section 1. 

(b) Remove the old grille cloth and cardboard ring by pressing the cloth away from 
its shellacked surface. That is if the housing were assembled the front cloth 
would be pressed toward the rear and the rear toward the front. Press close to the 
edge of the cardboard ring and it will break away easily. 

After the old cloth and ring have been removed,shellac the housing edge for mount- 
ing the cardboard ring and firmly hold the new cloth and ring in place until dry. 
Be sure and have the design of the front grille in the correct position. 

(d) The housing should now be reassembled in the reverse manner used to disassemble it. 

(e) 

15 
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SERVICE DATA CHART 
The following table of information provides a handy reference when servicing 

Loudspeaker Model 100B, and a working knowledge of it will enable service men to 
handle service problems readily and efficiently. Reference to Part No. and Section 
No. in the "Service Notes" is noted for detailed information. 

Indication Cause Remedy 

No 
Reproduc- 
tion 

Weak 
Reproduc- 

No output from receiver 

Defective coils 

Defective filter 

Defective cord 

Loose or broken connections 

Drive pin not soldered 

Examine receiver, Part I, Sec. 1 

Replace coils, Part I, Sec. 7; Part II, Sec. 1 

Replace filter, Part I, Sec. 7; Part II, Sec. 6 

Repair or replace cord, Part I, Sec. 8 

Repair connections, Part I, Sec. 8 

Solder drive pin, Part I, Sec. 4 

Weak receiver output 
Dirt interfering with arma- 

ture action 

Loose thrust lever mounting 
screw 

Improperly aligned cone 

Drive pin poorly §oldered 

Weak magnet 

Examine receiver, Part I, Sec. 1 

Remove foreign matter from mechanism, Part 
I, Sec. 3 

Tighten screw and resolder drive pin, Part I, 
Sec. 6; Part II, Sec. 3 

Align cone correctly, Part I, Sec. 5 

Solder drive pin, Part I, Sec. 4 

Remagnetize, Part I, Sec. 9 

Distorted 
or Noisy 
Reproduc- 
tion 

(Rattle) 

Distorted output from re- 
ceiver 

Improperly adjusted cone 

Filter incorrectly con- 
nected 

Filter defective 
Loose screws or nuts in as- 

sembly 
Armature striking pole piece 

Excessive pressure on drive 
pin 

Filter unit not connected 

Examine receiver, Part I, Sec. 1 

Adjust cone correctly, Part I, Sec. 5; Part II, 
Sec. 5 

Connect filter correctly, Part I, Sec. 7; Part 
II, Sec. 6 

Replace filter, Part I, Sec. 7; Part II, Sec. 6 

Tighten all loose screws or nuts, Part I, Sec. 6 

Adjust armature correctly, Part I, Sec. 4; Part 
II, Sec. 1 

Resolder drive pin to thrust lever, Part I, Sec. 
4; Part II, Sec. 1 

Connect filter unit, Part I, Sec. 7; Part II, 
Sec. 6 

Printed In U. S. A. 
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RCA Model AZ -774B 

Electric Phonograph and Radio 
Power Amplifier Equipment 

SERVICE NOTES 

Prepared by Radiola Division, Technical Service Department 

ELECTRICAL SPECIFICATIONS 

Rating-as connected Voltage 220-230, Frequency 50 to 60 cycles 
Ratings-different connections provided. Voltage 230 to 250, 200 to 220, 112.5 to 125 

and 100 to 112.5, Frequency 50 to 60 Cycles 
Power Consumption 140 Watts 
Type of Circuit Full wave, rectifying circuit providing plate and grid 

voltages to a two -stage A.F. power amplifier 
Types and number of Radiotrons 2 UX-281, 1 UX-250 and 1 UX-226 
Number of A.F. stages-Phonograph 2 
Number of A.F. stages-Radio 1 

Type of Rectifier Full wave, using two UX-281 Radiotrons 
Type of Pick-up Low impedance, flexible armature 

PHYSICAL SPECIFICATIONS 

Dimensions of S.P.U. 18" x 12/" x b/" 
Weight of S.P.U. .47 lbs. 
Dimensions of S.P.U. Packing Case 11" x 15" x 23" 
Weight of S.P.U. Packing Case (All equipment included) .72 lbs. 
Dimensions of Reproducer Unit 10/" x 10/" x 85" 
Weight of Reproducer Unit 28 lbs. 
Dimensions of Reproducer Packing Case 12" x 12" x 13" 
Weight of Reproducer Packing Case (All equipment included) .45 lbs. 

INTRODUCTION 
The RCA Model AZ -774B Electric Phonograph and Radio Power Amplifier Equip- 

ment may be used for converting an old style phonograph to one using the electrical 
system of reproduction ; or as a power amplifier to improve and increase the undis- 
torted output of a radio receiver, or for providing both of these functions, with a 
switch for changing from one to the other. The undistorted output of the amplifier is 
approximately 4 watts. This provides an output of good quality in excess of the maxi- 
mum requirements for home use. The additional power, however, gives a reserve that 
contributes to the quality of reproduction at any volume. 

This equipment is supplied in kit form and consists of the following items : 

(1) Power Amplifier using two Radiotrons UX-281, one Radiotron UX-226 and 
one Radiotron UX-250. 

(2) Reproducer Unit. This is a large field (100 volts and 100 M.A.), 8 -inch cone 
dynamic type reproducer. Leads and a female plug for connecting the field 
to the S.P.U. are provided. 
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Magnetic Pick-up. The magnetic pick-up is of the low impedance flexible 
armature type which gives excellent reproduction and causes a minimum 
amount of wear on the record. 
Phonograph Volume Control with Knob. The volume control is a 60 -ohm porcelain type potentiometer and gives a smooth control of volume from the phonograph. 
Radio -Record Change -over Switch. A special switch is provided for making the transition from an external radio receiver to record reproduction. 

230 TO 250 VOLT POWER SUPPLY 220 TO 230 VOLT POWER SUPPLY 200 TO 220 VOLT POWER SUPPLY 

1121 TO 12S VOLT POWER SUPPLY 100 TO 1122 VOLT POWER SUPPLY 

Figure 2-Connections to Primary of Power Transformer 
for different line voltages 

Radio Input Jack. A jack is provided for connecting the output of the first 
audio stage of an external receiver to the power amplifier. 
Cable. Connected to the "Radio -Record" switch and the radio input jack is 
a braided cable. One end of this cable has a four -terminal strip for connect- 
ing to the S.P.U. terminal board. 
Cables. Three additional two -wire cables are provided. These are for con- necting the pick-up to the volume control, the volume control to the S.P.U., 
and the cone coil of the reproducer unit to the S.P.U. 
Switch. A single -pole, single -throw, tumbler -type switch is provided for con- necting in series with the input A.C. circuit for complete control of the instal- lation. 
Power Transformer Instruction Tag. A tag is provided that shows the cor- rect connections for the power transformer for various line voltages. These connections are also shown in Figure 2. 

AZ -774B 6 
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PART I -INSTALLATION 
The actual installation of this equipment will vary with each individual case. How- 

ever, the wiring, regardless of the location of parts, must be as shown in Figure 3. It 
is desirable that the parts be located within the radius of the various cables used for con- 
necting purposes. However, if placing a unit beyond the radius of a particular cable is 
desirable, an extension cable or cord may be spliced to the cable. This may be of 
ordinary lamp cord or any other suitable conductor. 

In the case of the loudspeaker, it is essential that it be placed directly behind a 
nine -inch hole in a baffle board at least 24 inches square, or a cabinet that constitutes 
a baffle of similar dimensions. 

The S.P.U. is to be located in a place or position that will give adequate ventila- 
tion. Also a location that will provide accessibility to the Radiotrons is necessary. 

PART II -SERVICE DATA 

(1) POWER TRANSFORMER 
The power transformer used in the S.P.U. has a split primary winding, each sec- 

tion of which may be connected in parallel for 110 -volt lines and in series for 220 -volt 
lines. Also taps are provided for small variations of the above voltages. 

Figure 2 shows the terminals of the power transformer and the correct connection 
for various line voltages. It is important that the line voltage be measured and the 
transformer connections changed accordingly. Otherwise damage to the various parts 
and tubes may result. 

(2) ADJUSTMENTS FOR MINIMUM HUM 
Two potentiometers connected across the UX-226 and UX-250 power transformer 

filament windings are provided for adjusting the grid and plate returns to the exact 
electrical center of the filament winding. This is the position that gives the least 
amount of hum in the loudspeaker. To properly adjust these potentiometers proceed 
as follows : 

(a) Place the amplifier in operation with all tubes in place and the "Radio - 
Record" switch at the "Record" position. 

(b) With a screwdriver adjust the potentiometer marked "UX-226" Figure 3 
until a point is found that gives the least amount of hum. 

(c) Now locate the potentiometer marked "UX-250" and with a screwdriver adjust 
this potentiometer until a point is found that gives a minimum amount of 
hum. 

When both potentiometers are at the position of minimum hum, with the "Radio - 
Record" switch in the "Record" position, the adjustments have been correctly made. 

(3) SOCKET POWER UNIT SERVICE DATA CHART 
The following Service Data Chart gives the symptoms and remedies for failures 

that may be encountered during the operation of the AZ -774B amplifier kit. Troubles 
due to pick-up failure are listed under the Magnetic Pick-up Service Data Chart. 
Troubles in the radio receiver, or in the phonograph motor must not be confused with 
trouble in the amplifier unit and must be handled according to the requirements of the 
particular radio receiver or phonograph motor used. 
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Figure 3-Layout and wiring to all units of AZ -774B Power Amplifier 
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Indication Cause 

No reproduction 
("Radio - Record" 
switch at either 
position) 

Low Volume 
("Radio - Record" 
switch at either 
position) 

Distorted reproduc- 
tion 

I1um 

No supply voltage 
Defective operating switch 

Defective Radiotrons 
Defective "Radio -Record" switch. This 

will probably be evidenced by the ampli- 
fier functioning at one position of the 
switch 

Defective unit or part in S.P.U., or de- 
fective wiring 

Defective cables connecting various units 
Open cone coil 

Defective Radiotrons 
Defective magnetic pick-up ("Record" 

position only) 
Low output from radio receiver ("Radio" 

only) 
Defective or open reproducer field 
Defective part in S.P.U. 

Defective Radiotrons 
Poor input from radio receiver ("Radio" 

only) 
Poor output from pick -up --("Record" 

only) 

Defective part in S.P.U. 

Cone not properly centered 

\Vires on side of cone vibrating 

S 

Hum potentiometers not adjusted properly 

Loose laminations in power transformer 

Low emission Radiotrons UX-281 
Shorted or open filter condenser in S.P.U. 

or shorted condenser across UX-250 
bias resistor 

Open grounds in S.P.U. wiring 
Hum originating in Radio receiver 

Remedy 

Turn supply voltage "On" 
Repair or replace defective operating 

switch 
Replace any defective Radiotron 
Repair and clean or replace defective 

"Radio -Record" switch 

Test all units and wiring according to the 
continuity test, Part III, Section 2 and 
make any repairs or replacements 
necessary 

Repair or replace any defective cable 
Replace reproducer cone as described in 

Part II, Section 5 

Replace any defective Radiotrons 
Check magnetic pick-up according to 

Part IV, Section 1 

Repair defective radio receiver 

Repair or replace field coil or connections 
Check according to continuity test and 

make any replacements necessary 

Replace any defective Radiotron 
Repair any defect in radio receiver 

Check magnetic pick-up according to Part 
IV, Section 1 and make any repairs 
necessary 

Check S.P.U. according to continuity tests 
and make any repair or replacement 
necessary 

Center cone correctly according to Part 
II, Section 4 

Fasten wires down with shellac or cement 

Adjust potentiometers as described in 
Part II, Section 2 

Remove transformer from S.P.U., and 
place in slow oven bottom up for sev- 
eral hours. Cool for 24 hours and re- 
turn to S.P.U. 

Replace a low emission Radiotron UX-281 
Replace any defective condenser in S.P.U. 

Repair any opens in S.P.U. wiring 
Any hum present in the radio receiver 

will be amplified and reproduced 
through the loudspeaker. Remedy the 
hum in the receiver and it will not ap- 
pear in the reproducer unit 
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(4) CENTERING REPRODUCER CONE 

To properly center a cone when making a replacement or repair, proceed as follows : 

(a) Remove reproducer to a position where the cone is accessible. 
(b) Loosen cone centering screw. 
(c) Place three small cardboard strips, about 1/" x 4" and the thickness of a 

visiting card, through the center web of the cone into the space between the 
pole piece and cone. This will give the cone coil the same clearance on all 
sides of the pole piece. Figure 4 shows this operation. 

(d) Tighten the center screw and the cone will be properly centered. Remove 
the three pieces of cardboard and return the reproducer unit to its normal 
position. 

CENTERING SCREW 

CARDBOARD 
STRIPS` 

THREE CARDBOARD STRIPS 1%p x 94" CONE COIL AIR GAP 

Figure 4-Location of cardboard strips for centering of cone 

(5) TO REPLACE A CONE 

Should it be necessary to replace a cone in the reproducer unit, proceed as follows : 

(a) Remove reproducer unit to a position where the cone is accessible. 
(b) Release the two cone leads from their terminal posts. 
(c) Remove the screw that holds the center of the cone to the pole piece. 
(d) Remove the nine screws, nuts and lock washers that hold the metal ring and 

cone to the cone support. The cone may now be removed and the new one 
placed in the position occupied by the old one. The parts removed should 
now be reassembled in the reverse manner of that used to remove them and 
the cone centered as described in Part II, Section 4. 

PART III -ELECTRICAL TESTS 

The following tests cover all the electrical circuits of the AZ -774B amplifier kit. 
The power transformer internal connections are shown in Figure 5 and the capacitor 
pack internal connections in Figure 6. The output filter connections are shown in 
Figure 7. Should the continuity tests show any unit to be defective, it is good prac- 
tice to test the particular unit after disconnecting from the circuit. The values of D.C. 
resistance of all units are shown in Figure 8. 
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(1) VOLTAGE READINGS AT RADIOTRON SOCKETS 
Socket voltage readings (which may be taken with a Weston Model 537 Set Ana- 

lyzer or similar instrument) such as are given in the tables below are frequently help- 
ful in locating trouble. It should be borne in mind, however, that it will be impossible 
in practice to duplicate these readings exactly, due to manufacturing tolerances, varia- 
tions in line voltages and the use of leads and meters of different resistances. 

The following measurements were made at a line voltage corresponding to the con- 
nections of the power transformer : 

...,..... 
..................q 

¡¡Ç 7RIMAR\; 
C óò6öò06Ù0O wA\w \AWa c 

Figure 5-Internal connections 
of Power Transformer 

Figure 6-Internal connections 
of Capacitor Pads 

Figure 7-Internal con- 
nections of Output Filter 

SOCKET VOLTAGE READINGS 

Filament 
Volts 

Grid to Filament 
Volts 

Plate to Filament 
Volts 

Plate 
Current MA 

UX-226 
UX-250 

1.2 
7.2 

9 
70 

130 
420 

14 
55 

(2) CONTINUITY TESTS 
In making continuity tests of the entire S.P.U. or of an individual part, the follow- 

ing procedure is recommended : 

Disconnect the A.C. input plug, the field supply plug and all connections to the 
terminal strip of the S.P.U. 

A pair of headphones wüth at least 4/ volts in series, or preferably a voltmeter 
with sufficient voltage to give a full scale deflection when connected across the battery 
terminals, should be used in making these tests. A direct reading "Ohmmeter" is also 
useful for circuit testing. 
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411 

The socket contacts, numbers and terminals used in these tests are shown in 
Figures 3 and 9. 

Test leads should be of the flexible insulated type with partially insulated testing 
points to prevent false readings, which otherwise may be caused by hand capacity 
effect. Similarly, the hands should not touch the chassis or the terminals across which 
a test is being made. 

The resistance of the various circuits are indicated and any large deviation from 
this value will indicate a defective part. 

The resistance of a circuit may be calculated from the formula: 
50011- 42.s11. 

,` 300 rt 
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o 
1500011 

320 
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OUTPUT 1 C 
TRANSFORMER e 

INTERSTAGE 00.250 
TRANSFORMER \ , 

O 
1000R0 

ó 
ß 
0 

450011. 

OUTPUT 
FILTER. 

s11 

6011 

( UN 226 
POTENTIOMETER 

4 MED. 

GROUND 
TO FRAME 

POWER 
TRANSFORMER 

220-230 V 

50-60"...CC 

CONE 
COIL' 

10 11 

FIELD 
COIL 

UX-250 
'POTENTIOMETER 

REPRODUCER 
UNIT 

r 
100011 

,MAGNETIC PICK-UP 

1 / 

IIn 

NPUT 

TERMINAL STRIP. 

P r 5+Ï 1 TTRANS. 2 

6011 
.N_ MAGNETIC PICK-UP 
W S VOLUME CONTROL 

RADIO -RECORD 
SWITCH 

RADIO t--- RECORD 

RADIO 
INPUT 
JACK 

r 
OUTPUT 

Figure 8-Schematic wiring diagram of RCA .-1Z-77IS Amplifier and parts 

Reading obtained of battery alone 
Reading obtained'with resistor 

or coil in series 

1) Resistance of meter = Unknown 
resistance 

Small condensers can best be checked by substituting one of known condition and 
like capacity. Large condensers, such as used in the capacitor pack, may be tested by 
charging with a D.C. voltage approximately the same as that used during normal 
operation and then discharged by short circuiting its terminals. An O.K. condenser 
will give a good spark, the size depending on the charging voltage and the capacity 
of the condenser. A leaky condenser will give no spark and a shorted condenser will 
give a spark when an attempt is made to charge it. Do not come in contact with a 
condenser charged with high voltage. 
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Correct 
Test Terminals Effect 

Incorrect Effect 

Indication Caused By 

Across A.C. Input plug Closed 
(2 or 8 ohms) 

Open Open primary winding of power trans- 
former 

2 ohms Open primary winding of power trans- 
former 

P contact of one UX-281 socket Closed Open Open high voltage winding of power 
to P contact of other UX-281 
socket 

(300 ohms) transformer 

Across UX-226 filament con- Closed 
tacts (.2 ohm) 

5 ohms Open UX-226 filament winding 

.2 ohm Open UX-226 potentiometer 
Open Open UX-226 filament winding and 

potentiometer 

Across UX-250 filament con- Closed 60 ohms Open UX-250 filament winding 
tacts (.3 ohm) .3 ohm Open UX-250 potentiometer 

Open Ogen UX-250 filament winding and 
potentiometer 

Across either UX-281 filament 
contacts. 

Closed 
(.2 ohm) 

Open Open UX-281 filament winding 

One filament contact of either Closed Open Open resistor R2 or filter reactor 
UX-281 socket to +B (9000 ohms) 

+B to ground Closed Open Open resistor Rl 
(3580 ohms) 

Either filament contact of UX- Closed Open Open 1450 -ohm section of Rl or 

250 socket to ground (1480 ohms) 
30 ohms 

UX-250 potentiometer 
Shorted 4-mfd. condenser connected 

across 1450 -ohm resistor 

Across input terminals Closed Open Open primary of pick-up transformer 
(14 ohms) 

G contact of UX-226 socket to Closed Open Open secondary of pick-up input 

ground (5000 ohms) 
Short 

trans f ormer 
Shorted 320-mmfd. condenser con- 

nected across secondary of input 
transformer 

Across terminals 1 and 2 of Closed Open Open primary of interstage trans- 
terminal strip (1000 ohms) former 

G contact of UX-250 socket to 
ground 

Closed 
(4800 ohms) 

Open Open secondary of interstage trans- 
former 

P contact of UX-250 socket to 
one filament contact of either 

Closed 
(508 ohms) 

Open Open filter coil or primary of output 
transformer 

UX-281 socket 500 ohms Shorted condensers in filter unit 
8 ohms Shorted condenser in filter unit 
Short Shorted condenser in filter unit 

Across output terminals Closed 
(2.5 ohms) 

Open Open secondary of output transformer 

Across field supply plug Closed 
(1000 ohms) 

Open Open field coil of reproducer unit 

Across cone coil of reproducer 
unit 

Closed 
(10 ohms) 

Open Open cone coil of reproducer unit 

Across pick-up volume control Closed Open Open pick-up volume control 
(Pick-up disconnected) (60 ohms) 

Across magnetic pick-up Closed Open Open coil in magnetic pick-up 
(11 ohms) 
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Figure 9-Wiring diagram of AZ -774B Socket Power Unit 

PART IV -MAGNETIC PICK-UP SERVICE DATA 
Weak, distorted or no reproduction at the "Record" position of the switch may be due to failure in the magnetic pick-up. This can be readily checked by throwing the switch to the "Radio" position. Normal reproduction of the radio input should be obtained. A further check can be made by connecting a pair of head telephones across the output of the pick-up while a record is being played. This can be done at the terminal strip across the terminals marked "input," and if no results are obtained there, across the two leads from the pick-up to the volume control, first disconnecting the volume control. If the pick-up is functioning normally the. record will be heard in the phones playing softly. Any distortion present or lack of reproducton will be due to failure of some part or adjustment in the pick-up. 

(i) NO REPRODUCTION 
If no music can be heard in the phones when connected across the output leads 

of the pick-up look for: 
(a) Poor contact or open connections at volume control.-The volume control resistance strip can be cleaned with a little of one of the various cigarette lighter fluids applied with a pipe -cleaner, and the volume control arm should 

be adjusted to wipe firmly on the edge of the volume control resistance strip. 
AZ -774B 14 
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(b) Open pick-up coil or connections.-Click test between the contacts in the 
pick-up contact plug. If no click is obtained the trouble is either an open 

coil or an open coil connection. If the first is true it will be necessary to 
replace the coil as outlined in Part V, Section 5. A loose connection may be 

resoldered. Before remounting the pick-up on the suspension arm, clean the 
contacts in the pick-up contact plug. 

(c) Poor contact or open connections at the swivel arm contact plug.-Remove 
the pick-up wires from the volume control and check for open circuit from 
these leads through the pick-up. If open circuit is indicated, see that the 
contacts in the swivel arm contact plug are clean ; are capable of free 
movement and have sufficient spring pressure to enable them to make firm 
contact. Inspect also the connections of the pick-up leads to the swivel arm 
contact plug, click testing from the free ends of the leads to the contact 
points. To remove the swivel arm contact plug for inspection it is simply 
necessary to remove the contact plug set screw and to pull the plug out of 

the open end of the swivel arm, using a pair of long -nosed pliers to grasp 
one of the contact pins. It may also be necessary to unsolder the pick-up 
leads at the volume control. 

(2) WEAK OR DISTORTED REPRODUCTION 
Weak or distorted reproduction may be due to :- 
(a) Loose needle.-Noise will resúlt if the needle is not clamped tightly in the 

armature needle socket. Before proceeding with any other service work 
tighten the needle set -screw and re -test operation. 

(b) Dirty or loose contacts in the jack, at the volume control arm, or at the 
swivel arm contact plug.-Loose contacts generally result in periods of inop- 
eration interspersed with periods of either normal or noisy operation. 

(c) Armature out of adjustment.-If the vibrating armature is not in the elec- 
trical center of the air gap between the two pole pieces weak reproduction 
will result. For adjustment see Part V, Section 3. 

(d) Defective rubber.-After a considerable period of time the rubber damping 
block and pivot cushions may harden, causing weak reproduction. Rubber 
so aged as to cause weak reproduction usually loses so much of its elasticity 
that the armature will stick to one or the other of the pole pieces if moved 
against it by hand. In this connection it may be pointed out that frequent 
use of the pick-up increases the normal "life" of the rubber damping block 
and pivot cushions. Never allow the pick-up to rest on a record for any con- 
siderable time when not in use, as this tends to produce a permanent "set" in 
the pivot cushions and shortens their "life." Should the rubber become suf- 
ficiently hard to prevent the armature from vibrating properly or to cause it 
to stick, it should be replaced as described in Part V, Section 7. 

(e) Foreign material in the air gap.-Iron filings, rust or dirt in the air gap 
will cause weak reproduction usually accompanied by "raspy" noise. Filings 
or other loose material may be removed by an air blower, although it is some- 
times necessary to disassemble the unit to clean it successfully. See Part V, 
Section 6. If the armature is rusty it should be replaced, but, as a temporary 
measure in case another armature is not immediately available, it may be 
removed, sand -papered smooth, and returned to the pick-up. 

(f) Weak magnet.-The importance of placing a soft iron "keeper" across the 
poles of the magnet immediately before the disassembly of the pick-up and 
of allowing it to remain in place until the pick-up is reassembled cannot be 
over -emphasized. Generally speaking, a pick-up magnet will not become weak 
except as the result of careless handling when service work is being per- 
formed. If the magnet does become weak, however, it should be taken to 
the nearest magneto repair shop and re -magnetized, care being taken to place 
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(g) 

a "keeper" across the poles of the magnet before it is removed from the charging apparatus, and to leave it on the magnet until the magnet has been replaced against the pole pieces of the pick-up. 
Needle holder rattle.-If the pole pieces and armature are not centered on the front of the pick-up housing, the needle holder will rattle against the edges of the aperture provided for it in the cover. This trouble may some- times be corrected by loosening the pick-up cover screws and shifting the cover slightly. To do this it may also be necessary to remove the cover and, by loosening the magnet clamping screw, shift the magnet clamping plate. If the cover cannot be shifted so as to center its aperture around the needle holder it will he necessary to shift the pole pieces. See Part V, Section 4. 

Figure 10-Magnetic Pick- 
up Spacer Tool Dimensions 

COVER SCREWS NEEDLE SCREW 

RUBBER DAMPING 
BLOCK AND 
MOUNTING COIL 
PLATE n 

MAGNET 

PLATE 

FIBRE SPACER 

SWIVEL ARM 
SET SCREW 

SWIVEL ARM 
LOCKING PIN CONTACT PLUG 

Figure 11-Details of the Magnetic Pick-up 

PART V -MAKING MAGNETIC PICK-UP REPLACEMENTS 
AND ADJUSTMENTS 

(1) PICK-UP FEELER GAUGE 
To adjust the magnetic pick-up, but one special tool is necessary-a feeler gauge, shown in Figure 10. This gauge may be made from 20 mil phosphor bronze stock according to the dimensions given. This gauge is not used to center the armature, but to obtain the correct total air -gap between the pole pieces of the pick-up, in which space the armature vibrates. Therefore, each tip need not be exactly the same thick- ness if the combined thickness of the two tips is 35 mils, although in filing down the tips each tip should be filed approximately the same. This gauge-carried as RCA Replacement Part No. 2677 -may be obtained from RCA Victor Co., Inc., Radiola Divi- sion, Technical Service Department. 
Before bending the phosphor bronze stock it should be annealed at the point where the bend is to occur and tinned very slightly about / inch each way from the folding point. After bending it should be hammered together at the fold, and heated so as to "sweat" the two parts together at the tinned surfaces. 
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(2) TO OPEN THE PICK-UP FOR EXAMINATION 
If the pick-up is located on a Victor tone arm, it may be removed in the following 

manner. If it has a special mounting or is mounted on some other tone arm, removing 
it will have to depend on the individual circumstances. 

(a) Loosen the pick-up swivel arm set screw (see Figure 11) until the threaded 
position of the screw just shows above the shoulder in the pick-up housing 
socket. This should bring the lower end of the screw flush with the inner 
surface of the socket wall. 

(b) Rotate the pick-up counter -clockwise (the needle holder traveling down and 
back) until the pick-up locking pin strikes the forward edge of the transverse 
portion of the slot in the swivel arm. 

(c) Slip the pick-up off the end of the swivel arm. 
(d) Remove the needle holding screw and the two cover screws. 
(e) Remove the pick-up cover pivoting it about the front edge of the pick-up 

housing so as to clear the needle holder. 

(3) TO CENTER THE ARMATURE 
(a) Remove the pick-up cover as described in Part V, Section 2. 
(b) Remove the magnet clamping screw, clamping plate and fibre spacer. 
(c) Transfer the magnet to the opposite side of the pole pieces as shown in Figure 

12, sliding it over the top of the pole faces so as to keep it as much as pos- 
sible in contact with a magnetic material during the transfer. 

(d) Loosen the screws holding the rubber damping block mounting plate just 
enough to make it possible to slip the plate hack and forth under the screw 
heads. 

(e) Slip the point of a knife between the pole piece towards the smallest gap and 
an end of the damping block mounting plate. (Figure 12.) Twist the knife, 
thereby slipping the plate towards the other pole piece and centering the 
armature. The center may be judged by eye with sufficient accuracy. 

(f) Tighten the damping block mounting plate screws and examine the gap to 
see that the position of the plate is not changed. 

(g) Replace the magnet, fibre spacer, magnet clamping plate and screw. Draw 
the screw up snug, but not tight. 

(h) Replace the cover and observe which way it may be necessary to move the 
magnet clamping plate to line up the holes for the cover screws. 

(i) Remove cover, line up clamping plate, and tighten the clamping screw. 
(k) Replace the cover and cover screws, making sure that the needle holder is 

centered in the aperture provided for it in the pick-up cover. If the cover 
cannot be slipped sufficiently to center the needle holder aperture, put a full 
tone needle in the holder, replace the needle holding screw, tighten it and 
determine whether the pick-up will rattle against the case when in use by 
pulling the needle to either side with the fingers. If it is evident that rattle 
may result, the pole pieces must be slipped on the housing to center the needle 
holder in its aperture. See Part V, Section 4. 

(1) Replace the pick-up in its position on the swivel arm in the reverse manner 
of that used to remove it. 

(4) ADJUSTMENT OF POLE PIECES 
(a) Remove the pick-up cover as described in Part V, Section 2. 
(b) Remove the magnet clamping screw, clamping plate, and fibre spacer. 
(c) Place a soft iron keeper such as a /" carriage holt (or a piece of iron having 

an equivalent cross-section) across the ends of the magnet and remove the 
magnet, first marking with a pencil one end of the magnet and the corre- 
sponding pole piece. 
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13-Adjustment of Pole 
Pieces 

AZ -774B Magnetic Pick-up 14-Replacing 
Adjustments Pivot Cushions 

After having removed the cover, magnet, and rubber damping block and plate, place the pick-up in a bench vise in such a manner that the vise grips only against the ends of the pole pieces (See Figure 13), the pick-up housing being free of the vise jaws. Tighten the vise just sufficiently to hold the unit. The feeler gauge should not be left in the air -gap while tightening the vise. Slack up on the pole piece mounting screws, leaving the lock washers partly compressed. 
Adjust the width of the air gap, using the feeler gauge as described above, making sure that the pole pieces are flush with the raised portion of the front edge of the pick-up housing. 
When the correct gap has been obtained, slip the housing in the direction parallel to its front edge until the needle holder is centered over the notch in the raised portion of the edge of the housing. 
Tighten the pole piece mounting screws. Make sure that the raised front edge of the pick-up housing is back against the pole pieces so as to line them firmly against this edge. 
If the pole pieces do not grip the armature pivot firmly when the proper gap has been obtained, it will be necessary to replace the rubber pivot cushions. See Part V, Section 7. 
Replace the rubber damping block, and with a screw driver press the rubber about the slot well down around the end of the armature. 
Center the armature as outlined in Part V, Section 3, replacing the magnet so that the pencil marks, previously made, will coincide. 
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(d) Remove the two screws holding the damping block mounting plate. 
(e) Remove the damping block and plate and test the air gaps at the end of the 

armature between it and the pole pieces by means of the feeler gauge. The 
gauge should be inserted by placing the long edges along each side of the 
tip of the armature and moving the gauge into the gap toward the coil, and 
not inserted tip first. See Figure 13. The end of the armature is tapered 
and the air gap. should vary from 15 mils near the pick-up coil to 20 mils 
at the end of the armature. The gauge should therefore stick about half 
way in the gap. If the gauge fits at the bottom of the gap the spacing at the 
center will be 20 mils, and if the gauge will just enter the gap the spacing 
will be 15 mils at the center of the gap. The spacing should not be greater 
than 20 mils nor smaller than 15 mils at the center of the gap, as weak repro- 
duction or rattle will result. If the air gap is not of the correct width it may 
he adjusted as follows: 

12-Centering the 
Armature 

(f) 
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(5) TO REPLACE THE PICK-UP COIL 
(a) Remove the pick-up cover, magnet, and rubber damping block as described 

in Part V, Section 2. 

(b) Loosen both pole -piece mounting nuts, leaving the lock washers partly com- 
pressed. 

(c) Slip the pole pieces apart as far as the clearance around the mounting screws 
will permit and remove the armature. 

(d) Unsolder the coil leads and remove the coil. 
(e) Place the new coil in position, being sure. that the cambric spacer is in place. 

See Figure 10. The spacer around the defective coil may be used. Clean the 
tips of the coil leads with fine sandpaper back to the outer ends of the pro- 
tective sleeves and solder in place. It may be necessary when replacing a coil 
to replace the rubber pivot cushions also. See Part V, Section 4, paragraph 
(1), and Part V, Section 7. 

(f) Adjust the pole pieces and center the armature as described in Part V, Sec- 
tions 4 and 3. 

(6) TO REPLACE THE PICK-UP ARMATURE 
(a) Follow procedure outlined in Part V, Section 5, paragraphs (a) to (c) 

inclusive. 
(b) Insert the new armature and, if necessary, new pivot cushions. See Part "J, 

Section 4, paragraph (1), and Part V, Section 7. 
(c) Adjust the pole pieces and center the armature as described in Part V, Sec- 

tions 4 and 3. 

(7) REPLACING THE RUBBER 
Replacing the rubber damping block requires no further description than that given 

in Part V, Section 4. Replacing the pivot cushions is more difficult and requires the 
following procedure : 

(a) Follow the procedure outlined in Part V, Section 5, paragraphs (a) to (c) 
inclusive. 

(b) Aged rubber may stick to the armature or pole pieces. Scrape these parts 
clean with the point of a knife. 

(c) Slip the pole pieces (separated as far as possible) back on the housing and 
insert one rubber strip lengthwise between the two pole pieces and the raised 
front edge of the pick-up housing so as to bridge the lower pivot bearing sur- 
faces. See Figure 14. 

(d) Slip the pole pieces forward to grip the lower pivot cushion between the pole 
pieces and the raised front edge of the pick-up housing. 

(e) With the front surfaces of the pole pieces in a horizontal position place the 
other rubber strip across the upper pivot bearing. 

(f) Carefully insert the armature tip between the cushions to rest the pivots 
against them, and press the armature into place, thereby folding the rubber 
cushions about the pivots. 

(g) The two ends of the lower pivot cushion will be held between the pole faces 
and the raised front edge of the housing. With the point of a knife or other 
sharp -pointed instrument pull out these two ends. 

(h) See that the armature is vertically centered in the oblong space appearing in 
the front of the two pole pieces and adjust the pole pieces as in Part V, Sec- 
tion 4. 

(i) With a pair of scissors or other sharp instrument cut off the excess rubber 
protruding from the pivot bearing. 

(k) Center the armature as in Part V, Section 2, and replace the pick-up on the 
swivel arm. 
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MAGNETIC PICK-UP SERVICE DATA CHART 

Indication Cause Remedy 

No Reproduction 

Poor volume control contact be- 
tween arm and resistance 

Clean volume control resistance with a 
pipe cleaner and any of the various 
cigarette lighter fluids 

Open pick-up coil or connections Repair any loose connections by resold- 
ering or replace an open coil as de- 
scribed in Part V, Section 5 

Weak or Distorted 
Reproduction 

Loose needle Tighten needle in socket with needle 
set screw 

Dirty contact in volume control Clean volume control resistance and 
contact arm 

Center armature as described in Part V, 
Section 3 

Armature out of adjustment 

Defective rubber damping block or 
pivot supports 

Replace rubber damping block and pivot 
supports as described in Part V, 
Section 7 

Dirt in armature air gap Clean all dirt from air gap by means of 
a blower or disassemble pick-up and 
clean. Remove rust from armature if 
necessary. 

Weak magnet Remagnetize magnet by taking to mag- 
neto repair shop. Place keeper across 
pole faces until magnet is again in 
place in the pick-up. Making repairs 
without placing a keeper on the mag- 
net is the easiest way of having the magnet lose its magnetism 

Needle holding screw rattle If the needle hole of the pick-up cover 
touches the set screw that holds the 
needle, a rattle will result. Relocate 
the cover by shifting the magnet 
clamp 
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RCA AZ -l±704 rA'=NETIC PICK -T -P 

SERVICE NOTES 

Prepared by RCA Victor Service Department 
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GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

This pick-up is of the intermediate impedance type. It 
is intended for use with broadcast radio receivers which use the grid leak and condenser type of detection, and have two 
stages of audio frequency amplification. When used in this manner it gives excellent reproduction and ample volume. Figure 
1 shows the schematic diagram of the pick-up connected to a radio receiver. 

The kit consists of the pick-up, tone arm, supporting 
base, which acts as a pivot for the tone arm, a potentiometer 
type volume control mounted in the base, a two -conductor con- necting cord and an adapter. 

(1) ADJUSTMENT OF ARMATURE 

Adjustment of the armature consists essentially of having 
it in its electrical center. between the two pole pieces. Need for this adjustment is usually evidenced by distortion during phonograph reproduction with blasting, especially on the low 
notes. The following procedure should be adopted when making 
this adjustment. 

(a) Remove the needle set screw. Remove the two screws 
in the face of the pick-up and remove the pick-up cover. 

(b) Remove the nut "D" (see Figure 3) that holds the 
magnet bracket and fibre spacers. Mark the magnet poles 
and the pole pieces so that when they are replaced they 
will be in their original position. The magnet is now 
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free to be released. Plate a keeper such as a large nail 
across the magnet poles and remove it from the pole 
pieces. 

(c) With a small screw driver loosen screws E and Pi The 
small piece of metal that holds the clamping block may 
now be moved either way until the armature is approximate- 
ly centered between the two pole pieces. Judging the 
center by the eye is sufficiently accurate for this ad' 
justmenti 

(d) After the center has been located the two screws) E 
and F Should be tightened. The Magnet may now be replaceaj 
the keeper remoVed and the pick-up reassembled in the 
reverse manner of that used to remove it. While remassenr 
bling be sure that all dirt is completely removed from 
any part of the magnet armature or other parts of the 
pickup. 

.(2) RESISTANCE VALUES 

Resistance of pick-up coil 55 ohmh. 
Resistance of volume control potentiometer 2350 ohms. 

(3) REPLACING RUBBER PIVOT SU&P.. RTS AND, DAMDI$2 BT,OÇK 

After considerable time, or dtie to Climatic conditions) 
the rubber pivot supports and the rubber damping block may be- 

come hardened and require replacement. Such hardening is usual, 
ly evidenced by the armature being set to one side and not mov" 

ing easily. As with other rubber artielès) these parts give 

best life when used frequently& Also the pickup should not 

be supported 'by the needle resting against the record or turn- 

table as such use will tend to set the armature to one side. 

The pick-up should hang free. 

Usually the rubber pivot supports and damping block will 

require replacement at the same ,time and are therefore supplied 

in sets of three. When a replacement is necessary such a set 

should be procured. If such a set is not available -and a re- 

pair is urgently needed the damping block may be cut from a 

piece of automobile inner tube. The pivot supports may be small 

strips cut from the thin portion Of a baby's rubber nipple 

making sUre it is the best quality Obtainable. 

Use the following procedure when making these replacements 
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ía) Procure an RCA magnetic pick-up feeler tool. This is 
RCA Part No. 2677, or it may be easily constructed by re- 
ferring to Figure 2. 

(b) Remove the pick-up case and the magnet from the pole 
pieces as described in Sec. 1. 

(c) Disconnect the output leads and remove screw holding 
the pick-up to the tone arm and remove the pick-up. 

(d) Unsolder the leads to the coil at the terminal strip 
inside of the pick-up case. Remove nuts G and H, Figure 
3, and release the pole pieces from the back support. 
Now remove screws. E and F and disassemble the pole pieces, 
&rmature and coil. The old rubber should be completely 
removed from all parts and the parts should be scraped 
cleán with a knife. 

(e) Place the new rubber pivot supports in their proper 
place. This may be either tubing or strips. Re -assemble 
the pole pieces and coil and new rubber damping block in 
place with armature spacing tool as shown in Figure 3. 
Fold together as tight as possible. Tighten screws E and 
F. Nov remove tool. Be sure the cambric cover is in 
place between the coil and pole pieces. 

(f) Place the assembled mechanism against the magnet, 
making sure the poles are against the proper pole pieces, 
and replace assembly on tone arm correctly. Put on the 
nuts G and H, but do not tighten. Place the magnet 
bracket and fibre spacers in place and tighten in their 
correct position. Now with 2 -inch "C" clamp tighten the 
pole pieces as shown in Figure 3 until the faces of the 
pole pieces are flat against the magnet pole. Now 
tighten nuts G and H. The pick-up is now re -assembled 
and the cover may be replaced and the Radiola returned 
to normal operation. If the cover does not fit properly 
it may be necessary to relocate the position of the 
magnet clamp. 

(4) REPLACING PICKUP COIL 

The pick-up coil may be replaced in the same manner as 

the rubber supports and damping blocks, the difference being 
that the coil is replaced instead of the rubber pieces. The 

cambric cover between the coil a.nd pole pieces should be re- 

moved from the old coil and placed around the new one. All 

adjustments are the same. 
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(5) REPLACING PICK -UF ARMATURE 

The pick-up armature may be replaced in the same manner 
as the rabbe° supports or coil, the difference being that the 
armature is the part replaced. All adjustments are the same. 
In some cases replDcement of the armature is made necessary due 
to rust. If a new armature is not available, the old one may 
be temporarily repaired by removing, all rust with sand -paper. 
This is not a permanent repair due to the fact that the 
sand -papered surface will rust quickly Therefore a new arm- 
ature should be installed as soon as available. 

(6) REPLACING,VOLUtR CONTROL P{`TENTIONJTER 

Remove pull -off knob. Remove the nut which holds the 
potentiometer in place. Remove washer. Disconnect the leads 
to the potentiometer and remove. 1e -connect and re -assemble a 

new potentiometer in the reverse manner. The black with brown 
tracer lead of cord connects to the arm of the potentiometer 
and the brown lead should connect to the terminal near the arm 
of the potentiometer where the volume Control is turned to the 
ttoff'i position. (Turned to the extreme counter -clockwise 
position). 
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SFRVICE DATA CHART 

Indication Cause Remedy 

No Reproduction 

Poor volume con- 
trol contact arm 
and resistance 

Clean volume control resi -stance 
with a pipe cleaner and any 
ci7arette lighter fluids 

Tighten contact arm by bending it 
slightly to make firm contact 

Open pick-up coil 
or connections 

Repair any loose connection by 
resolder.ing, or replace an open 
coil as described in Sec. 4 

Vohane c anges suer 
denlyfrxrr no rem 
production to try 
imum volume 

Open volume con- 
trol 

Replce volume control potentio- 
meter 

Weak or dis- 
torted repro- 
duction 

Loose needle Tighten needle in socket with 
needle set screw 

Dirty contact in 
volume control 

Clean volume control resistance 
and contact arm 

Armature out of 
adjustment 

Center armature as described in 
Sec. 1 

T)efective rubber 
damping block or 
pivot supports 

Replace rubber damping block and 
pivot sup}..orts as described in 
Sec. 3 

Dirt in armature 
gap 

Clean all dirt from gap by means 
of a compressed air jet, or dis- 
assemble pick-up and clean. Re- 
move rust from armature if nec- 
essary 

Weak magnet Re -magnetize magnet taking to 
magneto repair shop. Place soft 
iron keeper across the poles un- 
til the magnet is again in place 
in the pick-up. 

Making repairs without placing a 

keeper on the magnet will cause 
the magnet to lose a large part 
of its strength 

Needle holder 
rattle 

If the edge of the needle hole in 
the pick-up cover touches the 
needle set screw, a rattle will 
result. Re -locate the cover by 
shifting the magnet clamp 
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VICTOR MICRO - SYNCHRONOUS RADIO 
R-32, R-52, RE -45 and RE -75 

The Victor Micro -Synchronous Radio is a power operated tuned radio frequency receiver of the antenna type, employing an antenna coupling stage and four stages of tuned and neutralized radio fre- quency amplification, a detector, a first stage audio, and a power stage of push pull amplification. 
A high degree of sensitivity is made possible by means of a system of micrometer adjustments on the tuning condensers, permitting precision auto- matic alignment or synchronization of the tuned 

radio frequency stages thruout the entire tuning range at all times. Each set of condensers is thus properly aligned at the factory and locked into posi- tion. A new method of stabilizing the radio fre- quency circuit permits a high degree of selectivity without causing any decrease in sensitivity. 
The instrument comprises three standard units 

as follows: 
(1) Radio, in which are contained the R. F. stages and the detector; (2) Power Amplifier, con- taining the first audio, the power stage of push pull 

amplification, and the rectifier; (3) Electro Dynamic 
Reproducer. The units are so designed that all parte 
are readily accessible for servicing. 

Six Radiotrons UX-226 are used in the R. F. and 
first audio amplifier stages, a UY -227 detector, and 
two UX-245 in the power stage. The Radiotron 
UX-280 Is used as a rectifier. 

The Victor Radio is designed for operation on 105 to 120 volts, 50 to 60 cycles, alternating current. Special equipment is available for operation on 105 to 120 volts, 25 to 40 cycles. The power consumption 
when operating the radio is approximately 105 Watts, and approximately 160 watts when operating the Electrola. 

PARTS LIST RADIO UNIT, 

Name of Part 
1. Twin Binding Post (Antenna and Ground) 
2. Nut 
3. Lock Washer 
5. Cable Clamp 

«-, 

al 

Mitt ' AM». :rF.E.. _\.S 4K r:SC'S'2ZFá 
WW' 13-13 a 

et 

., 

. Nut 
Lock Washer 

7. Screw 
Nut 
Lock Washer 

8. Tuning Condenser Spring 
9. Cam Adjusting Screw 

10. By -Pass Condenser (3 of .25 Mfd. each) 
11. Twin Pin Jack, Input Unit 
12. Rivet 
13. Detector Input R. F. Transformer Coil 
14. Rivet 
15. By -Pass Condenser, Plate Circuit UY -227 (.001 Mfd.) 
16. Rivet 
17. Grid Leak (54 Meg.) 
18. Grid Condenser (.00025 Mfd.) 
19. U Y-227 Hum Control with Bracket 
20. Rivet 
21. Detector Plate Choke Coil 
22. Rivet 
23. Tuning Lever Roller 
24. Transfer Switch (complete) 
25. Nut 
26. Washer 
27. Nut 
28. Knob 

Set Screw 
29. Nut 

Lock Washer 
30. Pilot Lamp Socket Cover 
31. Pilot Lamp Socket Screw 
32. Pilot Lamp 
33. Pilot Lamp Socket 
34. Pilot Lamp Socket Insulating Strip 
35. Pilot Lamp Socket Base 
36. Stabilizer Resistor (800 Ohma) 
37. R. F. Transformer (Volume Control) (2nd R. F.) 
38. Nut 
39. Knob 
40. Nut 
41. Washer 
42. Volume Control (Radio) (complete) 
43. Mid -Tap Resistor Across UX-226 Fil. (20 Ohms) 
44. UX-226 Grid Bias Resistor 
45. Rivet 
46. Antenna Choke Coil 
47. Nut 
48. Lock Washer 
49. Tuning Condenser (One Complete) 
50. R. F. Coil (3 per Unit) 
51. Radio Panel (Wood Only) 
52. Toggle Switch Insulator 
53. Nut 
54. Toggle Switch (Off and On) 

Metal Shield for UY -227 (RE -45 only) 
Tuning Dial Scale 
Multiple Plug (12 Prong) 

Fig. 1 -Top and Side Views of Radio with Cover Removed, Showing Parts 
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Fig. 2 -Top View of Power Amplifier Unit, Showing Parts 

PARTS LIST POWER AMPLIFIER UNIT 

55. Filter Choke Coil 
56. Filter Condenser Bank 
57. Power Transformer (60 Cycles) 

Power Transformer (25 Cycles) 
58. Interstage and Output Transformer 
59. Input Transformer 

60 

62 

69 68 67 66 65 64 e3 

Fig. 3 -Bottom View of Power Amplifier Unit, Showing Parts 

60. Voltage Divider Resistor 
61. Filter Choke Coil (Same as 55) 
62. Power Transformer (Same as 57) 
63. 2 Ampere Fuse 
64. By -Pass Condenser (Two of .1 Mfd. each and one of 

.125 Mfd.) 
65. Rivet 
66. Socket Strip 
67. By -Pass Condenser (54 Mfd.) 
68. By -Pass Condenser (.002 Mfd.) 
69. Rivet 
70. Grid Leak, X Meg. (3 Used) 
71. Hum Control Potentiometer (20 Ohms) UX-226 
72. Fibre Washer (2 Used) 
73. Nut 
74. Washer 
75. Lock Washer 
76. Tone Control 
77. Lock Washer 
78. Washer (Same as 74) 
79. Nut 
80. Fibre Washer (Same as 72) 
81. Power Input Plug 
82. Rivet 
83. Motor Plug 
84. Multi -Plug Socket 
85. Clamp (2 Used) 

1. ANTENNA -For best average sensitivity and 
selectivity the antenna should be from 50 to 75 feet 
long including the lead-in and ground wires, and 
should be as high above ground as possible. A short 
antenna tends to decrease the sensitivity and In- 
crease the selectivity) a long antenna tends to in- 
crease the sensitivity and decrease the selectivity. 
For local reception sufficient sensitivity can usually 
be obtained except in shielded locations by using a 
five or six foot length of wire as an antenna. 

2. GROUND -A good ground connection Is high- 
ly important for the proper operation of the instru- 
ment and must be used at all times. The connec- 
tion should be made to a well scraped and cleaned 
portion of a water pipe by clamping with a ground 
clamp. If such a connection is not available, a pipe 
or metal rod may be driven three or four feet into 
the ground, preferably where the soil is moist. At- 
tention is called to the fact that a spark may be pro- 
duced if the ground is connected to the instrument 
while the power plug is attached. This condition, 
which is caused by the condenser discharge from the 
power line, is quite normal and will cause no harm 
to the instrument. 

3. POWER LINE VOLTAGE -The power line volt- 
age should be measured with an A. C. voltmeter at 
the time of installation; If the voltage is above 125 
volts, a tapped resistor such as stock No. A-310 
should be connected In series with one side of the 
power line and the resistance varied until input 
voltage at the Instrument is 115 volts. If the voltage 
fluctuates badly, the co-operation of the power com- 
pany should be secured, and an attempt made to 
eliminate such fluctuation. 

4. ADJUSTING HUM CONTROLS -The two hum 
control potentiometers, 

should be adjusted at the time of installation 
in the following manner: 

a. Place the transfer switch in the "record" position to 
the right. 

b. With a small screw driver turn the UX-226 hum con- 
trol in the base of the power amplifier unit slightly in 
either direction as required until the hum is a mini- 
mum. 

c. Turn the transfer switch to the left to the "radio" 
position, turn the radio volume control to minimum, 
and adjust the UY -227 hum control near the U Y-227 
in the radio set until the hum is a minimum. 

5. ADJUSTING HARMONIC MODULATOR -The 
harmonic modulator or tone control in the bottom 
of the power amplifier controls emphasis on the bass 
section of the scale, increasing the bass and decreas- 
ing the high notes as the adjusting screw is turned 
to the right. Ordinarily, the control will not require 
any change in setting from that made In the factory. 

wL*s 

G 

Fig. 4 -Circuit for Tube Voltmeter, Na -Aid. No. 982 
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Fig.5-Top View of Radio, Showing Radiotron Sockets 
It may be desirable in some cases, however, to change 
the adjustment because of unusual room charac- 
teristics, a customer's preference for stronger bass, 
or to reduce record scratch and static. The control 
arm can be turned with a small screw driver as de- 
sired. 

GENERAL TESTS 
1. EXCESSIVE HUM-Thiscondition can be caused 

by: a. Improperly adjusted or faulty hum controls. See 
subject 4, under Installation. 

b. Defective UX-280 or U Y-227. 
c. Wire or terminal grounded to the frame, or open cir- cuit in any of the various ground connections. 
d. Shorted condenser, 10, Fig. 1, across UX-226 filament 

supply. 
e. Open or shorted center tap resistor, 43, Fig. 1, across 

UX-226 filament supply. 
f. Shorted condenser, 64, Fig. 3, across power line in power -amplifier unit. 

Shorted condenser in condenser bank, 56, Fig. 2, of power -amplifier unit. 
2. HOWL-Microphonic howl can be traced to: 

a. Defective Radlotron, particularly in the detector or audio stages. 
b. Improper neutralization. See subject 1 under Special Adjustments below. 
c. Speaker not felt insulated from baffle. Remove speaker and arrange felt properly. 
d. Open condenser, 15, Fig. 1. 

e. Loose metal parts such as shielding, screws, etc., or improperly centered cone may set up a howl or me- chanical rattle. See subject 2 under Special Adjust- ments for method of centering cone. 
3. DISTORTED REPRODUCTION-Distortion 

may be caused by any of the following: 
a. Low emission Radiotron, particularly in the detector or in the power supply unit. For best reproduction the plate currents of the two UX-245 should balance within 2 milliamperes. 
b. Operation with volume control advanced too far on powerful local stations, causing overloading of the detector. 
c. Incorrect setting of the tone control in the base of the power -amplifier. See subject 5, under Installation. 
d. Improper neutralization. See subject I, under Special Adjustments. 
e. Cone in speaker unit improperly centered. See sub- ject 2 under Special Adjustments. 

4. NOISY REPRODUCTION-Station carrier noise, static, and power line disturbances should not be confused with noise which is set up within the receiver. This latter condition may be caused by any one of the following: 

g. 

º. Volume Control. Dirt or corrosion on the resistance wire or contact arms of the volume control will pro- duce noise when the control is operated. This con- dition can usually be corrected by rubbing the parts lightly with very fine sandpaper and then cleaning with gasoline. 
b. Shorted Tuning Condenser. If the plates of one or more of the tuning condensers are shorted, noise will 

COPPER S1-1/EL9 

6/rí0. 

.Oo2.9/. 

TOGGLE SWI/CN 

ton 

UX-/99 

.4 1»/A.IL UNO 

8S M/LL/NENRY 

/ Tt/RAS 
/OOoo d 

L 
Fig. 6-Schematic Wiring Diagram, 

Modulated Oscillator 

be produced when the tuning lever Is operated. If such a condition is found, the faulty condenser should be replaced. 
c. Intermittent short or open circuit in any of the various soldered connections or in power switch. 
d. High resistance grid leak. Any of the grid leaks which have developed an excessive high resistance will pro- duce a "frying noise." 
e. Faulty power or audio transformer will also produce this same type noise. 

5. WEAK RECEPTION-This condition can be caused by: 
a. Faulty antenna, characterized by weak reception, intermittent reception, or grating noise. Examine the antenna for poor contact at the lead-in connection to the radio set, poor soldered connections, grounded or partially grounded lightning arrester, or contact with surrounding objects. See subject 1, under In- stallation for further details of antenna. 

Fig. 7-Internal Connections of Filter 
Condenser Bank 
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b. Faulty ground, characterized by weak reception, 
intermittent reception, grating noise, or oscillation. 
Examine the ground wire for poor contact at the 
ground binding post connection the the radio set, poor 
soldered connections, corroded connection at ground 
clamp. 

c. Low power line voltage. Test power outlet with A. C. 
voltmeter. Voltage should be between 105 and 125 
volts, for radio instruments and between 105 and 120 
volts for instruments with Electrola. 

d. Defective Radiofron in any of the various sockets. 
e. Defect in radio set or power amplifier. See subjects 5, 

6 and 8 below for method of isolating trouble. 

Improper neutralization. This condition is charac- 
terized by a tendency of the set to oscillate. See sub- 
ject I under Special Adjustments for method of 
neutralizing. 

g. Improper alignment of tuning condensers. This ad- 
justment requires special attention and IT IS RECOM- 
MENDED THAT YOU CONSULT YOUR DISTRIBU- 
TOR BEFORE MAKING ANY CHANGES IN THE 
CONDENSER ALIGNMENT. 

Fig. 8-Multi-Plug Terminals 

1. Brown -white tracer-UX-226 Filament 
2. Blue-Transfer Switch 
3. Brown -white tracer-UX-226 Filament 
4. White-Transfer Switch 
5. Brown -blue tracer-UY-227 Filament 
6. Black -red tracer-Power Switch 
7. Brown -blue tracer-UY-227 Filament 
8. Black -red tracer-Power Switch 
9. Braided Copper Shield-Ground 

10. Brown -red tracer-Pilot Lamp 
11. Red -yellow tracer-B UX-226 
12. Brown -red tracer-Pilot Lamp 
13. Red -yellow tracer-Field 
14. White-Voice Coil 
15. Red -green tracer-Field 
16. Black-Voice Coll 

6. LACK OF REPRODUCTION-PRELIMINARY 
TESTS-After it has been definitely determined that 
the trouble is not due to a faulty tube, antenna or 
ground, place the instrument in operation with the 
transfer switch in the "record" position. Note that 
all tubes are lighted, and that all cables are connect- 
ed. In the combination models, play a record in the 
usual manner with the volume control advanced to 
maximum. On the radio models without Electrola, 
connect two wires to the terminals of a dry cell or 
to the 11, volt terminals of a "C" battery. Touch 
these wires across the two pin jack terminals marked 
"Phono," and note any click in the reproducer when 
this is done. If the record reproduction is correct, 
or if there is a noticeable click when the pickup pin 
jack terminals are tested in this manner, the trouble 

must lie in the radio set, and reference should be 
made to subject 7 below. If there is no record re- 
production, reference should be made to subjects 
8 and 9 below. It is recommended that a tube volt- 
meter, such as shown in Fig. 4 and a Weston or 
Jewell test box be used for isolating trouble in the 
radio set. 

SOCKET 
NO. 

READING 
NO SIGNAL 

READING 
WITH SIGNAL 

1 .45 Milliamperes .45 Milliamperes 
2 .45 Milliamperes .50 Milliamperes 
3 .45 Milliamperes .65 Milliamperes 
4 .45 Milliamperes 1.80 Milliamperes 
5 .45 Milliamperes 4.50 Milliamperes 

7. LACK OF REPRODUCTION-RADIO-After 
definitely determining that the trouble lies in the 
radio set, make the following tests with the tube 
voltmeter and test box: 

a. Place the transfer switch in the "radio" position. 
b. Remove the U Y-227 detector tube, and insert the UY 

adapter in this socket. 
c. Remove the tube in socket No. 1, Fig. 5, (coupling 

stage), place the UX adapter In this socket with the 
U Y-227 in the socket of the adapter. Note the meter 
reading when all connections are made in accordance 
with Fig. 4 and no station is being received. 

d. Place the UX adapter in socket Ne. 2, Fig. 5, (let R. F.), 
and note a slight increased meter reading when a 
powerful local station is tuned in. Note: If such a 
broadcast signal is not available, a modulated oscilla- 
tor, such as shown in Fig. 6, can be used. 

e. Take readings In this same manner for sockets 3, 4, 
and 5. An additional increase, corresponding to an 
increase in signal strength, should be noted as readings 
are taken progressively, from one socket to another. In the first R. F. socket which does not show any further increase In meter reading from that of the 
preceding socket will be found the source of trouble. 
These readings are entirely arbitrary and are intended 
to indicate gain per stage only. They will vary with 
different stations and with different millimeters. 
The following is a typical set of readings obtained in 
this test. 

BAFFLE PAD 

STOCK No. A-2324 

{buckCOIL 1bucK 
RED,,WIITH 
YEW 

FIELDR 
RED WITTI 

BEEEN 
CER 

STOCK No. A-3122 
A-2702 

A-908 

Fig. 12-Terminal Strip and Parts of 
Electro Dynamic Reproducer 

f. After locating the particular stage in which the trouble 
exists, test with the Weston or Jewell test box to de- 
termine the exact location of the faulty part or con- 
nection. The "Radio Voltage Tests" table lists the 
approximate voltage readings which should he ob- 
tained in each of the sockets at 110 volts power input 
and the possible location of the fault if these readings 
are not obtained. 
If the above tests do not locate the trouble the fault 
must then be caused by improper neutralization, de- 
fective volume control, or improper alignment or 
shorted plates of tuning condensers. 
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Fig.13-Centering Cone in Electro Dynamic Reproducer 

8. LACK OF REPRODUCTION-SPEAKER-If 
there is no reproduction on either radio or record, 
the trouble may be in the field or voice coil or in the 
cable leads of the speaker. Turn off the power 
switch, remove the speaker cable plug from the 

Fig. 14-Method of Neutralizing Victor Radio 

9 
10 
11 

POWER AMPLIFIER CONTINUITY TESTS 
(Transfer switch in "Radio" position) 

TEST BETWEEN 
TERMINALS LACK OF VOLTAGE INDICATES 

4 and 9 Open record primary of input trans- 
former, 59, Fig. 2. 

10 and 12 Open primary of power transformer, 
62, Fig. 2. 

14 and 16 Open secondary of output transformer, 
58, Fig. 2. 

amplifier, test for voice coil continuity between 
terminals 14 and 16 (black and white), and for field 
continuity between terminals 13 and 15 (red with 
green tracer and red with yellow tracer). 

9. LACK OF REPRODUCTION-POWER AMPLI- 
FIER UNIT-If the speaker has been found correct, 
the trouble must then lie in the power amplifier 
unit, which should be tested in the following 
manner: 

a. Make the power -amplifier socket voltage tests with the 
Weston or Jewell test box. The "Power -Amplifier 
Voltage Tests" table lists the approximate voltage 
readings which should be obtained in each of the 
sockets at 110 volts power input, and the possible 
location of the fault if these readings are not obtained. 

b. If the trouble is not yet located, remove the screws in 
the metal cap over the terminal connections in the 
multi -plug, and make the Cable Terminal Voltage 
Tests with the plug in its socketof the amplifier, and 
the radio set in operation. 

Fig. 15-Replacing Station Selector Dial 

11. Lock Washer A2906 
1. Spring AI606 6. Coil A601 12. Pickup Arm and 
2. Cover A606 7. Needle Screw A3124 Bese A1400 
3. Cover Screw A3123 8. Armature A602 13. Trip Rod and Nut A1401 

4. Rubber 9. Mounting 14. Connecting Block 
Damper A605 Screw A3114 end Wire A1403 

5. Magnet A604 10. Nut A2701 Pickup Complete A600 

Fig. 16-Electric Pickup, Pickup Arm, and Base 
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c. Connect a 4;5 volt "C" bàttery in series with the 
voltmeter binding posts of the test box, and eith the 
cable plugs disconnected from the amplifier, teat 
between the following multi -plug socket terminals for 
continuity. 

SPECIAL ADJUSTMENTS 
1. NEUTRALIZING --Improper neutralization is 

characterized by oscillation and lack of sensitivity. 
First be sure that the instrument has a good ground 
connection, since a poor ground will also cause 
oscillation. If oscillation still persists, the set 
should be neutralized in the following manner, 
using a dummy tube, made by cutting off one of the 
filament prongs of a UX-226, and a neutralizing 
screw driver such as Stock No. A6000. 

a. Remove the four hex nuts which hold the plate. 
b. Tune in a powerful local station, preferably near the 

high frequency end of the scale. If such a signal is 
not available, a modulated oscillator, such as shown 
1n Fig. 6, can be used to supply the signal. If the 
oscillator is used, it should be placed near the radio 
set and approximately three feet of wire used as an 
antenna On the set. 

c. Remove the UX-226 from the first tuned R. F. stage 
(socket No. 2. Fig. 5), replace with the dummy UX- 
226, and adjust the corresponding neutralizing con- 
denser to give minimum signal in the loudspeaker. 
The volume control may be set to obtain a signal loud 
enough for accurate neutralization, but not so loud 
as to cause the minimum to be blurred. 

d. Replace the UX-226 in socket No. 2, and repeat the 
procedure for sockets 3, 4 and 5, adjusting the cor- 
responding neutralizing condenser in each case. After 
completing the neutralization in this manner, turn 
back the neutralizing condenser for socket No. 5 
approximately y5 turn counter -clockwise. 
Note:-The first UX-226, antenna coupling stage, is 
not neutralized. 
If the instrument continues to oscillate, it is prob- 
able that the condensers are out of alignment. This 
adjustment requires special attention, and it is 
recommended that you consult your distributor 
before making any changes in the setting. 

2. CENTERING CONE IN ELECTRO DYNAMIC 
REPRODUCER-Improper centering of the fabric 
cone in the speaker Is characterized by a noticeable 
rattle or buzz when the volume control is advanced. 
Such a rattle can sometimes be traced to faulty 
tubes in the detector or audio stages; this possi- 
bility should first be eliminated before attempting 
to center the cone. If the voice coil is improperly 
centered, 

a. Remove the two large mounting screws in the base of 
the speaker and pull the unit away from the front of 
the cabinet. 

b. Place the instrument In operation with the transfer 
switch in the "record" position. 

c. Turn the UX-226 hum control all the way to the right 
or left to produce a loud 60 cycle hum. 

d. Loosen the center screw as shown in Fig. 13, and then 
re -tighten the screw. 

e. Ordinarily, the cone shoukd now be properly centered. 
which condition can be determined by the sound of 
the 60 cycle vibration. When the cone is improperly 
centered, a 60 cycle mechanical buzz will be heard as 
contrasted with a 60 cycle musical note when the coil 

Is free and properly centered. In some cases it may 
be necessary to press the outer edge slightly while 
tightening the center screw in order to obtain proper 
voice coil clearance. 

f. Replace the speaker and re -adjust the UX-226 hum 
control. 

3. REPLACING CLOTH CONE-Should it be- 
come necessary to replace the cloth cone because of 
an open voice coil or other defect, the following 
procedure should be used: 

a. Unsolder the voice coil leads (black and white) from 
the terminals on the side of the frame. 

b. Carefully pull the felt Insulating material away from 
the frame flange. 

c. Remove the eight screws which hold the retaining 
ring against the cone, and also remove the center 
screw and washer. 

d. Remove the retaining ring, and lift the old cone from 
the unit. 

e. Replace with the new cone and assemble in the re- 
verse order from that given above, using Victor turn- 
table cement to l..sten the felt to the metal flange. 

f. Center the cone as described in subject 2 above. 

4. REPLACING AND RE -ADJUSTING SELEC- 
TOR SCALE-The following procedure should be 
used when replacing or shifting the selector scale. 

a. Disconnect the cable and wires to the radio set, and 
remove the set from the cabinet. 

b. Insert a screw driver through the holes in the beck of 
the pilot lamp compartment as shown in Fig. 16. and 
loosen the clampa on the old scale. 

c. Remove the old scale, and place the new one in posi- 
tion with the ends under the metal clamps. 

d. Before tightening the clamps, tune in a station of 
known broadcast frequency, and slide the scale slightly 
to the right or left until the number corresponding to 
the known frequency of the station is in line with the 
center mark of the celluloid indicator. 

e. Check this position on one or two other stations of 
known broadcast frequency. 

f. Holding the scale in the proper position, re -tighten 
the screws as shown In Fig. 16. 

5. ADJUSTING ELECTRIC PICKUP-Faulty rec- 
ord reproduction with noticeable blasting, particu- 
larly on the bass notes, may be caused by worn rec- 
ords, needles, or by improper centering of the pickup 
armature. If such a condition is traced to improper 
adjustment of the pickup, the armature should be 
centered in the following manner: 

I. Remove the cover by taking out the needle screw and 
the cover screw, taking care that the magnet is not 
pulled away from the assembly. 

2. Loosen both round head screws in the armature 
adjusting plate with a small screw driver. 

3. Move the plate until the armature is properly centered 
between the pole pieces. 

4. Hold the plate securely in Its centered position, and 
re -tighten the screws. 

5. When certain that the armature is properly centered. 
replace all parts of the pickup assembly. 

6. While making adjustments to the pickup, the lubri- 
cation between the pickup arm and base should be 
checked. Victor Motor Grease should be placed on the 
bearing surface to insure free motion of the arm. 

RADIO VOLTAGE TESTS 

NOTE-The following tests are to be made after determining that the trouble lies in the radio receiver and 
not the power amplifier unit as described in subject 6 above. 

TEST SOCKET 
NO. 

NORMAL 
VOLTAGE 

LACK OF VOLTAGE OR ABNORMAL VOLTAGE INDICATES 

1 1.40 Volts A. C. Poor socket contact. broken connection, shorted condenser, 10, Fig. I. 

2 1.40 Volts A. C. 
3 1.40 Volts A. C. 

Filament 4 1.45 Volts A. C. 
5 2.1 Volts A. C. 
6 1.50 Volts A. C. 

1 105 Volts D. C. Poor socket contact; broken connection; open 20 ohm resistor, 43, Fig. 
44, Fig. 1; 10, Fig. 1; open 

2 105 Volts D. C. I; open grid bias resistor, shorted condenser, 
primary R. F. transformer; shorted neut. condenser open R. F. choke, 

Plate 
3 105 Volts 0.C. 32, Fig. I; faulty transfer switch; shorted .001 mfd. condenser, 15, Fig. I. 
4 105 Volts D. C. 
5 40 Volts D. C. 
6 105 Volts D. C. 

1 9 Volts D. C. Poor socket contact; broken connection; open 20 ohm resistor, 43, Fig. 

Grid 
across filament UX-226; open grid bias resistor, 44, Fig. 1; aborted 

condenser, 10, Fig. I; open secondary R. F. transformer; shorted neut. 2 9 Volts D.C.1, 
3 9 Volts D. C. condenser; faulty volume control and R. F. choke. 42 and 46, Fig. I. 
4 9 Volts D. C. 
5 0 Volts D. C. 
6 9 Volts D. C. 
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POWER AMPLIFIER VOLTAGE TESTS 
TEST SOCKET NORMAL 

VOLTAGE LACK OF VOLTAGE OR ABNORMAL VOLTAGE INDICATES 

Filament 

UX-224 1.40 Volts A. C. Poor socket contact; broken connection; defective UX-226 (ampi.) fila- ment winding of power transformer, 57, Fig. 2. 
UX-245 2.2 Volts A. C. Poor socket contact; broken connection; defective UX-245 filament wind- ing of power transformer, 57, Fig. 2. 

UX-280 4.6 Volts A. C. Poor socket contact; broken connection; defective UX-280 filament wind- ing in power transformer, 57, Fig. 2. 

Plate 

UX-226 100 Volts D. C. Low emission UX-280; poor socket contact; broken connection, open pri- mary, interstage transformer, 58; defective voltage divider resistor, 60; shorted condenser in condenser bank, 56; open filter choke, 55; open or poor connection in UX-226 bum control 68, Figs. 2 and 3. 
UX-245 230 Volts D. C. Low emission UX-280; poor socket contact; broken connection; open pri- mary, output transformer, 58; open filter choke, 55; shorted condenser in condenser bank, 56; defective voltage divider resistor, 60, Figs. 2 and 3. 

Grid 

UX-226 6 Volts D. C. Low emission UX-280; poor socket contact; broken connection; open secondary, input transformer, 59; defective voltage divider resistor, 60; poor or open contact. in UX-226 hum control, 681 shorted condenser in condenser bank, 56, Figs. 2 and 3. 
UX-245 40 Volts D. C. Low emission UX-280; poor socket contact; broken connection; open secondary, interstage transformer, 58; defective voltage divider resistor, 60; shorted condenser in condenser bank, 56, Figs. 2 and 3. 

CABLE TERMINAL VOLTAGE TESTS 
TEST BETWEEN 

TERMINALS 
NORMAL 
VOLTAGE LACK OF VOLTAGE OR ABNORMAL VOLTAGE INDICATES 

1 and 3 1.70 Volts A. C. Broken connection; defective UX-226 (radio) secondary winding of power power transformer, 57, Fig. 3. 

5 and 7 2.35 Volts A. C. Broken connection; defective UY -227 secondary winding of power trans- former, 57, Fig. 3. 

2 and 9 39 Volta D. C. Defective UX-280; broken connection; open radio primary, input trans- former, 59, open filter choke; 61, defective voltage divider resistor, 60, shorted condenser, 56, Figs. 2 and 3. 

9 and 11 105 Volts D. C. Defective UX-280; broken connection; defective voltage divider resistor; open choke 61; shorted condenser, 56, Figs. 2 and 3. 

13 and 15 185 Volts D. C. Low emission UX-280; poor socket contact broken connection; open choke, 
61, defective voltage divider, 60; shorted condenser in condenser bank, 56, Figs. 1 and 2. 
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VICTOR MICRO -SYNCHRONOUS RADIO 
R-35, R-39, RE -57 

The new Victor Micro -Synchronous Radio is a 
screen grid five circuit tuned radio frequency receiver 
of the antenna type. It employs three stages of 
tuned radio frequency amplification and a power 
detector, all of which are screen grid Radiotrons 
UY -224. A UY -227 Radiotron is used as a first stage 
audio amplifier, resistance coupled; two UX-245's 
are used in the push-pull power amplifier stage, and 
a UX-280 as rectifier. 

Through the use of the screen grid Radiotrons, 
which produce an extremely high degree of amplifi- 
cation, and the five circuits, tuned with the micro - 
synchronous principle, extremely high sensitivity 
and selectivity are obtained without sacrifice of tone 
quality. 

Both the radio and the combination instruments 
contain two standard interchangeable units. The 
radio chassis contains the r. f. amplifiers, the power 
detector, and the first audio amplifier. The ampli- 
fier=speaker unit contains the push-pull stage of 
audio amplification, the rectifier -power supply, and 
the new Victor electro -dynamic speaker. 

The Victor Micro -Synchronous Radio is designed 
for operation on 105 to 125 volts, 50 to 60 cycles, alter- 
nating current. Special instruments are also avail- 
able for 25 to 30 cycle operation. 

Models R-35 and R-39 consume a maximum 
power of 120 watts, and the RE -57 a maximum 
of 170 watts when operating the Electrola. 

RADIO CHASSIS PARTS 

Radio Chassis Complete 
Name of Part 

Cam wheel cover plate 
Cam wheel cover plate screw 
Filter coil and condenser shield 
Filter coil shield eyelet screw 
Filter coil shield eyelet screw rivet* 

15 16 11 18 19 20 21 

S. Filter coil shield nut 
Filter coil shield lockwashr* 

6. Condenser shield (4 used) 
7. Escutcheon panel (less dial)* 

Escutcheon panel bracket (R.H.)* 
Escutcheon panel bracket (L.H.)* 
Escutcheon panel bracket rivet* 

8. Pilot lamp shield 
9. Condenser shield (1 used) 

10. 1st R.F. Coll 
II. Coil shield base rivet 
12. Coll shield base (4 used) 
13. Antenna coupling coil 
14. Twin binding post (ant. & grd.) 
15. Coll mounting screw 

Coil mounting lockwasher* 
Coil mounting nut* 

16. Cam roller shaf t 
Cam roller shaft "C" washer* 

17. Cam wheel (complete) 
Cam wheel indicator bracket rivet* 
Cam wheel and clamp indicator* 

18. Cam wheel adjusting screw 
19. Cam wheel plate 
20. Cam wheel plate screw 
21. Pilot lamp socket 

Pilot lamp* 
22. Link coil 
23. UY -224 tube socket (4 used) 
24. UY -224 tube socket clip rivet 
25. UY -224 grid connector 
26. Filter coil and condensers 

Filter coil condenser (2 used)* 
Filter coil mounting screw* 
Filter coil mounting nut* 
Filter coil mounting lockwashr 

27. 5 contact terminal strip 
28. 5 contact terminal strip rivet 

5 contact terminal strip link* 

contact(2 termi 
on 

nal strip 
aight radio 

scr screw* 
models)5 

29. 3rd R.F. Coil 
30. Tube shield base (4 used) 
31. Tube socket clip (4 used) 
32. Tube shield body (4 used) 
33. Coil shield body (4 used) 
34. Tube shield cap (4 used) 
35. Coil shield cap (4 used) 
36. Escutcheon panel screw 

Escutcheon panel nut* 
Escutcheon panel lockwasher* 

22 23 24 25 26 

21 

28 

29 

40 39 38 31 36 

Fig. 1 -Top View of Radio Chassis, showing parts. 
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Fig. 2 -Bottom View of Radio Chassis, showing parts. 

RADIO CHASSIS PARTS -Continued 
Name of Part 

37. Dial scale 
Dial clamps 
Dial clamp wood screw* 
Dial clamp washer* 

38. Wood knob (all except receiver tuning) Wood knob (receiver tuning)* 
39. Tone and volume control nut 
40. Tone and volume control washer Tone and volume control locking plate* Tone control washer* 
41. Twin binding post lockwasher 
42. Twin binding post nut 
43. By-pass condenser, three units of .1 mfd. each with common ground 

By-pass condenser rivet* 
44. Stabilizing inductor (complete) Resistor (9000 ohms) (brown & blue)* Resistor (130 ohms) (blue & gray)* 
45. Stabilizing inductor mounting screw Stabilizing inductor mounting lockwasher* Stabilizing inductor mounting nut* 46. Mounting plate nut 
47. Mounting plate screw 

Mounting plate lockwasher* 
48. Volume control (complete lest knob) 
49. 2 contact terminal strip 
50. 2 contact terminal strip rivet 
51. 2nd R.F. Coil 

10 mmf. Condenser 
52. 6 contact terminal strip 
53. 6 contact terminal strip rivet 
54. Tone control (complete less knob) 
55. By-pass condenser (3 units of .1 mfd. each with common ground) By-pass condenser rivet* 
56. By-pass condenser rivet 
57. 1.0 and .1 mfd. by-pass condenser 
58. 1st A.F.itube socket (complete) 
59. 1st A.F. tube socket rivet 
60. .01 mfd. resistor board condenser 
61. .01 mfd. resistor board condenser rivet 
62 Resistor board coil 
63. Resistor board coil r(vet 

Resistor board condenser "AC" 100 MMF* Resistor board condenser "AD" 1200 MMF* Resistor board rivet* 
1 J Meg resistor (red & white)* under res. bd. 
1 Meg resistor (green & white)* under res. bd. 
35 Meg resistor (blue & green)* under res. Kd. 2800 ohtn resistor (blue & white)* under res. bd. 28000 ohm resistor (buff & brown)* under res. bd. 64. .25 and .75 mfd. by-pass condenser 

65. .25 and .75 mfd. by-pass condenser rivet 66. Cable clamp nut 
Cable clamp screw* 
Cable clamp lockwasher* 

67. Cable clamp 
68. Condenser shield base 
69. Condenser shield base rivet 
70. Cam roller shaft nut 

Cam roller shaft washer* 
Cam roller shaft lockwasher* 

5 6 7 8 9 10 

31 30 29 26 27 26 25 24 23 22 21 20 19 16 11 16 

Fig. 3 -Top View of Amplifier -Speaker Unit showing parts. 
RADIO CHASSIS PARTS -Continued 
Name of Part 

71. Cotter pin 
Washer (between condenser 

l Washer (on top of condenser links)* Condenser spacer washer* 
72. Condenser spring (spiral) 
73. Condenser link (one piece) Bakelite Condenser link rivet* Condenser link bushing* 
74. Condenser washer 

Condenser cotter pin 
75. Tuning condenser (one complete) 

AMPLIFIER -SPEAKER PARTS 
Name of Part 

Victor Amplifier with Speaker (60 cycle) Victor Amplifier with Speaker (25 cycle) Victor Electro Dynamic Speaker (only) 1. Condenser Bank 
Extra condenser for 25 cycle only* 2. Interstage & Output Transformer 3. Amplifier Base 

4. Terminal strip cover 
5. UX-245 Tube socket rivet 6. UX-245 tube socket (2 sockets complete) 7. Two contact terminal strip rivet 8. Two contact terminal strip (complete) 9. Terminal strip screw (2 used) 10 Terminal strip link 

11. UX-280 tube socket rivet 12. UX-280 tube socket (complete with terminal board) 13. Fuse Cover 
Fuse Cover insulation* 
Fuse cover bushing* 
1 amp, fuse* 

14. Reactor 
15. Power transformer (60 cycle, 120 volt) Power transformer (25 cycle, 120 volt) 16. Amplifier power cord (with male connector) 17. Power cord male connector 18. Toggle switch (complete with nuts) 19. Speaker cone retaining ring 20. Speaker cone retaining ring screw 21. Speaker cone retaining ring nut 22. Speaker cone retaining ring lock washer 23. Speaker cone housing 

24. Cone housing terminal strip 25. Speaker cone 
26. Speaker bolt 
27. Speaker nut 
28. ker lock 
29. Speaker field coil 
30. Speaker felt spacing ring 31. Speaker base 
32. Resistor 730 ohms (UX-245 grid Mae) 33. Resistor rivet 

Resistor wood spacer* 34. Resistor (UX-245 filament center tap) 55 ohms 35. Eight contact terminal strip 36. Eight contact terminal strip rivet 37. Resistor (8000 ohms) (gray & brown) 38. Wood End 
*Not illustrated 
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45 44 43 42 41 4i 39 34 

Fig. 4-Bottom View of Amplifier -Speaker Unit, 
showing parts. 

AMPLIFIER -SPEAKER PARTS-Continued 
Name of Part 

Wood end wood screw* 
39. Resistor (8000 ohms) (gray & brown) 40. Resistor (70,000 ohms) (red & green) 
41. Speaker mounting nut 
42. Speaker mounting screw 
43. Speaker mounting lock washer 
44. Insulation bushing 
45. Resistor (UY -224 filament center tap) 55 ohms Speaker cone center screw* 

Speaker cone center washer* 
Amplifier mounting screw* 
Amplifier mounting nut* 
Amplifier mounting lock washer* 
Amplifier mounting plate* 

*Not Illustrated 

INSTALLATION 
1. ANTENNA AND GROUND-A good antenna 

and ground installation is most essential to the cor- 
rect performance of the instrument. The antenna 
should be from 30 to 100 feet long, depending upon 
the proximity to nearby powerful stations. It should 
be as high above ground or the roof as possible, and 
should be held at both ends with good quality glass 
or porcelain insulators. The ground wire should 
be connected to a well scraped section of a water 
pipe. If such a connection is not available, a hot 
water or steam radiator pipe will be satisfactory. 

A good ground connection is essential and must 
be used at all times. 

If the instrument is being connected to an 
antenna and ground installation which was used 
with a previous set, make a careful inspection of all 
lead-in and ground wires and connections to see that 
they are properly insulated and free from broken or 
corroded joints. Check the lightning arrestor, mak- 
ing sure that it is not grounding the antenna. This 
can best be accomplished by using a "C" battery in 
aeries with a low range voltmeter (see Fig. 11). With 
the antenna and lead-in wires disconnected from 
the arrestor, there should be no continuity between 
the antenna and ground terminals of the lightning 
arrestor. 

2. POWER LINE VOLTAGE-The power line volt- 
age should be measured with an A.C. voltmeter at 
the time of installation. If the voltage is consist- 
ently below 115 volts, turn off the power, pull out 
the power plug, remove the metal cover over the 
fuse in the amplifier unit (see 13, Fig. 3), and 
change the fuse position to the 110 volt side. If the 
voltage is 115 volts or above, the fuse should be left 

in the 120 volt position. If the voltage is above 125 
volts, a good grade self adjusting voltage regulator, 
such as the Amperite 9-V-10, or a tapped resistor 
such as stock No. A310, should be connected in one 
side of the power line. If the voltage fluctuates 
badly, it is essential that the self adjusting voltage 
regulator be employed. 

3. LOCATION IN ROOM-When installing the 
instrument, it should be so located in the room that 
it will face the length of the room rather than the 
width. The back of the cabinet should be at least 
four inches away from the wall. Best acoustic 
results will be obtained if these suggestions are 
followed. 

GENERAL TESTS 
1. EXCESSIVE HUM-This condition can be 

caused by- 
a. Faulty UY -224 in detector socket. (See Fig. 5 for loca- tion of various sockets.) At least one UY -224 out of the four will usually be found which will produce minimum hum in the detector socket. 
b. Faulty UX-280 or UY -227. 
c. Unbalance in plate currents of two UX-245 Radlotrons. 

Try a new UX-245 first in one socket and then the other. 
d. Wire or terminal grounded to chassis, or open circuit 

in any of the various ground connections to chassis. 
e. Open or shorted center tap resistor in amplifier unit. 

(Shown at 34 and 45, Fig. 4.1 
f. Short or partial short in one of the resistors mounted 

on the under side of the resistor board. (See Fig. 18 
for proper resistance values.) 
Shorted or open condenser in condenser bank or faulty connection to condenser bank 1, Fig. 3 and 
Fig. 15. 

h. Defective UX-280 socket-one plate not making contact. 
i. Faulty connection to tapped section of filter reactor, 

14, Fig. 3. 

2. HOWL-Microphonic howl may be caused by- 
a. Defective Radlotron, particularly in the detector or first audio sockets. 
b. Speaker not properly felt insulated from baffle on front 

of cabinet. Raise the amplifier-speaker unit to ob- 
tain access to the felt and readjustthe felt properly, making sure that the rim of the speaker is tight against the felt. 

g. 

® 

1 -RF. 

g 

3-R.F. 

Fig. 5-Location of Radiotron Sockets in Radio 
Chassis. 
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c. Loose metal parta such es shields, screws, etc., or an 
improperly centered cane may set up a howl or me- 
chanical rattle, depending upon the nature of the 
fault. See subject 2 under Special Adjustments for 
the proper method of centering cone. 

d. On home recording, an open in either of the resistors 
of the microphone reactor, Fig. 19, may cause a howl. 

3. DISTORTION-Distortion may be caused by- 
a. Tone control knob turned too far to the left. 
b. Radio volume control advanced too far to the right 

on local stations, causing overloading of the detector. 
The customer ehould be thoroughly instructed on 
this point, as well as on the importance of tuning 
exactly to the station. 

c. Faulty Radiotron, particularly in the audio amplifier 
sockets. For best quality reproduction, the plate 
currents of the two UX-245's should balance within 
5 milliamperes. This teat can be made with a Weston 
Test Box or similar radio set analyzer. 

d. Cone in speaker unit Improperly centered. See subject 
2 under SPECIAL ADJUSTMENTS, page 31. 

4. EXCESSIVE NOISE-Excessive Noise may be 
caused by some external source, or it may be within 
the set. If the noise stops or is reduced when the 
antenna is disconnected, it will be known that the 
source is external, being caused by defective elec- 
trical or power equipment of some kind. If there is 
no apparent change when the antenna is discon- 
nected, the cause may be: 

a. Intermittent short or high resistance contact in any of 
the soldered jointe or in the power switch connec- 
tions. 

h. Loose or defective pilot lamp or pilot lamp socket. 
c. Shorted plates in one or more of the tuning con- 

densers. This will be most noticeable when the tun- 
ing lever is operated, and should be corrected by 
replacing the faulty condenser. 

d. Faulty power or audio transformer. 
e. Intermittent short on filter or by-pass condensers. 

Fig. 6-Victor Oscillator. 

5. OSCILLATION-Oscillation in the radio set, 
characterized by a generally unstable condition 
while tuning, may be caused by- 

a. Ungrounded or poorly grounded chassis. A good 
ground connection as described on page 8 is essential 
even for local reception. 

b. Removal of shielding from any of the condensers, 
colle or tube'. 

c. Too much unshielded exposure of green lead between 
control grid of U Y-224 and coil. The unshielded 
portion of this wire should be as short as possible. 

d. Open circuit in any of the .1 Mfd. by-pass condensers 
43 and 55 Fig. 2, or poor ground (loose rivet) in any of 
these condensers. 

e. Ungrounded shield on shielded lead of radio chassis. 
6. WEAK RECEPTION-This condition may be 

traced to- 
a. Faulty antenna characterized by weak reception, In- termittent reception, or a grating noise. Examine the 

antenna for poor connections, poor contacts, grounded 
lightning arrestor or antenna contact with surround- 
ing objects. 

b. Faulty ground connection, characterized by weak re- ception, intermittent reception, grating noise, or oscillation. Examine the ground wire for poor contact at the ground binding post connection, poor soldered connections, corroded connections at ground clamp. c. Low power line voltage. Test the line voltage at the power outlet by means of an A.C. voltmeter of the proper range. The voltage should be within the range of 10 5 to 
125 volts with the instrument in operation. The position of the fuse is important in this respect. For 105(to 
115 volts, the fuse should be placed In the 110 volt position) between 115 and 125 volts, in the 120 volt position. 

d. Low emission Radiotron in any of the various sockets. ----- 
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Fig. 7-Wiring Diagram of Victor Oscillator. 

e. Defect in radio chasels or in amplifier -speaker unit. See subjects 7 and 8 below for method of isolating trouble. 
f. Improper alignment of tuning condensers. This adjustment requires special attention and equip- ment. See subject 1, page 29, under SPECIAL AD- JUSTMENTS for the proper method of re -aligning. 

7. FAILURE IN RADIO OPERATION-PRELIM- 
INARY TESTS-The most probable causes for failure in operation are- 

a. No power from power supply line. See that the power plug is plugged into the wall socket, and that it is making proper contact. See that the instrument power switch is making proper contact. 
b. Open fuse in amplifier -speaker unit. Pull out wall plug, turn off switch, remove fuse cover, and examine fuse: if necessary make a continuity test with a D. C. voltmeter and a 454 volt "C" battery in series as shown in Fig. 11. 

IMPORTANT.-The insertion by mistake of a UX-245 in the UX-280 socket, or of the UX-280 In a UX-245 socket will cause the fuse to burn out. 
c. Faulty antenna or lead-in connection. See the dis- cussion of this subject under INSTALLATION, page 8. 
d. Defective Radiotron. Examine all Radiotrons, noting that they light properly. If visual examination does not reveal the faulty Radiotron, replace each one successively with a new tube of the proper type until operation is restored. 
e. Poor contact in Radiotron socket or in grid cap con- nections. Move each Radiotron in and out of its socket in order to locate any loose socket contacts. In some cases it may be necessary to remove the Radiotrons and clean the contact pins. See that the control grid clip attached to a green wire is making proper con- tact to the cap on top of each UY -224 Radiotron. Also see that the wire is properly connected from the clip to the associated coil. 
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Fig. 8-Top View of Amplifier Terminal Strip. 

CAUTION:-When replacing coil or tube shield 
caps, always be sure that the slots are aligned with the 
green wire before the cap is forced into position. To 
avoid damage to the wire or coil, never turn the cap 
once it is in place. 

Before attempting to locate the trouble in the 
chassis or the amplifier, make sure that the difficulty 
is not traceable to any of the points listed above. 

8. LOCATING TROUBLE-Trouble in the radio 
chassis or the amplifier -speaker unit can be isolated 
in the following manner:- 

a. Terminal Strip Tests. Test the voltages at the ter- 
minal strip, Fig. 8, with all tubes in place and com- 
pare the readings with those listed in chart No. 1 on 
page 15. This will tell in a general way if the proper 
voltages are being delivered to the chassis from the 
amplifier. 
Touch a wire across terminals 4 and 6 of the amplifier 
terminal strip as shown in Fig. 8. If there is a notice- 
able click in the speaker as this is done, it will be 
known that the audio amplifier and speaker system 
is functioning properly. 
If the terminal voltages obtained are not In accord- 
ance with those listed in chart No. 1, disconnect all 
terminals from the terminal strip and make the 
terminal strip voltage tests in accordance with chart 
No. 2. If the voltages obtained are in approximate 
agreement with those listed in chart No. 2 and the 
click test described in the previous paragraph indicates 

)PEN LINK 

ERMINAL 
N3 

Fig. 9-Using Exploring Coil for Circuit Tests. 

that the amplifier and speaker are operating correctly, it will be known that the trouble lies within the radio chassis. If the voltages do not agree with chart No. 2, the trouble must then be in the amplifier unit. 
b. Radio Chassis Tests with Test Box. If the fault is in the radio chassis, replace the terminal strip connections and check the voltages in the various sockets by means of a test box such as the Weston 547 or equivalent. Average voltage readings and possible causes of im- proper readings are listed in chart No. 3 page i6. 

c. Radio Chassis Tests with Exploring Coil and Oscillator. 
If an oscillator such as shown in Fig. 6 and a U-4 volt A. C. voltmeter (in Weston 547) are available, a quick and simple test can be made to locate any defect in the R. F. circuit between the detector and the antenna binding post. An exploring coil is used, consisting of several turns of No. 18 Insulated solid copper wire fitted into a U Y-227 tube shield, stock No, A2319. The shield is equipped with a set of antenna and ground binding posts as shown in wiring diagram, Fig. 10. One end of the coil is connected to the "ANT." post and the other end is left disconnected. The "GND." post is grounded to the shield. The meter is connected to terminal 3 of the amplifier terminal strip, Fig. 8, and to the link terminal on the amplifier base, nearer the UX-245 Radiotron. The link is left dis- connected. 
With the power turned on, if the shield cap is removed from any of the R. F. tubes and the exploring coil brought over the tube and the set then tuned to the frequency of the oscillator, the oscillator signal will he induced into the grid of that tube and will be indicated on the voltmeter, providing all tubes and circuits, including and beyond the particular stage under test, are functioning properly. 
(I) Set the oscillator and radio volume controls at max- imum, remove the shield cap from the third R. F. tube (see Fig. 9) and place the exploring coil over this tube. If a readable signal is indicated on the A.C. voltmeter, it will be known that the third R. F. and the detector tubes are O. K., that the grid circuits of the two are correct, and the plate circuit of the third R. F. is cor- rect. If no readable signal is obtained, however, it will be known that a defect such as an open or short circuit or a faulty tube exists at some point in the circuits or tubes just mentioned. Such defects can be isolated by rep acing the tubes in question and then by mak- ing the voltage teats as described in b. above. 

(2) If the third R. F. tests O.K., replace the shield cover over this tube and then make a similar test on the second R. F. An increased meter reading will he ob- tained, as indicated in the tabulation below, if this cir- cuit is O.K. If no meter reading is obtained, however, it will be known that the second R. F. tube, the plate or grid circuit of this tube, or the link circuit is not functioning correctly. Again the defect can be isolated by replacing the tube In question and by testing the voltages in the tube sockets. 
0-4 SCALE 

Det 0 0 3rd R. F 1 1 
2nd R. F 2 0 
1st R. F. 26 Ant. Binding Post 2 6 

(3) A lack of reading when the exploring coil is placed over the first r. f. tube will indicate a Door rf. tube or faulty connection either In the secondary of the antenna coupling coil, or in the plate circuit of the first r. f. tube. To test the circuit between the antenna binding post and the primary of the antenna coupling 
coil, it will be necessary to disconnect the oscillator 
leads from the exploring coil, and connect them direct to the antenna and ground binding posts. 
(4) After a number of such readings have been taken 
on good sets, a knowledge of the approximate gain per stage with the particular oscillator being employed will be obtained. A lower gain in any particular stage than that which should be expected will indicate a 
low emission tube or improper alignment of the tun- ing condensers, which latter adjustment is described in Subject 1 under SPECIAL ADJUSTMENTS, page 29. 

d. Amplifier Speaker Test. If It Is found in "a" above 
that the source of trouble is in the amplifier unit, make the socket voltage tests of the UX-245 and UX- 
280 sockets by means of the test box. The average 
voltages and possible causes of trouble for incorrect 
voltages are listed in chart No. 4. 
If the socket voltages are correct, shut off the power switch disconnect amplifier -speaker unit, remove it from the cabinet and make the continuity tests with a 
D.C. voltmeter and a 43.4 volt "C" battery in accordance with chart No. 5. A more accurate test can be made with the Weston No. 547 test box by changing the voltmeter readings to ohms resistance in accordance with the conversion chart accompanying the test box. 
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SHIELDED 
PAIR 

GND. 

Fig. 10-Wiring for Exploring Coil Tests. 

TO GROUND 

Fig. 11-Wiring Diagram Simple Continuity Test 
Circuit. 

Explanation of Charts:-All tests made with 
Weston No. 547 Radio Set Tester. Power line voltage 
110 volts, 60 cycle, A.C. volume control at maximum 
in all cases. 

CHART No. 1 

Amplifier Terminal Strip 

(CAUTION-High Voltage) 

TEST ACROSS 
AMPLIFIER 
TERMINALS 

VOLTAGE 
SUPPLY 

NORMAL 
VOLTAGE 

1 and 2 
UY -224 and 

UY -227 
Filament 

2.4 Volta A.C. 

3 and 7 UY -224 Plate 170 Volts D.C. 

3 and 6 UY -227 Plate 65 Volts D.C. 

3 and 8 Screen Grid 89 Volta D. C. 

CHART No. 2 

Amplifier Terminal Strip with Radio Chassis 
Disconnected 

(CAUTION-High Voltage) 

TEST ACROSS 
AMPLIFIER 

TERMINALS 
VOLTAGE 

SUPPLY 
NORMAL 

VOLTAGE 

I and 2 
UY -224 and 

U Y-227 
Filament 

2.6 Volts A.C. 

3 and 7 UY -224 Plate 300 Volta D.C. 

3 and 6 UY -227 Plate 275 Volts D.C. 

3 and 8 Screen Grid 295 Volts D.C. 

CHART No. 3 
Radio Chassis Tube Socket Tests 

TEST 
SOCKET 
NUMBER TUBE 

NORMAL 
VOLTAGE 

NORMAL 
CURRENT 

LACK OF VOLTAGE OR 
ABNORMAL VOLTAGE INDICATES 

1 UY-224-ist R. F. 2.1 
Filament "A" 2 

3 
4 

UY -224 -2nd R. F. 
UY -224 -3rd R. F. 
U Y-224-Detector 

2.1 
2.1 
2.0 

Open or shorted wire or contact in filament 
supply. 

5 UY-227-let Audio 2.1 

Open or grounded wire or contact in plate 
supply. Open plate coil 44, Fig. 2) short in 

1 173 3.1 any of the by-pass condensers 43, 55, 57, 60, 
Plate 2 Same 173 3.1 6.4, Fig. 2. Open or shorted resistor board 
"B" 3 as 173 3.1 (see Fig. 18). Open in plate winding of any of 

4 above 50 .3 the R. F. coils. Short between plate and grid 
5 67 1.5 section of R. F. coils. On detector, open or 

shorted plate filter 26, Fig. 1) open choke 62, 
Fig. 2) open .5 meg. resistor, Fig. 18. 

Open or shorted wire or contact in grid voltage 
uupply. Open or ungrounded R. F. coil. Fig. 1. 

1 3.1 Open or shorted resistor on resistor board (see 
Control 2 Same 3.1 Pig. 18). Open in control grid section of vol - 

Grid 3 as 3.1 rune control. Any defect listed above which ..co 4 above 1.5 would cause an abnormal plate voltage would 
5 .2 also cause an abnormal grid voltage. On ÚY- 

227 an open link in radio terminal strip (radio 
only) or open in wiring or poor contact in 
control switch (combination). 
Open or shorted wire or contact in screen grid 
voltage supply. Open link in radio terminal 

1 Same 89 strip (radio only) or open in wiring or poor 
Screen 2 as 89 contact in control switch (combination). 
Grid 3 above 89 Open in coil 44, Fig. 2. Any defect listed above 

4 3.4 which affects plate and control grid voltages 
will also affect the screen grid voltages. 

*250 V Scale 
www.americanradiohistory.com
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OVAtCSr ONO. GPT D AMTpgYI 
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Fig. 13-Bottom View of Radio Chassis, Showing Wiring Between Terminals. 

CABLE COLOR CODE 

rI LGMMpary 

R£D K. 
me SAM 

RCS 
IT Gr 

N lad 

-reOTr. 

LACR-RED Trefl 

_ uoWTr. 

4 sroW/Wi- rro Tr. 
s Err -rnLOWrr. 

orr CREED 
°'.' '% 

RED 
- rivaN. N B£N TH. 

114000 ON wrM4LE 
/90 Pena 

a«nYAnerE 
ANI 

a 1.0Mccorns 
ueLe 

R-7 i.vroOGrHs 
o.a HesONN 

p 
S 400 
ROPO PRAM 

E TUNINs COYOENs£r Cl 'DORM CONDENSER 
C -e 61107 CONvOrreser 

ONOCreEr 
C-7 So rer CO'/o[nlEr c. 71.100V4 CONDevere 
C-1 0.1 Mr. COrrOcreer 
C / aCONOCISEr 
Ed 0 1-1r. CONDENSEZ 
W DP w 

CC -00I al COvoeivaCr 

nza HT. cDNOENaEe 
B aTaNE.CONNarr 

C -S0 ID 
TN 

ENx< 

O 

MI, wur 
Cots pI 

CONO 
M/.CavOCNSer 

INTERSTMGE 4 OUTPUT TRANS 
I GREEN 

2 SLACK 
J BLACK 
4 YELLOW 
s REO - YELLOW R. 
i SLOE 
T GREEN 
B RED -YELLOW %a 
9 REO 
IO SLOE 

CABLE TERMINAL STRIP 
I UGHT BROWN (I) 
2 LIGHT BROWN (I) 
J YELLOW(Z) BLACK(/) 
4 ere -YELLOW TR. (I) 
5 GREEN -RED mMe011QRI/' i BLOC (i) 
7 REDO) 
I RE515TOR R,2 

FILTER CAPACITOR BLOCK 
BLOC (I) RESISTOR R-14 

Z RED -YELLOW (I) 
J YELLOW -GREEN TR. (l) 
4 YELLOW -RED TR. (I) 
5 YELLOW (2) 

GREEN -RED 'ï.e(I)RESRlJ 
7 1E0 (r) RESISTOR R ,4 
B RED (!) RESISTOR Roe! 

NIT TERMINAL SOAR 
LIGHT BROWN DI BROWN (I) 

2 Truer/01 YELLOW -RED 0. 1,1 
J LIGHT BROWN (I) BROWN II) 
4 RED (RI 
S BROIVNYELLOW TR.(I) GREEN (I) i REO (I) REO -BLACK TR. (I) 
7 YELLOW -GREEN TR.(E) 
B BROWN -YELLOW TR ('1 GREEN (I) 

9 12E0 (1) RED -BLACK TR (0) 
re. PVWER SUR (I) BLACK - RRO TR (I) 
II BLACK (I1 FUSE 
I2 BUS WIRE (I) FUSE 
IS BLACK -RED '»*1I) 
N BUS WIRE (I) POWER SUPPLY(I) 
l5 BLACK -RED TR(2) 

MISCELL. LEADS SPEAKER LEADS 
A BROWN -YELLOW re. I TOSCO (VOCE) 
B BROWN -YELLOW TR. 2 REO (FIELD) 
C SLACK J BLACK (VOICE) 
D YELLOW 4 REO (FIELD) 

EPOWER SUPPLY 
POWER SUPPLY 

.`L 

roo 'owe ONDfNSGe 
C.1L IM1»MTCDNOLNYZ 

POWER TRANSFORMER 
I BROWN 
2 SLACK -RED '/ 
S BLACK -RED TR. 
4 BLACK 
5 BROWN i YELLOW -RED Te 
T GREEN 
B GREEN 
9 BLACK -BLUE TR. 
ro BLACK -BL OE TR. 
IZ BROWN -GREEN TR. 
IE BROWN -GREEN TR. 

POWER SWITCH 
/ BLACK -RED TR 
2 ()LACK -Ere TR 

RESISTOR VALUE 2 COLOR REACTOR PACK 
R -II ---15 0.15 (MIO -TAP) I RED -BLACK TR. R-12 -8000 LEIMS BROWN(GRAY ENO 2 RED -BLACK TR. 
R -IS -8000 OHMS BECWN(GRAY £NO) 3 YELLOW -GREEN TR. R14 
RNS 

70000 
- - -15 

OHMS 
OHMS 

GREEN (RED END) 4 
(MID -TAP) 5 

RED 
YELLOW -RED TR. 

R -IG - -730 OW15 

NUM.Filter Condenser Sank and Cable Terminal Strip are the only parts having numbers. All other numbers are given for reference only. 
Fig. 14-Bottom View of Amplifier -Speaker Unit, showing Wiring between Terminals. 
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CHART No. 4 
Amplifier Tube Socket Tests 

TEST SOCKET NORMAL, 
VOLTAGE LACK OF VOLTAGE OR ABNORMAL VOLTAGE INDICATES 

Filament 
UX-245 
UX-245 

2.25 
2.25 Open or shorted wire or secondary winding in filament supply. 

UX-280 4.9 

Plate 

UX-245 
UX-245 

222 
222 

Open or shorted wire in plate supply; open primary of output transformer 2, Fig. 3; open or shorted field or reactor coil; shorted condenser in con- denser bank 1, Fig. 4. 

UX-280 40 M. A. 
Open or shorted wire in plate circuit. Open high voltage secondary of power transformer; any items listed above which affect UX-245 plate supply; any items listed in Chart No. 3 which affect U Y-224 plate supply. 

Grid UX-245 
UX-245 

37 
37 

Open or shorted wire in grid circuit; open secondary of interstage trans - former; open or shorted grid bias resistor 32, Fig. 4; faulty ground In center tap of secondary interstage transformer 2, Fig. 3, or faulty ground in grid bias resistor 32, Fig. 4. 

Condenser Bank Under Side of 
Terminals Terminal Strip 

CHART No. 5 
Continuity Test of Amplifier -Speaker Unit 

IMPORTANT NOTES 
Meter used, 10 volt scale of Weston test box 547. 

Open circuit voltage on continuity test 9.0 volts 
when reading on 10 V scale. Readings will vary with 
different meters and batteries, but relative propor- 
tions will be the same as those listed in chart be- 
low. Approximate resistance values are given, cor- 
responding to the direct reading ohmeter conversion 
chart for the Weston 547 test box. Terminals on 
terminal board are not numbered) numbers in the 
illustration to the left are for convenience in refer- 
ence to this chart only. Lack of voltage, or voltage 
readings which vary considerably from those listed 
below will indicate open circuits or other irregulari- 
ties in the parts under test. 

TEST BETWEEN 
TERMINALS PART 

APPROXIMATE 
VOLTAGE 

(10 V SCALE) 

APPROXIMATE 
RESISTANCE 
(OHMETER) 

F and 7 of Terminal Board Tapped Choke 8.4 Volts 300 Ohms 
4 and 6 of Terminal Board Speaker Field 7.2 Volts 1,500 Ohms Brown -Grey Resistor 8000 Ohm Resistor 3.4 Volts 8,000 Ohms Brown -Grey Resistor 8000 Ohm Resistor 3.4 Volts 8,000 Ohms Green -Red Resistor 70,000 Ohm Resistor .5 Volts 70,000 Ohms 
7 ar.d 8 of Condenser Bank Plate Choke 4.0 Volts 6,000 Ohms 
2 of Condenser Bank and 4 of 
Terminal Strip Primary Interstage Transformer 6.4 Volts 2,000 Ohms 
UX-245 Grids Secondary Interstage Transformer 2.4 Volts 14,000 Ohms 
UX-245 Grids to Chassis One-half Secondary Interstage 

Transformer 
4.4 Volts 5,500 Ohms 
3.6 Volts 7,500 Ohms UX-245 Plates Primary Output Transformer 8.4 Volts 330 Ohms UX-245 Plates and No. 3 

of Condenser Bank 
One-half Primary Output 
Transformer 8.8 Volts 165 Ohms 

Voice Coll Speaker Voice Coil 9.0 Volts 0 Ohms 14 and IS of Terminal Board Primary Power Transformer 9.0 Volts 0 Ohms 
P and P High Voltage Secondary 

Output Transformer 8.4 Volts 340 Ohms 
F and F UX-280 Filament Secondary 

Output Transformer 9.0 Volts 0 Ohms 
UX-245 Grid Bias Resistor 32, 
Fig. 4 

UX-245 Grid Bias Resistor 8.0 Volts 700 Ohms 

Note:-To test continuity of UY -224 and UX-245 filament windings of power transformer and the respective center tap resistors, it will first be necessary to unsolder the transformer leads from the resistors, and then test each part separately. Readings in all cases will correspond to a 9.0 volt reading under the test conditions listed above. 
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CHART No. 6 

Voltmeter Continuity Test of Electrola Parte 

TEST TERMINALS APPROXIMATE 
Voltage (10 V. Scale) 

Electric Pickup On P. U. 
Connector Block 9.0 Volte 

Record 
Volume Control Two Ende 8.6 Volts 

Input 
Transformer 

I and 2 9.0 Volte 

I and 3 

I and 4 

8.5 Volts 

4.4 Volts 

CHART No. 7 

Voltmeter Continuity Teat of Recording Parts 

TEST TERMINALS APPROXIMATE 
Voltage (10 V. Scale 

Microphone Cord Tipe 8.4 Volts 

150 Ohm Resistor Term. 245 
Two Ende 8.5 Volts 

Input 
Transformer 

I and 3 8.5 Volts 

I and 4 4.4 Volts 

Coil 
4 and I on 
Ter. Board, 

Fig. 19 
9.0 Volts 

Ohm Resistor Two Eer. 
Board 
I and 3 d250 

o Ter. 8.4 Volts 

Fig. 15-Internal Connections of 
Filter Condenser Bank. 

POWER TRANSFORMER 
105 -175 ¡PRIMARY START BLACK -RED TR. 

VOLTS 
PRIHARY TAP BLACK -RED 
PRIMARY FINISH BLACK 
LIN -260 PLATE START BLACK -BLUE TR. 

700 VOLTS UK -080 PLATE MIOTAP YELLOW-RE0 7A. 
UXzao PLATE FINION BLACK -BLUE TR. 

! VOLT1 fUX-230 FILAMENT START BROWN -GREEN TR. lux -280 FILAMENT FINISH BROWN -GREEN 7R. 

2ÿ VOLTS 
(UT -1E4 I W-227 FILAMENT START BROWN luT-224 z W-227 FILAMENT PIN11M BROWN 

zi VOLTS JUX -245 FILAMENT START BROWN -YELLOW TP lIUX 
- 245 FILAMENT FINISH BROWN -YELLOW TR. 

Fig. 16-Internal Connections of Power Transformer. 

531,96E 
TR FORMER 

COLOR CODE OF LEAD'S 
INTERSTRGE TRRNSFORMER OUTPL, TRRNJFORM[A 

T -0,0 -YELLOW ho 
NISN-REO-EttOW TR. 

OREEN 
PRIHRR F 

RED 
SECONDRR 
JECONORRY 

FINCH ' MEN 
TOP -YEUOW 

JECONORRY 
JECO/.JRR 

STPRTB 
FiNIJNBLRCM 

Fig. 17-Internal Connections of Interstage 
and Output Transformer. 
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9. FAILURE IN ELECTROLA OPERATION- 
Failure in operation of the Electrola may be trace- 
able to any of the following defects. See chart No. 
6 for continuity tests on Electrola parts:- 

a. Broken wire or connection. Examine all Wads care- fully and if necessary use the continuity test meter and battery as shown in Fig. 11. 

CAPACITOR3 
C2Z 100 WMF. 
C-241 0-0I MF. 

C-32 1200 MMF. 

RE515TOR COLOR CHART 
R5 1500 000 OHMS WHITE (WITH EEO END) 
R -b 2B 000 OHMS BUFF' ( WITH aeow END) 

R-7 1 000 000 ON/55 GREEN (WITH WHITE Eno) 
R-8 500000 OHMS BLUE ( WITH GREEN END) 

R-9 500000 OHMS BLUE (WITH GREET! END) 

P -JO 2800 041.19 {LUC (WITH WHITE END) 

Fig. 18-Resistor Board on Radio Chassis 

b. Open or abort circuit in electric pickup. Remove the 
pickup from the pickup arm by caking out the screw 
11, Fig. 29, and pulling the connector block from the 
pickup terminals. Test for con-inuity by means of 
the meter and battery shown in rig. 11. If no reading 
is obtained, pickup is open. 

c. Faulty contact in control switch. Remove the switch 
from the motor board, by taking off the knob and the 
mounting nut. Remove the cover from the switch 
and examine all contacts carefully. 

d. Open or short circuit in record volume control. Re- 
move the lead on terminal No. 2 of the input trans- 
former. Test for continuity thrc ugh each of the side 
connections with the pickup removed. 

e. Open or short circuit ln the input transformer. With 
the wire still removed from terminal No. 2 of the 

r- -- I 

i - I 

t 

DET£C TOR 

L'Y -224 
t (006 

70 R.F. 
SCBEENGRIDS 

SIKCLLTSED 

input transformer, test for continuity between ter- 
minals No. 1 and No. 2 and between No. 1 and No. 4. 
See Fig. 21 for Electrola connections. 

Distortion in the Electrola may be caused by the 
armature of the electric pickup being improperly 
centered (see subject No. 7 under SPECIAL AD- 
JUSTMENTS) or by an open grid resistor, R-9, 
mounted on the resistor board, Fig. 18. 

10. FAILURE OF HOME RECORDING-Failure 
of the home recording feature can be traced to any 
of the following. (See chart No. 6 Page 22 for 
continuity tests on home recording parts.) 

a. Poor contacts in microphone pin Jack terminals. 
b. Loose or broken wire or connection. 
c. Open or short circuit In microphone. 
d. Short in either of the resistors on reactor unit Fig. 19. 
e. Shorted or open record -microphone input transformer 

on motor board. 
f. Faulty contact in control switch. 
g. Open reactor coil on reactor unit, Fig. 19. 
h. Weak magnet in electric pickup. See note under b, subject 7. page 35. 
I. Reversed leads on two contact terminal strip 8, Fig. 3. 

Black with red tracer lead should connect to the term. 
final nearer the two UX-245 Radiotrons. 

RERCTOR 

R-21 

140 OHMS 

Fig. 19- 
Microphone Reactor Terminals and Connections 

/ETAUD/O 

RESISTOR BLOCc1IroR SiCLOSED uy -227 CArA 

9CRfEM61yGD 7G M70RANPtU1ER 
SORELY TERMINAL snot. 

/ME6. 

CAPACITOR 
1 ow T f 

TONE 

2.0.510. 

RrtIJrOR 
OS nos. 

I 
TGMECOMTROL 

/200 .+..g.(unva rem 

SECONDARY 
OUrm.T 
TRANS TOR. 

N 
SW.CLOSED 

Fig. 20-Schematic Connections Between Detector and First Audio Tubes 
with Transfer Switch in "Radio" Position. 

GRIDLEAK 
S MEO. 

SPEAKER 

V 

To trir RSTAGE 

TRANSFORMER 
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/Ad POT 
TR/NSFORMEN 

TO/NTCR)TAiE 

TRAN3EORMER 

tEoEco 
Fig. 21-Schematic Connections Between Detector and First Audio Tubes with Transfer Switch In "Record Reprodul taon" position 

RE PLATE 
&YPLY 

.111 

re, R.05 R' 

SCREENS -AMOS 

DETECTOR 
0Y-224 r- ---, 

--M/ 000 

L__ 

TO R.T. 
SCREEN6RIDS 

3w.uÑN 

I`rr ` e 

WM, IMOIMMIetle 

1 17 aro 
NICRG/NONE 

/"AUD/0 
UYº27 

.5-. 

70 INTERS7ME 

TRANSFORMER 

TruT 

SOI.LY 13[MñÑ Sv !Ell 

OUTPUT 

RE. 

SYSTEM 

K10R' HCrtfIP 11 

e 
. 

SPEArtER 

I 

L -i 

Fig. 22-Schematic Connections Between Detector and First Audio 
Tubes with Transfer Switch in "Home Recording" position. 

--I 

c FECTOR 
Urzea r e......v 

/Mu 

GMre/1/04 

Ju KY 
/I 

52-Cmvotaer 

TR.W/aRRE. 

r 
TO ) ON AMPL /T/CR 
TERM/MAE STR/P 

M3T At./0/0 
Ur- 227 

`iR.vi. 

OUTPOT 

le, re PRR 

:hPEAN6R 

u..w 
roe 

To6V7tR3TA6E 

TRA/ISMmRMER 

FIg. 23-Schematic Connections Between Detector and First Audio Tubes with Transfer Switch in "Radio Recording" position. 
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SPECIAL ADJUSTMENTS 
1. RE -ALIGNING TUNING CONDENSERS-Un- 

der normal conditions, the occasion will seldom arise 
when it will be necessary to re -align the tuning 
condensers. Low sensitivity and selectivity and im- 
proper dial settings over certain sections of the dial 
for stations of known broadcast frequencies are indi- 
cations that the tuning condensers are out of line. 
Before assuming that the instrument requires re- 
alignment, investigate such possible causes of weak 
reception as outlined under the subject of GEN- 
ERAL TESTS, beginning on page 9. 

NOTE:-Improper dial settings should not be 
confused with improper location of selector scale, 
the adjustment for which is described in Subject 5 
below. 

The parts required for re -aligning consist of a 
modulated oscillator, such as stock No. A-6004; a 
special aligning wrench, stock No. A-6085, and a 
0-8 volt a.c. voltmeter. All of these parts are shown 
in Fig. 24. The meter which is available in the Wes- 
ton test box can be used if desired. 

The Victor oscillator is accurately calibrated at 
550, 710, 1000, 1300 and 1500 kilocycles. These align- 
ing frequencies, which are the correct values used 
in the factory, must be employed in all cases. If it 
is desired to build an oscillator in accordance with 
the diagram Fig. 7, it should be constructed of the 
best grade materials available in order to hold its 
calibration properly, and should be calibrated at the 
frequencies listed above. If a standard wavemeter is 
not available for calibrating, the signals from a 
number of reliable broadcasting stations, operating 
on known frequencies from 550 to 1500 KC can be 
used by plotting a curve of oscillator dial settings 
against frequencies. 

Proceed to re -align the tuning condensers in the 
following manner: 

a. Disconnect the link (on straight radio modele) across 
the two terminals on the base of the amplifier (see 
Fig. 24), and connect one side of the 0-8 volt a.c. volt- 
meter to the terminal nearer the UX-245 Radiotrons. 
Connect the other side of the a.c. voltmeter to No. 3 
terminal (ground) on the amplifier terminal strip or 
clip to any clean metallic part of the amplifier base. 
The meter is thus connected in the speaker output 
circuit but the voice coil is out of the circuit. Silent 
aligning can thus be accomplished. 

b. Connect the shielded leads from the oscillator ter- 
minals to the antenna and ground terminals of the 
radio set, making sure that the ground wire is still 
connected to the radio chassis. 

c. Remove the small metal plate in the center of the 
cam wheel by taking out the retaining screw. 

d. Place the radio set in operation with the volume con- 
trol turned to maximum. 

e. Set the tuning lever at 550. Place the oscillator in oper- 
ation and set the dial at this same frequency. Adjust 
the oscillator output volume control to the lowest 
setting possible to obtain a reading on the A. C. 
voltmeter. 

f. It will be noted on the Inside of the cam wheel that 
there are five groups of five screws each, and that the 
first screw of each group is opposite a cam roller. 
Using the special socket wrench, stock No..A-6085, 
adjust each of the first screws until the reading on 
the A.C. voltmeter is a maximum. As the condensers 
are brought into alignment, it may be necessary to 
decrease the setting of the oscillator volume control 
in order toprevent the voltmeter from going off scale. 

g. Move the tuning lever of the Victor Radi) to 710 KC 
and set the oscillator dial at this same frequency. 
Now adjust the second screw of each grcup until a maximum reading is obtained on the voltmeter. 

iIIIIIIIIIUIIII INtl9: ii 
h:e" 

OPEti LIAI( 

TERM.' NM. 
WI 

Fig. 24-Re-aligning the Tuning Condensers 
h. Repeat this procedure for 1000 KC, 1300 BC, and 1500 

KC. The alignment is now complete. The flexible cam strip around the outer edge of the cam wheel assures perfect alignment between the aligning 
frequencies mentioned. 

i. Remove all oscillator and meter connections, and re- connect the link (or wire in the case of combination 
models). 

It will be desirable to check the oscillator cali- 
brations from time to time with signals from reli- 
able broadcasting stations. Dial settings may 
otherwise be incorrect because of rough handling 
of the oscillator or capacity changes in the UX-199 
Radiotron. 

2. CENTERING CONE OF SPEAKER-Improper 
centering of the cone in the electro dynamic 
speaker is characterized by a noticeable rattle or 
buzz, particularly when the volume control is ad- 
vanced. Such a rattle can sometimes be traced to 
faulty tubes in the detector or audio stages or to 
loose metal parts. This possibility should first be 
eliminated before attempting to center the cone. 
If the voice coil is improperly centered: 

a. Remove the mounting screws which hold the ampli- 
fier -speaker unit to the base of the cabinet, and turn 
the unit on its side as shown in Fig. 25. 

b. Remove one of the R. F. tubes from its socket and place 
a short piece of wire in the cathode and one of the 
filament terminals of a Ux-224 socket to produce n 60 
cycle hum. See Fig. 5 for location of these terminals. 
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Fig. 25-Centering Speaker Cone. 
CAUTION-Great care should be exercised not to 
touch any of the high voltage terminals on the under 
aide of the amplifier. 

c. Place the instrument In operation in the usual 
manner. 

d. Loosen the center screw in th speaker cone and then 
re -tighten the screw. 

e. Ordinarily the cone should now be properly centered 
which condition can be determined by the sound of 
the A.C. hum. When the cone is improperly centered 
an A.C. mechanical buzz will be heard as contrasted 
with a clear low frequency musical note when the coil 
Is free and properly centered. In some cases it may be 
necessary to remove the retaining ring, loosen the 
outer edge of the cone, replace the ring without 
tightening the screws, center as described above, and 
then retighten the ten retaining screws. 
Remove the wire across the cathode and filament of 
the R. F. tube and then replace the amplifier -speaker 
unit In the cabinet. 

3. REPLACING CONE OF SPEAKER-Should it 
become necessary to replace the speaker cone because 
of an open voice coil or other defect, the following 
procedure should be used: 

a. Unsolder the voice coil leads (black and yellow) and 
the two fine black wires attached to the cone, from the 
terminals on the side of the speaker frame. 

b. Using a No. 4 Spintite socket wrench, remove the ten 
screws which hold the retaining ring against the cone 
and also remove the center screw and washer. 

c. Remove the retaining ring and lift the old cone from 
the unit. 

d. Replace with the new cone, but before complete as- 
sembly is made, center the cone as described in 2, 
above. 

4. ADJUSTING TUNING LEVER TENSION- 
Should the tuning lever fail to operate freely, or 
should the vernier roller fail to track when turned, 
adjust the tension of the lever on its track by means 
of the adjusting nut which will be found on the 
lever midway between the cam wheel and the dial. 
To assure free movement of the lever, a small 
amount of grease should be placed on both the top 
and bottom of the roller track. 

5. READJUSTING AND REPLACING SELECTOR 
SCALE-Should it be necessary to shift the selector 
scale so as to obtain correct dial readings, or to 
replace a damaged scale, proceed in the following 
manner: 

i1 

II 

5.3 

RAOiO 

RECO4O 
RAD/0 

71 PNONO6. 

RECORD 
VOICE 

Fig. 26-Electric Motor 
Connections for 60 cycles. 

C33 
46Mf0. 

//O VOLTS A.c. 

234 

Ìc! 

RADIO 

RECORD 
RADIO 

~NOG. 
RECORD 
VO/C£ 

//o Vecra "c. 

C-33 3.a MfD. 
C-35 1.2 MFD. 
R-27 36 OHMS 

Fig. 26A-Electric Motor 
Connections for 25 Cycles. 

5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 

Fig. 27-Control Switch 

COLOR CODE 
1. Black 
2. Black 
3. Black-Yellow Tracer 
4. Pickup Lead 
5. Yellow-Black Tracer 
6. Black and Red -50-50 
7. Black-Red Tracer 
S. Green-Yellow Tracer 
9. Green and Red -50-50 

10. Black and Yellow -50-50 
11. Green and Yellow -50-50 
12. Green 
13. Green-Red Tracer 

Connection to Switch Case-Yellow 

a. Reach in from the back of the cabinet insert a screw 
driver through the holes in the back of the pilot light 
compartment, and loosen the clamps at each end of 
the scale. 

b. Remove the old scale if a replacement is being made, 
and place the new one in position with the ends under 
the clamps. 

c. Before tightening the clamps, tune in a station of 
known broadcast frequency and slide the scale to the 
right or left until the number corresponding to the 
known frequency of the station Is in line with the 
station indicator. 

d. Check this position on two or three other stations 
of known broadcast frequency at different sections of 
the scale. 

e. Holding the scale in position, re -tighten the screws in 
the scale clamps. 

6. ADJUSTING PILOT LAMP - If the pilot 
lamp is mounted off center, the dial readings at 
certain sections of the scale, particularly at the 
extreme ends, will be incorrect. The lamp is 
clamped on the back of the pilot lamp compart- 
ment in a position which will be obvious upon exam- 
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ination. Always be sure that the lamp is exactly in 
the rear of the center of the dial and that the hair 
line station indicator is vertical at the center and 
the extreme ends of the dial. 

Fig. 28-Adjusting Electric Pickup. 

7. ADJUSTING ELECTRIC PICKUP-Faulty rec- 
ord reproduction with noticeable blasting, particu- 
larly on the bass notes, may be caused by worn 
records or needles, or by improper centering cf the 
pickup armature. If such a condition is traced to the 
pickup, center the armature in the following manner: 

a. Remove the pickup from the pickup arm by taking 
out the retaining screw and nut, I1, Fig. 29. Pull the 
pickup away from the connector block. 

b. Remove the cover by taking out the needle screw and 
the cover screw, taking care not to lose the phos- 
phor bronze clamp which holds the magnet in place. 
NOTE-IT IS HIGHLY IMPORTANT that the magnet 
be in contact with the pole pieces or with a small iron 
or steel keeper at all times. Even a momentary break 
in the magnetic path of the pickup magnet will pro- 
duce a noticeable loss of magnetism which is reflected 
in decreased efficiency of the pickup, particularly in 
home recording. 

c. Place a steel keeper la" z 34" z 34' across the two 
ends of the magnet, and carefully slide the magnet 
from the pole pieces onto the keeper. 

d. Slide the magnet hack onto the under side of the pole 
pieces as shown in Fig. 28. 

e. Loosen both round head screws in the armature ad- 
justing plate with a small screw driver as shown in 
Fig. 28. 

f. Insert the pickup gauge, stock No. A-6074, between the armature and the pole pieces and re -tighten the round 
head screws in the adjusting plate. 

g. When the armature is properly centered, replace all parts of the pickup assembly. 
h. While making adjustments to the pickup, it will be 

well to place a small amount of Victor Motor Grease 
on the bearing surface between the pickup arm and 
the base at the rear of the arm to insure free motion of the arm. 

14 

15 

6 

--- 

12.1i 11 

18 

19 

Fig. 29-Parts of Electric Pickup. 

ELECTRIC PICKUP PARTS 

Name of Part 
Pick-up unit (complete) 
Pick-up arm and base (lean unit) 

1. Pick-up pole piece (R.H.) 
2. Pick-up armature 

Pick-up armature rubber pivot* 
3. Pick-up coil (low Impedance) 
4. Pick-up pole piece (L.H.) 
5. Pick-up pole piece screw 
6. Pick-up pole piece nut 

Pick-up pole piece lock washer* 
7. Pick-up damper and plate 

Pick-up damper (rubber)* 
Pick-up damper screw* 

8. Pick-up magnet 
9. Pick-up insulating eleevc 

10. Pick-up unit back 
11. Pick-up mounting screw 

Pick-up mountingtlnut 
Pick-up mounting lock washer* 

12. Pick-up arm escutcheon 
13. Pick-up arm escutcheon rivet 
14. Pick-up arm trip rod and nut 

Pick-up arm trip rod nut* 
15. Pick-up connector block and wire 
16. Pick-up unit cover 
17. Pick-up unit cover screw 
18. Pick-up needle screw 
19. Pick-up spring (fiat) 

Pick-up arm mounting screw 
*Not Illustrated. 
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VICTOR RADIO WITH ELECTROLA RE -17 

The Victor Radio with Electrola RE -17 is a combina- 
tion of the four circuit radio equipment in the R-15, 

with the Electrola equipment, less home recording, 
of the RE -57. A transfer switch controls the change- 
over from radio to record operation. When the 
switch is in the "Electrola" position, the power 

detector Radiotron becomes a first stage audio 
amplifier, transformer coupled, by a change in the 
grid bias of this tube when a 600 ohm resistor is 

connected into the grid bias circuit. The screen 

grid voltage supply to the R. F. tubes is opened 

during record reproduction to prevent the possibility 

of obtaining both radio and record reproduction 
simultaneously. 

Voltmeter Continuity Test of Electrola Parte 
Using 10 volt scale of Weston 547 Test Box and 

414 volt "C" battery. 

TEST TERMINALS APPROX. VOLTAGE 
(IO Volt Scale) 

Pickup OElectric 

Conn 
P. U.ector 

Block n 9.0 Volts 

Record 
Control 

Two End 
Terminals 8.6 Volts 

Input 
Transformer 

1 and 2 
3 and 4 

9.0 Volta 
7.2 Volts 

The RE -17 operates on 105 to 125 volts, 50 to 60 

cycles, alternating current. Special instruments 
are also available for 25 to 30 cycle operation. The 
maximum power consumption of the instrument 
is 170 watts. 

Fig. 3-Electrola Terminal Strip 
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Fig 4.-Radio Chassis Terminal Board, showing 
Additional Connections for Motor 
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Fig. 5-Schematic Wiring Diagram Victor Radio 
with Electrola RE -17 
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